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I.

Bohn’s Standard Library.

A SEBIE8 OP THE BEST ENGLISH AND FOREIGN AUTHORS, PRINTED IN

POST 8VO., AND PUBLISHED AT 3s. Gd, PER VOLUJIE

(excepting those marked otherwise).

Bacon’s Essays, Apophthegms, Wis-
dom of the Ancients, New Atlantis, and
Henry Vll., with Introduction and Notes.
rortraU.

Beaumont and Fletcher, ^ popular
Selection from. By Llich Hcnt

Beckmann’s History of Inventions,
Discoveries, and Origins. Revised and
enlarged, rortiaits la 2 vols.

Bremer’s (Miss) Works, Tianslated by
Maiot Howitt. I’oitiait In 4 voh
VoL 1. The Neighbours and other 'J'alcs

Vol 2 . The Ih-esident'a Daughter.
VqL 3. The Home, and Stntcand Peace.
VoL 4. A Diary, the H Family, &c

Butler’s (Bp.) Analogy of Religion,
and Sermons, with Notes Pot ti ad.

Carafas (The) of Maddaloni: and
Naples under Spanish Douimion '1 raiih-

lated from the German of Alfred de
Reumont.

Carrel’s Counter Revolution in Eng-
land. Fox's History and Jjonsdalo's
Memoir of James U Portrait.

Cellini (Benvenuto), Memoirs of.

Translated by Roscok. Port) ait.

Cpleridge’s (S. T.) Frieud. A SdKes
of Essays.

Coleridge’s (S. T
)
Biographia Liter-

aria. [Ju£t Published.

Conde’s Dominion of the Arabs in
Spain. Translated by Mrs. FoariJi. In
3 vols.

a

Cowper’s Complete Works, Edited,
with Memoir of the Author, by Soutiift
lllustratea mth 60 Engravings In 8 void

Vols lto4 Memoir and Corrcspoiid(nc<*

Vols 6 and 6 Poetical Works. Platt

»

Vol 7. Homer’s Iliad Plates
Vol 8 Homer’s Odvssey Plates

Coxe’s Memoirs of the Duke of
Marlborough J'oitraih in l volb

An Alius of the plant>of Mailborough s

cumpnigiis, 4 to, 1(16 6d

History of the House cf
Austria Pothaib In 4 vols

De Lolme on the Constitution ofEar-
land Edited, \Mih Notes, by Juii

,

MaCGRWjOII

Emerson’s Complete Works. In 2 vol

Foster’s (John) Life and Correspond.
cnco Edited by J.E Rilano ln2\(ii-«

Lectures at Broadmead
Chapel. Edited by J. E. Rilano Jm
2 vols.

Critical Essays. Edited bv
J Ji. Rit.and Ri 2 vula

Essays—On Decision of Cha-
racter,

Essays—On the Evils of Po-
pular Ignorance.

Fostenana : Thoughts, Re-
flectlona, and Criticisms of the late JoII^

Fostkh, selected from periodiail papers,

and Edited by HtNiti G Bohn (nearly

eOO paged) 6i.

Miscellaneous Works. In-

cluding his Essay on Doddridge. Pie-
paitng.

Fuller’s (Andrew) Principal Works.
With Memoir. Poi ti aiU



BOBU’S VABI0U8 LIBBARIES.

Goethe’s Works, ti'ansUtel into Eng-
In 6 volg.

Vols 1. and 2. Aiitoblograpl^, 13 Booka

;

and Travels In Italy, France, and
Swlt7erland. Portrait.

Vol 3. Faust, Iphlgenla, Torquato
Tasso, Eguiont, Ac,, by Misa Swan-
w K ic

;
and Got2 von Bfrlichmgen, by

•Sir VValteb Scxwt. Frontispiece,

Vol 4. Novels and Tales.

Vol ^ Wilhelm Meistcr'a Apprentice-

ship

Gregory’s (Dr.) Evidences, Doctrines,
and Du lies of the Christian Jleliglon

Guizot’s Representative Government.
ITiiUbl itcd by A. K Scoulf.

History of the English Revo-
lution of IGIO TianaUtcd by William
Ifv/rnT I’oi trait

History of Ci'^'lization. Ti ans-

lited by William Hazlitt In 3 vola.

/'»7 tiivt

Kali’s (Rev. Robert) Miscellaneous
|

W('i1(-i and rvemaln*;, with Memoir by
|

Dr (iuKGoiii, and an Es8*iy on Ida Cba-
r.iLter by John losruv. Portrait

Heine’s Poems, eomplet^*, fi om tlie

(hMinan, by L A BowuI^G. New Edi-

tion, (iihugrd 6x

Hungary; its History and Revolu-
tiont,, with rt Memoir of Kossuth from
Til 'V and autliPiitio boiirco'^ I'oi (i ait

Hutchinson (Colonel), Memoirs of,

and an Account of the bkgo ot Lathom
House I’mtiait

James’s (G. P. R.) Richard Coeur-de-
Dion, King of England, 1 oi trails. In

2 vols

Louis Xiy. Vorb aits. In

2 Mil*?

Junius’s Letters, \Mth Notes, Ad-
lidiun-., and an indox. In 2 \ols

Lamartine’s History of the Girond-
l^t1 PtntiaitS ill 3 vols

Restoration of tho Monaichy,
v.ithindex. l’o}tiaih In t vols

French Revolution of 1848,
vNith a flue Fumti^putu

Lamb’s (Charles) Elia and Eliana.
[^Imiriediatelii

T anzi’s History of Painting, Trans-

lated by iioscor Poll] aits In 3 vols

Locke’s Philosophical Works, con-

tainin'; on Essay on tho liuman Undir-

fetanding, Ac, with Note* and Index by
J A. bt. John. Portrait. In 3 vols.

Life and Letters, with Ex-
tracts from his Common-Place Books, by
Lord Kmo

Luther’s Table Talk. Translated by
^VTLL1AM Hazutt, Portrait.

Xaohiavelli’8 Hist» of flomiM,
The J^iinoe. and other Works. Portrait.

Menzel’s History of Germany. JPor-

traiit. In 8 vols.

Michelet’s Life of Luther. Translftted

by William Hazlitt

Roman Bepublle. Translated
by William Hazlitt.

French Revolution, with In-

dex Frontispiece.

Mignet’s French Bevoln^oil from
1789 (0 1814. Portrait

Milton’s Prose Works, with Indei.

Pol traits. In 6 vols.

Mitford’s (Miss) Our Villafe* Im-
I)rov(Hl Ed ,

complete Illtutraltd. 2 vols.

Neander’s Church History. Trans-

lated : with General Index Li 10 vote.

Life of Christ. Translated.

First Planting of Christi-

anity, and An tignostiku* Translated. In

2 vols

History of Christian Dogmas.
Translateti Jn2vol»

Christian Life in tho Early
and Middle Ages, Including his ' Light in

Dark Places * Translated.

Ockley’s History of the Saracens.
Ilevised and completed. Portiait.

Pearson on the Creed. New Edition.

IVitl) Analysis and Notes. [^Sliortly.

Ranke’s History of the Popes. Traos-

luted by E Fuoteb. In 3 vols.

Servia and the Servian Re-
volution.

Reynolds’ (Sir Joshua) Literary
^Vorks Poitiait, In a volf.

Roscoo’s Life and Fontiiloate of

X
,

1th tho Copyright Notes, fliid an
Index. Portraits in 2 vola.

Life of Lorenio do Kidioii
with the Copyright Notes, See. Porirqiii*

Russia, History of, by Waltbb K.
Kf- LLr. Parti aits. In 2 vols.

Schiller’s Works. Translated into

English In 4 vols.

yol 1. Thirty Years' War, and Revolt

of the Netherlands.

VoL 2. Continuatum nf the Revolt

of the Netherlands; Walleostelo’i

Camp ;
the Plccolominl

;
Rie Death

of Wallenstein ; and WlUlam Te(L
Vol 3* Don Carlos, Mary S^usri Makl

of Orleans, and Bride w Messina

Vol 4. The Robbers, Plepoo, Love and
Intiigne, and ihe Gho|bJ96er.

3



A OATALOOUE OF

ioUtfri’i PUlOMi^ of lift and
of Lugniige, truuUled by A. J. W. Mob-
U80V.

Hiltory of UteratorOy An-
ount wd Modem. Now first completely

tnmsUt^ with Generol Index.

Pbiloiophy of Hlitory.

TraniUted by J. a BoiiXTOoir. For-

ML
Dramatio Utoratoro. Trans-

lated. Portrait.

Ifodem Hiltory.

-— JEithotio and Ifiioellaneoni

Workx

8heridaa’i Dramatio Worki and
Life. PortraU.

Siimondi’i Literature of the South
of Eufom. 'franslated by Roflooe. Pot-

traiti. hi 2 vols.

Smith’i (Adam) Theory of the Moral
Sentiments

;
with hla l^y on the First

Formation of Languages.

,

Bmvth’i (Professor) Lectures on
Modern History. In 2 vols.— Lectures on the French Re-
yolution. In 2 vols.

Sturm’s Morning Communings with
God, or Devotional Meditations ior Every
Day in the Year.

Taylor’s (BishopJeremy) HolyLiving
and Dying. Portrait.

Thierry’s Conquest of England by
the Normans. Translated by Williak
Hazlitt. Portrait In 2 voIk

Thierry’s Tiers Etat, or Third Estate,

in France, Translate by F. B. Wells.
2 vols. in one.

Vasari’s Lives of the Painters,

Sculptors, and Architects. Translated by

Mrs. Footer. 5 vols.

Wesley’s (John) Life. By Koiifrt
SoLTHET. New and Com])lcte Eiiltion

Double volume. 6*

Wheatley on the Book of ComraoD
frayer, Frontispia^t.

U,

Uniform with Bohn’s Standard Library,

Bailey’s (P. J.) Festus. A Poem.
Seventh Edition, revised and enlarged.

Si.

British Poets, from Milton to Kirke
Wnm. Cabinet Edition. In 4 vols.

141.

Cary’s Translation of Dante’s Hea-

I
Henry’s (Matthew) Commentary on

' the Psalms. Numrout Jllutb allots.

j

4t, Cd.

Hofland’s British Angler’s Manual.
Improved and enlarged, by Edward J ks.sf,

Esq. JllustraUd with eo Pngravwns.
7i 6d.

ven, Hell, and Purgatory, 7s. 6d.

Chillingworth’s Religion of Pro-
testants. 31. Cd.

Classio Tales. Comprising in One
volume the most esteemed works of the
imaglnstion. Si. 6d.

Demosthenes and JEschineSi the
Orations of. Translated by Lrlard. 3s.

Horace’s Odes and Epodes. Ti-nns-
lotcd by the Rev. W. Sewell. 3i. 6t?

Irving’s (Washington) Complete
Works. In 10 vols. 3i. edeach.

Vol. 1. Salmagundi and Knickerbocker
• Portrait 0/ tA^ Author.

Vol. 1 Sketch Book and Life of GoW*
smith.

Dickson and Mowbray on Poultry.
Edited by Mrs. Loudon. JUuitratioru by
Mtrvey. Si.

Gliiot’s Monk and Ss Contem-
poraries. Sl. Sd.

Hawthorne’s Talcs. In 2 vols..
Si. ed. each.

V^ 1. Twice Told Tales, and the
flbow Image.

4

voi. a. ijr^DrWge Hall and Abbots-
ford and Newstead.

‘ Tr^ellCT uid th«
Alhambra.

Vol. 5. Oonqnest of Granada and Con-
quest of Spain.

vx)n

Vo^6 and 7. Lift of Columbus and
Companions of Columbus, with a now
Index. Pirn Portrait.

VoL 8. Astoria and Tour In the Prairies
Vol 9. Mahomet and his Succesiors.
Vol. 10. Conquest of Florida and Afi,

yentures of Captain Bonneville.
^



BOnm VABI0U8 LIBRABIE8.

Irving’s (Washington) Lifo ofWash-
ington. Portrait In 4 vola. 38. 6d each.— (Washington) Life and Let-

ters. By his Nephew, Piebek E. Irving.

In 2 vols 3t 6a. each,

Por srparaU Worki, tet Cheap Strict,

p. 16.

Joyce’s Introdnction to the Arts and
l^lences. With Examination Questions.

3s 6cL

Lawrence’s Lectures on Compara-
tive Anatomy, Physiology, Zoolopy, and the

Natural History of Man. Illustrated 6#.

Lilly's Introduction to Astrology.
With numerous Emendations, by Zadbuel.
6s.

Miller’s (Professor) History, Philoso-
phically considered. In 4 vols. 3t. 6d.

Wh.

Farkes’s Elementary Chemistry.
3s 6(2.

Political (The) Cyclopsedia. In 4
vols, 3s. 6(2. ea^ ,

Also bound in 2 vols. with
leather backs. 16#.

Shakespeare’s Works, with Life,

by Chalmers. In diamond type. 3s. 6(2.— or, with 40 Engravings, 5s,

Uncle Tom’s C^bin, With Introduc-

tory Rem irks, by the Rev. J. Sherman.
Printed in a large clear type, lUustra-
tions. 3s 6(2.

Wide, Wide World. By Elizabeth
WETHEit\LL. Illustrated With 10 highly-

i finished Steel Engravings, 3s. 3d,

m.

Bohn’s Historical Library.

CNIFOBM WITH THK STANDARD

Evelyn’s Diary and Correspondence.
Illustrated with numerous Portraits, Ac.

In 4 vols.

Pepys’ Diary and Correspondence.
Ikllted by Lord Braybrooke With Im-

portant Additions, Including numerous
Letters Illustrated with many Portraits,

In 4 vols

Jesse’s Memoirs of the Eeign of the
Stuarts, Including the Protectorate With
General Index. Upwards of 40 Portraits,

In 3 vols.

LIBRARY, AT Bs, PER VOLUME.

Jesse’s Memoirs of the Pretenders
and their Adherents. 6 Portraits.

Nugent’s (Lord) Memorials of
Hampden, his Party, and Times. 12

Portraits.

Strickland’s (Agnes) Lives of the
Queens of England, from the Norman
Conquest From official records and
authentic documents, private and public.

1 Revised Edition. In 6 vols.

LY.

Bolin’s Library of French Memoirs.

UNIFORM WITH THE STANDARD LIBRARY, AT 35. 6cf. PER VOLUME.

Memoirs of Philip de Commines,
containing the Histories of Louis XI and
Charles VlH, and of Charges the Bold,

Duke of Burgundy. To which Is added.

The Scandalous Chronicle, or Secret

History of Loms XL Portraits, In

2 vols.

Memoirs of the Duke of Sully, Prime
Minister to Henry the Great. Portraits.

In 4 vols.

V.

Bohn’s School and College Series.

UNIFORM WITH THE STANDARD LIBRARY,

Bass’s Complete Greek and English
Lexicon to the New Testament. 2s. 3d.

New Testament (The) in Greek.
Grlesbach’s Text, with the various read-

ings of Mill and Scholz at foot of page, and

Parallel References In the marglQ; siso a

Criflcal Introdnction and Chronological

Tables. Tux)faotimiies of Greek Manu-
scripts. (660 pages.) 3s.3d.\ or with the

Lexicon. 6#.

6



A OATALOQUE OF

VI.

Bohn's Philological and Philosophical Library.

UNIFOIIM WITH THK STANDABD LIBRARY, AT 5s. PER VOLUME
(excepting those marked otherwise).

HegePi LectoroB on the Fhiloiophy
|

of History. Trunelatcid by J. Sijibee, M A I

HerodotxiB, Turner's (Dawson W) i

Notes to. With Map, kc
|

Wheeler’s Analysis and
Summary of

i

Slant’s Critique of Pure Season. '

Translated by J. M D. Mkikixjohn.
|

Logic
;

or, the Soienco of Inforence.
;

A Popular Manual. By J. Dfvett.

Lowndes’ Bibliographer’s Manual of '

English Literature. New Edition, cn- '

larged, by H. G. Boun, Parts I to X. (A

to Z). Si.Sd. each. Part XL (the Ap-
pendix Volume) 5s Or the 11 parts in

4 vols., half morocco, 2l 2s

Smith’s (Archdeacon) Complete Col-

lection of Syuonyma and Antonyms.
[I?i the Press

Tennemann’s Manual of the History
of I’hilosophy Continued by J.R Morell

Thucydides, Wheeler’s Analysis of.

Wheeler’s (M.A.) W. A., Dictionary
of Names of IicLiLiou^ PcTbons and Places.

Wright’s (T ) Dictionary of Obsolete
and Provincial English In 3 voU 6s.

each ;
or half-bound m 1 vol

,
lOf 6d.

VII.

Bohn's British Classics,

LIBRARY, AT 3s. (^d, PER VOLUME.UNIFORM WITH THE STANDARD

Addison’s Works. With the Notes
of Blshoji fluKu, ranch additional matter,

and upwards of lou Unpublished Letters.

IMib'd by H G Bohn, rortiait and 8

hngi amngs on Steel, In 6 vols.

Burke’s Works. In 0 Volumes.
Vol, 1 Vindication of Natural Society,

On the Sublime and Beautiful, and
Political Mlstellanies.

Vol. 2 Ercncli Revolution, kc.
Vol. 3 Appeal flora the New to tho

Old Wings , the Catholic Claims, &c
Vol. 4. On the Affairs of India, and
Charge against Warren Hastings

Vol. 6. Conclusion of Charge against
Hastings

;
on a Regldde Peace, kc.

Vol. 6. Allhcellaneous Speeches, &c
With a General Index.

Burke’s Speeches on Warren Hast-
ings; and U'tters With Index In

2 vols (forming vols. 7 and 8 of tho

works)

• Life. By Prior. New and
revised Edition. Portrait.

Defoe’s Works. Edited by Sir Wal-
TEB Scott. In 7 vols

Gibbon’s Roman Empire. Complete
and Uiiabiidged, with Notes; Including,

in addition to the Author's o^vn, those of

Giil/ot, Wenck, Niebuhr, Hugo, Neander,
and other foreign scholars; and an ela-

borate Index Edited by an English

Churchman, In 7 vols.

VIII.

Bohn's Ecclesiastical Library.

UNIFORM WITH THE STANDARD UBRARY, AT 5s. PER VOLUME.

Eusebius’ Ecolesiastioal History.
*

With Notes.

Philo Judffius, Works of
;

the con-
tei^otwy of Josephus. Translated by
C. D. Yonge. In 4 vols.

Socrates’ Ecolesiastioal History, in
contlnoation of Eusebius. With the Notes
of Valesins.

e

Sozomen’s Ecclesiastical History,

from A D 324-4 40 . and the Ecclesiastical

History of Phllostorgius.

Theodoret and Evagrius. Ecclesias-

tical Histories, fVom aj>. 332 to a.d. 427

and fVom a o. 431 to aj>. 644, j



BOHN'S VABIOVS LIBBABIE8.

rx.

Bohn’s Antiquarian Library.

^
UNIFORM WITH THE STANDARD

Bede’s Eoclesiastioal History, and
Aojglo-Saxon Chronlcla

Boethius’s Consolation of Fhiloso-
uby. In Anglo-Saxon, with the A. S
Metres, and an English Translation, by i

the Rev. S. Fox. '

Brand’s Popular Antiquities of Eng- !

land, Scotland, and Ireland. BySlrHENRV 1

Ellh. In a vols.
,

Browne’s (Sir Thomas) Works. '

Edited by SmoN Wtrjtn*. Inavoli.
j

Vol. 1. The Vulgar Lrrora
,

Vol 2 Religlo Medici, and Garden of >

Qyrus

Vol 3 Um-Buiial, Tracts, and Corre-
!

Bpondence

Chronicles of the Crusaders. Kidiaid
j

of Devizes, Geoffrey de Vlnsauf, Lord do I

Joinville
I

Chronicles of the Tombs. A Collec-
tion of Remarkable Epitaphs. By T. J
BiiTTiG Rp ,

F RJS
, F S A,

Early Travels in Palestine. Willi-
bald, Saiwulf, Benjamin of Tudela, Man-

;

deville, La Brocquicre, and Maundrell
, ,

all unabridged. Edited by Thomas
|

Wright.
j

Ellis’s Early English Metrical Bo-
|

mances. Revised by J, 0. Halliw*.ll.
j

Florence of Worcester’s Chronicle, I

with the Two Continuations . comprising
Annals of English History to the Reign of

|

Edward I. . | I

Oiraldus Cambrensls’ Historical I

Works* Topography of Irclard; History
j

of tho Conquest of Ireland; Itinerary i

through Woles
; and Description of Wales

|

WlUi Index. iHited by Tuoa Wright.
i

Handbook of Proverbs. Compnsjnsj
all Ray’s English ri*overbs, with additions,

his Foreign Proverbs
;
and an Alphabetical

Index.
I

Henry of Huntingdon’s History of
|

the English, from the Roman Invasion to

Henry II.
;
with the Acta ot King Stephen,

Ac.
I

In^ph’s Chronicle of the Abbey of
j

(Hyland, with the Contlnnatlons by Peter
j

of Blola and other Writers. By H. T.
Hair.

I

UBRABY, AT 5s, PER VOLUME.

Keightloy’s Fairy Mythology^ Alwi-
by CruiJt^lt^nk^

Lamb’s Dramatic Poets of the Time
ot Elizabeth t Including his SelSofJona ffoiu
the Garrick Plays.

Lepsius’s Letters from Egypt, Ethio-
pia, and the Peninsula of Slual.

Mallet’s Northern Antlqultiel. By
Bishop Percy. With an Abstract of the
Evrbiggla Saga, by Sir WALTER Soorr.
Edited by J. A. Blackwill.

Marco Polo’s Travels, the Trans-
lation of Marsden. Edited by Thomas
WitroHT

Matthew Paris’s Chronicle. In 5
void.

First Section Roger of Wendover's
Flowers of English History, tVom the
Debcent of the Saxons to a.d. 1235
Translated by Dr. Qilia In 2 vols.

Second SrcTioN From 1236 to 1273
Wlih Index to tho enllro Work. In
3 volb

Matthew of Westminster’s Flowers
of History, especially such as relate to th'

affairs of Britain
,
to a u. 1307. Translatcu

by C. D. Yonge. In 2 vols.

Ordericus Vitalis’ Ecclesiastical His-
tory of England and Normandy. Tran-
latcd with Notes, by T. Forester, M.A
In 4 voD.

Pauli’s (Dr. E) Life of Alfred the
Great. Translated from the German,

Polyglot of Foreign Proverbs. VVitJj

Engll^h Translations, and a General Index

,

bringing tho whole into parallels, by IL G
Bohn.

Boger De Hoveden’s Annals of Eng-
lish lllbtory

,
from a o 732 to am. 1201

Edited by H. T. KirxY. In 2 vols.

Six Old English Chronicles, vis.

Asser’s Llle ul Alfred, and the Cbroulcks
of Ethclwcid, Glldas, Nennius, Qeoffrtj
of Monmouth, and Richard of Ciren-
cester.

William of Malmesbury’s Chronicle
of tho Kings of England. Translated by
SUARPE.

Yule-Tide Stories. A Collection of
bi^ndinavian TalCb and Tradition*. Edited
by B. ToHBfE.

T



A CATALOGUE OF

z.

Bohn’s Illustrated Library.

UNIFORM WITH THE STANDARD LIBRARY, AT 6s. PER VOLUME

(excepting those marked otherwise).

Allen’i Battles of the British Mavy. I Flaxman’s Lectures on Soolptore.
Kevlsed and enlarged. Ntmaout line Numerous JUustratiom. 65.

Fwtraxtt, In 2 voU.
j

Andersen’s Danish Legends and
{

Fairy Tales. With many Tales not in any
other edition. Translated by Cabolink
PxAOHET. 120 Wood Engravingt. ’

Ariosto’s Orlando Fnrioso. In Eng- ,

lish Verse. By W. S. Roes. Twdve fine
J

Bngrawngt. In 2 vols.
I

Beohstein’s Cage and Chamber Birds. \

Incladiug Sweet's Warblers. Enlarged
!

edition. NumerouM platei.
|

%* All other editions are abridged.

Wxth the plates coloured. Is. Qd.

Bonomi’s Nineveh and its Palaces.
New Edition, revised and considerably

enlarged, both In matter and Plates, in-

cluding a Full Account of the Assyrian
Sculptures recently added to the National

Collection. Vpwardt qf 300 Engraving$.

Butler’s Hudibras. With Variorum
Notes, a Biography, and a General Index.

Edited by Henkt G. Bohn. Thirty beau^

t\ful lUmtr^ioni.
•

; or, further illustrated mth
62 Outline Portraits. In 2 vols. lOs.

Catten^le’s Evenings at Haddon
llalL a4 exquisite hngravings on Uteel, i

Irotn designs by himself, the Letterpress

by the Bahoness Dk Cakabella.
,

China, Pictorial, Descriptive, and
!

Historical, with some Account of Ava and !

the Burmese, Siam, and Anam. Nearly
100 Illustratvons.

Craik’s (G. L.) Pursuit of Knowledge
under Difficulties, illustrated by Anec-
dotes and Memoirs Revised Edition. '

With numerous Parti aits. *

Cruikshank’s Three Courses and a
Dessert. A Series of Tales, with 60 hu-

morous Illustrations by Cruikshank. «

Dante. Translated by I. C. Wright,
M A New Edition, careftiUy revised

Portrait and 34 Illustrations on Steel,

after Flaxmam.

Didron’s History of Christian Art
;

'

or, Christian Iconography. It'rom the '

French. Upwards beautiful out-
j

lint Engravings. VoL I. (Mons ]>ldrQn
;

has not yet written the second volume ) i

8

Oil Bias, The Adventures of. 24
Engravings on Steel, after Smirke, and
10 Etchings by George Cruikshank. (612
pages.) 65.

Grimm’s Gammer Grethel
;

or, Ger-
man Fairy Tales and Popular Stories.

Translated by Edoab Tatlob. Numerous
Woodcuts by Cruikshank. Zs 6d.

Holbein’s Dance of Death, and Bible
Cuts. Upwards of Ibi) subjects, beauti-

fully engraved in facsimile, with Intro-

duction and Descriptions by the late

Fbancw Douck and Dr. T. F. Dibdin.
2 vols in 1. 75 6d.

Howitt’s (Mary) Pictorial Calendar
of the Seasons. Embodying the whole of

Aiken’s Calendar of Nature. Upwards of
100 Engravings.

(Mary and WUliam) Stories
of English and Foreign Life Tutnty beau-
tiful Engravings.

Hunt’s (Leigh) Book for a Comer.
Eighty extremely beautijul hnyravingk

India, Pictorial, Descriptive, and
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OF

HUMAN UNDERSTANDING.

BOOK III.

CHAPTER L
OF WORDS, OR LANGUAGE IN GENERAL.

1.

Man fitted to form articulate Sounds.—God, having de*

signed man for a sociable creature, made him not only with

an inclination, and under a necessity to have fellowship with

those of his own kind, but furnished him also with language,

which was to be the great instrument and common tie of

society. Man, therefore, had by nature his organs so fashioned,

as to be fit to frame articulate sounds, which we call words.

But this was not enough to produce language
; for parrots,

and several other birds, will be taught to make articulate

sounds distinct enough, which yet by no means are capable

of language.

2. To moke them Signs ofIdeas.—Besides articulate sounds,

therefore, it was further necessary that he should be able to

use these sounds as signs of internal conceptions, and to

make them stand as marks for the ideas within his own
mind, whereby they might be made known to others, and the

thoughts of men’s minds be conveyed from one to another.

3. To make general Si^ns.—But neither was this suflScient

to make words so useful as they ought to be. It is not

enough for the perfection of language, that sounds can bo

made signs of ideas, unless those signs can be so made use

of as to comprehend several particular things ;
for the mul-

tiplication of words would have perplexed their use, had

every particular thing need of a distinct nanle to be sig-

nified by. To remedy this inconvenience, language had yet

a further improvement in the use of general terms, whereby
one word was made to mark a multitude of particular

existences
;
which advantageous use ol sounds was obtained

VOL. II. B
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only by the difference of the ideas they were made signs of

:

those names becoming general, which are made to stand for

general ideas, and those remaining
2
:)articular, where the idesis

they are used for are particular.

4. Besides these names which stand for ideas, there be

other words which men make use of, not to signify any idea,

but the want or absence of some ideas, simple or complex, or

all ideas together
;
such as are nihil in Latin, and in English,

ignorance and barrenness • all which negative or privative

words cannot be said properly to belong to, or signify no
ideas

;
for then they would be perfectly insignificant sounds

;

but they relate to positive ideas, and signify their absence.

5. Words ultimately derived from such as signify sensible

Ideas ,—It may also lead us a little towards the original of

all our notions and knowledge, if we remark how great a
dependence our words have on common sensible ideas

; and
how those which are made use of to stand for actions and
notions quite removed from sense, have their rise from thence,

and from obvious sensible ideas are transferred to more ab-

struse significations, and made to stand for ideas that come
not under the cognizance of our senses; v.g, to imagine,

apprehend, comprehend, adhere, conceive, instil, disgust, dis-

turbance, tranquillity, <fec., are all words taken from the ope-

rations of sensible things, and a]>plied to certain modes of

thinking. Spirit, in its primary signification, is breath

;

angel, a messenger ; and I doubt not, but if we could trace

them to their sources, we should find in all languages the
names which stand for things that fall not under our senses,

to have had their first rise from sensible ideas. By which
we may give some kind of guess what kind of notions they
were, and whence derived, which fiUed their minds who were
the first beginners of languages

;
and how nature, even in

the naming of things, unawares suggested to men the ori-

ginals and principles of all their knowledge
;
whilst, to give

names that might makq known to others any operations

they felt in themselves, or any other ideas that came not
under their* senses, they were fain to borrow words from
ordinary known ideas of sensation ; by that means to make*
others the more easily to conceive those operations they ex-
perimented in themselves, which made no outward sensible

appearances
; and then, when they had got known and agreed
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names, to signify those internal operations of their own minda^

they were sufficiently furnished to make known by words

all their other ideas
;
since they could consist of nothing but

either of outward sensible perceptions, or of the inward ope-

rations of their minds about them, we having, as has been

proved, no ideas at all, but what originally come either from
sensible objects without, or what we feel within ourselves,

from tlie inward workings of our own spirits, of which wo
are conscious to ourselves within.

6. Distribution.—But to understand better the use and

force of languafre, as subservient to instruction and know-
ledge, it will be convenient to consider :

First, To what it is that names, in the use of language,

are immediately applied.

Secondly, Since all (except proper) names are general,

and so stand not particulaily for this or that single thing,

but for sorts and ranks of things, it will be necessary to

consider, in the next place, what the sorts and kinds, or, if

you rather like the Latin names, what the species and genera

of things are, wherein they consist, and how they come to

be made. These being (as they ought) well looked into,

we shall the better come to find the right use of words, the

natural advantages and defects of language, and the remedies

that ought to be used, to avoid the inconveniences of ob-

scurity or uncertainty in the signification of words, without

which it is impossible to discourse with any clearness or

order concerning knowledge
;
which, being conversant about

propositions, and those most commonly universal ones, has

greater connexion with words than perhaps is suspected.

These considerations, therefore, shall be the matter of the

following chapters.*

*
See, in Condillac, (Origine des Connoissances Humainea, Part IT,

§ 1 )
an attempt at reconciling the common method of philosophising on

the origin of language, with the account delivered m Scri[>tuie. He
believes that language was originally revealed to man in Paradise

;
but

in order to gratify the appetite for speculation, indulges m the very im-

probable supposition, that two children may have wandered away into

the desert befoie they could speak, and there founded an empire with a
new language

,
after whicli he sets himself about discovering the method

which in such a case they would be likely to pursue. And this is what
a hundred years ago was called philosophy m France ! Most persons

are acquamted with the story told by Herodotus, concerning the children

who were nursed by the she-goat^ beyond the reach of human language^

B 2
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CHAPTEE II.

OP THE SIGNIFICATION OF WORDS.

1. Words are sensible Signs necessary for Communication.
—^Man, though he has great variety of thoughts, and such

from which others as well as himself might receive profit

and delight, yet they are all within his own breast, invisible

and hidden from others, nor can of themselves be made to

appear. The comfort and advantage of society not being to

be had without communication of thoughts, it was necessary

that man should find out some external sensible signs,

whereof those invisible ideas, which his thoughts are made
up of, might be made known to others. For this purpose

nothing was so fit, either for plenty or quickness, as those

articulate sounds, which with so much ease and variety he
found himself able to make. Thus we may conceive how
words, which were by nature so well adapted to that purpose,

come to be made use of by men as the signs of their ideas
;
*

not by any natural connexion that there is between par-

ticular articulate sounds and certain ideas, for then there

would be but one language amongst all men
;
but by a volun-

taiy imposition, whereby such a word is made arbitrarily the

mark of such an idea. The use, then, of words, is to bo
sensible marks of ideas; and the ideas they stand for are

their proper and immediate signification.

2. Words are tlie sensible Signs of his Ideas who uses them.—The use men have of these marks being either to record
their own thoughts for the assistance of their own memory,
or, as it were, to bring out their ideas, and lay them before

•

for the purpose of discovering what was the ougmal dialect of mankind,
and how their firat woid was B^kos, simply the hec of the goats, with
tlie Greek termination. Quintilhan, alluding to the same story, sup-
poses the children to have been brought up by dumb nurses, and to
ha\e been, therefore, themselves dumb. (L. x c 1 .)— Ed.

* Though much has been wntten on the ongm and progress of lan-
gnage, we have hitherto arrived at nothmg like the philosophy of the
subject, chiefly perhaps from our neglecting to observe the mode by
which savages enlarge their vocabulary. There are, indeed, no tnbes of
men without language, but many among whom it is exceedingly scanty.A philosopher who should study the efforts of such tnbes to multiply
their words, by expressing influxes of new ideas, might thiow some light
on a subject still very little understood.—Ed,
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the view of others
;
words, in their primary or immediate

signitication, stand for nothing but the ideas in the mind
of him that uses them, how imperfectly soever or carelessly

those ideas are collected from the things which they are

supposed to represent Wlien a man speaks to another, it

is that he may be understood ; and the end of speech is, that

those sounds, as marks, may make known his ideas to the

hearer. That, then, which words are the marks of, are the

ideas of the speaker
;
nor can any one apply them, as marks,

immediately, to anything else but the ideas that he himself

hath
;
for this would be to make them signs of his own con-

ceptions, and yet apply them to other ideas; which would
be to make them signs and not signs of his ideas at the same
time, and so in effect to have no signification at all. Words
being voluntary signs, they cannot be voluntary signs im-

posed by him on things ho knows not. That would be to

make them signs of nothing, sounds without signification.

A man cannot make his words the signs either of qualities

in things, or of conceptions in the mind of another, whereof

he has none in his own. Till he has some ideas of his own,

he cannot suppose them to correspond with the conceptions

of another man
;
nor can he use any signs for them, for thus

they would be the signs of ho knows not what, which is in

truth to be the signs of nothing. But when he rej^resents

to himself other men s ideas by some of his own, if ho consent

to give them the same names that other men do, it is still to

his own ideas
;
to ideas that he has, and not to ideas that he

has not.

3. This is so necessary in the use of language, that in this

respect the knowing and the ignorant, the learned and the

unlearned, use the words, they speak (with any meaning) all

alike. They, in every man’s mouth, stand for the ideas he

has, and which he would express by them. A child having

taken notice of nothing in the metal he hears called gold,

but the bright shining yellow colour, he applies the word
gold only to his own idea of that colour, and nothing else

;

and therefore calls the same colour in a peacock’s tail gold.*

* ‘'All,” says the proverb, "is not gold that glitters;” but, like

children, travellers sometimes forget Ae wisdom contained in this

saying. A propos of this, Navarette remarks

"

They report the

apartments and rooms are very stately and noble, especudly tha
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Another that hath better observed, adds to shining yellow

great weight : and then the sound gold, when he uses it,^

stands for a complex idea of a shining yellow and a very

weighty substance
;
another adds to those qualities fusibility,

and then the word gold signifies to him a body, bright^

yellow, fusible, and very heavy ;
another adds malleability.

Each of these uses equally the word gold, when they have

occasion to express the id^ which they have applied it to

;

but it is evident that each can apply it only to his own idea,

nor can he make it stand as a sign of such a complex idea as

he has not.

4. Words are often secretly referred, first to the Ideas in other

Men's Minds.—But though words, as they are used by men,

can properly and immediately signify nothing but the ideas

that are in the mind of the speaker
;

yet they in their

thoughts give them a secret reference to two other things.

First, They suppose their words to be marks of the ideas

in the minds also of other men, with whom they commu-
nicate

;
for else they should talk in vain, and could not be

understood, if the sounds they applied to one idea were such

as by the hearer were applied to another, which is to §peak
two languages. But in this, men stand not usually to ex-

amine whether the idea they and those they discourse with

emperor’s bedchamber
;

but I never heard there were seventy-

nine, as Bishop Marolus writes, wheie he follows Mendoza^ m his

second chapter, quoted above
,

nor are there any rooms of gold,

silver, or precious stones, as the same author says, and J. Lazenna
affirms. How could these things be hid from us, who lived so many
years in that country, and some time at the court, inquiring diligently,

and examining into the most remarkable thmgs there? ITie Chinese
history tells us, the arched roof of an ancient emperor’s state-rooms waa
of gold, which I do not find any difficulty to give credit to

;
and I am

satisfied he that now reigns might have the same if he pleased. Nor
are there tiles of gold, as others have reported, but they are glazed yel-

low, which is the emperor’s colour ;
when the sun shines on them, they

look like gold, or polished brass. The petty kings of the blood-royal

use exactly the same
;
and they are on the temples of deceased empe-

rors. There are other tiles, blue glazed, which I have seen on some
temples, and look very graceful I have sometimes seen the tiles with
which the floora of the palace are laid ; they are square, and as large
as the stones of the floor of St. Peter’s church at Borne

; some were
glazed yellow, and others greea, as smooth and glossy as a looking-glass,

and must doubtle^ be a great ornament to a room.” (Account of China,.

LvI§9.)^Ed.
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have in their minds be the same, but think it enough that

they use the word, as they imagine, in the common accepta-

tion of that language
;
in which they suppose that the idea

they make it a sign of is precisely the same, to which the

understanding men of that country apply that name.

5. Secondly^ to tlie Reality of Things—Secondly, Because

men would not be thought to talk barely of their own ima-

ginations, but of things as really they are
;

therefore they

often suppose the words to stand also for the reality of

things. But this relating more particularly to substances,

and their names, as perhaps the former does to simple ideas

and modes, we shall speak of these two different ways of

applying words more at large, when we come to treat of the

names of fixed modes and substances in particular
;
though,

give me leave here to say, that it is a perverting the use of

words, and brings unavoidable obscurity and confusion into

their signification, whenever we make them stand for any-

thing but those ideas we have m our own minds.

6. Words by Use readily excite Ideas.—Concerning words,

also, it is further to be considered : First, that they being

immediately the signs of men’s ideas, and by that means

the instruments whereby men communicate their concep-

tions, and express to one another those thoughts and imagi-

nations, they have within their own breasts
; there comes,

by constant use, to be such a connexion between certain

sounds and the ideas they stand lor, that the names heard,

almost as readily excite certain ideas as if the objects them-

selves, which are apt to produce them, did actually affect the

senses. Which is manifestly so in all obvious sensible qua-

lities, and in all substances that frequently and familiarly

occur to us.

7. Words often used without Signification.—Secondly, That,

though the proper and immediate signification of words are

ideas in the mind of the speaker, yet, because by familiar

use from our cradles we come to learn certain articulate

sounds very perfectly, and have them readily on our tongues,

and always at hand in our memories, but yet are not always

careful to examine or settle their significations perfectly
;

it

often happens that men, even when they would apply them-

selves to an attentive consideration, do set their thoughts

more on words than things. Nay, because words are many
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of them learned before the ideas are known for which they

stand : therefore some, not only children but men, speak

several words no otherwise than pan'ots do, only because

they have learned them, and have been accustomed to those

sounds. But, so far as words are of use and signification, so

far is there a constant connexion between the sound and the

idea, and a designation that the one stands for the other

;

without which application of them, they are nothing but so

much insignificant noise.

8 Their Signification 'perfectly arbitrary.—Words, by long

and familian use, as has been said, come to excite in men
certain ideas so constantly and readily, that they are apt to

suppose a natural connexion between them. But that they

signify only men’s peculiar ideas, and that by a perfect arbi-

trary imposition, is evident, in that they often fail to excite

in others (even that use the same language) the same ideas

we take them to be signs of: and every man has so

inviolable a libei*ty to make words stand for what ideas ho

pleases, that no one hath the power to make others have the

same ideas in their minds that he has, when they use the

same words that he does. And therefore the great Augustus

himself, in the possession of that power which ruled the

world, acknowledged he could not make a new Latin word
;

which was as much as to say, that ho could not arbitrarily

appoint what idea any sound should be a sign of in the

mouths and common language of his subjects. It is true

common use, by a tacit consent, appropriates certain sounds

to certain ideas in all languages, which so far limits the sig-

nification of that sound, that, unless a man applies it to the

same idea, he does not speak properly : and let me add, that,

unless a man’s words excite the same ideas in the hearer

which he makes them stand for in speaking, he does not

speak intelligibly. But whatever be the consequence of any
man’s using of words differently, either from their general

meaning, or the particul^^ sense of the person to whom he

addresses them
;
this is certain, their signification, in his use

of them, is limited to liis ideas, and they can be signs of

nothmg else.
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CHAPTER HI
OP GENERAL TERMS.

1. The greatest Part of Words general,—All things that

exist being particulars, it may perhaps be thought reasonable

that words, which ought to be conformed to things, should

be so too,—I mean in their signification : but yet we find

quite the contmry. The far greatest part of words that

make all languages are general terms
;
which has not been

the effect of neglect or chance, but of i*eason and necessity.

2. For erery particular Thing to have a Name is impossible,

—Fii-st, It is impossible that every particular thing should

have a distinct peculiar name. For the signification and use

of words depending on that connexion which the mind

makes between its ideas and the sounds it uses as signs of

them, it is necessary, in the application of names tf things,

tliat the mind should have distinct ideas of the things, and

retain also the particular name that belongs to every one,

>vith its peculiar appropriation to that idea. But it is be-

yond the power of human capacity to fmme and retain dis-

tinct ideas of all the particular things we meet with
;
every

bird and beast men saw, every tree and plant that affected

the senses, could not find a place in the most capacious un-

derstanding. If it be looked on as an instance of a pro-

digious memory, that some generals have been able to call

every soldier in their army by his proper name, we may
easily find a reason why men have never attempted to give

names to each sheep in their flock, or crow thar flies over

their heads
;
much less to call every leaf of plants, or grain of

sand that came in their way, by a peculiar name.

3. And usdess.—Secondly, If it were possible, it would

yet be useless ;
because it would not serve to the chief end

of language. Men would in vain heap up names of particular

things that would not serve them> to communicate their

thoughts. Men learn names, and use them in talk with

others, only that they may be understood : which is then

only done when by use or consent the sound I make by the

organs of speech, excites in another man’s mind who hears it

the idea I apply it to in mine, wh^^n I speak it. This cannot

be done by names applied to particular things, whereof I
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alone having the ideas in my mind, the names of them could

not be signiticant or intelligible to another, who was not

acquainted with all those very particular things which had

lallen under my notice.

4. Thirdly, But yet, granting this also feasible, (which I

think is not,) yet a distinct name for every particular thing

would not be of any great use for the improvement of know-

ledge : which, though founded in particular things, enlarges

itselt by general views
;
to which things reduced into sorts

under general names, are properly subservient. These with

the names belonging to them, come within some compass,

and do not multiply every moment, beyond what either the

mind can contain, or use requires : and therefore, in these,

men have for the most part stopped
;
but yet not so as to

hinder themselves Irom distinguishing particular things by

appropriated names, where convenience demands it. And
thereto^ in their own species, which they have most to do

with, and wherein they have often occasion to mention par-

ticular persons, they make use of proper names
;
and theio

distinct individuals have distinct denominations.

5. What things have 'proper Names,— Besides persons,

countries also, cities, rivers, mountains, and other the like

distinctions of place, have usually found peculiar names, and
that for the same reason

,
they being such as men have often

an occasion to mark particularly, and, as it were, set before

others in their discourses with them. And I doubt not, but

if we had reason to mention particular horses as often as we
have to mention paiticular men, we should have proper

names for the one, as familiar as for the other
;
and Buce-

phalus would be a word as much in use as Alexander. And
therefore we see that, amongst jockeys, horses have their

proper names to be known and distinguished by, as com-

monly as their servants
;

because, amongst them, there is

often occasion to mention this or that particular horse when
he is out of sight. •

G. How general Words are made.—The next thing to be
considered is, how general words come to be made. For,

since all things that exist are only particulars, how come we
by general terms, or where find we those general natures

they are supjiosed to stand for? Words become general by
being made the signs of general ideas; and ideas become
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general by separating from them the circumstance.s of time

and place, and any other ideas tliat may determine them to

this or that particular existence. By this way of abstiac-

tion they ai’e made capable of representing more individuals

than one
;
each of which having in it a conformity to that

abstract idea, is (as we call it) of that sort.

7. But, to deduce this a little more distinctly, it will not

perhaps be amiss to trace our notions and names from their

beginning, and observe by what degrees we proceed, and by

what steps we enlarge our ideas from our first infancy.

There is nothing more evident, than that the ideas of the

persons children converse with (to instance m them alone)

are, like the persons themselves, only particular. The ideas

of the nurse and the mother are well framed m their minds

;

and, like pictures of them there, represent only those indi-

viduals. The names they first gave to them are confined to

these individuals
j
and the names of nurse and mamma the

child uses, determine themselves to those persons. After-

wards, when time and a larger acquaintance liave made them

observe that there are a great many other things in the

world that, in some common agreements of shape, and several

other qualities, resemble their father and mother, and those

persons they have been used to, they frame an idea, which

they find those many particulars do partake in
;
and to that

they give, with others, the name man, for example. And
thus they come to have a geneml name, and a general idea

wherein they make nothing new, but only leave out of the

complex idea they had of Peter and James, Mary and Jane,

that which is peculiar to each, and retain only what is

common to them all.

8. By the same way that they come by the general name

and idea of man, they easily advance to more general names

and notions. For, observing that several things that differ

from their idea of man, and cannot therefore be comprehended

under that name, have yet certain qualities wherein they

agree with man, by retaining only those qualities, and uniting

them intc^one idea, they have again another and more

general idea ;
to which having given a name, they make a

term of a more comprehensive extension : which new idea is

made, not by any new addition, but .only as before, by

leaving out the shape, and some other properties signified
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by the name man, and retaining only a body, with life,

•sejise, and spontaneous motion, comprehended under the

name animal.*

9. General^ Natures arc nothing hut abstract Ideas.—That

this 13 the way whereby men first formed general ideas, and

general names to them, I think is so evident, that there

needs no other proof of it but the considering of a man’s

self, or othere, and the ordinary proceedings of their minds

in knowledge: and he that thinks general natures or notions

are anything else but such abstract and partial ideas of more

comj)lex ones, taken at first from particular existences, will,

I fear, be at a loss where to find them. For let any one

reflect, and then tell me, wherein does his idea of man difier

from that of Peter and Paul, or his idea of horse from that

of Bucephalus, but in the leaving out something that is

peculiar to each individual, and retaining so much of those

])articular complex ideas of several particular existences as

they are found to agree in ? Of the complex ideas signified

by the names man and horse, leaving out but those par-

ticulars wherein they differ, and retaining only those wherein

they agree, and of those making a new distinct complex idea,

and giving the name animal to it
;
one hns a more general

term, that comprehends with man several other creatures.

Leave out of the idea of animal, sense and spontaneous

motion, and the remaining complex idea, made up of the

remaining simple, ones of body, life, and nourishment, be-

comes a more general one, under the more comprehensive

* It formed part of Berkeley’s system to deny the existence of general

ideas, which accordingly he ridicules with great pertinacity in his Intro-

duction to the Principles of Human Knowledge. (§ 7, et seq
) His

le.asonmg, however, is that of a sophist, and the sneering tone of his

language wholly unsuitcd to pliilo8ophic.al discussion. Making use—as
far as he judged favourable to his purpose—of the language in the text,

he says —'‘The constituent parts of the abstract idea of animal are

body, life, sense, and spontaneous motion. By body is meant body
without any particular shape or figure—there being no one shape or

figure common to all animals, without coveiing, either of hair or

fctithei-s, or scales, &c
,
nor yet naked hair, feathers, scafts, and naked-

ness being the distinguishing properties of particular animals, and, for

that reason, left out of the abstract idea. Upon the same account, the

spontaneous motion must be neither walking, nor flying, nor creeping

;

it is, nevertheless, a motion
,
but what that motion is, it is not easy to

tsonceive. (§9.)—Ed.
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term, viveus. And, not to dwell longer upon this particular,

so evident in itself, by the same way the mind proceeds

to body, substance, and at last to being, thing, and such

universal terms, which stand for any of our ideas whatsoever.

To conclude : this whole mystery of genera and species,

which make such a noise in the schools, and are with justice

so little regarded out of them, is nothing else but abstract

ideas, more or less comprehensive, with names annexed to

them. In all which this is constant and unvariable, that

every more general terra stands for such an idea, and is but

a part of any of those contained under it.

10, Why the Genus is m'dina/rily made Use of in Dpfi-

nilions.—This may show us the reason why, ih the defining

of words—which is nothing but declaring their significa-

tions—we make use of the genus, or next general word that

comprehends it. Which is not out of necessity, but only

to save the labour of enumerating the several simple ideas

which the next general word or genus stands for; or, perhaps,

sometimes the shame of not being able to do it. But though
defining by genus and differentia—I crave leave to use these

terms of art, though originally Latin, since they most pro-

perly suit those notions they are applied to—I say, though

defining by the genus be the shortest way, yet I think it

may be doubted whether it be the best. This I am sure, it

is not the only; and so not absolutely necessary. For,

definition being nothing but making another understand by
words what idea the term defined stands for, a definition is

best made by enumerating those simple ideas that are com-
bined in the signification of the term defined : and if, instead

of such an enumeration, men have accustomed themselves to

use the next general term, it has not been out of necessity,

or for greater clearness, but for quickness and dispatch sake.

For I think, that, to one who desired to know what idea the

word man stood for ; if it should be said, that man was a
solid extended substance, having life, sense, spontaneous

motion, and the faculty of reasoning
;
I doubt^ not but the

meaning of the term man would be as well understood, and
the idea it stands for be at least as clearly made known as

when it is defined to be a rational animal : which, by the

several definitions of animal, vivens and corpus, resolves

itself into those enumerated ideas. I have, in explaining
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the term man, followed here the ordinary definition of the

schools
;

which, though perhaps not the most exact, yet

serves well enough to my present purpose. And one may,

in this instance, see what gave occasion to the rule, that a
definition must consist of genus and differentia; and it

siiflices to show us the little necessity there is of such a

rule, or advantage in the strict observing of it.
' For, defi-

nitions, as has been said, being only the explaining of one

word by several others, so that the meaning or idea it stands

lor may be certainly known
;
languages are not always so

made according to the niles of logic, that every term can

have its signification exactly and clearly expressed by two
others. Experience sufficiently satisfies us to the contrary

;

or else those who have made this rule have done ill, that

they have given us so few definitions conformable to it. But
of definitions more in the next chapter.

11. General and Universal are Creatures of the Under-

standing ,—To return to general words, it is plain, by what
has been said, that general and universal belong not to the

real existence of things
;
but are the inventions and creatures

of the understanding, made by it for its own use, and con-

cern only signs, wdiether words or ideas. Words are general,

«as has been said, when used for signs of general ideas, and so

are applicable indifferently to many particular things . and
ideas are general when they are set up as the representatives

of many particular things
;
but universality belongs not to

things themselves, which are all of them particular in their

existence, even those words and ideas which in their signi-

fication are general. When therefore we quit particulars,

the generals that rest are only creatures of our own making

;

their general nature being nothing but the capacity they are

put into by the understanding, of signifying or representing

many particulars
;
for the signification they have is nothing

but a relation, that, by the mind of man, is added to them.*

* To this, the Bishop of Worcester objects — The abstracted ideas

are the work of the mind, yet they are not mere creatures of the mmd
;

as appears by an instance produced of the essence of the sun being
in one single individual ' in which case it is granted that the idea may
be so abstracted that more suns might agree in it, and it is .is much
a sort, as if there were as many suns as there are stars. So that here
we have a real essence subsisting in one individual, but capable of being
multiplied into more, and the same essence remaining. But in this one
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12. Ahstrctct Ideas are the Esseoices of the Genera and
Species.—The next thing therefore to be considered is, what
kind of signification it is, that general words have. For, as

it is evident that they do not signify barely one particular

thing—for then they would not be general terms, but proper

names—so, on the other side, it is as evident they do not

signify a plurality
;
for man and men would then signify the

same, and the distinction of numbers (as the gi’ammarians

call them) would be superfluous and useless. That, then,

which general words signify is a sort of things
;
and each of

them does that, by being a sign of an abstract idea in the

mind, to which idea as things existing are found to agree,

so they come to be ranked under that name
;

or, which is

all one, be of that sort. Whereby it is evident that the

essences of the sorts, or, if the Latin word pleases better,

species of things, are nothing else but these abstract ideas.

For the having the essence of any species, being that which
makes anything to be of that species, and the conformity to

the idea to which the name is annexed being that which
gives a right to that name

;
the having the essence, and the

having that conformity, must needs bo the same thing;

since to be of any species, and to have a right to the name
of that species, is all one. As, for example, to be a man, or

of the species man, and to have right to the name man, is tho

same thing. Again, to be a man, or of the species man, and
have tho essence of a man, is the same thing. Now, since

nothing can be a man, or have a right to the name man, but
what has a conformity to the abstract idea the name man
stands for

;
nor anything be a man, or have a right to the

species man, but what has the essence of that species
;

it fol-

lows, that the abstract idea for which the name stands, and the

essence of the species, is one and the same. From whence it is

easy to observe, that the essences of the sorts of things, and,

consequently, the sorting of this, is the workmanship of the un-

derstanding, that abstracts and makes^those general ideas,

Bun there is a real essence, and not a mere nominal or abstracted

essence. But suppose there were more suns, would not each of them
have the real essence of the sun ? For what is it makes the second sun,
but having the same real essence with the first* If it were but a nominal
essence, then the second would have nothing but the name.”— (Fop-
Locke’s reply, see Letters to the Bishop of Worcester. Appendix
No.
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13. They are the Worhinanship of the Understanding, hut
have their Foundation in t]te Similitude of Things.—I would
not here be thought to forget, much less to deny, that
Nature, in the production of things, makes several of them
alike : there is nothing more obvious, especially in the races
of animals, and all things propagated by seed. But yet, I
think, we may say the sorting of them under names is the
workmanship of the understanding, taking occasion, from the
similitude it observes amongst them, to make abstract ge-
neral ideas, and set them up in the mind, with names annexed
to them, as patterns or forms, (for, in that sense, the word
form has a very proper signification,) to which as particular
things existing are found to agree, so they come to be of
that species, have that denomination, or are put into that
classis. For when we say this is a man, that a horse : this
justice, that cruelty; this a watch, that a jack; what do wo
else but rank things under diflferent specific names, as a^'ee-
ing to those abstract ideas, of which we have made Those
names the signs ? And what are the essences of those species
set out and marked bynames, but those abstract ideas in the
mind; which arc, as it were, the bonds between particular
things that exist, and the names they are to be ranked
under And when general names have any connexion with
particular beings, these abstract ideas are the medium that
unites them

; so that the essences of species, as distinguished
and denommated by us, neither are nor can be anything butthose precise abstract ideas we have in our minds. And
therelore the supposed real essences of substances, if different

rank things into. For two .species may be one a.srationally a.s two different essences be the e.ieucc of oneW ; and I demand what are the alterations may or may

?o be o
^ r" of themto be of another siieciesl In determining the species ofthings by onr abstract .ideas, this is easy to resolve^ Wff

hnow ;heranvtP; T ' "«^or be able to

a horse o. Kd ^ «POoie« of

wm\ny‘‘tifwnoP
^ ® &sence.~Nory one wonder that I say these essences, or abstract
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ideas (which are the measui’es of Dame, and the boundaries

of species) are the workmanship of the understanding, who
considers that, at least, the complex ones are often, in

several men, different collections of simple ideas; and there-

fore that is covetousness to one man, which is not so to

another. Nay, even in substances where their abstract ideas

seem to be taken from the things themselves, they are not

constantly the same
;
no, not in that species which is most

familiar to us, and with which we have the most intimate

acquaintance: it having been more than once doubted,

whether the foetus born of a woman were a man ,* even so

far as that it hath been debated, whether it were or were* not

to be nourished and bajitized; Avhich could not be, if the

abstract idea or essence to w'hich the name man belonged

were of nature’s making, and were not the uncertain and

various collection of simple ideas, which tlie undei-standing

put together, and then, abstracting it, affixed a name to it.

So that, m truth, eveiy distinct abstract idea is a distinct

essence; and the names that stand for such distinct ideas

are the names of things essentially different. Thus a circle

is as essentially different from an oval as a sheep from a

goat; and rain is as essentially different from snow as water

from earth . that abstract idea which is the essence of one

being impossible to be communicated to the other. And
thus any two abstract ideas, that in any part vary one from

another, with two distinct names annexed to them, constitute

two distinct sorts, or, if you please, species, as essentially

different as any two of the most remote or opposite m the

world.

15. IxeaL and nominal Essence—But since the essences of

things are thought by some (and not without reason) to be

wholly unkno\vn, it may not be amiss to consider the several

significations of the word essence.

That 18
,
in the case of monstrous birtlis This subject once gave

rise to a long controversy between Mr. Limopy ami Mi \\ inslow
,
not,

indeed, with a view to detciinine what is the ical esbenco of man, and
consequently whether anything boin of ^^omall be of the human species

or pot, but simply .is to their ongin The remarks of Maupertuis,

however, though exceedingly brief, throw more light upon the contro-

versy than the reasonings of the disputants themselves {Venus Phi-

sique, c 14 ) and M. Sauvage, in our own day, has made monsters the
subject of Jong investig.itions, and coiiskIcis limiself to have explained
the whole mystery.—

E

d,

VOL, II. C
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Firet, Essence may he taken for the being of anything,

whereby it is what it is. And thus the real internal, hut

generally (m substances) unknown constitution of things,

whereon their discovemble qualities depend, may be called

their essence. This is the proper original signification of the

word, as is evident from the formation of it; essentia, in its

primaiy notation, signifying properly, being. And in this

sense it is still used, when we speak of the essence of i)ar-

ticular things, without giving them any name.

Secondly, The learning and disputes of the schools having

been much busied about genus and species, the word essence

has almost lost its primaiy signification: and, instead of tlie

real constitution of things, has been almost wholly applied to

the artificial constitution of genus and species. It is true,

there is ordinarily siqiposed a real constitution of the soits

of things; and it is past doubt there must be some real con-

stitution, on which any collection of simple ideas co-existmg

must depend. But it being evident that things me ranked

under names into sorts or species, only as they agree to

certain abstract ideas to which we have annexed those

names, the essence of each genus or sort comes to be nothing

but that abstract idea which the general, or sortal (if I may

have leave so to call it from sort, as I do general from genus)

name stands for. And this we .shall find to be that vvhich

the word essence imports in its most familiar use. These

two sorts of essences, I .suppose, may not unfitly be termed,

the one the real, the other nominal essence.

16 Constant Connexion between tJie Name and nominal Es-

sence .-—Between the nominal essence and the name there is

so near a connexion, that the name of any sort of things

cannot be attributed to any particular being but what has

this essence, whereby it answers that abstract idea whereof

that name is the sign.

17. Supposition, that Species are distinguished by their real

Essences usdess.—Conterning the real essences of corporeal

substances—to mention these only—there are, if I mistake

not, two opinions. The one is of those, who, using the word
essence for they know not what, suppose a certain number of

* I do not find that this word, though not worse than many in

constant use, took root in the language It might, however, be useful
where special could not so well be employed.—

E

d.
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those essences, according to which all natural things are

made, and wherein they do exactly every one of them par-

take, and so become of this or that species. The other, and

more rational opinion is of those who look on all natural

things to have a real, but unknown constitution of them in-

sensible parts; from which flow those sensible qualities which

serve us to distinguish tliem one from another, according as

we have occasion to rank them into sorts under common
denominations. The former of these opinions, which sup-

poses these essences as a certain number of forms or moulds,

wherein all natural things that exist are cast, and do equally

partake, has, I imagine, very niiieh perplexed tlie knowledge
of natural things. The frequent productions of monsters, m
all the species of animals, ajid of changelings, and other

strange issues of human birth, carry with them difficulties,

nob possible to consist with this hypothesis, since it is as

impossible that two things partaking exactly of the same
real essente should have diflercnt properties, as that two
figures partaking of the same real essence ot a circle should

have diflercnt properties But wTre there no other reason

against it, yet the supposition of essences that cannot be

knowm, and the making of them, nevertheless, to be that

which distinguishes the species ol things, is so wholly useless

and unserviceable to any part of our knowledge, that that

alone were sufficient to make us lay it by, and content our-

selves with such essences of the sorts or species of things as

come within the reach of our knowledge; which, when
seriously considered, will be found, as I have said, to be no-

thing else but those abstract complex ideas, to which we have

annexed distinct general names.

18. Real and nominal Essence the same in simple Ideas

and Modes, different in Substances.—Essences being thus dis-

tinguished into nominal and real, we may further observe,

that, m the species of simple ideas and modes, they are always

the same; but in substances always qwite different. Thus, a

figure including a space between three hues, is the real as

well as nominal es.sence of a triangle
;

it being not only the

abstract idea to which the general name is annexed, but the
very essentia or being of the thing itself—that foundation
from which all its properties flow, and to which they ai‘e all

inseparably annexed. But it is far otherwise concerning

c 2
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that parcel of matter which makes the ring on my finger,

wherein the'>;e two essence.^ arc ap}iarently different. For it

is the real constitution of its in.serisible parts, on which de-

jKiiid all those properties of colour, weight, fusibility, fixed-

ness, (tc., wliich aie to be found in it, which constitution we
know not, and so having no particular idea of, have no name
that IS the sign of it. But yet, it is its colour, weight, fusi-

bility, fixedness, etc, which makes it to be gold, or gives it a

light to that name, which is theiefore its nominal c.sscnco'

since nothing can be called gold but what has a conformity

of (pialitic'i to that ab.stract complex idea to which that name
is annexed. But this distinction of essences belonging pat-

ticulaily to substances, we shall, ’when Me come to coiisidei

then names, have an occasion to tieat of more fully

10. EssfniccH imjfjnn'ahle and iiicin ) upiihfr,—That .such ab-

.stiact ideas with nanu's to them, as we have been sjieaking

of, are essi'iices, may fuither appear by Mhat we are told coii-

ceiiung essences, viz
,
th.it they an* all iiigenerable and incoi-

ruptilile , which cannot be tine of the leal constitution , of

tilings mIiicIi begin and perish with tla'in All things that

exist, bi'sides tlieir aiithoi, aie all liabh' to eh.uige, esp(a lally

those things we aie ac([iiainte(l with, and ha\e lanked into

baud.s under distimt names oi ensign^ Thu.>, th.it whii h
was grass to-day is to-moiTow the fh''-h of a sheep, and,

within a lew da)-, attei, b»‘coines pait of a man in all which
and the like changt's it is evnh'nt their le.d C'^H'Uce— i. e

,

that constitution wheieon tin* piopeifies of these s(‘\('i.d

things depended —is d«'stioy(>d, and peiishi's w ith tlusn But
e.sseiices being taken foi ideas tstahlidied in the mind, with

n.imes .innexeil to them, the\ .11 e supposed to lein.un stisaldy

the same, wdiatcwer mutations the putniihii sidi'-t.uici's an'

liable to For, whate\er luTomes of Alexandi'i and Buce-

phalus, the ideas to which man aad hoiNe aie annexed, ar.^

supposed novel theles-^ to lemain the s.ime and so tin' ev^enee^

of those species aie pirservtd whole and nndestioud. wh.it-

ever changes Iiapjion to anv or all of the indnidn.ds of thosi'

siK'cies By this means tho essence of a ^jieties rc^ts s.ife and

entile, without the existence of so much tus one individual of

that kind For, wen' theiv now no ciixle existing anywhere
ill the woild, (as peiliajis tliat figuie exists not anywhen.'
exactly inaiked out.) yet the idea annexed to that name
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would not ceiise to bo w])at it is, nor coase to be as a {pattern

to dotcriiiiue which of the particular figuies wo meet with
have or have not a i ight to the name circle, and so to show
which of them, by having that essence, was of that s

2
X3cie3.

And though there neither were nor had been m natui-e such
a beast jis an unicoin, or such a hsh as a ineiinaid, yet, suji-

posing those names to stand for complex abstiact idea-v that
contained no inconsistency m them, the essence of a nicimaid
is as intelligible as that of a man

,
and the idea of an uni-

corn as certain, sti^ady, and iieimaneiit as that of a lioi-sc.

Fiom what has been said, it is evident that the doctiiue of
tlie immutability of essences J)rove^ them to be «mly abstiact

ideas; and is founded on the relation cstablislietl between
them and certain sounds as signs of tlicm, and uill always
be tine as long as the same name can Inue tlio same sig-

nification.

20 Rrcapifidathn .—To conclude this is that which in

short I Nvould say, viz
,
that all tin* great bu.sin(*s.s of genera

and .specie^, and their essences, amounts to no moie but this :

—

That men making abstract ideas, and settling them in their

minds with names annexed to them, do theieby enable theui-

sc-lves to consider things, and di.scoui>o of them as it w’ere in

bundles, for the easier and readier inipiovement and com-
munication of their knowledge, which would advance but
ftlouly wore their words and thoughts confined only to
particulars.

CHAPTER IV.

OF THE NAMES OF SIMPLE II)E\S

1 Xallies of simple Ideas, Modes, and Sahstanres, have each
something pecidiar.—Though all words, as I have shown,
signify nothing immediately but the ideas m the mind of the
speaker, yet, uj>on a nearer survey, we .-.hall find tlio names
of simple ideas, mixed mode.s, (unde* which I comprise rela-

tions too,) and natural substances, have cfich of them some-
thing j^cculiar and dififcrent fiom the other For example:

—

2. First, Names of simple Ideas and Svhsfances iiitimale

real Existence.—First, the names of simjde idca,s and sub-
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stances, with the abstract ideas in the mind, which they im-

mediately signify, intimate also some real existence, from

which was derived their original pattern. But the names of

mixed modes terminate in the idea that is in the mind, and

lead not the thoughts any further, as we shall sec more at

large in the foUowmg chapter.

3. Secondly^ Names of simple Ideas and Modes signify al-

ways both real and nomirwl Essence.—Secondly, The names

of simple ideas and modes signify always the real as well

as nominal essence of their species. But the names of na-

tural substances signify rarely, if ever, anytlung but barely

the nominal essences of those species, as we shall show
in the chapter that treats of the names of substances in par-

ticular.

4. Thirdly
y
Nmnes of simple Ideas undefinahle—Thirdly,

The names of simple ideas are not capable of any definition;

the names of all complex ideas are. It lias not, that I know,

been yet observed by anybody what words arc, and what are

not, capable of being defined : the want whereof is, as I am
apt to think, not seldom the occasion of great wmnglmg and
obscurity in men’s discourses, whilst some demand definitions

of terms that cannot . be defined
,
and others think they

ought not to rest satrsfied in an explication made by a more
general word, and its resti'iction, (oi to speak in terms of art,

by a genus and difference,) when, even after such definition

made according to rule, those who hear it have often no
more a clear conception of the meaning of the word than

they had before. This at least I think, that the showing

what words are, and what are not capable of definitions, and
wherein con.sists a good definition, is not wholly besides our

present purpose; and peihaps will afibrd so much light to

the nature of these signs and our ideas, as to deserve a more
particular consideration.

5 If all were definable, it would he a Process in infinitum.

—I will not here trouble myself to prove that all terms are

not definable from that progress in infinitum, which it will

visibly lead us into, if we should allow that all names could

be defined. For, if the terms of one definition were still to

be defined by another, where at last should we stop? But I

shall, from the nature of our ideas, and the signification of
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our words, show why some names can and others cannot be
dehried, and which they are.

G. W/iai a Dejimiion is .—I think it is agreed, that a defi-

nition IS nothing else but the showing the meaning of one
word by several other not synonymous terms. The meaning
of words being only the ideas they are made to stand for by
him that uses them, the meaning of any term is then showed,
or the word is defined, when by other words the idea it is

made the sign of, and annexed to, in the mind of the speaker,

is as it were represented or set before the view of another; and
thus its signification ascertained. This is the only use and
end of definitions

;
and therefore the only measure of what is

or IS not a good definition.

7. Simple Ideas, why undefinahle.—This being premised, I
say that the names of &im])le ideas, and those only, are in-

capable of being defined. The reason whereof is this, that

the several terms of a definition, signifying several ideas,

they can all together by no means represent an idea, which
has no composition at ^1 : and therefore, a definition, which
is propci’ly nothing Imt the showing the meanmg of one
word by several others not signifying each the same thing,

can m the names of simple ideas have no place.

S. Instances. Motion .—The not observing this difiei'ence

in our ideas, and their names, has produced that eminent
trifling in the schools, which is so easy to be observed in the

definitions they give us of some few of these simple ideas.

For, as to the greatest part of them, even those masters of
definitions were fain to leave them untouched, merely by
the impossibility they found in it. What more exquisite

*

jargon could the wit of man invent, than this definition :

—

“ The act of a being m power, as far forth as in power?”
which would puzzle any rational man, to whom it was not
already known by its famous absurdity, to guess what word
it could ever be supposed to be the explication of. If Tully,

asking a Dutchman what “ beweeginge” was, should have
I'Cceived this explication in his o\fn language, that it was
“ actus entis in potentia quatenus in potentia

;
” I ask

whether any one can imagine he could thereby have under-
stood what the word “beweeginge” signified; or have guessed
what idea a Dutchman ordinarily had m his mind, and would
signify to another, when he used that sound?
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9. Nor have the modem philosophei's, who have endea-

voured to throw off the jargon of the schools, and speak in-

telligibly, much better succeeded in defining simple ideas,

whether by explaining their causes, or any otherwise. The
atomists, who define motion to be a passage from one place

to another, what do they more than put one synonymous

word for another? for what is passage other than motion?

And if they were asked what passage was, how would tliey

better define it than by motion? For is it not at least as

proper and significant to say, passage is a motion from one

place to another, as to say, motion is a passage? &c. This

IS to translate, and not to define, when we change two
Avords of the same signification one for another; which,

when one is better understood than the other, may serve

to discover what idea the unknown stands for; but is very

far from a definition, unless we will say every English word
in the dictionary is the definition of the Latin word it

answers, and that motion is a definition of motus. Nor
will the successive application of the parts of the superfices

of one body to those of another, *which the Cartesians

give us, prove a much better definition of motion, when well

examined.

10. Light.

—
“ The act of perspicuous, as far forth as per-

'spicuous,” is another peripatetic definition of a simple idea;

Avhich, though not more absurd than the former of motion,

yet betrays its uselessness and insignificancy more plainly,

because experience Avill easily convince any one that it cannot

make the meaning of the word light (which it pretends to

define) at all understood by a blind man; but the definition

of motion appears not at first sight so useless, because it

escapes this way of trial. For this simple idea entering by
the touch as well as sight, it is impo.ssible to show an ex-

ample of any one, who has no other way to get the idea of

motion, but barely by the definition of that name. Those

who tell us that light is a great number of bttle globules,

striking briskly on the* bottom of the eye, speak more in-

telligibly than the schools; but yet these words ever so weU
understood would make the idea the word light stands for

no more known to a man that undei’stands it not before,

than if one should tell him that fight was nothing but a
company of little tennis-balls, which fiiiries all day long
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struck with rackets against some men’s foreheads, whilst

they passed by others. For granting this explication of the

thing to bo true, yet the idea of the cause of light, if we had

it ever so exact, would no more give us the idea of light

itself, as it is such a particular perception in us, than the

idea of the figure and motion of a sharp piece of steel would

give us the idea of that pain which it is able to cause in us.

For the cause of any sensation, and the sensation itself, in all

the simple ideas of one sense, are two ideas; and two ideas

80 different and distant one from another, that no two can

be more so. And therefore, should Des Cartes’s globules

strike ever so long on the retina of a man, who was blind

by a gutta serena, he would thereby never have any idea of

light, or anything approaching it, though he understood ever

so well what little globules were, and what striking on
another body was. And therefore the Cartesians very well

distinguish between that light which is the cause of that

sensation in us, and the idea which is produced in us by it,

and is that which is properly light.

11. Simple Ideas
f
why undefinahle^ further explained,—

^

Simple ideas, as has been shown, are only to be got by those

impressions objects themselves make on our minds, by the

proper inlets appointed to each sort. If they are not re-

ceived this way, all the words in the world made use of to

explain or define any of their names, will never be able to

produce in us the idea it stands for. For words, being

sounds, can produce in us no other simple ideas than of those

very sounds
;
nor excite any in us, but by that voluntary

connexion which is known to be between ihem and those

* To abridge the labour of the reader, I subjoin Hobbes’ theory of

light
—“His suppositis accedamus, ad causarum dictiones, et inquira-

Dius primis loco causam lucis solara. Quoniam ergo corpus solare motu
Bimphce circulari circurastantem jetheream substantiam modo ad unam,

modo ad aham partem, a se rejicit ita ut quae partes proximae soli sunt

luotae ab ipso sole proximo remotiores rursua urgeant necesse est ut in

quacunque distantia positi oculi prematur tandem pars antenor et ea

parte preasa propagetur motus ad intimanf orgam visoni partem cor A
motu autem cordis oreagentis oritur per eandem retro viam conatus

desinens in conatu vereus extenora tunicae quae vocatur retina. Sed
conatus iste ea exteriora illud ipsum est quod vocatur lumen, sive phan-
tasma lucidi

,
nam propter hoc phantasma est quod objectum, vocatur

lucidum.” (Phisica, ch. 27, § 2.)—Ed.
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simple ideas which common use has made them the signs of.

He that thinks otherwise, let him try if any words can give

him tlic taste of a pineapple, and make him have the true

idea of the relish of that celebrated delicious fruit. So far

as he is told it has a resemblance with any tastes, whereof

ho has the ideas already in his memory, imprinted there by
sensible objects not strangei-s to his palate, so far may he

approach that resemblance in his mind. But this is not giving

us that idea by a definition, but exciting in us other simple

ideas by their known names, which will be still very dif-

ferent from the true taste of that fruit itself. In light and
colours, and all other simple ideas, it is the same thing: for

the signification of sounds is not natural, but only imposed

and arbitrary. And no definition of light or redness is

more fitted or able to produce either of those ideas in us,

than the sound light or red by itself. For, to hope to pro-

duce an idea of light or colour by a sound, however formed,

is to expect that sounds should be visible or colours audible,

and to make the ears do the office of all the other senses.

Which is all one as to say, that we might taste, smell, and
see by the ears— a sort of philosophy worthy only of Sancho
Pan 9a, who had the faculty to see Dulcinea by hearsay. And
therefore he that has not before received into his mind by the

proper inlet the simple idea which any word stands for, can
never come to know the signification of that word by any
other words or sounds whatsoever, put together accordmg to

any rules of definition. The only way is by applying to his

senses the proper object, and so producing that idea in him,

for which he has learned the name already. A studious

blind man, who had mightily beat his head about visible

objects, and made use of the explication of his books and
friends, to undei-stand those names of light and colours which
often came m his way, bragged one day that he now under-
stood what scarlet signified. Upon which, his friend de-

manding what scarlet was, the blind man answered. It was
like the sound of a truihpet. Just such an understanding of
the name of any other simple idea will he have, who hopes
to get it only from a definition, or other words made use of
to explain it.

12. Tiie contrary shown in complex IdeaSy hy Instomces ct
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StcUite and Bcmibow .—The case is quite otherwise in com-

plex ideas; which, consisting of several simple ones, it is in

the power of words standing for the several ideas that make
that composition, to imprint complex ideas in the mind,,

which were never there before, and so make their names be

imderstood. In such collections of ideas passing imder one

name, definition, or the teaching the signification of one word
by several others, has place, and may make us undei*stand the

names of things which never came within the reach of our

senses; and frame ideas suitable to those in other men’s

minds when they use those names
:
provided that none of the

terms of the definition stand for any such simple ideas, which

he to whom the explication is made has never yet had in his

thought. Thus the word statue may be explained to a blind

man by other words, when picture cannot
;

his senses having

given him the idea of figure,* but not of colours, winch

therefore words cannot excite in him. This gained the piize

to the painter against the .statuary : each of which contend-

ing for the excellency of his art, and the statuary bragging

that his was to be preferred, because it reached further, and

even those who had lost their eyes, could yet perceive the

excellency of it, the painter agreed to refer himself to the

judgment of a blind man; who being brought where there

was a statue made by the one, and a picture drawn by the

other, he was first led to the statue, in which he traced with

his hands all the lineaments of the face and body, and with

great admiration applauded the skill of the workman. But
being led to the picture, and having his hands laid upon it,

was told, that now he touched the head,*and then the lore-

head, eyes, nose, &c., as his hands moved over the parts of
the picture on the cloth, without finding any the least di.s-

tmetion : whereupon he cried out, that certainly that must
ne^ds be a very admirable and divine piece of workmanship,

which could represent to them all those parts, where he could

neither feel nor perceive anything.
•

* In this view of the power of feeling to create true ideas of fgure I
perfectly concur

j
but it is wholly at variance with the crotchet advo-

cated in a former part of the work, (book 2 ch. ix. § 8, where see note

46,) that a man who obtains from the touch only an idea of a cube and
the idea of a globe, would not be able by sight to distinguish the one
from the other.—

E

d.
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1 3. He tliat should use the word rainbow to one who knew
all those coloura, but yet had never seen that phenomenon,

would, by enumerating the figure, largeness, position, and
order of the colours, so well define that word, that it might

be perfectly understood. But yet that definition, how exact

and perfect soever, would never make a blind man understand

it
,
because several of the simple ideas that make that complex

one being such as he never received by sensation and expe-

Tience, no words are able to excite them in his mind.

14 The same of comi^lex Idms when to he made intelligible

by Words.—Simple ideas, as has been shown, can only be got

by experience from those objects which are proper to produce

in us those perceptions. When by this means we have our

minds stored with them, and know the names for them, then

we are. in a condition to define, and by definition to under-

stand the names of complex ideas that are made up of them.

But when any term stands for a simple idea that a man has

never yet had in his mind, it is impossible by any words to

make known its meaning to him. When any term stands

for an idea a man is acquainted with, but is ignorant that

that term is the sign of it, then another name of the same

idea which he has been accustomed to, may make him under-

. stand its meaning. But in no case whatsoever is any name
of any simple idea capable of a definition,

15. FourtUy, Names of simple Ideas least doubtful ,

—

Fourthly, But though the names of simple ideas have not the

help of definition to determine their signification, yet that

hinders not but that they are generally less doubtful and
uncertain than those of mixed modes and substances; because

they standing only for one simple perception, men for the

most part easily and perfectly agree in their signification;

and there is little room for mistake and -wrangling about

their meaning. He that knows once that whiteness is the

name of that colour he has observed in snow or milk, will

not be apt to misapply that word as long as he retains that

idea; which when he haft quite lost, he is not apt to mistake

the meaning of it, but perceives he understands it not. There

is neither a multiplicity of simple ideas to be put together,

which makes the doubtfulness in the names of mixed modes

;

nor a supposed, but an unkno-wn real essence, with properties

•depending thereon, the ptecise number whereof is also un-
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known, which makes the difficulty in the names of substances.

But, on tlie contrary, in simple ideas the whole signification

of the name is known at once, and consists not of parts whereof

more or less being put in, the idea may be varied, and so the

signification of name be obscure or uncertain.

16. Simple Ideas havefew Ascents in limd prcedicamentali.

—

Fifthly, This further may be observed concerning simple

ideas and their names, that they have but few ascents in

priedicamentali, (as tliey call it,) from the lowest species to

the summum genus. The reason whereof is, that the lowest

species being but one simple idea, nothing can be left out of

it, that so the difference being taken away, it may agree

with some other thing in one idea common to them both

;

which, having one name, is the genus of the other two : v. g.,

there is nothing that can be left out of the idea of white and

red to make them agree in one common appearance, and so

have one general name; as rationality being left out of the

com])lox idea of man, makes it agree with brute in the more
general idea and name of animal, and therefore when, to

avoid unpleasant enumerations men would comprehend botli

white and red, and several other such simple ideas, under one

general name, they have been fain to do it by a word which

denotes only the way they get into the mind. For when
white, red, and yellow are all comprehended under the genus

or name colour, it signifies no more but such ideas as arc pro-

duced in the mind only by the sight, and have entrance on]}'

through the eyes. And when they would finme yet a more
general term to comprehend both colours and sounds, and the

.

like simple ideas, they do it by a word that signifies all such

as come into the mind only by one sense and so the general

term quality, in its ordinary acceptation, comprehends colours,

sounds, tastes, smells, and tangible qualities, with distinction

from extension, number, motion, pleasme, and pain, which
make impressions on the mind, and introduce their ideas by
more senses than one. ,

17. Sixthly, Names of simple Ideas not at cdl arbitrary,

—

Sixthly, The names of simple ideas, substances, and mixed
modes have also this difference;—that those of mixed modes
stand for^ldeas perfectly arbitrary, those of substances are

Dot perfectly so, but refer to a pattern, though with some
latitude

; and those of simple ideas are perfectly taken from
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tlie existence of things, and are not arbitrary at all. Which,

what difference it makes in the significations of their names,

we shall see in the followmg chapters.

The names of simple modes differ little from those of

simple ideas.

CHAPTER y.

OF THE NAMES OF MIXED MODES AND RELATIONS.

1. Tltey standfor ahstract Ideas, as other general Names—
The names of mixed modes being general, they stand, as has

been shown, for sorts or species of things, each of which

has its peculiar essence. The essences of these species also,

as has been shown, are nothing but the abstract ideas in the

mind, to which the name is annexed. Thus far the names

and essences of mixed modes have nothing but what is

common to them with other ideas: but if we take a little

nearer survey of them, we shall find that they have some-

thing peculiar, which perhaps may deserve our attention.

2 First, The Ideas they stand for are made hy the Uiuler-

standing ,—The first particularity I shall observe in them, is,

that the absiract ideas, or, if you please, the essences of the

several species of mixed modes, are made by the understand-

ing, wherein they differ from those of simple ideas : in which

sort the mind has no power to make any one, but only re-

ceives such as are presented to it, by the real existence of

things operating upon it.

3. Secondly, Made arbitrarily and without Patterns.—In
the next place, these essences of the species of mixed modes

are not only made by the mind, but made very arbitrarily,

made without patterns, or reference to any real existence.

Wherein they differ from those of substances, which carry

with them the supposition of some real being, from which

they are taken, and to which they arc conformable. But, in

its complex ideas of mixed modes, the mind takes a liberty

not to follow the existence of things exactly. It unites and
retains certain collections, as so many distinct specific ideas,

whilst others, that as often occur in nature, ^nd arc as

plainly suggested by outward things, pass neglected, without

particular names or specifications. Nor does the mind, in
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these of mixed modes, as in the complex idea of substances,

examine them by the real existence of things; or verify

them by patterns containing such peculiar compositions in

nature. To know whether his idea of adultery or incest be
right, will a man seek it anywhere amongst things existing?

Or is it true because any one has been witness to such an
action? No : but it suffices here, that men have put to-

gether such a collection into one complex idea, that makes
the archetype and specific idea, whether ever any such action

were committed in rerum natura or no.

4. How this is done—To understand this right, we must
consider wherein this making of these complex idejis con-

sists; and that is not in the making any new idea, but
putting together those which the mind had before. Wherein
the mind does these three things : first, it chooses a certain

number
;
secondly, it gives them connexion, and makes them

into one idea, thirdly, it ties them together by a name. If
we examine how the mind proceeds m these, and what
liberty it takes in them, we shall easily observe how these

essences of the species of mixed modes are the workmanship
of the mind

;
and, consequently, that the species themselves

are of men’s making.

/). Evidentlij arbitrary, in that the Idea is often before the

Existence—Nobody can doubt but that these ideas of mixed
modes are made by a voluntary collection of ideas, put to-

gether ill the mind, independent from any original patterns

in nature, who will but reflect that this sort of complex
ideas may be made, abstracted, and have names given them,

and so a species be constituted, before any one individual of

that species ever existed. Who can doubt but the ideas of

sacrilege or adultery might bd framed in the minds of men,
and have names given them, and so these species of mixed
modes be constituted before either of them was ever com-
mitted; and might be as well discoursed of and reasoned

about, and as certain tniths discovered of them whilst yet
they had no being but in the understanding, as well as

now, that they have but too frequently a real existence?

Whereby it is plain how much the sorts of mixed modes are
the creatures of the understanding, where they have a being
as subservient to all the ends of real truth and knowledge,
as when they really exist. And we cannot doubt but law-
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makers have often made laws about species of actions which

were only the creatures of their own understandings—beings

that had no other existence but in their gwn minds. And
I think nobody can deny but that the resurrection was

a species of mixed modes in the mind, before it really

existed.

6. Instances'—Murder
y

Incest, Stabbing . — To see how
arbitrarily these essences of mixed modes are made by the

mind, we need but take a view of almost any of them. A
little looking into them will satisfy us that it is the mind
that combines several scattered independent ideas into one

complex one, and, by the common name it gives them, makes
them the essence of a certain species, without regulating

itself by any connexion they have in nature. For what
greater connexion in nature has the idea of a man, than the

idea of a sheep, with killing, that this is made a particular

species of action, signified by the word murder, and the other

not? Or what union is there in nature between the idea of

the relation of a fixther with killing, than that of a son or

neighbour, that those are combined into one complex idea,

and thereby made the essence of the distinct species parri-

cide, whilst the other makes no distinct specKis at all? But,

though they have made kilhng a man’s father or mother a

distinct species from killing his son or daughter, yet, in

some other cases, son and daughter are taken in too, as well

as father and mother: and they arc all equally compre-

hended in the same species, as in that of incest. Thus the

mind in mixed modes arbitrarily unites into complex ideas

such as it finds convement, wlnlst others that have alto-

gether as much union in nature, arc left loose, and never

combined into one idea, because they have no need of one

name. It is evident then that the mind by its free choice

gives a connexion to a certain number of ideas, which in

nature have no more union with one another than others

that it leaves out : w^y else is the part of the weapon the

begmniug of the wound is made with taken notice of to

make the distmet species called stabbing, and the figure and
matter of the weapon left out? I do not say this is done

without reason, as we shall see more by and by ;
but this I

say, that it is done by the free choice of the mind, pui’sumg

its own ends; and that, therefore, these species of mixed
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modes are the workmanship of the understanding : and there

is nothing more evident than that, for the most part, in the

framing these ideas, the mind searches not its patterns in na-

ture, nor refers the ideas it makes to the real existence ofthings,

but puts such together as may best serve its own purposes,

without tying itself to a precise imitation of anything that

really exists.

7. Bui still s^jihservient to the End of Language.—But,

though these complex ideas or essences of mixed modes
depend on the mind, and arc made by it with great liberty,

yet they arc not made at random, and jumbled together

without any reason at all. Though these complex ideas

be not always copied from nature, yet they are always suited

to the end for which abstract ideas are made : and though
they be combinations made of ideas that are loose enough,

and have as little union in themselves as several other to

which the mind never gives a connexion that combines them
into one idea, yet they arc always made for the convenience

of commumcation, which is the chief end of language. The
use of language is, by short sounds to signify with ease and
dispatch geneial conceptions; wherein not only abimdance
of pai’ticulars may be contained, but also a great variety of

independent ideas collected into one complex one. In the

making therefore of the species of mixed modes, men have
had regard only to such combinations as they had occasion

to mention one to another: those they have combined into

distinct complex ideas, and given names to
; whilst others,

that m nature have as near a union, are left loose and un-

regarded. For, to go no further than human actions them-
selves, if they would make distinct abstract ideas of all the

varieties which might be observed in them, the number must
be infinite, and the memory confounded with the plenty, as

well as overcharged to little purpose. It suffices, that men
make and name so many complex ideas of these mixed modes
as they find they have occasion to have names for, in the

ordmary occurrence of their affairs.* If they join to the
idea of killing the idea of father or mother, and so make a
distinct species from killing a man’s son or neighbour, it is

because of the different heiuousness of the crime, and the dis-

tinct punishment is due to the murdering a man’s father
and mother, different from what ought to be inflicted on

VOL. IL D
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the murder of a son or neij,dibour
;
and therefore they find

it necessary to mention it by a distinct name, which is the

end of making that distinct combination. But though the

ideas of mother and daughter are so ditferently treated, m
reference to the idea of kdling, that the one is joineLl with

it to make a distinct alistract idea with a name, and so a

distinct species, and tlie other not
;
yet, in respect of carnal

knowledge, they are both taken in under ince.3t , and that

still for the same convenience of expressing under one name,

and reckoning of one species such unclean mixtiuesas have a

peculiar turpitude beyond others
;
and tins to avoid circum-

locutions and tedious descriptions.

8. Whereof the intranslatable Words of divers Langicayes

are a Fronf—A moderate skill in different languages will

easdy satisfy one of the truth of this; it being so obvious

to observe great store of words in one language which have

not any that answer them in another. Which plainly shows
that those of one country, by their customs and manner of

life, have found occasion to make several complex ideas, and
given names to them, which othei's never collected into spe-

cific ideas. This could not have happened if these species

were the steady workmanship of nature, and not collections

made and abstracted by the mind, in order to naming, and
for the convenience of communication. The terms of our

law, which are not empty sounds, will hardly find words that

answer them in the Spanish or Italian, no scanty languages

;

much less, I think, could any one translate them into the

Caribbee or Westoe tongues: and the Versura' of the Ho-
mans, or Corbant of the Jews, have no words in other

* This Roman law-tenn is thus explained by Festus — “Versuiam
facere, mutuam pecumam sumere ex eo dictum est, quod initio, ([ui

mutuabantur ab aliH, non ut donium ferrent, sed ut aliia solverent, velut

verterent creditorem ” (p. 1004, ed bond
)
A man was said ‘

‘ versm
ram facere, ” when he boi rowed from one person to pay another (Daciei

,

in locum.)

—

Ed,

t Mr Trollope, in his ncte on Matthew xv 5, fumislies a very bi icf

and satisfactory explanation of this term. From Mark xv 11, it ap-

pears that here interprets the Hebrew word Kop^av. The notion
of Corban was this • that if a man wished to avoid supporting his parents,

or any other duty, he devoted the means of doing so to God
,
not indeed

with the mtention of applymg the thing so devoted to sacred purposes,
but that the meie saying Let it be Corban, might make it impossible to
assign it to the use against which the vow was made.”

—

Ed.
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languages to answer them ; the reason whereof is plain, from

what has been said. Nay, if we look a httle more nearly

into this matter, and exactly compare different languages,

we shall find, that, though they have words which in trans-

lations and dictionaries are supposed to answer one another,

yet there is scarce one of ten amongst the names of cc'mplex

ideas, especially of mixed modes, that stands for the same
precise idea, which the word does that in dictionaries it is

rendered by. There are no ideas more common and less

compounded than the measures of time, extension, and weight;

and the Latin names, hora, pes, libra, are without difficulty

rendered by tlie English names, hour, foot, and pound : but

yet there is nothing more evident than that the ideas a

Eoman annexed to these Latin names, were very far different

from those which an Engbshman expresses by those English

ones. And if either of these should make use of the measures

that tho.s'e of the other language designed by their names,

he would bo quite out in his account. These are too sensible

proofs to be doubtc<l; and we shall find this much more so

in the names of more abstract and compounded ideas, such

as are the greatest part of those which make up moral dis-

courses; whoso names, when men come curiously to compare
with those they are translated into, in other languages, they

will find very few of them ex<ictly to corresjiond in the whole

extent of their significations

9. This shows Species to he made for Communication .—The
reason why I take so particular notice of this, is, that wo
may not be mistaken about gencia and species, and their

essences, as if they were things regularly and const.intly made
by nature, and had a real existence m things; when they

appear, upon a more wary survey, to be nothing else but an

artifice ot the undei*standing, for the easier signifying such

collections of ideas as it should often have occasion to com-

municate by one general term, under which divers parti-

culars, as fill’ forth as they agreed to t|jat abstract idea, might
bo compiehendcd. And if the doubtfid signification of the

word species may make it sound harsh to some, that I say
the species of mixed modes are made by the understanding

;

yet, I think, it can by nobody be denied that it is the mind
makes those abstract complex ideas, to which specific names
aie given. And if it be time, as it is, that the mind makes

D 2
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the patterns for sorting and naming of things, I leave it to

be considered who makes the boundaries of the sort or species

;

since with me species and sort have no other difference than

that of a Latin and English idiom.

10. In mixed Modes it is the Name that ties the Combina-

tion together, and makes it a Species.—The near relation that

there is between species, essences, and their general name

—

at least in mixed modes—will further ajipear when we con-

sider that it is the name that seems to preserve those essences,

and give them their lasting duration. For the connexion

between the loose parts of those complex ideas being made
by the mind, this union, which has no particular foundation

in nature, would cease again, were there not something that

did, as it were, hold it together, and keep the parts from

scattering. Though therefore it be the mind that makes
the collection, it is the name which is as it were the knot

that ties them fast together. What a vast variety of dif-

ferent ideas does the word triumphus hold together, and
deliver to us as one species • Had this name been never

made, or (juite lost, we might, no doubt, have had descrip-

tions of what passed in that solemnity: but yet, I think,

that which holds those different parts together, in the unity

of one complex idea, is that very word annexed to it
;
with-

out which the several parts of that would no more be thought

to make one thing, than any other show, which having never

been made but once, had never been united into one com-
plex idea, under one denomination. How much, therefore,

in mixed modes, the unity necessary to any essence depends

on the mind, and how much the continuation and fixing of

that unity depends on the name in common use annexed
to it, I leave to be considered by those who look upon
essences and species as real established things in nature.

11. Suitable to this, we find that men speaking of mixed
modes, seldom imagine or take any other for species of them,

but such as are set ou^ by name
;
because they being of man s

making only, in order to naming, no such species are taken
notice of, or supposed to be, unless a name be joined to it, as

the sign of man’s having combined into one idea several loose

ones; and by that name giving a lasting union to the parts,

which would otherwise cease to have any, as soon as the
mind laid by that abstract idea, and ceased actually to think
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on it. But when a name is once annexed to it, wherein the

parts of that complex idea have a settled and permanent

union, then is the essence, as it were, established, and the

species looked on as complete. For to what purpose should

the memory charge itself with such compositions, unless it

were by abstraction to make them general ? And to what

purpose make them general, unless it were that they might

have general names for the convenience of discourse and

communication? Thus we see, that killing a man with a

sword or a hatchet are looked on as no distinct species of

action; but if the point of the sword first enter the body, it

passes for a distinct species, where it has a distinct name
;
as

in England, in whose language it is called stabbing
;
but in

another country, where it has not happened to be specified

under a peculiar name, it passes not for a distinct species.

But in the species of corporeal substances, though it be the

mind that makes the nominal essence
;
yet since those ideas

which are combined in it are supposed to have an union m
nature, whether the mind joins them or not, therefore those

are looked on as distinct names, without any operation of

the mind, either abstracting or giving a name to that com-

plex idea.

12. For the Originals of mioced Modes, we look no further

than the Mind, which also shows them to he the Workmanship

of the Understanding.—Conformable also to what has been

said concerning the essences of the species of mixed modes,

that they are the creatures of the understanding rather than

the works of nature; conformable, I say, to this, we find

that their names lead our thoughts to the mind, and no

further. When we speak of justice, or gratitude, we fi'ame

to ourselves no imagination of anything existing, which we

would conceive
;
but our thoughts terminate in the abstract

ideas of those virtues, and look not further, as they do

when we speak of a horse, or iron, whose specific ideas we
consider not as barely in the mind,,but as in things them-

selves, which afford the original patterns of those ideas. But

in mixed modes, at least the most considerable parts of them,

which are moral beings, we consider the original patterns as

being in the mind, and to those we refer for the distinguish-

ing of particular beings under names. And hence I think it

is that these essences of the species of mixed modes are by a
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more particular name called notions, as, by a peculiar right,

ap])crtaining to the understanding.

13. TJi^ir being rna(h by tlie Understanding without Pat-

tems^ shows the Reason why tJiey are so compounded.—Hence,

likewise, wo may learn why the complex ideas of mixed

modes are commonly more compounded and decom])onnded,

than those of natural substances; because they being the

workmanship of the understanding, pursuing only its own

ends, and the conveniency of expressing in short tho^e ideas

it would make known to another, it does with great liberty

unite often into one abstract idea things, that, in their nature,

have no coherence; and so under one term bundle together a

gi’eat variety of compounded and decompounded ideas. Thus

the name of procession, what a great mixture of independent

ideas of persons, habits, tapei's, orders, motions, sounds, does

it contain in that complex one, which the mind of man lias

arbitrarily put together, to express by that one name ' whereas

the complex ideas of the sorts of substances are usually made

uj) of only a small number of simple ones
;
and in the species

of animals, these two, viz., shape and voice, commonly make

the whole nominal essence.

1 1 Names of mixed Modes stand always for their real

'Essences—Another thing we may observe from what has

been said, is, that the names of mixed modes always signify

(when they have any determined signification) the real essences

of their species. For these abstract ideas being the work-

manship of the mind, and not referred to the real existence

of things, there is no supposition of anything more signified

by that name, but barely that complex idea the mind itself

has formed, which is all it would have expressed by it, and

is that on which all the properties of the species depend, and

from which alone they all flow . and so in these the real and

nominal essence is the same, which, of what concernment it

is to the certain knowledge of general truth, we shall see

hereafter.
^

15. Why their Names are usually got before their Ideas .

—

This also may show us the reason why for the most part the

names of mixed modes are got before the ideas they stand for

are perfectly known ;
because, there being no species of these

ordinarily taken notice of but what have names, and those

species, or rather their essences, being abstract complex ideaa
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made arbitrarily by the mind, it is coiivoiuent, if not neces-

sary, to know the names, before one endeavour to frame these

complex ideas
,
unless a man will fill his head with a com-

pany of abstract complex ideas, which, others having no
names for, he has nothing to do with, but to lay by and
forget again. I confess, that in the beginning of languages

it was necessary to have the idea before one gave it the

name, and so it is still, where, making a new complex idea,

one also, by giving it a new name, makes a new word. But
tins concerns not languages made, \vhich have generally

pretty well provided for ideas which men have frequent

occasion to h.ive and communicate, and in such, I ask whe-
ther it be not th(' ordiuaiy method, that children learn the

names of mixed modes before they have their ideas? What
one of a thousand over frames the abstiact ideas of glory and
ambition, before lie ha>s heard the names of them? In
simiilc ideas and substances I grant it is otherwise, which,

being such ideas as have a real existence and union in nature,

the ideas and names arc got one before the other, as it

happens.

1 G J^rasoii of my heiny so large on this Subject—^What has
been said heic of mixed modes is, with very little difference,

ap])licable also to relations, which, since every man himself

may observe, I may spare myself the pains to enlarge on

:

especially, since what I have here said concerning words in

this third book, v/ill possibly be thought by some to be much
moref than what so slight a subject icquired. I allow it

might be brought into a narrower compass, but I was 'wil-

ling to stay my reader on an argument that aiipeare to me
new and a little out of the way, (I am suic it is one I
thought not of wlien I began to write,) that, by searching it

to the bottom, and turning it on every side, some pai*t or
other might meet with every one’s thoughts, and give occa-

sion to the most averse or negligent to reflect on a general

miscarriage, which, though of grea^ consequence, is little

taken notice of. When it is considered what a pudder is

made about essences, and how much all sorts of knowledge,
discourse, ana conversation are pestered and disordered by
the careless and confused use and application of words, it

''^ill perhaps be thought worth while thoroughly to lay it

open, aud T shall be pardoned if I have dwelt long on an
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argument which I think, therefore, needs to be inculcated,

because the faults men are usually guilty of in this kind, are

not only the greatest hindrances of true knowledge, but are

so well thought of as to pass for it. Men would often see

what a small pittance of reason and truth, or possibly none

at all, is mixed with those huffing opinions they are swelled

with, if they would but look beyond fashionable sounds, and

observe what ideas are or are not comprehended under those

words with which they are so armed at all points, and with

which they so confidently lay about them. I shall imagine

I have done some service to tiuth, peace, and learning, if, by

any enlargement on this subject, I can make men reflect on

their own use of language, and give them reason to suspect,

that, since it is frequent for othei's, it may also be possible

for them to have sometimes very good and approved words

in their mouths and writings, with veiy uncertain, little, or

no signification. And therefore it is not unreasonable for

them to be wary herein themselves, and not to be unwilling

to have them examined by others With this design, there-

fore, I shall go on with what I have further to say conceming

this matter.

CHAPTER VI.

OF THE NAMES OF SUESTANCr.S.

1. Tlie common Names of Substances standfor SoHs.WTb.'E.

common names of substances, as well as other general terms,

stand for- sorts ;
which is nothing else but the being made

si^ns of such complex ideas, wherein several particular sub-

stances do or might agree, by virtue of which they are

capable of being comprehended in one common conception,

and signified by one name. I say do or might agree, for

though there be but one sun existing in the world, yet the

idea *of it being abstracted, so that more substances (if there

were several^ might each agree in it, it is as much a sort

as if there were as many suns as there are stars.* They

want not their reasons who think there arc, %nd that each

fixed star would answer the idea the name sun stands for,

* Modem astronomy has ascertained, that the stars are in leahty

suns
;
that is the centres of systems hke our own. Ed
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to one who was placed in a due distance; which, hy the

way, may show us how much the sorts, or, if you please,

genera and species of things (for those Latin terms signify

to me no more than the English word sort) depend on
such collections of ideas as men have made, and not on the

real nature of things; since it is not impossible but that,

in propriety of speech, that might be a sun to one which is

a star to another.

2. The Essence of each Sort is the abstract Idea.—The
measure and boundary of each sort or species whereby it is

constituted that particular sort, and distinguished from

others, is that we call its essence, which is nothing but that

abstract idea to which the name is annexed
;
so that eveiy-

thing contained in that idea is essential to that sort. This,

though it bo all the essence of natural substances that we
know, or by which we distinguish them into soi’ts, yet I call

it by a peculiar name, the nominal essence, to distinguish it

from the real constitution of substances, upon which depends

this nominal essence, and all the properties of that sort;

which, therefore, as has been said, may be called the real

essence; v. g., the nominal essence of gold is that complex
idea the word gold stands for, let it be, for instance, a body
yellow, of a certain weight, malleable, fusible, and fixed. But
the real essence is the constitution of the insensible parts of

that body, on which those qualities and all the other properties

of gold depend. How far these two are different, though
they' are both called essence, is obvious at first sight to

discover.

3. The nominal and Essence different ,—For though per-

haps voluntary motion, with sense and reason, joined to a
body of a certain shape, be the complex idea to which I

and others annex the name man, and so be the nominal
essence of the species so called, yet nobody will say that

complex idea is the real essence and source of all those

operations which are to be found i& any individual of that

sort. The foundation of all those qualities which are the in-

gredients of OUT complex idea, is something quite different

:

and had we such a knowledge of that constitution of man,
from which his faculties of moving, sensation, and reasoning,
and other powers flow, and on which his so regular shape
depends, as it is possible angels have, and it is certedn his
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Maker has, we should have a quite other idea of his essence

than what now is contained in our definition of that species,

be it what it will; and our idea of any individual man
would be as far different from what it is now, as is his who
knows all the springs and wheels and other contrivances

within of the famous clock at Strasburg, from that which a

gazing countryman has for it, who barely sees the motion of

the hand, and hears the clock strike, and observes only some
of the outward appeamnees ^

4. Nothing essential to Individuals.— That essence, in the

ordinary use of the word, relates to sorts, and that it is con-

sidered in particular beings no further than as they are

ranked into sorts, appears from hence : that, take but away
the abstract ideas by which we sort individuals, and rank

them under common names, and then the thought of any-

thing essential to any of them instantly vanishes, we have

no notion of the one without the other, which plainly shows
their relation. It is necessary for me to be as I am

;
God

and nature has made me so
,
but there is nothing I have is

essential to me. An accident or disease may very much
alter my colour or shape

,
a fever or fall may take away my

r.eason or memory, or both, and an apoplexy leave neither

sense nor understanding, no, nor life. Other creatures of my
shape may be made with more and better, or fewer and worse

faculties than I have, and othei*s may have reason and sense

in a shape and body very difterent from mine. None of

these are essential to the one or the other, or to any in-

dividual whatever, till the mind refers it to some sort or

species of things; and then presently, accordmg to the

* Several of our older tiavellera have spoken of the great clock at

Strasburg, but Skippon’s brief descnption will suffice to give the reader

who happens not to have the othei-s at hand, a sufficient idea of this

cunous piece of mechanism “We saw here the famous clock described

by Tom Coryat. Towards the bottom is a great circle, with the ca-

lendar, (a figure pointmg to the day of the month,) and within that

are fifteen other circles, each being divided mto one hundred parts, the

calendar lasting from 1573 to 1672. In the middle is a map of Germany,

and on it is written, ‘ Conradm Basifpodim ct David Wolkenstdn Vratist

desvjnabant Tkohias Stunner, pingebed, A.D, MDLXXIII.’ The clock-woik
was made by one Isaac Habrechtus, of Strasburg. When the clock
strikes, a little figure keeps time at every stroke, with a sceptre, and
anothei figure tuins an hour-glass, and twelve apostles follow one another,

and a cock crows.” (Ap. Churchill, VoL VI. 457 .)—Ed.
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abstract idea of that sort, something is found essential.

Let any one examine his own thoughts, and he will find that

as soon as he supposes or speaks ol essential, the consi-

deration of some species, or the complex idea signified by

some general name comes into his mind; and it is in re-

ference to that, that this or that quality is said to be essential.

So that if it be asked, whether it be essential to me or any
other particular corporeal being to have reason? I say, no;

no more than it is essential to this white thing T write on

to have words in it. But if that particular being be to be

counted of the sort man, and to have the name man given

it, then reason is essential to it, supposing reason to be a

part of the complex idea the name man stands tor; as it is

essential to this thing I write on to contain words if I will

give it the name treatise, and rank it under that species.

So that essential and not essential relate only to our abstract

ideas, and tlie names annexed to them, which amounts to no

more than this, that whatever particular thing has not in

it those qualities which arc contained in the abstract idea

which any general term stands for, cannot be ranked under

that species nor be called by that name, since that abstract

idea is the very essence of that species.

5. Thus, if the idea of body with some people be bare ex-

tension or space, then solidity is not essential to body; if

others make the idea to which they give the name body to

be solidity and extension, then solidity is essential to body.

That, therefore, and that alone is considered as essential,

which makes a part of the complex idea the name of a sort

stands for, without which no particular thing can be reckoned

of that sort, nor be entitled to that name. Shoyld there bo

found a parcel of matter that had all the other qualities that

are in iron, but wanted obedience to the loadstone, and would

neither be drawn by it nor receive direction from it, would

any one question whether it wanted anything essential? It

would be absurd to ask, whether a thing really existing

wanted anything essential to it ; or hould it be demanded,

whether this made an essential or S23ecific difference or not,

since we have no other measure of essential or specific but
our abstract ideas? And to talk of specific^ differences in

nature, without reference to general ideas in names, is to

talk unintelligibly. For I would ask any one, wLat is
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sufficient to make an essential difference in nature between

any two particular beings, without any regard had to some

absti'act idea, which is looked upon as the essence and

standard of a species? All such patterns and standards

being quite laid aside, particular beings, considered barely in

themselves, will be found to have all their qualities equally

essential
;
and eveiything in each individual will be essential

to it, or, which is more, nothing at all. For though it may
be reasonable to ask, whether obeying the magnet be essen-

tial to iron? yet I think it is very improper and insig-

nificant to ask, whether it be essential to the particular

parcel of matter I cut my pen with, without considering it

under the name iron, or as being of a certain species ? And
if, as has been said, our abstract ideas which have names

annexed to them are the boundaries of species, nothing can

be essential but what is contained in those ideas.

6. It is true, I have often mentioned a real essence, distinct

ill substances from those abstract ideas of them, which I call

their nominal essence. By this real essence I mean the real

constitution of anything, which is the foundation of all those

properties that are combined in, and are constantly found to

co-exist with the nominal essence; that particular constitu-

tion which everything has within itself, without any relation

to an
3
d;hing without it. But essence, even in this sense,

relates to a sort, and supposes a species
;

for being that real

constitution on which the properties depend, it necessarily

supposes a sort of things, properties belongmg only to species,

and not to individuals
;

v. g ,
supposing the nominal essence

of gold to be a body of such a peculiar colour and weight,

with malleartiility and fusibility, the real essence is that con-

stitution of the parts of matter on which these qualities and

their union depend; and is also the foundation of its solu-

bility in aqua regia and other properties, accompanying that

'Complex idea. Here are essences and properties, but all upon

supposition of a sort qp general abstract idea, which is con-

sidered as immutable ;
but there is no individual parcel of

matter to which any of these qualities are so annexed as to

bo essential to it or inseparable from it. That which is essen-

tial belongs to it as a condition, whereby it is of this or that

sort
; but take away the consideration of its being ranked

under the name of some abstract idea, and then there is
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nothing necessary to it, nothing inseparable from it. In-

deed, as to the real essences of substances, we only suppose

their being, without jirecisely knowing what they are; but

that which annexe.s them still to the species is the nominal

essence, of which they are the supposed foundation and
cause.

7. Tlie nominal Essence hounds the Species .—The next

thing to bo considered is, by which of those essences it i.s

that substances are determined into sorts or species, and

that, it is evident, is by the nominal essence, for it is that

alone that the name, which is the mark of the sort, signifies.

It is impossible, therefore, that anything should determine

the sorts of things, which we rank under general names, but

that idea which that name is designed as a mark for; which,

is that, as has been shown, which we call nominal essence.

Why do we say this is a horse, and that a mule; this is an
an animal, that an herb? How comes any particular thing

to be of this or that sort, but because it has that nominal

essence, or, which is all one, agrees to that abstract idea that

name is annexed to? And I desire any one but to reflect on

bis own thoughts, when he hears or .speaks any of those or

other names of substances, to know what sort of essences they

stand for.

8. And that the species of things to us are nothing but the

I'ankmg them under distinct names, according to the complex

ideas in us, and not according to precise, distinct, real essences

in them, is plain from hence . that we find many of the indi-

viduals that are ranked into one sort, called by one common
name, and so received as being of one species, have yet qua

lities depending on their real constitutions, as far different

one from another as from others from which they are

accounted to differ specifically. This, as it is easy to be^

observed by all who have to do with natural bodies, so

chemists especially are often, by sad experience, convinced of

it, when they, sometimes in vain, seek for the same qualities

in one parcel of sulphur, antimony, or vitriol, which they

have found in others. For, though they are bodies of the

same species, having the same nominal essence, under the

same name, yet do they often, upon severe ways of examina-

tion, betray qualities so different one from another, afl f-o

frustrate the expectation and labour of veiy waiy chemists
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But if things were distinguished into species, according to

their real essences, it would be as impossible to find different

pioperties in any two individual substances of the same

species, as it is to find different properties in two circles, or

two equilateral triangles. That is properly the essence to

us, which determines every paiiicular to this or that classis

;

or, winch is tlie same thing, to this or that general name

:

and what can that be else, but that abstract idea to which

that name is annexed, and so has, in truth, a reference,

not so much to the being of particular things, as to their

general denominations?

9. Not tlie real Essence, which we Jcnoio not .—Nor indeed

can we rank and sort things, and consequently (which is the

end of sorting) denominate them by their real essences, be-

cause we know them not. Our faculties carry us no further

towards the knowledge and distinction of f ubstances, than a

collection of those sensible ideas which we observe in them

;

which, however made with the greatest diligence and exact-

ness we are capable of, yet is more remote from the true

internal constitution from which those qualities flow, than,

as I said, a countryman’s idea is from the inward contrivance

of that famous clock at Strasburg, whereof he only sees the

outward figure and motions. There is not so contemptible

a plant or animal, that does not confound the most enlarged

understanding. Though the familiar use of things about us

take off our wonder, yet it cures not our ignorance. When
we come to examine the stones we tread on, or the iron we
daily handle, we presently find we know not their make, and

can give no reason of the different qualities we find in them.

It is evident the internal constitution, whereon their proper-

ties depend, is unknown to us; for to go no further than the

grossest and most obvious we can imagine amongst them,

what is that texture of parts, that real essence, that makes

lead and antimony fusible, wood and stones not? What
makes lead and iron ijialleable, antimony and stones not?

And yet how infinitely these come short of the fine contri-

vances and inconceivable real essences of plants or animals,

every one knows. The workmanship of the all-wise and

jjowerful God in the great fabric of the universe, and every

part thereof, further exceeds the capacity and comprehension

of the most inquisitive and intelligent man, than the best
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contrivance of the most ingenious man doth the conceptions

of the most ignorant of rational creatures. Therefore we in

vain pretend to range things into sorts, and dispose them
into certain classes under names, by their real essences, that

arc so far from our discovery or comprehension. A blind

man may as soon sort things by theii* colours, and he that

has lost his smell as well distinguish a lily and a rose by
their odours, as by those internal constitutions which he

knows not. He that thinks he can distinguish sheep and
goats by their real essences, that arc unknown to him, may
be pleased to try his skill in those species called cassiowary

and qucrechinchio, and by their internal real essences deter-

mine the boundaries of those species, without knowing the

complex idea of sensible qualities that each of those names
stand for, in the countiies where those animals arc to be

found.

10. Not siihstantial Forms, which we hioio less.—Those,

therefore, who have been taught that the several species of

substances had their distinct internal substantial forms, and
tliat it was those forms which made the distinction of sub-

stances into their true species and genera, were led yet fur-

ther out of the way by having their minds set upon fruitless

inquiries after substantial forms, wholly unintelligible, and
whereof we have scarce so much as any obscure or confused

conception in general,

11. That the nominal Essence is ihiit ivherehy distinguish

Species, further evidentfrom Spirits—That our ranking and
distinguishing natural substances into species consists in the

nominal essences the mind makes, and not in the real es-

sences to be found in the things themselves, is further evident

from our ideas of spirits ;
for the mind getting only by re-

llecting on its own operations those simple ideas which it

attributes to spirits, it hath or can have no other notion of

spirit but by attributing all those operations it finds in itself

to a sort of beings, without consideration of matter. And
even the most advanced notion we have of God is but attri-

buting the same simple ideas which we have got from reflec-

tion on what wo find in ourselves, and which we conceive

to have more perfection in them than would be in their ab-

sence; attributing, I say, those simple ideas to him in an
unlimited degree. Thus, having got from reflecting on our-
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selves the idea of existence, knowledge, power, and pleasure

—each of which we find it better to have than to want;
and the more we have of each the better—joining all these

together, with infinity to each of them, we have the complex
idea of an eternal, omniscient, omnipotent, infinitely wise

and happy being. And though we are told that there are

different species of angels
;
yet we know not how to frame

distinct specific ideas of them : not out Of any conceit that

ihe existence of more species than one of spirits is impossi-

ble, but because having no more simple ideas (nor being

able to frame more) applicable to such beings, but only those

few taken from ourselves, and from the actions of oui’ own
minds in thinking, and being delighted, and moving several

parts of our bodies, we can no otherwise distinguish in our

conceptions the several species of spirits one from another,

but by attributing those operations and powers we find in

ourselves to them in a higher or lower degree; and so have

no very distinct specific ideas of spirits, except only of God,
to whom we attribute both duration and all those other

ideas with infinity; to the other spirits, with limitation,

l^or, as I humbly conceive, do we, between God and them
in. our ideas, put any difference by any number of simple

ideas which we have of one and not of the other, but only

that of infinity.* All the particular ideas of existence,

knowledge, will, power, and motion, <kc., being ideas derived

from the operations of our minds, we attribute all of them
to all sorts of spirits, with the difference only of degrees, to

the utmost we can imagine, even infinity, when we would
frame as well as we can an idea of the first being; who yet,

it is certain, is infinitely more remote, in the real excellency

of his nature, from the highest and perfectest of all created

* Hence the employment of angela as agents in poetry always ])rovcs

a cold and lifeless contnvance, compared, at least, with the introduction

of human actors We can scarcely be made to sympathize with nature-?

entiiely unknown to us, and it is only by regarding God as the author
of our existence, as our ‘great parent, that we can be said actually to

love him. He is to us what a lather is to the child who has never seen
him Our own existence proves his—our intelhgence his wisdom—our
happiness his goodness—our afflictions the existence of sin, and the ne-
cessity of chastisement. We can therefore love God with an affectionate
love, with a love which constitutes the purest bhss of all who feel it.

Hat oC angels wo know nothing.—

E

d.
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lieings, than the greatest man, nay, purest seraph, is from

the moat contemptible part of matter; and consequently

must infinitely exceed what our narrow understandings can

conceive of him.

12. Whereof there are probahhj numberless Species,—It is

nut impossible to conceive nor repugnant to reason, that

there may bo many species of spirits, as much separated and

diversified' one irom another by distinct properties whereof

we have no ideas, as the species of sensible tilings ai’e dis-

tinguished one from another by qualities which we know
and observe in them. That there should be more species of

intelligent creatures above us than there are of sensible and

material below us, is probable to me from hence, that in all

the visible corporeal world, we see no chasms or gaps.* All

quite down from us the descent is by easy steps, and a pon-

tinued series of things, that in each remove differ very little

one from the other. There are fishes that have wings, and

are not strangers to the airy region
;
and there are some

birds that are inhabitants of the water whose blood is cold

as fishes, and their flesh so like in taste, that the scrupulous

are allowed them on fish-days. There are animals so near of

km both to birds and beasts that they are in the middle

between both : amphibious animals link the terrestrial and

aquatic together; seals live at land and sea, and porpoises

have the warm blood and entrails of a hog, not to mention

what is confidently reported of mermaids, or sea-men. There

are some binites that seem to have as much knowledge and

* Pope has clothed this opinion with exquisite versification; and,

in itself, it is not, though a meie conjecture, inconsistent with phi-

losophy. It will, however, occur to every man, that between the

highest of created bemgs and his Creator, there must always be an

infinite gap The very terras Creator and created suggest thus much.

However, Pope escapes all difficulties by the brevity of his exposition,

which will admit of more than one interpretation • —
“ See, through this air, this ocean, and this earth,

.
All matter quick, and bursting^to birth

Above, how high progressive life may go

'

Around, how wide ' how deep extend below ^

Vast chain of being 1 which from. Ood began,

Nature’s ethereal, human, angel, man.

Beast, bird, fish, insect, what no eye can se^

No glass can reach /row injinite to thee,

From thee to nothing ”

—

Essay on Man, 1. § 8.—Ed.

BVOL. n.
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reason as some that are called men; and the animal and ve-

getable kingdoms are so nearly joined, that, if you will take

the lowest of one and the highest of the other, there will

scarce be perceived any great difference between them
;
and

so on, till we come to the lowest and the most inorganical

parts of matter, we shall find everywhere that the several

species are linked together, and differ but in almost insensible

degrees. And when we consider the infinite power and
wisdom of the Maker, we have reason to think that it is

suitable to the magnificent harmony of the universe, and
the great design and infinite goodness of the Architect, that

the species of creatures should also, by gentle degrees, ascend

upward from us toward his infinite perfection, as we see they

gradually descend from us downwards : which if it be pro-

bable, we have reason then to be persuaded that there are

far more s])ecics of creatiu-es above us than there arc be-

neath . we being, in degrees of perfection, much more remote

from the infinite being of God than we are from the lowest

state of being, and that winch approaches nearest to nothing.

And yet, of all those distinct species, for the reasons above-

said, we have no clear distinct ideas.

13. TJhe nominal Essence timt of the Spedes, proved from
Water and Ice ,—But to return to the species of corporeal

substances. If I should ask any one whether ice and water

were two distinct species of things, I doubt not but I should

be answered in the affirmative : and it cannot be denied but

he that says they are two distinct species is in the right.

But if an Englishman bred in Jamaica, who perhaps had
never seen nor heard of ice, coming into England in the

winter, find the water he put in his basin at night in a great

part frozen in the morning, and, not knowing any peculiar

name it had, should call it hardened water; I ask whether

this would be a new species to him different from water ]

And I think it would be answered here, it would not be to

him a new species, no more than congealed jelly, when it is

cold, is a distinct spedies from the same jelly fluid and warm;
or than liquid gold in the furnace is a distinct species from
hard gold in the hands of a workman. And if this be so,

it is plain that our distinct species are nothing but distinct

complex ideas, with distinct names annexed to them. It is

true every substance that exists has its peculiar constitution,
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whereou depend those sensible qualitie.s and powers we ob-

serve in it ; but the ranking of things into species (which

is nothing but sorting them under several titles) is done by
us according to the ideas that we have of them : which, though

sufficient to distinguish them by names, so that we may be

able to discourse of them when we have them not present

before us
;
yet if we suppose it to be done by their real in-

ternal constitutions, and that things existing are distinguished

by nature into species by real essences, according as we dis-

tinguish them into species by names, we shall be liable to

great mistakes.

14. Difficulties against a certain Nuwiber of real Essences.

—

To distinguish substantial beings into species, according to

the usual supposition, that there are certain precise essences

or forms of things, whereby all the individuals existing are by
nature distinguished into species, these things are necessary :

—

15. First, to be assured that nature in the production of

things always designs them to partake of certain regulated

established essences, which are to be the models of all things

to be produced. This, in that crude sense it is usually pro-

posed, would need some better explication before it can fully

be assented to.

16. Secondly, It would be necessary to know whether
nature always attains that essence it designs in the produc-

tion of things. The in’egular and monstrous births, that in

divers sorts of animals have been observed, will always give

us reason to doubt of one or both of these.

17. Thirdly, It ought to be determined whether those we •

call monsters be really a distinct species, according to the

scholastic notion of the word species
;
since it is certain that

everything that exists has its particular constitution : and yet

we find that some of these monstrous productions have few
or none of those qualities which are supposed to result from,

and accompany the essence of that species from whence they

derive their originals, and to which, by their descent, they
seem to belong. ,

^

18. Our nominal Essences of Substances uot perfect Collec-

tions of Properties.—Fourthly, The real essences of those
things which we distinguish into species, and as so distin-

guished we name, ought to be known
;

i. e., we ought to have
ideas of them. But since we are ignorant in these four

E 2
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jioints, the supposed real essences of things stand us not in

stead for the distinguishing substances into species,

19. Fifthly, The only imaginable help in this case would

te, that, having framed perfect complex ideas of the pro-

perties of things flowing from their difierent real essences,

we should thereby distinguish them into species. But nei-

ther can this be done : for being ignorant of the real essence

itself, it is impossible to know all those properties that flow

from it, and are so annexed to it, that any one of them being

away, we may certainly conclude that that essence is not

there, and* so the thing is not of that species. We can never

know what is the precise number of properties depending on

the real essence of gold, anyone of which failing, the leal

essence of gold—and consequently gold—would not be there,

unless we knew the real essence of gold itself, and by that

determined that species. By the word gold here, I must be

understood to design a particular piece of matter; v. g., the

last guinea that was coined. For if it should stand here in

its ordinary signification for that complex idea, which I or

any one else calls gold; i. e
,
for the nominal essence of gold,

it would be jargon : so hard is it to show the various mean-
ing and imperfection of words, when we have nothing else

hut words to do it by.

20. By all which it is clear, that our distinguishing sub-

stances into species by names, is not at all founded on their

real essences, nor can we pretend to range and determine

them exactly into species, according to internal essential

differences.

21. But such a Collection as our Name stands for .—But
since, as has been remarked, we have need of general words,

tiioiigh we know not the real essences of things; all wo can

do is to collect such a number of simple ideas as by examina-

tion we find to be united together in things existing, and
thereof to make one complex idea. Which, though it be not

the real essence of any substance that exists, is yet the sjie-

cific essence to which* our name belongs, and is convertible

with it
;
by which we may at least try the truth of these

nominal essences. For example : there be that say that the
’ essence of body is extension : if it be so, we. can never mis-

take in putting the essence of anything for the thing itself,

liot us then in discourse put extension for body, and when
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we would say that body moves, let us say that extension

moves, and see how ill it will look. He that should say that

one extension by impulse moves another extension, would,

by the bare expression, sufficiently show the absurdity of

such a notion. The essence of anything in respect of us, is

the whole complex idea comprehended and marked by that

name; and in substances, besides the several distinct simple

ideas that make them up, the confused one of substance, or

of an unknown support and cause of their union, is always a

part ; and therefore the essence of body is not bare extension,

but an extended* solid thing : and so to say an extended

solid thing moves or impels pother, is all one and as intel-

ligible as to say, body moves or impels. Likewise to say

that a rational animal is capable of conversation, is all one

as to say a man; but no one will say that rationality is

capable of conversation, because it makes not the whole

essence to which we give the name man.

22. Our ahstract Ideas are to us the Measures of Species:

Instance hi that ofMan .—There are creatures in the world

that have shapes like ours, but are haiiy, and want language

and reason. There are naturals amongst us that have per-

fectly our shape, but want reason, and some of them lan-

guage too.* There are creatures, as it is said, (“sit fidea

* Several French naturalists—as M Bory de St Vincent and M.
Lesson—finding it difficult to mark the points by which man is distin-

guished from the infenor animals, appear somewhat desirous altogether

to lose sight of them They seem to be animated by a passion to re-

semble the brutes, and consequently to catch with exti'aordmary delight

at whatsoever seems, in their view, to establish the relationship of man
to the orang-outang “Homme, enorgueilli de ton enveloppe extdr-

leure' ” exclaims Lesson, with ludicrous emphasis, “dcs traits que dana

ta vanity tu as os^ comparer h ceux de la Divinitd ' etre fragile, egoiste,

dont la vie s’dcarte dans des acts vicieux, d^guises avec plus ou moins

d’art, meconnois si tu le peux, to. parentd avec les orangsl" (Histoire

des Maraimfferes, t in. p. 2G0, et seq
)

Such a wnter may feel in him-

self some relationship to the orang, and rejoice in it, but it is hardly fair

in him to speak thus confidently m behalf of us all In the same spirit

which, among certain classes, obtains the nafhe of philosophy, M de St.

Vincent seeks to humble human pride. “Par une singularity digne de
remarque,” he 8a3^s, “pour rejeter les orangs panni les singes et ceux-ci

parmi les bfites brutes, en conservant h Thomme toute la dignity qu’il

s’arroge, on argue d’ un avantage incontestable que possederaient les

singes et les orangs. En effet, quaere maim ne vaudraieM elles pas
mieux que deux^ commes CUinens de perfectahiliU^” (L’Homme, i. 44.)

But, if so, M. de St. Vincent should explain to us how it has happened
that the two hands have proved too many for the four—Ed. ^
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penes anthorem,” but there appears no contiadiction that

there should be such,) that, with language and reason and a

shape in other things agreeing with oui*s, have liairy tails

,

others where the males have no beards, and others where tho

females have. If it be asked whether these be all men or

no,—all of human species? it is jilain, the question refers only

to the nominal essence : for those of them to w'hom the defi-

nition of the word man, or the complex idea signified by

that name, agrees, are men, and the other not. But if the

inquiry be made concerning the supposed real essence, and

whether the internal constitution and frame of these several

creatui*es be specifically differeit, it is wholly impossible lor

us to answer, no part of that going into our specific idea

,

only we have reason to think, that where the faculties or

outward frame so much differs, the internal constitution is

not exactly the same. But what difference in the real in-

ternal consitution makes a difference it is in vain to inquire;

whilst our measures of species be, as they are, only our ab-

stract ideas, which we know
;
and not that internal constitu-

tion which makes no part of them. Shall the difference of

hair only on the skin be a mark of a different internal

specific constitution between a changeling and a drill, when
they agree in shape, and want of reason and speech? And
shall not the want of reason and speech be a sign to us

of different real constitutions and species between a change-

ling and a reasonable man? And so of tho re&t, if we pre-

tend that distinction of species or sorts is fixedly established

by the real frame and secret constitutions of thmgs.

23. Species not distinguished hy Generation .—Nor let any

one say, that the power of propagation in animals by the

mixture of male and female, and in plants by seeds, keeps

the supposed real species distinct and entire For, granting

this to be true, it would help us in the distinction of the

species of things no further than the tribes of animals and

vegetables. What must we do for the rest? But in those

too it is not sufficient : for if history lie not, women have

conceived by drills; and what real species by that measure

such a production will be in nature, will be a new question

:

and we have reason to think this is not impossible, since

mules and jumarts—the one from the mixture of an ass and
a mare, the other from the mixture of a bull and a mare

—

are so frequent in the world. I once saw a creature that
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was tho issue of a cat and a rat, and liad the plain marks of

both about it; wherein nature appeared to have followed the

pattern of neither sort alone, but to have jumbled them to-

gether. To which he that shall add the monstrous produc-

tions that are so frequently to be met with in nature, will

find it hard, even in the race of animals, to determine by the

pedigi'ee of what species every animal’s issue is; and be at a
loss about tho real essence, which he thinks certainly con-

veyed by generation, and has alone a right to the specific

name. But further, if the species of animals and plants are

to be distinguished only by propagation, must I go to the

Indies to see the sire and dam of the one, and the plant from
which tho seed was gathered that produced the other, to

know whether this be a tiger or that tea?

24. JV'oi hy mhstantial Forms.—Upon the whole matter,

it is evident that it is their own collections of sensible quali-

ties that men make the essences of their several sorts of

substances
;
and that them real internal structures are not

considered liy the greatest part of men in the sorting them.

Much less were any substantial forms ever thought on by
any but those who have in this one part of the world

learned the language of the schools : and yet those ignorant

men who pretend not any insight into the real essences, nor
trouble themselves about substantial forms, but are content

with knowing things one from another by their sensible

qualities, arc often better acquainted with their differences,

can more nicely distinguish them from their uses, and better

.

know what they expect from each, than those learned quick-

sighted men who look so deep into them, and talk so confi-

dently of something more hidden and essential.

25. Tlie specific Essences made hy tliA Mind—But sup-

posing that the real essences of substances were discoverable

by those that would severely apply themselves to that in-

quiry, yet we could not reasonably think that the ranking of

things under genei-al names was regplaied by those mtenial

real constitutions, or anything else but their obvious appear-

ances; since languages, in all countries, have been established

long before sciences. So that they have not been philo-

sophers or logicians, or such who have troubled themselves

about forms and essences that have made the general names
that are in use amongst the several nations of men : but
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those more or less comprehensive terms have, for the most

part, in all languages, received their birth and signification

from ignorant and illiterate people, who sorted and deno-

minated things by those sensible qualities they found in

them
I

thereby to signify them, when absent, to others,

whether they had an occasion to mention a sort or a par-

ticular thing.

26. Therefore very various arid uncertain.—Since then it is

evident that we sort and name substances by their nominal

and not by their real essences, the next thing to be consi-

dered is, how and by whom thcsSe essences come to be made.

As to the latter, ’it is evident the}’’ are made by the mind,

and not by nature : for were they Nature’s workmanship,

they could not bo so various and dilferent m several men as

experience tells us they are. For if we will examine it, we
shall not find the nominal essence of any one species of sub-

stances in all men the same: no, not of that which of all

othera we are the most intimately actpiainted with. It could

not possibly be, that the abstract idea to which the name man
is given should bo different in several men, if it were of

Nature’s making; and that to one it should be “animal

rationale,” and to another, “animal implume bipcs latis

imguibus.” He that annexes the name man to a complex
idea made up of sense and spontaneous motion, joined to a

body of such a shape, has thereby one essence of the species

man; and he that, upon further examination, adds ra-

tionality, has another essence of the species ho calls man

:

by which means the same individual will be a true man to

the one, which is not so to the other. I think there is

scarce any one will allow this upright figure, so well known,
to be the essential difference of the species man

;
and yet

how far men determine of the sorts of animals rather by
their shape than descent, is very visible : since it has been

more than once debated, whether several human foetuses

should be preserved or ^received to baptism or no, only be-

cause of the difference of their outward configuration from
the ordinary make of children, without knowing whether
they were not as capable of reason as infants cast in another
mould

: some whereof, though of an approved shape, are
never capable of as much appearance of reason all their lives

as is to bo found in an ape, or an elephant, and never
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give any signs of being acted by a rational soul. Whereby
it is evident, that the outward figure, which only was found

wanting, and not the faculty of reason, which nobody could

know would be wanting in its due season, was made essential

to the human species. The learned divine and lawyer must,

on such occasions, renounce his sacred definition of animal

rationale,” and substitute some other essence of the human
species. Monsieur Menage furnishes us with an example

worth the taking notice of on this occasion :
“ When the

abbot of St. Martin,” says he, “ was born, he had so little

of the figure of a man, that it bespake him rather a monster.

It was for some time under deliberation, whether he should

be baptized or no. However, he was baptized, and declared

a man provisionally,—till time should show what he would

prove. jN'ature had moulded him so untowardly, that he

was called all his life the Abbot Malotru
;

i. e., ill-shaped.

He was of Caen” (Menagiana, 278, 430.) This child, we
see, was very near being excluded out of the species of man,

barely by his shape. He escaped very narrowly as he was

;

and it is certain, a figure a little more oddly turned had cast

him, and he had been executed,* as a thing not to be

allowed to pass for a man. And yet there can be no reason,

given why, if the lineaments of his face had been a little

ditered, a rational soul could not have been lodged in him

;

why a visage somewhat longer, or a nose flatter, or a wider

mouth, could not have consisted, as well as the rest of his ill

figure, with such a soul, such parts, as made him—disfigured

as he was—capable to be a dignitary in the church.

27. Wherein, then, would I gladly know, consist the pre-

cise and unmovable boundaries of that species] It is plain,

if we examine, there is no such thing made by Nature,

and established by her amongst men. The real essence of

that or any other sort of substances, it is evident, wo know
not; and therefore are so undetermined in our nominal

essences, which we make ourselves, thafc, if several men were

to be asked concerning some oddly-shaped foetus, as soon as

* What is the rule now observed by those who decide on the execu-

tion of monsters ? Does the law determine ? This should be inquired

into for acts are constantly perpetrated in society, of which pubho
opinion can take no hold, on account of the obscunty that aurrounda
them.

—

Ed,
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born, whether it were a man or no, it is past doubt one

should meet with different answers. Which could not happen,

if the nominal essences whereby we limit and distinguish

the species of substances were not made by man with some
liberty

;
but were exactly copied from precise boundaries set

by nature, whereby it distinguished all substances into cer-

tain species. Who would undertake to resolve what species

that monster was of, which is mentioned by Licetus, (lib. i. c. 3,)

with a man’s head and hog’s body? Or those other, which
to the bodies of men had the heads of beasts, as dogs,

horses, &c. If any of these creatures had lived, and could

have spoke, it would have increased the difficulty. Had the

upper part to the middle been of human shape, and all below

swine, had it been murder to destroy it? Or must the bishop

have been consulted, whether it were man enough to be ad

mitted to the font or no? as I have been told it happened in

France some years since, in somewhat a like case.* So un-

certain are the boundaries of species of animals to us, who
have no other measures than the complex ideas of our own
collecting : and so far are we from certainly knowing what a

man is, though perhaps it will bo judged great ignorance to

make any doubt about it. And yet, I think I may say that

the certain boundaries of that species are so far from being

determined, and the^ precise number of simple ideas which
make the nominal essence, so far from being settled and
perfectly known, that very material doubts may still arise

about it. And I imagine none of the definitions of the

word man which we yet have, nor descriptions of that sort

of animal, are so perfect and exact as to satisfy a considerate

inquisitive person; much less to obtain a general consent,

and to be that which men would everywhere stick by in the

decision of cases, and determining of life and death, baptism

or no baptism, in productions that might happen.

28. But not so a/rhitrary as mioced Modes.—But though

these nominal essences of substances are made by the mind,

they are not yet made so arbitrarily as those of mixed modes.

* However this question may be decided, the opinions of learned

wnters on the formation of monsters are exceedingly curious, but
Bartholin, I think, stands alone m attributing the whole to the agency
<rf comets, in his “ Consihum Medicum, cum Monstrorem in Damk
Hatorum Historia.”

—

Ed.
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To the making of any nominal essence, it is necessary, First,

that the ideas whereof it consists have such a union as to

make but one idea, how compounded soever. Secondly, that

the particular idea so united he exactly the same, neither

more nor 'less. For if two abstract complex ideas differ

either in number or sorts of their component parts, they
malie two different, and not one and the same essence. In
the first of these, the mind, in making its complex ideas of
substances, only follows nature; and puts none together

which are not supposed to have a union in nature. Nobody
ioins the voice of a sheep witli the shape of a home, nor the

colour of lead with the weight and fixedness of gold, to be
the complex ideas of any real substances; unless he has a
mind to fill his head with chimems, and his discoume with
unintclbgible words. Men observing certain qualities always

joined and existing together, therein copied nature, and of

ideas so united made their complex ones of substances. For,

though men may make what complex ideas they please, and
give what names to them they will

;
yet, if they will be un-

derstood when they speak of things really existing, they
must in some degree conform their ideas to the things they

would speak of; or else men’s language will be like that of

Babel; and every man’s words, being intelligible only to

himself, would iio longer serve to conversation and the ordi-

nary affairs of life, if the ideas they stand for bo not some
way answering the common appearances and agreement of

substances as they really exist.

29. Though very imperfect—Secondly, Though the mind
of man, in making its comjdex ideas of substances, never

puts any together that do not really or are not supposed to

co-exist
;
and so it truly borrows that union from nature

:

yet the number it combines depends upon the various care,

industry, or fancy of him that makes it. Men generally

content themselves with some few sensible obvious qualities

;

and often, if not always, leave out others as material and as

firmly united as those that they take. Of sensible substances

there are two sorts : one of organized bodies, which are pro-

pagated by seed
;
and in these the shape is that which to us

is the leading quality and most characteristical part that

determines the species. And therefore, in vegetables and
animals, an extended solid substance of such a certain figure-
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usually serves the turn. For however some men seem to

prize their definition of " animal rationale,” yet should there

a creature be found that had language and reason, but par-

took not of the usual shape of a man, I believe it would
hardly pass for a man, how much soever it wer« “ animal

rationale.” And if Bdaam’s ass had all his life discoursed

as rationally as he did once with his master, I doubt yet

whether any one would have thought him worthy the name
man, or allowed him to be of the same species with himself.

As in vegetables and animals it is the shape, so in most
other bodies not propagated by seed, it is the colour we most
fix on, and are most led by. Thus, where we find the colour

of gold, we are apt to imagine all the other qualities com-
prehended in our complex idea to be there also: and wo
commonly take these two obvious qualities, viz,, shape and
colour, for so presumptive ideas of several species, that, in a
good picture, we readily say this is a lion, and that a rose

;

this is a gold, and that a silver goblet, only by the different

figures and colours represented to the eye by the pencil.

30. Which yet serve for common Converse.—But though
this serves well enough for gross and confused conceptions,

and inaccurate ways of talking and thinking; yet men are

far enough from having agreed on the precise number of

simple ideas or qualities belonging to any sort of things,

signified by its name. Nor is it a wonder; since it requires

much time, pains, and skill, strict inquiry, and long exami-
nation to find out what and how many those simple ideaa

are, which are constantly and inseparably united in nature,

and arc always to be found together in the same subject.

Most men wanting^ either time, inclination, or industry

enough for this, even to some tolerable degree, content them-

selves with some few obvious and outward appearances of

things, thereby readily to distinguish and sort them for the

common aflfairs of life : and so, without further examination

give them names, or, take up the names already in use.

Which, though in common conversation they pass well enough
for the signs of some few obvious qualities co-existing, are

yet far enough from comprehending, in a settled signification,

a precise number of simple ideas, much less all those which
are united in nature. He that shall consider, after so much
fitir about genus and species, and such a deal of talk of spe-
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cific cliffeTcnccs, how few words we have yet settled dehni-

tions of, may with reason imagine that those forms which
there hath been so much noise made about are only chimeras^

which give us no light into the specific natures of things.*

And he that shall consider how far the names of substances

are from having significations wherein all who use them do
agree, will have reason to conclude that, though the nominal
essences of substances are all supposed to be copied from
nature, yet they are all or most of them veiy imperfect.

Since the composition of those complex ideas are, in several

men, very different : and therefore that these boundaries of

species are as men, and not as Nature, makes them, if at least

there arc in nature any such prefixed bounds. It is true

that many particular substances are so made by Nature, that

they have agreement and likeness one with another, and so

afford a foundation of being ranked into sorts. But the sort-

ing of things by us, or the making of determinate species, being

in order to naming and comprehendmg them under general

terms, I cannot see how it can be properly said, that Nature
sets the boundaries of the species of things : or, if it be so,

our boundaries of species are not exactly conformable to

those in nature. For we having need of general names for

present use, stay not for a perfect (hscovery of all those qua-

lities which would best show us their most material differences

and agreements; but we ourselves divide them by certain

obvious appearances into species, that we may the easier

under general names communicate our thoughts about them.

For having no other knowledge of any substance but of the

simple ideas that are united in it; and observing several par-

ticular things to agree with others in several of those simple

ideas, we make that collection our specific idea, and give it a

general name; .that in recording our thoughts, and in our

discourse with others, we may in one short word designate

all the individuals that agree in that complex idea, without

enumerating the simple ideas that make it up; and so not

waste our time and breath in tedious descriptions
;
which we

see they are fain to do who would discourse of any new sort

of things they have not yet a name for.

31. Essences of Species under tl^e smne Naim very dif-

ferent .—But however these species of substances pass well
enough in ordinary conversation, it is plain that this com-
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plex idea, wherein they observe seveml individuals to

agree, is by different men made very differently; by some

more, and others less accurately. In some, this complex
• idea contains a greater, and in others a smaller number of

qualities, and so is apparently such as the mind makes it.

The yellow shining colour makes gold to children; others

add weight, malleableness, and fusibility; and others yet

other qualities, which they find joined with that yellow

colour, as constantly as its weight and fusibility : for in all

these and the like qualities one has as good a right to be

put into the complex idea of that substance wherein they

are all joined, as another. And therefore different men
leaving out or putting in several simple ideas which others

do not, according to their various examination, skill, or

observation of that subject, have different essences of gold,

which must, therefore, be of their own and not of nature’s

making.

32. Tlis more gemrcd our Ideas a/re, the more incomplete

and partial they are.—If the number of simple ideas that

make the nominal essence of the lowest species, or first sort-

ing of individuals, depends on the mind of man variously

(^llecting them, it is much more evident that they do so in

the more comprehensive classes, which, by the masters of

logic, are called genera. These are complex ideas designedly

imperfect; and it is visible at first sight, that several of

those qualities that are to be found in the things themselves,

are purposely left out of generical ideas. For as the mind,

to make general ideas comprehending several particulars,

leaves out those of time and place, and such other that make
them incommunicable to more than one individual

;
so to make

other yet more general ideas that may comprehend different

sorts, it leaves out those quahties that distinguish them, and

puts into its new collection only such ideas as are common
to several sorts. The same convenience that made men ex-

press several parcels of yellow matter coming from Guinea

and Peru under one nhme, sets them also upon making of

one name that may comprehend both gold and silver, and

some other bodies of different sorts. This is done by leading

out those qualities, which are peculiar to each sort, and re-

taining a complex idea made up of those that are common to

them all; to which the name metal being annexed, there is a
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genus constituted, the essence whereof being that abstract

idea, containing only malleableness and fusibility, with cer-

tain degrees of weight and fixedness, wherem some bodies of

several kinds agree, leaves out the colour and other qualities

peculiar to gold and silver, and the other sort^ comprehended

under the name metal. Whereby it is jilain, that men follow

not exactly the patterns set them by nature when they make
their general ideas of substances, since there is no body to

bo found which has barely malleablencss and fusibility in it,

without other qualities as inseparable as those. But men, in

making their general ideas, seeking more the convenience of

language and quick dispatch by short and comprehensive

signs, than the true and precise nature of things as they

exist, have, in the framing their abstract ideas, chiefly pur-

sued that end, which was to be furnished with store of

general and variously comprehensive names. So that in this

whole business of genera and species, the genus, or more
comprehensive, is but a partial conception of what is in the

species, and the species but a partial idea of what is to be

found m each individual. If, therefore, any one will think

that a man, and a horse, and an animal, and a plant, &c.,

are distinguished by real essences made by nature, he must
think nature to be very liberal of these real essences, making
one for body, another for an animal, and another for a horse,

and all these essences liberally bestowed upon Bucephalus.

But if we would rightly consider what is done in all these

genera and species, or sorts, we should fluid that there is no
new thing made, but only more or less comprehensive signs,

whereby we may be enabled to express in a few syllables

great numbers of particular things, as they agree in more or

less general conceptions, which we have framed to that pur-

pose. In all which we may observe, that the more general

tenn is always the name of a less complex idea, and that

each genus is but a partial conception of the species com-

prehended under it So that if these abstract general ideas

be thought to be complete, it can onl^ be in respect of a cer-

tain established relation between them and certain names
’'vhiph are made ase of to signify them, and not in respect of
anything existing, as made by nature.

33. This aU cui(mfiiiwdated to the end of Speech.—This is

Adjusted to the true end of speech, which is to be the easiest
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and shortest way of communicating our notions. For, thus,

he that would discourse of things as they agreed in the

complex ideas of extension and solidity, needed but use the

word body to denote all such. He that to these would join

others, signifi^ by the words life, sense, and spontaneous

motion, needed but use the word animal to signify all which
partook of those ideas

;
and he that had made a complex

idea of a body, with life, sense, and motion, with the faculty

of reasoning, and a ceiiain shape joined to it, needed but use

the shoit monosyllaUe, man, to express all particulars that

correspond to that complex idea. This is the proper busi-

ness of genus and species; and this men do without any

consideration of real essences, or substantial forms, which
come not within the reach of our knowledge when we think

of those things, nor within the signification of our words
when we discourse with others.

34. Instance in Cassowaries .—^Wcre I to talk with any
one of a sort of birds I lately saw in Sb. James’s Park,

about three or four feet high, with a covering of something

between feathers and hair, of a dark brown colour, without

wings, but in the place thereof two or three little branches

coming down like sprigs of Spanish broom, long great legs,

with feet only of three claws, and without a tail, I must
make rhis description of it, and so may make others under-

stand me; but when I am told that the name of it is

cassuaris, I may then use that word to stand in discourse

for all my complex idea mentioned in that description;

though by that word, which is now become a specific name,
I know no more of the real essence or constitution of that

sort of animals than I did before; and knew probably as

much of the nature of that species of birds before I learned

the name, as many Englishmen do of swans or herons,

which are specific names, very well known, of sorts of birds

common in England.

35. Men determine the Sorts.—From what has been said,

it is evident that nlen make sorts of things
;
for it bemg

different essences alone that make different species, it is plain

that they who make those abstract ideas which are the

nominal essences, do thereby make^the species, or sort. Should
there be a body found, having all the other qualities of
gold, except m^leableness, it would no doubt be made a
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question whether it were gold or not, i. e., whether it were

of that species. This could be determined only by that

abstract idea to which eveiy one annexed the name gold; so

that it would be true gold to him, and belong to that

species, who included not malleableness in his nominal

essence, signified by the sound gold; and on the other side

it would not be true gold, or of that species to him who in-

cluded malleablcness in his specific idea. And who, I pray,

is it that make these diverse species even under one and
the same name, but men that make two difierent absti’act

ideas consisting not exactly of the same collection of quali-

ties? Nor is it a mere supposition to imagine that a body
may exist, wherein the other obvious qualities of gold may
be without malleablcness

;
since it is certam that gold itself

will be sometimes so eager, (as artists call it,) that it will as

little endure the hammer as glass itself. What we have said

of the putting in or leaving malleableness out of the com-
plex idea the name gold is by any one annexed to, may be

said of its peculiar weight, fixedness, and several other the

like qualities
;

for whatsoever is left out or put in, it is

still the complex idea to which that name is annexed that

makes the species; and as any particular parcel of matter

answers that idea, so the name of the sort belongs truly to

it, and it is of th%t species. And thus anything is true

gold, perfect metal. All which determination of the species,

it is plain, depends on the understandmg of man, making
this or that complex idea.

36. Nature makes the Similitude.—This, then, in short, is

the case. Nature makes many particular things which do

agree one with another in many sensible qualities, and
probably too in their internal frame and constitution : but it

is not this real essence that distinguishes them into species;

it is men, who, taking occasion from the qualities they find

miited m them, and wherem they observe often several in-

dividuals to agree, range them into sorts, in order to their

naming, for the convenience of comprehensive signs
;
under

which individuals, according to their conformity to this or
that abstract idea, come to be ranked as under ensigns

; so

that this is of the blue, that the red regiment; this is a man,
that a drill

; and in this, I think, consists the whole business
of genus and species.

VOL. u. p
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37. I do not deny but nature, in tbe constant production

of particular beings, makes them not always new and various,

but very much alike and of kin one to another
;
but I think

it nevertheless true, that the boundaries of the sjiecies,

whereby men sort them, are made by men
;
since the essences

of the species, distinguished by different names, are, as has

been proved, of man s making, and seldom adequate to the

internal nature of the things they are taken from. So that

we may tnily say, such a manner of sorting of tilings is the

workmanship of men.

38. Each abstract Idea is an Essence.—One thing I doubt

not but will seem very strange in this doctrine, which is,

that from what has been said it will follow, that each abstract

idea with a name to it, makes a distinct species. But who
can help it, if truth will have it sol For so it must remain

till somebody can show us the species of things limited and

distinguished by something else; and let us see that general

terms sigmfy not our abstract ideas, but something different

from them. I would fain know why a shock and a hound

are not as distinct species as a spaniel and an elephant. We
have no other idea of the different essence of an elephant and

a spaniel, than we have of the different essence of a shock

and a hoimd
;

all the essential difference whereby we know
and distinguish them one from another, consisting only in the

different collection of simple ideas, to which we have given

those different names.

39. Genera and Species are in order to naming .—How
much the making of species and genera* is in order to

general names, and how much general names are necessary, if

not to the being, yet at least to the completing of a species,

and making it pass for such, will appear, besides what has

been said above concerning ice and water, in a very familiar

example. A silent and a striking watch are but one species

to those who have but one name for them
;
but he that has

the name watch for one, and clock for the other, and distinct

complex ideas to which those names belong, to him they are

different species. It will be said perhaps, that the inward

* On the signiBcation of these terms which occur so frequently in

Locke, and in all writers on natural history, see the explanation of Dr.

Pnehard, in his “Researches into the Physical History of Mankind.”
VoL I. p. 105 et seq.

—

Ed,
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contrivance and constitution is different between these two,

which the watchmaker has a clear idea of. And yet it is

jdain they are but one species to him, when he has but one

name for them; for what is sufficient in the inward con-

trivance to make a new species? There are some watches

that afe made with four wheels, others with five; is this a

specific difference to the workman? Some have strings and

physics, and others none
;
some have the balance loose, and

others regulated by a spiral spring, and others by hogs’

bristles : are any or all of these enough to make a specific

difference to the workman, that knows each of these and

several other different contrivances in the internal consti-

tutions of watches? It is certain each of these hath a real

difference from the rest; but whether it be an cssentiaj, a

specific difference or not, relates only to the complex idea to

which the name watch is given : as long as they all agree in

the idea which that name stands for, and that name does

not as a gencrical name comprehend different species under

it, they are not essentially nor specifically different. But if

any one will make minuter divisions from differences that ho

knows in the internal frame of watches, and to such precise

complex ideas give names that shall prevail
;
they will then

bo new species to them who have those ideas with names to

them, and can by those differences distinguish watches into

these several sorts, and then watch will be a generical name.

But yet they would be no distinct species to men ignorant of

clock-work and the inward contrivances of watches, who had
no other idea but the outward shape and bulk, with the

marking of the horn’s by the hand. For to them all those

other names would be but synonymous teims for the same
idea, and signify no more, nor no other thing but a watch.

Just thus I think it is in natural things. Nobody will doubt
that the wheels or springs (if 1 may so say) within, are dif-

ferent in a rational man and a changeling, no more than
that there is a difference in the fram« between a drill and a
changeling. But whether one, or both the differences be
essential or specitical, only to be known to us by their

agreement or disagreement with the complex idea that the
name man stands for: for by that alone can it be deter-
mined whether one or both, or neither of those be a man.

40. SpecUs of Artificial Things less confused them NaJturaL
V 9
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—From what has been before said, we may see the reason

why, in the species of artificial things, there is generally less

confusion and uncertainty than in natural. Because an arti-

ficial thing being a production of man which the artificer

designed, and therefore well knows the idea of, the name of

it is supposed to stand for no other idea, nor to import any
other essence than what is certainly to be known, and easy

enough to be apprehended. For the idea or essence of the

several sorts of artificial things consisting, for the most part, in

nothing but the determinate figure of sensible parts
;
and some-

times motion depending thereon, which the artificer fashions

in matter, such as he finds for his turn; it is not beyond the*

reach of our faculties to attain a certain idea thereof, and to

settle the signification of the names whereby the species of

artificial things are distinguished with less doubt, obscurity,

and equivocation, than we can in things natural, whose dif-

ferences and operations depend upon contrivances beyond the

reach of our discoveries.

41. Artificial Things of distinct S]pecies.—I must be ex-

cused here if I think artificial things are of distinct species

as well as natural: since I find they are as plainly and

orderly ranked into sorts, by different abstract ideas, with

general names annexed to them, as distinct one from another

as those of natural substances. For why should not think

a wMteh and pistol as distinct species one from another, as a

horse and a dog, they being expressed in our minds by distinct

ideas, and to others by distinct appellations?

42. Substances alone have p'oper Names.—This is further

to be observed concerning substances, that they alone of all

our several sorts of ideas have particular or proper names,

v/hereby one only particular thing is signified. Because in

sim})le ideas, modes, and relations, it seldom happens tliat men
have occasion to mention often this or that particular when
it is absent. Besides, the greatest part of mixed modes, being

actions which jierish in,their birth, arc not capable of a lasting

duration as substances, which arc the actors; and wherein

the simple ideas that make up the complex ideas designed by
the name have a lasting union.

13. Difficulty to treat of Words.—I must beg pardon of my
reader for having dwelt so long upon this subject, and perhaps

with some obscurity. But I desire it may be considered how
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difficult it is to lead another by words into the thoughts of

things, stripped of those specifical differences we give them :

which things, if I name not, I say nothing; and if I do name
them, I thereby rank them into some sort or other, and sug-

gest to the mind the usual abstract idea of that species, and

so cross my purpose. For to talk of a man, and to lay by,

at the same time, the ordinary signification of the name man,

wliich is our complex idea usually annexed to it, and bid the

reader consider man as he is in himself, and as he is really

distinguished from others in his internal constitution, or real

essence, that is, by something he knows not what, looks like

trifling; and, yet, thus one must do who would speak of the

supposed real essences and species of things, as thought to be

made by nature, if it be but only to make it understood that

there is no such thing signified by the general names which

substances are called by. But because it is difficult by
known familiar names to do this, give me leave to endeavour

by an example to make the diflerent consideration the mind
has of specific names and ideas a little more clear; and to

show how the complex ideas of modes are referred sometimes

to archetypes in the minds of other intelligent beings
;

or,

which is the same, to the signification annexed by others to

their received names
;
and sometimes to no archetyjies at all.

Give me leave also to show how the mind always refers its

ideas of substances, either to the substances themselves or to

the signification of their names as to the archetypes; and
also to make plam the nature of species or sorting of things,

‘

as apprehended and made use of by us
;
and of the essences

belonging to those species, which is perhaps of more moment
to discover the extent and certainty of our knowledge than

we at first imagine.

44. Instances of mixed Modes in kinneah and nioupJi.—Let

us suppose Adam in the state of a grown man, with a good

understanding, but in a strange country, with all things new
•and unknown about him, and no oth^r faculties to attain the

knowledge of them but what one of this age has now. He
observes Lamech more melancholy than usual, and imagines
it to be from a suspicion he has of his wife Adah, (whom he
most ardently loved,) that she had too much kindness for

bother man. Adam discourses these his thoughts to Eve,
and desires her to take care that Adah commit not folly ^
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and in these discourses with Eve he makes use of these two
new words kinneah and niouph. In time, Adam’s mistake

appeal's, for he finds Lamech’s trouble proceeded from having

killed a man : but yet the two names kinneah and niouph,

(the one standing for suspicion in a husband of his wife’s

disloyalty to him, and the other for the act of committing

disloyalty,) lost not their distinct significations. It is plain,

then, that here were two distmet complex ideas of mixed
modes with names to them, two distinct species of actions

essentially different
;
I ask wherein consisted the essences of

these two distinct species of actions ? And it is plain it con-

sisted in a precise combination of simple ideas, different in

one from the other. I ask, whether the complex idea in

Adam’s mind, which he called kinneah, were adequate or not ?

And it is plain it was ; for it being a combination of simple

ideas, which he, without any regard to any archetype, without

respect to anything as a pattern, voluntarily put together,

abstracted, and gave the name kinneah to, to express in short

to others, by that one sound, all the simple ideas contained

and united in that complex one
; it must necessarily follow

that it was an adequate idea. His own choice having made
that combination, it had all in it he intended it should, and
so could^ not but be perfect, could not but be adequate, it

being referred to no other archetype which it was supposed
to represent.

45. These words, kinneah and niouph, by degrees grew into

common use, and then the case was somewhat altered. Adam’s
children had the same faculties, and thereby the same power
that he had, to make what complex ideas of mixed modes
they pleased in their own minds

; to abstract them, and
make what sounds they pleased the signs of them

;
but the use

of names being to make our ideas within us known to others,

that cannot be done, but when the same sign stands for the

same idea in two who would communicate their thoughts and
discourse together. Tlyse, therefore, of Adam’s children, that

found these two words, kinneah and niouph, in familiar use,

could not take them for insignificant sounds, but must needs
conclude they stood for something ; for certain ideas, abstract

ideas
;
they being general names, which abstract ideas were

the essences of the species distinguished by those names. If^

therefore, they would use these words as names of species
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already established and agreed on, they were obliged to con-

form the ideas in their minds, signified by these names, to the

ideas that they stood for in other men’s minds, as to their

patterns and archetypes ;
and then indeed their ideas of

these complex modes were liable to be inadequate, as being

very apt (especially those that consisted of combinations of

many simple ideas) not to be exactly conformable to the ideas

in other men’s minds, using the same names
; though for

this there bo usually a remedy at hand, which is to ask the

meanmg of any word we understand not of him that uses it
;

it being as impossible to know certainly what the words

jealousy and adultery (which I think answer nxip and

stand for in another man’s mind, with whom I would dis-

coiu’se about them
;
as it was impossible, in the beginning of

language, to know what kinneah and niouph stood for in

another man’s mind, without explication, they being voluntary

signs in every one.

46. Instojnce of Svhstances in Zahab.—Let us now also

consider, after the same manner, the names of substances in

their first application. One of Adam’s children, roving in

the mountains, lights on a glittering substance which pleases

his eye
;
home he carries it to Adam, who, upon considera-

tion of it, finds it to bo hard, to have a bright yellow colour,

and an exceeding great weight. These perhaps, at first, are

all the qualities ho takes notice of in it
;
and abstracting

this complex idea, consisting of a substance having that pecu-

liar bright yellowness, and a weight very great in proportion

to its bulk, he gives it the name zahab, to denominate and
mark all substances that have these sensible

,

qualities in

them. It is evident now, that, in this case, Adam acts quite

differently from what he did before in forming those ideas of

mixed modes, to which he gave the names kinneah and

niouph : for there he puts ideas together only by his own
imagination, not taken from the existence of anything : and
to them he gave names to denominate all things that should

happen to agree to those his abstracl ideas, without consi-

dering whether any such thing did exist or not
;
the standard

there was of his own making. But in the formmg his idea of

this new substance, he takes the quite contrary course
; here

he has a standard made by nature
;
and therefore, being to

represent that to himself, by the idea he has of it, even when
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it is absent, he puts in no simple idea into his complex one,

hut what he has the perception of from the thing itself He
takes care that his idea be conformable to this archetype, and

intends the name should stand for an idea so conformable.

47. This piece of matter, thus denominated zahab by-

Adam, being qiute different from any he had seen before,

nobody, I think, will deny to be a distinct species, and to

have its peculiar essence, and that the name zahab is the

mark of the species, and a name belonging to all things

partaking in that essence. But here it is plain the essence

Adam made the name zahab stand for was nothing but a

body hard, shining, yellow, and very heavy. But the inqui-

sitive mind of man, not content with the knowledge of these,

as I may say, superficial qualities, puts Adam on further

examination of this matter. He therefore knocks and beats

it with flints, to see what was discoverable in the inside ; ho

finds it yield to blows, but not easdy separate into pieces
;
he

finds it will bend without breaking. Is not now ductility to

be added to his former idea, and made part of the essence of

the species that name zahab stands for ? Further trials dis-

cover fusibility and fixedness. Are not they also, by the same
reason that any of the others were, to be put into the com-

plex idea signified by the name zahab ? If not, what reason

win there be shown more for the one than the other 1 If

these must, then all the other properties, which any further

trials shall discover m this matter, ought by the same reason

to make a part of the ingredients of the complex idea which

the name zahab stands for, and so bo the essence of the

species marked by that name : which properties, because

they are endless, it is plain that the idea made after this

fashion by this archetype will be always inadequate.

48. T^r Ideas imperfect, and therefore various.—But this

is not all
;

it would also follow that the names of substances

would not only have (as m truth they have) but would also

be supposed to have different significations, as used by differ-

ent men, which would very much cumber the use of language.

For if every distinct quality that were discovered in any
matter by any one were supposed to make a necessary part

of the complex idea sigmfied by the common name given to

it, it must follow, that men must suppose the same word to

signify different things in different men
; since they cannot
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doubt but different men may have discovered several qualities

in substances of the same denomination, which others know
nothing of.

49. Thefrefore^ to fix tJwlr Species^ a real Essence is supposed,

—To avoid this, therefore, they have supposed a real essence

belonging to every species, from which these properties all

flow, and would have their name of the species stand for that.

But they not having any idea of that real essence in sub-

stances, and their words signifying nothing but the ideas they

have, that which is done by this attempt, is only to put the

name or sound in the place and stead of the thing having

that real essence, without knowing what the real essence is

;

and this is that which men do when they speak of species of

things, as supposing them made by nature, and distinguished

by real essences.

50. Which Supposition is ofno Use,—For let us consider,

when we affirm that all gold is fixed, either it means that

fixedness is a part of the definition—part of the nominal

essence the word gold stands for; and so this affirmation,

all gold is fixed, contains nothing but the signification of the

term gold. Or else it means, that fixedness, not being a
part of the definition of the gold, is a property of that sub-

stance itself : in which case it is plain that the word gold

stands in the place of a substance, having the real essence

of a species of things made by nature. In which way of

substitution it has so confused and uncertain a signification,

that, though this proposition—gold is fixed, be in that sense

an affirmation of something real, yet it is a truth will always
fail us in its particular application, and so is of no real use
or certainty. For let it be ever so true, that all gold—i. e.,

all that has the real essence of gold—is fixed, what serves

this for, whilst we know not in this sense what is or is not
gold? For if we know not the real essence of gold, it is

impossible we should know what parcel of matlfcr has that

essence, and so whether it be true gold or no.

51. Condusim.—To conclude: what liberty Adam had
at first to make any complex ideas of mixed modes, by no
other patterns but his own thoughts, the same have all men
ever since had. And the same necessity of conforming his
ideas of substances to things without him, as to archetypes
mo/lrt "U-, A J ]— iJtf 1-- 1 1 . ..
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fully impose upon himself
j
the same are all men ever since

under too. The same liberty also that Adam had of affixing

Any new name to any idear, the same has any one still
;

(es-

pecially the beginners of languages, if we can imagine any
such;) but only with this difference, that, m places where
men in society have already established a language amongst
them, the significations of words are very warily, and spar-

ingly to be altered: because men being furnished ah’eady

with names for their ideas, and common use having appro-

priated known names to certam ideas, an affected misappli-

cation of them cannot but be very ridiculous. He that hath

new notions will perhaps venture sometimes on the coining

of new terms to express them; but men think it a boldness,

and it is uncertain whether common use will ever make
them pass for current. But in communication with others,

it is necessary that we conform the ideas we make the vulgar

words of any language stand for to their known proper sig-

nifications, (which I have explained at large already,) or ebe

to make known that new signification we apply them to.

CHAPTER yil.

OP PARTICLES.

1. ra/rtides conned PaHs or whole Sentences together.

—

Besides words, which are names of ideas in the mind, there

are a great many others that are made use of to signify the

connexion that the mind gives to ideas or propositions one

with another. The mind, in communicating its thoughts

to others, does not only need signs of the ideas it has then

before it, but others also, to show or intimate some particu-

lar action of its own, at that time, relating to those ideas.

This it dc^ several ways; as is, and is not, are the general

marks, of ^e mind, affirming or denying. But besides affir-

mation or negation, without which there is in words no truth

or falsehood, the mind does, in declaring its sentiments ta

others, connect not only the parts of propositions, but whole

sentences one to another, with their several relations and

dependencies, to make a coherent discourse.

2. In thrnn conskte the Art of Wdl-speakmg.—The words

whereby it signifies what connexion it gives to the several
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affirmations and negations that it unites in one continued

reasoning or narration, are generally called particles; and it

is in the right use of these that more particularly consist

the clearness and beauty of a good style. To think well^

it is not enough that a man has ideas clear and distinct in
his thoughts, nor that he observes the agreement or disagree-

ment of some of them
;
but he must think in train, and

observe the dependence of his thoughts and reasonings upon
one another. And to express well such method!^ and
rational thoughts, he must have words to show what con-
nexion, restriction, distinction, opposition, emphasis, &c,, he
^ves to each respective part of his discourse. To mistake
in any of these, is to puzzle instead of informing his hearer;
and therefore it is that those words which are not truly by
themselves the names of any ideas, are of such constant and
indispensable use in language, and do much contribute to
men’s well expressing themselves.

3. They show what Helation the Mind- gives to its own
Thoughts,—This part of grammar has been perhaps as much
neglected as some others over-diligently cultivated. It is

easy for men to write, one after another, of cases and gen-
ders, moods and tenses, gerunds and supines : in these and
the like there has been great dili^nce used : and particles

themselves, in some languages, have been, with great show
of exactness, ranked into their several orders. But though
prepositions and conjunctions, <kc., are names well known
in grammar, and the particles contained under them care-
fully ranked into their distinct subdivisions; yet he who
would show the right use of particles, and what significancy

and force they have, must take a little more pains, enter
into his own thoughts, and observe nicely the several pos-
tures of his mind in discoursing.

4. Neither is it enough for the explaining of these words,
to render them, as is usual in dictionaries, by words of another
^ngue which come nearest to their signification : for what
IS meant by them is commonly as hard to be understood in
one as another languge. They are all marks of some action
or intimation of the mind

; and therefore to imderstand them
rightly, the several views, postures, stands, turns, limitations,
and exceptions, and several other thoughts of the mind, for
which we have either none or very deficient names, are dili-
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gently to be studied. Of these there is a great variety,

much exceeding the number of particles that most languages

have to express them by; and therefore it is not to be won-

dered that most of these particles have divers and sometimes

almost opposite significations. Tn the Hebrew tongue there

is a particle consisting of but one single letter, of which there

are reckoned up, as I remember, seventy, I am sure above

fifty, several significations.

5. Imtance in, But.—But is a particle, none more familiar

in our language; and he that says it is a discretive conjunc-

tion, and that it answers to sed Latin, or mats in French,

thinks he has sufficiently explained it. But it seems to me
to intimate several relations the mind gives to the several

propositions or parts of them, which it joins by this mono-

syllable.

First, But to say no more:” here it intimates a stop

of the mind in the course it was going, before it came quite

to the end of it.

Secondly, I saw but two plants:” here it shows that the

mind limits the sense to what is expressed, with a negation

of all other.

Thirdly, You pray; but it is not that God would bring

you to the true religion^’

Fourthly, “ But that he would confinn you in your own.”

The first of these huts intimates a supposition in the mind
of something otherwise than it should be; the latter shows

that the mind makes a direct opposition between that and
what goes before it.

Fifthly, “ All animals have sense, but a dog is an animal
:”

here it signifies little more but that the latter proposition is

joined to the former, as the minor of a syllogism.

6. This Matter hut ligMy touclced here ,—To these, I doubt

not, might be added a great many other significations of this

particle, if it were my business to examine it m its full lati-

tude, and consider it in all the places it is to be found;

which if one should do* I doubt whether in all those manners

it is made use of, it would deserve the title of discretive,

which grammarians give to it. But I intend not here a full

explication of this sort of signs. The instances I have given

in this one may give occasion to reflect on their use and force

in language, and lead us into the contemplation of several
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actions of oiir minds in discoursing, which it has found a way
to intimate to others by these particles; some whereof con-

stantly, ^and othem in certain constructions, have the sense of

a whole sentence contained in them.

CHAPTER VIII.

OF ABSTRACT AND CONCRETE TERMS.

1. Ahstract Terms not predkahle one of another, and why.

—

The ordinary words of language and our common use of

them, would have given us light into the nature of our ideas,

if they had been but considered with attention. The mind,

as has been shown, has a power to abstract its ideas, and so

they become essences, general essences, whereby the sorts of

things are distinguished. Now each absti*act idea being dis-

tinct, so that of any two the one can never be the other, the

mind will by its intuitive knowledge perceive their difference,

and therefore in propositions no two whole ideas can ever be
affirmed one of another. This we see in the common use of

language, which permits not any two abstract words or

names of abstract ideas to be affirmed one of another. For
how near of km soever they may seem to be, and how
certain soever it is that man is an animal, or rational,

or white, yet every one at first hearing perceives the

falsehood of these propositions : humanity is animality,

or rationality, or whiteness: and this is as evident as any
of the most allowed maxims. All our affirmations then

are only m concrete, which is the affirming, not one ab-

stract idea to be another, but one abstract idea to bo
joined to another, which abstract ideas, in substances, may
be of any sort; in all the rest arc little else but of relations;

and in substances the most frequent are of powers : v. g.,
“ a

man is white,” signifies that the thing that has the essence

ot a man has also in it the essence of whiteness, which is

nothing but a power to pixiduce the, idea of whiteness in one
whose eyes can discover ordinary objects: or, “a man is

rational,” sigmfies that the same thing that hath the essence

ot a man hath also in it the essence of rationality, i. e., a
power of reasoning.
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2. They show the Difference of our Ideas.—This distinction

of names shows us also the difference of our ideas : for if we
observe them, we shall find that our simple ideas have all

abstract as well as concrete names; the one wliereof is

(to speak the language of grammarians) a substantive, the

other an adjective; as whiteness, white, sweetness, sweet.

The like also holds in our ideas of modes and relations, as,

justice, just, equality, equal; only with this difference, that

some of the concrete napaes of relations amongst men chiclly

are substantives; as, paternitas, pater; whereof it were edsy

to render a reason; but as to our ideas of substances, we
have very few or no abstract names at all. For though the

schools have introdiicial animalitas, humanitas, corporict:is,

and some others; yet they hold no proportion with that

infinite number of names of substances, to which they never

were ridiculous enough to attempt the coining of abstract

ones : and those few that the schools forged and put into the

mouths of their scholars could never yet get admittance into

common use, or obtain the license of public approbation.

Which seems to me at least to intimate the confession of all

mankind, that they have no ideas of the real essences of

substances, since they have not names for such ideas : which

no doubt they would have had, had not their consciousness

to themselves of their ignorance of them kept them from so

idle an attempt. And therefore though they had ideas

enough to distinguish gold from a stone, and metal from

wood
,
yet they but timorously ventured on such terms, as

aunetas and saxietas, metallictas and lignietas, or the like

names, which should pretend to signify the real essences of

those substances whereof they knew they had no ideas. And
indeed it was only the doctrine of substantial forms, and the

confidence of mistaken pretenders to a knowledge that they

iiad not, which first coined and then introduced animalitas

and humamtas, and the liko, which yet went very little

further than their own^ schools, and could never get to be

current amongst understanding men. Indeed, humanitas

was a word in familiar use amongst the Romans, but in a far

different sense, and stood not for the abstract essence of any

substance; but was the abstracted name of a mode, and its

concrete humanus, not homo.
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CHAPTER IX.

OF THE IMPERFECTION OP WORDS.

1. JFords are used for recording aud communicating our
Thoughts.—From what has been said in the foregoing chap-
ters, it IS easy to perceive what imperfection there is in lan-
guage, and how the very nature of words makes it almost
unavoidable for many of them to be doubtful and uncertain
in their significations. To examine the perfection or imper-
fection of words, it is necessary first to consider their use and
end

;
for as they are more or less fitted to attain that, so they

are more or less perfect. We have, in the former part of this
discourse often, upon occasion, mentioned a double use of
words.

First, One for the recording of our own thoughts.
Secondly, The other for the communicating of our thoughts

to others.

2 Any Words loill serve for recording.—As to the first of
these, for the recording our own thoughts for the help of our
own memories, whereby, as it weic, we talk to ourselves,
any words will serve the turn. For since sounds are volun-
tary and indifferent signs of any ideas, a man may use what
words he pleases to signify his own ideas to hunself: and
there will be no imperlection m them, if he constantly use
the same sign for tlic same idea; for then he cannot fail of
ha\nng his meaning understood, wherein consists the right
use and jiertcctioii of language

3 Communication by Words civil or 'pliHoso'phical Se-
condly, As to communication of words, that too has a
double use.

I. Civil.

II. Philosophical.

First, By their civil use, I mean subh a communication of
thoughts and ideas by words, as may^serve for the upholding
common conversation and commerce about the ordinary
affairs and conveniences of civil life, m the societies of men
one amongst another.

Secondly, By the philosophical use of words, I mean such
a use of them as may serve to convey the precise notions of
things, and to express in general propositions certain and
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undoubted truths, which the mind may rest upon and be

satisfied with in its search after true knowledge. These two
uses are veiy distinct : and a great deal less exactness will

serve in the one than in the other, as we shall see in what
follows.

4. TJie Imperfection of Words is the Douhtfahiess of their

Signification.—The chief end of language in communication

being to be understood, words serve not well for that end,

neither in civil nor philosophical discourse, when any word
does not excite in the hearer the same idea which it stands

for in the mind of the speaker. Kow, since sounds have no

natural connexion with our ideas, but have all their significa-

tion from the arbitrary imposition of men, the doubtfulness

and uncertainty of their signification, which is the imperfec-

tion we here are speaking of, has its cause more in the ideas

they stand for than in any incapacity there is in one sound

more than in another to signify any idea ; for in that regard

they are all equally perfect.

That then which makes doubtfulness and uncertainty in the

signification of some more than other words, is the difference

of ideas they stand for.

5. Causes of their Imperfection.—Words having natui’ally

no signification, the idea which each stands for must be

learned and retained by those who would exchange thoughts

and hold intelligible discourse with othei’s in any language.

But this is the hardest to be done where.

First, The ideas they stand for are very complex, and made
up of a great number of ideas put together.

Secondly, Where the ideas they stand for have no certain

connexion in nature, and so no settled standard anywhere in

nature existing, to rectify and adjust them by.

Thirdly, When the signification of the word is referred to a

standf^d, which standard is not easy to be known.

Fourthly, Where the signification of the word and the real

essence of the thing are not exactly the same.

These are difficulties* that attend the signification of several

words that are intelligible. Those which are not intelligible

at all, such as names standing for any simple ideas which

another has not organs or faculties to attain
; as the names of

colours to a blind man, or sounds to a deaf man
; need not

here be mentioned.
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In all these cases we shall find an imperfection in words,

which I shall more at large explain in their particular appli-

cation to our several sorts of ideas : for if we examine them,

we shall find that the names of mixed modes are most liable

to doubtfulness and imperfection, for the two first of these

reasons; and the names of substances chiefly for the two
latter.

6. The Names of mioced Modes doubtful. First, Because the

Ideas they stand for are so complex.—Ifirst, The names of

mixed modes are many of them liable to great uncertainty

and obscurity m their signification.

I. Because of that great composition these complex ideas

are often made up of. To make words serviceable to the end

of communication it is necessary, as has been said, that they

excite in the hearer exactly the same idea they stand for in

the mind of the speaker. Without this, men fiU one another’s

heads with noise and sounds, but convey not thereby their

thoughts, and lay not before one another their ideas, which is

the end of discourse and language. But when a word stands

for a very complex idea that is compounded and decom-

pounded, it is not easy for men to form and retain that idea

so exactly, as to make the name in common use stand for the

same precise idea, without any the least variation. Hence it

comes to pass that men s names of very compound ideas, such

as for the most part are moral words, have seldom in two
different men the same precise signification ; since one man’s
complex idea seldom agrees with another’s, and often differs

from his own—from that which he had yesterday, or will

have to-morrow.

7. Secondly, because they have no Standards.—Because the

names of mixed modes for the most part want standards

in nature whereby men may rectify and adjust their signifi-

cations
;
therefore they are very various and doubtful. They

are assemblages of ideas put together at the pleasure of the

mind, pursuing its own ends of discourse, and suited to its

own notions, whereby it designs not tt) copy anything really

existing, but to denominate and rank things as they come to
agree with those archetypes or forms it has made.* He that

* “The words genius and taste are, like the words beauty and virtue,
mere terms of general appnobation, which men apply to whatever they
approve, without annexing any specific ideas to them. They are, theiio*

VOL. II, G
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first brought the word sham, or wheedle, or banter, in use,

put together as he thought fit those ideas he made it stand

for
;
and as it is with any new names of modes that are now

brought into any language, so it was with the old ones when

they were first made use of. Names, therefore, that stand

for collections of ideas which the mind makes at pleasure

must needs be of doubtful signification, when such collections

are nowhere to be found constantly united in nature, nor any

patterns to be shown whereby men may adjust them. What

the word murder, or sacrilege, &c., signifies can never be

known from things themselves : there be many of the parts

of those complex ideas which are not visible in the action

itself; the intention of the mind, or the relation of holy

things, which make a part of murder or sacrilege, have no

necessary connexion with the outward and visible action of

him that commits either : and the pulling the trigger of

the gun with which the murder is committed, and is all the

action that perhaps is visible, has no natural connexion with

those other ideas that make up the complex one named

murder. They have their union and combination only from

the understanding, which unites them under one name : but

uniting them without any rule or pattern, it cannot be but

that the signification of the name that stands for such volun-

tary collections should be often various in the minds of differ-

ent men, who have scarce any standing rule to regulate them-

selves and their notions by, in such arbitrary ideas.

8. Propriety tiot a sufficient Remedy .—It is true, common

use (that is, the rule of propriety) may be supposed here to

afford some aid, to settle the signifieation of language
;
and it

cannot be denied but that in some measure it does. Common

use regulates the meaning of words pretty well for common

conversation ;
but nobody having an authority to establish

the precise signification of words, nor determined to what

ideas any one shall annex them, common use is not sufficient

fore, as often employed to ftiguify extravagant novelty as genuine merit

;

and it is only time that arrests the abuse. Punty, simplicity, grace, and

elegance, are, as well as beauty, qualities that are always equally admired,

because the words by which they are expressed are terms of approbation.

But, nevertheless, these terms are entirely under the influence of fashion

;

and are applied to every novelty of style or manner, to which accident or

caprice gives a momentaiy currency." (Payne Knight^ Analytical Inq.

into the Prin. of Tast^ p. 111» c. lil § 5.)—Ed.
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to adjust them to philosophical discourses
;
there being scarce

any name of any very complex idea (to say nothmg of others)

which in common use has not a great latitude, and which,

keeping within the bounds of propriety, may not bo made the

sign of far different ideas. Besides, the rule and measure of

propriety itself being nowhere establi.shed, it is often matter

of dispute, whether this or that way of using a word bo pro-

priety of speech or no. From all which it is evident, that

the names of such kind of very complex ideas are natumlly

liable to this imperfection, to be of doubtful and uncci'taiii

signification
;
and even in men that have a mind to under-

stand one another, do not always stand for the same idea in.

speaker and hearer. Though the names glory and gratitude

be the same in every man’s mouth through a whole country,

yet the complex collective idea which every one thinks on or

intends by that name, is apparently very difierent m men
using the same language.

9. Tlie way of learning these Raines contributes also to their

Doubtfulness.—The way also wherein the names of mixed
modes are ordinarily learned, does not a little contribute to

the doubtfulness of their signification. For if we will observe

how children learn languages, we shall find that, to make
them understand what the names of simple ideas or sub-

stances stand for, people ordinarily show them the thing

whereof they would have them have the idea; and then

repeat to them the name that stands for it
;

as, white, sweet,

milk, sugar, cat, dog. But as for mixed modes—especially

the most material of them, moral words—the sounds are

usually learned first
;
and then, to know what complex ideas

they stand for, they are either beholden to the expheation of

others, or (which happens for the most part) are left to their

own observation and industry
;
which being little laid out in

tlie search of the true and precise meaning of names, these

moral words are in most men’s mouths little more than bare

sounds
;
or when they have any, it is for the most part but a

veiy loose and undetermined, and, consequently, obscure and
confused signification. And even those themselves who have
with more attention settled theii* notions, do yet hardly avoid
the inconvenience to have them stand for complex ideas

difierent from those which other, even intelligent and stu-

dious men, make them the signs of Where shall one find
a 5
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any, either controvei*sial debate, or familiar discourse, cou-

oeming honour, faith, grace, religion, church, &c., wherein it

is not easy to observe the difterent notions men have of

them? which is nothing but this, that they are not agreed

in the signification of those words, nor have in their minds
the same complex ideas which they make them stand for, and
and so all the contests that follow thereupon are only about

the meaning of a sound : and hence we see, that, lu the inter-

pretation of laws, whether divine or human, there is no end ;
comments beget comments, and explications make new
matter for explications

;
and of limiting, distinguishing, vary-

ing the signification of these moral words there is no end.

Tliese ideas of men’s making are, by men still having the

same power, multiplied in infinitum. Many a man who was
pretty well satisfied of the meaning of a text of Scripture, or

clause in the code, at first reading, has, by consulting com-
mentators, quite lost the sense of it, and by these elucidations

given rise or increase to his doubts, and drawn obscurity

\\\xm the place. I say not this that I thint commentaiies
needless

;
but to show how uncertain the names of mixed

modes naturally are, even in the mouths of those who had
both the intention and the faculty of speaking as clearly as

language was capable to express their thoughts.

10. Hence unavoidahle Obscurity in ancient Authors .

—

Wliat obscurity this has unavoidably brought upon the
writings of men who have lived in remote ages and different

countries it will be needless to take notice; since the nume-
rous volumes of learned men employing their thoughts that
way are proofs more than enough to show what attention,

study, sagacity, and reasoning are requii'ed to find out
the tnie meaning of ancient authors. But there being no
writings* we have any great concernment to be very
solicitous about the meaning of, but those that contain
either tiniths we are required to believe, or laws wo are
to obey, and draw inconveniences on us when we mistake
or ti-ansgress, we may be less ^xious about the sense

of other authors; who, writing but their own opinions,

we are under no greater necessity to know them, than they
to know ours. Our good or evil depending not on their
decrees, we may safely be ignorant of their notions; and
therefore in the reading of them, if they do not use their
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words with a due clearness and perspicuity, we may lay

them aside, and without any injury done them, resolve thus

with ourselves,

“Si non vis intelligi, debes negligi
”

11. Nmms of Substances of doubtful Signification .—If the

signification gf the names of mixed modes be uncertain, be-

cause there be no real standards existing in nature to which

those ideas are referred, and by which they may be adjusted,

the names of substances are of a doubtful signification for a

contrary reason, viz, because the ideas they stand for are

supposed conformable to the reality of things, and are re-

ferred to as standards made by Nature. In our ideas of sub-

stances we have not the liberty, as m mixed modes, to frame

what combinations we think fit, to be the charactcristical

notes to rank and denominate things by. In these we must
follow Nature, suit our complex ideas to real existences, and
regulate the signification of their names by the things them-

selves, if wo will have our names to be signs of them, and
stand for them. Here, it is true, we have patterns to

follow, but patterns that will make the signification of

their names very unceHain : for names must be of a very

unsteady and various meaning, if the ideas they stand for

be referred to standards without us, that either cannot be

known at all, or can be known but imperfectly and un-

certainly.

12. Names of Substances referred, 1. To real Essences thai .

cannot he known .—The names of substances have, as has

been shown, a double reference in their ordinary use.

First, Sometimes they are made to stand for, and so their

signification is su])posed to agree to, the real constitution of

things, from which all their properties flow, and in which
they all centre. But this real constitution, or (as it is apt to

be called) essence, being utterly unknown to us, any sound

that is put to stand for it must bo very uncertain in its

application
;
and it will bo impossibly to know what things

are or ought to be called a horse, or antimony, when those

words are put for real essences that we have no ideas of at

all. And therefore in this supposition, the names of sub-
stances being referred to standards that cannot be known,
their significations can never be adjusted and established by
those standards.
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13. Secondly
i
To co-existing Qualities, which are hnown hut

imperfectly.—Secondly, The simjde ideas that are found to

co-exist in substances being that which their names imme-

diately signify, these, as united in the several sorts of things,

are the proper standards to which their names are referred,

and by which their significations may be best rectified : but

neither will these archetypes so well serve to this purpose

as to leave these names without very various and uncertain

significations; because these simple ideas that co-cxist and

are united in the same subject being very numerous, and

having all an equal right to go into the complex specific idea

which the specific name is to stand for, men, though they

propose to themselves the very same subject to consider, yet

frame very different ideas about it; and so the name they

nse for it unavoidably conies to have, in several men, very

different significations. The simple qualities which make up

the complex ideas being most of them powers in relation to

changes which they are apt to make in or receive from other

bodies, are almost infinite. He that shall but observe what

a oreat variety of alterations any one of the baser metals is

•apt to receive from the different application only of fire, and

how much a greater number of changes any of them will

receive in the hands of a chymist, by the application of

other bodies, will not think it strange that T count the pro-

perties of any sort of bodies not easy to be collected and

completely known by the ways of inquiry which our faculties

are capable of. They being therefore at least so many, that

no man can know the precise and definite number, they are

differently discovered by different men, according to their

various skill, attention, and ways of handling; who therefore

cannot choose but have different ideas of the same substance,

and therefore make the signification of its common name

very various and uncertain. 1 or the complex ideas of sub-

stances being made up of such simple ones as are supposed

to co-exist in nature, every one has a right to put into his

complex idea those qualities ho has found to be united to-

gether. For though in the substance of gold one satisfies

himself with colour and weight, yet another thinks solubility

in aq. regia as necessary to be joined with that colour in his

idea of gold, as any one does its fusibility
;

solubility in

aq. regia being a quality as constantly joined with its colour
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and weight as fusibility or any other; others put into it

ductility or fixedness, &c., as they have been taught by

tradition or experience. Who of all these has established

the right signification of the word, gold? or who shall be

the judge to determine! Each has his standard in nature,

which he appeals to, and with reason thinks he has the same

right to put into his complex idea signified by the word gold,

those qualities, which, upon trial, ho has found united; as

another who has 'not so well examined has to leave them
out; or a third, who has made other trials, hiis to put in

others. For the union in nature of these qualities being the

true groimd of tlicir union in one complex idea, who can say

one of them has more reason to be put in or left out than

another! From hence it will unavoidably follow, that the

complex ideas of substances m men using the same names

for them, will be very vaiaous, and so the significations of

those names very uncertain.

1 4 Thirdlij, To co-existing Qualities which are known hut

impei'fectly.— Besides, there is scarce any particular thing

existing, which, in some of its simple ideas, does not com-«

municate with a greater, and in others a less number of par-

ticular beings : who shall determine in this case which are

those that are to make up the precise collection that is to be

signified by the specific name? or can with any just authority

prescribe which obvious or common qualities are to bo left

out
,
or which more secret or more particular are to be put

into the signification of the name of any substance?
^
All

whicli together seldom or nevei fail to produce that various

and doubtful signification in the names of substances which

causes such uncertainty, disputes, or mistakes, when we come

to a philosophical use of them.

15. With this Imperfection—they 'may serve for civile hul

not wellfor philosophical Use.—It is true, as to civil and com-

mon conversation, the general names of substances, regulated

in their ordinaiy signification by sojne obvious qualities, (as

by the shape and figure in things of known seminal propa-

^tion, and in other substances, lor the most part by colour,

joined with some other senaible qualities,) do well enough to

design the things men would be understood to speak of; and
so they usually conceive well enough the substances meant
by the word gold or apple, to distinguish the one from the
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other. But in philosophical inquiries and debates, where

general truths are to be established, and consequences drawn

from positions laid down, there the precise signification of

the names of substances will be found not only not to be well

established, but also very hard to be so. For example: he

that shall make malleableness or a certain degree ot fixed-

ness a part of his complex idea of gold, may make propo-

sitions concerning gold, and draw consequences from them

that will truly and clearly follow from gold, taken in such

a signification : but yet such as another man can never bo

forced to admit, nor be convinced of their truth, who makes

not malleableness or the same degree of fixedness part of

that complex idea that the name gold, m his use of it, stands

for.

16. Instance^ Liquor.—This is a natural and almost un-

avoidable imperfection in almost all the names ot substances

in all languages whatsoever, which men will easily find

when, once passing from confused or loose notions, they

come to more strict and close inquiries. For then they w^
be convinced how doubtful and obscure those words are iu

their signification winch in orchnary use appeared very clear

and determined. I was once in a meeting of very learned

and ingenious physicians, where by chance there arose a

question, whether any liquor passed through the filaments

of the nerves The debate having been managed a good

while by variety of arguments on both sides, 1 (who had

been used to suspect that the greatest part of disputes were

more* about the signification of words than a real difference

in the conception of things) desired, that, before they went

any further on m this dispute, they would first examine and

• establish amongst them, what the word liquor signified.

They at first were a little surprised at the proposal, and had

they been persons less ingenious, they might pcrhai)3 have

taken it for a very frivolous or extravagant one : since there

was no one there that thought not himself to understand very

perfectly what the word liquor stood for, which I think, too,

none of the most perplexed names of substances. However,

they were pleased to comply with ray motion; and upon

examination found that the signification of that word was not

so settled or certain as they had all imagined
;
but that each,

of them made it a sign of a different complex idea. This
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made them perceive that the main of their dispute was

about the signification of that term ;
and that they differed

very little in their opinions concerning some fluid and subtle

matter, passing through the conduits of the nerves
;
though

it was not so easy to agree whether it was to be called liquor

or no—a thing, which, when considered, they thought it not

worth the contending about.*

17. Instance^ Gold.—How much this is the case in the

greatest part of disputes that men are engaged so hotly in,

I shall perhaps have an occasion in another place to take

notice. Let us only here consider a little more exactly the

fore-mentioned instance of the word gold, and we shall see

how hard it is precisely to determine its signification. I

think all agi'ee to make it stand for a body of a certain yel-

low shining colour; which being the idea to which children

have annexed that name, the shining yellow part of a pea-

cock’s tail is properly to them gold. Others finding fusi-

bility joined with that yellow colour in certain pai:c^ of

matter, make of that combination a complex idea, to which

they give the name gold, to denote a sort of substances
;
and

so exclude from being gold all such yellow shining bodies

as by fire will be reduced to ashes; and admit to be of that

* Tlie controversy here alluded to still remains unsettled
,
the hypo-

theses of physiologists on the suliject being in fact as numerous as ever.

Elumenbach represents the present state of opinion among scientific

men
;
and fiom his account the reader will probably infer that the dispute

is likely to be co-lasting with physiology itself Speaking of the nature of

the nerves, heobsei'ves — ‘‘Most opinions on this subject may be divided

into two classes the one regards the actions of the nervous system aa

consisting in an oscillatory motion
;
the other absenbes it to the motion,

of a certain fluid, whose nature is a matter of dispute, by some called

animal spirits, and supposed to run m vessels
,
by others conceived to

be a matter analogous to fire, to light, to a peculiar aether, to oxygen,

to electricity, or to magnetism, &c. Although I would by no means

assent to either *of these opinions, I may be allowed to observe, that

most arguments brought by one party against the hypothesis of the other,

must necessarily be made m proportion to the subtlety either of the os-

cillations (if any such exist) of the nerves, or to that of the nervous

fluid. These two hypotheses may perhaps be united, by supposing a

nervous fluid, thrown into oscillatory vibrations by the action of stimu-

lants The analogy between the stiucture of the biain and some secret-

ing organs favours the belief of the existence of a nervous Jiuid. But

tubes and canals are evidently no more requisite for its conveyance, than

they are requisite in bibulous paper, or any other material employed for

filtering.” (Physiology, § 222, et seq )—Ed.
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species, or to be comprehended under that name gold, only

such substances as, having that shining yellow colour, will

by fire be reduced to fusion and not to ashes. Another, by
the same reason, adds the weight, which, being a quality as

atraightly joined with that colour as its fusibility, he thinks

has the same reason to be joined in its idea, and to be sig-

nified by its name; and therefore the other made up of body,

of such a colour and fusibility, to be imperfect; and so on
of all the rest : wherein no one can show a leason why some
of the inseparable qualities that are always united in nature

should be put into the nominal essence, and others left out

:

or why the word gold signifying that sort of body the ring

on his finger is made ofj should determine that sort rather

by its colour, weight, and fusibility, than by its colour,

Weight, and solubility in aq. regia ; since the dissolving it

by that liquor is as inseparable from it as the fusion by fire

;

and they are both of them nothmg but the relation which

that substance has to two other bodies, which have a power
to operate differently upon it. Eor by what right is it that

fusibility comes to be a part of the essence signified by the

•word gold, and solubility but a property of it? or why is

its colour part of the essence, and its mallcableness but a
property? That which I mean is this, that these being all

but properties, depending on its real constitution, and nothing

but powers, either active or passive, in reference to other

bodies, no one has authority to determine the signification

of the word gold (as referred to such a body existing in

nature) more to one collection of ideas to bo found in that

body than to another; whereby the signification of that

name must unavoidably be very uncertain
;

since, as has been

said,* several people observe several properties in the same

substance, and I think I may say nobody at all. And there-

fore we have but very imperfect descriptions ^)f things, and

words have very uncertain significations.

18. TJie Names of ^mple Ideas tlie least doubtful.—From
what has been said, it is easy to observe what has been

before remarked, viz., that the names of simple ideas are,

of all others, the least liable to mistakes, and that for these

reasons : First, Because the ideas they stand for being each

but one single perception are much easier got, and m6re
clearly retained than the more complex ones, and therefore
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are not liable to the uncertainty which usually attends those

compoimded ones of substances and^ mixed modes, in which
the precise number of simple ideas that make them up are

not easily agreed, and so readily kept in the mind; and
Secondly, Because they are never referred to any other

essence, but barely that perception they immediately signify

:

which reference is that which renders the signification of the

names of substances naturally so perplexed, and gives occa-

sion to so many disputes. Men that do not perversely use

their words, or on purpose set themselves to cavil, seldom

mistake in any language which they are acquainted with,

the use and signification of tlie names of simple ideas. White
and feweet, yellow and bitter, carry a very ob-\dou3 meaning

with them, which every one precisely comprehends, or easily

perceives he is ignorant of, and seeks to be informed; but

what precise collection of simple ideas modesty or frugality

stand' for in another’s use is not so certainly known, and
however we are apt to think we well enough know what is

m'cant by gold or iron; yet the precise complex idea othei’S

make them the signs of, is not so ceitain, and I believe it is

very seldom that, in speaker and hearer, they stand for exactly

the same collection; which must needs produce mistakes-

and disputes when they are made use of in discourses,

wherein men have to do with universal propositions, and
would settle in their minds universal truths, and consider

the consequences that follow from them.

19. And next to them, simple Modes.—By the same rule,
‘

the names of simple modes are, next to those of simple ideas,

least liable to doubt and uncertainty, especially those of

figure and number, of which men have so clear and distinct

ideas. Who ever that had a mind to understand them mis-

took the ordinary meaning of seven, or a triangle 1 and in

general the least compounded ideas in every kind have the

least dubious names.

20. The most doubtful a/re the Nam^s of very compounded

mixed Modes and Substances.—Mixed modes, therefore, that are

made up but of a few and obvious simple ideas, have usually

names of no very imcertain signification. But the names of

mixed modes, which comprehend a great number of simple

ideas, are commonly of a very doubtful and undetermined
meaning, as has been shown. The names of substances being
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annexed to ideas that are neither the real essences nor exact

representations of the patterns they are referred to, are liable

to yet greater imperfection and uncertainty, especially when
we come to a philosophical use of them.

21. WJiy this lonpei'fection charged upon Words.—The great

disorder that happens in our names of substances proceeding,

for the most part, from our want of knowledge and inability

to penetrate into their real constitutions, it may probably be

wondered why I charge this as an imperfection rather upon

our words than understandings. This exception has so

much appearance of justice, that I think myself obliged to

give a reason why I have followed this method. I must

confess, then, that, when I fii*st began this discourse of the

understanding, and a good while after, I had not the least

thought that any consideration of words was at all necessary

to it : but when, having passed over the original and composition

of our ideas, I began to examine the extent and certainty of

-our knowledge, I found it had so near a connexion with

words, that, imless their force and manner of signification

were fiirt well observed, there could be very little said clearly

and pertinently concerning knowledge, which being conver-

sant about truth, had constantly to do with propositions;

and though it terminated in things, yet it was for the most

jiart so much by the intervention of words, that they seemed

scarce separable from our general knowledge; at least they

interpose themselves so much between our understandings

and the truth which it would contemplate and apprehend,

that, like the medium through which visible objects pass,

their obscurity and disorder do not seldom cast a mist before

our eyes, and impose upon our understandings. If we con-

sider, in the fallacies men put upon themselves as well as

others, and the mistakes in men’s disputes and notions, how-

great a part IS owing to words, and their uncertain and mis-

taken significations, we shall have reason to think this no

small obstacle in the ^way to knowledge
;
which I conclude

we are the more carefully to be warned of, because it has

been so far from being taken notice of as an inconvenience,

that the arts of improving it have been made the business of

men’s study, and obtained the reputation of learning and

fiubtilty, as we shall see in the following chapter. But I am
.apt to imagine, that, were the imperfections of language, aa
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the instrument of knowledge, more thoroughly weighed, a

great many of the controversies that make such a noise in ihe

world, would of themselves cease; and the way to knowledge,,

and perhaps peace too, lie a great deal opener thanit does.

22. This should teach us Moderation in imposing our own

Sense of old Authors .—Sure I am that the signification ot

words in all languages depending very much on the thoughts,

notions, and ideas of him that uses them, must unavoidably

be of great uncertainty to men of the same language and

country. This is so evident in the Greek authors, that he

that shall peruse their writings will find in almost every one of

them a distinct language, though the same words. But when

to this natui’al difficulty in eveiy country there shall be added

different countries and remote ages, wherein the speakers and

writers had very different notions, tempers, customs, ornaments,

and figures of speech, tfec., every one of which influenced the

signification of their words then, though to us now they are

lost and unknown
;

it would become us to be charitable one

to another in our interpretations or misunderstanding of

those ancient writings
;
which, though of great concernment

to be understood, are liable to the unavoidable difficulties of

speech, which (if we except the names of simple ideas, and

some very obvious things) is not capable, without a constant

defining the terms, of conveying the sense and intention of

the speaker, without any manner of doubt and uncertainty

to the hearer. And in discourses of religion, law, and

morality, as they are matters of the highest concernment, so

there will be the greatest difficulty.

23. The volumes of interpreters and commentators on the

Old and New Testament are but too manifest proofs of this..

Though everything said in the text be infallibly true, yet

the reader may be—nay, cannot choose but be very fallible

in the understanding of it. Nor is it to be wondered, that

the will of God, when clothed in words, should bo liable tu

that doubt and uncertainty which unavoidably attends that

sort of conveyance; when even his Son, whdst clothed in

flesh, was subject to all the frailties and inconveniences of

human nature, sin excepted. And we ought to magnify his

goodness that he hath spread before all the world such legible

characters of his works and providence, and given all man-

kind so sufficient a light of reason, that they to whom this
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written word never came, could not (whenever they set

themselves to search) either doubt of the being of a God, or

of the obedience due to him. Since, then, the prece];)ts of

natural religion are plain, and very intelligible to all man-

kind, and seldom*come to be controverted; and other revealed

truths which are conveyed to us by books and languages are

liable to the common and natural obscurities and difficulties

incident to words , methinks it would become us to bo more

careful and diligent in observing the former, and less magis-

terial, positive, and imperious, in imposing our own sense and

interpretations of the latter.

CHAPTER X.

OF THE ABUSE OF WORDS.

1. Abuse of Words,

—

Besides the imperfection that is

naturally in language, and the obscurity and confusion that

is so hard to be avoided in the use of words, there are several

wilful faults and neglects which men are guilty of in this

way of communication, whereby they render these signs less

clear and distinct in their signification than naturally they

need to be.

2. First, Words witJmit any, or without clear Ideas.—First,

In this kind the first and most palpable abuse is, the using

of words without clear and distinct ideas
;

or, which is worse,

signs without anything signified. Of these there are two
sorts.

1. One may observe in all languages certain words, that,

if they be examined, will be found in their first original and

their approprikted use not to stand for any clear and distinct

ideas. These, for the most part, the several sects of philosophy

and religion have introduced; for their authors or promoters,

either affecting something singular and out of the way of

common apprehensions, or to support some strange opinions,

or cover some weakness of their hypothesis, seldom fail to

coin new words, and such as, when they come to be examined,

may justly be called insignificant terms. For having either

had no determinate collection of ideas annexed to them when
they were first invented; or at least such as, if well examined,
will be found inconsistent; it is no wonder, iJ^ after inward.
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the vulgar use of the same party they remain empty sounds
with little or no signification amongst those who think it

enough to have them often in their mouths, as the distin-

guishing characters of their church or school, without much
troubling their heads to examine what are the precise ideas
they stand for. I shall not need here to heap up instances

—

every man’s reading and conversation will sufliciently furnish
him, or if he wants to be better stored, the great mint-
masters of this kind of terms, I mean the schoolmen and
metaphysicians (under which I think the disputing natural
and moral philosophers of these latter ages may be compre-
hended) have wherewithal abundantly to content him.

3. II. Others there be who extend this abuse yet further,

who take so little care to lay by words, which, in their

primary notation have scarce any clear and distinct ideas

which they are annexed to, that by an unpardonable neg-
ligence they familiarly use words v/hich the propriety of

language has afiixed to very important ideas, without any
distinct meaning at all. Wisdom, glory, gince, &c, are

words frequent enough in every man’s mouth; but if a great

many of those who use them should be asked what they
mean by them, they would be at a stand, and not know what
to answer: a plain proof, that, though they have learned

those sounds, and have them ready at their tongues’ end, yet

there are no determined ideas laid up in their minds, which
are to be expressed to others by them.

4. Occasioned hy learning Names before the Ideas they be-

long to .—Men having been accustomed from their cradles to

learn words which are easily got and retamed, before they

knew or had framed the complex ideas to which they were

annexed, or which were to be found in the thiiigs they were

thought to stand for, they usually continue to do so all their

lives; and without taking the pains necessary to settle in.

their minds determined ideas, they use their words for such

unsteady and confused notions as they have
;

contenting-

themselves with the same words other people use : as if their

very sound necessarily carried with it constantly the same
meaning. This, though men make a shift with in the ordi-

nary occurrences of life, where they find it necessary to be

Tinderstood, and therefore they make signs till they are so

;

yet this insignificancy in their words, when they come to
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reason concerning either their tenets or interest, manifestly

fills their discoui*se with abundance of empty unintelligible

noise and jargon, especially in moral matters, where the

words for the most part standing for arbitrary and numerous

collections of ideas, not regularly and permanently united m
nature, then bare sounds are often only thought on, or at

least very obscure and uncertain notions annexed to them.

Men take the words they find in use amongst their neigh-

bours; and that they may not seem ignorant what they

stand for, use them confidently, without much troubling

their heads about a certain fixed meaning; whereby, besides

the ease of it, they obtain tliis advantage, that, as in such

discourses they seldom are in the right, so they are as seldom

to be convinced that they are in the wrong; it being all one

to go about to draw those men out of their mistakes who
have no settled notions, as to dispossess a vagrant of his

habitation who has no settled abode. This I guess to be so,

and every one may observe in himself and others whether it

be so or not.

5. II. Unsteady Appluation of them,—Secondly, Jfciother

gi’eat abuse of words is inconstancy in the use of them. It

is hard to find a discourse written on any subject, especially

of controversy, wherein one shall not observe, if he read with

attention, the same words (and those commonly the most
material in the discourse, and ujion which the argument

turns) used sometimes for one collection of simple ideas, and
sometimes for another; which is a perfect abuse of language :

words being intended for signs of my ideas to make them
known to others, not by any natural signification, but by a
voluntary imposition, it is plain cheat and abuse, when I

make them stand sometimes for one thing and sometimes for

another; the wilful doing whereof can be imputed to notliing

but great folly, or greater dishonesty. And a man m his

accounts with another may, with as much fairness make the

characters of numbers stand sometimes for one and sometimes

for another collection of units (v. g., this character, 3, stands

sometimes for three, sometimes for four, and sometimes for

eight) as in his discourse or reasoning make the same words

stand for different collections of simple ideas. If men should

do so in their reckonings, I wonder who would have to do

with them ] One who would speak thus in the affairs and
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business of the world, and call 8 sometimes seven, and some-

times nine, as best served his advantage, would presently

have clapped upon him one of the two names men are com-
monly djsgusted with. And yet in argumgs and learned

contests, the same sort of j)roceedings passes commonly for

wit and learning
;
but to me it appears a greater dishonesty

than the misplacing of counters ni the casting up a debt;

and the cheat the greater, by how much truth is of greater

concernment and value than money.

G. III. Affected Ohsmrity hywroTKj Applicati'm.—Thirdly,

Another abuse of language is an affected obscuuty, by either

applying old words to new and unusual significations, or m-
troducing new and ambiguous terms, without defining either;

or else putting them so together, as may confound their ordi-

nary meaning. Though the Peripatetic philosophy has been

most eminent in this way, yet other sects have not been wholly

clear of it. There are scarce any of them that are not cum-
bered with some difficulties (such is tlm impel fcction of

human knowledge) which they have lieen lain to cover with
obscurity of terms, and to confound the signification of words,

which, like a mist before people’s eyes, might hinder their

weak parts from being discoveied. That body and extension

in common use stand for two distinct ideas, is plain to any
one that will but reflect a little. For were their signification

precisely the same, it would be proper, and as intelligible to

say, the body of an extension, as the extension of a body;
and yet there are those who find it nece.ssary to confound
their signification. To this abuse, and the mischiefs of con-

founding the signification of words, logic and the liberal

sciences, as they have been handled in the schools, have given

reputation; and the admired ait of disputing hath added
much to the natural imperfection of languages, whilst it has
been made use of and fitted to perplex the signification of
words, more than to discover the knowledge and truth of
things; and he that will look into that sort of learned
writings, will find the words there •much more obscure,

uncertain, and undetermined in their meaning, than they are
in ordinary ionversation.

7 . Logic and Dispute have much contrihiited to this—This
IS unavoidably to be so, where men’s parts and learning are
estimated by their skill in disputing. And if reputation and

VOL. ir. * H
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reward shall attend these conquests, which depend mostly on

the fineness and niceties of words, it is no wonder if the wit

of man so employed, should perplex, involve, and subtilize

the signification of sounds, so as never to want something to

say in opposing or defending any question
;
the victory being

adjudged not to him who had truth on his side, but the list

word m the dispute.

8. Calling it Snhtilty.—This, though a very useless skill,

and that which I think the direct opposite to the ways of

knowledge, hath yet jiassed hitherto under the laudable and

esteemed names of siibtilty anc} acuteness, and has had the

aiiplause of the schools, and encouragement of one part of the

learned men of the world. ^ And no wonder, since the philoso-

phers of old, (the disputing and wrangling philosophers, I

mean such as Lucian wittily and with reason taxes,) and the

schoolmen since, aiming at glory and esteem for their great

and universal knowledge, easier a great deal to be pi etended

to than really ac|^iired, found this a good expedient to cover

their ignorance with a curious and inexplicable web of per-

plexed words, and procure to themselves the admiration of

others by unintelligible terms, the apter to produce wonder

because they could not be understood
;
whilst it appears in

all history, that these profound doctors were no wiser nor

more useful than their neighbours, and brought but small

.advantage to liuman life or the societies wherein they lived

;

unless the coining of new words where they produced no new
things to apply them to, or the perplexing or obscuring the

signification of old ones, and so bringing all things into

question and dispute, were a thing profitable to the life of

man, or woidhy commendation and reward.

9. This Learning vet'y little benefits Society—For, notwith-

standing these learned disputants, these all-knowing doctors,

it was to the unscholastic statesman that the governments of

the world owed their peace, defence, and liberties
;
and from

the illiterate and contemned mechanic (a name of disgrace)

that they received the improvements of useful arts. Never-

theless, this artificial ignorance and learned gibberish pre-

vailed mightily in these last ages, by the interest and artifice

of those who found no easier way to that pitch of authority

* For example, in his Hennotimus, Anglez, and Sale of the Philoso-

phers.—]^.
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iiiid domiuion they have attamed, than by amusing the men.

of business and ignorant with hard words, or employing the

ingenioits and idle in intricate disputes about unintelligible

terms, and holding them perpetually entangled m that end-

less labyrinth. Besides, there is no such way to gain ad-

mittance or give defence to strange and absurd doctrines,

a.s to guard them round about with legions of obscure, doubt-

iul, and undefined words, which yet make these retreats

inoi-e like the dens of robbers, or holes of foxes, than the

fortresses of fixir warnoi's, which, if it be hard to get them
out of, it is not for the strength that is m them, but the.

briars and thorns, and the obscurity of the thickets they are

beset with. For untruth being imaccejitable to the mind
of man, there is no other delencc loft for absurdity but

obscurity.

10 But destroys the Instrunuuts of Knowledge and Conv-

municatlon —Thus learned ignorance, and this art of keeping

('veu inquisitive men from true knowledge hath been pro-

pagated in the world, and hath much perplexed whilst it

nretended to inform the understamhng. For we sec that

other well-meaniug and wise men, whose education and part.s

had not acquired that acuteness, could intelligibly express

themselves to one another, and in its plain use make a benefit

of language. But though unlearned men well enough under-

stood the words white and black, &c., and had constant

notions of the ideas signified by those words, yet there were

philosophers found who had learning and subtility enough to

prove that snow was black
;

i. e., to prove that white was
black. Whereby they had the advantage to destroy the

instruments and means of discoiu’se, conversation, instruction,,

and society, whilst with great art and subtilty they did no
more but perplex and confound the signification of words,

iind thereby render language less useful than the real de-

fects of it had made it, a gift which the illiterate had not

attained to.
^

11. As useful CLS to confound the Sound of the Letters,

—

These learned men did equally instruct men’s understandings

and profit their lives, as he who should alter the significa-

tion of known characters, and by a subtle device of learning,

far surpassing the capacity of the illiterate, dull, and "mlgar,
should in bis writing show that he could put A for B, and
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D for E, &c., to the no small admiration and benefit of his

feader, it being as senseless to pnt black, which is a avouI

agreed on to stand for one sensible idea, to put It, I say,

for another, or the contrary idea
,

i. e
,
to call snow black,

as to pnt this mark A, which is a character agreed on to

stand for one modification of soundrmade by a certain motion

of the organs of speech, for B, which is agreed on to stand

for another modification of sound made by another certain

mode of the organs of speech.

1 2. This A rt has perplexed Religion and Justice.—Nor hath

this mischief stopped m logical niceties, or curious empty
speculations; it hath invaded the great concernments of

liuman life and society—obscured and perplexed the material

truths of law and divinity—brought confusion, disorder, and
uncercainty into the aflfaii’S of mankind, and if not destroyed,

yet in a great measure rendered useless these two great rules,

religion and justice. What have the greatest part of the

comments and disputes upon the laws of God and man served

for, but to make the meaning more doubtful, and perplex

the sensei What have been the effect of those multiplied

curious distinctions and acute niceties but obscurity and
uncertainty, leaving the words more unintelligible, and the

reader more at a loss! IIow else comes it to pass that princes

speaking or writing to their servants, in their ordinary com-
iiiands are easily understood; speaking to their people in

their laws, are not sol And, as I remarked before, doth it

not often happen that a man of an ordinary capacity very

well understands a text or a law that he reads, tdl he consults

an expositor or goes to counsel, who, by that time he hath

done explaining them, makes the words signify either nothing

at all, or what he pleases.

13. ATid ought mt to pass for Learning.—Whether any
by-interests of these professions have occasioned this, I will

not here examine ; but I leave it to be considered whether
it would not be well, for mankind, whose concernment it is

to know things as they are, and to do what they ought, and
not to spend their lives in talking about them, or tossing

worcU to and fro
;
whether it would not be well, I say, that

the use of words were made plain and direct, and that lan-

guage which was given us for the improvement of knowledge
and bond of society, should not be employed to darken tmth
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and unsettle people’s rights, to raise mists and render un-

intelligible both morality and religion? or that at least, if

this will happen, it should not be thought learning or know-
ledge to do so?

14. IV. Taking them for Things —Fourthly, Another
gieat abuse of words is, the taking them for things. This,

though it in some degree concerns all names m general, yet

more particularly affects those of substances. To tins abuse

those men are most subject Avho most confine their thoughts

to any one system, and give themselves up into a firm belief

of the perfection of any received hypothesis; whereby they

come to be persuaded that the terms of that sect are so suited

to the nature of things, that they perfectly correspond with
their real existence. Who is there that has been bred up
in the Peripatetic philosophy, who does not think the ten

names, under which are ranked the ten jiredicamcnts, to be

exactly conformable to the nature of things? Who is there

of that school that is not persuaded that substantial forms,

vegetative souls, abhorrence of a vacuum, intentional species,

&;c., are something real*! These words men have learned

from their very cntiance upon knowledge, and have found

their masters and systems lay great stress upon them
;
and

therefore they cannot quit the opinion, that they are con-

formable to nature, and are the representations of something

that really exists. The Platonists have their soul of the

world, ^ and the Epicureans their endeavour towards motion

in their atoms, when at rest. There is scaice any sect in

])hilosophy has not a distinct set of terms that others un-

derstand not, but yet this gibberish, which, m the weakness

of human understanding, serves so well to palliate men’s ig-

norance and cover their errors, comes, by familiar use amongst
tliose of the same tribe, to seem tlie most important part of

language, and of all other, the terms the most significant,

and should aerial and aitherial vehicles come once, by the

prevalency of that doctrine, to be generally received any-

where, no doubt those terms would make impressions on
men’s minds, so as to establish them m the persuasion of the

reality of such things, as much as Peripatetic forms and
intentional species have hcretofoie done.

15. Instance, in Matter.—How much names taken for

* See Tennemann’s History of Philosophy, § 135 ,
and Lipsius Physio-

logia Stoicorum, 1. 7, diss 7, 8.—Ed.
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things are ajDt to mislead the understanding, the attentive

ilading of philosophical writers would abundantly discover

;

and that, perhaps, in words little suspected of any such mis-

use. I shall instance in one only, and that a very familiar

one: how many intricate disputes have there been about
matter, as if there were some such thing really in nature,

distinct from body, as it is evident the word matter stands

for an idea distinct from the idea of body 1 For if the ideas

these two terms stood for were precisely the same, they might

indifferently, in all i^laces, be put for one another. But we
see, that, though it be proper to say there is one matter of

all bodies, one cannot say there is one body of all matters

:

we familiarly say one body is bigger than another
;
but it

sounds harsh (and I think is never used) to say one matter
is bigger than another. Whence comes this, then 1 viz

,
from

hence : that, though matter and body be not really distinct,

but wherever there is the one there is the other
;
yet matter

and body stand for two different conceptions, whereof the

one is incomplete, and but a part of the other. For body
stands for a solid extended figured substance, whereof matter
is but a partial and more confused conception

;
it seeming

to me to be used for the substance and solidity of body,

without taking in its extension and figure; and therefore

it is, that, speaking of matter, we speak of it always as one,

because in truth it expressly contains nothing but the idea

of a solid substance, which is everywhere the same, every-

where uniform. This being our idea of matter, we no more
conceive or speak of different matters in the world than we
do of different solidities; though wo both conceive and speak

of different bodies, because extension and figure are capable

of variation. But since solidity cannot exist without ex-

tension and figure, the taking matter to ‘be the name of

something really existing under that precision, has no doubt

produced those obscure and unintelligible discourses and
disputes, which have filled the heads and books of philoso-

phers concerning materia prima;* which imperfection or

* Among the number of these great philosophers was Hudibras, if w&
may rely upon that sage chronicler who celebrates his deeds.

—

“ As he professed,

He had first matter seen undressed

,

He took her naked, all alone,

Bt fore one rag of form was on ”—Ed.
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abuse, how far it may coTicern a great many other general

terms I leave to be considered. This, I think, I may at*

least say, that we should have a great many fewer disputes

in the world if words were taken for what they are, the

signs of our ideas only, and not for things themselves. For

when we argue about matter or any the like term, we truly

argue only about the idea we express by that sound, whether

that precise idea agree to anything really existing in nature

or no. And if men would tell what ideas they make their

words stand for, there could not be half that obscurity or

wiangling in the search or support of truth that there is.

16. This makes Errors lasting.—But whatever inconveni-

ence follow.s from this mistake oi words, this I am sure, that,

by constant and ianiiliar use tlicy charm men into notions far

remote from the truth of things. It would be a hard matter

to persuade any one that the woids whicli his lather, or

schoolmaster, the parson of the parish, or such a rcveiend

doctor used, signified nothing that leally existed in nature;

which perhaps is none of the least causes that men are so

hardly drawn to quit their mistakes, even in opinions purely

philosophical, and where they have no other interest but

truth. For the words they have a long time been used to,

remaining firm in their minds, it is no wonder that the wrong
notions annexed to them should not be removed.

1 7. y . Getting themfor what they cannot signify.—Fifthly,

Another abuse of words is, the setting them m the place of

things which they do or can by no means signify. Wc may
observe, that, in the gencial names of substances whereof the

nominal c.ssenccs aie only known to us, when we put them
into propositions, and affirm or deny anything about them, •

we do most commonly tacitly suppose or intend they should

r3tand ior the real essence of a certain sort of substances.

For when a man says gold is malleable, he means and would
insinuate sometliing more than tins, that what I call gold

is malleable, (though truly it amounts to no more,) but would
have this understood, viz., that gold, i. e., what has the real

essence of gold, is malleable; which amounts to thus much,
that malleableness depends on, and is inseparable from the
real essence of gold. But a man not knowing wherein that
real essence consists, the connexion in his mind of malleable-

ness is not truly with an essence he knows not, but only
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witli the sound gold he puts for it. Thus, when we say tlmfc

'•‘animal rationale” is, and “animal implume bipes latis un-
guibus” is not a good definition of a man

;
it is plain wo

suppose the name man in this case to stand for the real

essence of a species, and would signify that a rational animal
better described that real essence than a two-legged animal
witli broad nails, and without feathers. For else, why might
not Plato as properly make the word dvQpto-Koq, or man,
stand for his complex idea, made up of the idea of a body,

distinguished from others by a certain shape and other out-

ward appearances, as Aristotle make the complex idea to

which he gave the name dvOpcoTrog, or man, of body and the

faculty ofreasoning joined together, unless the name dvOpw-rrog,

or man, were supposed to stand for something else than what
it signifies, and to be put in the place of some other thing
than the idea a man professes he would express by it?

18. V. g ,
Putting them for the reed Essences of Siihstances.

—It is true the names of substances would be much more
useful, and propositions made in them mucli more certain,

were the real essences of substances tlie ideas in our minds
which those words signified. And it is for want of those

real essences that our words convey so little knowledge or
certainty in our discourses about them

,
and therefore the

mind, to remove that imjierfection as much as it can, makes
them, by a seciet supposition, to stand for a thing having
that real essence, as if thereby it made some nearer apj^iroaches

to it. For tliough the word man or gold signify nothing
truly but a complex idea of properties united together in
one sort of substances, yet there is scarce anybody, in the
use of these words, but often supposes each of those names
to stand for a thing having the real essence on which these

properties depend. Which is so far from diminishing the
imperfection of our words, that by a plain abuse it adds to

it, when we would make them stand for something, which,
not being in our complex idea, the name we use can no ways
be the sign of.

19. Hence we think cfcery Change of our Idea in Substances
oiot to change the Species.—This shows us the reason why in
mixed modes any of the ideas that make the composition of
the complex one, being left out or changed, it is allowed to
be another thing, i. e., to be of another species, it is plain in
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<?liance-medley, manslaugliter, murder, parricide, <fcc. The
reason whereof is, because the complex idea signified by that

name is the real as well as nominal essence; and there is no

secret reference of that name to any other essence but that.

But in substances, it is not so, for though in that called

gold, one puts into his complex idea what another leaves out,

and vice versa
;
yet men do not usually think that therefore

the species is changed; because they secretly in theii* minds

refer that name, and suppose it annexed to a real iinmutablo

essence of a thing existing, on which those properties depend.

He that adds to his complex idea of gold that of fixedness

and solubility in aq. regia, which he put not in it before, is

not thought to have changed the species, but only to have a
more perfect idea, by adding another simple idea, which is

always in fact joined with those other, of which his former

complex idea consisted. But this reference of the name to a

thing whereof we had not the idea is so far from helping at

all, that it only serves the more to involve us in difficulties

;

for by this tacit reference to the real essence of that species

of bodies, the word gold (which, by standing for a more or

less perfect collection of simple ideas, serves to design that

sort of body well enough in civil discourse) comes to have

no signification at all, being put for somewhat whereof we
have no idea at all, and so can signify notliing at all, when
the body itself is away. For however it may be thought

all one, yet, if well considered, it will be found a quite dif-

ferent thing to argue about gold iii name, and about a parcel

in the body itself, v. g, a piece of leaf-gold laid before us,

though in discourse we are fain to substitute the name for

the thing.

ilO. The Cause of the Abuse, a Supposition of Natures
iDorking always regularly.—That which I think very much
disposes men to substitute their names for the real essences

of species, is the supposition before mentioned, that nature

works regularly in the production^ of things, and sets the

boundaries to each of those species, by giving exactly the

same real internal constitution to each individual which we
rank under one general name. Whereas any one who ob-

serves their different qualities can hardly doubt, that many
of the individuals called by the same name are, in their

internal constitution, as different one from another as several
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of those which are ranked under different si^ecific names.
This supposition, however, that the same precise and internal

constitution goes always with the same specific name, makes
men forward to take those names for the representatives of
those real essences, though indeed they signify nothing but
the complex ideas they have in their minds when they use
them. So that, if I may so say, signifying one thing, and
being supposed for, or put in the jilace of another, they
cannot but, in such a kind of use,* cause a great deal of un-
certainty in men’s discourses, esjiecially in those who have
thoroughly imbibed the doctrine of substantial forms, whereby
they fii*mly imagme the bcveral species of things to be
determined and distinguished.

21. This Abuse contains two false Suppositions.—But how-
ever preposterous and absurd it be to make our names stand

for ideas we have not, or (which is all one) essences that we
know not, it being in effect to make our words the signs of

nothing; yet it is evident to any one who ever so little re-

flects on the use men make of then* words, that there is

nothing more familiar. Wlien a man asks whether this or

that thing he sees, let it be a drill, or a monstrous foetus, be

a man or no
;

it is evident the question is not whether that

particular thing agree to his complex idea expiesscd by the

name man
;
but whether it has in it the real essence of a

species of things which he supposes liis name man to stand

for. In which way of using the names of substances, there

are these false suppositions contained ;

—

Fii-st, that there are certain precise essences according to

which nature makes all particular things, and by which they

are distinguished into species. That everything has a real

constitution, whereby it is what it is, and on which its sen-

sible qualities depend, is past doubt; but I think it has been

proved that this makes not the distinction of species as we
rank them, nor the boundaries of their names.

Secondly, this tacitly also insinuates, as if we had ideas of

these proposed essences. For to what purpose else is it to

inquire whether this or that thing have the real essence of

the species man, if we did not suppose that there were such a

specific essence known? which yet is utterly false; and there-

fore, such application of names as would make them stand

for ide'os which wo have not, must needs cause great disorder
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in discourses and reasonings about them, and be a great

inconvenience in our communication by words.

22. YI. A supposition that Words have a certain and
dent Signification.—Sixthly, there remains yet another more
general, though perhaps less observed abuse of words; and
that is, that men having by a long and familiar use annexed
to them certain ideas, they are apt to imagine so near and
necessary a connexion between the names and the significa-

tion they use them in, that they forwardly suppose one
cannot but understand what their meaning is; and therefore

one ought to acquiesce in the words delivered, as if it were
past doubt that, in the use of those common received sounds,

the speaker and hearer had necessarily the same precise ideas.

Whence i)resumiDg, that when they have in discourse used

any term, they have thereby, as it were, set before others the

very thing they talked of; and so likewise taking the words
of others, as naturally standing for just what they them-
selves have been accustomed to apply them to, they never

trouble themselves to explain their own, or understand

clearly others’ meaning From whence commonly proceetl

noise and wrangling, without improvement or information;

whilst men take words to be the constant regular marks of

agreed notions, which in truth are no more but the voluntary

and unsteady signs of their own ideas And yet men think

it strange, if in discourse or (where it is often absolutely

necessary) in dispute, one sometimes asks the meaning of

their terms
,
though the arguings one may every day observe

in conversation make it evident that there are few names of
complex ideas which any two men use for the same just

])rccise collection. It is hard to name a word which will not

be a clear instance of this. Life is a teim, none more
familiar, any one almost would take it for an affront to bo
asked what he meant by it. And yet if it comes in question,

whether a plant that lies ready formed m the seed have life

;

whether the embryo in an egg before incubation, or a man
in a swoon without sense or motion,* be alive or no; it is

easy to perceive that a cleai’, distinct, settled idea does not
always accompany the use of so known a word as that of life

is. Some- gross and confused conceptions men indeed ordi-

narily luive, to which they apply the common words of their

language; and such a loose use of their words serves them
well enough in their ordinary discourses or affairs. But
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ihis is not suiEcient for philosophical inquiries; knowledge

and reasoning require precise determinate ideas. And
though men will not be so importunately dull, as not to

understand what others say without demanding an explica-

tion of their terms, nor so troublesomely critical as to correct

others in the use of the words they receive from them
;
yet,

where truth and knowledge are concerned in the case, I

know not what fault it can be to desire the explication of

words whose sense seems dubious
;
or why a man should be

ashamed to own his ignorance in what sense another man
uses his words, since he has no other way of certainly know-
ing it but by being informed. This abuse of taking words

upon trust has nowhere spread so far, nor with so ill effects,

ns amongst men of letters. The multiplication and obstinacy

of disputes which have so laid waste the intellectual world,

Is owing to nothing more than to this ill use of words. For
though it be generally bcheved that there is great diversity

of opinions in the volumes and variety of controversies the

world is distracted with, yet the most I can find that the

contending learned men of different parties do, in their

argumgs one with another, is, that they speak different lan-

guages. For I am apt to imagine that when any of them,

quitting terms, think upon things, and know what they

think, they think all the same, though jierhaps what they

would have be dififerent.

• 23, TJie Eouls of Language' First, To convey our Ideas—
To conclude this consideration of the imperfection and abuse

of language; the ends of language in our discourse with

others being chiefly these three ; first, to make known one

man’s thoughts or ideas to another
;

secondly, to do it

with as much ease and quickness as possible; and, thirdly,

thereby to convey the knowledge of things : language is

cither abused or deficient, when it fads of any of these

three.

First, Woids fail in the first of these ends, and lay not

open one man's ideas to another’s view ; 1. When men have

names in their mouths without any determinate ideas in

their minds, whereof they are the signs
;

or, 2. When they

apply the common received names of any language to ideas,

to which the common use of that language does not apply

them
,

or, 3. When they apply them very unsteadily, making
'them stand, now for one, and by and by for another idea.
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24. Secondly, To do it loith Quickness.—Secondly, Men
fail of conveying their thoughts with all the quickness and
ease that may be, when they have complex ideas witliout

having any distinct names for them. This is sometimes the

fault of the language itself, Avhich has not in it a sound yet

applied to such a signification , and sometimes the fault of

the man, who has not yet learned the name for that idea he
would show another.

25. Thirdly, Therewith to convey the Knowledge of Things.

—Thirdly, There is no knowledge of things conveyed by
men’s words, when their ideas agree not to the reality of

things. Though it bo a defect that has its original in our

ideas, which are not so conformable to the nature of things

as attention, study, and application might make them, yet it

fails not to extend itself to our words too, when we use them
as signs of real beings, which yet never had any reality or

existence.

^ow Mcfds Words fail in all these.—First, He that

hath words of any language, without distinct ideas in his

mind to which he applies them, does so far as ho uses them
in discourse, only make a noise without any sense or significar

tion
;

and how learned soever he may seem by the use of

hard words or learned terms, is not much more advanced
thereby in knowledge, than he would be in learning, who had
nothing in his study but the bare titles of books, without

possessing the contents of them. For all such words, how-
ever put into discourse, according to the right construction

of grammatical rules, or the harmony of well-turned periods,

do yet amount to nothing but baic sounds, and nothing

else.

27. Secondly, He that has complex ideas, without jiar-

ticular names for them, would be m no bettor case than a

bookseller who had in his warehouse volumes that lay there

unbound, and without titles, which he could therefore make
known to others only by showing the loose sheets, and com-

municate them only by tale. This man is hindered in his

discourse for want of words to communicate his complex
ideas, which he is therefore forced to make known by an
enumeration of the simple ones that compose them

;
and so

is fain often to use twenty words to express what another
man signifies in one.
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28. Thirdly, He that puts not constantly the same sign for

the same idea, but uses the same words sometimes in one and
sometimes in another signification, ought to pass in the

schools and conversation for as fair a man, as he does in the

market and exchange, who sells several things under the

same name.

29. Fourthly, He that applies the words of any language

to ideas different from those to which the common use of

that country applies them, however his ow understanding

may be filled with truth and light, will not by such words be

able to convey much of it to others, without defining his

terms. For however the sounds are such as are familiarly

known, and easily enter the ears of those who are accustomed

to them
;
yet standing for other ideas than those they usually

are annexed to, and are wont to excite in the mind of the

hearers, they cannot make known the thoughts of him who
thus uses them.

30. Fifthly, He that imagined to himself substai:^s such

as never have been, and filled his head with ideas which have

not any coiTespondence with the real nature of things, to

which yet ho gives settled and defined names, may fill his

discourse, and perhaps another man’s head, with the fantas-

tical imaginations of his own brain, but will be very far from

advancing thereby one jot in real and true knowledge,

31. He that hath names without ideas, wants meaning in

his words, and speaks only empty sounds. He that hath

complex ideas without names for them, wants liberty and
dispatch in his expressions, and is necessitated to use peri-

phrases. He that uses his words loosely and unsteadily will

either be not minded or not understood. He that applies his

names to ideas dificrent from their common use, wants pro-

priety in his language, and speaks gibberish. And he that

hath the ideas of substances disagreeing with the real exist-

ence of things, so far wants the materials of true knowledge

in his understanding, and hath instead thereof chimeras.

32. Eqw in Substances.—^In our notions concerning sub-

stances, we are liable to all the former inconveniences
;

v. g.,

he that uses the word tarantula, without having any ima-

gination or idea of what it stands for, pronounces a good
word

;
but so long means notliing at all by it. 2. He that

in a new-discovert country shall see several sorts of animals
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and vegetables unknown to him before, may have as true

ideas of them, as of a horse or a stag
;
but can speak of them

only by a description, till he shall either take the names the

natives call them by, or give them names himself. 3. He
that uses the word body sometimes for pure extension, and
sometimes for extension and solidity together, will talk very

fallaciously, 4. He that gives the name horec to that idea

which common usage calls mule, talks improperly, and will

not be undei'stood. 5. He that thinks the name centaur

stands for some real being, imposes on himself, and mistakes

words for things.

33. How in Modes and Relations—In modes and rela-

tions generally, we are liable only to the four first of these

inconveniences
,

viz 1. I may have in my memory the names
of modes, as gratitude oi charity, and yet not have any pre-

cise ideas annexed iii my thoughts to those names, 2. I may
have ideas, and not know the names that belong to them

;

V. g., I may have the idea of a man’s drinking till his colour

and ®moiir be altered, till his tongue trips, and his eyes

look red, and his feet fail him
;
and yet not know that it is

to be called drunkenness. 3. I may have the ideas of virtues

or vices, and names also, but apply them amiss
;

v. g., when I

apply the name frugality to that idea which others call and
signify by this sound, covetousness. 4. I may use any of

those names with inconstancy. 5. But, in modes and rela-

tions, I cannot have ideas disagreeing to the existence of

things
;

for modes being complex ideas, made by the mind at

pleasure, and relation being but by Avay of considering or

comparing two things together, and so also an idea of my
own making, these ideas can scarce be found to disagree witlj

anything existing, since they are not in the mmd as the

copies of things regularly made by nature, nor as properties

inseparably flowing from the internal constitution or essence

of any substance ;* but as it were patterns lodged in my
memory, with names annexed to them, to denominate actions

and relations by, as they come to exist. But the mistake is

commonly in my giving a wrong name to my conceptions

;

nnd so using words in a different sense from other people

;

I am not understood, but am thought to have wrong ideas of
them, when I give wrong names to them. Only if I put in
iBy ideas of mixed modes or relations any inconsistent ideas
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together, I fill my head also with chimeras
;

since such ideas,

if well examined, cannot so much as exist in the mind, much
less any real being ever he denominated from them.

34. YII. Figurative Speech also and Abuse of Language .

—

Since wit and fancy find easier entertainment in the world

than dry truth and real knowledge, figurative speeches and al-

lusion in language will hardly be admitted as an imperfection

or abuse of it. I confess in discourses whore we seek rather

pleasure and delight than information and improvement,

such ornaments as are borrowed from them can scarce pass

for faults. But yet if we would speak of things as they are,

wo must allow that all the ait of rhetoric, besides order and

clearness, all the artificial and figurative application of words

eloquence hath invented, are for nothing else but to insinuate

wrong ideas, move the passions, and thereby mislead the

judgment, and so indeed are perfect cheats
j
and therefore,

however laudable or allowable oratory may render them in

harangues and popular addresses, they are ccrtainly^n all

discourses that pretend to inform or instruct, wholipto be

avoided; and where truth and knowledge are concerned,

cannot but be thought a great fault, cither of the language

or person that makes use of them. What and how various

they are, will be superfluous here to take notice : the books

of rhetoric which abound in the world, will instruct those

who want to be informed
,
only I cannot but observe how

little the preservation and improvement of truth and know-

ledge is the care and concern of mankind
, since the arts of

fallacy arc endowed and preferred. It is evident how much
men love to deceive and be deceived, since rhetoric, that

powerful instrument of error and deceit, has its estabhshed

professors, is publicly taught, and has always been had in

great reputation : and I doubt not but it will be thought

great boldness, if not brutality in me, to have said thus much
against it. Moquence, like the fair sex, has too prevailing

beauties in it to suffer itself ever to be spoken against
,
and

it is in vain to find faiflt with those arts of deceiving, wherein

men find pleasure to be deceived."

* The notions which Locke here puts forward on the subject of rhe-

toric, and an ornate and figurative style, are as inconsistent with his own
practice as they are with true philosophy. He huiiself constantly, both

throughout this and evei-y othei of his works, makes use of a profusion
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CHAPTER XI.

OF THE REMEDIES OF THE FOREGOING IMPERFECTIONS

AND ABUSES.

1. They are worth seeking.—Th^: ^natural and improved

imperfections of languages we have seen above at large
;
and

of tropes and figures
;
nor, as will be evident to the readei, is his mean-

ing thereby at all darkened, but placed m a bioader, clearer, and more
p^ect light. It is, in fact, neaily impossible to convey truth fiom one

mind to another without the abundant employment of metaphors
,
and

the art of rhetonc, though it may sometimes be used to adorn and recom-

mend falsehood, is no more to be rejected by truth on that account, than

dress is to be laid aside by modest women because it also woi n by cour-

tezans Plato, as 13 well known, has put forward on this subject crotchets

similar to Locke’s
,
^ind it is not at all improbable that the English

philosopher may have been seduced into this (liatiibo against rhetoric by
the eloquent and rhetoi ical master of the academy, who attempted to

stonn the citaidel of eloquence with instruments supplied out of its own
armoury But if authoiity might be allowed any weight in this matter,

I would veutuie to oppose to th.it of Plato and Locke, the deliberate

conviction of Peter Mtlancthon, who, besides studying profoundly for

his own use the ait of ilietonc, composed foi the service of others, a

bnef but admirable introduction to the huger works of Aristotle, Quiii-

tilUan, and Cicero
,
and iiuthe Epistola Nuncupatoria, addi eased to the

brothers Reifcnstem, says “ Quampiain autem ipsa pnecepta ihetoiices

levia et perquam puerilia videntur, tamen hoc sibi persuadeant ado-

lesceiites, et ad judicandum, et ad maximas caussas explicandas proraus

ea necessaiia esse. Quaie etiani adhoitaiidi sunt no his nostna libeLlis

immorentur sed cognitia his elcmentis, Ciceronein et Quiiitilianura legat

nec degu,stent obitei
,
sed dm multumquo legaiit auctoios illos, non solum

ad eloquentiam, sed etiam ad sapientiam jirofuturos, et discant ex eis

eloquentiam metin magnitudme sua. Vidcmiis emm vulgo quosdam
sciolos esse, qui somniat se in arce eloquentia; sedeie, postquam didice-

runt epistoliura senbero octo aut decern vVersuum, m (pio duo aut tna
insint hemistrichia aut proverbia, qua.si emblemata. Hiec op.uio juveni-

bus eximenda est, et ostendendum quibus in lebus eloipientia dominctur
quod videlicet necessaiia sit ad maxinuis ac difficUlnnas caussas omnes, m-
hac tota civili consuetudine vitae explicandas, ad retmendas ichgiones, ad
interpi etandas ac defeiidendas leges, ad excicenda judicia, et consdium
dandum reipublicae in maximis peiiculis diligenter et hoc moncndi sunt

studiosi, rcra unam essa omnium humanoium opertim longc difficillinia,

bene dicere. Etenmi qui magmtudinem eloquentue et lei difficultatem

consideiabit intelliget expetenti banc laudem, aceriimum studium omnium
maximarura artium adliibendum esse, et st.ittiet ad magnai urn et difiS-

cilium causarum tractationeni in Ectlesia, et m Republica, non tantum
ho8 rhetoncos libellos, sed perfectam doctrinara et magnanj facultatem,

longam exercitationem domesticam, et acernmum judicium aflferendum
«wse.” (Edit Aiitwerpias, 1573 )

An example of Locke’s own practice
ooouTH in § 5 of the next chapter, Avliere he speaks of “language beiiig

the great conduit whereby men convey their discoveries,” etc.

VOL. II. 1
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speed being the great bond that holds society together, and

the cominon conduit whereby the improvements of know-

ledge are conveyed from one man and one generation to

another, it would well deserve our most serious thoughts to

consider what remedies are to be found for the incon-

veniences above mentioned.

2. Are not easy.—I am not so vain as to think that any

one can pretend to attempt the perfect reforming the lan-

guages of the world, no, not so much as of his own country,

without rendering himself ridiculous. To require that men
should use their words constantly in the same sense, and for

none but determined and uniform ideas, would be to think

that all men should have the same notionsj and should talk

of nothing but what they have clear and distinct ideas of;

which is not to be expected by any one wl^ hath not

vanity enough to imagine he can prevail with men to be very

knowing or very silent. And he must be very little skilled

in the world, who thinks that a voluble tongue shall accom-

pany only a good understanding; or that men’s talking much
or little should hold proportion only to their knowledge.

3. But yet necessary to Philosophy.—But though the market

and exchange must be left to their own ways ot talking, and

gossipings not be robbed of their ancient privilege; though

the schools and men of argument would perhaps take it

amiss to have anything offered to abate the length or lessen

the number of their disputes
,
yet methinks those who pre-

tend seriously to search after or maintain truth, should think

themselves obliged to study,how they might deliver them-

selves without obscurity, doubtfulness, or equivocation, to

which men’s words are naturally liable, if care be not takem

4. Misuse of Wordi the great Came ofErrors.—For he that

shall well consider the eiTors'and obscurity, the mistakes and

confusion, that are spread in the world by an ill use of

words, will find some reason to doubt whether language, as

it has been employed, has contributed more to the improve-

ment or hindrance of knowledge amongst mankind. How
many are there, that, when they would think on things, fix

their thoughts only on words, especially when they would
apply their minds to moral matters: and who then can

wonder if the result of such contemplations and reasonings,

about little more than sounds, whilst the ideas they annex
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to them are very confused and very unsteady, or perhapa

none at all; who can wonder, I say, that such thoughts and
reasonings end in notliing but obscurity and mistake, with’

out any clear judgment or knowledge?

5. Obstinacy .—This inconvenience in an ill use of words
men suffer in their own private meditations

;
but much more

manifest arc the disorders which follow from it in convei’sa-

tioii, discourse, and arguings with othcis. For language

being the gi'cat conduit whereby men convey their disco-

veries, reasonings, and knowledge, fioin one to another; he
that makes an ill use of it, though he docs not coiuipt the

fountains of knowledge, which are in things themselves, yet
he does as much as in him lies, break or stop the pipes

.whereby it is distributed to the public use and advantage of
mankind. He that uses words without any clear and steady

meaning, what does ho but lead himself and othei’s into

errors? And he that designedly does it, ought to bo looked
on as an enemy to tmth and knowledge. And yet who can
Avonder that all the sciencestaud parts of knowledge have
been so ovei charged Avith obscure and ccpnvocal terms, and
insignificant and doubtful expressions, capable to make the

most attentive or quick-sighted very little or not at all the
more knowing or orthodox? since subtilty, in those who
make profession to teach or defend truth, hath passed so

much for a virtue; a virtue, indeed, Avhich, consisting for

the most part in nothing but the fallacious and illasory use
of obscure or deceitful terms, is only fit to make men more
conceited in their ignorance and more obstinate in their

errors.

6 And ]V7'a7iglinfj .—Let us' look into the books of con-
troversy of any kind, there we shall see that the effect of
obscure, unsteady, or equivocal terms,* is nothing but noise
and wrangling about sounds, without convincing or bettering
a man’s undei'standmg. For if the idea be not agreed on
betwixt the speaker and hearer, for Avhiph the words stand,
the argument is not about things, but names. As often as
such a word, Avhoso signification is not ascertained betwixt
them, comes in use, them understandings have no other
object wherein they agree, but barely the sound; the things
that they think on at that time, as expressed by that word,
being quite different.
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7. Imiancey Bat and Bird—^Whether a bat be a bir^l or

uo, is not a question
;
whether a bat be another thing than

indeed it is, or have other qualities than indeed it has, for

that would be extremely absurd to doubt of: but the

question is, 1. Either between those that acknowledged

themselves to have but imperfect ideas of one or both of

this sort of things, for which these names are supposed to

stand; and then it is a real inquiry concerning the name of

a bird or a bat, to make their yet imperfect ideas of it more
complete, by examining whether all the simple ideas to

which, combined together, they both give the name bird, be all

to be found m a bat ; but this is a question only of inquirers

(not disputers) who neither affinn nor deny, but examine.

Or, 2. It 13 a question between disputants, whereof the one

affirms and the other denies that a bat is a bird
;
and then

the question is barely about the signification of one or both

these words; in that they not having both the same com-

plex ideas to which they give these two names, one holds

and the other denies, that the|e two names may bo affirmed

one of another. Were they agreed m the signification of

these two names, it were impossible they should dispute

about them
;

for they would jiresently and cleaily see (were

that adjusted between them) whether all the simple ideas of

the more general name bird were found in the complex idea

of a bat or no; and so there could be no doubt whether a

bat were a bird or no. And here I desire it may be con-

sidered, and carefully examined, whether the greatest part

of the disputes in the world are not merely verbal, and
about the signification of words, and whether, if the terms

they are made in were defined, and reduced in their signi-

fication (as they must be where they signify anything) to

determined collections of the simple ideas they do or should

stand for, those disputes would not end of themselves, and

immediately vanish, ' I leave it, then, to be considered what

tlie learning of disputation is, and how well they are em-

ployed for the advtCntagc of themselves or others, whose

tiisiness is only the vain ostentation of sounds
;

i. e., those

who spend their lives in disputes and controversies. When
I shall see any of those combatants strip ail his terms of

•ambiguity and obscurity, (winch every one may do in the

words he uses himself,) I shall think him a champion for
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knowledge, tnitli, and peace, and not the slave of vain-

glory, ambition, or a party.

8. To remedy the defects of speech before mentioned to

some degree, and to prevent the inconveniences that follow

from them, I imagine the observation of these following

rules may be of use, till somebody better able shall judge it

worth his while to think more maturely on this matter, and.

oblige the world with his thoughts on it.

Remedy, to me no Word without an Idea—First,

man shall take care to use no word without a signification,

no name without an idea for which he makes it stand. This

rule will not seem altogether needless to any one who shall

take the pains to recollect how often he has met with such
words as instinct, sympathy, and antipathy, ckc., in the dis-

course of others, so made use of, as he might easily conclude

that those that used them had no ideas in their minds to

which they applied them, but spoke them only as sounds,

which usually served instead of reasons on the like occasions.

Not but that these words and tlie like have very proper
significations in which they may bo used, but there being
no natural connexion between jiny words and any ideas,

these and any other may be learned by rote, and pronouncecl

or writ by men who have no ideas in their minds to which
they have annexed them, and for which they make them
stand

,
which is necessary they sliould, if men would speak

intelligibly even to themselves alone

9. Secondly, To have distinct Ideas anneoced to them in
Modes.—Secondly, It is not enough a man uses his words
as signs of some ideas, those he annexes them to, if they
be simple, must be clear and distinct, if complex, mu^-
be determinate, i. c

,
the precise collection of simple ideas

settled in the mind, with that sbui^d annexed to it, as the
sign of that precise determined collection, and no other.

This is very necessary in names of modes, and especially

moral words; which, having no settled objects m nature,
fiom whence their ideas are taken, from their original,
are apt to be very confused. Justice is a word in every
man’s mouth, but most commonly with a very undeter-
mined, loose signification; which will always be so, unless
a man has in his mind a distinct comprehension of the
component parts that complex idea consists of: and if it
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"be dccompomidetl, must be able to resolve it still on, till bo

at last comes to the simple ideas that make it up: and

unle.ss tins be done, a man makes an ill use of the word, let

it be justice, for example, or any other. I do not say, a

man need stand to recollect and make this analysis at large

eveiy time the word justice comes in his way, but this at

lea^^t IS necessary, that he have so examined the signification

of that name, and settled the idea of all its parts in his

mind, that he can do it when ho jileases. If, any one who
makes his complex idea of justice to be such a treatment of

the person or goods of another as is according to law, hath

not a clear and distinct idea what law is, which makes a

part of his complex idea of justice, it is plain his idea of

justice itself will be confused and imperfect. This exactness

will, peiliaps, be judged veiy troublesome, and therefore most

men will think they may be excused from settling the

comjdex ideas of mixed modes so precisely in their minds.

Eut yet I must say, till this be done, it must not be won-.

<lcred that they have a great deal of obscurity and confusion

in their own minds, and a great deal of wrangling m their

discourse with others.

10. And distinct mid conformable in Substances .—In the

names of substances, for a right use of them, something

more is required than barely determmed ideas. In these

the names must also be conformable to things as they exist
;

but of this I shall have occasion to speak more at large by
and by This exactness is absolutely necessary in inqmries

alter philosophical knowledge, and in controversies about

tiuth And though it would be well, too, if it extended

itsell to common conversation and the ordinary affairs of

life; yet I think that is scarce to be expected. Yulgar
notions suit vulgar discourses

;
and both, though confused

enough, yet serve -pretty well the market and the wake.

Mercliants and lovers, cooks tind tailors, have words where-

withal to dispatch tjieir ordmary affairs, and so, I think,

111
]
gilt pliilosophers a«cl disputants too, if they had a mmd

to understand, and to be clearly understood.

11. Thirdly, Proprwty,—Thirdly, It is not enough that

men have ideas, determined ideas, lor which they make these

signs stand, but they must also take care to apply their

words as near as may be to such ideas as common use
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has annexed them to. For words, especially of languages

already fi-amed, being no man’s private possession, but tho

common measure of commerce and commuuieation, it is not

for any one at pleasure to change the stamp they are current

in, nor alter the ideas they are affixed to
,
or at least, when

there is a necessity to do so, ho is bound to give notice of it.

Men’s intentions in speaking arc, or at le.ist should bo, to be

understood; which cannot be without frequent explanations,

demands, and other the like incommodious interruptions,

where men do not follow common use. Propiiety of speech

is that which gives our thoughts entrance into other men’s
minds with tlie greatest ease and advantage; and therefore

deserves some pait of our care and study, especially in tho

names of moral words. The projier signification and use of

terms is best to be learned from those who in their writings

and discourses appear to liave had tlie clearest notions, and
applied to them their terms witli the exactest choice and
fitness. This way of using a man’s woids, according to tho

propriety of the language, though it have not always the

good fortune to be understood, yet most commonly leaves

the blame of it on him who is so unskilful m the language

he speaks, as not to understand it wlien made use of as it

ought to be.

12. Fourthly
y
To maJee known their Meobniny,—Fourthly,

But, because common use has not so visibly annexed any
signification to words, as to make men know always cer-

tainly what they precisely stand foj:; and because men in
the improvemoiit of their knowledge, come to have ideas

different from the vulgar and ordinary received ones, for

which they must either make new words, (which men seldom
venture to do, for fear of being thought guilty of affectation

or novelty,) or else must use old ones in a new signification :

therefore after the observation of the fi^i'cgoing rules, it is

sometimes necessary, for the ascertaimilg tho signification of

words, to declare their meaning; whe^e either common use
has left it uncertain and loose, (as if has in most names of
very complex ideas,) or where the term, being very material
in the discourse, and that upon which it chiefly turns, is

liable to any doubtfulness or mistake.

13. Andtluit three Ways.—As the ideas men’s words stand
for are of different sorts, so the way of making known the
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ideas they stand for, when there is occasion, is also different.

Eor though defining be thought the proper way to make
known the proper signification of words, yet there arc some
words that will not be defined, as there are others whose
precise meaning cannot be made known but by definition;
and perhaps a third, which partake somewhat of both the
other, as we shall sec in the names of simple ideas, modes,
and substances. •

1 4. I. In simple IdeaSy hy synonymous Terms, or showing.
Fii'st, when a man makes use of the name of any simple

idea which he perceives is not understood, or is in danger to
be mistaken, he is obliged by the laws of ingenuity and the
end of speech to declare his meaning, and make known what
idea he makes it stand for. This, as has been shown, cannot
be done by definition

;
and therefore, when a synonymous

word tails to do it, there is but one of these ways left:

irst, sometimes the naming the subject wdierein that simple
idea is to be found, will make its name to be understood by
those who are acquainted with that subject, and know it by
that name. So to make a countryman understand what
“ feuillemorte” colour signifies, it may suffice to tell him it
is the colour of withered leaves falling m autumn. Secondly,
but the only sure way of making known the signification of
the name of any simple- idea, is by presenting to his senses
that subject which may produce it in his mind, and make
him actually have the idea that word stands for.

15. II. In mixed Modes, hy D^nition.—Secondly, Mixed
modes, especially those belongmg to morality, being most of
them such combinations of ideas as the mind puts together of
its own choice, and whereof there are not always standing
patterns to be found existing, the signification of their names
iaiinot be made known as those of simple ideas by,any sliow-
ing

,
but, in recompense thereof, may be perfectly and

exactly defined. For they being combinations of several
ideas that the min(^ of man has arbitrarily put together,
without reference to any archetypes, men may, if they please'
exactly know ifie ideas that go to each comiiosition, and so
both use these words in a certain and imdoubted significa-
tion, and perfectly declare, when there is occasion, what they
vtand for. This, if well considered, would lay great blame
•3n those wlio make not their discourses about moral tilings
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very clear and distinct. For since the precise significatiou

of the names of mixed modes, or, which is all one, the real

essence of each species is to be known, they being not of

nature’s, but man’s making, it is a great negligence and per-

verseness t6 discourse of moi-al thmgs with uncertainty and
obscuntyj which is more pardonable in treating of natural

substances, where doubtful terms are hardl}- to be avoided,

for a quite contrary reason, as we shall see by and by.

16. Morally capahU of Deinorntration .—Upon this ground
it is that I am bold to think that morality is capable of

demonstration, as well as mathematics
;
since the precise real

essence of the things moral words stand for may be perfectly

known, and so the congruity and incongruity of the things

themselves bo certainly discovered, in which consists perfect

knowledge. Nor let any one object, that the names of sub-

stances are often to be made use of in morahty as well

as those of modes, from which will arise obscurity. For
as to substances, when concerned in moral discoiu’ses, their

divers natures are not so much inquired into as supposed;

V. g., when we say that man is subject to law, we mean
nothing by man but a corporeal rational creature ; what
the real essence or other qualities of that creature are in this

case is no way considered. And, therefore, whether a child

or changeling be a man in a physical sense, may amongst the

naturalists bo as disputable as it will, it concerns not at all

the moral man, as 1 may call him, which is this immovable,
unchangeable idea, a corporeal rational being For were
there a monkey or any other creature to be found that has

the use of reason to such a degree, as to be able to under-

stand general signs, and to deduce consequences about general

ideas, he would no doubt be subject to law, and in that sense

be a man, how much soever he differed in shape from others

of that name. The names of substances, if they be used in

them as they should, can no more disturb moral than they
do mathematical discourses; where,

^
if the mathematician

speaks of a cube or globe of gold, or of any other body, ho
has his dear, settled idea, which varies not, though it may
by mistake be applied to a particular body to which it

belongs not.

17. De^nitio^is can make moral Discourses clea/r,—This I
have here mentioned, by the by, to show of what consequence
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it is for men, in their names of mixed modes, and consequently

in all their moral discourses, to define their words when there

is occasion
;
since thereby moral knowledge may be brought

to so great clearness and certainty. And it must be great

want of ingenuousness (to say no woi*se of it) to refuse to do

it; since a definition is the only way whereby the precise

meaning of moral words can be known; and yet a way
whereby their meaning may be known certainly, and without

leaving any room for any contest about it. And therefore

the negligence or perverseness of mankind cannot be excused,

if their discourses in morality be not much more clear than

those in natural philosophy, since they are about ideas in

the mind, which are none of them false or disproportionate,

they having no external beings for the archetypes winch they

arc referred to and must correspond with. Itds far easier

for men to frame in their minds an idea which shall be the

standard to which they wJl give the name justice, with

which pattern so made, all actions that agree shall pass under

that denomination, than, having seen Aristides, to frame an

idea that shall in all things be exactly like him, who is as

he IS, let men make what idea they please of him. For the

one, they need but know the combination of ideas that are

put together in their own minds
;
for the other, they must

inquire into the whole nature, and abstruse hidden con-

stitution, and various qualities of a tlung existing without

them.

18. And is the only IFay.—Another reason that makes the

defining of mixed modes so necessary, especially of moral

words, IS what I mentioned a little before, viz., that it is the

only \^ay whereby the signification of the most of them can

be known with ceiiiainty. For the ideas they stand for

being for the most part such whose component parts nowhere

exist together, but scattered and mingled with others, it is.

the mind alone that collects them, and gives them the union

of one idea; and it is only by words enumerating the several

simple ideas which the* mmd has united, that we can make
known to others what their names stand for; the assistance

of the senses in this case not helping us by the proposal of

sensible objects, to show the ideas which our names of this

kind stand for, as it does often in the names of sensible simple

ideas, and also to some degree in those of substances.
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1 9. III. In SuhstcmceSf hy showing and defining—Thirdly,

for the explaining the signification of the names of substances,

as they stand for the ideas we have of their distinct species,

both ^he foremcntioned ways, viz., of showing and defining,

are requisite in many cases to be made use of For there

being ordmarily in each soi*t some leading qualities, to wliich

we suppose the other ideas which make up our complex idea

of that species annexed, we forwardly give the specific name
to that thing wherein that characteristical mark is found,

which we take to be the most distinguishing idea of that

species These leading or characteristical (as I may call

them) ideas in the sorts of animals and vegetable’s are (as has
been before remarked, ch. vi § 20, and ch. ix § 15) mostly
figure, and m inanimate bodies, colour; and in some, both
together. Now,

20. Ideas of the leading (fialities of Substances are best got

by showing .—These leading sensible qualities are those which
make the cliicf ingredients of our specific ideas, and con-

se(piently the most observable and invariable part in the
delinitions of our specific names, as attributed to sorts of

substances coming under our knowledge. For though the
sound man, in its own nature, be as apt to signify a complex
idea made up of animality and rationality, united m the
same subject, as to signify any other combination

;
yet used

as a mark to stand for a soi t of creatures we count of our
own kind, perhaps, the outwaid &1 ia})0 is as necessary to be
taken into our complex idea, signified by the word man, as
any other we find in it and theiefore, why Plato’s “ animal
implume bipes latis unguibus’’ should not be a good defini-

tion of the name man, standing for that sort of creatures/

Will not be easy to show; for it is the shape, as the leading
quality, that seems more to determine tliat species, than a
faculty of reasoning, which appears 'not at first, and in some
never. And if this be not allowed to be so, I do not know
how they can be excused from murder who kill monstrous
births, (as wo call them,) because of 'an unordiuaiy shape,

without knowing whether they have a rational soul or no;
which can be no more discerned in a well-formed than ill-

shaped mfant, as soon as born. And who is it has informed
us that a rational soul can inhabit no tenement, unless it

just such a sort of frontispiece; or can join itself to,.
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ana inform no son; of body but ono that is just of such an
outwara siniccure?

Isj. JSowinese leading qualities are best made known by
showing, and can hardly be made known otherwise. For

the snape of a hoi-se or cassowary will be but rudely and
imperfectly ii^printcd on the mind by words

;
the sight of the

animals doth it a thousand times better; and the idea of

the particular colour of gold is not to be got by any descrip-

tion of it, but only by the frequent exercise of the eyes about

it, as is evident in those who are used to this metal, who
will frequently distinguish true from counterfeit, pure from

adulterate, by the sight; where others (who have as good

eyes, but yet by use have not got the precise nice idea of

that peculiar yellow) shall not perceive any difference. The

like may be said of those other simple ideas, peculiar in their

kind to any substance; for which precise ideas there are

no peculiar names. The particular ringing sound there is

in gold, distinct from the sound of other bodies, has no par-

ticular name annexed to it, no more than the particular yel-

low that belongs to that metal.

22. The Ideas of thdr Powers best known hy Definition ,

—

But because many of the simple ideas that make up our

specific ideas of substances are powers winch lie not oljvious

to our senses in the things as they ordinarily appear
,
there-

fore, in the signification of our names of substances, some

part of the signification will be better made known by enu-

merating those simple ideas, than by showing the substance

itself. For he that to the yellow shining colour of gold,

got by sight, shall, from my enumc?atmg them, have the

ideas of great ductility, fusibility, fixedness, and solubility,

in aq, regia, will have a perfecter idea of gold than he can

have by seeing a piece of gold, and thereby imprinting in

his mind only its obvious qualities. But if the formal con-

stitution of this shining, heavy, ductile thing, (from whence

all these its properties flow,) lay open to our senses, as the

formal constitution cfT essence of a triangle does, the signifi-

cation of the word gold might as easily be ascertained as that

of triangle.

23. A Deflection on the Knowledge of Spirits.—Hence wo
may take notice how much the foundation of all our know-

ledge of coiporeal things lies in our senses. For how spirits,
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separate from bodies, (whose knowledge and ideas of these

things are certainly much more perfect than oui*s,) know
them, we have no notion, no idea at all The whole extent
of our knowledge or imagination reaches not beyond our
own ideas limited to our ways of perception. Though yet
it be not to bo doubted that spirits of a higher rank than
those immersed in flesh may have as clear ideas of the radical

constitution of substances as we have of a triangle, and sa
perceive how all their properties and operations flow from
thence, but the manner how they come by that knowledge
exceeds our conceptions.

24. IV. Ideas also of Substances must he conformable to

Things.—Fourthly, But though definitions will serve to ex-

plain the names of substances as they stand for our ideas, yet

they leave them not without great imperfection as they stand

for things. For our names of substances being not put barely,

for our ideas, but being made use of ultimately to represent

things, and so are jmt in their place, their signification must
agree with the truth of things as well as with men’s ideas.

And therefore, in substances, we arc not always to rest in

the ordinary complex idea commonly received as the signifi-

cation of that word, but must go a little further, and inquire

into the nature and jiroperties of the things themselves, and
thereby perfect, as much as we can, our ideas of their distinct

species; or else learn them from such as are used to that

sort of things, and are experienced m them. For since it is

intended their names should stand for such collections of

simple ideas as do leally exist in things themselves, as well

as for the comjdex idea in other men’s minds, which m their

ordinary acceptation they stand for, therefore, to define their

names right, natural history is to be impiired into, and their

properties arc, with caie and examination, to be found out.,

Foi it IS not enough, for the avoiding mcoiiveniencics in

discourse and argumgs about natuial bodies and substantial

things, to have learned, from the propiiety of the language,

the common, but confused, or very ynpcifcct idea to which
each word is applied, and to keej) them to that idea in our
use of them

;
but we must, by acquainting om’selves with

the history of that sort of things, rectify and settle our com-
plex idea belonging to each specific name; and in discoui’se

with others, (if we find them mistake us,) we ought to tell

what the complex idea is that we make such a name stand
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for. This is the more necessary to be done by all those who
search after knowledge and philosophical verity, m tliat

cliildren, being taught words, whilst they have but imperfect

notions of things, apply them at random and without much
thinking, and seldom frame determined ideas to be signified

by them. Which custom (it being easy, and serving well

enough for the ordinary affaii’s of life and conversation) they

are apt to continue when they are men
;
and so begin at the

wrong end, leaniing words first and perfectly, but make the

notions to which they apply those words afterwards very

overtly. By this means it comes to pass, that, men speaking

the language of their country, i. e
,
according to grammar rules

of that language, do yet speak very improperly of things

themselves; and, by tlicir arguing one with another, make
but small progress in the discoveries of useful truths and

.the knowledge of things, as they are to be found in themselves,

and not in our imaginations
;
and it matters not much for

the improvement of our knowledge how they are called.

25. Not easjf to he made so .— It were therefore td^ be

Avished that men versed in physical inquiries, and acquairited

with the several sorts of natural bodies, would set down
those simple ideas wherein they observe the individuals of

each sort constantly to agree This would remedy a great

deal of that confusion which comes from several persons

applying the same name to a collection of a smaller or

greater number of sensible qualities, proportionably as they

have been more or less acquainted with, or accurate in

examining the qualities of any sort of things which come
under one denomination. But a dictionary of this sort, con-

taining, as it were, a natural history, requires too many
hands as well as too much time, cost, pains, and sagacity ever

to be hoped for; and till that be done, we must content our-

selves with such definitions of the names of substances as

explain the sense men use them in. And it would be well,

where there is occasion, if they would afford us so much.

This yet is not usually* done; but men talk to one another,

and dispute in words whose meaning is not agreed between

them, out of a mistake that the significations of common
words are certainly established, and the precise ideas they

stand for perfectly known; and that it is a shame to be

ignorant of them. Both which suppositions are false: no
names of complex ideas having so settled determined signi-
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the eye distinguishes by their shapes, would be best let into

the mind by draughts made of them, and more determine the

signification of such words than any other words set for them,

or made use of to define them. But this is only by the by.*

26. V. By Constancy in tJieir Signijication.— Fifthly, If

men will not be at the pains to declare the meaning of their

words, and definitions of their terms are not to he had, yet

this IS the least that can be expected, that, in all discourses

wherein one man pretends to instruct or convince another,

he should use the same word constantly in the same sense

:

if this were done, (which nobody can refuse without great

disingenuity,) many of the books extant might he spared

;

many of the controversies in dispute would be at an end

;

seveial of those great volumes, swollen with ambiguous

words, now used m one sense, and by and by in another,

would shrink into a very narrow compass
;
and many of the

philosophers’ (to mention no other) as well as poets’ works,

might be contained in a nutshell.

27. WJien tlie Variation is to be explained.—But aft® all,

the provision of words is so scanty in respect to that in-

finite variety of tnoughts, tliat men, wanting terms to suit

their precise notions, will, notwithstanding their utmost

caution, be forced often to use the same word in somewhat

different senses. And though in the continuation of a dis-

course, or the pursuit of an argument, there can be hardly

room to digress into a particular definition as often as a

man varies the signification of any term; yet the import of

the discourse will, for the most part, if there be no designed

fallacy, sufficiently lead candid and intelligent readers into

the true meaning of it : but where there is not sufficient to

guide the reader, there it concerns the writer to explain his

meaning, and show in whalf sense he there uses that term.

* These suggostions of Locke have since been acted on m our cncyclo-

poedias and dictionaiics of natural science, m which tlie representation

by engraving of objects spoken of in the text assists the descriptions in

conveying clear ideas to the mind The word strigil usually signifies aiv

instrument used m the bkths of the ancients for scraping ofll pei-spiration

and dust from the skin. It was shaped like the crooked knife with

which shoemakeis hollow out the wood of ladies’ high- heeled shoes.

The sistrum had no resemblance to a pair of cymbals, but was m shape

something like the jews harp, with two or three cross-bars. The reader

will find an exact engraved representation of it in Montfaucou and
several other antiquarians.—Ed.
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BOOK IV.

CHAPTER I.

OF KNOWLEDGE IN GENERAL.

1. Qur Knowledge conversant about our Ideas.—Since the

mind, in all its thoughts and reasonings, hath no other im-

mediate object but its owi ideas, which it alone does or can

contemplate, it is evident that our knowledge is only conver-

sant about them
2. Knowledge is the Perception of the Agreement (W’ Disa-

greement of two Ideas.—Knowledge, then, seems to me to be

nothing but the perception of the connexion and agreement,

or disagi'eement and repugnancy of any of our ideas. In this

alone it consists. Where this perception is, there is know-
ledge

;
and where it is not, there, though we may fancy,

guess, or believe, yet we always come short of knowledge.

Eor when we know that white is not black, what do we else

but perceive that these two ideas do not agree 1 When we
possess ourselves with the utmost security of the demonstra-

tion, that the thiee angles of a triangle are equal to two
right ones, what do we more but perceive, that equality to

two right ones does necessarily agree to, and is inseparable

from the three angles of a triangle '/
*

3 This Agreement fourfold—But to understand a little

more distinctly wherein this agreement or disagreement con-

sists, I think we may reduce it all to these four sorts :

I. Identity, or diversity.

II. Relation.

III. Co-existencc, or necessary connexion.

IV. Real existence.

4. Firsts Of Identity, or Diversity.— As to the first

Bort of agreement or disagreement, viz
,
identity or diversity.

It 13 the first act of the mind, when it has any sentiments or
ideas at all, to perceive its ideas ;

and so far as it perceives
ihem, to know each what it is, and thereby also to perceive

* See Appendix, No. VIIL at end of voL iL

VOL. II.
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their difference, aift that one is not another. This is so

absolutely neceasary, that, without it, there could be no

knowledge, no reasoning, no imagination, no distinct thoughts

at all By this the mind clearly and infallibly perceives each

idea to agree with itself, and to be what it is
;
and all dis-

tinct ideas to disagree, i. e
,
the one not to be the other : and

this it does without pains, labour, or deduction
;
but at first

view, by its natural power of perception and distinction.

And though men of .art have reduced this into those general

rules, “ what is, is,” and “ it is impossible for the same thing

to be and not to be,” for ready application in all cases,

wherein there may be occasion to reflect on it
:
yet it is cer-

tain, that the first exercise of this fiiculty is about particular

ideas. A man infallibly knows, as soon as ever he has them

in his mind, that the ideas he calls white and round are the

very ideas they are, and that they are not other ideas which

ho calls red or square. Nor can any maxim or proposition in

the world make him know it clearer or surer than he did

before, and without any such general rule. This then, is the

first agreement or disagreement which the mind perceives in

its ideas, which it always perceives at first sight : and if

there ever happen any doubt about it, it will always be found

to be about the names, and not the ideas themselves, whose

identity and diversity will always be perceived as soon and

clearly as the ideas themselves arc
;
nor can it possibly be

otherwise.

5. Secondly, JRdative.—Secondly, the next sort of agree-

ment or disagreement the mind perceives in any of its ideas

may, I think, be called relative, and is nothing but the per-

ception of tho relation between any two ideas, of what kind

soever, whether substances, modes, or any other. For, since

all distinct ideas must eternally be known not to be the same,

and so be universally and constantly denied one of another,

there could be no room for any positive knowledge at all, if

we could not perceive any relation between our ideas, and

find out the agreement or disagreement they have one with

another, in several ways the mind takes of comparing them.

6. Thirdly, Of Co-existence.—Thirdly, The third sort of

agreement or disagreement to be found in our ideas, which

the perception of the mind is employed about, is co-existence

or non-co-existence in the same subject
; and this belongs
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particularly to substances. Thus, when we pronounce con-

cerning gold, that it is fixed, our knowledge of this truth

amounts to no more but this, that fixedness, or a power to

remain in the fire unconsumod, is an idea that always accom-

panies and is joined with that jiarticular sort of yello\vnos3,

weight, fusibility, malleabloness, and solubility in aq. regia,

which make our complex idea, signified by the word gold.

7. FoutM]]. Of real Exhtmce.—Fourthly, The fourth and
last sort is that of actual and real existence agreeing to any
idea. Within these four sorts of agreement or disagreement

13, I suppose, contained all the knowledge we have, or are

capable of : for all the inquiries we can make concerning any
of our ideas, all that we know or can affirm concerning any of

them is, that it is, or is not, the same with some other
;
that

it does or does not always co-exist with some other idea in

the same subject
;
that it has this or that relation with some

other idea
;
or that it has a real existence without the mind.

Thus, blue is not yellow, is of identity : two triangles upon
equal bases between two parellels are equal, is of relation :

iron is susceptible of magnetieal impressions, is of co-exist-

ence : God is, is of real existence. Though identity and co-

existence are truly nothing but relations, yet they are such

peculiar ways of agreement or disagreement of our ideas, that

they deserve well to be considered as distinct heads, and not

under relation in general
;
since they are so different grounds

of affirmation and negation, as will easily appear to any one,

who will but reflect on what is said in several places of this

essay. I should not proceed to examine the several degrees

of our knowledge, but that it is necessary first to consider the

different acceptations of the word, knowledge.

8. Knowledge actual or Imbitnal.—-There are several ways
wherein the mind is possessed of truth, each of which is

colled knowledge,

I. There is actual knowledge, which is the present view
the mind has of the agreement or disagreement of any of its

ideas, or of the relation they have one to another.

II. A man is said to know any proposition, which, having
been once laid before his thoughts, he evidently perceived
the agi'eemont or disagreement of the ideas whereof it con-
sists

, and so lodged it in his memoiy, that, whenever that
proposition comes again td be reflected on, he, without doubt

K 2
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or hesitation, embraces the right side, assents to, and is cer-

tain of the truth of it. This, I think, one may call habitual

knowledge : and thus a man may be said to know all those

tmths which are lodged in his memory, by a foregoing clear

and full perception, whereof the mind is assured past doubt

as often as it has occasion to reflect on them : for our finite

understandings being able to think clearly and distinctly but

on one thing at once, if men had no knowledge of any more
than what they actually thought on, they would all be very

ignorant; and he that knew most, would know but one

truth—that being all he was able to think on at one time.

9. Ilahitual Knowledge^ twofold—Of habitual knowledge

there are, also, vulgarly speaking, two degrees

:

First, The one is of such tniths laid up in the memory as,

whenever they occur to the mind, it actually perceives the

relation is between those ideas. And this is in all those

truths whereof we have an intuitive knowledge
;
where the

ideas themselves, by an immediate view, discover their agree-

ment or disagreement one with another.

Secondly, the other is of such tmths whereof the mind
liaving been convinced, it retains the memory of the convic-

tion, without the proofs. Thus, a man that remembers cer-

tainly that he once perceived the demonstration, that the

three angles of a triangle arc equal to two right ones, is

certain that he knows it, because he cannot doubt the truth

of it. In his adherence to a truth where the demonstration

by which it was at first known, is forgot, though a man may
be thought rather to believe his memory than really to know;
and this way of entertaining a tmth seemed formerly to me
bke something between opinion and knowledge; a sort of

assurance which exceeds bare belief—for that relies on the

testimony of another
;
yet upon a due examination I find it

comes not short of perfect certainty, and is in eflect tmo
knowledge. That which is apt to mislead our first thoughts

into a mistake in tljis matter, is, that the agreement or dis-

agreement of the ideas in this case is not perceived, as it was
at first, by an actual view of all the intermediate ideas

whereby the agreement or disagreement of those in the pro-

position was at first perceived; but by othgr intermediate

ideas, that show the agreement or disagreement of the ideas

contained in the proposition whose certainty we remember.
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For example : in tliia proposition, that the three angles of a
triangle are equal to two right ones, one who has seen and
clearly perceived the demonstration of thLs truth knows it to
be true, when that demonstration is gone out of his mind

;

so, that at present it is not actually in view, and possibly-

cannot be recollected: but he knows it in a different way
from what he did before. The agreement of the two ideas

joined in that proposition is perceived, but it is by the inter-

vention of other ideas than those which at first produced that
perception. He remembers, i. e

,
he knows (for remembrance

is but the reviving of some jiast knowledge) that he was
once certain of the truth of this proposition, that the three
angles of a triangle are equal to two right ones. The im-
mutability of the same relations between the same immu-
table things is now the idea that shows him, that, if the three
angles of a triangle were once equal to two riglit ones, they
will always be equal to two light ones And hence ho
comes to be certain, that what was once true in the case, is

always true
,
what ideas once agrcied will always agree

;
and

consequently what he once knew to be true, he will always
know to be true, as long as he can remember that he once
knew it. Upon this ground it is, that jmrticular demon-
strations in mathematics afford general knowledge. If then
the ])erc6ption that the same ideas will eternally, have the
same habitudes and relations, he not a sufficient ground of
knowledge, there could be no knowledge of general proposi-
tions in mathematics, for no mathematical demonstration
would be any other than particular, and whei* a man had
demonstrated any proposition concernmg one triangle or
circle, Ills knowledge would not reach beyond that particular,
diagiam. If he would extend it further, he must renew hia
<lomonstration in another instance, before he could know it
to be true in another like triangle, and so on: by which
means one could never come to the knowledge of any geneiul
propositions. Nobody, I think, can deny, that Mr. Newton
certainly knows any proposition thafr he now at any time
rearls m his book to be true; though he has not in actual
view that admirable chain of intermediate ideas whereby he
at first discovered it to be true. Such a memory as that,
a lie to rei*n such a tram of particulars, may be well
thought beyond the reach of human faculties; when the
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very discovery, perception, and laying together that wonder-

ful connexion of ideas, 's found to surpass most readers’ com-

prehension. But yet it is evident the author himself knows
the proposition to be true, remembering ho once saw the

connexion of those ideas, as certainly as he knows suc^^ a

man wounded another, remembering that he saw him run

him through. But because the memory is not always so

clear as actual perception, and does in all men more or less

decay in length of time, this amongst other differences is

one, which shows that demonstrative knowledge is much
more imperfect than intuitive, as we shall see in the following

chapter.

CHAPTER II.

OF THE DEGKEES OF OUR KNOWLEDGE.

1. Intuitive—All our knowledge consisting, as 1 have

said, in the view the mind has of its own ideas, which is the

utmost light and greatest certainty we, with our faculties,

and m our way of knowledge, are capable of
;

it may not be

amiss to consider a little the degrees of its evidence. The
different clearness of our knowledge seems to me to lie in

the different way of perception the mind has of tSie agree-

ment or disagreement of any of its ideas. For if we will

reflect on our own ways ol thinking, we shall find, that

sometimes the mind perceives the agreement or disagreement

of two ideat immediately by themselves, without the inter-

vention of any other ; and this I think we may call intuitive

knowledge. For in this the mind is at no pains of proving

or examining, but perceives the truth as the eye doth light,

only by being directed towards it. Thus the mind perceives

that white is not black, that a circle is not a triangle, that

three are more than two, and equal to one and two. 8uch
kinds of truths the mind perceives at the first sight 0/ the

ideas together, by bare ^ntmtion, without the intervention of

any other idea; and this kind of knowledge is the clearest

and most certain that human frailty is capable of. This

part of knowledge is irresistible, and, like bright sunshiicr,

forces itself immediatel}'’ to bo perceived, as soln as ever tl n

mind turns its view that way, and leaves no room for hesita-
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tion, doubt, or examination, but the mind is presently filled

with the clear light of it. It is on this intuition that de-

pends all the certainty and evidence of all oiu* knowledge;

which certainty every one finds to be so great, that he

cannot imagine, and therefore not require a greater; for a

man cannot conceive himself capable of a greater certainty

than to know that any idea in his mind is such as he per-

ceives it to be; and that two ideas wherein he perceives a

difference, are different and not precisely the same. He that

demands a greater certainty than this, demands he knows
not what, and shows only that he has a mind to be a sceptic,

without being able to be so. Certainty depends so wholly
on this intuition, that, in the next degree of knowledge
which I call demonstrative, this intuition is necessary in all

the connexions of the intennediate ideas, without which we
cannot attain knowledge and certainty.

2, Dei)i07istratwe—The next degree of knowledge is, where
the mind perceives the agreement or disagreement of any
ideas, but not immediately. Though wherever the mind
perceives the agreement or disagreement of any of its ideas,

there be certain knowledge
;
yet it does not always happen,

that the mind sees that agreement or disagreement which
there is between them, even where it is discoverable : and in

that case remains in ignorance, and at most gets no further

than a probable conjecture. The reason why the mind
cannot always iicrceive presently the agreement or disagree-

ment of two ideas, is, because those ideas, concerning whoSo
agreement or disagreement the inquiry is made, cannot by
the mind be so put together as to show it. In this case,

then, when the mind cannot so bring its ideas together as
by their immediate comparison, and as it were juxta-position

or application one to another, to perceive their agreement or
disagreement, it is fain, by the intervention of other ideas
(one or more, as it happens) to discover the agreement or
disagreement which it searches

;
and this is that which we call

reasoning. Thus the mind being willing to know the agree-
ment or disagi’eement in bigness between the three angles of
a triangle and two right ones, cannot by an immediate view
and comparing them do it: because the three angles of a
triangle cannot be brought at once and be compared with
JHiy one or two angles

; and so of this the mind has no im-
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mediate, no intuitive knowledge. In this case the mind is

fain to find out some other angles, to which the three angles

of a triangle have an equality; and, finding those equal to

two right ones, comes to know their equality to two right

ones.

3. Depmds on Proofs.—Those intervening ideas which

serve to show the agreement of any two others, are called

proofs; and where the agreement and disagreement is by
this means plainly and clearly perceived, it is called demon-

stration
;

it being shomi to the understanding, and the mind
made to seo that it is so. A quickness in the mmd to find

out these intermediate ideas (that shall discover the agree-

ment or disagreement of any other) and to apply them right,

is, I suppose, that which is called sagacity.^

4. But not so easy.—This knowledge by intervening proofs,

though it be certain, yet the evidence of it is not altogether

so clear and bright, nor the assent so ready as in intuitive

knowledge. For though in demonstration the mind does

at last perceive the agreement or disagreement of the ideas

it considei-s, yet it is not without pains and attention : there

must be more than one transient view to find it. A steady

application and pursiut arc required to tins discovery
;
and

there must bo a progression by steps and degrees before the

mind can in this way arrive at certainty, and come to per-

ceive tlie agreement or icpugnancy between two ideas that

need proofi and the use of reason to show it.

5. Not witliout precedent Doubt—Another difference be-

tween intuitive and demonstrative knowledge is, that, though

in the latter all doubt be removed when, by the intervention

of tlie intermediate ideas, the agreement or disagreement is

perceived
;
yet before the demonstration there was a doubt,

which 111 intuitive knowledge cannot happen to the mmd
that has its faculty of perception left to a degree capable

of distinct ideas, no more than it can be a doubt to the eye

Hobbes’ account of this quality is as follows — “ Another soit of
discussion Ls, when the appetite giveth a man his beginning, as in the
example before, where honour, to which a man hath appetite, maketh
him think upon the next means of attaining it, and that agam to the
next, &c. And this the Latins call sagadtas, and we call hunting or
tracing, as dogs trace beasts by the smell, and men hunt them by their

footsteps, or as men hunt after riches, place, or knowledge. ” (Hum.
Nat. c iv § 4 .)—Ed.
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(that can distinctly see white and black) whether this ink

and this paper be all Ct ii Ciolour. If there be sight in the

eyes, it will, at first glimpse, without hesitation, perceive

the words printed on this paper different from the colour

of the paper : and so if the mind have the faculty of distinct

perceptions it will perceive the a^eement or disagreement

of those ideas that produce intuitive knowledge. If the

eyes have lost the faculty of seeing, or the mind of per-

ceiving, we in vain inquire after the quickness of sight in

one, or clearness of perception in the other.

6. so dear.—It is true, the perception
2
iroduced by

demonstration is also very clear; yet it is often with a gi^eat

abatement of that evident lustre and full assurance that

always accompany that which I call intuitive; like a face

reflected by several mirrors one to another, where, as long

as it retains the similitude and agreement with the object,

it produces a knowledge, but it is still in evciy successive

reflection with a lessening of that perfect clearness and dis-

tinctness which is in the first, till at last, after many removes,

it has a great mixture of dimness, and is not at first sight

so knowable, especially to weak eyes. Thus it is with know-
ledge made out by a long train of proof.

7. Each Step must have intuitive Evidence—Now, in every
step reason makes in demonstrative knowledge, there is an
intuitive knowledge of that agreement or disagreement it

seeks with the next intermediate idea, which it uses as a
proof : for if it were not so, that yet would need a proof

;

since without the jicrception of such agreement or disagree-

ment there is no knowledge produced. If it be perceived

by itself, it is intuitive knowledge : if it cannot be perceived
'

by itself, there is need of some intervening idea, as a com-
mon measure, to show their agreement or disagreement.

By which it is plain, that every step in reasoning that pro-

iluces knowledge, has intuitive certainty
,
which when the

mind perceives, there is no more lequired, but to remember
it to make the agreement or disagreement of the ideas con-
cerning which we inquire visible and certain. So that to
make anything a demonstration, it is necessary to perceive
the immediate agreement of the interv^eiung ideas, whereby
the agreement or disagreement of the two ideas under ex-
aminaticn (whereof the one is always the firet, and the other
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the last in the account) is found. This intuitive percej)tion

of the agi’eemeut or disagreement of the intermediate ideas,

in each step and progression of the demonstration, must

also be carried exactly in the mind, and a man must be sure

that no part is left out: which, because in long deductions,

and the use of many proofs, the memory does not always

so readily and exactly retain, therefore it comes to pass,

that this is more imperfect than intuitive knowledge, and

men embrace often falsehood for demonstrations.

8. Uente the Mistake, “ ex prcecognitis, et prcec mcessis."

—

Tlie necessity of this mtuitive knowledge in each step of

scientifical or demonstrative reasoning gave occasion, I ima-

gine, to that mistaken axiom, that all reasoning was “ ex

prcecognitis et prieconcessis;” which, how far it is mistaken,

I shall have occasion to show more at large when I come

to consider propositions, and particularly those propositions

which are called maxims, and to show that it is by a mis-

take that they are supposed to be the foundations oi all our

knowledge and reasonings.

0. Demonstration not limited to Quantity.—It has been

generally taken tor granted, that mathematics alone are capa-

ble of demonstrative certainty : but to have such an agree-

ment or disagreement as may intuitively be perceived, being,

as I imagine, not the privilege of the ideas of number, ex-

tension, and figure alone, it may possibly be the want of

due method and application in us, and not of sufficient evi-

dence in things, that demonstration has been thought to

have so little to do in other parts of knowledge, and been

scarce so much as aimed at by any but mathematicians.

Tor whatever ideas we have wherein the mind can perceive

the immediate agreement or disagreement that is between

them, there the mind is capable of intuitive knowledge; and
where it can perceive the agreement or disagreement of any
two ideas, by an intuitive perception of the agreement or

disagreement they h^ve with any intermediate ideas, there

the mind is capable of demonstration
;
which is not limited

to ideas of extension, figure, number, and their modes.

1 0. Why it has been so thought—The reason why it has

been generally sought for, and supposed to be only in those,

I imagine has been not only the general usefulness of those

sciences; but because in comparing their equality or excess.
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the modes of numbers have every the least diflerence very

Clear and perceivable; and though in extension every the

least excess is not so perceptible, yet the mind has found

out ways to examine and discover demonstratively the just

etpiality of two angles, or extensions, or figures : and both

these, i e., numbers and figures, can be set down by visible

and lasting marks, wherein the ideas under consideration

are perfectly determined
;
which for the most part they are

not, where they are marked only by names and words.

11. But in other simple ideas whose modes and differences

are made and counted % degrees, and not quantity, wo have

not so nice and accurate a distinction of their differences

as to perceive and find ways to measure theii* just equality,

or the least differences. For those other simple ideas being

appearances of sensations produced in us by the size, figure,

number, and motion of minute corpuscles singly insensible

;

them different degrees also depend upon the variation of

some or of all those causes : which, since it cannot be ob-

served by us in particles of matter, whereof each is too

subtile to be perceived, it is impossible for us to have any
exact measures of the difierent degrees of these simple ideas.

For supposing the sensation or idea we name whiteness bo
produced in us by a certain number of globules, which,

having a vcrticity about their own centres, strike upon the

retina of the eye with a certain degree of rotation, as well

as progressive swiftness; it will hence easily follow, that

the more the superficial paints of any body are so ordered

as to reflect the greater number of globules of light, and to

give them the proper rotation, which is fit to produce this

.

sensation of white in us, the more white will that body ap-

pear, that fiom an equal space sends to the retina tlie greater

number of such corpuscles, with that peculiar sort of motion.
I do not say that the nature of light consists in very small

round globules, nor of whiteness in such a textui’c of parts

as gives a certain rotatioq to these glqbules when it reflects

them; for I am not now treating physically of light or
colours. But this I think I may say, that I cannot (and
I would be glad any one would make intelligible that he
did) conceive how bodies without us can any ways affect
our senses, but by the immediate contact of the sensible
bodies themselves, as in tasting and feeling, or the impulse
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oi some sensible particles coming from them, as in seeing,

hearing, and smelling; by the different impulse of which

parts, caused by their different size, figure, and motion, the

variety of sensations is produced in us.*

12. Whether then they be globules or no, or whether

they have a verticity about their own centres that produces

the idea of whiteness in us; this is certain, that the more
particles of light are reflected from a body fitted to give

tliem that peculiar motion which produces the sensation of

wliiteness in us, and possibly too, the quicker that peculiar

motion is, the whiter does the body appear from which the

greater number are reflected, as is evident in the same

piece of paper put in the sunbeams, in the shade, and in

a dark hole ;
in cacli of which it will produce in us the idea

of whiteness in far difterent degrees.

13. ISTot knowing, therefore, what number of particles,

nor what motion of them is fit to produce any precise

degree of whiteness, we cannot demonstrate the certain

equality of any two degrees of whiteness, because we have

no certain standard to measure them by, nor means to dis-

tinguish every the least real difference—the only help wo
have being from our senses, which in this point fail us.

But where the difference is so great as to produce in the

mind clearly distinct ideas, whose differences can bo per-

fectly retained, there these ideas or colours, as we see in

different kinds, as blue ^ind red, are as capable of demon-

stration as ideas of number and extension. What I have

here said of whiteness and colour^ I think holds true in all

secondary qualities and their inodes.

14 Sensitive Knoivledge of 2}e(''>'ticular Existence.— These

two, viz., intuition and demonstration, are the degrees of

our knowledge
,
whatever comes short of one of these, with

what assurance soever embraced, is ljut faith or opinion, but

not knowledge, at least in all genei’al truths. There is, in-

deed, another perception of the mmd employed about the

particular existence ol’ finite beings withotit us, which, going

beyond bare probability, and yet not reaching perfectly to

* Tins whole theory is exceedingly unphilosophical
,
for thus a thing

would wear out by being seen Rather than countenance such wild

notions it were better to admit at once that we comprehend nothing
A all of the matter -Ed.
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citlier of tlie foregoing degrees oi certainty, passes under

tlie name of knowledge. There can be nothing more certain

than that the idea we receive from an external object is in

our minds : this is intuitive knowledge. But whether there

be anything more than barely that idea in our minds,

whether we can thence certainly inicr the existence of any-

thing without us which corresponds to that idea, is that

whereof some men think there may be a question made

;

because men may have such ideas in their minds when no
such thing exists, no such object affects their senses. But
yet here I think we are ])rovidcd with an evidence that puts

us past doubting : for I ask any one, whether he be not in-

vincibly conscious to himself of a different perception when
he looks on the sun by day, and thinks on it by night

;

when he actually tastes wormwood, or smells a rose, or only

thinks on that savour or odour? We as plainly find the

difference there is between an idea revived in our minds by
our own memory, and actually coming into our minds by
our senses, as we do between any two distinct ideas. If

any one say, a dream may do the same thing, and all these

ideas may be produced in us without any external objects;

he may please to dream that I make him this answer :

—

1. That it is no great matter, whether I remove this

scniple or no : where all is but dream, reasoning and argu-

ments are of no use, truth and knowledge nothing. 2, That
I believe he will allow a very maiiifebt diffeycnce between
dreaming of being in the fire and being actually in it.

But yet if he be resolved to ajipear so sceptical as to main-
tain that what I call being actually in the fire is nothing
but a dream; and wo cannot thereby certainly know thaS

any such thing as fire actually exists without us: I answer,
that we certainly finding that pleasure or pain follows upon
the application of certain objects to us, whose existence we
perceive, or dream that wo perceive, by our senses; this

certainty is as great as our happiness or misery, beyond
which we have no concernment to know or to be. So that
I think we may add to the two former sorts of knowledge
this also of the existence of particular external objects, by
that perception and consciousness we have of the actual
entrance of ide.as from them, and allow these three degrees
of knowledge, viz., intuitive, demonstrative, and sensitive:
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in each of which there are different degrees and ways of

evidence and certainty.

15. Knowledge not always dear, where the Ideas are so .

—

But since our knowledge is founded on and employed about

our ideas only, will it not follow from thence that it is con-

formable to our ideas; and that where our ideas are clear

and distinct, or obscure and confused, our knowledge will

be so tool To which I answer, No : for our knowledge

consisting in the perception of the agreement or disagree-

ment of any two ideas, its clearness or obscurity consists in

the clearness or obscurity of that perception, and not in the

clearness or obscurity of the ideas themselves
;

v. g., a man
that has as clear ideas of the angles of a triangle, and of

equality to two right ones, as any mathematician in the

world, may yet have but a very obscure perception of their

agreement, and so have but a very obscure knowledge of it.

But ideas, which, by reason of their obscurity or otherwise,

are confused, cannot produce any clear or distinct know-

ledge
;
because, as far as any ideas are confused, so far the

mind cannot perceive clearly whether they agree or dis-

agree : or, to express the same thing in a way less apt to be

misundemtood, he that hath not determined ideas to the

words he uses, cannot make propositions of them, of whose

truth he can be certain.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE EXTENT OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE.

1. Knowledge, as has been said, lying in the perception

of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas, it

follows from hence, that,

1. No further than we have Ideas.—First, Ave can have

knowledge no further than we have ideas.

2. II. No further than lec can perceive their Agreement or

Secondly, That we have no knowledge further

than we can have perception of their agreement or disa.gree-

ment. Which perception being; 1. Either by intuition,

or the immediate comparing any two ideas
;

or, 2 By i cason,

examining the agreement or disagreement of two ideas, by

the intervention of some others; or, 3. By sensation, pei-
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ceiving the existence of particular things; hence it also

follows

;

3. III. Int^iititive Knowledge extends itself not to cdl the

Relations of all our Ideas.—Thirdly, That we cannot have

an intuitive knowledge that shall extend itself to all our

ideas, and all that we would know about them
;
because we

cannot examine and perceive all the relations they have one

to another by juxta-position, or an immediate comparison

one with another. Thus, having the ideas of an obtuse and

an acute angled triangle, both drawn from equal bases, and

between parallels, I can, by intuitive knowledge, perceive

the one not to be the other, but cannot that way know
whether they be equal or no; because their agreement or

disagreement in equality can never be perceived by an im-

mediate comparing them: the diffeftnee of figure makes

their parts incapable of an exact immediate application, and

therefore there is need of some intervening qualities to measure

them by, which is demonstration, or rational knowledge.

4. IV. Nor deinonstraiive Knowledge,—Fourthly, It follows,

also, from what is above observed, that our rational know-
ledge cannot reach to the whole extent of our ideas, because

between two different ideas we would examine, we cannot

always find such mediums as we can connect one to another

with an intuitive knowledge in all the parts of the deduction

;

and wherever that fads, we come short of knowledge and
demonstration.

5. V. Semitive Knowledge na/rrower than either.—Fifthly,

Sensitive knowledge reaching no further than the existence

of things actually present to our senses, is yet much narrower

than either of the former.

6. VI. Our Knowledge, therefore, narrower than our Ideals,

—From all which it is evident, that the extent of our know-
ledge comes not only short of the reality of things, but even
of the extent of oui’ own ideas. Though our knowledge be
limited to our ideas, and cannot exceed them either in extent
or perfection; and though these be Very narrow bounds,
in respect of the extent of all being, and far short of what
we may justly imagine to be in some even created under-
standings, not tied down to the dull and narrow information
which IS to lie received from some few, and not very acute
ways of perception, such as are our senses; yet it would bo
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well with us if our knowledge were but as large as our ideas,

and there were not many doubts and inquiries concerning

the ideas we have, whereof we are not, nor I believe ever

shall be in this world resolved. Nevertheless I do not

question but that human knowledge, under the present cir-

cumstances of our beings and constitutions, may be carried

much further than it has hitherto been, if men would sin-

cerely, and with freedom of mind, employ all that industry

and labour of thought in improving the means of tliscover-

ing truth, which they do for the colouring or support of

falsehood, to maintain a system, interest, or party they are

once engaged in. But yet, after all, I think I may, without

injury to human perfection, be confident, that our knowledge

would never reach to all we might desire to know concern-

ing those ideas we htvcj nor be able to surmount all the

difficulties, and resolve all the questions that might arise

concerning any of them. We have the ideas of a square,

a circle, and equality; and yet, perhaps, shall never be able

to find a circle equal to a square, and certainly know that

it is so. Wo have the ideas of matter and thinking, but

possibly shall never be able to know wliether any mere

material being thinks or nof it being impossible for us, by

the contemplation of our own ideas, without revelation, to

discover whether Omnipotcncy has not given to some systems

of matter fitly disposed, a power to perceive and think, or

else joined and fixed to matter so disposed a thinking im-

material substance; it being, in respect of our notions, not

much more remote from our comprehension to conceive that

God can, if he pleases, superadd to matter a faculty of

thinking, than that he should superadd to it another sub-

stance with a faculty of thinking
;
since we know not where-

in thinking consists, nor to what sort of substances the

Almighty has been pleased to give that power, which can-

not be in any created being, but merely by the good pleasure

and bounty of the Creator. For I see no contradiction in

it, that the first eterhal thinking being should, if he pleased,

give to certain systems of created senseless matter, put to-

gether as he thinks fit, some degrees of sense, perception,

and thought; though, as I think I have proved, lib. iv.

cL 10, § 14, <kc., it is no less than a contradiction to suppose

* See Appendix, No. IX. at the end of vol iL
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matter (which is evidently in its own nature void of sense

and thought) should be that eternal first-thinking being.

What certainty of knowledge can any one have, that some

perceptions, such as, v. g., pleasure and pain, should not be

in some bodies themselves, after a certain manner modified

and moved, as well as that they should be in an immaterial

substance, upon the motion of the parts of body? Body,

as far jis we can conceive, being able only to strike and aflfect

body, and motion, according to the utmost reach of our

ideas, being able to produce nothing but motion
;
so that

when we allow it to produce pleasure or pain, or the idea

of a colour or sound, we are fain to quit our reason, go be-

yond our ideas, and attribute it wholly to the good pleasure

of our Maker. For since we must allow he has annexed

edicts to motion, which we can no way conceive motion able

to produce, what reason have we to conclude that he could

not order them as well to be produced in a subject we can-

not conceive capable of them, as well as in a subject we
cannot conceive the motion of matter can any way operate

upon? I say not this, that I would any way lessen the be-

lief of the soul’s immateriality; I am not here speaking of

probability, but knowledge; and I think not only that it

becomes the modesty of philosophy not to pronounce magis-

terially, where we want that evidence that can produce know-
ledge

,
but also, that it is of use to us to discern how far our

knowledge does reach; for the state we are at present in, not

being that of vision, we must in many things content our-

selves with faith and probability; and m the present question,

about the immateriality of the soul, if our faculties cannot

arrive at demonstrative certainty, we need not think it strange. •

All the great ends of morality and religion are well enough
secured, without philosophical proofs of the soul’s immate-
riality; since it is evident, that he who made us at the be-

ginning to subsist here, sensible, intelligent beings, and
for several years continued us in such a state, can and will

restore us to the like state of sensibility m another world,

and make us capable there to receive the retribution he
has designed to men, according to their doings in this life.

And therefore it is not of such mighty necessity to determine
one way or the other, as some, over-zealous for or against
the immateriality of the soul, have been forward to rnaki

VOL. n, L
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the world believe. Who, either on the one side indulging

too much their thoughts immersed altogether m matter, can

allow no existence to what is not material
;
or who, on the

other side, finding not cogitation within the natural powers

of matter, examined over and over again by the utmost

intention of mind, have the confidence to conclude, that

Omiiipotency itself cannot give perception and thought to a

substance which has the modification of solidity. He that con-

siders how hardly sensation is, in our thoughts, reconcilable

to extended matter; or existence to anything that has no

existence at all, will confess that he is very far from cer-

tainly knowmg what his soul is. It is a pomt which

seems to mo to be put out of the reach of our knowledge;

and he who will give himself leave to consider freely, and

look into the dark and intricate part of each hypothesis,

will scarce find his reason able to determine him fixedly for

or against the soul’s materiality : since, on which side soever

he views it, either as an unextended substance, or as a thinking

extended matter, the difficulty to conceive either will, whilst

cither alone is in his thoughts, still drive him to the con-

trary side. An unfair way which some men take with

themselves; who, because of the inconceivableness of some-

thing they find in one, throw themselves violently into the

contrary hypothesis, though altogether as unintelligible to

an unbiassed understanding. This serves not only to show

the weakness and the scantiness of our knowledge, but the

insignificant triumph of such sort of arguments, which,

drawn from our own views, may satisfy us that we can find

no certainty on one side of the question
;
but do not at all

thereby help us to truth by running into the opposite

opinion, which, on examination, will be found clogged with

equal difficulties. For what siifety, what advantage to any

one 13 it, for the avoiding the seeming absurdities, and to

him unsurmountablc rubs he meets with in one opinion, to

take refuge in the contrary, which is built on something

altogether as inexplicable, and as tar remote from his com-

prehension 1 It IS past controversy, that we have m us

something that thinks; our very doubts about what it is,

confirm the certainty of its being, though we must content

ourselves in the ignorance of what kind of being it is : and

it IS in vain to go about to be sceptical in this, as it is un-
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reasonable in most other cases to be positive against the

being of anything, because we cannot comprehend its nature.

For I would fain know what substance exists, that has not

something in it which manifestly baffles our understandings.

Other S[)int3, who see and know the nature and inward

constitution of things, how much must they exceed us in

knowledge? To which, if we add laiger compichension,

which enables them at one glance to see the connexion and

agreement of very many ideas, and readily supplies to them

tlie intermediate proofs, which we by single and slow steps,

and long poring in the dark, hardly at last find out, and aie

often ready to forget one before we have hunted out an-

other
j
wo may guess at some part of the happiness of superior

lanks of spirits, who have a quicker and more penetrating

.sight, as wi'll as a larger field of knowledge. ' But to retniu

* Baxter, than whom few men of purer mind or more undoubted

])jcty have evui existed, appeal's to have contemplated this question in

much the same li^ht as Locke He seems to have despaired of iiiiiviui^

it certainty on such matters m tins world, and being passionately in

love with knowledge, conceived that much of the happiness of a future

life would consist in unravelling those my.sterie8
,
the b.ue skirts of

whicli we can heic discern thiough a glass darkly. “ It will,” he s.iys,

“be some addition to iny future Inappiness that I shall then be much
bcttei acquainted with myself, both with my nature, and with my sm
and grace I shall then better know the nature of a soul, and its

formal faculties three m one. I shall know the nature and way of its

op( rations, and how far its acts are simple, or compound, or orgamcal.

I shall knowhow far memory, phantasy, and sense internal and exteinal

belong to the rational soul, and whether the sensitive and rational are

two 01 one, and wliat senses will perish, and what not I shall know
how the soul doth act upon itself, and what acts it hath that are not felt,

in sleep, in apoplexies, and in the womb I shall know whethei tlio

vegetative nature be anything else tliaii tire, and whether it be of the

•same essence with the soul, sensitive or lational, and whether fire

cinnientrr he a common fundamental substance of all spiiits, diversely

spf'cihcd by the fonns, mental, sensitive, .and vegct.ative
,
or whether

it lie as a body, or vehicle to spirits, or latliei a natuie made for the

copul itioii of sjnrits and bodies, and the opeiation of the former on the

fitter, IS between both
, and whether I re, .mil what sort, he the active

fo] Hid tdluris, and of other globes J sli.ill know how far souls are one
‘ind yet many, and how they aio individuate, and whether their quavr
iifas diiicreta, in being iiunieiically many, do prove that they have any
guaiHitaieno continuum, and whethci they aic a purer sort of bodies, as
the Licek fathers, Tcitulli.in and othc.s, thought, .ind what inima-
teri ihty signr eth and what substantiality of spint . and how substantia
and mntn.a diihji

, .uid how far they aie poneti.ahlc .and indivisible, and
whctJicr a soul be propcily jiurs and whether mdividu.il souls are parts

L 2
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to the argument in hand : our knowledge, I say, is not only
limited to the paucity and imperfections of the ideas we have^

and which we employ it about, but even comes short of that

too. But how far it reaches, let us now inquire.

7. How far mr Knowledge reaches.—The affirmations or

negations we make concerning the ideas we have, may, as I

have before intimated in geneial, be reduced to these four

sorts, viz., identity, co-existence, relation, and real existence.

I shall examine how far our knowledge extends in each of

these.

8. I. Our Knowledge of Identity and Diversity, asfar as

cur Ideas.—First, as to identity and diversity in this way of

agreement or disagreement of our ideas, our intuitive know-
ledge is as far extended as our ideas themselves, and there

can be no idea in the mind, which it does not presently, by
an intuitive knowledge, perceive to be what it is, and to be
different flora any other.

9. IL Of Co-existence, a very little Way.—Secondly, as to

the second sort, which is the agreement or disagreement of

our ideas in co-existence, in this our knowledge is very short,

though in this consists the greatest and most material part

of our knowledge concerning substances. For our ideas of

the species of substances being, as I have showed, nothing
hut certain collections of simple ideas united in one subject,

and so co-existing together
;

v. g ,
our idea of flame is a body

hot, luminous, and moving upward; of gold, a body heavy
to a certain degi'ee, yellow, malleable, and fusible; these, or

some such complex ideas as these, in men’s minds, do these

two names of the different substances, flame and gold, stand

for. When we would know anything further concerning

these, or any other sort of substances, what do we inquire,

but what other qualities or power these substances have or

have not? Which is notlyng else but to know what other

of any common soul, and liow far the individuation doth continue.

And whether separated fjyim the body, they operate in and by any other
vehicle, or without, and how

,
and whether they bike with them any of

their fiery natme as a vehicle or as a constitutive part I shall know
how God produceth souls

,
and how his production by emanation or

creation, doth consist in generation ,
and how forms are multiplied

,
and

what causahty the parents’ soul hath to the
,

production of the child.

Whether by communication of substance, or only by disposmg the re-

cipient matter.” (Dying Thoughts, p 183 et seq.)—

E

d.
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simple ideas do or do not co-exist with those that make up

that complex idea.

10. Because the Gonn&x^m. hetwem most simple Ideas is

unknown.—This, how weighty and considerable a part soever

of human science, is yet veiy narrow, and scarce any at alL

The reason whereof is, that the simple ideas whereof our

complex ideas of substances are made up are, for the most

part, such as carry with them, in their own nature, no

visible necessary connexion or inconsistency with any other

simple ideas, whose co-existence with them we would inform

ourselves about.

11. Especially of secondary Qualities.—The ideas that our

complex ones of substances are made up of, and about which

our knowledge concerning substances is most employed, are

those of their secondary qualities
;
which depending all (as

has been shown) upon the primary qualities of their minute

and insensible parts
j

or, if not upon them, upon something

yet more remote from our comprehension
;

it is impo^slblo

we should know which have a necessary union or incon-

sistency one with another . for not knowing the root they

spring from, not knowing what size, figure, and texture of

parts they are, on which depend and from which result those

qualities which make our complex idea of gold, it is impos-

sible we should know what other qualities result from or are

incompatible with the .same constitution of the insensible

parts of gold, and so consequently must always co-exist with

that complex idea we have of it, or else are inconsistent

with it.

12. Because all Connexion between any secondary and'

primary Qualities is^undiscoverahU.—Besides this ignorance

of the primary qualities of the insensible parts of bodies, on

which depend all their secondary qualities, there is yet an-

other and more incurable part of ignorance, which sets us

more remote from a certain knowledge of the co-existeuce or

inco-existence (if I may so say) of (jifferent ideas in the

same subject; and that is, that there is no discoverable con-

nexion between any secondary quality and those primary

qualities which it depends on.

13. That the size, figure, and motion of one body should

cause a change in the size, figure, and motion of another

body, is not beyond our conception
;
the separation of the

parts of one body upon the intrusion of another
; and the
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change from rest to motion upon impulse : these and the

like seem to have some connexion one with another. And
if we knew these primary qualities of bodies, we might have

reason to hope we might be able to know a great deal more
of these operations of them one with another

;
but our minds

mot being able to discover any connexion betwixt these j)ri-

mary qualities of bodies and the sensations that are produced

in us by them, we can never be able to establish cei-tain and
imdoubted rules of the consequences or co-existence of any
secondary qualities, though we could discover the size, figure,

or motion ofthose invisible parts which immediately produce

them. We are so far from knowing what figure, size, or

motion of parts produce a yellow colour, a sweet taste, or a

sharp sound, that we can by no means conceive how any
size, figure, or motion of any jiarticles, can possibly produce

in us the idea of any colour, taste or sound whatsover
,
there

is no conceivable connexion betwixt the one and the other.

14. In vain, therefore, shall we endeavour to discover by
our ideas (the only tme way of certain and universal know-
ledge) what other ideas are to be found constantly joined

with that of our complex idea of any substance : since we
neither know the real constitution of the minute parts on
which their qualities do depend, nor, did we know them,

could we discover any necessary connexion between them
and any of the secondary qualities

; which is necessaiy to be

done before we can certainly know their necessary co-exist-

ence. So, that, let our complex idea of any species of sub-

stances be what it will, we can hardly, from the simple ideas

contained in it, certainly determine the necessary co-exist-

ence of any other quality whatsoever. Qur knowledge in all

these inquiries reaches very little further than our experience.

Indeed some few of the primary qualities have a necessary

dependence and visible connexion one with another, as figure

necessarily supposes extension
;
receiving or coinmunicatmg

motion by impulse, supposes solidity. But though these and
perhaps some other of our ideas have, yet there are so few of

them that have a visible connexion one with another, that

we can by intuition or demonstration discover the co-exist-

cnce of very few of the qualities that are to be found united

in substances
,
and we are left only to the assistance of our

senses to make known to us what qualities they contain. For
of all the qualities that are co-existeiit in any subject, with-
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out this dependence and evident connexion of their ideas one

with another, we cannot know cei-tamly any two to co-exist

any further than experience, by our senses, informs us. Thus,

though we see the yellow colour, and upon trial, find the

weight, malleableness, fusibility, and fixedness that are

united in a piece of gold
,
yet because no one of these ideas

has any evident dependence or necessaiy connexion with the

other, we cannot certainly know that where any four of these

are, the fifth will be there also, how highly probable soever it

may be
,
because the highest probability amounts not to cer-

tainty, without which there can be no true knowledge. For

this co-existence can be no further known than it is {ler-

ceived
;
and it cannot be perceived but either in particular

subjects, by the observation of our senses, or, in general, by
the necessary connexion of the ideas themselves.

15. Of Repugnancy to co-exist^ larger—^As to the incom-

patibility or repugnancy to co-existence, we may know,
that any subject may have of each sort of primary qualities

but one particular at once : v. g., eacli particular extension,

figure, number of parts, motion, excludes all other of each

kind. The like also is certain of all sensible ideas peculiar

to each sense
;
for whatever of each kind is present in any

subject, excludes all other of that sort . v. g ,
no one subject

can have two smells or two colours at the same time. To
this, perhaps will be said. Has not an opal, or the infusion of

lignum nephriticum, two colours at the same time ? To which
I answer, that these bodies, to eyes difterently placed, may at

the same time afford different colours : but I take liberty

also to say, that, to eyes differently placed, it is different

parts of the object that reflect the particles of light : and
therefore it is not the same part of the object, and so not the

very same subject, which at the same time appears both

yellow and azure. For it is as impossible that the very same
particle of any body should at the same time differently

modify or reflect the rays of light, as tjiat it should have two
different figures and textures at the same time.*

* Of this rare and beautiful stone Ansehn Boeiais de Boot, of Bruges,
physician to the Emperor Rudolph II

,
gives the following description

:

— “Opalus gemma eat oninium pulchemnia, meoque judicio omnibus
alua preferenda non solum propter summani ipsiua e legantiam, dum
omnia generis colores, lucis reflectione, m eadem parte ostentat (ineet
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16. 0/ ilie Co-esdstence of Powers a very little Way.—But

as to the powers of substances to change the sensible qualities

of other bodies, which make a great part of our inquiries

about them, and is no inconsiderable branch of our know-

ledge
;
I doubt as to these, whether our knowledge reaches

much further than our experience
;
or whether we can come

to the discovery of most of these powers, and be certain that

they are in any subject, by the connexion with any of those

ideas which to us make its essence. Because the active and

passive powers of bodies, and their ways of operating coU'

eistmg m a texture and motion of parts, which we cannot by

any means come to discover
,

it is but in very few cases we
can be able to perceive their dependence on, or repugnance

to, any of those ideas which make our complex one of that

sort of thing.s. I have liere instanced in the corpuscularian

hypothesis, as that which is thought to go furthest in an

intelligible explication of those qualities of bodies; and I

fear the weakness of human undeI'standing is scarce able to

substitute another, which will afibrd us a fuller and clearer

enitn ilU carbunculi tenuior ignis, Amethysti fulgens purpura, Smaragdi

viiens TTiaic, et cuncta panter incredibili niistura lucentia) verum etiara,

quia ut alias gemme adulteran nulla ratione potest Si subjecena enim

chiystallo vanos coloree illi in eodcm loco herebunt, neque diversos pro

radiorum reflectione cdent. Appaiet in opalo, ceruleus, purpureus,

vindis, flavus, et ruber, interdura niger, et albus, id est, lacteus Non
vidontur hi colores omnes inesae gemme quia si frangatur opalus

pereunt, ita ut tautum ex reflectione unius, aut duorum colorum colonim

onn, (ut 111 iride apparet, et in tnangulo chrystalhno, in quo ex sola

lucis reflectione in angulos varii colores sese efiferunt) putandum sit.”

(Gemmarum et Lapidum Historia, 1 ii. c 46 )
No less elegant is the

description which Mr Mawe has given of this precious stone “The
colour of the opal is white or pearl grey

,
and when held between the

eyes and the light is pale red or wine yellow, with a milky translucency.

By reflected light it exhibits, as its position is vaned, elegant and most
irndescent colours, particularly emerald green, golden yellow, flame and
fire red, violet purple, and celestial blue, so beautifully blended and so

fascinating as to captivate the admirer When the colour is arranged in

small spangles it takes the name of harlequm opal. Sometimes it exhibits

only one of the above colours
,
and of them the most esteemed are the

civic emerald green, and the orange yellow. When the stone possesses

the latter of these colours it is called the Goldeitopal.” (Treatise on

Diamonds, p. 123 )
Hazelquist mentions an ancient opal, found m the

rums of Alexandna, which “was of the size of a hazel-nut m the form of a
half-globe, and set in a nng ,

if it was held honzontally it had a very fine

obve colour, but if it was held perpendicularly between the eye and the

light it had the colour of the finest ruby.” (Travels, &c. p. 273 .)—Ed.
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discovery of the necessary connexion and co-existence of the

powers which are to be observed united in several sorts of

them. This at least is certain, that, whichever hypothesis

be clearest and truest, (for of that it js not my business to

determine,) our knowledge concerning corporeal substances

wjU be very little advanced by any of them, till we are made
to see what qualities and powers of bodies have a necessary

connexion or repugnancy one with another; which in the
present state of philosophy I think we know but to a very
small degree : and I doubt whether, with those faculties we
have, we shall ever be able to carry our general knowledge

(1 say not particular experience) in this part much further.

Experience is that which m this part we must depend on.

And it were to be wished that it were more improved. We
find the advantages some men’s generous pains have this way
brought to the stock of natural knowledge. And if others,

especially the philosophers by fire, who pretend to it, had
been so wary in their observations, and sincere in their

reports as those who call themselves philosophers ought to
liave been, our acquaintance with the bodies here about us,

and our insight into their powers and operations had been yet
much greater.’^

17. 0/ Spirits yet narrower.—Tf we are at a loss in respect

of the powers and operations of bodies, I think it is easy to
conclude wo are much more in the dark in reference to the
spirits

; whereof we naturally have no ideas but what we
draw from that of our own, by reflecting on the operations

of our own souls within us, as far as they can come within
our observation. But how inconsiderable a rank the spirits

that inhabit our bodies hold amongst those various and pos-
sibly innumerable kinds of nobler beings

,
and how far short

they come of the endowments and perfections of cherubim,

and seraphim, and infinite sorts of spirits above us, is what
by a transient hint in another place I have offered to my
reader s consideration. .

18 III. Of other RdatioTis U is not easy to say how fa/r.

—

Thirdly, As to the third sort of our knowledge, viz., the
agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas in any other
relation

: this, as it is the largest field of our knowledge, so
it IS hard to determine how far it may extend

;
because tha

* See Lord Bacon’s New Atlantia, p 253, et seq.—

E

d.
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advances that are made in this part of knowledge depending

on our sagacity in finding intermediate ideas, that may show
the relations and habitudes of ideas whose co-existence is not

considered, it is a hard matter to tell when we are at an end
of such discoveries

;
and when reason has all the helps it is

capable of, for the finding of proofs, or examining the agree-

ment or disagreement of remote ideas. They that are igno-

rant of algebra cannot imagine the wonders in this kind are

to be done by it : and what further improvements and. helps

advantageous to other parts of knowledge the sagacious mind
of man may yet find out, it is not easy to determme. This

at least I believe, that the ideas of quantity are not those

alone that are capable of demonstration and knowledge
;
and

that other, and p^haps more useful parts of contemplation

would aflford us certainty, if vices, passions, and domineering

interest did not oppose or menace such endeavours.

Morality ca/pable of Demonstration .—The idea of a supreme

Being, infinite in power, goodness, and wisdom, whose work-

manship we are, and on whom we depend
;
and the idea of

ourselves, as understanding rational beings; being such as

are clear in us, would, I suppose, if duly considered and pur-

sued, afford such foundations of our duty and niles of action

as might place morality amongst the sciences capable of de-

monstration : wherein I doubt not but from self-evident pro-

positions by necessary consequences, as incontestible as those

in mathematics, the measures of right and wrong might be

made out to any one that will apply himself with the same
indifferency and attention to the one as he does to the other

of these sciences. The relation of other modes may certainly

be perceived, as well as tho.se of number and extension.: and

I cannot see why they should not also be capable of demon-

stration if due methods were thought on to examine or

pursue their agreement or disagreement. Where there is no

property theri^ is no injustice, is a proposition as certain as

any demonstration in, Euclid : for the idea of property being

a right to anything, and the idea to which the name injustice

is given being the invasion or violation of that right,* it is

* This is an exceedingly narrow and imperfect view of justice, the

most complete theory of which is developed in the Eepublic of Plato,

There prevailed, however, extremely false notions of this virtue among
many ancient philosophers, one of whom defined it to be, obedience to
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evident that these ideas being thus established, and these

names annexed to them, I can as certainly know this pro-

position to be true, as that a triangle has three angles equal

to two right ones. Again : No government allows absolute

liberty
;
The idea of government being the establishment of

society upon certain rules or laws which require conformity

to them, and the idea of absolute liberty being for any one

to do whatever he pleases, I am as capable of being certain of

the truth of this proposition as of any in the mathematics.

1 9. Two things have made moral Idms to he thought inca^

fable of Demoiutration : their Complexedness and Want of

sensible Eepresentations.—That which in this respect has given

the advantage to the ideas of quantity, and made them thought

more capable of certainty and demonstration, is,

First, That they can be set down and represented by sen-

sible marks, which have a greater and nearer correspondence

with them than any words or sounds whatsoever. Diagrams

drawn on paper are copies of the ideas in the mind, and not

liable to the uncertainty that words carry in their significa-

tion. An angle, circle, or square, drawn in lines, lies open

to the view, and cannot be mistaken : it remains unchange-

able, and may at leisure be considered and examined, and

the demonstration be revised, and all the parts of it may be

gone over more than once without any danger of the least

change in the ideas. This cannot be thus done in moral

ideas : we have no sensible marks that resemble them,

whereby we can set them down; we have nothing but words

to express them by; which, though when written they

rulers AiKawv Icri ravra ttoihv, d oi dpxovreg Trpoaha^av But
if so, then certainly those philosophers were deluded dpeamers, who sought

for eternal foundations for right and wrong The government, accord-

ing to this maxim, is tho creator of justice, and can never possibly do

wrong
,
since, whatever it pleases to order or do, is just. Tho idea of

Pericles, however, respecting law, differed very little from the above.
“ TrdvTtQ ovroi vopot Biaiv, ovf to TrXrjBog <rvvt\9bv Kai boKipdaav

typatpi fpdZov a ti hi ttouiv Kaid p,h” (Xen. Memor 1. 1 c. 2, §42 )

Upon this view Horace had framed his idea of i virtuous man.
“ Vir bonus est quis*

Qui consulta patrum, qui leges juraque servat,” &c
(Epist b. i 16, 40.)

Tho opinions of Democritus wore somewhat loftier, though not perhaps

expressed with sufficient clearness —AUt} utv loriv, tpSuv tA xpv ^ovra*

adiKiij h p'fj iphiv rd vpb tdvro, dXXd Trapor TpkirocrOai." t^tob. Gaisf.

XL IV. 15 )—Ed
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remain the same, yet the ideas they stand for may change in

the same man, and it is very seldom that they are not

different in different persons.

Secondly, Another thing that makes the greater difficulty

in ethics is, that moral ideas are commonly more complex

than those of the figures ordinarily considered in mathe-

matics. From whence these two inconveniences follow:

—

First, that their names are of more uncertain signification

;

the precise collection of simple ideas they stand for not being

so easily agreed on, and so the sign that is used for them in

communication always, and in thinking often, does not

steadily carry with it the same idea. Upon which the same

disorder, confusion, and error follow, as would if a man,

goingto demonstrate .something of an heptagon, should, in the

diagram he took to do it, leave out one of the angles, or by

oversight make the figure with one angle more than the name
ordinal ily imported, or he intended it should when at first he

thought of his demonstration. This often happens, and is

hardly avoidable in very complex moral ideas, where the same

name being retained, one angle, i e., one simple idea is left

out or put in the complex one (still called by the same name)

more at one time than another. Secondly, From the com-

plexedness of these moral ideas there follows another incon-

venience, viz., that the mind cannot easily retain those jji’ccise

combinations so exactly and perfectly as is necessary in the

examination of the habitudes and correspondences, agree-

ments or disagreements of several of them one with another

;

especially where it is to be judged of by long deductions,

and the intervention of several other complex ideas to show
the agreement or disagreement of two remote ones.

The great help against this which mathematicians find in

diagrams and figures, which remain unalterable in their

draughts, is very apparent, and the memory would often

have great difficulty otherwise to retain them so exactly,

whilst the mind went over the parts of them step by step

to examine their several correspondences. And though in

casting up a long sum either in addition, multiplication, or

division, every part be only a progression of the mind taking

a view of its own ideas, and considering their agreement or

disagreement, and the resolution of the question be nothing

but the result of the whole, made up of such particulars,
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whereof the mind has a clear perception; yet, without setting

down the sevenil parts by marks, whose precise significations

are known, and by marks that last and remain in view when
the memory had let them go, it would be almost impossible

to carry so many difiPerent ideas m the mind without con-

foimdmg or letting slip some parts of the reckoning, and
thereby making all our reasonings about it useless. In
which case the cyphers or marks help not the mind at all to

perceive the agreement of any two or more numbers, their

equalities or proportions
;
that the mind has only by intuition

of its own ideas of the numbers themselves. But the nume-
rical characters are helps to the memory, to record and retain

the several ideas about which the demonstration is made,

whereby a man may know how far his intuitive knowledge

in surveying several of the particulars has proceeded
;
that

so he may without confusion go on to what is yet unknovra,

and at last have in one view before him the result of all his

perceptions and reasonings.

20. Remedus of those Difficulties—One part of these dis-

advantages in moral ideas which has made them be thought

not capable of demonstration, may in a good measure be

remedied by definitions, setting down. that collection of

simple ideas,* which every term shall stand for, and then

using the terms steadily and constantly for that precise col-

lection. And what methods algebra or something of that

kind may hereafter suggest, to remove the other difficulties,

it is not easy to foretel. Confident I am, that, if men would
in the same method and with the same indifferency search

after moral as they do mathematical truths, they would find-

them have a stronger connexion one with another, and a

more necessary consequence from our clear and distmct ideas,

and to come nearer perfect demonstration than is commonly
imagined. But much of this is not to be expected whilst

the desire of esteem, riches, or pow’cr makes men espouse the

well-endowed opinions in fashion, and then seek arguments

either to make good their beauty, or tarnish over and cover

their deformity: nothing being so beautiful to the eye as

* Cicero’s notion of a definition, agreeing' substantially with that of
Locke, is very clear and precise. “ Bat definitio, eanim, rerum, quae
aunt ejua rei propnas, quam definire volumua, brevia et circumscripta

qu»dam explicatio.” (De Orat, 1. 1, c. xlii. p. 77.)—En.
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truth is to the mind, nothing so deformed and irreconcilable

to the understanding as a he. For though many a man
can with satisfaction enough own a no very handsome wife

in his bosom
;
yet who is bold enough openly to avow, that

he has espoused a falsehood, and received into his breast so

ugly a thing as a lie? Whilst the parties of men cram then-

tenets down all men’s throats whom they can get into then-

power, without permittmg them to examine their truth or

falsehood, and will not let truth have fair play in the world,

nor men the liberty to search after it; what improvements
can be expected of this kind? What greater light can be
hoped for in the moral sciences? The subject part of man-
kind in most places might, instead thereof, with Egyptian
bondage expect Egyptian darkness, were not the caudle of

the Lord set up by himself in men’s minds, which it is

impossible for the breath or power of man wholly to ex-

tingmsh.

21 Fourthly^ Of real Eodstence: we have an intuitive

Knowledge of our own—demonstrative, of GoFs—sensitive, of
somefew other things.—As to the fourth sort of our know-
ledge, viz

,
of the real actual existence of things, we have

an intuitive knowledge of our own existence, and a demon-
strative knowledge of the existence of a God

;
of the existence

of anything else, we have no other but a sensitive knowledge,

which extends not beyond the objects present to our senses.

22. Our Ignorance great.—Our knowledge being so narrow,

as I have shown, it will perhaps give us some light into

the present state of our minds if we look a little mto the

dark side, and take a view of our ignorance
;
which, being

infinitely larger than our knowledge, may serve much to

the quieting of disputes and improvement of useful know-
ledge; if discovering how far we have clear and distinct

ideas, we confine our thoughts within the contemplation of

those things that are within the reach of our understandmgs,

and launch not out into that abyss of darkness, (where we
have not eyes to see, nor faculties to perceive anything,) out

of a presumption that nothing is beyond our comprehension.

But to be satisfied of the folly of such a conceit, we need not

go far. He that knows anything, knows this, in the first

place, that he need not seek long for instances of his igno-

rance. The meanest and most obvious things thafr come in
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our way have dark sides, that the quickest sight cannot pene-

trate into. The clearest and most enlarged understandings

of thinking men find themselves puzzled and at a loss in

every particle of matter. We shall the less wonder to find

it so, when we consider the causes of our ignorance
;
which,

from what has been said, I suppose will bo found to be

these three :

—

First, Want of ideas.

Secondly, Want of a discoverable connexion between the

ideas we have.

Thirdly, Want of tracing and examining our ideas.

23. First, One Cause of it, Want of Ideas, either such as we

have no Conception of, or such as particularly v)e have not .

—

First, There are some things, and those not a few, that we
are ignorant ofj for want of ideas.

First, all the simple ideas we have, are confined (as I have

shown) to those we receive from corporeal objects by sen-

sation, and from the operations of our own minds as the

objects of reflection. But how much these few and narrow

inlets are disproportionate to the vast whole extent of all

beings, will not be hard to persuade those who are not so

foolish as to think their span the measure of all things.

What other simple ideas it is possible the creatures in othei

parts of the universe may have, by the assistance of senses

and faculties more or perfecter than we have, or different

from ours, it is not for us to determine. But to say or

think there are no such, because we conceive nothing of

them, is no better an argument than if a blind man should

be positive in it, that there was no such thing as sight and*

colours, because he had no manner of idea of any such thing,

nor could by any means frame to himself any notions about

seeing The ignorance and darkness that is m us no more

hinders nor confines the knowledge that is in others, than

the blindness of a mole* is an argument against the quick-

sightedness of an eagle. He that will consider the infinite

* Tins 13 a received error
,
but in point of fact, the common mole is

not blind, though its eyes are small and dim, suited to the exigencies of

its peculiar state of existence Aristotle describes the mole as blind, for

which ho was long ndiculed by witty and unphilosophical naturalists,

until it was at length discovered that the peculiar species of mole found
m Greece is actually m the condition described by Anstotlo and m the

text.—Enf
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power, wisdom, and goodness of the Creator of all things

will find reason to think it was not all laid out upon so

inconsiderable, mean, and impotent a creature as he will find

man to be, who in all probability is one of the lowest of all

intellectual beings. What faculties, therefore, other species

of creatures have to penetrate into the nature and inmost

constitutions of things, what ideas they may receive of them
&r different from ours, we know nob. This we know and
cei*tainly find, that we want several other views of them
besides those we have, to make discoveries of them more per-

fect. And we may be convinced that the ideas we can attain

to by our faculties are very disproportionate to things them-

selves, when a positive, clear, distinct one of substance itselfj

which 13 the foundation of all the rest, is concealed from

us. But want of ideas of this kind being a part as well as

cause of our ignorance, cannot be described. Only this I

think I may confidently say of it, that the intellectual and
sensible world are in this perfectly alike; that that part

which we see of either of them holds no proportion with

what we see not; and whatsoever we can reach with our

eyes or our thoughts of either of them is but a point, almost

nothing in comparison of the rest.

24. Because of thdr Remoteness; or^—Secondly, Another
great cause of ignorance is the want of ideas we are capable

of. As the want of ideas, which our faculties are not able

to give us, shuts us wholly from those views of things which
it is reasonable to think other beings, perfecter than we,

have, of which we know nothing
;
so the want of ideas I

now speak of keeps us in ignorance of things we conceive

capable of being known to us. Bulk, figure, and motion we
have ideas of. But though wc are not without ideas of these

primary qualities of bodies in general, yet not knowing what
is the particular bulk, figure, and motion, of the greatest part

of the bodies of the universe, we are ignorant of the several

powei’s, efficacies, and ways of operation, whereby the effects

which we daily see are produced. These are hid ffom us in

some things by being too remote, and in others by being too

minute. When we consider the vast distance of the known
and visible parts of the world, and the reasons we have to

think that what lies within our ken is but a small part of

the universe, we shall then discover a huge abyi|| of igno-
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ranee. What are the paiiiicular fabrics of the great masses

of matter which make up the whole stupendous frame of cor-

poreal beings, how far they are extended, what is their

motion, and how continued or communicated, and what
influence they have one upon another, are contemplations

that at first glimpse our thoughts lose themselves in. If we
narrow our contemplations and confine our thoughts to this

little canton—I mean this system of our sun, and the grosser

masses of matter that visibly move about it—what several

sorts of vegetables, animals, and intellectual corporeal beings,

infinitely diflerent from those of our little spot of earth, may
there probably be in the other planets, to the knowledge of

which—even of their outward figures and parts—we can

no way attain whilst we are confined to this earth
;
there

being no natural means, either by sensation or reflection, to

convey their certain ideas into our minds ! They are out of

the reach of those inlets of all our knowledge: and what
sorts of furniture and inhabitants those mansions contain in

them we cannot so much as guess, much less have clear and
distinct ideas of them.

25. Because of tlieir Minuteness,—If a great, nay, far the

greatest part of the several ranks of bodies in the universe

escape our notice by their remoteness, there are others that

are no less concealed from us by their minuteness. These

insensible corpuscles being the active parts of matter and
the great instruments of nature, on which depend not only

all their secondary qualities, but also most of their natuml
operations, our want of precise distinct ideas of their primary

qu<ilitics keeps us in an iucumble ignorance of what we desii'e

to know about them. I doubt not but if we could discover

the figure, size, texture, and motion of the minute constituent

])arts of any two bodies, we should know without trial seve-

ral of their operations one upon another, as we do now the

jiroperties of a square or a triangle. Did we know the me-

chanical affections of the particles of rhubaib, hemlock, opium,

and a man, as a watchmaker does those *of a watch, whereby
it performs its operations, and of a file, which by rubbing on
them will alter the figure of any of the wheels, we should be

able to tell beforehand that rhubarb will purge, hemlock kill,

and opium make a man sleep
;
as well as a watchmaker can

tliat a little piece of paper laid on the balance will keep the

VOL. II. M
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power, wisdom, and goodness of the Creator of all things

will find reason to think it was not all laid out upon so

inconsiderable, mean, and impotent a creature as he will find

man to be, who in all probability is one of the lowest of all

intellectual beings. What faculties, therefore, other species

of creatures have to penetrate into the nature and inmost

constitutions of things, what ideas they may receive of them
fiu: different from ours, we know not. This we know and
cei*tainly find, that we want several other views of them
besides those we have, to make discoveries of them more per-

fect. And we may be convmced that the ideas we can attain

to by our faculties are very disproportionate to things them-
selves, when a positive, clear, distinct one of substance itself,

which is the foundation of all the rest, is concealed from

us. But want of ideas of this kind being a part as well as

cause of our ignorance, cannot be described. Only this I
think I may confidently say of it, that the intellectual and
sensible world are in this perfectly alike; that that part

which we see of either of them holds no proportion with
what we see not; and whatsoever we can reach with our
eyes or our thoughts of either of them is but a point, almost

nothing in comparison of the rest.

24. Because of their Remoteness; or,—Secondly, Another
great cause of ignorance is the want of ideas we are capable

of. As the want of ideas, which our faculties are not able

to give us, shuts us wholly from those views of things which
it is reasonable to think other beings, peifecter than we,
have, of which we know nothing; so the want of ideas I
now speak of keeps us in ignorance of things we conceive

capable of being known to us. Bulk, figure, and motion we
have ideas of. But though we are not without ideas of these

primary qualities of bodies in general, yet not knowing what
is the particular bulk, figure, and motion, of the greatest part

of the bodies of the universe, we are ignorant of the several

powera, efficacies, and ways of operation, whereby the effects

which we daily see are produced. These are hid fbom us in

some things by being too remote, and in others by being too
minute. When we consider the vast distance of the known
and visible parts of the world, and the reasons we have to

think that what lies within our ken is but a small part of

the universe, we shall then discover a huge aby^ of igno-
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rancG. W hat are the paii^icular fabrics of the great masses

of matter which make up the whole stupendous frame of cor^

poreal beings, how lar they are extended, what is their

motion, and how continued or communicated, and what
influence they have one upon another, are contemplations

that at first glimpse our thoughts lose themselves in. If we
narrow our contemplations and confine our thoughts to this

little canton—I mean this system of our sun, and the grosser

masses of matter that visibly move about it—what several

sorts of vegetables, animals, and intellectual corporeal beings,

infinitely ^flerent from those of our little spot of earth, may
there probably be in the other planets, to the knowledge of

which—even of their outward figures and parts—we can
no way attain whilst we are confined to this earth

;
there

being no natural means, either by sensation or reflection, to

convey their certain ideas into our minds ! They are out of

the reach of those inlets of all our knowledge: and what
sorts of furniture and inhabitants those mansions contain in

them we cannot so much as guess, much less have clear and
distinct ideas of them.

25. Became of tlieir Minuteness,—If a great, nay, far the

greatest part of the several ranks of bodies in the universe

escape our notice by their remoteness, there are others that

are no less concealed from us by their minuteness. These

insensible corpuscles being the active parts of matter and
the great instruments of nature, on which depend not only

all thoir secondary qualities, but also most of their natui'al

operations, our want of precise distinct ideas of their primary

qualities keeps us in an incum-ble ignorance of what we desii'e

to know about them. I doubt not but if we could discover

the figure, size, texture, and motion of the minute constituent

j)arts of any two bodies, we should know without trial seve-

ral of their operations one upon another, OvS we do now the

properties of a square or a triangle. Did we know the me-
chanical affections of the particles of rhubarb, hemlock, opium,

and a man, as a watchmaker does those *of a watch, whereby
it performs its operations, and of a file, which by rubbing on
them will alter the figure of any of the wheels, we should be
able to tell beforehand that rhubarb will purge, hemlock kill,

and opium make a man sleep; as well as a watchmaker can
tliat a lit tle piece of paper laid on the balance will keep the

VOL. II. M
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watch from going, till it be removed; or that, some small

part of it being nibbed by a file, the machine would quite

lose its motion, and the watch go no more. The dissolving

of silver in aqua fortis, and gold in aqua regia, and not vice

versa, would be then perhaps no more difficult to know than

it is to a smith to understand why the turning of one key
will open a lock, and not the turning of another. But
whilst we are destitute of senses acute enough to discover

the minute particles of bodies, and to give us ideas of their

mechanical affections, we must be content to be ignorant of

their properties and ways of operation; nor can we be as-

sured about them any further than some few trials we make
are able to reach. But whether they will succeed again

another time, we cannot be certain.* This hinders our

certain knowledge of univci'sal truths concerning natural

bodies: and our reason carries us herein very little beyopd
particular matter of fact.

26. Umce no Science of Bodies,—And therefore 1 am apt

to doubt that, how far soever human industry may advance

useful and experimental philosophy in physical things,

scientifical will still be out of our reach, because we want
perfect and adequate ideas of those very bodies which are

nearest to us, and most under our command Those which
we have ranked into classes under names, and we think our-

selves best acquainted with, we have but very imperfect and
incomplete ideas of. Distinct ideas of the several sorts of

bodies that fall under the examination of our senses perhaps

we may have : but adequate ideas, T suspect, we have not of

any one amongst them. And though the former of these

will serve us for common use and discourse, yet whilst we
want the latter, we are not capable of scientifical knowledge

;

nor shall ever be able to discover general, instructive, un-

questionable truths concerning them. Certainty and demon-
stration are things we must not, in these matters, pretend to.

By the colour, figure, taste, and smell, and other sensible

qualities, we have a5 clear and distinct ideas of sage and
hemlock, as we have of a circle and a triangle

;
but having

no ideas of the particular primary qualities of the minute
parts of either of these plants, nor of other bodies which we
would apply them to, we cannot tell what effects they will

* See Hume’s Essay on Necessary Connexion.—

E

jd,
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produce; nor when we see those effects can we so, much asr

guess, much less know, their manner of production. Thus,

having no ideas of the particulai’ mechanical affections of the

minute parts of bodies that are within our view and reach,

we are ignorant of their constitutions, powers, and operations

:

and of bodies more remote we are yet more ignorant, not

knowing so much as their veiy outward shapes, or the sen-

sible and grosser parts of their constitutions.

27. Much less of Spirits.—This at first will show us how
disproportionate our knowledge is to the whole extent even

of material beings; to which if wc add the consideration of

that infinite number of spirits that may be, and probably

are, which are yet more remote from our knowledge, whereof

we have no cognizance, nor can frame to ourselves any dis-

tinct ideas of their several ranks and soi-ts, we shall find this

cause of ignorance conceal from us, in an impenetrable ob-

scurity, almost the whole intellectual world, a greater, cer-

tainly, and more beautiful world than the material. For,

bating some very few, and those, if I may so call them,

superficial ideas of spirit, which by reflection wo get of our

own, and from thence the best wc can collect of the Father

of all spirits, the eternal independent Author of them, and
us, and all things, we have no certain information, so much
as of the existence of other spirits, but by revelation. Angels
of all sorts are naturally beyond our discovery

;
and all those

intelhgences, whereof it is likely there are more orders than
of corporeal substances, are things whereof our natural facul-

ties give us no certain account at all. That there are minds
and thinking beings in other men as well as himself, every

man has a reason, from their words and actions, to be satisfied

:

and the knowledge of his own mind cannot suffer a man that

considers, to be ignorant that there is a God, But that

there are degrees of spiritual beings between us and the

great God, who is there, that, by his own search and ability,

can come to knowl Much less have we distinct ideas of
their different natures, conditions, states, powers, and several

constitutions wherein they agree or differ from one another
and from us. And, therefore, in what concerns their different

species and properties we are in absolute ignorance.*

* This is evidently directed against that part of the Cartesian system,
which pretends to discuss the nature of angels. It even appears to Lava

tf 2
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28 . Secondlyy Want of a discoverable Connexion between

Ideas we hxLve.—Secondly, What a small part of the sub-

been imagined by those bold speculators, that some approximation can be
made towards ascertaining the numbers of the heavenly hosts, of which
philosophical calculation take the following example from Antoine Le
Grand — “Talmudiatae Angelos ad certum qumdam numenim redigunt,

€03 per turraas distnbuendo, et cuique earum suos veluti milites assig-

nando. Quippe secundum R P Georgium Venetum cx oidine S Fran-
cisci, distinguunt Talraudistae Angelorumexercitus iriMazaloth, El, Ligion,

Rihaton, Chirton, Gistera, Mazaloth autem dicunt esse duodecim, juxta
duodecim signa Zodiaci. El verb dicunt esse cohortes tnginta, pro quo-
libet lUorum duodecim Unde sunt in numero trecentse sexginta Ango-
lorum cohortes Legion autem multiplicat ilium numerum trecentorum
flexaginta per tngmta. Unde resultat numerus decern nnlhum et octm-
gentorum. Et hunc numerum ipsi Talmudistae multiplicant panter per
tnginta et sic fit Rihaton constans ex noningentis millium millibus et

fieptuagmta duobus miUibus. Et hunc numerum pan mode per tnginta
multiplicant, unde resultat Gistera, constans ex duceiitis nonagmta et

uno milhum miUibus, et sexcentis millibus. Quorum omnium surnma^
est treceiita et unum millium milha, sexcenta et quinquagmta qmnque
inillia, centum et septuagmta duo, ut ex subjecta Tabella patet.

12 Mazaloth.

360 El.

10,800 Ligion.

324,000

Rihaton.

9,720,000

Chirton

291,600,000

Gistera.

301,655,172 Angelorum Cohortes simul.

(Institut. Phil Part III. art. vi. § 4

)

This is a part of philosophy which has been cultivated with singular
perseverance by the Onentals, whose acquaintance with angels and
devils has consequently been much moie intunate than that of any na-
tion m the West. Thus we find that, “ Some of the Sabagans worshipped
devils, believing they had the shapes of goats, and therefore called them
Seirim On the contrary, the Levitical law piohibitcd to offer sacrifices

to Semm and to goats, that is to say, devils, appearing in the form of
goats (Levit. xvii 7 ) Tliough they did abominate blood, as a thing
exceedingly detestable, yet they did eat it, believing it to be the food of
daemons, and that he that did eat of it should become a brother, or intimate

acqucimtance of the diemons, insomuch that they would come to him, and
tell him future events, prohibited” (Lev xvii 10—23, Stanley’s Hist of
Philosophy, c ii

)
Among the ancient magi of Persia, the orders, powers,

and distributions of the inhabitants of the spintual world constituted a
favourite object of study

,
“and even from the fragments of their system

which have been transmitted to us, wo perceive how great was their fami-

liarity with the subjects of Ormuzd and Ahriman. “ On y remarque trois

ordres d’esprits, d’abord les sept Amschaspanda, espnts dou(gs d’immor-
tality, puis les vingt-huit Izeds, et en dernier lieu les mnombrables
Fervers. Ormuzd, maltre du raonde, est lo cryateur et le premier des

Amschaspands
;
Bahman, chef des autres, est le second, et le roi do

Jumihre; le troisibme est Ardibeheschtj I’espnt du feu, qui donne le feu
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stantial beings that are in the universe the want of ideas

leaves open to our knowledge, we have seen. In the next
place, another cause of ignomnce, of no less moment, is a
want of a discoverable connexion between those ideas we
have. For wherever we want that, we arc utterly incapable

of universal and certain knowledge; and arc, in the former
case, left only to obseiwation and expeiiment: which, how
narrow and confined it is, how far from general knowledge
wc need not be told. I shall give some few instances of
this cause of our ignorance, and so leave it. It is evident

et la vie, le quatri^me, Schahriver, roi des mdtaiix, pun vient Sapan-
doraad, Idle d’Ormuzd, et inbro des piemieis 6trcs humams Meschia et

Meschianc, ensmte Khordad, loides saisons, degjiiois, desanndcs, et des
iours, qui donne au pur I’eau de puretd

; et Ic dermer de tous, Amerdad,
ci^ateur et protecteur des arhres, des moissoiis, des troupeavix. Les
Izeds, gdmes mfdneures, ont 4t6 erdes par Oinmzd pour verser les h6n4~
dictions sur le monde, et pour veiller sur le peuple des purs. Les raois,

les jouis, les divisions m6me du jour, et les elemens sont places sous la

protection et sous la garde des Amschaspands et des Izcds. Chacun des
Anischaspands a son cortege d’lzeds, qui Ic servent comrae les Amschas-
pands eux-meraes servant Oimuzd. Les Izeds sont les uns mA-les et les

autres fcmelles. Paiini cux hgurent Mitlira, on Mehei, qui donno hla
terre le bienfait du joui, et incidpendamment de lui, Korschid, le soleiL

Les Fervers sont les iddes, les prototyjies, les modules de tous les ^tres,

form des de f essence d’Ormuzd, ct les plus jmres emanations de cette

essence. Ils existent par la paiolo viv.inte du erdateur, aussi sont-ils

immortels, et par eux tout vit dans la nature. Tls sont placdea au ciel

commo des sentincUes vigilantes contre Aliiiman, et portent k Ormuzd
les pnferes des hommes pieux, qu’ils piotdgent ct pumssent de tout mal,
Sur la terre, unis k des corps, ils combattent sans cesse les mauvais
csprits. Ils sont aussi nombreux et aussi divci-sifids dans Icurs espbee
que les dtres eux-m6mes.” Of the angels of darkness, who formed an
exact counterpart to the above, we have the following account “ La
royaumo d’Ahriman corresponde en tout k celui d’Ormuzd. Lh aussi se
trouvent sept Levs supdneurs, Ahiiman y corapns, et k leur suite un
nombre mfini de Levs mfdneurs. Ils ont dtd produits par Ahnman,
aprbs sa chute, et faits k son image pour la destruction du royaume
d'Ormuzd. Celui-ci ayant erdd le monde de lumibie, Ahnman vint du
sud, so mela, aux planbtes, pdndtra dans les dtoiles fixes, et erda le

pnnee des devs, Eschem, le ddmon de fenvie, armd de sept tdtes, et
Vadversaire de Serosch, e’est-k-dire, d’Ormuzd,* prince de la terre Main-
tenant s’ouvre la lutte, et de m^me que, sur la terre, fammal combat
I’animal, de mdme, dans le monde des espnts, I’esprit combat I’esprit..

Chacun des sept glands devs a son nvai flans fun des sept Amschas-
pands; chacun d’eux est I’auteur d’un mal ou d’un vice particulier.’^

(Greuzes. Relig de I’Antiquitd, 1. ii. c. 2. Compare with the above the
notes of Guigniaut, Part u. p. 701, et seq. ,

and the account of Father
Rhode, p. 178, ctseq.)—

E

d.
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that the bulk, figure, and motion of several bodies about

xis produce in us several sensations, as of colours, sounds, tastes,

smells, pleasure, and pain, &c. These mechanical affections

of bodies having no affinity at all with those ideas they pro-

duce in us, (there being no conceivable connexion between

any impulse of any sort of body and any perception of a

colour or smell which we find in oiu minds,) we can have
HO distinct knowledge of such operations beyond our ex-

perience; and can reason no otherwise about them, than as

effects produced by the appointment of an infinitely wise

Agent, which perfectly surpass our comprehensions As the

ideas of sensible secondary qualitieswhichwe have in our minds,

can by us be no way dedviced from bodily causes, nor any
coiTespondencc or connexion be found between them and
those primary ({ualitics which (experience shows us) produce

them in us, so, on the other side, the operation of our minds
upon our bodies is as inconceivable. How any thought

should jiroduce a motion in body is as remote from the nature

of our ideas, as how any body should produce any thought

in the mind That it is so, if experience did not convince

us, the consideration of the things themselves would never

be able in the least to discover to m. These and the like,

though they have a constant and regular connexion in the

ordinary course of things
;

yet that connexion being not
di.'icovcrable in the ideas themselves, which appearing to have
no necessary dependence one on anotlier, we can attribute their

connexion to nothing else but the arbitrary determination

of that all-wise Agent who has made them to be, and to

operate as they do, in a way wholly above our weak under-

standings to conceive.

29 . Instances.—In some of our ideas there are certain re-

lations, habitudes, and connexions, so visibly included in the

natui’c of the ideas themselves, that we cannot conceive them
separable from them by any power whatsoever; and in these

only we are capable, of certain and universal knowledge.

Thus the idea of a right-lmed triangle necessarily carries

with it an equality of its angles to two right ones. Nor
can we conceive this relation, this connexion of these two
ideas, to be possibly mutable, or to depend on any arbitrary

power, which of choice made it thus, or could make it other-

wise. But the coherence and contmuity of the paints of
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matter; the production of sensation in us of colours and
sounds, (fee., by impulse and motion

;
nay, the original rules

and communication of motion bemg such, wherein we can

discover no natural connexion with any ideas we have, we
cannot but ascribe them to the arbitrary will and good plea-

sure of the wise Architect. I need not, I think, here men-
tion the resuriection of the dead, the future state of this

globe of earth, and such other things, which are by every

one acknowledged to dejiend wholly on the determination

of a free agent. The things that, as far as our observation

reaches, we constantly find to proceed regularly, we may
conclude do act by a law set them

,
but yet by a law that

we know not : whereby, though causes work steadily, and
effects constantly flow from them, yet their connexions and
dependencies being not discoverable in our ideas, we can

have but an experimental knowledge of them.^‘ From all

which it is easy to perceive what a darkness we are involved

in, how little it is of bemg, and the things that are, that we
are capable to know, and therefore we shall do no injury

to our knowledge, when we modestly think with ourselves,

that we are so far from being able to comprehend the

whole nature of the universe, and all the things contained

in it, that we are not capable of a philosophical knowledge
of the bodies that are about us, and make a i)ait of us: con-

cerning their secondary qualities, powers, and operations,

'we can have no umversal certainty. Several effects come
every day within the notice of our senses, of which we have
so far sensitive knowledge, but the causes, manner, and
certainty of their production, for the two foregoing reasons,

*

we must be content to be very ignorant of. In these we
can go no further than particular experience informs us of

matter of fact, and by analogy to guess what effects the like

bodies are, upon other trials, like to produce. But as to a

perfect science of natural bodies, (not to mention spiritual

bemgs,) we are, I think, so far from being capable of any
such thing, that I conclude it lost labour to seek after it.

30 III. Wani of Tracing our Ideas—Thirdly, Where we
have adequate ideas, and where there is a certain and dis-

coverable connexion between them, yet we arc often ignorant,

for want of tracing those ideas which we have or may have

;

* See Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity, 1. 1, § 3 .—Ed.
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and for want of finding out those intermediate ideas, which
may show us what habitude of agreement or disagreement

they have one with another: and thus many are ignorant

of mathematical truths, not out of any imperfection of their

faculties, or uncertainty in the things themselves, but for

want of application in acquiring, examining, and by due
ways comparing those ideas. That which has most contri-

buted to hinder the due tracing of our ideas, and finding

out their relations, and agreements or disagreements one
with another, has been, I suppose, the ill use of words. It

is impossible that men should ever truly seek or certainly

discover the agreement or disagreement of ideas themselves,

whilst their thoughts flutter about, or stick only in sounds
of doubtful and uncertain significations. Mathematicians
abstracting their thoughts from names, and accustoming
themselves to set before their minds the ideas themselves

that they would consider, and not sounds insteu-d of them,
have avoided thereby a great part of that perplexity, pud-
dering, and confusion, which has so much hindered men’s
progress in other parts of knowledge. For whilst they stick

in words of undetermined and uncertain signification, they
are unable to distinguish true from false, certain from pro-

bable, consistent fiom inconsistent, in their own opinions.

This having been the fate or misfortune of a great part of

men of letters, the increase brought into the stock of real

knowledge has been very little, in proportion to the schools,'

disputes, and writings the world has been filled with; whilst
students, being lost in the great wood of words, knew not
whereabouts they were, how far their discoveries were ad-
vanced, or what was wanting in their own or the general
stock of knowledge. Had men, in the discoveries of the
material, done as they have in those of the intellectual world,

involved all in the obscurity of uncertain and doubtful ways
of talking, volumes writ of navigation and voyages, theories

and stories of zones and tides, multiplied and disputed; nay,

ships built, and fleefs sent out, would never liave taught us

the way beyond the line; and the Antipodes would be still

as much unknown, as when it was declared heresy to hold
there were any.* But havmg spoken sufficiently of words,

* “ Autrefois on se moquoit de quelques philosophes qui dissent qu’il

y avoit des Antipodes
;
quel est rhomme assez insens^, difloit Lactanx^
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and the ill or careless use that is commonly made of them,
I shall not say anything more of it here.

31. Extent in respect to Universality.—Hitherto we have
examined the extent of our knowledge, in respect of the

sevei*al sorts of beings that are. There is another extent of

it, m respect of universality, which will also deserve to be
<X)nsidered; and in this regard, our knowledge follows the
nature of our ideas. If the ideas are abstract, whose agree-

ment or disagreement we perceive, our knowledge is uni-

versal. For what is known of such general ideas, will be
tine of every particular thing in whom that essence, i. e., that
abstract idea, is to be found

;
and what is once known of such

ideas, will be perpetually and for ever true. So that as to

all general knowledge we must search and find it only in our
minds, and it is only the examining of our own ideas that
fumisheth us with that. Truths belonging to essences of
things (that is, to abstract ideas) are eternal, and are to be
found out by the contemplation only of those essences, as the
existences of things are to bo known only from experience.
But having more to say of this in the chapters where I shall

speak of general and real knowledge, this may here suffice as
to^the universality of our knowledge in general.

CHAPTER lY.

OF THE REALITY OF KNOWLEDGE

1. Objection. K'nowledge placed in Ideas may he all hare
Vision.—I DOUBT not but my reader, by this time, may be
apt to think that I have been all this whde only building a
castle in the air

;
and be ready to say to me, ‘‘ To what

purpose all this stir ? Knowledge, say you, is only the per-
ception of the agreement or disagreement of our own
ideas : but who knows what those ideas may be ? Is there
anything so extravagant as the imaginations of men’s brains ?

Where is the head that has no chimeras in it ? Or if there
be a sober and a wise man, what difference will there be, by

(1* 3) ch. 23,) pour croire qu’il y a des hommea dont les pieds sont plus
elev^s qu© la t^te ? (Du Marsais Logique, Art. XIII. Soph. VI. p. 88.)
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your rules, between his knowledge and that of the most
extravagant fancy in the world ] They both have their ideas,

and perceive their agi’eemcnt and disagreement one with

another. If there be any difference between them, the ad-

vantage will be on the warm-headed man’s side, as having

the more ideas, and the more lively
;
and so, by your rules,

he will be the more knowing. If it be true, that all know-
ledge lies only in the perception of the agreement or disagree-

ment of our own ideas, the \ isions of an enthusiast and the

reasonings of a sober man will be equally certain. It is no
matter how things are, so a man observe but the agreement

of his own imaginations, and talk conformably, it is all truth,

all certamty. Such castles in the air will be as strongholds

of truth, as the demonstrations of Euclid. That an harpy
is not a centaur is by this way as certain knowledge, and as

much a truth, as that a square is not a circle.

“ But of what use is all this fine knowledge of men’s own
imaginations, to a man that inquires after the reality of

things? It matters not what men’s fancies are, it is the

knowledge of things that is only to be prized
;

it is this

alone gives a value to our reasonings, and preference to one
man’s knowledge over another’s, that it is of things as they
really arc, and not of dreams and fancies.”

2. Answer. Not sOy where Ideas agree with Things.—To
which I answer, that if our knowledge of our ideas terminate

in them, and reach no further, where there is something
further intended, our most serious thoughts will be of little

more use than the reveries of a crazy brain
;
and the truths

built thereon of no more weight than the discourses of a man,
who sees things clearly in a dream, and with great assurance

utters them. But I hope, before I have done, to make it

evident that this way of certainty, by the knowledge of our
own ideas, goes a little further than bare imagination

;
and I

believe it will appear that all the certainty of general truths

a man has lies in nothing else.

3. It is evident tKe mind knows not things immediately,

but only by the intervention of the ideas it has of them Our
knowledge, therefore, is real only so far as there is a con-

formity between our ideas and the reality of things. But
what shall be here the criterion ? How shall the mind,
when it perceives nothing but its own ideas, know that they
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agree with things themselves 1 This, though it seems not to

want difficulty, yet, I think, there be two sorts of ideas that

we may be assured agree with things.

4. Asj I. All simple Ideas do,—First, The first are simple

ideas, which since the mmd, as has been showed, can by no

means make to itself, must necessarily be the product of

things operating on the mind in a natural way, and pro-

ducing therein those perceptions which by the wisdom and

will of our Maker they are ordamcd and adapted to. From
whence it follows, that simple ideas are not fictions of our

fancies, but the natural and regular productions of things

without us, really operating upon us, and so carry with them
all the conformity which is intended, or which our state

requires
;

for they represent to us things under those appear-

ances which they are fitted to produce in us, whereby we are

enabled to distinguish the sorts of particular substances, to

discern the states they are in, and so to take them for our

necessities, and to apply them to our uses. Thus the idea of

whiteness or bitterness, as it is in the mind, exactly answer-

ing that power which is in any body to produce it there,

has all the real conformity it can or ought to have,

with things without us. And this conformity between our

simple ideas and the existence of things, is sufficient for real

knowledge.

0. If. All complex Ideas, except of Substances.— Secondly,

All our complex ideas, except those of substances, being

archetypes of the mind s own making, not intended to be

the copies of anything, nor referred to the existence of any-

thing, as to their originals, cannot want any conformity neces-

sary to real knowledge. For that which is not designed to

represent anything but itself, can never be capable of a

wrong representation, nor mislead us from the true appre-

hension of an
3
rthiug by its dislikeness to it

;
and such, ex-

cepting those of substances, are all our complex ideas, which,

as I have showed in another place, are combinations of ideas,

which the mind, by its free choice, puts together, without

considering any connexion they have in nature. And hence
it is, that in all these sorts the ideas themselves are con-

sidered as the archetypes, and things no otherwise regarded,,

but as they are conformable to them. So that we cannot
but be infallibly certain, that all the knowledge we attain con-
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cerning these ideas is real, and reaches things themselves;

because in all our thoughts, reasonings, and discourses of

this kind, we intend things no further than as they are

conformable to our ideas. So that in these we cannot miss

of a certain and undoubted reality.

6. Hence the Reality of Mathematical Knowledge.—I doubt

not but it will be easily granted, that the knowledge we have

of mathematical truths is not only certain, but real know-

ledge; and not the bare empty vision of vain, insignificant

chimeras of the brain; and yet, if we will consider, we shall

find that it is only of our own ideas. The mathematician

considers the truth and properties belonging to a rectangle

or circle only as they are m idea in his own mind. For it is

possible he never found either of them existing mathemati-

cally, i. e., precisely true, in his life. But yet the knowledge

he has of any truths or properties belonging to a circle, or

any other mathematical figure, are nevertheless true and

certain, even of real things existing; because real things are

no further concerned, nor intended to be meant by any such

propositions, than as things really agree to those arche-

types in his mind. Is it true of the idea of a triangle, that

its three angles are equal to two right ones? It is true also

of a triangle, wherever it really exists. Whatever other

figure exists, that is not exactly answerable to the idea of a

triangle in his mind, is not at all concerned in that pro-

position
;
and therefore he is certain all his knowledge con-

cerning such ideas is real knowledge; because, intending

things no further than they agree with those his ideas, he is

sure what he knows concerning those figures, when they have
barely an ideal existence in his mind, will hold true of them
also when they have real existence in matter; his considera-

tion being barely of those fi^gures which are the same,

wherever or however they exist.

7. And ofMoral—And hence it follows that moral know-
ledge is as capable of real certainty as mathemati cs

,
for

certainty being but' the perception of the agreement or

disagreement of our ideas, and demonstration nothing but

the perception of such agreement, by the intervention of

other ideas or mediums; our moral ideas, as well as mathe-

matical, being arcjietypes themselves, and so adequate and

complete ideas, all the agreement or disagi'eement which we
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shall find in them will produce real knowledge, as well as in

mathematical figures.

8. Existence not required to moke it real,—For the attain-

ing of knowledge and certainty, it is requisite that we have

determined ideas, and, to make our knowledge real, it is

requisite that the ideas answer their archetypes. Nor let it

be wondered, that I place the certainty of our knowledge in

the consideration of our ideas, with so little care and regard

(as it may seem) to the real existence of things, since most
of those discourses which take up the thoughts and engage

the disputes of those who pretend to make it their bu^mess

to inquire after truth and certainty, will, I presume, upon
examination, be found to be genei*al propositions, and notions

in which existence is not at all concerned. All the dis-

courses of the mathematicians about the squaring of a circle,

conic sections, or any other part of mathematics, concern

not the existence of any of those figures; but their de-

monstrations, which depend on their ideas, are the same,

whether there be any square or circle existmg in the world
or no. In the same manner, the truth and certainty of

moral discourses abstracts from the lives of men, and the

existence of those virtues in the world whereof they treat.

Nor arc Tully’s Oflices less true, because there is nobody in

the world that exactly practises his rules, and lives up to

that pattern of a virtuous man which he has given us, and
which existed nowhere when he wnt, but in idea. II' it be
true in speculation, i. e., in idea, that murder deserves death,

it will also be true in reality of any action that exists con-

formable to that idea of murder. As for other actions, the

truth of that proposition concerns them not. And thus it is

of all other species of things, which have no other essences

but those ideas which are in the mmds of men.

9. Nor mill it he less true or certain, because moral Idea^
are of our own making and naming .—But it will here be
said, that if moral knowledge be placed in the contemplation
of our own moral ideas, and those, as other modes, be of our
own making, what strange notions will there be of justice and
temperance 1 What confusion of virtues and vices, if every
one may make what ideas of them he pleases I No con-
fusion or disorder m the things themselves, nor the reasonings
about them

; no more than (in mathematics) there would be
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a disturbance in the demonstration, or a change in the pro-
perties of figures, and their relations one to another, if a
man should make a triangle with four comers, or a trapezium
with four right angles

;
that is, in plain English, change the

names of the figures, and call that by one name, which
mathematicians call ordinarily by another. For let a man
man make to himself the idea of a figure with three angles,

whereof one is a right one, and call it, if he please, equi-

laterum or trapezium, or anything else, the properties of

and demonstrations about that idea will be the same, as if

he called it a rectangular triangle. I confess the change of

the name, by the impropriety of speech, will at first disturb

him who knows not what idea it stands for; but as soon as

the figure is drawn, the consequences and demonstrations are

plain and clear. Just the same is it in moral knowledge

;

let a man have the idea of taking from others, without their

consent, what their honest industry has possessed them of,

and call this justice if he please. He that takes the name
here without the idea put to it, will be mistaken by joining

another idea of his own to that name : but strip the idea of

that name, or take it such as it is in the speaker’s mind, and
the same things will agree to it, as if you called it injustice.

Indeed, wrong names in moral discourses breed usually more
disorder, because they are not so easily rectified as in mathe-
matics, where the figure, once drawn and seen, makes the

name useless and of no force. For what need of a sign, when
the thing signified is present and in view ? But in moral
names that cannot be so easily and shortly done, because of

the many decompositions that go to the making up the com-
plex ideas of those modes. But yet for all this miscalling of

any of those ideas, contrary to the usual signification of the

words of that language, hinders not but that we may have
certain and demonstrative knowledge of their several agree-

ments and disagreements, if we will carefully, as in mathe-
matics, keep to the same jirecise ideas, and trace them in

their several relations one to another, without being led

away by their names. If we but separate the idea under
consideration from the sign that stands for it, our knowledge
goes equally on in the discovery of real truth and certainty,

whatever sounds we make use of.

]0. Misnaming disturbs not the Certainty of the Know-
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ledge.—One tiling more we are to take notice of, that where

God or any other law-maker hath defined any moral names,

there they have made the essence of that species to which

that name belongs
;
and there it is not safe to apply or use

them otherwise : but in other cases it is bare impropriety of

speech to apply them contrary to the common usage of the

country. But yet even this too disturbs not the certainty of

that knowledge which is still to be had by a due contem-

plation and comparing of those even nick-named ideas.

1 1 Ideas of Substances have their Archetypes without

us.—Thirdly, There is another sort of complex ideas, which,

being referred to archetypes without us, i®ay differ from
them, and so our knowledge about them may come short of

being real. Such arc our ideas of substances, which, consist-

ing of a collection of simple ideas, supposed taken fiom the

works of nature, may yet vary from them, by having more
or different ideas united in them, than are to be found
united in the things themselves. From whence it comes to

pass, that they may, and often do fail of being exactly con-

formable to things themselves.

12. So far as they agree with those
,
so far our Knowledge

concerning them is real—I say, then, that to have ideas of
substances, which, by being conformabJip to thing^^ay afibrd

us real knowledge, it is not enough, as in modes, to put toge-

ther such ideas as have no inconsistence, though they did never
before so exist, v. g, the ideas of sacrilege or ])erjury, &c.,

were as real and true ideas before, as after the existence of
any such fact. But our ideas of substances being supposed
copies, and referred to archetypes without us, must still be
taken from something that does or has existed; they must
not consist of ideas put together at the pleasure of our
thoughts, without any real pattern they were taken from,

though we can perceive no inconsistence in such a combina-
tion. The reason whereof is, because we, knowing not what
real constitution it is of substances whereon our simple ideas

depend, and which really is the cause df the strict union of
some of them one with another, and the exclusion of others

;

there are very few of them that we can be sure are or are
not inconsistent in nature, any farther than experience and
sensible observation reach. Herein, therefore, is founded the
reality of our knowledge concerning substances, that all our
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complex ideas of them must be such, and such only, as are
made up of such simple ones as have been discovered to co-

exist m nature, ^nd our ideas being thus true, though not,
perhaps, very exact copies, are yet the subjects of real (as

far as we have any) knowledge of them; which (as has been
already shown) will not be found to reach very^ far

,
but so

far as it does, it will still be real knowledge. Whatever
ideas we have, the agreement we find they have with others
will still be knowledge. If those ideas be abstract, it will

be general knowledge. But to make it real concerning sub-
stances, the ideas must be taken from the real existence of
things. What^er simple ideas have been found to co-exist

in any substance, these we may with confidence join to-

gether again, and so make abstract ideas of substances. For
whatever have once had an union in nature, may be united
again.

13. In our Inquiries about Suhsta'nces, we must consider

Ideas^ and not confine our Tlwuglits to NameSy or Species

supposed set out by Names,—This, if wo rightly consider, and
confine not our thoughts and abstract ideas to names, as if

there were, or could be no other sorts of things than what
known names had already determined, and, as it were, set

out, we shq^d think things with greater freedom and less

confusion than jierhaps we do. It would possibly be thought
a bold paradox, if not a very dangerous falsehood, if I
should say that some changelmgs,* who have lived forty

^ \VLat changelings were by oni superstitious ancestors supposed to
be, may be learned Irom the following story — “ There lived once near
Tir’s lake two lonely people, who were sadly plagued with a changeling,
given them by the underground people inste^ of their own child,
which had not been baptised in tune Tins changehng behaved in a
very strange and uncommon manner, for when there was no one m the
place he was m great spiiits, ran up the walls like a cat, sat under the
roof, and shouted and bawled away lustily , but sat dozuig at the end
of the table when any one was m the loom with him He was able
to eat as much as any four, and never caied what it was that was set
before him

,
but, though ho regarded not the quality of his food, in

quantity he was never satisfied, and gave excessive annoyance to every
one m the house When they had tried for a long time m vain how
they could best get rid of him, smee there was no living in the house
with him, a smart girl pledged herself that she would banish him from
the house

,
who accordingly, while he was out in the fields, took a pig

and killed it, and put it, hide, hair, and all, into a black pudding, and
set it before him when he came home. He began, as was his custom.
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years together without any appearance of reason, are some-

thing between a man and a beast
;
which prejudice is founded

upon nothing else but a false supposition, that these two
names, man and beast, stand for distinct species to set out

by real essences, that there can come no other species be-

tween them ; whereas, if we will abstract from those names,

and the supposition of such specific essences made by nature,

wherein all things of the same denominations did exactly and
equally partake

; if we would not fancy that there were a
certain number of these essences, wherein all things, as in

moulds, were cast and formed
; we should find that the idea

of the shape, motion, and life of a man without reason, is

as much a distinct idea, and makes as much a distinct sort of

things from man and beast, as the idea of the shape of an
ass with reason would be difierent from either that of man
or beast, and be a species of an animal between or distinct

from both.

1 4. Objection against a Changeling being something between

a Man and Beaet^ answered.—Here everybody will be ready
to ask. If changelings may be supposed something between
man and beast, piay what are they? I answer, Change-
lings

;
which is as good a word to signify something different

from the signification of man or beast, as the names man
and beast are to have significations different one from the
other. This, well considered, would resolve this matter, and
show my meaning without any more ado. But I am not so

unacquainted with the zeal of some men, which enables

them to spin consequences, and to see religion threatened
whenever any one ventures to quit their forms of speaking,

as not to foresee what names such a proposition as this is

like to be charged with : and without doubt it will be asked,

If changelings are something between man and beast, what
will become of them in the other world? To which I answer,

to gobble it up
;
but when he had eaten for some time, he began to

relax a little in his efforts, and at last he stood still, with his knife in

1^ hand, looking at the pudding. At length, after sitting for some
time in this manner, he began —‘A pudding with hide!—a pudding
with hair!— a pudding with eyes* — and a pudding with legs in it!

Well, three times have T seen a young wood by Tir’s lake, but never yet
did I see such a pudding ! The devil himself may stay here now for
me

' So saying, he ran off with himself, and never more came back
•gain.” (Keightley’s Fairy Mythology, Bohn’s edition.)—

E

d,

VOL. II, N
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1. It concerns me not to know or inquire. To their own
master they stand or fall. It will make their state neither

better nor worse, whether we determine anything of it or

no. They are in the hands of a faithful Creator and a

bountiful Father, who disposes not of his creatures accoidmg

to our narrow thoughts or opinions, nor distinguishes them
according to names and species of our contrivance. And
we that know so little of this present world we are in, may,

I think, content ourselves without being peremptory iii de-

fining the different states which creatines shall come into

when they go off this stage. It may siifhce us, that he liath

made known to all those who are capable of instruction,

discoursing, and reasoning, that they shall come to an

account, and receive according to what they have done in

this body.

15. But, Secondly, I answer. The force of these men's

question (viz. Will you deprive changelings of a future

state?) is founded on one of these two suppositions, which

are both false. The first is, that all things that have the

outward shape and appearance of a man must necessarily be

designed to an immortal future being after this life : or,

secondly, that whatever is of human birth must be so.

Take away those imaginations, and such (piestions will be

groundless and ridiculous, I desire, then, those who think

there is no more but an accidental difference between them-

selves and changelings, the essence in both being exactly the

same, to consider, whether they can imagine immortality

annexed to any outivard shape of the body'^ the very pro-

posing it is, I suppose, enough to make them disown it. No
one yet, that ever I heard of, how much soever immersed in

matter, allowed that excellency to any figure of the gross

sensible outward paits, as to affirm eternal life due to it, or

a necessary consequence of it or that any mass of matter

should, after its dissolution here, be again restored hereafter

to an everlasting state of seii^c, perception, and knowledge,

only because it was nioiilded into this or that figure, and

And yet wlio, by liis feclin«^s is not led to think that beajity de-

scivcH iininortality The nncients le u.oning accoiding to the principles

of F.iganism, innigined tins (pnility tj be of a godlike nature, and
\Yoi*thy of divine lionouis, which aceoidingly weie in some places paid

to it.

—

Ed.
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had such a particular frame of its visible parts. Such an
opinion as this, placing immortality in a certain superficial

figure, turns out of doors all consideration of soul or spirit,

upon whose account alone some corporeal bemgs have hitherto

been concluded immortal, and othei’s not. This is to attri-

bute more to the outside than inside of things
;
and to place

the excellency of a man more in the external shape of his

body, than internal perfections of his soul
,
which is but

little better than to a^inex the great and inestimable ad-

vantage of immortality and life everlasting, which he has
above other material beings, to annex it, I say, to the cut of

his beard, or the fashion of his coaf. For this or that out-

ward mark of our bodies no more carries with it the hojie of
an eternal duration, than the fashion of a man’s suit gives

him reasonable gi’oiinds to imagine it will never wear out,

or that it will make him immortal. It will pei haps bo said,

that nobody thinks that the shape makes anything immortal,

but it is the shape is the sign of a rational soul within,

which is immortal. I wonder who made it the sign of any
such thing

,
for barely saying it, will not make it so

;
it

would re(piire some proofs to persuade one of it. No figure

that I know speaks any such language. For it may as

rationally be concluded, that the dead body of a man,
wherein there is to lie found no moie appearance or action of
life than there is in a statue, has yet nevertheless a living

soul in it because of its shape
;
as that there is a mtional

soul in a changeling, because he has the outside of a rational

creature, when his actions carry far less marks of reason

with them, in the whole course of his life, than what are to*

be found in many a beast.

16. J/omters.—But it is the issue of rational parents, and
must therefore be concluded to have a rational soul. I know
not by what logic you must so conclude. I am sure this is

a conclusion that men nowhere allow of. For if they did,

they would not malce bold, as everywhofe they do, to destroy

ill-formed and mis-shaped productions. Ay, but these aro

monsters. Let them be so : what will your drivelling, un-
intelligent, intractable changeling be? Shall a defect in the
body make a monster

;
a defect m the mind (the far more

noble, and, in the common phrase, the far more essential

part) not? Shall the want of a nose, or a neck, make a.

N 2
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monster, and put such issue out of the rank of men
;
the

'want of reason and understanding, not? This Ls to bring

all back again to what was exploded just now: this is to

place all in the shape, and to take the measure of a man
only by his outside. To show that, according to the ordi-

nary way of reasoning in this matter, people do lay the

whole stress on the figure, and resolve the whole essence of

the species of man (as they make it) into the outward shape,

how unreasonable soever it be, and how much soever they

disown it; we need but trace their thoughts and practice

a little fui-ther, and then it will plainly appear. The well-

bhaj)ed changeling is a man, has a rational soul, though it

‘ appear not : tliis is past doubt, say you. Make the ears a

little longer, and more pointed, and the nose a little flatter

than ordmary, and then you begin to boggle; make the

face yet narrower, flatter, and longer, and then you are at a

stand : add still more and more of the likeness of a brute to

it, and let the head be perfectly that of some other animal,

then presently it is a monster; and it is demonstration with

you that it hath no rational soul, and must bo destroyed.

Where now (I ask) shall be the just measure of the utmost

bounds of that shape, that carries with it a rational soul?

For since there have been human foetuses produced, half

beast and half man; and others three paiis one, and one

part the other; and so it is possible they may be in all

the variety of approaches to the one or the other shape, and

may have several degrees of mixture of the likeness of a

man or a brute; I would gladly know what are those pre-

cise lineaments, which, according to this hypothesis, are or

are not capable of a rational soul to be joined to them.

What sort of outside is the certain sign that there is or is

not such an inhabitant within? For till that be done, we
talk at random of man

;
and shall always, I fear, do so, as

long as we give ourselves up to certain sounds, and the ima-

ginations of settled ai?id fixed species in nature, we know not

what. But, after all, I desire it may be considered, tliat

those who think they have answered the difficulty by telling

ns, that a mis-shaped foetus is a monster, run into the same

fault they are arguing against, by constituting a species be-

tween man and beast. For what else, I pray, is their mon-

ster in the case, (if the word monster signifies anything at
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all,) but something neither man nor beast, but partaking'

somewhat of either? And just so is the changeling before

mentioned. So necessary is it to quit the common notion

of species and essences, if we will truly look into the nature

of things, and examine them by what our faculties can dis-

cover in them as they exist, and not by groundless fancies

that have been taken up about them.

1 7. Words and Species.—I have mentioned this here, be-

cause I think we cannot be too cautious that words and
species, in the ordinary notions which we have been used to

of them, impose not on us. For I am apt to think therein

lies one great obstacle to our clear and distinct knowledge,

especially in referen(?ie to substances : and from thence has

rose a great part of the difficulties about truth and certainty.

Would we accustom ourselves to separate our contempla-

tions and reasonings from words, we might in a great measure
remedy this inconvenience within our own thoughts

\
but

yet it would still disturb us in our discourse with others, as

long as we retained the opinion, that species and their

essences were anything else but our absti-act ideas (such as

they are) with names annexed to them, to be the signs of

them.

18. Recapitylation .—Wherever we perceive the agreement

or disagreement of any of our ideas, there is certain know-
ledge

;
and wherever we arc sure those ideas agree with the

reality of things, there is certain real knowledge. Of which
agreement of our ideas with the reality of things, having
hero given the marks, I think I have shown wherein it is

that certainty, real certainty, consists, which, whatever it

was to others, was, I confess, to me heretofore, one of those

desiderata which I found great want of.

CHAPTER W
OP TRUTH IN GENEJIAL.

1. What Truth is .

—

What is truth? was an inquiry many
ages since;* and it being that which all mankind either do,

“ What ia truth? aaid jeating Pilate, and would not stay for aa
answer.” (Bacon’s Essays on Truth, pi) The reader, it is probable,
will in this place call to mind a passage of singular beauty and dehcacy
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or pretend to search after, it cannot but be worth oiu: while

carefully to examine wherein it consists, and so acquaint

ourselves with the nature of it, as to observe how the mind
distinguishes it from falsehood.

which occurs in Aristotle’s Ethics, wheic, in a very few words, he draws
a striking parallel between the claims of fi lendship and truth Speak-

ing of the supreme good, he says —To ct KaOoXov, ptXrLov laiog Ittktice-

ipatrOai, Kai ^laTropt'jaai ttCjq X&yerai, Kaiirtp TrpoadvrovQ rrjt; roiavTtjg

yivon'^vriQ did to (l)'iXovg dvdpag daayaytiv rd ddj], Ao^eie

0 dp icujg (5eXtlov d vaij Kai ditp iiri aiJi)T7jpia ye Tijg aX7]9Eiag Kai ra
OLKtia dpaipelp, dXXwg re Kai ^iXoaoipovg dvrag ’Apapolv yap dvroiv,

^lXolv daiov TrpoTipi^v t7]v dXriOeiaif (Ethic ad Nichora L. T c vi.

§ 1 ) “It were perhaps beat to consider good universal, and examine
how it is named

,
although this question be puinful to me, because the

doctrine of ideas was mtioduced by persons whom I smeerely love.

Neveitheless, for truth’s sake, it will perhaps be judged the best course
for a philosopher to saermee even his own proper opinions For though
friendship and truth be both objects of lo\ e, I regard it as a sacred duty
to prefer the latter.” Hence the old sajang — “ Amicus IHato^ amicus
Socrates, sed majus arnica leritas ” Victor s remaik upon tins passage
is woithy of being preserved — “ Purgat antem se primum, quod neces-
sitate 80 cogente, advei-satunis sit sentcntim sui doctoiis unde vocat
hanc questioiiem arduam, quia amici ipsius homines, anctores fuerunt
idearum induxenmtque ipsas in disputationem de summo bono : dignum
vero se ostendit esse, cm ignoscatur, ac fortasse etiain, (pu laudcturcuin
otficio fungatur h. philosopho emm veutas m pimiLs amplexarida est,

ceteris que lebus omnibus aiiteponenda, quare oportet etiam suas pro-
prias opmiones confutarc, cum cognitm postea sunt alicui vitio, aut
errori affines, id quod memori® pioditum est, fecisse Hippociatem, qui
non ventur est faten, se in futura humam capitis ahquando deceptum
fuisse.” The search after truth, in the opinion of Montaigne, was so
agreeable as to amount even to a luxur}^, which the Stoics abandoned
as blamable “II ne faut pas trouver estrange, si gents desesperez
de la pnnse n’ont pas laissd d’avom plaisir la chasse, I’dtude estant de soi

une occupation plaisante, et si plaisante que parmi les voluptes, les Stoi-

ciens defendent aussi cello qui vient do I’exercitation de I’esprit, y veulent
de la bride, et trouvent de I’lntemperancc h trop scavoii ” (Essais, 1. XI.
c xii. t. V. p. 46.) Lord Bacon observes, that some persons love the
lie for the he’s sake, and Montaigne confesses that something very
similar had always been reproached to his countrymen “Le premier
traiet de la corru^ion des moeure, e’est lo bannissemcnt de la V^ntd:
car comme disoit rindarf, I’estre ventable, eat le commencement d’une
grande vertu, et le premiei article que Platon demande au Gouver-
neurs de sa Eespublique. Nostre v^ntd do maintenant, ce n’est pas ce
qui est, mais ce qui se persuade k autruy

,
comme nous appellons mon-

noye non celle qui est loyalle seulement, mais la fausse aussi, qui a mise.
Hostre nation est de long temps reprochde de ce vice car Salvianus
M^siheiisis, (He Gubernat Hei, L 1. c xiv. p. 87. Edit. 3, Baluz.)
qui estoit du temps de TEmpereur Valentmian, dit, qu’awo; Francoys
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2. A riglU joining or separating of Signs, i. e., Ideas or

Wcyrds.—Truth, then, seems to me, in the proper import of

the word, to signify nothing but the joining or separating of

signs, as the things signified by them do agree or disagree

one with another. The joining or separating of signs here

meant, is what by another name we call proposition. So

that tmth properly belongs only to propositions: whereof

there are two sorts, viz., mental and verbal; as there are

two sorts of signs commonly made use of, viz., ideas and

words,

3. Which make mental or verhal Propositions,—To form a

clear notion of truth, it is very necessary to consider truth of

thought, and tmth of word.s, distinefcly ono from another;

but yet it is very difficult to treat of them asunder. Because

it is unavoidable, in treating of mental propositions, to make

use of words
;
and then the instances given of mental pro-

positions cease immediately to be barely mental, and become

verbal. For a mental proposition being nothing but a bare

consideration of the ideas, as they are m our minds, stripped

of names, they lose iho nature of purely mental propositions

as soon as they are put into words.

4. Mental Froposilims are very hard to he trejxted of.—And
that which makes it yet harder to treat of mental and verbal

propositions sepaiately is, that most men, if not all, in their

thinking and reasonings within themselves, make use of

words instead of ideas: at least when the subject of their

meditation contain^ in it complex ideas. Which is a great

evidence of the imperfection and uneertainty of our ideas of

that kind, and may, if attentively made use of, servo for a

mark to show us what are those things we have clear and

perfect established ideas of, and what not. For if wo will

curiously observe the way our mind takes in tliinking and

reasoning, we shall find, I suppose, that when wo make any

propositions within our own thoughts about white or black,

sweet or bitter, a triangle or a circle, v/e can and often do

U mentir et se parjurcr 'tCest pas vice mais une facon de parler. Qui

voudroit enchens sur ce tesmoignagc, il pourroit dire qui ce leur est a

present vertu. On s'y forme, on s’y faconne, comme k un exercise

d’honneur • car la dissimulation est des plus notables qualitds de C6

Biecle.” (L. II. c. xviii. t. vi p. 123 et seq. On Contemplative Truth,

see Hierocles. In Carm. Pythag. pp. 219—276.)—Ed.
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frame in our minds the ideas themselves, without reflecting

on the names. But when we would consider, or /nake pro-

positions about the more complex ideas, as of a man, vitriol,

fortitude^ ''^6 usually put the name for the idea
;
be-

cause the ideas these names stand for, being for the moat
part imperfect, confused, and undetermined, we reflect on the

names themselves, because they are more clear, certain, and
distinct, and readier occur to our thoughts than the pure

ideas: and so we make use of these words instead of the

ideas themselves, even when we would meditate and reason

within ourselves, and make tacit mental propositions. In
substances, as has been already noticed, this is occasioned by
the imperfection of our ideas; we making the name stand for

the real essence, of which we have no idea at all. In modes,

it is occasioned by the great number of simple ideas that go
to the making them up. For many of them being com-
pounded, tlie name occurs much easier than the comjdex idea

itself, which requires time and attention to be recollected,

and exactly represented to the mind, even in those men who
have formerly been at the pains to do it; and is utterly

impossible to be done by those who, though they have ready
in their memory the greatest pai*t of the common words of

that language, yet perhaps never troubled themselves in all

their lives to consider what precise ideas the most of them
stood for. Some confused or obscure notions have served

their turns, and many who talk very much of religion and
conscience, of church and faith, of power and right, of ob-

structions and humours, melancholy and choler, would perhaps

liave little left in their thoughts and meditations, if one
should desire them to think only of the things themselves,

and lay by those words with which they so often confound

others, and not seldom themselves also.

5. Being nothing hut the joining or separating Ideas loithout

Words .—But to return to the consideration of truth: we
must, I say, observe two soits of propositions that we are

cajiable of making.

Firet, mental, wherein the ideas in our undei'standings

are without the use of words put together, or separated by
the mind, perceiving or judging of their agreement or dis-

agreement.

Secondly, Verbal propositions, which are words, the signs
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cf our ideas, put together or separated in affirmative or nega^

tive sentences. By which way of affirming or denying, these

signs, made by sounds, are, as it were, put together or sepa-

rated one from another. So that proposition consists in

joining or separating signs, and truth consists in the putting

together or separating those signs, accordmg as the things

which they stand for agree or disagi’ee.

6 . JVAm mental Propositions contain real Truth, and when
verbal .—Every one’s experience will satisfy him, that the

mind, either by perceiving or supposing the agreement or

disagreement of any of its ideas, does tacitly within itself put
them into a kind of proposition affirmative or negative,

which I have endeavoured to express by the terms putting

together and separating. But this action of the mind, which
is so familiar to every thinking and reasoning man, is easier

to be conceived by reflecting on what passes in us when we
affirm or deny, than to be explained by words. When a
man has in his head the idea of two lines, viz., the side and
diagonal of a square, whereof the diagonal is an inch long, he
may have the idea also of the division of that line into a
certain number of equal parts; v. g., into five, ten, a hundred,

a thousand, or any other number, and may have the idea of

that inch line being divisible, or not divisible, into such equal

parts, as a certain number of them will be equal to the side-

line. Now, whenever he perceives, behoves, or supposes such

a kind of divisibility to agree or disagree to his idea of that

line, he, as it were, joins or separates those two ideas, viz

,

the idea of that line, and the idea of that kind of divisibility

;

and so makes a mental proposition, which is time or false,

according as such a kind of divisibility, a divisibility into

such aliquot parts, does really agree to that line or no. When
ideas are so put together, or separated in the mind, as they

or the things they stand for do agree ot not, that is, as I may
call it, mental truth. But truth of words is something more ;

and that is the affirming or denying of words one of another,

as the ideas they stand for agree or disagree : and this again is

two-fold
;
either purely verbal and trifling, which I shall speak

of, (chap, viii.,) or real and instructive, which is the object of

that real knowledge which we have spoken of already.

7. Objection against verbal Truth, that thus it may all be

chimerical.—But here again will be apt to occur the same
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doubt about truth, that did about knowledge : and it will

be objected, that if truth be nothing but the joining and
separating of words in propositions, as the ideas they stand for

agree or disagree in men’s minds, the knowledge of truth is

not so valuable a thing as it is taken to be, nor worth the

pains and time men employ in the search of it
;
since by this

account it amounts to no more than the conformity of words
to the chimeras of men’s brains. Who knows not what odd
notions many men’s heads are filled with, and what strange

ideas all men’s brains are capable of ? But if we rest here, we
know the truth of nothing by this rule, but of the visionary

words in our own imaginations ; nor have other truth, but

what as much concerns harpies and centaurs, as men and
horses. For those, and the bkc, may be ideas in our heads, and
have their agi*cemeut or disagreement there, as w^ll as the ideas

of real beings, and so have as true propositions made about

them. And it will be altogether as true a proposition to say

all centaurs are animals, as that all men are animals
; and

the certainty of one as great as the other. For in both the

propositions, the words are put together according to the

agi’eement of the ideas in our minds : and the agreement of

the idea of animal with that of centaur is as clear and
visible to the mind, as the agreement of the idea of animal

with that of man
;
and so these two propositions are equally

tme, equally certain. But of what use is all such truth

to us ?

8. Answered, Beal Truth is about Ideas agreeing to things.

—Though what has been said in the foregoing chapter to

distinguish real from imaginary knowledge, might suffice

here, in answer to this doubt, to distinguish real truth from

chimerical, or (if you please) barely nominal, they depending

both on the same foundation
;
yet it may not be amiss here

again to consider, that though our words signify nothing but

our ideas, yet being designed by them to signify things, the

truth they contain wljen put into propositions will be only

verbal, when they stand for ideas in the mind that have not

an agreement with the reality of things. And therefore

truth as well as knowledge may well come under the dis-

tinction of verbal and real
;

that being only verbal truth,

wherein terms are joined according to the agreement or disa-

greement of the ideas they stand for, without regarding
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whether our ideas are such as really have, or are capable of

having, an existence in nature. But then it is they contain

real truth, when these signs are joined, as our ideas agree

;

and when our ideas are such as we know are capable of hav-

ing an existence in nature
;
which in substances we cannot

know, but by knowing that such have existed.

9. Falsehood is tlie joining of Names otherwise tha/n their

Ideas agree,—Truth is the marking down in words the agree-

ment or disagreement of ideas as it is. Falsehood is the

marking down in words the agreement or disagreement of

ideas otherwise than it is. And so fir as these ideas, thus

marked by sounds, agree to their archetypes, so 'far only is

the truth real. The knowledge of this truth consists in

knowing what ideas the words stand for, and the perception

of the agreement or disagreement of those ideas, according as

it is marked by those words.

10. General Propositions to he treated of more at large,

—

But because words are looked on as the great conduits of

truth and knowledge, and that in conveying and receiving

of truth, and commonly in reasoning about it, wo make use

of words and propositions; I sludl more at large inquire

wherein the certainty of real truths contained in propositions

consists, and where it is to be had
,
and endeavour to show

in what sort of universal propositions we are capable of being

certain of their real truth or falsehood.

I shall begin with general propositions, as those which
most employ our thoughts, and exercise our contemplation.

General truths are most looked after by the mind as those

that most enlarge our knowledge
;
and by their comprehen-

siveness satisfying us at once of many particulars, enlarge our
view, and shorten our way to knowledge.

11. Mm'al and Metaphysical Truth,—Besides tnith taken

in the strict sense before mentioned, there are other sorts of

truth
;

as, 1. Moral truth, which is speaking of things

according to the persuasion of our own minds, though the

proposition we speak agree not to the* reality of things. 2.

Metaphysical truth, which is nothing but the real existence

of things, conformable to the ideas to which we have annexed
their names. This, though it seems to consist in the very
beings of things, yet, when considered a little nearly, will

appear to include a tacit proposition, whereby the mind joins
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that particular thing to the idea it had before settled with

the name to it. But these considerations of truth, either

having been before taken notice of, or not being much to

our present purpose, it may suffice here only to have men-
tioned them.

CHAPTER VI.

OF UNIVERSAL PROPOSITIONS, THEIR TRUTH AND CERTAINTY.

1. Treating of Words necessary to Knowledge,—Though
the examining and judging of ideas by themselves, their

names being quite laid aside, be the best and surest way to

clear and distinct knowledge; yet, through the prevailing

custom of using sounds for ideas, I think it is very seldom

practised. Every one may observe how common it is for

names to be made use of, instead of the ideas themselves,

even when men think and reason within their own breasts

;

especially if the ideas be very complex, and made up of a

great collection of simple ones. This makes the considera-

tion of words and propositions so necessary a part of the

treatise of knowledge, that it is very hard to speak intelli-

gibly of the one, without explaining the other.

2. General Tmths hardly to he understood^ hut in verhal

Propositions.—All the knowledge we have, being only of

particular or general truths, it is evident that whatever may
be done in the former of these, the latter, which is that

which with reason is most sought after, can never be well

made known, and is very seldom apprehended, but as con-

ceived and expressed in words. It is not, therefore, out of

our way in the examinatign of our knowledge, to inquire into

the truth and certainty of universal propositions.

3. Certainty twofold—of Truth and of Knowledge.—But
that wo may not be misled in this case by that which is the

danger everywhere, T mean by the doubtfulness of terms,

it is fit to observe that certainty is twofold : certainty of

truth and certainty of knowledge. Certainty of truth is,

when words are so put together in propositions as exactly

to express the agreement or disagreement of the ideas they

stand for, as really it is. Certainty of knowledge is to per-
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ceivc the agreement or disagreement of ideas, as expressed in

any proposition. This we usually call knowing, or being

certain of the truth of any proposition.

4. No Proposition can he known to he true, ivhere the Essence

of each Species mentioned is not known.—Now, because we
cannot be certain of the truth of any general proposition,

unless we know the precise bounds and extent of the species

its terms stand for, it is necessary we should know the

essence of each species, which is that which constitutes and
bounds it. This, in all simple ideas and modes, is not hard
to do. For in these the real and nominal essence being the

same, or, which is all one, the abstract idea which the general

term stands for being the sole essence and boundary that is-

or can be supposed of the species, there can be no doubt how
far the species extends, or what things are comprehended
under each term

;
which, it is evident, are all that have an

exact conformity with the idea it stands for, and no other.

But in substances wherein a real essence distinct from the

nominal is supposed to constitute, determine, and bound tho
species, the extent of the general word is very uncertain

because, not knowing this real essence, we cannot know what
is, or what is not of that species

;
and, consequently, what

may or may not with certainty be affirmed of it. And thus,

speaking of a man, or gold, or any other species of natural

substances, as siipposed constituted by a precise and real

essence which nature regularly imparts to eveiy individual of

that kind, whereby it is made to be of that species, we can-

not be certain of the truth of any affirmation or negation

made of it. For man or gold, taken in this sense, and used
for species of things constitute<l by real essences, different

frorn the complex idea in the mind of tho speaker, stand for

we know not what
;
and the extent of these species, with

such boundaries, are so unknown and undetermined, that it

is impossible with any certainty to affirm, that all men aro

rational, or that all gold is yellow. But where the nominal
essence is kept to, as the boundary of 'each species, and men
extend the application of any general term no further than
to the particular things in which the complex idea it stands,

for is to be found, there they are in no danger to mistake the
bounds of each species, nor can be in doubt, on this account^

whether any proposition be true or not. I have chosen te
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explain this uncertainty of propositions in this scholastic

way, and have made use of the terms of essences, and species,

on purpose to show the absurdity and inconvenience there is

to think of them as of any other sort of realities, than barely

abstract ideas with names to them. To suppose that the

species of things are anything but the sorting of them under

general names, according as they agree to several abstract

ideas, of which we make those names the signs, is to confotind

truth, and introduce uncertainty into all general propositions

that can be made about them. Though therefore these things

might, to people not possessed with scholastic learning, be

treated of in a better and clearer way
;
yet those wrong notions

of essences or species having got root in most people’s minds

who have received any tincture from the learning which has

prevailed in this part of the world, are to be discovered and
removed, to make way for that use of words which should

convey certainty with it.

5. This more jparticvlarly concerns Substances—The names
of substances, then, whenever made to stand for s})ecies which
are supposed to be constituted by real essences which we
know not, are not capable to convey certainty to the under-

standing: of the truth of general propositions made up of

such terms we cannot be sure. The reason whereof is plain

:

for how can we be sure that this or that quality is in gold,

when we know not what is or is not gold] Since in this

way of speaking, nothing is gold but what partakes of an
essence, which we not knowing, cannot know where it is or

is not, and so cannot be sure that any parcel of matter in the

world is or is not in this sense gold; being incurably igno-

rant whether it has or has not that which makes anything
to bo called gold; i. e., that real essence of gold whereof wo
have no idea at all : this being as impossible for us to know
as it is for a blind man to tell in what flower the colour of

a pansy is or is not to be found, whilst he has no idea of the

colour of a pansy at all. .Or if we could (which is impossible)

certainly know where A real essence, which we know not, is

;

V. g., in what parcels of matter the real essence of gold is
•

yet could we not be sure that this or that quality could with
truth be affirmed of gold

;
since it is impossible for us to

know that this or that quality or idea has a necessary con-

nexion with a real essence of which we have no idea at all,
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whatever species tliat supposed real essence may be imagined

to constitute.

6 TJie Truth offm universal Propositions concerning Sub-

stances is to he knoum ,—On the other side, the names of sub-

stances, when made use of as they should be, for the ideas

men have in their minds, though they carry a clear and
determinate signification with them, will not yet serve us to

make many universal propositions, of whose tnith we can be

certain. Not because in this use of them wo are uncertain

what things are signified by them, but because the complex

idea^ they stand for are such combinations of simple ones as

carry not with them any discoverable connexion or repug-

nancy, but with a very few other ideas.

7. Because Co-existe7ice of Ideas mfew Cases is to he known,

—The complex ideas that our names of the species of sub-

stances properly stand for, are collections of such qualities as

have been observed to co-exist in an unknown substratum,

which we call substance: but what other qualities neces-

sarily co-exist with such combinations, we cannot certainly

know, unless we can discover their natural dependence;

which, in their primary qualities, we can go but a veiy little

way in
;
and in all their secondary qualities wo can discover

no connexion at all, for the reasons mentioned, chap, in., viz.,

1. Because we know not the real constitutions of substances,

on which each secondary quality particularly depends. 2. Did
we know that it would serve us only for experimental (not

universal) knowledge; and reach with certainty no further

than that bare instance: because our understandings can

discover no conceivable connexion between any secondary

quality and any modification whatsoever of any of the primary

ones. And therefore there are very few general propositions

to be made concerning substances, which can carry with

them undoubted ceiiainty.

8. Instance in Gold.—All gold is fixed, is a proposition

whose truth we cannot be certain of, how universally soever

it be believed. For if, according to the useless imagination

of the schools, any one supposes the term gold to stand for a
species of things set out by nature, by a real essence belong-

ing to it, it 13 evident he knows not what particular sub-

stances are of that species; and so cannot with certainty

affirm anything universally of gold. But if he makes gold
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stand for a species determined by its nominal essence, let the

nominal essence, for example, be the complex idea of a body

of a certain yellow colour, malleable, fusible, and heavier

than any other known
;

in this proper use of the word gold,

there is no difficulty to know what is or is not gold. But

yet no other quality can with certainty be universally

affirmed or denied of gold, but what hath a discoverable con-

nexion or inconsistency with that nominal essence. Fixed-

ness, for example, having no necessary connexion, that we
can discover, with the colour, weight, or any other simple

idea of our complex one, or with the whole combination

together; it is impossible that we should certainly know the

truth of this proposition, that all gold is fixed.

9. As there is no discoverable connexion between fixed-

ness and the colour, weight, and other simple ideas of that

nominal essence of gold
;
so if we make our complex idea of

gold a body yellow, fusible, ductile, weighty, and fixed, we
shall be at the same uncertainty concerning solubility in aq.

regia, and for the same reason: since we can never, from

consideration of the ideas themselves, with certainty affirm

or deny of a body whose complex idea is made up of yellow,

very weighty, ductile, fusible, and fixed, that it is soluble in

aq. regia
;
and so on of the rest of its qualities. I would

gladly meet Avith one general affirmation concerning any

quality of gold, that any one can certainly know is time. It

will, no doubt, be presently objected, Is not this an univei*sal

proposition, “all gold is malleable?” To which I answer,

it is a very certain proposition, if malleableuess be a jiart of

the complex idea the word gold stands foz\ But then here

is nothing affirmed of gold, but that that sound stands for

an idea in which malleableness is contained : and such a sort

of truth and certainty as this, it is to say a centaur is four-

footed. But if malleableness make not a part of the specific

essence the name of gold stands for, it is plain, “ all gold is

malleable,” is not a certain proposition. Because, let the

complex idea of gold*be made up of whichsoever of its other

qualities you please, malleableness will not appear to depend

on that complex idea, nor follow from any simple one con-

tained in it ; the connexion that malleableness has (if it has

any) with those other qualities being only by the interven-

tion of the real constitution of its insensible parts; which.
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since wo know not, it is impossible we should perceive that

connexion, unless we could discover that which ties them
together.

10. As far as any such Co-existence can he known
,
so far

universal Propositioyis may he certain.—But this will go hut

a little Way^ because—The more, indeed, of these co-existing

qualities we unite into one complex idea under one name,
the more precise and determinate we make the signification

of that word
;
but never yet make it thereby more capable

of universal certainty, in respect of other qualities not con-

tained in our complex idea; since we jierceive not their con-

nexion or dependence on one another, being ignorant both of

that real constitution in which they are all founded, and also

how they flow from it. For the chief part of our knowledge
concerning substances is not, as in other things, barely of

the relation of two ideas that may exist separately; but is of

the necessary connexion and co-existence of several distinct

ideas in the same subject, or of them repugnancy so to

co-cxist. Could we begin at the other end, and discover

what it was wherein that colour consisted, what made a body
lighter or heavier, what texture of parts made it malleable,

fusible, and fixed, and fit to be dissolved in tins sort of

liquor, and not in another—if, J say, we had such an idea

as this of bodies, and could perceive wherein all sensible

qualities origmally consist, and how they arc produced
,
we

might frame such ideas of them as would fuimsh us with
matter of more geneial knowledge, and enable us to make
universal proj)ositions, that should carry general truth and
ceitainty with them. But whilst our complex ideas of tlie

sorts of substances are so remote from that internal real

constitution on which their sensible qualities depend, and
are made up of nothing but an imperfect collection of those

apparent qualities our senses can discover, there can be few
general propositions concerning substances of whose real truth
we can be certainly assured; since theie are but few simple
ideas of whose connexion and nece.'^saty co-existence we can
have certain and undoubted knowledge I imagine, amongst
all the secondary qualities of substances, and the powers re-

lating to them, there cannot any two be named whose
necessary co-existencc or repugnance to co-exist can certainly

be known, unless in those of the same sense, which neces-

VOL. IL O
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sarily exclude one another, as I have elsewhere showed. No
one, I think, by the colour that is in any body, can certainly

know what smell, taste, sound, or tangible qualities it has,

nor what alterations it is capable to make or receive on or
from other bodies. The same may be said of the sound or
taste, &c. Our sjiecific names of substances standing for any
collections of such ideas, it is not to be wondered that wo
can with them make very few general propositions of un-
doubted real certainty. But yet so far as any complex idea
of any sort of substances contains in it any simple idea,

whose necessary co-cxistence with any other may be disco-

vered, so far universal propositions may with certainty be
made concerning it : v. g., could any one discover a necessary

connexion between malleablcness and the colour or weight of
gold, or any other part of the comjilcx idea signified by that
name, he might make a certain universal 2>roposLtion con-
cerning gold in this respect; and the real truth of this

proposition, that all gold is malleable,” would bo as certain

as of this, the three angles of all right-lined triangles are
all equal to two right ones.”

11. Tlie Qualities which make our complex Ideas of Sub-
stances depend mostly on external, remote, and unp&i'ceived

Causes,—Had we such ideas of substances as to know what
real constitutions iiroduce those sensible qualities we find in
them, and how those qualities flowed from thence, we could,

by the specific ideas of their real essences in our own minds,
more certainly find out their properties, and discover what
qualities they had or had not, than we can now by our
senses: and to know the proiieities of gold, it would be no
more necessary that gold should exist, and that we should
make experiments upon it, than it is necessary for the know-
ing the properties of a triangle, that a triangle should ex^st

in any matter, the idea in our minds would serve for the
one as well as the other. But we are so far from being
admitted into the secrets of nature, that we scarce so much
as ever approach the first entrance towards them. For we
are wont to consider tte substances we meet with, each of
them as an entire thing by itself, having all its qualities

in itself, and independent of other things; overlooking,

for the most part, the operations of those invisible fluids

they are encompassed with, and upon whose motions and
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operations depend the greatest part of those qualities which
are taken notice of in them, and are made by us the in-

herent marks of distinction whereby we know and deno-
minate them. Put a piece of gold anywhere by itself^

separate from the reach and influence of all other bodies, it

will immediately lose all its colour and weight, and per-
haps malleableness too ; which, for aught I know, would be
changed into a perfect friability. Water, m which to us
fluidity is an essential quality, left to itself, would cease to
be fluid. But if inanimate bodies owe so much of their
present state to other bodies without them, that they would
not be what they appear to us were those bodies that environ
them removed; it is yet more so in vegetables, which aro
nourished, grow, and produce leaves, dowel's, and seeds, in a
constant succession. And if we look a little nearer into the
state of animals, we shall find that their dependence, as to
life, motion, and the most considerable qualities to bo obseiwed
in them, is so wholly on extrinsical causes and qualities of
other bodies that make no part of them, that they cannot
subsist a moment without them: though yet those boeb’es on
which they depend are little taken notice of, and make no
part of the complex ideas we frame of those animals. Take
the air but for a minute from the gieatest part of living
creatures, and they jiresently lose sense, life, and motion.
This the necessity of breathing has foiced into our know-
ledge. But how many other extrinsical and possibly very
remote bodies do the springs of these admirable machines
depend on, which are not vulgarly observed, or so much as.

thought on; and how many are there which the severest in-
quiry can never discover? The inhabitants of this spot of
the universe, though removed so many millions of miles from
the sun, yet depend so much on the duly tempered motioii
of particles coming from or agitated by it, that were this
earth removed but a small part of the distance out of its

present situation, and placed a little further or nearer that
source of heat, it is more than })robable that the greatest
part of the animals in it would immediately perish : since
we find them so often destroyed by an excess or defect of the
sun’s warmth, which an accidental position in some parts of
this our little globe exposes them to. The qualities observed
in a loadstone must needs have their source far beyond the

o 2
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confines of that body
; and the ravage made often on several

sorts of animals by invisible causes, the certain death (as wo
are told) of some of them, by barely passing the line, or, as

it is certain of other, by being removed into a neighbouring
€X)untry

j
* evidently show that the concurrence and operations

* Other animals, though not destroyed, lose many of their distin-

guishing properties Thus, the scoipion, wliose poison is fatal under the
line, becomes leas and less noxious as the lacc is propagated northward
Again tlie shawl- goats of Thibet, tiansportcd to Northern India or
Pcmia, lose tlieir tine silky hair, and becomo covered with a rough
shaggy coat, nearly lesembhng that of otiier animals of the same
species In Spain, .too, the finest wool is pioduccd by the sheep of tlie

Mesta, which wander over nearly half the kingdom, from the plains of
Estremadura to the mountains of Castile and Leon Conhned to any
particular dLstiict, saving one small tiact in the environs of Segovia,
they degenerate, and jiroduce a wool of coai&er textuie. Trees and
plants also are visibly modified by climate thus, such as are evei greens
in Upper Egypt, transplanted to the north, become deciduous, arid

trees and shrubs which in our noithei ii hemisphere flower m June, being
conveyed south of the line, for the next few, ye.krs make an attempt to
dowel at the same season, which happening to be midwinter in those
regions, they giadually desist fiom thtirold habits, and leain to submit
to tho laws of the place This fact was obseived by Monsieui Bar-
thclcmy tSt liilaiie, m his tiavels in Biazil, wheie, if I recollect
rightly, it 18 legarded as a fact of recent discovei y, though in truth it had
been long ago noticed by Loid Bacon, who says “Plants brought out
of hot countries will emle.ivoui to put foitli .at the same time that they
usually do in their own climate

,
.and thcrcfoie, to preserve them, there

is no more required, than to keep them fiom tho injury of putting b.ack
by cold ” (Sylva Sylv.aium, ait vi no 574 ) Andrew Baccius, in his
very cuiious and leaincd woik, De 'J beiams, makes, on occult qualities,

a rem.ark very much in tlie spiiit of Locke “JIubium non est, quod
quonmicunque effectuum, ctiain singulanum prsetcr communes, ct
niedias causs.is, sunt sum 'venc, et proprim causm hne verb quomam
pleiumqiie nobis iiutm non sunt, utpotc remotm .'k sensibus (ubi eniin
nos deficit sensus, deficit ct judicium) Line est qu5d singulaies ac nni-a-

biles appelluntur effectus, eventiisque n.aturcC mmiihm quia ignoiamus
causs.am quam nos perciiiimus sensu.” (1 VI c xxiii p. 341 ) He
then proceeds to give examples of strange and seemingly miraculous
qualities in the water of various fountains, springs, and lakes

, such as
the fountain- tree, in the Foitunate Islands, (8co also Voy de la
Comp.agnie des Indes ,) the lake m tlie mountains of Portugal -which
ebbs and flows simultaneously with the sea

,
a fountain in the same

eountry, which absorbs whatever is thrown into it, even living cieaturesf;
a lake on the confines of Austiia and Hungary, which, hiding itself in
certain caverns during summei, leaves its bed a beautiful green valley,
but, rushing forth in the .autumn, fills up the hollow s, and abounds
with fish—he likewise celebrates fountains tinctured with milk and wine;
diut the most remaikablc, perhaps, is that lake described by Cassiodonis,
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of several bodies, with which they are seldom thought to

have anything to do, is absolutely necessary to make them
be what they appear to us, and to preserve those qualities by
which we know and distinguish them. \Ye are then qiute

out of the way, when wo think that things contain within

themselves the qualities that appear to us m them; and we
in vain search for that constitution within the body of a fly

an elephant, upon which depend those qualities and
powers we observe in them. For which perhaps, to under-
stand them aright, wo ought to look not only beyond this

our earth and atmosphere, but even beyond the ^im or re-

motc'st star our eyes have yet discovered. For how much
the being and operation of particular substances in this our
globe depends on causes utterly beyond our view, is impos-

sible for us to deteimine. We see and i)erceive some of the

motions and grosser operations of things hero about us
;
but

whence the streams come that keep all these curious machines
in motion and repair, how conveyed and modifled, is beyond
our notice and apprehension : and the great parts and wheels,

as 1 may so say, of this stupendous structure of the universe,

may, for aught wc know, have such a connexion and de-

pendence in their influences and operations one upon another,

that perhaps things in this our mansion would put on quite

another face, and cease to be what they are, if some one of

tlie stars or great bodies incompreheiibibly remote from us,

should cease to be or move as it docs. This is oeitain : things,

however absolute and ehtire they seem in themselves, are

but retainers to other parts of natuie, for that which they

nre most taken notice of by us. Their observable qualities,

actions, and powers are owing to something without them;

and there is not so complete and perfect a ])ai b that we know
(Epist 1 vni.) in Calabna “ Cum in coroiiso speciem frequenti circum

liai Lindmeto cingatui, ac placidus mancat, ut ne moveii quidem vi-

deatur alioqui miranda res, ut adventantc humine, ([uasi amore boniinia

percitus antiqusB illius Arethusa3 mstar, vel sibilo, vel vocc edita, et

quasi jussus excitatis sponte a quis fervere ^ncipi.ifc, ac subcensas oil®

mstar fragorem mittat. Unde stupescas cum siieiiti homini sileat, ad
fiointum verb vocis a somno excitatus, ct quasi respondeiis vocanti, ad
seniionem hominis immurmeret ha?c scribit In caussia quieio, an.

eundem hic fons referat sonitum cscteiis animantibus, ut latratum canis,

hiiiuitum equi? nam sic esset in aquis illis eadem quie in echo caussa, an
potius ciedam hinc veterem Midm lepresentan fabulam^’* (Baccius,

L VI. c. xxm. p. 344.)—Ed.
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of nature, which does not owe the being it has, and the
excellences of it, to its neighbours^ and we must not confine
our thoughts within the surface of any body, but look a
great deal further, to comprehend perfectly those quahtica
that are in it.

12. If this be so, it is not to be wondered that we have
very imperfect ideas of substances, and that the real essences,

on which depend their properties and operations, are uii-

Icnown to us. We cannot discover so much as that size,

figure, and texture of their minute and active parts, which
is really in them ; much less the different motions and im-
pulses made in and upon them by bodies from without, upon
which depends, and by which is formed the greatest and
most I’emarkable part of those qualities we observe in them,
and of which our complex ideas of them are made up. Tliis

consideration alone is enough to juit an end to all our hopes
of ever having the ideas of their real essences; which whilst
we want, the nominal essences we make use of instead of them,
will be able to furnish us but very sparingly with any gcneial
tnowledge or Universal propositions capable of real certainty.

13. Jadfjmcnt may reach fiirtlier, hut that is not Knowledge.—We are not therefore to wonder, if certainty be to be found
in very few general propositions made concerning substances:
our knowledge of their qualities and properties goes very
seldom further than our senses reach and inform us. Pos-
sibly inquisitive and observing men may, by strength of
judgment, penetrate fm-ther, and, on probabilities taken from
wary observation, and hints well laid together, often guess
right at what experience has not yet discovered to them.
Put this is but guessing still

;
it amounts only to opinion,

and has not that certainty which is requisite to knowledge.
Por all general knowledge lies only in our own thoughts,
and consists barely in the contemplation of our own abstract
ideas. Wherever we perceive any agi’eement or disagi’ee-

ment amongst them, there we have general knowledge
;
and

by putting the names of those ideas together accordingly
in propositions, can with certainty pronounce general truths.
But because the abstract ideas of substances, lor which their
specific names stand, whenever they have any distinct and
determinate signification, have a discoverable connexion or
inconsistency with but a very few other ideas, the certainty
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of universal propositions concerning substances is very nar-

row and scanty m that part, which is our principal inquiry

concerning them
,
and tliere are scarce any of the names of

substances, let the idea it is applied to be what it will, of

which we can generally and with certainty jironounce that

it has or has not this or that other qiudity belonging to it,

and constantly co-existing or inconsistent with that idea,

wherever it is to be found.

11. Wluit is requisite for out Knowledge of Substances.

—

Beiore we can have any tolerable knowledge of this kind,

we must first know what changes the primary qualities of

one body do regularly produce in the piimary qualities of

another, and how Secondly, We must know what primary

qualities of any body pioduce certain sensations or ideas in

us. This IS in truth no h^ss than to know all the effects

of m.itter, under its divers moddlcations of bulk, figure,

cohesion of parts, motion and rest
,
which, I think every

body will allow, is utteily im})Ob.sd)le to be known by us

without revelation. Nor if it were revealed to us what sort

of figure, bulk, and motion of coipubclcs would produce in

us the sensation of a yellow colour, and what sort of figure,

bulk, and texture of parts in the .siq)erfice3 of any body

were fit to give such corpuscles their due motion to produce

that colour
,
would that be enough to make universal pro-

positions wich certainty, concerning the sc\ oral sorts of them,

unlesb we had faculties acute enough to perceive the precise

bulk, figure, texture, and motion of bodies in those minute

pai ts, by which they operate on our senses, so that wc might

by those frame our abstract ideas of them I have men-

tioned here only corporeal substances, uhoso operations

seem to he more level to our undei standings for as to the

opeiations of spirits, both their thinking and moving of

bodies, we at first sight find ourselves at a loss, though jier-

liaps, when wo have applied our thoughts a little nearer

to the consideration of bodies and tl^ir ojicrations, and ex-

amined how far our notions, even m these, reach with any

clearness beyond sensible matter of fact, w e shall be bound
to confess that, even in these too, our discoveries amount
to very little beyond perfect ignorance and incapacity.

15. Whilst our Ideas of Substa7i(xs contain rwt tlwi/r real

Constitutions^ we can make hut few general certain Propch
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sitiom concerning them .—This is evident, the abstract com-
plex ideas of substances, for which their general names
stand, not comprehending their real constitutions, can afiord

ns very little universal certainty. Because our ideas of

them are not made up of that on which those qualities we
observe in them, and would inform ourselves about, do de-

pend, or with which they have any certain connexion : v. g

,

lot the ideas to which we give the name man be, as it com-
monly is, a body of the ordinary shape, with sense, voluntary

motion, and reason joined to it. This being the abstiact

idea, and consequently the essence of our sjiccies, man, we
can make but very lew general certain propositions con-

cerning man, standing for such an idea. Because not know-
ing the real constitution on which sensation, power of motion,

and reasoning, with that peculiar shape, depend, and whereby
they are united together in the same subject, there are very

few other qualities with which we can perceive them to

have a necessary connexion: and therefore we cannot with

ceitainty athrni that all men sleep by intervals, that no
man can be nourished by wood or stones, that all men will

^

be poisoned by hemlock, because these ideas have no con-

nexion nor iei)ugnancy with this our nominal essence of

man, with this abstiact idea that name stands for; we must,

in these and the like, aj)|)cal to trial in particular subjects,

which can reach but a little way. We must content our-

selves with probability in the rest, but can have no general

certainty, whilst our specific idea of man contains not that

real constitution which is the root wherein all his insepa-

rable qualities are united, and from whence they fiow.

Whilst our idea the word man stands for is only an im-

perfect collection of some sensible qualities and powers in

him, there is no discernible connexion or repugnance be-

tween our specific idea, and the operation of either the

parts of hemlock or stones upon his constitution. There

are animals that safely eat hemlock, and others that are

nourished by wood an^ stones : but as long as we want ideas

of those real constitutions of different sorts of animals where-

on these and the like qualities and powers depend, we must
not hope to reach certainty in universal propositions con-

cerning them. Those few ideas only which have a discerni-

ble connexion with our nominal essence, or any part of it,
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can afford us such propositions. But these are so few, and
of so little moment, that we may justly look on our certain

general knowledge of substances as almost none at all.

16. Wherein lies the general Certainty of Propositions,

—

To conclude
:
general propositions, of what kind soever, are

then only capable of certamty, when the terms used in them
stand for such ideas, whose agreement or disagreement, as
there expressed, is capable to be discovered by us. And we
arc then certain of their truth or falsehood, when we per-
ceive the ideas the terms stand for to agree or not agree, ac-
cording as they are affirmed or denied one of another. Whence
we may take notice^ ‘ that general certainty is never to be
found but in our ideas. Whenever wo go to seek it else-

where, in experiment or observations without us, our know-
ledge goes not beyond particulars. It is the contemplation
of our own abstract ideas that alone is able to afford us gene-
ral knowledge.

CHAPTER YII.

OF MxNXIMS.

1. They are selfemdent .

—

There are a sort of j)ropositions,

which, under the name of maxims and axioms, have passed
for principles of science

;
and because they are self-evident,

have been supposed innate, alfliough nobody (that I know)
ever went about to show the reason and foundation of their

clearness or cogency. It may, however, be worth while to
inquire into the reason of their evidence, and see whether it

be peculiar to them alone, and also examine how far they
influence and govern our other knowledge.

2. Wherein that Sdf-evidence consists.—Knowledge, as has
been shown, consists in the perception of the agi cement or
disagreement of ideas

;
now, where that agreement or disa-

^’cement is perceived immediately by itself, without the
intervention or help of any other, there our knowledge is

self-evident. This will appear to be so to any who will but
consider any of those propositions, which, without any proof^
ho assents to at first sight

,
for m all of them he will find

that the reason of his assent is from that agreement or disa-
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greement which the mind, by an immediate comparing them,

finds in those ideas answering the affiimation or negation in

the proposition.

3. Sdf~evide)ice not peculiar to received Axioma.—This

being so, in the next place, let us consider whether this self-

evidence be peculiar only to those propositions which com-
monly pass under the name of maxims, and have the dignity

of axioms allowed them. And here it is plain, that several

other truths, not allowed to be axioms, partake equally with

them in this self-evidence. This we shall sec, if we go over

these several sorts of agreement or disagreement of ideas

which I have above mentioned, viz., identity, relation, co-

existence, and real existence ;
wliich will discover to us, that

not only those few propositions which have had the credit of

maxims are self-evident, but a great many, even almost an

infinite number of other propositions are such.

4. I. As to Identity and Diversity, all Fropositioris a/re

equally self-evident—For, First, The immediate perception

of the agreement or disagreement of identity being founded

in the mind’s having distmet ideas, that this afibrds us as

many self-evident propositions as we have distinct idea.^

Eveiy one that has any knowledge at all, has, as the foundation

of it, various and distinct ideas: and it is the fii'st act of the

mind (without which it can never be capable of any know-
ledge) to know every one of its ideas by itself, and distinguish

it from others. Every one finds in himself, that he knows
the ideas he has

;
that he knSws also, when any one is in his

understanding, and what it is; and that when more than

one are there, he knows them distinctly and unconfusedly

one from another
;
which always being so, (it being impos-

sible but that he should perceive what he perceives,) he can

never be in doubt when any idea is in his mind, that it is

there, and is that idea it is
,
and that two distinct ideas,

when they are in his miml, are there, and are not one and
the same idea. So tlvit all Such affirmations and negations

are made without any possibility of doubt, uncertainty, or

hesitation, and must necessarily be assented to as soon as

understood
;
that is, as soon as we have in our minds deter-

mined ideas, which the terms in the proposition stand for.

And, therefore, whenever the mind v^ith attention considers

any proposition, so as to perceive the two ideas signified by
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the terms, and affirmed or denied one of the other to be the

same or different
;

it is presently and infallibly certain of the

truth of such a proposition, and this equally whether these pro-

positions be in terms standing for more general ideas, or such as

are less so
3

v. g., whether the general idea of being be affirmed

of itself, as in this proposition, whatsoever is, is
;
or a more

particular idea be affirmed of itself, as a man is a man
;

or,

whatsoever is white is white, or whether the idea of being in

general be denied of not being, which is the only (if I may so

call it) idea different from it, as in this other proposition, it

is impossible for the same thing to be and not to be
;
or any

idea of any pai*ticular being be deoied of another different

from it, as a map is not a horse; red is not blue. The
difference of the ideas, as soon as tlie terms arc understood,

makes the truth of the proposition presently visible, and
that with an equal certainty and easiness in the less as well

as the more geneial piopositious, and all for the same reason,

viz
,
because the mind perceives, in any ideas that it has, the

same idea to bo the' same with itself
;
and two different ideas

to be different, and not the same ,
and this it is equally cer-

tain of, whether these ideas be more or less general, abstract,

and comprehensive. It is not, thendbre, alone to these two
general propositions, whatsoever is, is

;
aiid it is impossible

for the same thing to be and not to be
,
that this sort of self-

'

evidence belongs by any peculiar right. The perception of'

being, or not being, belongs no more to these vague ideas,

signified by the terms whatsoever, and thing, than it does

to any other ideas. These two general maxims, amounting
to no more, in short, but this, tliat the same is the same, and
same is not different, are truths known in more particular in-

stances, as well as in those general maxims, and known also in

particular instances, before these general maxims are ever

thought on, and draw all their force from the dLscernment of

the mind employed about particular ideas. There is nothing

more visible than that the mind, without the help of any
proof, or reflection on either of these general projiositions,

perceives so clearly, and knows so certainly, that the idea of
white is the idea of white, and not the idea of blue

;
and that

the idea of white, when it is in the mind, is there, and is not
absent

; that the consideration of these axioms can add
nothing to the evidence or certainty of its knowledge. Just.
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SO it is (as every one may experiment in himself) in all the

ideas a man has in his mind : he knows each to be itself, and
not to be another

;
and to be in his mind, and not away

when it is there, with a certainty that cannot be greater

;

and, therefore, the truth of no general proposition can be

known with a greater certainty, nor add anything to tliis.

So that, in respect of identity, our intuitive knowledge

reaches as far as our ideas
,
and we are capable of making as

many self-evident propositions, as we have names for distinct

ideas. And I appeal to every one’s own mind, whether this

pro])osition, a circle is a circle, be not as self-evident a propo-

sition as that consisting of more general terms, whatsoever is,

is
,
and again, whether this proposition, blue is not red, be

not a proposition that the mind can no more doubt of, as

soon as it understands the words, than it does of that axiom,

It IS impossible for the same thing to be and not to be
;
and

vSo of all the like.

5 II. In Co-existence toe havefew self-evident Propositions.

—Secondly, as to co-cxistcnce, or such necessary connexion

between two ideas, that, iii the subject where one of them is

supposed, there the other must necessarily be also ; of such

agroomont or disagreement as this, the mind has an imme-
diati* perception but in very few of them. And, therefore,

in this sort we have but very little intuitive knowledge
;
nor

arc there to be found very many propositions that are self-

evident, though some theic are, v. g, the idea of filling a
place eipial to the contents of its superficos, being annexed to

our idea of body, I think it is a self-evident proposition, that

two bodies cannot be m the same place

G III. In other Ilelations we map have—Thirdly, As to

the lelations of mod(‘s, mathematicians have framed many
axioms concerning that one i elation of equality As, equals

taken from equals, the remainder will be equal
,
which, with

the n‘st of that kind, however they are received for maxims
by tlio mathematicians, and arc unquestionable truths

;
yet.

I think, that any one who consideis them will not find thai

they have a clearer self-evidence than these, that one and one
are equal to two

;
that if you take from the five fingers of

one hand two, and from the five fingei*s of the other

hand two, the remaining numbers will be equal. These
and a thousand other such propgsitions may be found in
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numbers, which, at the very first hearing, force the assent,

and carry with them an equal, if not gi'eater clearness,' than
those mathematical axioms.

7. lY. Concerning real Eodatence^ we have none.—Fourthly,

as to real existence, since that has no connexion with any
other of our ideas, but that of ourselvesf and of a first being,

we have in that, concerning the real existence of all other
beings, not so much as demonstrative, much less a self-

evident knowledge; and, therefoie, concerning thoso there

are no maxims.
8. These Axioms do not much influence our other Knowledge.

—In the next place let us consider, what influence these

received maxims have upon the other parts of our knowledge.

The luiles established in the schools, that all reasonings are
“ Ex prascognitis et praeconcessis,” seem to lay the foundation
of all other knowledge in these maxims, and to suppose
them to be prsecognita

;
whereby, I think, are meant these

two things : first, that these axioms are thoso truths that are
first known to the mind. And, secondly, that upon them
the other parts of our knowledge depend.

9. Because they are not the Truths ive fl/rst knew,—First,

That they are not the truths first known to the mind is

evident to experience, as we have shown in another place.

(Book I. chap, li.) Who perceives not that a child certainly

knows that a stranger is not its moth(‘r, that its sucking-
bottle is not the rod, long before he knows that it is imj)os-

sible for the same thing to be and not to bo ? And how
many truths are there about numbers, winch it is obvious to

observe that the mind is perfectly ac<[uainted with, and
fully convinced of, before it ever thought on these general

maxims, to which mathematicians, in their argumgs, do
sometimes refer them ? Whereof the reason is very j)lain

:

for that which makes the mind assent to such propositions,

being nothing else but the perception it has of the agreement
or ebsagreement of its ideas, accoi-fling as it finds them
affirmed or denied one of another, in'woids it understands

;

and eveiy idea being known to be what it is, and every two
di.stinct ideas being known not to be the same

;
it must

necessanly follow, that such self-evident truths must be first

known which consist of ideas that are first in the mind : and
the ideas first in the mind, it is evident, are those of ar-
ticular things, from whence, by slow degrees, the understand-
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ing proceeds to some few genei*al ones
;
which being taken

from the ordinary and familiar objects of sense, are settled in

the mind, with general names to them. Thus particular

ideas are first received and distinguished, and so knowledge
got about them

;
and next to them, the less general or spe-

cific, which are nei«b to particular : for abstract ideas are

not so obvious or easy to children, or the yet unexercised

mind, as particular ones. If they seem so to grown men,
it is only because by constant and familiar use they are made
so. For when we nicely reflect upon them, we shall find

that general ideas are fictions and contrivances of the* mind,

that carry difficulty with them, and do not so easily offer

tliemselves as we are apt to imagine. For example, does it

not require some pains and skill to form the general idea of

a triangle, (which is yet none of the most abstract, compre-

hensive, and difficult,) fur it must be neither oblique nor

rectangle, neither equilateral, cquicrural, nor scalenon
;
but

all and none of these at once.^ In effect, it is something

imperfect, that cannot exist
;
an idea wherein some parts of

several different and inconsistent ideas are put together. It

is true, the mind, in this imperfect state, has need of such

ideas, and makes all the haste to them it can, for the conve-

niency of communication and enlargement of knowledge, to

both which it is naturally very much inclined. But yet one

has reason to suspect such ideas are marks of our imperfec-

tion
;
at least, this is enough to show that the most abstract

and general ideas are not those that the mind is first and
most easily acquainted with, not such as its earliest know-
ledge is conversant about.

10. Because on them the other Po/rts of our Knov^ledje do

not depend,—Secondly, from what has been said it plainly

follows, that these magnified maxims are not the princqilcs

* With this idea Bishop Berkeley makes himself particulaily merry.

“If any man,’* says he, “has the faculty of fi-ammg m his mind such an
idea of a triangle as is here described, it is in vain to pretend to dispute

him out of it, nor would I«go about it. All I desire is, that the reader

would fully and certainly inform himself, whether lie has such an idea

or not. And this, methmks, can be no hard task foi any one to per-

form. What more easy than for any one to look a little into his own
thoughts, and there try whether he nas, or can attain to have, an idea

that shall correspond with the descnption that is here given of the gene-

ral idea of a triangle, which is, neither ohliquCy nor rectangUy equilateraXy

'Cquicruraly nor sccUenony but all and none of these at once I” (Intr. to

Prin. of Hum. Knowh, § 13.)
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and foundations of all our other knowledge. For if there
be a great many other truths, which have as much self-evi-

dence as they, and a great many that we know before them,
it is impossible they should be the principles from which we
deduce all other truths. Is it impossible to know that one and
two are equal to three,but byvirtue of this, or some such axiom,
viz., the whole is equal to all its parts taken together ? Many a
one knows that one and two are equal to three, without having
heard or thought on that or any other axiom by which it

might be proved
;
and knows it as certainly as any other

man knows, that the whole is equal to all its parts, or any
other maxim, and all from the same reason of self-evidence ;

the equality of those ideas being as visible and certain to
liim without that or any other axiom as with it, it needing
no proof to make it perceived. Nor after the knowledge,
that the whole is equal to all its parts, does he know that
one and two are equal to three, better or more certainly than
he did before. For if there be any odds in those ideas, the
whole and paiis are more obscure, or at least more difficult

to be settled in the mind than those of one, two, and three.

And indeed, I think, I may ask these men, who will needs
have all knowledge, besides those general principles them-
selves, to depend on general, innate, and self-evident princi-

ples
;
what principle is requisite to prove that one and one

arc two, that two and two are four, that three times two are
six ? Which being known, without any proof, do evince,

tliat either all knowledge does not de])end on certain praecog-

nita or general maxims, called principles, or else that those

are principles
;
and if these are to be counted principles, a

gi'eat part of numeration will be so. To which, if we add all*

the self-evident propositions which may bo made about all

our distinct ideas, principles will be almost infinite, at least

innumerable, which men arrive to the knowledge of, at differ-

ent ages
;
and a gi^eat many of these innate principles they

never come to know all their lives. But whether they come
in view of the mind earlier or later, thi^ is true of them, that
they are all known by their native evidence, are wholly inde-

pendent, receive no light, nor are capable of any proof on©
from another

;
much less the more particular from the more

general, or the more simple from the more compounded;
the more simple and less abstract being the most familiar, and
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the easier and earlier apprehended. But whichever he the clear-

est ideas, the evidence and certainty of all such propositions

is in this, that a man sees the same idea to be the same idea,

and infallibly perceives two different ideas to be different

ideas. For when a man has in his understanding the ideas

of one and of two, the idea of yellow, and the idea of blue,

he cannot but certainly know that the idea of one is the idea

of one, and not the idea of two
, and that the idea of yellow

is the idea of yellow, and not the idea of blue. For a man
cannot confound the ideas m his mind, which he has distinct

:

that would be to have them confused and distinct at the

same time, which is a contradiction
;
and to have none dis-

tinct, is to have no use of our faculties, to have no knowlege
at all. And, therefore, what idea soever is affirmed of itself,

or whatsoever two entire distinct ideas are denied one of

another, the mind cannot but assent to such a proposition

as infiillibly true, as soon as it understands the terms, without
hesitation or need of proof, or regarding those made in more
general terms, and called maxims.

11. Wliat use these general Maodnis have.—What shall we
then say'? Are these general maxims of no use? By no
moans; though perhaps their use is not that which it is

commonly taken to be. But since doubting in the least

of what hath been by some menasciibed to these maxims may
be apt to be cried out against, as overturning the foun-
dations of all the sciences, it may be worth while to con-

sider them with respect to other 'j)arts of our knowledge,
anti examine more particulai'ly to what purposes they serve,

and to what not.

1. It is evident from what has been already said, that they
ai'o of no use to prove or confirm less general self-evident

propositions.

2. It IS as plain that they are not, nor have been the
foundations whereon any science hath been built. There
is, I know, a great deal of talk propagated from scholastic

men, of sciences and the maxmis on which they are bmlt

;

but it has been my ill-luck never to meet with any such
sciences, much less any one built upon these two maxims,
what is, is

;
and it is impossible for the same thmg to be

and not to be. And I would be glad to be shown where
any such science, erected upon these or any other general
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axioms is to be found, and should be obliged to any one

who would lay befoi'e me the frame and system of any

science so built on these or any such like maxims, that could

not be shown to stand as firm without any consideration

of them. I ask, whether these general maxims have not

the same use in the study of divinity, and m theological

questions, that they have in other sciences] They serve

here, too, to silence' wranglers, and ])ut an end to dispute.

But I think that nobody will tlieiefore say, that the Christian

religion is built upon these maxims, or that the knowledge

we have of it is derived from these pi mciples. It is from

revelation we have received it, and without revelation

th(’se maxims had never been able to help us to it. When'

we find out an idea by whoso intervention wo discover the

connexion of two others, this is a revelation from God to

us, by the voice of reason, for wc then come to know a

tiiith that wo did not know before. When God declares

any tiuth to us, this is a levelation to us by the voice of

his Spiiit, and we are advanced in our knowledge. But

in neither of these do we receive our light or knowledge

from 4iaxims. But in the one, the tilings themselves aftord

it, and we sec the tiuth in them by jieiceiving their agree-

ment or disagreement: in the other, God himself aflords it

immediately to us, and we s(‘o the tiutli ol what ho says in

his unerring veiacity.

3. They are not of use to help men forward in tho ad-

vancement of sciences, or new disco veiies ot ycit unknown

truths Mr Newton, m his nevei enough to be admired

book, has demonstiated several iiropositions, which are so

many new truths, befoic unknown to the world, and are

further advances in mathematical knowledge : but, lor the

discovery of these, it was not the geneial maxims, what is,

isj or, the whole is bigger than a jiart, or the like, that

helped him. These were not the clues that led him into

the dibcoveiy ot the truth and certainty of those* propo-

sitions. Nor was it by them that he got the knowledge

of those demonstrations, but by finding out intermediate

ideas that showed the agreement or disagiemeiit ol tlie ideas,

as expressed in the propositions he demonstrated. This

is the greatest exercise and improvement ol human under-

standing 111 the enlarging of knowledge, and advancing the

VOL. II. ^
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sciences
;
wherein they are far enough from receiving any

help from the contemplation of these or the like magiiilied

maxims. Would those who have this traditional admiration

of these propositions, that they think no step can be made
in knowledge without the support of an axiom, no stone

laid in the budding of the sciences without a general maxim,

but distinguish between the method of acquiring knowledge,

and of communicating—between the method of raising any

science and that of teaching it to others, as far as it is ad-

vanced—they would see that those general maxims were

not the foundations on which the first discoverers raised

their admirable structures, nor the keys that unlocked and

opened those secrets of knowledge. Though afterwards,

when schools were erected, and sciences had their professors

to teach what others had found out, they often made use

of maxims, i. e., laid down certain propositions which were

self-evident, or to be received for tnie
,
which being settled

in the minds of their scholars as unquestionable verities,

they on occasion made use of, to convince them of truths

in particular instances that were not so familiar to their

minds as those general axioms which had before been in-

culcated to them, and carefully settled in their minds.

Though these particular instances, when well reflected on,

are no less self-evident to the understanding than the general

maxims brought to confirm them : and it was in those par-

ticular instances that the first discoverer found the truth,

without the help of the general maxims
,
and so may any one

else do, who with attention considei-s them.

To come, therefore, to the use that is made of maxims.

1. They are of use, as has been observed, in the ordinary

methods of teaching sciences as far as they are advanced;

but of little or none in advancing them further.

2. They are of use in disputes, for the silencing of ob-

stinate wranglers, and bringmg those contests to some con-

clusion. Whether a need of them to that end came not in

the manner following, •! crave leave to inquire. The schools

having made disputation the touchstone of men’s abilities,

and the criterion of knowledge, adjudged victory to him
that kept the field : and he that had the last word was con-

cluded to have the better of tlie argument, if not of the

cause. But because by this means there was like to be
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no decision between skilful combatants, whilst one never

failed of a medius terminus to prove any proposition
;
and

the other could as constantly, without or with a distinction,

deny the major or minor; to prevent, as much as could be,

running out of disputes into an endless tram of syllogisms,

cei-tain general propositions—most of them, indeed, self-

evident— were introduced into the schools, which being”

such as all men allowed and agreed in, were looked on as

general measures ot truth, and served instead of principles

(where the disputants bad not lam down any other between

them) beyond which there was no going, and which must

not be receded from by either side. And thus these maxims

getting the name of principles, beyond which men in dis-

pute could not retreat, were by mistake taken to be ori-

ginals and sources, fi'om whence all knowledge began, and

the foundations whereon the sciences were built. Because

when in their disputes they came to any of these, they*

stopped there, and went no further, the matter was deter-

mined. But how much this is a mistake, hath been already

shown.

This method of the schools, which have been thought the

fountains of knowledge, introduced, as I suppose, the like use

of these maxims into a great part of conversation out of the

schools, to stop the mouths of cavillers, whom any one is

excused from arguing any longer with, when they deny

these general selt-evident principles received by all reason-

able men who have once thought of them : but yet their use

herein is but to put an end to wmiiglmg. They in truth,

when urged in such cases, teach nothing: that is already

done by the intermediate ideas made use of in the debate,

whose connexion may be seen without the help of those

maxims, and so the tnith known before the maxim is pro-

duced, and the argument brought to a fiM principle. Men
would give off a wrong argument before it came to that, if

in their disputes they proposed to themselves the finding and,

embracing of tnith, and not a contest for victory. And
thus maxims have their use to put a stop to their perverse-

ness, whose ingenuity should have yielded sooner. But the

method of the schools having allowed and encouraged men.

to oppose and resist evident truth till they are baffled, i.

till they are reduced to contradict themselves or some estar-

p 2
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Wished principle; it is no wonder that they should not in

civil conversation be ashamed of that which in tlie schools is

counted a virtue and a glory, obstinately to maintain that

side of the question they have chosen, whether true or false,

to the last extremity, even after conviction. A strange way
to attain truth and knowledge, and that which I think the

rational part of mankind, not coriupted by education, could

scarce believe should ever be admitted amongst the lovers

of truth, and students of religion or nature, or introduced

into the seminal ies of those who are to propagate the

truths of religion or philosophy amongst the ignorant and
unconvinced. How much such a way of learning is like

to turn young men’s minds from the sincere search and
love of truth ,—nay, and to make them doubt whether

there is any such thing—or, at least, worth the adheimg
to—I shall not now inquire. This I think, that, bating

those places, which brought the peripatetic philosophy into

their schools, where it continued many ages, without teach-

ing the world anything but the art of wrangling, these

maxims were nowhere thought the foundations on which
the sciences were built, nor the great helps to the advance-

ment of knowledge.

As to these general maxims, therefore, they are, as I have
said, of great use in disputes, to stop the mouths of wrang-
lers; but not of much use to the discovery of unknown
truths, or to help the mind forwards in its search after

knowledge. For who ever began to build his knowledge on
this general proposition, what is, 'is, or, it is impossible for

the same thing to bo and not to be: and from either of

these, as from a pnncijile of science, deduced a system of

useful knowledge I Wiong o})inions often involving con-

tradictions, one of these maxims, as a touchstone, may serve

well to show whither they lead. But yet, however fit to lay

open the absuidity or mistake of a man’s reasoning or

opinion, they are of very little use for enlightening the

understanding : and it will not be found that the mind re-

ceives much help from them in its jirogress in knowledge,

which would neither less, nor less certain, were these two
genei*al propositions never thought on. It is true, as I have

said, they sometimes servo in argumentation to stop a

Tangier’s mouth, by showing the absurdity of what ho
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saith, and by exposing him. to the shame of contradicting*

what all the world knows, and he himself cannot but own
to be true. But it is one thing to show a man that he is

in an en’or, and another to put him in possession of truth;

and I would fain know what truths these two propositions

are able to teach, and by their influence make us know,
which we did not know before, or could not know without
them. Let us reason from them as well as we can, they are

only about identical predications, and influence, if any at

all, none but such. Each particular proposition concerning

identity or diversity is as clcaily and ceitamly known in

itself, if attended to, as cither of these general ones; only
these general ones, as serving in all cases, are therefore more
inculcated and insisted on. As to otlier less general maxims,
many of them are no more than bare verbal propositions,

and teach us nothing but the respect and import of names
one to another. The whole is equal to all its parts • ”

—

wliat real truth, I beseech you, does it teach us? What
more is contained in that maxim, than wliat the signification

of the word totum, or the whole, does of itself impoit? And
he that knows that the word whole stands for what is made
up of all its jiarts, knows very little less than that the whole
is equal to all its })arts. And, u])on the same ground, I
think that this propositon, A lull is higher than a valley,’’

and several the like, may ah'^o pass ior maxims. But yet

masters of mathematics, when they would, as teachers of

what they know, initiate others in that science, do not with-

out reason jilace this and some other such maxims at .the

entrance of their systems; that their scholars, having in the

beginning perfectly acquainted their thoughts with these

propositions made in such general terms, may be used tG

make such reflections, and have these more general propo-

sitions, as formed rules and sayings, ready to apply to all

paiticular cases. Not that if they be equally weighed, they
are more clear and evident than thd particular instances

they are brought to confirm; but that, being more familiar

to the mind, the very naming them is enough to satisfy the
understanding. But this, I say, is more fiom our custom
of using them, and the establishment they have got in our
minds by our often thinking of them, than from the different

evidence of the things. But before custom has settled me-
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thods of thinking and reasoning in our minds, I am apt to

imagine it*is quite otherwise; and that the child, when a
part of his apple is taken away, knows it better in that

particular instance, than by this general proposition, The
whole is equal to all its parts;” and that, if one of these

have need to be confirmed to him by the other, the general

has more need to be let into his mind by the particular, than

the particular by the general. For, in particulars, our
knowledge begins, and so spreads itself, by degrees, to gene-

rals. Though afterwards the mind takes the quite contrary

course, and having drawn its knowledge into as general pio-

positions as it can, makes those familiar to its thoughts, and
accustoms itself to have recourse to them, as to the standards

of truth and falsehood. By which familiar use of them—as

iTilcs to measure the truth of other propositions—it comes in

time to be thought, that more particular propositions have
their truth and evidence from their conformity to these

more general ones, which in discourse and argumentation
are so frequently urged, and constantly admitted. And
this I think to be the reason why amongst so many self-

evident [iropositions, the most general only have had the title

of maxims.
12. Maxims

f
if Care he not talcen in the Use of Wordsy may

jyrom Contradictions,— One thing further, I think, it may
not bo amiss, to observe concerning these general maxims,
that they are so far from improving or establishing our
minds in true knowledge, that if our notions be wrong, loose,

or unsteady, and we resign up our thoughts to the sound of
words, rather than fix them on settled, determined ideas of

things; I say, these general maxims will serve to confirm us
in mistakes

;
and in such a way of use of words, which is most

common, will serv^e to prove contradictions : v. g., he that

with Descartes shall frame in his mind an idea of what he
calls body to be nothing but extension,^'’ m.iy easily demon-
strate that there is no vacuum, i. e., no space void of body,
by this maxim, “What is, is.” For the idea to which he
annexes the name body, being bare extension, his knowledge
that space cannot be without body, is certain. For he
knows his own idea of extension clearly and distinctly, and
knows that it is what it is, and not another idea, though it

* See note, Book II. cli xiu p. 288 .—Ed.
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be called by these three uamcs; extension, body, space.

Which three words, standing for one and the same idea,

may no doubt, with the same evidence and certamty be

affiri’ned one of another, as each of itself : and it is as certain,

that, whilst I live them all to stand for one and the same

idea this iircdication is as true and identical in its significa-

tion; that space IS body, as this predication is true and

identic il, that body is body, both in signification and sound.

13. Instance in Vacuum.— But if another should come

and make to himself another idea, different from Descartes s,

of the thing, which yet with Descartes he calls by the same

name body, and make his idea, which he expresses by the

woid body, to be of a thing that hath both extension and

solidity together; he will as easily demonstrate that there

niav bo a vacuum or space without a body, as Descaites de-

monstrated the contrary; because the idea to which ho gives

the name space being barely the simrdo one of extension, and

the idea to which he gives the name body being the complex

idea ot extension and resistibility or solidity, together in the

same subject, these two ideas are not exactly one and the

same, but in the understanding as distinct as the ideas of

one and two, white and black, or as of corporeity and

humanity, if I may use those baibarous terms; and therefore

the predmation of them m our minds, or in words standing

for them, is not identical, but the negation of them one of

another, viz, this proposition: Extension or space is no

body, IS as true and evidently certain as this maxim. It is

impossible for the same thing to be and not to be, can make

ike of Tkimjs .Ukout us.-

But yet, though both these propositions (as you sec) may be

equahy demonstrated, viz
,
that there may be a vacuum, a d

Zt here cannot be a vacuum, by these two certain prm^

doles VIZ., what is, is
,
and the same thing cannot be and

not be: yet neither of these principles will serve to prove to

us, that any or what bodies do exist, for that we aie left to

our senses to discover to us as far as they can. Tho^

universal and self-evident principles ^
clear, and distinct knowledge of our own f
or comprehensive, can assure us of Z tbi
out the mind: their certainty is founded only upon the
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knowledge we have of each idea by itself, and of its dis-

tinction from others; about which we cannot be mistaken

whilst they are in our minds, though we may be and
often are mistaken when we retain the names without the

ideas; or use them confusedly, sometimes for one and some-

times for^ another idea. In which cases the force of these

axioms, reaching only to the sound, and not the signification

of the words, servos only to lead us into confusion, mistake^

and error. It is to show men that these maxims, however

cried up for the great guards of truth, will not secure them
from error in a careless, loose use of their words, that I have

made this remark. In all that is here suggested concerning

their little use for the improvement of knowledge, or dan-

gerous use in undetermined ideas, I have been far enough

from saying or intending they should be laid aside, as some

have been too forward to charge me. I affirm them to

be truths, self-evident truths, and so cannot be laid aside.

As far as their inlluence will reach, it is in vain to en-

deavour, nor Will 1 attempt to abridge it. But yet, with-

out any injury to tiuth or knowledge, I may have reason

to think their use is not answerable to the great stress

which seems to be hud on them
,
and I may warn men not

to make an ill use of them, for the confirming theniserves

in errors

15. Tlicir Aj)pllcatwn dancjmns aho2it com^olex Ideas,

—

But let them be of what use they will in verbal propositions,

they cannot discover or prove to us the least knowledge of

the nature of substances, as they are found and exist without

us, any further than grounded on experience. And though

the consequence of these two propositions, called jirmciples,

he very clear, and their use not dangerous or hurtful, in the

probation of such things, wherein there is no need at all of

them for proof, but such as arc clear by themselves without

them, VIZ., where our ideas aie determined, and known by
the names that stand for them

:
yet when these principles,

viz., what is, is, and it* is impossible for the same thing to be

and not to be, are made use of in the probation of pro-

positions, wherein are words standing for complex ideas;

V. g., man, horse, gold, virtue ;
there they are of infinite

danger, and most commonly make men receive and retain

falsehood for manifest truth, and uncertainty for demon-
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stration; upon which follow error, obstinacy, and all the

mischiefs that can happen from wrong reasoning. The
reason whereof is not that these principles are less true, of

of less force in proving propositions made of terms standing

for complex ideas, than where the propositions are about

simple ideas. But because men mistake generally, thinking

that where the same terms are preserved, the propositions

are about the same things, though the ideas they stand for

are in truth different
;
therefore these maxims are made use

of to support those which in sound and appearance are con-

tradictory propositions; as is clear in the demonstrations

above-mentioned about a vacuum : so that whilst men take

words for things, as usually they do, these maxims may and
do commonly serve to prove contradictory propositions; as

shall yet be further made manifest.

1 6. Instance in Man .—For instance, let man bo that con-

cerning which you would by these first principles demon-
strate anything, and wo shall see, that so far as demon-
stration IS by these principles, it is only verbal, and gives us

no certain, universal, true proposition or knowledge of any

being existing without us. First, a cluld having framed the

idea of a man, it is probable that his idea is just like* that

picture which the painter makes of the visible appearances

joined together
,
and such a comjdication of ideai^j together

in Ills understanding, mates up the single complex idea

which he calls man, whereof white of* flesh-colour in England

being one, the child can demonstrate to you that a negro is

not a man, because white colour was one of the constant

simple ideas of the complex idea he calls man
,
and therefore

he can demonstrate by the principle, it is impossible for the

same thing to be and not to be, that a negro is not a man

;

the foundation of his certainty being not that universal propo-

sition, which perhaps he never heard nor thought of, but the

clear, distinct perception he hath of his own simple ideas of

black and white, which he cannot be persuaded to take, nor

can ever mistake one for another, whether he knows that

maxim or no : and to this child, or any one who hath such

an idea, which he calls man, can you never demonstrate that

a man hath a soul, because his idea of man includes no such
notion or idea in it; and therefore, to him, the principle of
what is, is, proves not this matter, but it depends upon
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collection and observation, by which he is to make his com-
plex idea called man.

1 7. Secondly, Another that hath gone further in framing

and collecting the idea he calls man, and to the outward
shape adds laughter and rational discourse, may demonstrate

that infants and changelings are no men: by this maxim, it

is impossible for the same thing to be and not to be; and I

have discoursed with very rational men, who have actually

denied that they are men.

1 8. Thirdly, Perhaps another makes up the complex idea

which he calls man, only out of the ideas of body in

general, and the powei*s of language and reason, and leaves

out the shape wholly
;
this man is able to demonstrate that

a man may have no hands, but be quadrupes, neither of those

being included m his idea of man: and in whatever body or

shape he found speech and reason joined, that was a man

;

because, having a clear knowledge of such a complex idea,

it IS certain that what is, is.

19. Little Use of these Maxhns in Proofs where loe have *

clear and distinct Ideas—So that, if rightly considered, I

think we may say, that where our ideas are determined in

our minds, and have annexed to them by us known and

steady names under those settled determinations, there is

little need, or no use at all of these maxims, to prove the

agreement or disagi'ecnient of any of them. He that cannot

discern the truth or falsehood of such propositions without

the help of these and the like maxims, will not be helped by

these maxims to do it; since he cannot be supposed to know
the truth of tlujse maxims themselves without proof, if he

cannot know the trutli of others without proof, which are as

self-evident as these. Upon this ground it is, that intuitive

knowledge neither requires nor admits any proof, one part

of it more than another. He that will suppose it does, takes

away the foundation of all knowledge and certainty
;
and lie

that needs any proof* to make him certain, and give his

assent to this proposition, that two are equal to two, will

also have need of a proof to make him admit, that what is,

is. He that needs a probation to convince him that two are

not three, that white is not black, that a triangle is not a

circle, &c., or any other two determined, distinct ideas are

not one and the same, will need also a demonstration to
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convince him that it is impossible for the same thing to be

and not to be.

20. Their Use dangerous, where our Ideas are confused,

—

And as these maxims are of little use where we have deter-

mined ideas, so they are, as I have showed, of dangerous

use where our ideas are not determined; and where we use

words that are not annexed to detennined ide^is, but such

as are of a loose and wandering signification, sometimes

standing for one, and sometimes for another idea : from

which follow mistake and error, which these maxims
(brought as proofs to e.stablish propositions, wherein the

terms stand for undetermined ideas) do by their authority

confirm and rivet.

CHAPTER yilL

OF TRIFLING PROPOSITIONS.

1 . Some Propositions bring no Increase to om Knowledge,

—

Whether the maxims treated of in the foregoing chapter be

of that use to real knowledge as is generally supposed, I

leave to be considered. This, I think, may confidently be

affirmed, that there are universal propositions, which, though

they be certainly true, yet they add no light to our under-

standings, bring no increase to our knowledge. Such are

—

2. As, First, identical Propositwns,—First, All purely

identical propositions. These obviously and at first blush

appear to contain no instruction m them; for when we
affirm the said term of itself, whether it be barely verbal, or

whether it contains any clear and real idea, it shows us

nothing but what we must certainly know before, whether

such a proposition be either made by or proposed to us.

Indeed, that most general one, what is, is, may serve some-

times to show a man the absurdity he is guilty of, when, by
circumlocution or equivocal terms, Jie would in particular

instances deny the same thing of itself, because nobody will

so openly bid defiance to common sense, as to affirm visible

and direct contradictions in plain words
;

or, if he does, a
man is excused if he breaks off any further discourse with
him. But yet I think I may say, that neither that received

maxim, nor any other identical propoi>itioii, teaches us any-
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thing
;
and though in such kind of propositions this gieat

and magnified maxim, boasted to be the foundation of de-

monstration, may be and often is made use of to confirm

them, yet all it proves amounts to no more than this, that

the same word may with great certainty be affirmed of itself,

without any doubt of the truth of any such proposition
,
and

let me add, also, without any real knowledge.

3. For at this rate, any very ignorant person, who can but

make a proposition, and knows what he means when he says

ay or no, may make a million of propositions of whose truth

he may be infallibly certain, and yet not know one thing in the

world thereby; v. g ,
what is a soul, is a soul; or, a soul is a

soul
;
a spirit is a spirit

;
a fetiche is a fetiche, &c. ^ These

all being equivalent to tins proposition, viz., what is, is; i e.,

what hath existence, hath existence, or, who hath a soul,

hath a soul. What is tlys more than trifling with words?

It is but like a monkey shifting his oyster from one hand to

the other, and had he but words, might no doubt have said,

Oyster in right hand is subject, and oyster in left hand is

predicate and so might have made a self-evident proposi-

tion of oyster, i. e., oyster is oyster, and yet, with all this,

inot have been one whit the wiser or more knowing : and
that way of handling the matter would much at one have

satisfied the monkey’s hunger, or a mans understanding, and
they would have improved m knowledge and bulk together.

I know there arc some who, because identical propositions

arc self-evident, show a great concern for them, and think

they do great service to jdiilosophy by crying them up, as if

in them was contained all knowledge, and the understand-

ing were led into all truth by them only; I grant as for-

wardly as any one, that they arc all true and self-evident. I

The objects of worship among the people of Guinea, and the interior

of Afncd generally, except where the Mahommedan religion prevails,

aie denominated Fetishes, and consist of the first objects which, on issuing

forth from their huts, they behold m the morning Sometimes a per-

manent worship appears to be paid to particular animals, as the ox, the
goat, with several kinds of birds. Rocks, too, lakes, tiees, and foun-

tains, share the indiscnminate adoration of those superstitious races.

See Barbot’s Travels in Nigiitia, book i c. 8 ,
b xi c 2—6. Cressyos

conjectures, with much probability, that the animal worship of the Egyp-
tians was of African origin, and derived from Fetischism. (Rel. de I’An-
ticput^, 1. 1 . p 500 )—Ed.
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grant further, that the foundation of all our knowledge lies

in tlie faculty we have of perceiving the same idea to be the

same, and of discerning it from tliose that are different, as I

have shown in the foregoing chapter. But how that vin-

dicates the making use of identical propositions, for the im-
provement of knowledge, from the imputation of trifling, I

do not see. Let any one repeat, as often as he pleases, that

the will is the will, or lay what stress on it he thinks fit; of

what use is this, and an infinite the like propositions, for the

enlarging our knowledge? Let a man abound, as much as

the plenty of words which he has will ])ermit, m such pro-

positions as these : a law is a law, and obligation is obliga-

tion
,
right is riglit, and wrong is wrong

;
will these and the

like ever hel]) him to an acquciintance with ethics, or instruct

him or others in the knowledge of morality? Those who
know not, nor jicrhaps ever will know, what is right and
what IS wrong, nor the mea'^uies of them, can with as much
assurance make, and uifalldily know tlio truth of tliese and
all such propositions, as he that is best instructed in morality

can do. But what advance do sucli propositions give m the

knowledge of anything necessary or useful for their conduct?

He would be thought to do little less than trifle, who, for

the enlightening the understanding in any part of knowledge,

should be busy with identical propositions, and insist on such

maxims as these: substance is suhstaiice, and body is body;

a vacuum is a vacuum, and a vortex is a vortex
;
a centaur

is a centaur, and a chimera is a chimcia, &c. For these and

all such are equally true, equally ccitain, and equally self-

evident. But yet they cannot hut he counted trifling, when
made use of as principles of instiuctiuii, and stress laid on

them as helps to knowledge, since they teach nothing hut

what every one who is capable of discouise knows without

being told, viz., that the same term is the same term, and the

same idea the same idea. And ujioii this account it waa

that I formerly did and do still think the oflciiiig and incul-

cating such propositions, in older to give the understanding

any new light or inlet into the knowledge of things, no better

than trifling.

Instruction lies in something very different
;
and he that

would enlarge his own or another’s mind to truths he does

not yet know, must find out) intermediate ideas, and then
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lay them in such order one by another, that the understand-

ing may see the agreement or disagreement of those in

question. Propositions that do this are instructive; but they
are far from such as affirm the same term of itself; which
is no way to advance one’s self or others in any sort of know-
ledge. It no more helps to that, than it would help any
one in his learning to read, to have such propositions as

these inculcated to him. An A is an A, and a B is a B;
which a man may know as well as any schoolmaster, and
yet never be able to read a word as long as he lives. Nor
do these or any such identical propositions help him one jot

forwards in the skill of reading, let him make what use of

them he can.

If those who blame my calling them trifling propositions

had but read and been at the pains to understand Avhat I

have above writ in very plain English, they could not but
have seen that by identical propositions I mean only such,

wherein the same term, importing the same idea, is affirmed

of itself, which I take to be the proper signification of iden-

tical propositions : and concerning all such, I think I may
continue safely to say, that to propose them as instructive

is no better than trifling. For no one who has the use of
reason can miss them, where it is necessary they should be
taken notice of; nor doubt of their truth when he does take
notice of them.

But if men will call propositions identical, wherein the
same term is not affirmed of itself, whether they speak more
properly than I, others must judge: this is certam, all that

they say of propositions that are not identical in my sense,

concerns not me nor what I have said
;

all that I have said

relating to those propositions wherein the same term is

affirmed of itself: and I would fain see an instance wherein
any such can be made use of, to the advantage and improve-

ment of any one’s knowledge. Instances of other kinds,

whatever use may be made of them, concern not me, as not
being such as I call identical.

4. Secondly, When a Part of any complex Idea is predi-

cated of the Whole.—II. Another sort of trifling propositions

is, when a part of the complex idea is predicated of the name
of the whole

;
a part of the definition of the word defined.

Such are all propositions wherein the genus is predicated of
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the species, or more comprehensive of less comprehensive

terms; for what information, what knowledge cames this

proposition in it, viz.. Lead is a metal to a man who knows
the complex idea the name lead stands for? all the simple

ideas that go to the complex one signified by the term metal,

being nothing but what be before comprehended and sig-

nified by the name lead. Indeed, to a man that knows the

signification of the word metal, and not of the word lead,

it is a shorter way to explain the signification of the word
lead, by saying it is metal, which at once expresses several

of its simple ideas, than to enumerate them one by one,

telling him it is a body very heavy, fusible, and malleable.

5. As Po/rt of the Definition of the Term defined—Alike
trifling it is to predicate any other part of the definition of

the term defined, or to affirm any one of the simple ideas

of a complex one of the name of the whole complex idea;

as. All gold is fusible. For fusibility being one of the

simple ideas that goes to the making up the complex one

the sound gold stands for, what can it be but playing with

sounds, to affirm that of the name gold, which is compre-

hended in its I’eceived signification? It would be thought

little better than ridiculous to affirm gravely, as a truth of

moment, that gold is yellow
;
and I see not how it is any

jot more material to say it is fusible, unless that quality be

left out of the complex idea, of which the sound gold is the

mark in ordinary speech. What instruction can it carry

with it, to tell one that which he hath been told already, or

he is supposed to know before? For I am supposed to knoxv

the signification of the word another uses to me, or else he

is to tell me. And if I know that the name gold stands for

this complex idea of body, yellow, heavy, fusible, malleable,

it will not much instruct me to put it solemnly afterwards

in a proposition, and gravely say, all gold is fusible. Such

propositions can only serve to show the dismgenuity of one

who will go from the definition of his own terms, by re-

minding him sometimes of it; but tcarry no knowledge

with them, but of the signification of words, however certain

they be.

6. Instance^ Man and Palfrey.—Every man is an animal,

or living body, is as certain a proposition as can be; but no
more conducing to the knowledge of things, than to say, a
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palfrey is an ambling horse, or a neighing, ambling animal,

both being only about the signification of words, and make
me know but this: that body, sense, and motion, or power
of sensation and moving, are three of those ideas that I

always comprehend and signify by the word man : and where
they are not to be found together, the name man belongs

not to that thing : and so of the other, that body, sense, and
a certain way of going, with a certain kind of voice, are

some of those ideas which 1 always comprehend, and sigmfy

by the word palfrey; and when they ^re not to be found
together, the name palfrey belongs not to that thing. It

is just the same, and to the same puipose, when any term
standing for any one or more of the simple ideas, that alto-

gether make up that complex idea which is called man, is

affirmed of the term man : v. g., suppose a Eoman signified

by the word homo all these distinct ideas united in one sub-

ject, corporietas, sensibilitas, potentia se movendi ration-

alitas, risibilitas;” he might, no doubt, with great certainty,

universally affiim one, more, or all of these together of the

word homo, but did no more than say that the word homo,
in his country, comprehended in its signification all these

ideas. Much like a romance knight, who by the word
palfrey signified these ideas : body of a certain figure, four-

legged, with sense, motion, ambling, neighing, white, used

to have a woman on his back, might; with the same certainty

universally affirm also any or all of these of the word pal-

frey : but did thereby teach no more, but that the word
palfrey, in his or romance language, stood for all these, and
was not to be applied to anything where any of these was
wanting. But he that shall tell me, that in whatever thing

sense, motion, reason, and laughter, were united, that thing

had actually a notion of God, or would be cast into a sleep

by opium, made indeed an instructive proposition
,
because

neither having the notion of God, nor being cast into sleep

by opium, being contained in the idea signified by the word
man, we are by such propositions taught something more
than barely what the word man stands fol*, and therefore

the knowledge contained in it is more than verbal.

7. For this teaches hut the Signification of Words.—Before

a man makes any proposition, he is supposed to understand
the terms he uses in it, or else he talks like a parrot, only
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making a noise by imitation, and framing certain sounds,

which he has learnt of others
;
but not as a rational creature,

using them for signs of ideas which ho has in his mind.

The hearer also is supposed to understand the terms as the

speaker uses them, or else he talks jargon, and makes an

unintelligible noise. And therefore he trifles with words,

who makes such a proposition, which, when it is made, con-

tains no more than one of the terms does, and which a man
was supposed to know before

;
v. g ,

a triangle hath three

sides, or saffron is yellow. And this is no farther tolerable,

than where a man goes to explain his terms to one who
is supposed or declares himself not to understand him

;
and

then it teaches only the signification of that word, and the

use of that sign.

8. JSui no real Knowledge.
—^We can know then the truth

of two sorts of propositions with perfect cei’tamty : the one

is, of those tritiing propositions which have a certainty in

them, but it is only a verbal certainty, but not instruc-

tive. And, secondly, we can know the truth, and so may
be certain in propositions, which affirm somethuig of another,

which is a necessary consequence of its precise complex idea,

but not contained in it : as that the external angle of all tri-

angles is bigger than either of the opposite internal angles

;

which relation of the outward angle to either of the oppo
site internal angles, making no })ai*t of the complex idea

signified by the name triangle, this is a real truth, and con-

veys with it instructive real knowledge.

9. General Propositions concerning Substances are often

trijling .—We having little or no knowledge of what combina-

tions there bo of simple ideas existing together in substances,

but by our senses, we cannot make any uiuveisal certain pro-

positions concerning them, any further than our nominal

essences lead us
,
which being to a very few and inconsider-

able truths, in respect of those which depend on their real

constitutions, the general propositions that are made about
substances, it they are certain, are for the most part but
trifling

, and if they are instructive, are uncertain, and such
as we can have no knowledge of their real tmth, how much
soever constant observation and analogy may assist our judg-
ment in guessing. Hence it comes to pass, that one may
often meet with very clear and coherent discourses, that

\OL. II. Q
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amount yet to nothing. For it is plain, that names of sub-

stantial beings, as well as others, as far as they have relative

significations affixed to them, may, with great truth, be
joined negatively and affirmatively in propositions, as their

relative definitions make them fit to be so joined
;
and pro-

positions consisting of such terms, may, with the same clear-

ness, be deduced one from another, as those that convey the
most real truths

;
and all this without any knowledge of the

nature or reality of things existing without us. By this

method one may make demonstrations and undoubted propo-

sitions in words, and yet thereby advance not one jot in the

knowledge of the truth of things
;

v. g., he that having learnt

these following words, with their ordinary mutual relative

acceptations annexed to them
;

v. g substance, man, animal,

form, soul, vegetative, sensitive, rational, may make several

undoubted j^ropositions about the soul, without knowing at

all what the soul really is : and of this sort, a man may
find an infinite number of propositions, reasonings, and con-

clusions, 111 books of metapliysics, school-divinity, and some
sort of natural philosophy

;
and, after all, know as little of

God, spirits, or bodies, as he did before he set out.

10. And why .—He that hath liberty to define, i. e., to

determine the signification of liis names of substances (as

certainly every one does in effect, who makes them stand for

liis own ideas,) and makes their significations at a venture,

taking them liroin las own ur other men’s fancies, and not
from an examination or inquiry into the nature of things

themselves
;
may with little trouble demonstrate them one

of another, according to those several respects and mutual
relations he has given them one to another

;
wherein, how-

ever things agree or disagree in their own nature, ho needs

mmd nothing but his own notions, with the names he hath
bestowed upon them

j
but thereby no more increases his owm

knowledge than he does his riches, who, taking a bag of

counters, calls one in a certain place a pound, another in

another place a shilling, and a third in a thu’d place a penny ;

and so proceeding, may undoubtedly reckon right, and cast

up a great sum, according to his counters so placed, and
standing for more or less as he pleases, without being one
jot the richer, or without even knowing how much a pound,
bhilling, or penny is, but only that one is contained in the
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other twenty times, and contains the other twelve : which a
man may also do in the signification of words, by making
them, in respect of one another, more or less, or equally

comprehensive.

11. Thirdly
y
Using Words variously is trijling with them.

—Though yet concerning most words used in discourses,

equally argumentative and controversial, there is this more to

be complained of, which is the worst sort of trifling, and
which sets us yet further from the certainty of knowledge

we hope to attain by them, or find in them
;

viz
,
that most

writers are so far from instructing, us in the nature and
knowledge of things, that they use their words loosely and
uncertainly, and do not, by using them constantly and
steadily in the same significations, make plain and clear

deductions of words one from another, and make their dis-

courses coherent and clear, (how little soever they were in-

structive,) which were not difficult to do, did they not find it

convenient to shelter their ignorance or obstinacy under the

obscurity and perplexedness of their terms : to which, per-

haps, inadvertency and ill custom do m many men much
contribute.

12. Marks of verbal Propositions—To conclude: Barely

verbal propositions may bo known by these following

marks

:

Predication in Abstract—I. All propositions, wherein two
abstract terms are affirmed one of another, are barely about

the signification of sounds. For since no abstract idea can

be the same with any other but itself, when its abstract

name is affirmed of any other term, it can signify no more

but this : that it may or ought to be called by that name,

or that these two names signify the same idea. Thus, should

any one say that parsimony is frugality, that gratitude is

justice, that this or that action is or is not temperate
;
how-

ever specious these and the like propositions may at first

sight seem, yet when we come to prqss them, and examine

nicely what they contain, we shall find that it all amounts to

nothing but the signification of those terms.

13. Secondly
y
A Part of th^ Definition predicaled of a/ny

Term.—II. All propositions wherein a part of the complex
idea which any term stands for is jTredicated of that term,

Eire only verbal
;

v. g., to say that gold is a metal, or heavy,

Q 2
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And thus all propositions wherein more comprehensive words,

called genera, are affirmed of subordinate or less compre-
bensive, called species, or individuals, are barely verbal.

When by these two rules we have examined the proposi-

tions that make up the discourses we ordinarily meet with
both in and out of books, we shall peihaps find that a
greater part of them than is usually suspected are purely

about the signification of words, and contain nothing in

them but the use and application of these signs.

This I think I may lay down for an infallible rule, that,

wherever the distinct idea any word stands for is not known
and considered, and something not contained in the idea is

not affirmed or denied of it
;
there our thoughts stick wholly

in sounds, and are able to attain no real truth or falsehood.

This, perhaps, if well heeded, might save us a great deal of

useless amusement and dispute, and very much shorten our

trouble and wandering in the search of real and true know-
ledge.

CHATTER IX.

OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF EXISTENCE.

1. General certain Propositions concern not Existence .

—

Hitherto wc have only considered the essences of things,

which being only abstract ideas, and thereby removed in oiu*

thoughts from particular existence, (that being the proper

operation of the mind, in abstraction, to consider an idea

under no other existence but what it has in the understand-

ing,) gives us no knowledge of real existence at all. Where,
by the way, we may take notice that universal propositions,

of whose tmth or falsehood we can have certain knowledge,

concern not existence ;
and further, that all particular affir-

mations or negations that would not be certain if they were

made general, are onfy concerning existence
; they declaring

only the accidental union or separation of ideas in things

existing, which, in their abstract natures, have no known
necessary union or repugnancy.

2. A threefold Knowledge of Existence.—But, leaving the

nature of propositions and different ways of predication to be
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considered more at large in another place, let us proceed now
to inquire concerning our knowledge of the existence of
things, and how we come by it. I say, then, that we have
the knowledge of our own existence by intuition

;
of the

existence of God by demonstration
;
and of other things by

sensation.

3. Our Knowledge of our own Existence is Intuitive,—A,s

for our own existence, we perceive it so plainly and so cer-

tainly, that it neither needs nor is capable of any proof. For
nothing can be more evident to us than our own existence :

I think, I reason, I feel pleasure and pain : can any of these

be more evident to mo than my own existence h If I doubt of
all other things, that very doubt makes me perceive my own
existence, and will not suffer me to doubt of that. For if

I know I feel pain, it is evident I have as certain percep-

tion of my own existence, as of the existence of the pain I
feel : or if I know I doubt, I have as certain percejition of
the existence of the thing doubting, as of that thought which.

I call doubt. Experience then convinces us that we have
an intuitive knowledge of our own existence, and an internal

infallible perception that we arc. In ewery act of sensation,

reasoning, or thinking, we are conscious to ourselves of our
own being

;
and, in tins matter, come not short of the highest

degree of certainty.

CHAPTER X.

OP OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE EXISTENCE OP A GOD.

1. We are capdble of knowing certainly that there is a Ood,

—Though God has given us no innate ideas of himself;

though he has stamped no original characters on our minds,

wherein we may read his being
;

yet having furnished us

with those faculties our minds are endowed with, he hath
not left himself without witness : since we have sense, per-

ception, and reason, and cannot want* a clear proof of him,
as long as we carry ourselves about us, Xor can we justly

complain of our ignorance in this great point, since he has so

plentifully provided us with the means to discover and kno'y’

him, so far as is necessary to the end of our being, and tho
great concernment of our happinesa But though this be^
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the most obvious truth that reason discovers, and though

its evidence be (if I mistake not) equal to mathematical cer-

tainty
;
yet it requires thought and attention, and the mind

must apply itself to a regular deduction of it from some part

of our intuitive knowledge, or else wo shall be as uncertain

and ignorant of this as of other propositions, which are in

themselves capable of clear demonstration. To show, there-

fore, that we ai*e capable of knowing, i. e., being certain that

there is a God, and how we may come by this certainty, I

think we need go no further than ourselves, and that un-

doubted knowledge we have of our own existence.

2. Man knows that he himsdf is.—I think it is beyond
question, that man has a clear idea of his own being; he

knows certainly he exists, and that he is something. He
that can doubt whether he be anything or no, I speak not

to
;
no more than I would argue with pure nothing, or endea-

vour to convince nonentity that it were something. If any
one pretends to be so sceptical as to deny his own existence,

(for really to doubt of it is manifestly impossible,) let him
for me enjoy his beloved happiness of being nothing, until

hunger or some other pain comnnee him of the contrary.

This, then, I think I may take for a truth, which every one’s

certain knowledge assures him of, beyond the liberty of

doubting, viz., that he is something that actually exists.

3. He knows also that Nothing cannot froduce a Being

^

therefore Sormthing eternal.—In the next place, man knows
by an intuitive certainty, that bare nothing can no more
produce any real being, than it can be equal to two right

angles. If a man knows not that nonentity, or the absence

of all being, cannot be equal to two right angles, it is impos-

sible he should know any demonstration m Euclid. If,

therefore, we know there is some real being, and that nonen-

tity cannot produce any real being, it is an evident demon-
stration, that from eternity there has been something

; since

what was not from eternity had a beginning; and what had
a beginning must be produced by something else.

4. That eternal Being must he most 'powerful,—Next, it is

evident, that what had its being and beginning from another,

^ust also have all that which is in and belongs to its being

from another too. All the powers it has must be owing to

and received from the same source. This eternal source, then^.
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of all being, must also be the source and original of all power ;

‘

and so this eternal being must be also the most powerful.

5. And 'most knowing,—Again, a man finds in himself per-

ception and knowledge. We have then got one step fur-

ther; and we are certain now that there is not only some

being, but some knowing, intelligent being m the world.

There was a time, then, when there was no knowing being,

and when knowledge began to be ; or else there has been

also a knowing being from eternity. If it be said, there was

a time when no being had any knowledge, when that eternal

being was void of all understanding
;
I reply, that, then it

was impossible there should ever have been any knowledge;

it being as impossible that things wholly void of knowledge,

and operating blindly, and without any perception, should

produce a knowing being, as it is impossible that a triangle

should make itself three angles bigger than two right ones.

For it is as repugnant to the idea of senseless matter, that

it should put into itself sense, perception, and knowledge,

as it is repugnant to the idea of a triangle, that it should put

into itself greater angles than two right ones.

C. And tli/erefore God.—Thus, from the consideration of

ourselves, and what we infallibly find in our own constitu-

tions, our reason leads us to the knowledge of this certain

and evident truth, that there is an eternal, most powerful,

and most knowing being, whicli whether any one will please

to call God, it matters not
;
the thing is evident, and from

this idea duly considered, will easily be deduced all those

other attributes, which we ought to ascribe to this eternal

being. If, nevertheless, any one should bo found so sense-

lessly arrogant, as to suppose man alone knowing and wise,

but yet the product of mere ignorance and chance; and that

all the rest of the universe acted only by that blind haphazard

;

I shall leave with him that very rational and emphatical

rebuke of Tully, (1. li. De Leg.) to be considered at his leisure

:

“ What can be more sillily arrogant and misbecoming, than

for a man to think that he has a mind and understanding in

him, but yet in all the universe beside there is no such thing ?

Or that those things, which with the utmost stretch of hia

reason he can scarce comprehend, should be moved and
managed without any reason at all V' “ Quid est enim
veiius, qiuin neminem esse opoitere tarn stulte arrogantem,
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ut in se mentem et rationem putet inesse, in coelo mundoque
non putet ? Aut ea quoe vix summa ingenii ratione compre-
hendat, nulla mtiono moveri putet

From what has been said, it is plain to me we have a more
certain knowledge of the existence of a God, than of any-

thing our senses have not immediately discovered to us.

Nay, I presume I may say, that we more certainly know that

there is a God, than that there is anything else without us.

When I say we know, I mean there is such a knowledge
within our reach which we cannot miss, if we will but apply

our minds to that, as we do to several other inquiries."*

7. Our idea of a most perfect Being
j
not tlie sole Proof of a

God.-^How far the idea of a most perfect being, which a

man may frame in his mind, does or does not prove the

existence of a God, I will not here examine. For in the

different make of men’s tempers and application of their

thoughts, some arguments prevail more on one, and some on
another, for the confirmation of the same truth. But yet, I

think, tins 1 may say, that it is an ill way of establishing this

* Nor is there need of very gieat application, since there appears in

reality to he no nation upon the suiface of the e^rth which has not ren-

dered itself master of this knowledge I'l avoilers, I know, have some-
times formed a different opinion

,
but their rash, hasty, and almost ran-

dom conclusions, are, in matters of this kind, worthy of little credit.

Thus we find Le YaiUant, a wiiter of great talent and curious observa-
tion, contradicting himself flatly upon this point

,
first afiirming that the

Kabobiquois are the only Afncan nation known to liini, who believed in
the existence of a God

,
whereas he, in another place, relates that the

Caffres not only believed m God, but m the immortality of the soul.

*‘De toutes les nations Afneames, calle-ci (des Kabobiquois) est laseule
chez laquelle j’aie trouv^ quclque ided confuse d’un Dieu J'lgnore si

e’est h ses seules reflexions ou h ces communications avec d’autres
peuples, qu’elle doit cette connaissance sublime, qui seule la rapproche-
rait des nations policdes, mais elle croit (autant que j’ai pu m’en assurer
par mes gens) qu’au dessous des astres il existe un etro puissant lequel a
fait et gouverne toutes choses. Au reste, je dois h, la v^rite d’ajouter ici

que ce n’est Ik pour elle qu’une id(5e vague, stdnle et sans suite
;
qu’elle

ne 80up90nne ne 1’ existence de Tame ni par consequent les peines et les

recompenses d’une autre vie.” (I viii p. 95 et seq.) When wiating
this, however, he had clearly forgotten what he elsewhere says of the
Caffres — “ Ces peuples ont une trfes-haute id^e de I’auteur des ^tres et
de sa puissance

;
ils croient a une autre vie, k la pumtion des mdchans,

k la recompense des bons, niais ils n’ont point d’ldee de la creation
; ils

pensentque le monde a touiours exists, qu’il sera toujours ce qu’il est.’*

(L iv. p, 40.)
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truth, and silencing atheists, to lay the whole stress of so im-

portant a point as this upon that sole foundation
;
and take

some men’s having that idea of God in then* minds, (for it is

evident some men have none, and some worse than none, and
the most very different,) for the only proof of a Deity ; and
out of an over fondness of that darling invention, cashier, or

at least endeavour to invalidate all other arguments, and
forbid us to hearken to those proofs, as being weak or falla-

cious, which our own existence and the sensible parts of the

universe offer so clearly and cogently to our thoughts, that I
deem it impossible for a considering man to withstand them.

Por I judge it as certain and clear a truth as can anywhere be

delivered, that the invisible things of God are clearly seen

from the creation of the world, being undei‘stood by the

things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead.

Though our own being furnishes us, as I have shown, with,

an evident and mcontestible proof of a Deity
;
and I believe

nobody can avoid the cogency of it, who will but as carefully

attend to it, as to any other demonstration of so many parts

:

yet this being so fundamental a tnith, and of that conse-

quence, that all religion and genuine morality depend thereon,

I doubt not but I shall be forgiven by my reader if I go
over some parts of this argument again, and enlarge a littlo

more upon them.

8. Something from Eternity.—^Therc is no truth more evi-

dent than that something must be from eternity. I never

yet heard of any one so unreasonable, or that could suppose so

manifest a contradiction, as a time wherein there was per-

fectly nothing
;
this being of all absurdities the greatest, to

imagine that pure nothing, the perfect negation and absence

of all beings, should ever produce any real existence. *

* Tho nature of the arguments by which Hobbes conceived the exist-

ence of a Deity to be proved, though briefly delivered, and perhaps

somewhat imperfectly stated, are yet upon the whole similar to those

now put forward by Locke. “ Forasmuch,” he says, “as God Almighty
is incomprehensible, it followeth, that we c^i have no conception or

image of the Deity and, consequently, all his attributes signify our ina/-

bility and defect of power to conceive anything concemmg his nature,

and not any conception of the same, excepting only this, that there is a.

God. For the effects we acknowledge naturally, do exclude a power of
their producing, before they were produced

,
and that power presupposetU

something existent that hath such a power and the thmg so existing

with power to produce, if it were not eternal, must needs have been pro-
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It being, then, unavoidable for all mtional creatures to

conclude, that something has existed from eternity
;

let us-

next see what kind of thing that must be.

duced by somewhat before it, and that again by something else before

that, till we come to an etcina.1 (that is to say the first) Power of all

powers, and first Cause of all causes . and thrs it is which all men con-

ceive by the name of God, implymg eternity, incomprehensibility, and

ommpotency. And thus all that will consider may know that God is,

though not what he is even a man bom blind, though it be not pos-

sible for him to liavo any imagination what kmd of thing fire is, yet he

cannot but know that something theie is that men call fire, because it

warmeth him.” (Hum Nat c xi § 2 )
The ancient Egyptians sought

to express their opinion of the unsearchable nature of God by an extra-

ordinary hieroglyphic —“A lion wiping out with his tail the impressions

his feet had made on the sand, was the emblem of the Hemiourgos, or

supreme architect, covering over the marks of his divinity by the woiks

of natuie, and hiding hia immediate power by the visible agony of infenor

beings ” (Galtruchio )
It has nevertheless been doubted whether the

Egyptians believed in one supreme God
,
and many distinguished scholars

are found ranged on both sides of the question The waters of greatest

authority, however, are of opinion that originally the Egyptians, hke
the Hindoos, believed in the existence of one supieme divinity, from

which pure faith they lapsed by degrees into Polytheism and idolatiy.

Their Phtha is sometimes supposed to be the Hephaistos of the Greeks
;

that is, the subtile lire which pervades the umvei-se (Jablonski Panth.

Egypt t 1 . pp. 30—49.) Like the Chinese, (La Croye Tlies Episi 1 m.

p 194,) the ancient Egyptians have by certain wnteis been suspected of

Atheism, a charge opposed by the pious and leained Cudworth, who
conceives, that, under the name of Nox, they woi shipped the invisible

God. Jablonski, though he cannot see any foundation for this opinion,

contends that the Egyptians—that is, the philosophical part of the nation,

were not polytheists (L. I. c i. p 2 ) With a pardonable partiality he

regards Egjqit as the mvontress of theology, and all the other sciences,

(lb et Pioleg. p 4.) They had, according to his views, elevated their

minds to a clear idea of God
,
but pioceedmg to the polytneistic period,

he places Athor, or Aphiodite, at the licad of all their divvnities, as the

Brahmins do piiavani (2 )
The gi.immaiian Orion, cited by the author

of the Etymologicum Magnum, observes, that Athys was, among the

Egyptians, the name of a month, and that they denominated Venus,

Athor (In voce, ’A9vp) Hezychius corroboiates the testimony ol

Onon, adding, that the name Athoi was likewise applied to the cow, but

this is not to he understood of the animal, but of the symbolical cow, by
which Athor was represented. (Jab i. 4 ) It may he noticed en passanty,

that the word is always wntten Athor in the books of the Copts. (Hezyeh.

in V Onon in Etym Magn. ut sup.) But Jablonski maintains that this

goddess and the Grecian Aphrodite were greatly dissimilar, and that in

many respects she rather resembles Hera, or Venus Urania. (6 ) Heio-

dotus, however, observes that Hera was unknown to the Egyptians. (L.

xi. c. 50.) Some of the ancients confounded the goddess with the moon.
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9. Two Sorts of Beings^ cogitative and incogitaiive.—There

are hut two sorts of beings in the world that man knows or

conceives.

Fii’st, such as are purely material, without sense, percep-

(Scld. de Diss Syns. Synt. II. c. ii iv. et Voss, do Idolol. 1. xi. c 21, 22.)

Otliei's, again, suppose her to have been the planet Venus, so highly

veneiatcd by the Arabs (Jabl. i. 7.) But in leality the Orientala

meant nothing by the name, but the plastic powei of nature, (Plut. vit.

Crassi. Jab 8.)—the mother of gods and men (Apul. Met. 1 ix.
,
Ovid*

Fast IV 99 etseq) Jablonski himself thinks the word Athor is synony-

mous with Nox, Night, (1 10,) which was also one of the deities of the

Phoenicians. (Euseb. Pnep Evan. 1. I. c 10 )
Tliere were m Greece,

also, temples to Night, by Hesiod called the mother of the Gods (Theog.

V. 123, conf. Paus on Abb et Phoen.) Night, in fact, as suspected by
Cudworth, was among the Egyptians accounted the first piinciplc of all

things (Jab 18, 19, conf to 27 )
According to Heiodotus, (1 xi c.

4G and 145,) the eight great gods of the Egyptians were the four ele-

ments, the sun, the moon, day, and night 'Idiey, liowevei, degenerated

by degrees into mere Pantheism. (I)iog. Laert lb* vii. 10 )
and Jab-

lonski inquires whether one would not suppose that Spinoza had bonowed
his system from the Egyptians ^ ” (1 36.) The learned mythologist is of
opinion, however, that the more ancient philosophcis of Egypt believed

in one God, (p. 38,) who was called PhtLi, (14,) and included both the

sexes. This is identical, or perfectly agiecs with tlie doctrine of the

Brahmins, (p. 47,) yet the woiship of thw god, like that of Brahma m
India, giadually died away, and he honoiiied but one temple, which was
in Memphis. (52 )

The solitary fane in honour of tlie supreme God exists

likewise in Hindustan. (Todd Annal of Bojart, I p 774.) The primi-

tive conception which the Hindus had framed of the divinity, we may
collect fiom a sublime hymn in the Lajus- Veda, “ m which a yearning
to inculcate the unity of God is clearly distinguisliable, m the midst of
ideas of a pantheistical tendency. ” (Hindoos I p 146) “Fire is that

original cause; the sun is that, so ls air, so is the moon, such, too, ia

that pure Brahmin, and those waters, and that lord of creatures. Mo-
ments, and other measures of time, proceeded from the effulgent’ person,

whom none can apprehend as an object of peiception, above, around, or

in the midst Of him whose glory is so great theie is no image
,
ho it is

who IS celebrated in various holy strains. Even ho is the God, who
pervades all regions

,
he is the first-bom

;
it is he who is in the womb

;

he who IS born
,
and he who will be produced he severally and univer-

sally remains with all persons He, prior to whom nothing was bom,
and who became all things; himself the lord, of creatuies with a body
composed of sixteen members, being delighted by creation, produced the
three lummaries, the sun, the moon, and fire To what God should we
offei oblations, but to him who made the fluid sky and solid earth

;

who fixed the solar orb and celestial abode and who formed drops
of ram m the atmosphere? To what God should we offer obla-
tion, but to him whom heaven and earth mentally contemplate, while
they are strengthened and embelhshed by offenngs, and illuminated
by the sun rising above them ? The wise man views that mysterious
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tion, or thought, as the clippings of our beards, and parings

of our nails.

Secondly, sensible, thinking, perceiving beings, such as we
£nd ourselves to be, which, if you please, we will hereafter

call cogitative and incogitative beings
;
which to our present

purpose, if for nothing else, are perhaps better terms than
material and immaterial.

10. Incogitative Beings cannot produce a cogitative.— If,

then, there must be something eternal, let us see what sort

of being it must be. And to that it is very obvious to

I’eason, that it must necessarily be a cogitative being. For
it is as impossible to conceive that ever bare incogitative

matter should produce a thinking intelligent being, as that

nothing should of itself produce matter. Let us suppose any
parcel of matter eternal—great or small—we shall find it, in

itself, able to produce nothing. For example: let us sup-

pose the matter of the next pebble we meet with eternal,

closely united, and the parts firmly at rest together
;

if there

were no other being in the world, must it not eternally re-

main so—a dead inactive lump*? Is it possible to conceive it

can add motion to itself—being purely matter—or produce

anything'? Matter, then, by its own strength, cannot pro-

duce in itself so much as motion: the motion it has must
also be from eternity, or else be produced, and added to

matter by some other being more powerful than matter

;

matter, as is evident, having not power to produce motion

in itself. But let us suppose motion eternal too
:
yet matter

—incogitative matter and motion—whatever changes it might

produce of figure and bulk, could never produce thought:

knowledge will still be as far beyond the power of motion

and matter to produce, as matter is beyond the power of

nothing or nonentity to produce. And I appeal to every

one s own thoughts, whether he cannot as easily conceive

Being in whom the universe perpetually exists, resting on that sole sup-

poi*t In him this woild is absorbed
,
from him it comes

,
in creatures

he IS twined and wove wilh vanous forms of existence. Let the wise

man who is conversant with the import of revelation, promptly celebrate

that immortal Being, the mysteriously existing and various abode he
who knows its three states, (its creation, continuance, and destruction,)

which are involved in mystery, is father of the father That Bi*ahma

in whom the gods attain mimortality, while they abide in the third or

celestial region, is our venerable paient, and the Bi evidence which,

governs all worlds.” (Asiatic Researches, VIII. pp 431—433 .)—Ed.
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matter produced by nothing, as thought to be produced by
}>ure matter, when, before, there was no such thing as

thought or an intelligent being existing'? Divide matter

into as many parts as you will, (which avc are apt to imagine

a sort of spiritualizing, or malang a thinking thing of it,)

vary the figure and motion of it as much as you please—

a

globe, cube, cone, prism, cylinder, &c
,
whose diameters are

but 100,000th part of agry,"^ will operate no otherwise upon
other bodies of proportionable bulk, tlian those of an inch

or foot diameter
;
and you may as mtionally ex])oct to pro-

duce sense, thought, and knowledge, by putting together, in

a certain figure and motion, gross particles of matter, as by
those that are the very minutest that do anywheie exist.

They knock, impel, and resist one another, just as the greater

do, and that is all they can do. So that, if we will biippose

nothing first or eternal, matter can never begin to be : if wo
suppose bare matter without motion, eternal, motion can
never begin to be ; if we suppose only matter and motion
first, or eternal, thought can never begin to be. For it is

impossible to conceive that matter, either with or without
motion, could have originally in and from itself sense, per-

ception, and knowledge
,
as is evident fiom hence, that then

sense, perception, and knowledge, must be a ])roperty eter-

nally inseparable from matter and eveiy particle of it. Not
to add, that, though our general or s})ecific coiicejition of
matter makes us speak of it as one thing, yet really all

matter is not one individual thing, neither is there any such
thing existing as one material being, or one single body that
we know or can conceive. And theiefore, if matter were the
eternal first cogitative being, there would nut be one eternal,

infinite, cogitative being, but an infinite number of (‘ternal,

finite, cogitative beings, independent one of another, of li-

mited force, and distinct thoughts, which could never pro-

duce that order, harmony, and beauty which ai e to be found

* A gry is one-tenth of a line, a line onc-tentli of an inch, an inch
one-tenth of a philosophical foot, a philosophical foot one-thud of a
pendulum, whose diadroms, in the latitude of forty-five degrees, aro
each equal to one second of time, or one-sixtieth of a minute. I havo
affectedly made use of this measure here, and the parts of it, under a
decimal division, with names to them

,
because I think it would be of

general convenience that this should be the common measuie m the
commonwealth of letters.
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iu nature. Since, therefore, whatsoever is the first etenial

being must necessarily be cogitative; and whatsoever is first

of all things must necessarily contain in it, and actually

have, at least, all the perfections that can ever after exist

;

nor can it ever give to another any perfection that it hath

not either actually in itself, or, at least, in a higher degree;

it necessarily follows, that the first eternal being cannot be
matter.

1 1 Thefteforey there has hem an eternal Wisdom,—If, there-

fore, it be evident that something necessarily must exist from

eternity, it is also as evident that that something must iieces-

mrily be a cogitative being: for it is as impossible that in-

cogitative matter should produce a cogitative being, as that

nothing, or the negation of all being should produce a posi-

tive being or matter.

12. Though this discovery of the necessary existence of an

cremal mind does sufficiently lead us into the knowledge of

God
;
since it will hence follow, that all other knowing beings

that have a beginning must depend on him, and have no
other ways of knowledge or extent of power than what he

gives them; aud therefore, if he made those, he made also

the less excellent pieces of this universe, all inanimate beings,

whereby his omniscience, power, and providence will be esta-

blished, and all his other attributes necessarily follow
:
yet,

to clear up this a little further, we will see what doubts can

be raised against it.

13. Whether materiUl or no,— First, Perhaps it will bo

said, that, though it be as clear as demonstration can make
it, that there must be an eternal being, and that being must

also be knowing :
yet it does not follow, but that thinking

being may also be material. Let it be so ; it equally still

follows that there is a God. For if there be an eternal,

omniscient, omnipotent being, it is certain that there is a

God, whether you imagine that being to be material or no.

But herein, I suppose, lies the danger and deceit of that

supposition : there being no way to avoid the demonstration,

that there is an eternal knowing being, men devoted to

matter would willingly have it ^'anted, that this knowing

being is material ;
and then, letting slide out of their minds,

or the discourse, the demonstration whereby an eternal know-
ing being was proved necessarily to exist, would argue all to be
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matter, and so deny a God—-that is, an eternal cogitative

being; whereby they are so far from establishing, that they

destroy their own hypothesis. For if there can be, in their

opinion, eternal matter, without any eternal cogitative being,

they manifestly separate matter and thinking, and suppose

no necessary connexion of the one with the other, and so

establish the necessity of an eternal spirit, but not of mati^ter;

since it has been proved already, that an eternal cogitative

being is unavoidably to be granted. Now, if thinking and

matter may be separated, the eternal existence of matter will

not follow from the eternal existence of a cogitative being,

and they suppose it to no purpose.

14. Not rmteiial^ I. Became ecery Pa/rticle of Matter is not

cogitative.—But now let us suppose that can satisfy them-

selves or others, that this eternal thinking being is material.

First, I would ask them, whether they imagine that all

matter—every particle of matter—thinks? This, I suppose^

they will scarce say; since then there would be as many
eteraal thinking beings as there are particles of matter, and so

an infinity of gods. And yet, if they will not allow matter

as matter—that is, every particle of matter to be as well

cogitative as extended, they will have as hard a task to make
out to their own reasons a cogitative being out of incogi-

tative particles, as an extended being out of unextended

parts, if I may .so speak.

15. II. One Particle alone ofMatter cannot he cogitative,

—

Secondly, If all matter does not think, I next ask. Whether
it be only one atom that does so? This has as many
absurdities as the other; for then this atom of matter must
be alone eternal or not. If this alone be eternal, then this

alone, by its powerful thought or will, made all the rest of

matter. And so we have the creation of matter by a power-

ful thought, which is that the materialists stick at
;
for if

they suppose one single thinking atom to have produced all

the rest of matter, they cannot ascribe that pre-eminency to

it upon any other account than that of ^ts thinking, the only

supposed difference. But allow it to be by some other way,

which is above our conception, it must still be creation, and
these men must give up their great maxim, “ Ex nihilo nil

fit.” If it be said, that all the re.st of matter is equally

eternal as that thinking atom, it will be to say anything at
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pleasure, though evei^ so absurd : for to suppose all matter
etemal, and yet one small particle in knowledge and power
infinitely above all the rest, is without any the least appear-
ance of reason to frame an hypothesis. Every particle of

matter, as matter, is capable of all the same figures and
motions of any other; and I challenge any one, in his

thoughts, to add anything else to one above another.

16. III. A System of incogitative Matter cannot he cogi-

tative.—If, then, neither one peculiar atom alone can be tliis

eternal thinking being; nor all matter, as matter, i. e., every
particle of matter, can be it, it only remains, that it is some
certain system of matter duly put together, that is this

thinking eternal being. This is that which, I imagine, is

that notion which men are aptest to have of God; who
would have him a material being, as most readily suggested
to them by the ordinary conceit they have of themselves,

and other men, which they take to be material thinking
beings. But this imagination, however more natural, is no
less absurd than the other . for to suppose the eternal tliink-

ing being to be nothing else but a composition of particles

of matter, each whereof is cogitative, is to ascribe all the
wisdom and knowledge of that eternal being only to the
juxta-position of parts; than which nothing can be more
absurd. For unthinking particles of matter, however put
together, can have nothing thereby added to them, but a
new relation of position, which it is impossible should give
thought and knowledge to them.

17. Whether m Motion or at Best.—But further: this cor-

poreal system either has all its parts at rest, or it is a certain

motion of the parts wherein its thinking consists. If it be
perfectly at rest, it is but one lump, and so can have no
privileges above one atom.

If it be the motion of its parts, on which its thinking
depends, all the thoughts there must be unavoidably acci-

dental and limited
;

since all the particles that by motion
cause thought, being* each of them in itself without any
thought, cannot regulate its own motions, much less be regu-

lated by the thought of the whole : since that thought is

not the cause of motion, (for then it must be antecedent to

it, and so without it,) but the consequence of it, whereby
freedom, power, choice, and all rational and wise thinking
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or acting, will be quite taken away : so that such a thinking

being will be no better nor wiser than pure blind matter;

since to resolve all into the accidental unguided motions

of blind matter, or into thought .depending on unguided
motions of blind matter, is the same thing : not to mention
the narrowness of such thoughts and knowledge that must
depend on the motion of such parts. But there needs no
enumeration of any more absurdities and impossibilities in

this hypothesis (however full of them it be) than that before

mentioned; since, let this thinking system be all or a part

of the matter of the universe, it is impossible that any one
particle should either know its own or the motion of any
other particle, or the whole know the motion of every par-

ticle
;
and so regulate its own thoughts or motions, or indeed

have any thought resulting from such motion.

18 . Matter not co-etemal with an eternal Mind.—Others
would have matter to be eternal, notwithstanding that they
allow an eternal, cogitative, immaterial being. This, though
it take not away the being of a God, yet, since it denies one
and the first great piece of his workmanship, the creation,

let ns consider it a little. Matter must be allowed eternal

:

why? because you cannot conceive how it can be made out

of nothing: why do you not also think yourself eternal?

You will answer, perhaps, because, about twenty or forty

years since, you began to be. But if I ask you, what
that you is which began then to be, you can scarce tell me.
The matter whereof you are made began not then to be, for

if it did, then it is not eternal : but it began to be put to-

gether in such a fashion and frame as makes up your body;
but yet that frame of particles is not you, it makes not that

thinking thing you are; (for I have now to do with one
who allows an eternal, immaterial, thinking being, but would
have unthinking matter eternal too,) therefore, when did

that thinking thing begin to be? If it did never begin to

be, then have you always been a thinking thing from eter-

nity; the absurdity whereof I need not confute, till I meet
with one who is so void of understanding as to own it. If,

therefore, you can allow a thinking thing to be made out of

nothing, (as all things that arc not eternal must be,) why
also can you tiot allow it possible for a material being to be
made out of nothing by an equal power, but that you have

VOL. II. B
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the experience of the one in view, and not of the other?

though when well considered, creation of a spirit will be
found to require no less power than the creation of matter.

Nay, possibly, if we would emancipate ourselves from vulgar

notions, and raise our thoughts as far as they would reach,

to a closer contemplation of things, we might be able to

aim at some dim and seeming conception how matter might
at first bo made, and begin to exist by the power of that

eternal first being: but to give beginning and being to a

spirit, would be found a more inconceivable effect of om-
nipotent power. But, this being what would perhaps lead

us too far from the notions on which the philosophy now
in the world is built, it would not be jiardonable to deviate

so far from them; or to inquire, so far as grammar itself

would authorize, if the common settled opinion o]iposes it

:

especially in this place, where the received doctrine serves

well enough to our present purpose, and leaves this past

doubt, that the creation or beginning of any one substance

out of nothing being once admitted, the creation of all

other but the Creator himself, may, with the same ease, be

supposed.

19. But you will say. Is it not impossible to admit of

the making anything out of nothing, since we cannot pos-

sibly conceive it] I answer, No: 1. Because it is not rea-

sonable to deny the power of an infinite being, because we
cannot comprehend its operations. We do not deny other

effects upon this ground, because we cannot possibly conceive

the manner of their production. We cannot conceive how
anything but impulse of body can move body

;
and yet that

is not a reason sufficient to make us deny it possible,* against

the constant experience we have of it in ourselves, in all

our voluntary motions, ivhich are produced in us only by
the free action or thought of our own minds; and are not,

nor can be, the effects of the impulse or determination of

the motion of blind matter in or upon our own bodies; for

then it eould not be hi our power or choice to alter it. For
example : my right hand writes, whilst my left hand is still

:

what causes rest in one, and motion in the other? Nothing
but my will—a thought of my mind; my thought only

* So in the fol. 1714. But in the modern editions it is usually printed
** deny it impossible ’* (See follov ing page )

—

Ed.
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changing, the right hand rests, and the left hand moves*

This is matter of fact, which cannot be denied : explain

this and make it intelligible, and then the next step will

be to understand creation. For the giving a new deter-

mination to the motion of the animal spirits (which some
make use of to explain voluntary motion) deal’s not the

difficulty one jot : to alter the determination of motion, being

in this case no easier nor less, than to give motion itself;

since the new determination given to the animal spirits

must be cither immediately by thought, or by some other

body put in their way by thought, which was not in their

way before, and so must owe its motion to thought : either

of which leaves voluntary motion as unintelligible as it was
before. In the meantime, it is an overvaluing oui’selves to

reduce all to the narrow measure of our capacities; and to

conclude all things impossible to be done, whoso manner of

doing exceeds our comprehension. This is to make our
comprehension infinite, or God finite, when what we can do
is limited to what we can conceive of it. If you do not
understand the operations of your own finite mind—that
thinking thing within you, do not deem it strange that you
cannot comprehend the operations of that eternal infinite

mind, who made and governs all things, and whom the
heaven of heavens cannot contain.'^

CHAPTER XL
OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE EXISTENCE OF OTHER THINGS.

1. It is to he liad only hy Sensation.—The knowledge of
our own being we have by intuition. The existence of a
God, reason clearly makes known to us, as has been shown.

* In the philosophical system of the Hindoos, God is regarded as pure
spirit, divested of all attributes Mattel, which comprehends every-

thing that IS not God, is inert Here are two principles clearly taught.

This Being is individuated in every foim of life, vegetable as well as

animal
,
but may also be contemplated as dwelling in his own eternal

solitude. From the union of spirit with matter arise vice and misery

:

to dissolve this union, and leturn the divine particle to its pure source,
which is to be effected only by complete absti action, and perpetual me-
ditation on the Divine Natuie, is the great business of life The Hin-
doo philosophers, therefore endeavour, by performing the most fearful
ai^tenties, and, by annihilatmg as far as possible all wants, afiectiona
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The knowledge of the existence of any other thing we can

have only hy sensation: for there being no necessary con-

nexion of real existence with any idea a man hath in his

niemoiy, nor of any other existence but that of God, with

the existence of any ])articular man; no particular man can

know the existence of any other being, but only when, by
actual operating upon him, it makes itself perceived by him.

For the having the idea of anything in our mind, no moi*e

proves the existence of that thing, than the picture of a

man evidences his being in tlie world, or the visions of a

dream make thereby a true history.

2. Instance : Whiteness of this Paper.—It is therefore the

actual receiving of ideas from without that gives us notice of

the existence of other things, and makes us know that some-

thing doth exiot at that time without us, which causes that

idea in us, though perhaps we neither know nor consider

how it does it : for it takes not from the cei^tainty of our

senses, and the ideas we receive by them, that we know not

the manner wherein they are produced : v. g., whilst I write

this, I have, by the paper affecting my eyes, that idea pro-

duced in my mind, which, whatever object causes, I call

white, by which I know that that quality or accident (i. e.,

whose ap})ej.i ranee before my eyes always causes that idea)

Vloih really exist, and hath a being without me And of

this the greatest assurance I can possibly have, and to which

my faculties can attain, is the testimony of my eyes, which

are the proper and sole judgijs of this thing, whose testimony

I have reason to rely on as so certain, that I can no more

doubt, whilst I write this, that I see white and black, and

that something really exists that causes that sensation in me,

than that I write or move my hand : which is a certainty as

great as human nature is capable of, concerning the existence

of anything, but a man’s self alone, and of God.

3. Thisj though not so certain as Demonstration^ yet may he

called Knowledge^ and proves the Existence of Things without

us.—The notice we have by our senses oi the existing of

and desires, to elevate themselves to that spiritual life, or absorption,

in the Deity, in which they expect to be plunged after death, and lost

in ineffable beatitude, as the air contained in a vessel mingles, when this

vessel is broken, with the great body of atmospheric an, or as a drop is

lost in the ocean (Ward. pref. p. 20—21
)
—Dn.
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tilings without us, though it bo not altogether so certain as-

our intuitive knowledge, or the deductions of our reason,

employed about the clear abstract ideas of our own minds
;
yet

it is an assumnee that deserves the name of knowledge. If we
persuade ourselves that our faculties act and inform us right

concerning the existence of tliose objects that affect them, it

cannot pass for an ill-grounded confidence: for I think

nobody can, in earnest, be so sceptical as to be uncertain of

the existence of those things which he sees and feels. At
least, he that can doubt so far, (whatever he may have with

his o^vn thoughts,) will never have any controversy with me

;

since he can never be sure I say anything contrary to his

own opinion. As to myself, I think God has given me assu-

rance enough of the existence of things without me; since,

by tlieir different application, I can produce in myself both

pleasure and pain, which is one great concernment of my
present state. This is certain, the confidence that our facul-

ties do not herein deceive us, is the greatest assurance we are

capable of concerning the existence of material beings. Foi

we cannot act anything but by our faculties
;
nor talk of know-

ledge itself, but by the helps of those faculties which are

fitted to apprehend even what knowledge is. But besides

the assurance wo have from our senses themselves, that they

do not err in the information they give us of the existence

of things without us, when they arc affected by them, we
are fiuther confirmed in this assurance by other concurrent

reasons.

4. I. Because we cannot have them hut hy the Inlet of the

Senses.—First, It is plain those perceptions are produced in

us by exterior causes affecting our senses, because those that

want the organs of any sense, never can have the ideas be-

longing to that sense produced in their minds. This is too

evident to be doubted: and therefore we cannot but be

assured that they come in by the organs of that sense, and
no other way. The organs themsel^s, it is plain, do not

produce them
;
for then the eyes of a man in the dark would

produce colours, and his nose smell roses in the winter : but
we see nobody gets the relish of a pineapple, till he goes to

the Indies, where it is, and tastes it."*

* It would seem from this, that the pineapple had not then been intre^
duced into Europe.

—

Ed,
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5. II. Because an Ideafrom actual Sensation^ and another

from Memory, are nefry distinct Perceptions.—Secondly, Be-

cause sometimes I find, that I cannot avoid tlie having those

ideas^ produced in my mind. For though, when my eyes are

shut, or windows fast, I can at pleasure rccal to my mind

the ideas of light, or the sun, which former sensations had

lodged in my memory; so I can at pleiisure lay by that

idea, and take into my view that of the smell of a rose, or

taste of sugar. But, if I turn my eyes at noon towards the

sun, I cannot avoid the ideas which the light or sun then

produces in me. So that there is a manifest difference be-

tween the ideas laid up in my memory, (over which, if they

were there only, I should have constantly the same ^lower to

dispose of them, and lay them by at jileasure,) and those

which force themselves upon me, and I eannot avoid having.

And therefore it must needs be some exterior cause, and th(‘

brisk acting of some objects without me, whose efficacy I

cannot resist, that produces those ideas in my mind, whether

I will or no. Besides, there is nobody who doth not jier-

ceivc the difterence in himself between contemplating the

sun, as he hath the idea of it in his memory, and actually

looking upon it : of winch two, his perception is so distinct,

•that few of his ideas are more distinguishable one from an-

other. And therefore he hath certain knowledge, that they

arc not both memory, or the actions of his mind, and fancies

only within him
,

but that actual seeing hath a cause

AVltllOUt.

6 III. Pleasure or Pain which accompanies actual Sensa-

tion, accompanies not tlw returning of those Ideas without the

extenuial Objects—Thiidly, Add to this, that many of those

ideas are produced in us with pain, which afterwards we
remember without the least offence. Thus, the pain of heat

or cold, when the idea of it ib revived in our minds, gives us

no distuibauce; which, Avhen felt, was very troublesome, and

is again, when actually rej)0ated; which is occasioned by the

disorder the external object causes in our bodies when applied

to it. And we remember the pains of hunger, thirst, or the

headache, without any pain at all; which would either never

disturb us, or else coiK'>taiitly do it, as ofteii as we thought

ot it, were there nothing more but ideas floating in our

mmds, and appearancco entei-taining our fancies, without tho
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real existence of things affecting us from abroad. The same
may be said of pleasure, accompanying several actual sensa-

tions : and though mathematical demonstrations depend not
upc-i sense, yet the examining them by diagrams gives great

credit to the evidence of our sight, and seems to give it a
certainty approaching to that of demonstration itself. Eor
it would be very strange, that a man should allow it for an
undeniable tinith, that two angles of a figure, which he mea-
sures by lines and angles of a diagimn, should be bigger
one than the other, and yet doubt ol the existence of those
lines and angles, which by looking on he makes use of to
measure that by.

7. IV. Out Senses assist one another s Testimo^iy of the

Existence of outward Things,—Fourthly, Our senses in many
cases bear witness to the truth of each other s report, con-
cerning the existence of sensible things without us. He
that sees a fire, may, if he doubt whether it be anything
more than a bare fancy, feel it too

;
and be convinced, by

putting his hand in it
;
winch certainly could never be put

into such exquisite pain by a bare idea or phantom, unless

that the pain be a fancy too, which yet he cannot, when the
burn IS well, by raismg the idea of it, bring upon himself
again.

Thus I see, whilst I write this, I can change the appear-
ance of the paper, and by designing the letters tell before-

hand what new idea it shall exhibit the very next moment,
by barely drawing my pen over it : which will neither appear
(let me fancy as much as I will) if my hands stand still

; or
though I move my pen, if my eyes be shut : nor when those

characters are once made on the paper, can I choose after-

wards but see them as they are
; that is, have the ideas of

such letters as I have made. Whence it is manifest, that

they are not barely the sport and play of my own imagina-
tion, when I find that the characters that were made at the
pleasure of my own thoughts, do not obey them

,
nor yet

cease to be, whenever I shall fancy it; but continue to affect

the senses constantly and regularly, according to the figures

I made them. To which if we will add, that the sight of
those shall, from another man, draw such sounds as I before-
liand design they shall stand for, there will be little reason
left to doubt that those words I write do really exist without
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me, when they cause a long series of regular sounds to

affect my ears, which could not be the effect of my imagina-

tion, nor could my memory retain them in that order.

8. Thi^ Certainty w cbs great as our Condition needs .—But
yet, if after all this, any one will be so sceptical as to distrust

hi3 senses, and to affirm that all we see and hear, feel and taste,

think and do, during our whole being, is but the series and
deluding appearances of a long dream, whereof there is no
reality

;
and therefore will question the existence of all

things, or our knowledge of anything
;
I must desire him to

consider, that, if all be a dream, then he doth but dream that

he makes the question, and so it is not much matter that a
waking man should answer him. But yet, if he pleases, he
may dream that I make him this answer, that the certainty

of things existing in rerum natura, when we have the tes-

timony of our senses for it, is not only as gi’eat as our frame can
attain to, but as our condition needs. For our faculties being

suited not to the full extent of being, nor to a perfect, clear,

comprehensive knowledge of things free from all doubt and
scruple

;
but to the preservation of us, in whom they are, and

accommodated to the use of life, they serve to our purpose
well enough, if they will but give us certain notice of those
things, wliich arc convenient or inconvenient to us For
.he that sees a candle burning, and hath experimented the
force of its dame by putting his finger m it, will little doubt
that this IS something existing without him, which does him
harm, and puts him to great pain

;
which is assurance enough

when no man requires greater certainty to govern his actions

by, than what is as certain as his actions themselves. And
if our dreamer pleases to try whether the glowing heat of a
glass furnace be barely a wandering imagination in a drowsy
man’s fancy, by putting his hand into it, he may perhaps be
wakened into a certainty greater than he could wish, that
it is something more than bare imagination; so that this evi-

dence 13 as great as we can desire, being as certain to us as

our pleasure or pain, i..e
, happiness or misery

; beyond which
we have no concernment, either of knowing or being. Such
an assurance of the existence of things without us is sufficient

to direct us in the attaining the good and avoiding the evil

which is caused by them, which is the import and concern-
ment we have of being made acquainted with them.
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2. But reaches no further than actual Sensation.—In fine,

then, when our senses do actually convey into our under-

standings any idea, we cannot but be satisfied that there

doth something at that time really exist mthout us, which
dotli affect our senses, and by them give notice of itself to

our apprehensive faculties, and actually i>roduce that idea

which we tlien perceive : and we cannot so far distrust their

testimony, as to doubt that such collections of simple ideas

as wo have observed by our senses to be united together, do
really exist together. But this knowledge extends as far aa

the present testimony of our senses, employed about particular

objects that do then affect them, and no further. For if I
saw such a collection of simple ideas as is wont to be called

man, existing together one minute since, and am now alone,

I cannot be certain that the same man exists now, since there

is no necessary connexion of his existence a minute since

with his existence now; by a thousand ways he may cease to

be, since I had the testimony of my senses for his existence.

And if I cannot be certain that the man I saw last to-day is

now in being, I can less be certain that he is so who hath
been longer removed from my senses, and I have not seen

since yesterday, or since the Last year
;
and much less can I

be certain of the existence of men that 1 never saw. And,
therefore, though it be highly probable that millions of men
do now exist, yet, whilst I am alone writing this, I have not
that certainty of it which we strictly call knowledge

; though
the great likelihood of it puts me past doubt, and it be rea-

sonable for me to do several things ujion the confidence that

there are men (and men also of rny acquaintance, with whom
I have to do) now in the world : but this is but probability,

not knowledge.

10. Folly to expect Demonstration in everything.—Whereby
yet we may observe how foolish and vain a thing it is for a
man of a narrow knowledge, who having reason given him to

judge of the different evidence and probability of things, and
to be swayed accordingly

j
how vain, I say, it is to expect de-

monstration and certainty in things not capable of it
; and

refuse assent to very rational propositions, and act contrary to
very plain and clear truths, because they cannot be made out
80 evident, as to surmount every the Iccost (I will not say
reason, but) pretence of doubting. He that, in the ordinary
affairs of life, would admit of nothing but direct plain de-
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monstration, would be sure of nothing in this world, but of
perishing quickly. The wholesomeness of his meat or drink
would not give him reason to venture on it : and I would
fam know what it is he could do upon such grounds, as are
ca])able of no doubt, no objection.

11. Past Existence is known by Memory,—A,s when our
senses are actually employed about any object, we do know
that it does exist

;
so by our memory we may be assured,

tliat heretofore things that afiected our senses have existed.

And thus we have knowledge of the past existence of several

things, whereof our senses having informed us, our memories
still retain the ideas

,
and of this we are past all doubt, so

long as we remember well. But this knowledge also reaches
no further than our senses have formerly assured us. Thus,^

seeing water at this instant, it is an unquestionable truth to

me that water doth exist; and remembering that I saw it

yesterday, it will also be always true, and as long as my
memory retains it always an undoubted proposition to me,
that water did exist the 10th of July, 1688, as it will also

be equally true that a certain number of very fine colours did
exist, which at the same time I saw upon a bubble of that
water; but, being now quite out of the sight both of the
water and bubbles too, it is no more certainly known to me
that the water doth now exist, than that the bubbles or
colours therein do so : it being no more necessary that
water should exist to-day, because it existed yesterday, than
that the colours or bubbles exist to-day, because they existed

yesterday; though it be exceedingly much more probable,^

because water hath been observed to continue long in exist-

ence, but bubbles, and the colours on them, quickly cease

to be.

1 2. The Existence of Spirits not knowable ,—What ideas we
have of spirits, and how we come by them, I have already

shown. But though we have those ideas in our minds, and
know we have them there, the having the ideas of spirits

does not make us know that any such things do exist with-

out us, or that there are any finite spirits, or any other

spiritual beings but the eternal God. We have ground from
revelation, and several other reasons, to believe with as-

surance that there are such creatures: but our senses not
being able to discover them, we want the means of knowing
their particular existences. jFor we can no more know that
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there are finite spirits really existing by the idea we have of

SHch beings in our minds, than by the ideas any one has of
fairies or centaurs, ho can come to know that things answer-

ing those ideas do really exist.

And therefore concerning the existence of finite spirits, as

well as several other things, we must content ourselves with

the evidence of faith ;
but universal, certain jiropositions con-

cerning this matter are beyond our reach. For however true

it may be— v. g., that all the intelligent spirits tl^t God
ever created, do still exist

:
yet it can never make a part of

our certain knowledge. These and the like propositions we
may assent to, as highly probable, but are not, I fear, in this

state capable of knowing. We are not, then, to put others

upon demonstrating, nor ourselves upon search of universal

certainty in all those mattei*s, wherein wo are not capable of

any other knowledge, but what our senses give us in this or

that particular.

13. Farticular Propositmis concerning Existence are hnew^
able.—By which it appears that there are two sorts of pro-

positions. 1. There is one sort of jiropositions concerning

the existence of anything answerable to such an idea : as

having the idea of an elephant, phoenix, motion, or an angel,

in my mind, the first and natural inquiry is, whether such a
thing does anywhere exist? And this knowledge is only of
jiarticulars. No existence of anything without us, but only
of God, can certainly be known further than our senses in-

form us. 2. There is another sort of propositions, wherein is

expressed the agreement or disagreement of our abstract

ideas, and their dependence on one another. Such propo-
sitions may be universal and certain. So, having the idea of
God and myself, of fear and obedience, I cannot but be sure

that God is to be feared and obeyed by me : and this propo-
sition will be certain, concerning man in general, if I have
made an abstract idea of such a species, whereof I am one
particular. But yet this proposition, how certain soever,

that men ought to fear and obey God, proves not to me the
existence of men in the world, but will be true of all such
creatures, whenever they do exist : which certainty of such
general propositions depends on the agreement or disagree-
ment to be discovered in those abstract ideas.

14. And general Propositions concerning abstract Ideas.

—
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In the former case, our knowledge is the consequence of the

existence of things producing ideas in our minds by our
senses: in the latter, knowledge is the consequence of the

ideas (be they what they will) that are in our minds jiro-

ducing there general certain propositions. Many of these are

called seternje veritates, and all of them indeed are so; not

from being written all or any of them in the minds of all

men, or that they were any of them propositions in any one’s

mind, till he, having got the abstract ideas, joined or se])a-

rated tiiem by affirmation or negation. But wheresoever we
can suppose such a creature as man is, endowed with such

faculties, and thereby furnished with such ideas as we have,

we must conclude, he must needs, when he applies his thoughts

to the consideration of his ideas, know the truth of certain

propositions that will arise from the agreement or disagree-

ment which he will perceive in his own ideas. Such propo-

sitions are therefore called eternal truths, not because they

are eternal propositions actually formed, and antecedent to

the understanding, that at any time makes them
;
nor because

they are imprinted on the mind from any patterns that are

anywhere out of the mind, and existed before, but because

being once made about abstract ideas, so as to be true, they

will, whenever they can be .supposed to be made again at any
time past or to come, by a mind having those ideas, always

actually be true. For names being supposed to stand perpe-

tually fur the same ideas, and the .same ideas having immu-
tably the same habitudes one to another; projiositions con-

cerning any ab.stract ideas that are once true must needs bo

eternal verities.

CHAPTER XII.

OF THE IMPROVEMENT OF OUR KNOWLEDGE.

1. Knowledge is not from Maxims,—It having been the

common received opinion amongst men of letters, that maxims
were the foundation of all knowledge

;
and that the sciences

were each of them built upon certain prsecognita, from whence
the understanding was to take its rise, and by which it was
to conduct itself in its inquiries into the matters belonging

to that science, the beaten road of the schools has been to

lay down in the beginning one or more general propositions
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as foundations whereon to build the knowledge that was to

be liad of that subject. These doctrines, thus laid down for

foundations of any science, were called principles, as the be-

ginnings from which we must set out, and look no further

backwards in our inquiries, as we have already observed.

2. (The Occasion of that Opinwnf—One tluiig which
might probably give an occasion to this way of proceeding in

other sciences, was (as I suppose) the good success it seemed
to have in mathematics, wherein men, being observed to

attain a great certainty of knowledge, these sciences came
by pre-eminence to be called MaOry/xar^r, and MdOrjcjiQ^ learning,

or things learned, thoroughly learned, as having ot all others

the greatest certainty, clearness, and evidence in them,

3. Butfrom the comparing clear and distinct Ideas,—But
if any one will consider, he will (I guess) find that tlie great

advancement and certainty of real knowledge which men
andved to in these sciences, was not owing to the influcnco

of these principles, nor derived from any peculiar advantage
they received from two or three general maxims, laid down
ill the beginning; but from the clear, distinct, complete ideas

their thoughts were emjiloycd about, and the relation of

equality and excess so clear between some of them, that they
had an intuitive knowledge, and by that a way to discover

it in others, and this without the help of those maxims. For I
ask, is it not possible for a young lad to know that his whole
body IS bigger than his little linger, but by virtue of this

axiom, that the whole is bigger than a part
,
nor be assured

of it, till he has learned that maxim? Or cannot a countiy
wench know that, having received a shilling fiom one that
owes her three, and a shilling also from another that owes
her three, the remaming debts in each of their hands are

equal? Cannot she know this, I say, unless she fetch the

certainty of it from this maxim, that if you take equals

from equals, the remainder will be equals, a maxim which
possibly she never heard or thought of ? I desire any one
to consider, from what has been elsewhere said, which is

known first and clearest by most peojilc, the particular in-

stance, or the general rule; and Avhich it is that gives life

and birth to the other. These general rules are but tho
comparing our more general and abstract ideas, which arc
the workmanship of the mind, made, and names given to
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them for the easier dispatch in its reasonings, and drawing

into comprehensive terms and short rules its various and
multiplied observations. !But knowledge began in the mind,

nnd was founded on particulars; though afterwards, perhaps,

no notice was taken thereof : it being natural for the mind
(forward still to enlarge its knowledge) most attentively to

lay up those geneml notions, and make the proper use of

them, which is to disburden the memory of the cumliersome

load of particulars. For I desire it may be considered,

what more certainty there is to a child, or any one, that his

body, little finger, and all, is bigger than his little finger

alone, after you have given to his body the name whole, .and

to his little finger the name part, than he could have had
before; or what new knowledge concerning his body can

these two relative terms give him, which he could not have

without them? Could he not know that his body was
bigger than his little finger, if his language weie yet so im-

pertect, that he bad no such relative terms as whole and
part? I ask, further, when ho has got these names, how
is he more certain that his body is a whole, and his little

finger a part, than he was or might be certain before he
Itarnt those terms, that his body was bigger than his little

finger? Any one may as reasonably doubt or deny that his

little finger is a part of his body, as that it is less than his

body. And he that can doubt whether it be less, will as

certainly doubt whether it be a part. So that the maxim,
the whole is bigger than a part, can never be made use

of to ])rove the little finger less than the body, but when
it is useless, by being brought to convince one of a truth

which he knows already. For he that does not certainly

know that any parcel of matter, with another parcel of

matter joined to it, is bigger than either of them alone, will

never be able to know it by the help of these two re-

lative terms, whole and part, make of them what maxim
you please.

4. Dangerous to build upon precarious Principles.—But
be it m the mathematics as it will, whether it be clearer,

that, taking an inch from a black line of two inches, and an
inch from a red line of two inches, the remaining parts of

the two lines will be equal, or that if you take equals from
equals, the remainder will be equals

; which, I say, of these
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two is the clearer and first known, I leave to any one to

determine, it not being material to my present occasion.

That which I have here to do, is to inquire, whether if it

1)6 the readiest way to knowledge to begin with general

maxims, and build upon them, it be yet a safe way to take

the principles, which are laid down in any other science as

unquestionable truths; and so receive them without exami-
nation, and adhere to them without suffering them to be
doubted of, because mathematicians have been so happy, or

so fair, to use none but self-evident and undeniable. If this

])e so, I know not what may not pass for truth in morality,

what may not be introduced and proved in natural phi-

losophy.

Let that principle of some of the philosophers, that all is

matter, and that there is nothing else, be received for cer-

tain and indubitable, and it will be easy to be seen by the
writings of some that have revived it again in our days,

what consequences it will lead us into,"^ Let any one, with
Polemo, take the world; or with the Stoics, the fether, or
the sun;t or with Anaximenes, the air, to be God; and
what a divinity, religion, and worship must we needs havel
!N'othing can be so dangerous as principles thus taken up
without questioning or examination; especially if they be
such as concern morality, which influence men’s lives, and
give a bias to all their actions. Who might not justly ex-
pect another kind of life in Aristippus, who placed happiness
in bodily pleasure; and in Antisthenes, who made viituo

* See Lipsius Physiolog. Stoic 1. 1 Diss. VII Op. t iv p 84f).

On the Divinity of the sufi, see 1 li Diss 13. ''IlXiof,* 0(u(j fityifTTOQ

tCjv Kar hvoavov Oiwv, Travreg tKOvaip vi ovpdpioi Gtoi, waavti
PamXii Kai vvvdar^/' (Trismegistus ap. Lips, iib sup.)—

E

d.

+ Anaximenes maintained, accoiding to Diogenes L.iertius, that the
air and the infinite were the first principles of all things — “ Ovrog
dpxw diipa ilire, Kai rb cLTreipov.** (L II. c. 11, ^1.) Ttnneniann,
theiefore, is wrong, where ho says, that, “ instead of the indeterminato
mnipov of the latter, (Anaximaudios,) ceijtain ohseivations, though
partial and limited, on the ongiirof things, and the n-atuieof the soul,
led him to regard the air {arjpj) as the piimitive clement.” (Hist, of
Phil § 87) Cicero, however, (De Nat. Dcoi. I lU,) and Aiistotlc,
(Met I. 3,) omit to mention the ro uTreipov. On the genet al opinions
of Anaximenes, Menage lefers to the notes of Casaubon, EAiseb. Praep.
Evan. 1 X. c ult

,
Neraesius, c. v.

,
and the Adversanes of Desederius^

Heialdus, L ii. c. 12 .—Ed.
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sufficient to felicity? And he who, with Plato, shall place

beatitude in the knowledge of God, will have his thoughts
raised to other contemplations than those who look not be-

yond this spot of earth, and those perishing things which
are to be had in it. He that, with Archelaus,* shall lay it

down as a principle, that right and wrong, honest and dis-

honest, are defined only by laws, and not by nature, ^vill

have other measures of moral rectitude and pravity, than
those who take it for granted that we are under obligations

antecedent to all human constitutions.

0. This ^ no certain Way to Tmjuth.—If, therefore, those

that pass for principles are not certain, (which we must have
some way to know, that we may be able to distinguish them
from those that •are doubtful,)" but are only made so to us

by our blind assent, we are liable to be misled by them
;
and

instead of being guided into truth, we shall, by principles,

be only confirmed in mistake and error.

6. But to compare clear, complete Ideas, under steady Names,
—But since the knowledge of the certainty of princijdes,

as well as of all other truths, depends only upon the percep-

tion wo have of the agreement or disagreement of our ideas,

the way to improve our knowledge is not, I am sure, blindly,

and with an implicit faith, to receive and swallow principles;

but is, I tlunk, to get and fix in our minds clear, distinct, and
complete ideas, as far as they are to be had, and amiex to

them proper and constant names And thus, perhaps, with-

out any other principles, but barely considering those ideas,

and by comjiaring them one with another, finding their

agreement and disagreement, and their sevei-al relations and

habitudes
;
we shall get more true and clear knowledge by

the conduct of this one rule, than by taking up prmciples,

and thereby putting our minds into the disposal of others.

7. The true Method of advancing Knowledge is by con-

sidering our abstract Ideas—Wo must, therefore, if we will

proceed as reason adyises, adapt our methods of inquiry to

the nature of the ideas we examine, and the truth we search

after. General and ceidain truths are only foui ded in the

habitudes and relations of abstract ideas. A sagacious and

methodical application of our thoughts, for the findmg out

* On the opinions of Archelaus, see Diog. Laeit. II. 16. Tennemann.
Hist, of PhU. § 107.—Ed.
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these relations, is the only way to discover all that can be

put with truth and certainty concerning them into general

propositions. By what steps we are to proceed in these, is

to bo learned in the schools of the mathematicians, who,
from very plain and easy beginnings, by gentle degrees, and
a continued chain of reasonings, proceed to the discovery

and demonstration of truths, that appear at fii-st sight be-^

yond human capacity. The art of finding proofs, and the
admirable methods they have invented for the singling out
and laying in order those intermediate ideas that demon-
stratively show the equality or inequality of unapplicable
quantities, is that which has carried them so far, and pro-
duced such wonderful and unexpected discoveries; but
whether something like this, in respect of other ideas, as
well as those of magnitude, may not in time be found out,

I will not determine. This, I think, I may say, that if

other ideas that are the real as well as nominal essences of
their species, were pursued in the way familiar to mathemati-
cians, they would carry our thoughts further, and with gi’eater

evidence and clearness than possibly wo are apt to imagine.
8. J3i/ which Morality also rmy he tiiade clearer,—This

gave me the confidence to advance that conjecture, which
I suggest, (chap, iii.) viz., that morality is capable of demon-
stration as well as mathematics. For the idea.s that ethics
axe conversant about, being all real essences, and such as
I imagine have a discoverable connexion and agreement one
with another; so far as we can find their habitudes and
relations, so far we shall be possessed of certain, real, and
gencFal truths; and I doubt not, but if a right method were
taken, a great part of morality might be made out with
that clearness, that could leaA’c, to a considering man, no
more reason to doubt, than he could have to doubt of the
truth of propositions in mathematics, which have been de-
monstrated to him.

9. But Knowledge of Bodies is to he improved only hy
Experience,—In our search after the knowledge of substances,
our want of ideas that are suitable to such a way of pro-
ceeding obliges us to a quite diffeient method. We advance
not here, as in the other, (where our abstract ideas are real
ss well as nominal essences,) by contemplating our ideas,
and considering their rehitions and correspondences; that

VOL. II.

'
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helps us very little, for the reasons, that in another place

we have at large set down. By which I think it is evident,

that substances afford matter of very little general know-

ledge; and the bare contemplation of their abstract ideas

will carry us but a very little way in the search of truth and

certainty. What, then, are we to do for the improvement of

our knowledge in substantial beings'? Here we are to take

a quite contrary course
;
the want of ideas of their real es-

sences sends us from our own thoughts to the things them-

selves, as they exist. Experience here must teach me wliat

reason cannot, and it is by trying alone, that I can cer-

tainly know, what other qualities co-exist with those of my
complex idea, v. g., whether that yellow, heavy, fusible body

I call gold, be malleable, or no, which experience (which

way ever it prove ni that particular body I examine) makes
me not certain, that it is so in all, or any other yellow,

heavy, fusible bodies, but that which I have tried. Because

it is no consequence one way or the other from my com})lex

idea, the necessity or mconsn>tencc of malleability hath no
visible connexion with the combination of that colour, weight,

and fusibility in any body. What I have said here ot the

nominal essence of gold, supposed to consist of a liody of

such a determinate colour, weight, and fusibility, will hold

true, if malleableness, fixedness, and solubility in aqua regia

be added to it. Our reasouiugs from these ideas will carry

us but a little way in the certain discovery of the other

properties in those masses of matter wherein all these are

to be found. Because the other properties of such bodies,

depending not on these, but on that unknown real essence

on which these also depend, we cannot by them discover

the rest
;
we can go no further than the simple ideas of our

nominal essence will carry us, which is very little beyond

themselves; and so afford us but very sparingly any certain,

universal, and useful truths For upon trial having found

that particular piece (and all others of that colour, weight,

and fusibility, that I ever tried) malleable, that also makes
now, perhaps, a part of my complex idea, part of my nominal

essence of gold . whereby though I make my complex idea to

which I affix the name gold, to consist of more simple ide

than before
;
yet still, it not containing the real essence of any

species of bodies, it helps me not certainly to know (I say to
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know, perhaps it may be to conjecture) tlie other remaining

properties of that body, further than they have a visible coii'

nexion with some or all of the simple ideas that make up
my nominal essence. For example, T cannot be certaia

from this complex idea, whether gold be fixed or no; be-

cause, as before, there is no necessary connexion or incon-

sistence to be discovered betwixt a complex idea of a body
yellow, heavy, fusible, malleable

;
betwixt these, I say, and

fixedness; so that I may certainly know, that in wliatso-

ever body these are found, there fixedness is sure to be.

Here, again, for assurance, T must apply myself to ex-

perience; as far as that reaches, I may have certain know-
ledge, but no further.

10 T/its ^nay 'procure us Convenimeej not Science.—I deny
not but a man, accustomed to rational and regular experi-

ments, shall be able to see further into the nature of bodies,

and guess lighter at their yet unknown properties, than ono

that IS a stranger to them: but yet, ns I have said, this is

but judgment and opinion, not knowledge and certainty.

This way of getting and impioving our knowledge m sub-

stances only by experience and history, whicli is all that the

weakness of our faculties in this state of mediocrity which
we are in in this world can attain to, makes me suspect that

natural jihilosophy is not capable of being made a science.

We are able, 1 imagine, to reach very little general know-
ledge concerning the species of bodies, and their sevcial

jiroperties Experiments and historical observations we
may have, from which we may draw advantages of ease and’

health, and thereby increase our stock of conveniences for

this life
,
but beyond this I fear our talents reach not, nor

are our faculties, as I guess, able to advance.

11. We are fitted jor 'moral Knowledge and natural Im-
provements— From whence it is obvious to conclude, that,

since our faculties are not fitted to penetrate into the internal

fabric and real essences of bodies, but yet plainly discov^er

to us the being of a God, and the knowledge of ourselves,

enough to lead us into a full and clear discoveiy of our duty
and great concernment

;
it will become us, as rational crea-

tures, to employ those faculties we have about what they are
most adapted to, and follow the direction of nature, where it

seems to point us out the way. For it is rational to con-
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elude, that our proper employment lies in those inquiries,

and in that sort of knowledge which is most suited to our
natural capacities, and carries in it our greatest interest, L e

,

the condition of our eternal estate. Hence I think I may
conclude, that morality is the proper science and business of

mankind in general, (who are both concerned and fitted to

search out their summum bonum,) as sevei’al arts, conversant

about several parts of nature, are the lot and private talent

of particular men, for the common use of human life, and
their own paiiiicular subsistence in this world. Of what
consequence the discovery of one natui'al body and its pro-

perties may be to human life, the whole great continent of

America is a convincing instance: whose ignorance in useful

arts, and want of the greatest part of the conveniences of life,

in a country that abounded with all sorts of natuial plenty,

I think may be attributed to their ignorance of what was
to be found in a very ordinary, desjiicable stone

;
I mean

the mineral of iron. And whatever we think of our parts

or improvements m this part of the world, where knowledge
and plenty seem to vie witli each other

;
yet to any one that

will seriously reflect on it, I suppose it will appear past

doubt, that, were the use of ii’on lost among us, we should in

a few ages bo unavoidably reduced to the wants and igno-

rance of the ancient savage Americans, whose natural en-

dowments and provisions come no way short of those of the
most flourishing and pohte nations. So that he who first

made known the use of that contemptible mineral, may be
truly styled the father of arts, and author of plenty.

1 2. But must beware ofHypotheses and wrong Principles,

—

I would not, therefore, be thought to disesteem or dissuade

the study of nature. I readily agree the contemplation of

his works gives us occasion to admire, revere, and glorify

their Author; and, if rightly directed, may be of greater

benefit to mankind than the monuments of exemplary charity,

that have at so great charge been raiseil by the founders of

hospitals and almshouses. He that first invented printing,

discovered the use of the compass, or made public the virtue

and right use of kin kina, did moie for the propagation of

knowledge, for the supply and increase of useful commodities,
and saved more from the grave, than those who built colleges,

workhouses, and hospitals. All that I would say is, that we
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should not be too forwardly possessed with the opinion or*

expectation of knowledge, where it is not to bo had, or by
ways that will not attain to it: that we should not take
doubtful systems for complete sciences, nor unintelligible

notions for scientifical demonstmtions. In the knowledge
of bodies, we must bo content to glean what we can from
particular experiments

;
since we cannot, from a discovery of

their real essences, grasp at a time whole sheaves, and in

bundles comprehend the nature and properties of whole
species together. Where our inquiry is concerning co-exist-

ence, or repugnancy to •co-exist, which by contemplation of

our ideas we cannot discover; there experience, observation^

and natural history, must give us, by our senses and by
retail, an insight into corporeal substances. The knowledge
of bodies we must get by our senses, warily employed in

taking notice of their qualities and operations on one an-
other; and what we hope to know of sepamte spmts in this

world, we must, I think, expect only from revelation. Ho
that shall consider how little general maxims, precarious

principles, and hypotheses laid down at pleasure, have pro-

moted true knowledge, or helped to satisfy the inquiries of
rational men after real improvements how little, I say, the
setting out at that end has, for many ages togethei’, advanced
men’s progres towards the knowledge of natural philosophy,

will think we have reason to thank those who in this latter

age have taken another course, and have trod out to us,

though not an easier way to learned ignorance, yet a surer
way to profitable knowledge.

13. TJi^ true Use of Hypotheses.—Not that we may not, to
explain any phenomena of nature, make use of any probable
hypothesis whatsoever; hypotheses, if they are well made,
are at least great helps to the memory, and often direct us
to new discoveries. But my meaning is, that we should not
take up any one too hastily (which the mind, that would
always penetrate into the causes of things, and have prin-

ciples to rest on, is very apt to do,) till wo have very well
examined particulars, and made several experiments, in that
thing which we would explain by our hypothesis, and see
whether it will agi’ee to them all; whether our principles
will carry us quite through, and not be as inconsistent witk
one phenomenon of nature, as they seem to accommodate
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and explain another. And at least that we take care that

the name of principles deceive ns not, nor impose on us, by
making ns receive that for an unqnestionable truth, which
is really at best but a very doubtful conjecture, such as are

most (I had almost said all) of the hypotheses in natural

philosophy.

14. Clear and distinct Ideas with settled Names, and tlie

Jmding of those which show their Agreement or Disagreement,

are the Ways to enlarge our Knowledge.—But whether natural

philosophy be capable of certainty or no, the ways to enlarge

our knowledge, as far as we are capable, seem to me, in short,

to be these two

:

First, The first is to get and settle in our minds deter-

mined ideas of those things whereof wo have general or spe-

cific names; at least, so many of them as we would consider

and improve our knowledge in, or reason about. And if

they be specific ideas of substances, we should endeavour also

to make them as complete as we can, whereby I mean, that

we should put together as many simple ideas as, being con-

stantly observed to co-exist, may perfectly determine the

species
;
and each of those sim])lo ideas which are the ingre-

dients of our complex ones, should be clear and distinct in

our minds. For it being evident that our knowledge cannot
exceed our ideas; as far as they are either imperfect, con-

fused, or obscure, we cannot expect to have certain, perfect,

or clear knowledge.

Secondly, The other is the art of finding out those inter-

mediate ideas, which may show us the agreement or repugnancy

of other ideas, which cannot be immediately compared.

15. Mathematics an Instance of it.—That these two (and

not the relying on maxims, and drawing consequences from
some general propositions) are the right methods of improving
our knowledge in the ideas of other modes besides those of
quantity, the consideration of mathematical knowledge ^dll

easily mfoim us. Where fii'st we shall find that he that has

not a perfect and clear idea of those angles or figures of

which he desires to know anything, is utterly thereby inca-

pable of any knowledge about them. Suppose but a man
not to have a perfect exact idea of a right angle, a scalenum,

or trapezium, and there is nothing more certain than that

lie will in vain seek any demonstration about them. Fur-
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ther, it is evident, that it was not the influence of those

maxims which are taken for principles in mathematics, that

hath led the masters of that science into those wonderful

discoveries they have made Let a man of good parts know
all the maxims generally made use of in mathematics ever so

perfectly, and contemplate their extent and consequences as

much as he pleases, he will, by their assistance, I suppose,

scarce ever come to know that the square of the hyjiothenuse

in a right-angled triangle is equal to tlie squares of the two
other sides. The knowledge that the whole is equal to all

its parts, and if you take equals from equals, the remainder
will be equal, &c., helped him not, I presume, to this demon-
stration: and a man may, I think, pore long enough on
those axioms, without ever seeing one jot the moro of mathe-
matical truths. They have been discovereil by the thoughts

otherwise applied : the mind had other objects, other views

before it, far different from those maxims, when it first got

the knowledge of such truths in mathematics, which men
well enough acquainted with those received axioms, but
ignorant of their method who fii'st made these demonstrations,

can never sufficiently admire. And who knows what methods
to enlarge our knowledge in other parts of science may here-

after he invented, answering that of algebra in mathematics,

which so readily finds out the ideas of quantities to measure
others by; whose equality or pioportion we could otherwise

very hardly, or, perhaps, never come to know?

CHAPTER XIII

SOME FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING OUR
KNOWLEDGE. •

1 . Our Knowledge partly necessary, partly volunta/ry ,

—

Our
knowledge, as in otlier things, so in this, has so great a con-

formity with our sight, that it is neither wholly unnecessary,

nor wholly voluntary. If our knoVledgo were altogether

necessary, all men’s knowledge would not only be alike, but
every man would know all that is knowable

;
and if it were

wholly voluntary, some men so little regard or value it, that
they would have extreme little, or none at all. Men that have
senses cannot choose but receive some ideas by them

; and if
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they have memory, they cannot but retain some of them
; and

it they have any distinguishing faculty, cannot but perceive the
agreement or disagreement of some of them one with another;
as he that has eyes, if he will open them by day, cannot but
see some objects, and perceive a difference in them. But
though a man with his eyes open in the light, cannot but
see, yet there be certain objects which he may choose
whether he will turn his eyes to

; there may be in his reach
a book containing pictures and discoui'ses, capable to delight
or instruct him, wliich yet he may never have the will to
open, never take the pains to look into.

2. The Application voluntary ; hut we Jenow as things a/re,

not as toe please.—There is also another thing in a man’s
power, and that is, though he turns his eyes sometimes to-
wards an oliject, yet he may choose whether he will curiously
survey it, and with an intent application endeavour to ob-
serve accui-ately all that is visible in it; but yet, what he
does see, he cannot see otherwise than he doea It depends
not on his will to see that black which appears yellow

;
nor

to persuade himself, that what actually scalds him, feels coli
The earth will not appear painted with flowers, nor the fields

covered with verduie, whenever he has a mind to it: in the
'cold winter, he cannot help seeing it white and hoary, if- he
will look abroad. Just thus is it with our understanding;
all that is voluntary in our knowledge is the employing or
withholding any of our faculties, from this or that sort of
objects, and a more or less accumte survey of them: but,
they being employed, our will hath no power to determine
the knowledge of the mind one way or another; that is dona
only by the objects themselves, as far as they are clearly
discovered. And therefore, as far as men’s senses are con-
versant about external objects, the mind cannot but receive
those ideas which are presented by them, and be informed of
the existence of things without; and so far as men’s thoughts
converse with their .own determined ideas, they cannot "but
in some measure observe the agreement or disagreement that
is to be found amongst some ot them, which is so far know-
ledge: and if they have names for those ideas which they
have thus considered, they must needs be assured of the
truth of those propositions which express that agreement or
disagreement they perceive in them, and be undoubtedly
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convinced of those truths. For what a man sees, he cannot

but see; and what he perceives, he cannot but know that he

perceives.

3. Instance in Numbers.—Thus, he that has got the ideas

of numbers, and hath taken the pains to compare one, two,

and three, to six, cannot choose but know that they are

equal : he that hath got the idea of a triangle, and found the

ways to measure its angles and their magnitudes, is certain

that its three angles are equal to two right ones; and can as

little doubt of that, as of this tnith, that, It is impossible for

the same thing to bo, and not to be.

4. In Natural Religion.—He also that hath the*idea of an
intelligent, but frail and weak being, made by and depending

on another, who is eternal, omnipotent, perfectly wise and

good, will as certainly know that man is to honour, fear, and

obey God, as that the sun shines when he sees it. For if he

hath but the ideas of two such beings in his mind, and will

turn his thoughts that way, and, consider them, he will as

certainly find that the inferior, finite, and dependent, is

under an obligation to obey the supreme and infinite, as he

is certain to find that three, four, and seven are less than

fifteen, if he will consider and compute those numbers
;
nor

can he be surer in a clear morning that the sun is risen,

if he will but open his eyes, and turn them that way. But
yet these truths, being ever so certain, ever so clear, he may
be ignorant of either, or all of them, who will never take

the pains to employ his faculties, as he should, to inform

himself about them.

CHAPTER XIY.

OF JUDGMENT.

1. Our Knowledge being short, v)e want something else.

—

The undei*standing faculties being given to man, not barely

for speculation, but also for the conduct of his life, man
would be at a great loss if he had nothing to direct him

but what has the certainty of true knowledge. For that

being verj^ short and scanty, as wc have seen, ho would be

often utterly in the dark, and in most of the actions of his

life, perfectly at a stand, had he nothing to guide him in

the absence of clear and certain knowledge. He that will
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not eat till he has demonstration that it will nourish him

;

he that will not stu* till he infallibly knows the business he
goes about will succeed, will have httle else to do but to sit

still and perish.

2. Wliat Use to he made ofhhis twUight State.—Therefore,

as God has set some things in broad daylight, as he has

given us some certain knowledge, though hmited to a few
things in comparison, probably as a taste of what intel-

lectual creatures are capable of to excite in us a desire and
endeavour after a better state : so, in the greatest part of

our concernments, he has atforded us only the twilight, as I

may so ^say, of probability; siutable, I presume, to that

state of mediocrity and probationership he has been pleased

to place us in here; wherein, to check our over-contidence

and presumption, we might, by every day’s experience, be
made sensible of our short-sightedness and liableness to

error;* the sense whereof might be a constant admonition

to us, to spend the days of this our pilgrimage with industry

and care, in the search and following of that way which
might lead us to a state of greater perfection: it being
highly rational to think, even were revelation silent in the

case, that, as men employ those talents God has given them
here, they shall accordingly receive their rewards at the
dose of the day, when their sun shall set, and night shall

put an end to their labours.

3. Judgment supplies the Want ofKnowledge.—The faculty

which God has given man to supply the want of clear and
certain knowledge, in cases where that cannot be had, is judg-
ment : whereby the mind takes its ideas to agree or disagree •

or, which is the same, any projiosition to be true or false, with-

out perceiving a demonstrative evidence in the proofs. The
mind sometimes exercises thisjudgment out of necessity,where
demonstrative proofs and certain knowledge are not to be
had; and sometimes out qf laziness, unskilfulness, or haste,

even where demonstrative and certain proofs are to be hath
Men often stay not w«arily to examine the agreement or dis-

agreement of two ideas, which they are desirous or concerned

See, for a picture of the quick-judging man of the world, who seizes

on the fittest occasions for action, and is able at a glance to distmguish
the expedient from the inexpedient, Cardan’s curious and valuable
treatise, De Prudentia Civile, c. xxu. p. 67 .—Ed.
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to know
;
but, either incapable of such attention as is requi-

site in a long train of gi-adations, or impatient of delay,

lightly cast their eye$ on, or wholly pass by the proofs
;
and

so, without making out the demonstration, determine of the

agreement or disagreement of two ideas, as it were by a view

of them as they are at a distance, and take it to be the one

or the other, as seems most likely to them upon such a loose

suiwey. This faculty of the mind, when it is exercised

immediately about things, is called judgment; when about

truths delivered in words, is most commonly called assent or

dissent : which being the most usual way, wherein the mind
has occasion to employ this faculty, I shall, under these

terms, treat of it, as least liable in our language to equi-

vocation.

4. Judgment is the lyresuming Things to he so, without per-*

ceiving it.—Thus the mmd has two faculties conversant about

truth and falsehood.

First, Knowledge, whereby it certainly perceives, and is

undoubtedly satisfied of the agi'eement or disagreement of

any ideas.

Secondly, Judgment, which is the putting ideas together,

or separating them from one another in the mind, when their

certain agreement or disagreement is not perceived, but pre-

sumed to 1)0 so; wliich is, as the word imports, taken to be

so before it certainly appeal’s. And if it so unites or sepa-

rates them, as in resdity things are, it is light judgment.

CHAPTER XY.
OF PROBABILITY.

1. Prohohility is the Appearance of AgreeTnent upon falli-

hie Proofs.—As demonstration is the showing the agreement

or disagreement of two ideas, by the intervention of one or

moie proofs, which have a constant, immutable, and visible

connexion one with another
;
so probability is nothing but

the appearance of such an agreement or disagreement, by
the intervention of proofs, whose connexion is not constant

and immutable, or at least is not perceived to be so, but is,

or appears for the most part to be so, and is enough to induce

the mind to judge the proposition to be true or false, rather
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than the contrary. For example ; in the demonstration of

it a man perceives the certain, immutable connexion there

is of equality between the three anglies of a triangle, and
those intermediate ones which are made use of to show their

equality to two light ones; and so, by an intuitive know-
ledge of the agreement or disagreement of the intermediate

ideas in each step of the progress, the whole series is con-

tinued with an evidence, which clearly shows the agreement
or disagreement of those three angles in equality to two
right ones ; and thus he lias certain,knowledge that it is so.

But another man, who never took the pains to observe the

demonstration, hearing a mathematician, a man of credit,

affirm the three angles of a triangle to be equal to two right

ones, assents to it, i. e., receives it for true : in which case the

foundation of his assent is the probability of the thing
;
the

proof being such as for the most part carries truth with it

:

the man on whoso testimony he receives it, not being wont
to affirm anything contrary to or besides his knowledge,

especially in matters of this kind : so that that which causes

his assent to this proposition, that the three angles of a
triangle are ecpial to two rjght ones, that which makes him
•take these ideas to agree, without knowing them to do so, is

the wonted veracity of the speaker in other cases, or his

supposed veracity in this.

2. It is to supply the Want of Knowledge,—Our knowledge,
as has been shown, being very naiTow, and we not happy
enough to find certain truth in everything which we have
occasion to consider; most of the propositions we think,

reason, discourse—nay, act upon, aie such as we cannot have
undoubted knowledge of their truth: yet some of them
border so near upon certainty, that we make no doubt at all

about them
;
but assent to them as firmly, and act, according

to that assent, as resolutely as if they were infallibly demon-
strated, and that our knowledge of them was perfect and
certain. But there being degrees herein, from the very neigh-

bourhood of certainty and demonstration, quite down to im-
probability and unlikeness, even to the confines of impos-
sibility

;
and also degrees of assent from full assurance and

confidence, quite down to conjectui'e, doubt, and distrust: I
shall come now, (having, as I think, found out the bounds
of human knowledge and certainty,) m the next place, to
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coiLsider the several degrees and grounds of probability, and
assent or faith.

3. Being that which Tnakes us presume Things to he true

before we know them to he so,—Probability is likeliness to be

true, the very notation of the word signifpng such a propo-

sition, for which there be arguments or proofs to make it

pass or be received for true. The entertainment the mind
gives this sort of propositions is called belief, assent, or

opinion, which is the admitting or receiving any proposition

for true, upon arguments or proofs that are found to persuade

us to receive it as true, without certain knowledge that it

is so. And herein lies the difference between probability

and certainty, faith and knowledge, that in all the parts of

knowledge there is intuition ;
each immediate idea, each step

has its visible and certain connexion : in belief, not so. That
wliich makes me believe, is something extraneous to the
thing I believe; something not evidently jomed on both
sides to, and so not manifestly showing the agreement or

disagreement of those ideas that are under consideration.

4. The Grounds of ProhoMlity are two : Conformity with

cm" own experience^ or the Testimony of others' Experience ,

—

Probability, then, being to supply the defect of our know-
ledge and to guide us where that fails, is always conversant

about propositions, whereof we have no certainty, but only

some inducements to receive them for true. The grounds of
it are, in short, these two following

:

First, The conformity of anything with our owi;i know-
ledge, observation, and experience.

Secondly, The testimony of others, vouching their observa-

tion and experience. In the testimony of others, is to be
considered, 1. The number. 2. The integrity. 3. The skill

of the witnesses. 4. The design of the author, where it is a
testimony out of a book cited. 6, The consistency of the
parts, and circumstances of the relation. 6. Contrary testi-

monies.

5. In thisy all Hw Arguments pro and con ougJU to he ex-

amined before we come to a Judgment .—Probabihty wanting
that intuitive evidence which infallibly determines the under-
standing, and produces certain knowledge, the mind, if it

would proceed rationally, ought to examine all the grounds of
probability, and see how they make more or less for or against
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any pro))osition, before it assents to or dissents from it
;
and,

upon a due balancing the whole, reject or receive it, with a
more or less firm assent, proportionably to the preponderancy

of the greater grounds of probability on one side or the

other. For example :

If I myself see a man walk on the ice, it is past proba-

bility, it is knowledge : but if another tells me he saw a
man in England, in the midst of a sharp winter, walk upon
water, hardened with cold, this has so great conformity with

what is usually observed to happen, that I am disposed

by the nature of the thing itself to assent to it, unless some
manifest suspicion attend the relation of that matter of fact.

But if the same thing be told to one born between the tropics,

who never saw nor heard of any such thing before, there the

whole probability relies on testimony : and as the relators

are more in number, and of more credit and have no interest

to speak contrary to the truth, so that matter of fact is like

to find more or less belief. Though to a man whose expe-

rience has always been quite contrary, and who has never

heard of anything like it, the most unattainted credit of a
witness will scarce be able to find belief. As it happened to

a Dutch ambassador, who entertaining the king of Siam
with the particularities of Holland, which he was inquisitive

after, amongst other things told him, that the water in his

country would sometimes, in cold weather, be so hard, that

men walked upon it, and that it would bear an elephant, if

he were there. To which the king replied, Hitherto I

have bebeved the strange things you have told me, because

I look upon you as a sober fair man, but now I am sure you
lie."

6. They being capable of great Variety.— Upon these

grounds depends the probability of any proposition : and as

the conformity of our knowledge, as the certainty of obser-

vations, as the frequency and constancy of experience, and
the number and credibility of testimonies do more or less

agree or disagree with it, so is any proposition in itself more
or less probable. There is another, I confess, which, though
by itself it be no true ground of probability, yet is often

made use of for one, by which men most commonly regulate

their assent, and upon which they pin their faith more than
anything else, and that is, the opinion of others : though
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there cannot be a more dangerous thing to rely on, nor

more likely to mislead one
;

since there is much more false-

hood and error among men, than truth and knowledge. And
if the opinions and persuasions of others, whom we know
and think well of, be a ground of assent, men have reason to

be Heathens in Japan, Mahometans in Turkey, Papists in

Spain, Protestants in England, and Lutherans in Sweden.

But of this wrong ground of assent I shall have occasion to

speak more at large in another place.

CHAPTER XVI.

OF THE DEGREES OF ASSENT.

1. Our Assent ought to he regulated hg the Grounds of Pro--

hohility.—The gi'ounds of probability we have laid down in

the foregoing chapter
;
as they are the foundations on which

our assent is built, so are they also the measure whereby its

several degrees are, or ought to be regulated : only we are to

take notice, that, whatever grounds of probabihty there may
bo, they yet operate no further on the mind which searches

after truth, and endeavoiu’s to judge right, than they appear;

at least, in the first judgment or search that the mind
makes. I confess, in the opinions men have, and firmly

stick to in the world, their assent is not always from an
actual view of the reasons that at first prevailed with them

:

it being in many cases almost impossible, and in most, very

hard, even for those who have very admirable memories, to

retain all the proofs which, upon a due examination, made
them embrace that side of the question. It suffices that

they have once with care and fairness sifted the matter as far

as they could; and that they have searched into all the par-

ticulars, that they could imagine to give any light to the

question; and, with the best of their skill, cast up the
account upon the whole evidence : and thus, having once
found on which side the probability appeared to them, after as

full and exact an inquiry as they can make, they lay up the
conclusion in their memories, as a truth they have dis-

covered; and for the future they remain satisfied with the
testimony of their memories, that this is the opinion that.
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liy the proofs they have once seen of it, deserves such a
degree of their assent as they afford it.

2 These cannot always he actually in View, and then we
must content ourselves with the Remembrance that we once saw
Ground for such a Degree of Assent ,—This is all that the

greatest part of men arc capable of doing, in, regulating their

opinions and j
udgments

;
unless a man will exact of them,

either to retain distinctly in their memories all the proofs

concerning any probable truth, and that too, in the same
order, and regular deduction of consequences in which they

have formerly placed or seen them; which sometimes is

enough to fill a large volume on one single question : or

else they must require a man, for every opinion that he

embraces, every day to examine the proofs : both which are

impossible. It is unavoidable, therefore, that the memory
be relied on in the case, and that men be persuaded of several

opinions, whereof the proofs are not actually in their thoughts

:

nay, which perhaps they are not able actually to recal.

Without this, the greatest part of men must be either very

sceptics, or change every moment, and yield themselves up to

whoever, having lately studied the question, offers them
arguments; which, for want of memory, they are not able

presently to answer.

3. The ill Consequence of this, if our former Judgments
were not rightly made.—I cannot but own, that men’s stick-

ing to their past judgment, and adhering firmly to conclusions

formerly made, is often the cause of great obstinacy in error

and mistake. But the fault is not that they rely on their

memories for what they have before well judged, but be-

cause they judged before they had well examined. May
we not find a great number (not to say the greatest part) of
men that think they have formed right judgments of several

matters; and that for no other reason, but because* they

never thought otherwise? who imagine themselves to have
judged right, only because they never questioned, never ex-

amined their own opinions? Which is indeed to think they
judged right, because they never judged at all: and yet
these, of all men, hold their opinions with the gi'eatest stiff-

ness
,
those being generally the most fierce and firm in their

tenets, who have least examined them. What we once know,
we are certain is so : and we may be secure, that there are
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no latent proofs undiscovered, which may overturn our know-

ledge, or bring it in doubt. But, in matters of probability,

it IS not in every case we can be sure that we have all the

particulars before us, that any way concern the question

;

and that there is no evidence behind, and yet unseen, which

may cast the probability on the other side, and outweigh

all that at present seems to preponderate with us. Who
almost is there that hath the leisui’e, patience, and means

to collect together all the proofs concerning most of tho

ojnnions he has, so as safely to conclude that lie hath a clear

and full view; and that there is no more to be alleged for

lus better information? And yet we are forced to determine

oui>>elve3 on the one side or other. The conduct of oui lives,

and the management of our gieat concerns, will not bear

delay, for those depend, for the most pai't, on the deter-

mination of our judgment in jioints wherein we arc not

capable of certain and demonstrative knowledge, and where-

in it is necessary for us to embrace the one side or the

other,

4. The I'ight Use of it, mutual Chanty and Forbearance,

—Since, therefore, it is unavoidable to the greatest jiart of

men, if not all, to have several o]nmons, without certain and
indubitable proofs of their truth; and it carries too great

an imputation of ignorance, lightness, or folly for men to

quit and renounce their former tenets presently u^ion the

offer of an argument which they cannot immediately answer,

and show the insufficiency of: it would, methmks, become
all men to maintain peace, and the common offices of hu-

manity and friendship, in the diversity of opinions, since*

we cannot reasonably expect that any one should readily

and obsequiously quit his own opinion, and embrace ours

with a blind resignation to an authority whicli the under-

staiidmg of man acknowledges not.’" For however it may

* In exactly the same spirit, Jeremy Tayloi wnte‘< as follows, speak-
ing of tho heresies and schisms which formerly lose in tlie Christian

World, and the attempts which were made to introduce unifonnity of
opinion — “ Few men m the mean time considered, that, so long as
men had such variety of principles, sucli several constitutions, educa-
tions, tempers, and distempers, hopes, interests, and weaknesses, de-
grees ol light, and degices of understanding, it was impossible all should
be of one mind And what is impossible to be done is not necessary
it should be done, and therefore, although variety of opinions was im*

VOL. II. X
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often mistake, it can own no other guide but reason, nor
blindly submit to the will and dictates of another. If he
you would bring over to your sentiments be one that ex-

amines before he assents, you must give him leave at his

leisure to go over the account again, and, recalling what is

out of his mind, examine all the particulars, to see on which
side the advantage lies : and if he will not think our argu-

ments of weight enough to engage him anew in so much
pains, it is but what we often do ourselves in the like case

;

and we should take it amiss if others should prescribe to us

what points we should study. And if he be one wlio takes

his opinions upon trust, ho\v can we imagine that he should

renounce those tenets which time and custom have so settled

in his mind, that he thinks them self-evident, and of an un-

questionable certainty
;
or which he takes to be impressions

he has received from God himself, or from men sent by him'?

How can we expect, I say, that opinions thus settled should

be given up to the aigumcnts or authority of a stranger or

adversary, especially it there be any suspicion of interest or

design, as there never fails to be, whcic men find themselves

ill treated”? We should do well to commiserate oui' mutual
* ignorance, and endeavour to remove it in all the gentle and
fair ways of information; and not instantly treat others ill,

as obstinate and perverse, because they will not renounce

their own, and receive our opinions, or at least those we
would force upon them, when it is more than probable that

we are no less obstinate in not embracing some of theirs.

For where is the man that has iiicontestible evidence of the

truth of all that he holds, or of the fiilsehood of all he con-

demns
;
or can say that ho has examined to the bottom all

his own, or other men’s opinions? The necessity of believ-

ing without knowledge, nay often upon very slight grounds,

in this fleeting state of action and blindness 'we are in, should

make us more busy and careful to inform ourselves tlian

constrain others. At least, those who have not thoroughly

possible to be cured, (and they who attempted it, did like him who claps

his shoulder to tho ground to stop an earthquake,) yet the inconveniences

arising from it might possibly be cured, not by uniting their beliefs

—

that was to be despaired of—but by curing that which caused these mis-

chiefs, and accidental inGonvemences of their disagreeings.” (Int. to

Lib. of Proph. p. 2.)—Ed.
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examined to the bottom all their own tenets, must confess

they are unfit to prescribe to others; and ai*e unreasonable

in imposing that as truth on other men's belief, which they

themselves have not searched into, nor weighed the argu-

ments of probability, on which they should receive or reject

it. Those who have fairly and truly examined, and are

thereby got past doubt in all the doctrines they profess and

govern themselves by, would have a juster pretence to re-

qume others to follow them : but these are so lew in number,

and find so little reason to be magisterial in their oiiinions,

that nothing insolent and imperious is to be cxjiected from

them : and there is reason to think, that, if men were

better instructed themselves, they would be less imposing

on others.

5. Probah^iiy is evtlier of Matter of Fact or Speculation .

—

But to return to the grounds of assent, and the several de-

grees of it, we arc to take notice, that the propositions wo
receive upon inducements of i)robability are of two sorts

;

cither concerning some particular existence, or, as it is

usually termed, matter of fact, which, falling under obser-

vation, is capable of human testimony; or else concerning

things, which, being beyond the discovery of our senses, are

not capable of any such testimony.

G. The concurrent Experience of all other Men with ourSy

^produces Ass^trance approaching to Knowledge.—Concerning

the first of these, viz., particular matter of fact.

Fii^t, Where any particular thing, consonant to the con-

stant observation of om’selves and others in the like case,

comes attested by the concurrent reports of all that mention

it, wo receive it as easdy, and build as firmly upon it, as if

it were certain knowledge; and we reason and act there-

upon with as little doubt as if it were perfect demonstration.

Thus, if all Englishmen who have occasion to mention it,

should affirm that it froze m England the last winter, or

that there were swallows seen there in^thc summer, I think
a man could almost as little doubt of it as that seven and
four are eleven. The first, therefore, and highest degree of
probability, is, when the general consent of all men, in all

ages, as fkr as it can be known, concurs with a man’s con-
stant and never-failmg experience in like cases, to confirm
the truth of any particular matter of fact attested by fair

T 2
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•witnesses; such are all the stated constitutions and pro^

perties of bodies, and the regular proceedings of causes and
effects in the ordinary course of nature. This we call an
argument from the nature of things themselves. For what
our own and other men’s constant observation has found

always to be after the same manner, that we with reason

conclude to be the effect of steady and regular causes, though

they come not within the reach of our knowledge. Thus,

that fire warmed a man, made lead fluid, and changed the

colour or consistency in wood or charcoal; that iron sunk

in water, and swam in quicksilver; these and the like pro-

positions about particular facts, being agreeable to our con-

stant experience, as often as we have to do with these

matters; and being generally spoke of (when mentioned by
others) as things found constantly to bo so, and therefore

not so much as controverted by anybody, we are put past

doubt that a relation affirming any such thing to have been,

or any predication that it will happen again in the same
manner, is very true. These probabilities rise so near to

certainty, that they govern our thoughts as absolutely, and
influence all our actions as fully, as the most evident demon-
stration; and in what concerns us we make little or no
difference between them and certain knowledge. Our belief,

thus grounded, rises to a'jsurauce.

7. UnquestionahU Testimony and Experience for tlie most

part produce Confideme.—Secondly, The next degree of pro-

bability is, when I find by my own experience, and the

agreement of all others that mention it, a thing to be for the

most part so, and that the particular instance of it is at-

tested by many and undoubted witnesses, v. g., history giving

us such an account of men in all ages, and my own expeiience,

as far as I had an opportunity to observe, confirming it, that

most men prefer tlieir private advantage to the public ; if all

historians that write of Tiberius, say that Tiberius did so, it

is extremely probable. And in this case, our assent has a

sufficient foundation 'to imse itself to a degree which we may
call confidence.

8. Fair Testimony, and tJie Eature of the Thing indifferent,

produce also confident Belief—Thirdly, In things that happen
indifferently, as that a bird should fly this or that way

;
that

it should thunder on a man’s right or left hand, (fee., when
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any particular matter of fact is vouched by the concurrent

testimony of unsuspected witnesses, there our assent is also

unavoidable. Thus, that there is such a city in Italy as
Rome; that about one thousand seven hundred years ago,

there lived in it a man, called Julius Caesar; that he was a
general, and that he won a battle against another, called

Pompey : this, though in the nature of the thing there be
nothing for nor against it, yet being related by historians of
credit, and contradicted by no one writer, a man cannot avoid
believing it, and can as little doubt of it as he does of the
being and actions of his own acquaintance, whereof he himself
is a witness.

9. Experience and Testimonies clashing, infinitely vary the

Degrees of Frobdhility.—Thus far the matter goes easy enough.
Probability upon such grounds carries so much evidence with
it, that it naturally detennines the judgment, and leaves us
as bttle liberty to believe or disbelieve, as a demonstration
does, whether we will know, or be ignorant. The difficulty

is, when testimonies contradict common experience, and the
reports of history and witnesses clash with the ordinary
course of nature or with one another

;
there it is, where dili-

gence, attention, and exactness are required, to form a right

judgment,, and to proportion the assent to the different evi-

dence and probability of the thing
;
which rises and falls,

according as those two foundations of credibility, viz,, common
observation in like cases, and particular testimonies in that
particular instance, favour or contradict it. These are liable

to so great variety of contrary obseivations, circumstances,

reports, different qualifications, tempers, designs, oversights,

&c., of the reporters, that it is impossible to reduce to precise

rules the various degrees wherein men give their assent.

This only may be said in general, that as the arguments and
proofs pro and con, upon due examination, nicely weighing
eveiy particular circumstance, shall to any one apj)car, upon
the whole matter in a greater or less degree to preponderate
on either side; so they are fitted to produce in the mind
such different entertainments, as we call belief, conjecture,
guess, doubt, wavering, distinist, disbelief, (fee.

10 Traditional Testimonies, the further removed the less

their Proof—This is what concerns assent in matters wherein
^testimony is made use of

;
concerning which, I think, it may
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not be amiss to take notice of a mle observed in the law of

England
;
which is, that though the attested copy of a record

be good proof, yet the copy of a copy ever so well attested,

and by ever so credible witnesses, will not be admitted as a
proof in judicature. This is so generally approved as reason-

able, and suited to the wisdom and caution to be used in our

inquiry after material truths, that I never yet heard of any
one that blamed it. This practice, if it be allowable in the

decisions of right and wrong, carries this observation along

with it, viz., that any testimony, the further off it is from
the original truth, the less force and proof it has. The being

and existence of the thing itself, is what I call the original

truth. A credible man vouching his knowledge of it is a
good proof, but if another equally credible do witness it

from his report, the testimony is weaker; and a third that

attests the hearsay of an hearsay is yet less considerable.

So that in traditional truths, each remove weakens the force

of the proof; and the more hands the tradition has suc-

cessively passed through, the less strength and evidence does

it receive from them. This I thought necessary to be taken
notice of, because 1 find amongst some men the quite con-

trary commonly practised, who look on opinions to gain force

by growing older; and what a thousand years since would
not to a rational man conteinf)orary with the first voucher
have appeared at all ])robable, is now uiged as certain beyond
all question, only because seveial have since from him said it

one after another. Upon this ground propositions, evidently
false or doubtful enough in their first beginning, come, by
an inverted rule of probability, to pass for authentic truths

;

and those which found or deserved little credit from the
mouths of their first authois, are thought to grow venerable
by age, and are urged as undeniable.

11. Yet History is of great Use—I would not be thought
here to lessen the credit and use of history; it is all tho
light we have in many cases, and we receive from it a great
part of the useful tmths we have, with a convincing evidence.
T think nothing more valuable than the rexjords of antiquity

;

I wish wo had more of them, and more uncorrupted. But
this truth itself forces me to say, that no probability can rise

higher than its firat original. What has no other evidence
than the single testimony of one only witness, must stand or
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fall by his only testimony, whether good, bad, or indifl^rent

;

and though cited afterwards by hundreds of others, one after

another, is so far from receiving any strength thereby, that

it IS only the weaker. Passion, interest, inadvertency,

mistake of his meaning, and a thousand odd reasons, or

capricios, men’s minds are acted by, (impossible to be dis-

covered,) may make one man quote another man’s words or

meaning wrong. He that has but ever so little examined
the citations of writers, cannot doubt how little credit the

quotations deserve, where the originals arc wanting; and
consequently how much less quotations of quotations can be

relied on. This is certain, that what in one age was affirmed

upon slight grounds, can never after come to be more valid in

future ages by being often repeated. But the further still it

is from the original, the less -valid it is, and has always less

force in the mouth or writing of him that last made use of it,

than in his from whom he received it.

12 . In TJihigs which Sense cannot discover, Analogy is the

great Rule of Probability.—The probabilities we have hitherto

mentioned are only such as concern matter of fact, and such

things as are capable of observation and testimony. There
remains that other sort, concerning which men entertain

opinions With variety of assent, though the things be such,

that falling not under the reach of our senses, they are not
capable of testimony. Such are, 1. The existence, nature,

and operations of finite immaterial beings without us; as,

spirits, angels, devils, <fec., or the existence of material beings

;

which, cither for their smallness m themselves, or remote-
ness Irom us, our senses cannot take notice of, as, whether
there be any plants, animals, and intelligent inhabitants in the

planets and other mansions of the vast univeise. 2, Concerning
the manner of operation in most parts of the works of nature

:

wherein though wo see the sensible effects, yet their causes

are unknown, and we perceive not the ways and manner
how they are produced. We see animals are generated,

nourished, and move; the loadstone cliaws iron; and the
parts of a candle, successively melting, turn into flame, and
give us both light and heat. These and the like effects wo
see and know : but the causes that operate, and the manner
they are produced in, wo can only guess and probably con-
jecture. Por these and the like, coming not within the
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scrutiny of human senses, cannot be examined by them, or

be attested by anybody
;
and therefore can appear more or

less probable, only as they more or less agree to truths that

are established in our minds, and as they hold proportion

to other parts of our knowledge and obseivation. Analogy
in these matters is the only help we have, and it is from

that alone we dmw all our grounds of probability. Thus,

observing that the bare rubbing of two bodies violently one

upon another, produces heat, and very often fii-e itself, we
have reason to think, that what we call heat and fire con-

sists in a violent agitation of the imperceptible minute parts

of the burning matter
;
observing likewise that the different

refractions of jicllucid bodies produce in our eyes the dif-

ferent appearances of several colours; and also, that the

different ranging and laying the superficial parts of several

bodies, as of velvet, watered silk, &c
,
does the like, we tliink

it probable that the colour and shining of bodies is in them
nothing but the different arrangement and refraction of their

minute and insensible parts. Thus, finding in all parts of

the creation that fall under' human observation, that there

is a gradual connexion of one with another, without any
gi'eat or discernible gaps between, in all that great vanety
of things we see in the world, which are so closely linked

together, that, in the seveml ranks of beings, it is not easy

to discover the bounds betwixt them; we have reason to be
persuaded that, by such gentle steps, things ascend upwards
in degrees of perfection. It is a hard matter to say where
sensible and rational begin, and where insensible and irra-

tional end: and who is there quick-sighted enough to de-

termine precisely which is the lowest species of living things,

and which the first of those which have no life? Things, as

far as we can observe, lessen and augment, as the quantity

does in a regular cone
;
where, though there be a manifest

odds betwixt the bigness of the diameter at a remote dis-

tance, yet the difference between the upper and under, where
they touch one another, is hardly discernible. The difference

is exceeding great between some men and some animals;

but if we will compare the imderstanding and abilities of

some men and some brutes, we shall find so little difference,

that it will be hard to say, that that of the man is either

clearer or larger. Observing, I say, such gradual and gentle
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descents downwards in those parts of the creation that are

beneath man, the rule of analogy may make it probable,

that it is so also in things above us and our observation
;
and

that there are several mnks of intelligent beings, excelling

\LS in several degrees of perfection, ascending upwards towards

the infinite perfection of the Creator, by gentle steps and

differences, that are every one at no great distance from the

next to it. This sort of probability, which is the best con-

duct of rational experiments, and the rise of hypothesis, has

slso its use and influence
;
and a waiy reasoning from ana-

logy leads us often into the discovery of truths and useful

productions, which would otherwise lie concealed.

13. One Case where contrary Experience lessens not the

Testimony—Though the common experience and the ordi-

nary course of things have justly a mighty influence on the

minds of men, to make them give or refuse credit to any-

thing proposed to their belief
;
yet there is one case, wherein

the strangeness of the fact lessens not the assent to a fair

testimony given of it. For where such supernatural events

are suitable to ends aimed at by him who has the power to

change the course of nature, there, under such circumstances,

they may be the fitter to procure belief, by how much the

more they are beyond or contrary to ordinary observation.

This is the proper case of miracles, which, well attested, do
not only find credit themselves, but give it also to other

truths, which need such confirmation. *

14. The hare Testirrwny of Revelation is the highest Cer-

tainty.—Besides those we have hitherto mentioned, there-

is one sort of propositions that challenge the highest degree

of our assent upon bai’e testimony, whether the thing pro-

posed agree or disagree with common exjierience, and the

ordinary course of things, or no. The reason whereof is,

because the testimony is of such an one as cannot deceive nor

be deceived, and that is of God himself. This carries with
it an assurance beyond doubt, evidence beyond exception.

This is called by a peculiar name, revelation; and our assent

to it, faith ; which as absolutely determines our minds, and

* In his discourse on the subject. Locke defines a miracle to be, “A
sensible operation, which, being above the comprehension of the spec-
tetor, and, in his opinion, contrary to the estabhshed course of nature^
18 taken by him to be divine.” (p. 275.)—Ed.
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as perfectly excludes all wavering, as our knowledge itself

;

and we may as well doubt of our own being, as we can whe-
ther any revelation from God be true. So that faith is

a settled and sure iirinciple of assent and assurance, and
leaves no manner of room for doubt or hesitation. Only
we must be sure that it be a divine revelation, and that we
undei’stand it right : else we shall expose ourselves to all

the extravagancy of enthusiasm, and all the error of wrong
principles, if we have faith and assurance in what is not

divine revelation. And therefore in those cases, our assent

can be rationally no higher than the evidence of its being a
revelation, and that this is the meaning of the expressions

it is delivered in. If the evidence of its being a revelation,

or that this is its true sense, bo only on probable proofs;

our assent can reach no higher than an assurance or diffi-

dence, arising from the moie or less apparent probability

of the proofs. But of faith, and the precedency it ought

to have before other arguments of persuasion, I shall speak

more hereafter
;
where I treat of it as it is ordinarily placed,

in contradistmction to reason; though in truth it be nothing
else but an assent founded on the highest reason.

CHAPTER XYII.

OF REASON.

1. Va/rious Significations of the Word Reason,

—

The word
reason in the English language has different significations

:

sometimes it is taken for true and clear principles
;
some-

times for clear and fair deductions from those principles;

and sometimes for the cause, and pai*ticularly the final cause.

But the consideration I shall have of it here is in a signifi-

cation different from all these; and that is, as it stands for

a faculty in man, that faculty whereby man is supposed to

be distinguished from beasts, and wherein it is evident he-

much surpasses them.

2. Wherein Reasoning consists.—If general knowledge, aa

has been shown, consists in a perception of the agreement or
disagreement of our own ideas, and the knowledge of the
existence of all things without us (except only of a God,
whose existence eveiy man may certainly know and demon-
strate to himself from his own existence) be had only by our
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senses, what room is there for the exercise of any other

faculty, but outward sense and inward perception? What
need is there of reason? Yery much: both for the enlarge-

ment of our knowledge, and regulating our assent : for it

hath to do both in knowledge and opinion, and is necessaiy

and assisting to all our other intellectual faculties, and indeed

contains two of them, viz., sagacity and illation. By the

one, it finds out
;
and by the other, it so orders the inter-

mediate ideas, as to discover what connexion there is in each

link of the chain, whereby the extremes arc held together;

and thereby, as it were, to draw into view the truth sought

for, which IS that which we call illation or inference, and
consists in nothing but the perception of the connexion there

is between the ideas, in each step of the deduction, whereby

the mind comes to see either the certain agreement or dis-

agreement of any two ideas, as in demonsti’ation, in which it

arrives at knowledge
;
or their probable connexion, on which

it gives or withholds its assent, as in opinion. Sense and
intuition reach but a very little way. The greatest pai-t of

our knowledge depends upon deductions and intermediate

ideas : and in those cases where we are fain to substitute

assent instead of knowledge, and take propositions for true,

without being certain they are so, wc have need to find out,

examine, and compare the grounds of their probability. In
both these cases, the faculty which finds out the means, and
rightly applies them to discover certainty in the one, and
probability in the orher, is that which we call reason. For
as reason perceives the necessary and indubitable connexion
of all the ideas or proofs one to another, m each step of any
demonstration that produces knowledge, so it likewise per-

ceives the probable connexion of all the ideas or proofs one
to another, in every step of a discourse, to which it will think
assent due. This is the lowest degree of that which can be
truly called reason. For where the mind docs not perceive

this probable connexion, where it docs not discern whether
there be any such connexion or no

;
there men’s opmions are

not the product of judgment, or the consequence of reason,
but the effects of chance and hazard, of a mind floating at all

adventures, without choice and without direction.

3. Its four — So that w^e may in reason consider
these four degrees: the fii'st .and highest is the discovering
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and finding out of truths
;
the second, the regular and metho-

dical disposition of them, and laying them in a clear and fit

order, to make their connexion and force bo plainly and
easily perceived

;
the third is the perceiving their connexion

;

and the fourth, a making a right conclusion. These several

degrees may be observed in any mathematical demonstration

;

it being one thing to ])erceivo the connexion of each part, as

the demonstration is made by another; another to perceive

the dependence of the conclusion on all the parts; a third, to

make out a demonstration clearly and neatly one’s self
;
and

something different from all these, to have first foimd out

these intermediate ideas or proofs by which it is made.

4. Syllogism not the great Instru'inent of Reason .—There is

one thing more which I shall desire to be considered concern-

ing reason
;
and that is, whether syllogism, as is generally

thought, be the proper instrument of it, and the usefullest

way of exercising this faculty. The causes I have to doubt

are these :

—

First, Because syllogism serves our reason but in one only

•of the forementioned parts of it; and that is, to show the

connexion of the proofs in any one instance, and no more;
but in this it is of no great use, since the mind can perceive

such connexion where it really is, as easily— nay, perhaps

better—without it.

If we will observe the actings of our own minds, we shall

find that we reason best and clearest, when we only observe

the connexion of the proof, without reducing our thoughts

to any rule of syllogism. And therefore we may take notice,

that there are many men that reason exceeding clear and
rightly, wlio know not how to make a syllogism. He that

will look into many parts of Asia and America, will find

men reason there perhaps as acutely as himself, who yet

never heard of a syllogism, nor can reduce any one argument
to those forms: and I believe scarce any one makes syllo-

gisms in 1-easoning yithin himself. Indeed syllogism is

made use of on occasion to discover a fallacy hid in a rhe-

torical flourish, or cunningly wrapt up in a smooth period

;

and, stripping an absurdity of the cover of wit and good
language, show it in its naked deformity. But the weakness
or fallacy of such a loose discourse it shows, by the artificial

form it 13 put into, only to those who have thoroughly studied.
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mode and figure, and liave so examined the many ways that

three propositions may be put together, as to know which of

them does certainly conclude right, and which not, and upon

what grounds it is that they do so. All who have so far

considered syllogism, as to see the reason why in three pro-

positions laid together in one form, the conclusion will be

certainly right, but in another not certainly so, I grant are

certain of the conclusion they draw from the premises in the

allowed modes and figures. But they who have not so far

looked into those forms, are not sure by virtue of syllogism,

that the conclusion certainly follows from the premises; they

only take it to be so by an implicit faith m their teachei’s

and a confidence in those forms of argumentation
;
but this

is still but believing, not being certain. Now, if, of all man-

kind those who can make syllogisms are extremely few in

comparison of those who cannot
;
and if, of those few who

have been taught logic, there is but a very small number
who do any more than believe that syllogisms, in the allowed

modes and figures do conclude right, without knowing cer-

tainly that they do so, if syllogisms must be taken for the

only proper instrument of reason and means of knowledge, it

will follow, that, before Aristotle, there was not one man
that did or could know anything by reason; and that, since

the invention of syllogisms, there is not one of ten thousand

that doth.

But God has not been so sparing to men to make them

barely two-legged creatures, and left it to Aristotle to make
.

them rational, i. e., those few of them that ho could get so

to examine the grounds of syllogisms, as to see that, in abovo

tlmee score ways, that three propositions may be laid toge-

ther, there are but about fourteen wherein one may bo suro

that the conclusion is right
;
and upon what grounds it is,

that, in these few, the conclusion is cei-tain, and in the other

not. God has been more bountiful to mankind than so.

He has given them a mind that can reason, without being

instructed in methods of syllogizing; the understanding is

not taught to reason by these rules; it has a native faculty

to perceive the coherence or incoherence of its ideas, and can
range them right, without any such perplexing repetitions.

I say not this any way to lessen Aristotle, whom I look on
as one of the greatest men amongst the ancients; whoso
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large views^ acuteness, and penetration of thought and strength

of judgment, few have equalled; and who, in this very in-

vention of forms of argumentation, wherein the conclusion

may be shown to be rightly inferred, did great service

against those who were not ashamed to deny anything. And
I readily own, that all right reasoning may be reduced to

his forms of syllogism. But yet I think, without any dimi-

nution to him, I may truly say, that they are not the only,

nor the best way of reasoning, for the leading of those into

truth who are willing to find it, and desire to make the best

use they may of their reason, for the attainment of know-
ledge. And he himself, it is plain, found out some forms to

be conclusive, and others not, not by the forms themselves,

but by the original way of knowledge, i. e., by the visible

agreement of ideas. Tell a country gentlewoman that the

wind IS south-west, and the weather lowering, and like to

rain, and she will easily understand it is not safe for her to

go abroad thin clad in such a day, after a fever; she clearly

secs the probable connexion of all these, viz
,
soutli-west

wind, and clouds, ram, wetting, taking cold, relapse, and
danger of death, without tying them together in those arti-

ficial and cumbersome fetters of several syllogisms, that clog

and hinder the mind, which proceeds from one part to an-

other quicker and clearer without them, and the probability

which she easily perceives in things thus in their native

state < would be quite lost, if this argument were managed
learnedly and proposed in mode and figure. For it very

often confounds the connexion; and, I think, every one will

perceive in mathematical demonstrations, that the know-
ledge gained thereby comes shortest and clearest without

syllogisms.

Inference is looked on as the great act of the rational

faculty, and so it is when it is rightly made
;
but the mind,

either very desirous to enlarge its knowledge, or very apt to

favour the sentiments it has once imbibed, is very forward to

make inferences, and therefore often makes too much haste,

before it perceives the connexion of the ideas that must
hold the extremes together.

To infer, is nothing but by virtue of one proposition laid

down as true, to draw in another as true, i. e., to see or sup-

pose such a connexion of the two ideas of the inferred propo-
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sition : v. g., let tliis be the proposition laid down, Men
shall be punished in another world,” and from thence be in-

ferred this other, ^‘Then men can determine themselves.”

The question now is, to know whether the mind has made
this inference right or no

; if it has made it by finding out
the intermediate ideas, and taking a view of the connexion
of them, placed in a due order, it has proceeded rationally,

and made a right inference. If it has done it without such
a view, it has not so much made an inference that will hold,

or an inference of right reason, as shown a willingness to
have it be, or be taken for such. But in neither case is it

syllogism that discovered those ideas, or showed the con-
nexion of them, for they must be both found out, and the
nonnexion everywhere perceived, before they can rationally

be made use of in syllogism
;
unless it can be said, that any

idea, without considering wliat connexion it hath with the
two other, whose agreement should be shown by it, will do
well enough in a syllogism, and may be taken at a venture
for the inedius terminus, to prove any conclusion. But this
nobody will say, because it is by virtue of the perceived
agreement of the intermediate idea with the extremes, that
the extremes are concluded to agree; and therefore each
intermediate idea must bo such as in the whole chain hath a
visible connexion with those two it has been placeAbetween,
or else thereby the conclusion cannot be inferred or drawn
in : for wherever any link of the chain is loose and without
connexion, there the whole strength of it is lost, and it hath •

no force to infer or draw in anything. In the instance above
mentioned, what is it shows tlio force of the inference, and
oonsequently the reasonableness of it, but a view of the
connexion of all the intermediate ideas that draw in the
conclusion or proposition inferred? v. g., ‘‘Men shall be
punished;” ‘‘God the punisher;” “Just punishment;” “The
punished guilty;” “ Could have done otherwise;” “ Freedom;”
“Self-determination;” by which chain of ideas thus visibly
linked together in train, i. e., each intermediate idea agreeing
on each side with those two it is immediately placed between,
the ideas of men and self-determination appear to be con-
nected, i. e., this proposition men can determine themselves is
drawn in or inferred from this, that they shall be punished in
the other world. For here the mind seeing the connexion
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there is between the idea of men’s punishment in the other
world and the idea of God punishing; between God punish-
ing and the justice of the punishment; between justice of
the punishment and guilt; between guilt and a power to do
otherwise; between a power to do otherwise and freedom^
and between freedom and self-determination, sees the con-
nexion between men and self-determination.

Now I ask, whether the connexion of the extremes be not
more clearly seen in this simple and natural disposition, than
in the perplexed repetitions, and jumble of five or six syllo-

gisms.* I must beg pardon for calling it jumble, till some-
body shall put these ideas into so many syllogisms, and then
say that they are less jumbled, and their connexion more
visible, when they are transposed and repeated, and spun out
to a gi’eater length in artificial forms, than in that short and
natural plain order they are laid down in here, wherein
everyone may see it, and wherein they must be seen before
they can be put into a train of syllogisms. For the natural
order of the connecting ideas must direct the order of the
syllogisms, and a man must see the connexion of each inter-
mediate idea with those that it connects, before he can wuth
reason make use of it in a syllogism. And when all those
syllogisim are made, neither those that are nor those that are

* In my appendix to tlie Reasonableness of Chnstianity, I have on
this subiect made the followmg remaik —^‘Between the publication of
the several editions of the “Essay on the Human Understanding,”
which appeared during his lifetime, Locke changed his opmion on more
than one point, and, like an honest and independent thinker, he was
always careful to acknowledge thLS change. This, among other thmgs,
was the case with the use of syllogisms. For in Book IV. ch. 17, “I
grant, ^ says he, “ that mood and figure is commonly made use of in
such cases, (in the discovery of fallacies,

) as if the detection of the inco-
herence of such loose discourses weie wholly owing to the syllogistical

form
,
and so I myself formerly thought, till upon a strictei examina-

tion I now find, that laymg the intermediate ideas naked, in their due
order, shows the incoherence of the argumentation better than syllo-

gism.” His opinions, however, on this point were fluctuating; for in
his “Second Vindication,” speaking of the faHacies and incoherence of
his antagonist, he has these words .

—“Nay, if he or anybody, in the
112 pages of his ‘ Socmianism Unmasked,’ can find but ten arguments
that will bear the teat of ayllogism, the true touchstone of right arguing, 1
will grant that that treatise deserves all those commendations he has be-
stowed upon it

;
though it be made up more of his own panegyric than

a confutation of me.” (p. 239.)—Ed.
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not logicians will see the force of the argumentation, i. e., the

connexion of the extremes, one jot the better. [For those

that are not men of art, not knowing the true forms of syllo-

gism, nor the reasons of them, cannot know whether they

are made in right and conclusive modes and figures or no,

and so are not at all helped by the forms they are put into;

though by them the natui-al order, wherein the mind could

judge of their respective connexion, being disturbed, renders

the illation much more uncertain than without them.] And
as for the logicians themselves, they see the connexion of

each intermediate idea with those it stands between, (on

which the force of the inference depends,) as well before as

after the syllogism is made, or else they do not sec it at all.

For a syllogism neither shows nor strengthens the connexion

of any two ideas immediately put together, but only by the

connexion seen in them shows what connexion the extremes

have one with another. But what connexion the inter-

mediate has with cither of the extremes in the syllogism, that

no syllogism does or can show. That the mind only doth or

can perceive as they stand there in that juxta-position only

by its own view, to which the syllogLstical form it happens

to be in gives no help or light at all
,

it only shows that if

the intermediate idea agrees with those it is on both sides

immediately applied to
;
then those two remote ones, or, as

they are called, cxti'emes, do certainly agree, and therefore

the immediate connexion of each idea to that which it is

applied to on each side, on which the force of the reasoning

depends, is as well seen before as after the syllogism is made,

or else he that makes the syllogism could never see it at all.

This, as has been already observed, is seen only by the eye,

or the perceptive faculty of the mind, taking a view of them
laid together, in a juxta-position, which view of any two it

has equally, whenever they are laid together in any propo-

sition, whether that proposition be jdaced as a major or a

minor, in a syllogism or no.

Of what use, then, are syllogisms? I answer, their chief

and main use is in the schools, where men aie allowed with-

out shame to deny the agreement of ideas that do mani-
festly agi'ee

;
or out of the schools, to those who from thence

have learned without shame to deny the connexion of ideas,

which even to themselves is visible. But to an ingenuous
VOL. IL U
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searcher after truth, who has no other aim but to find it,

there is no need of any such form to force the allowing of

the inference: the truth and reasonableness of it is better

seen in ranging of the ideas in a simple and plain order;

and hence it is that men, in their own inquiries after truth,

never use syllogisms to convince themselves [or in teaching

others to instruct willing learners.] Because, before they

can put them into a syllogism, they must see the connexion

that is between the intermediate idea and the two other ideas

it is set between and applied to, to show their agreement;

and when they see that, they see whether the inference be

good or no, and so syllogism comes too late to settle it. For

to make use again of the former instance, I ask whether the

mind, considering the idea of justice, placed as an inter-

mediate idea between the punishment of men and the guilt

of the punished, (and till it does so consider it, the mind

cannot make use of it as a medius terminus,) does not as

plainly see the force and strength of the inference as when
it is formed into a syllogism. To show it in a very plain

and easy example
;

let animal be the intermediate idea or

medius teiininus that the mind makes use of to show th^

connexion of homo and vivens; I ask whether the mind
does not more readily and plainly see that connexion in the

simple and proper position of the connnecting idea in the

middle! thus:
,

Homo Animal Vivens,

than in this perplexed one,

—

Animal Vivens Homo Animal

;

which is the position these ideas have in a syllogism, to show

the connexion between homo and vivens by the interven-

tion of animal.

Indeed syllogism is thought to be of necessary use, even to

the lovers of truth, to show them the fallacies that are often

concealed in florid, witty, or involved discourses. But that

this is a mistake will appear, if we consider, that the reason

why sometimes men who sincerely aim at truth are imposed

upon by such loose, and, as they are called, rhetorical dis-

courses, is, that their fancies being struck with some lively

metaphorical representations, they neglect to observe, or do

not easily perceive what are the true ideas upon which the
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inference depends. Now, to show such men the weakness
of such an argumentation, there needs no more but to strip
it of the superfluous ideas, which, blended and confounded
with those on which the inference depends, seem to, show a
connexion where there is none; or at least to hinder the
discovery of the want of it

;
and then to lay the naked ideas

on which the force of the argumentation depends in their due
order, in which position the mind, taking a view of them^
sees what connexion they have, and so is able to judge of
the inference without any need of a syllpgism at all.

I grant that mode and figure is commonly made use of in
such cases, as if the detection of the incoherence of such
loose discourses were wholly owing to the syllogistical form;
and so I myself formerly thought, till upon a stricter exam-
ination I now find, that, laymg the intermediate idea^
naked in their due order, shows the incoherence of the
argumentation better than syllogism; not only as subjecting
^ch link of the chain to the immediate view of the mind
in its proper place, whereby its connexion is best observed;
but also because syllogism shows the incoherence only to
those (who are not one of ten thousand) who perfectly under-
stand mode and figure, and the reason upon which those
forms are established; whereas a due and orderly placing of
the ideas upon which the inference is made, makes every-
one, whether logician or not logician, who understands the
terms, and hath the faculty to perceive the agreement or-
disagreement of such ideas, (without which, in or out of
syllogism, he cannot perceive the strength or weakness,
coherence or incoherence of the discourse) see the want of
connexion in the argumentation, and the absurdity of the
inference.

And thus I have known a man unskilful in syllogism,
who at first hearing could perceive the weakness and incon-
clusiveness of a long artificial and plausible discourse, where-
with others better skilled in syllogism have been misled:
and I believe there are few of my readers who do not know
such. And indeed, if it were not so, the debates of most
pnnees’ councils, and the busmess of assemblies, would be ia
danger to bo mismanaged, since those who are relied upon
and have usually a great stroke in them, are not always
such who have the good luck to be perfectly knowing in tha

u2
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forms of syllogism, or expert in mode and figure. And if

syllogism were the only, or so much as the sui*est way to

detect the fallacies of artificial discourses; I do not think

that all mankind, even princes in mattem that concern their

crowns and dignities, arc so much in love with falsehood and
mistake, that they would everywhere have neglected to

bring syllogism into the debates of moment
;
or thought it

ridiculous so much as to ofier them in affairs of consequence

;

a plain evidence to me, that men of parts and penetration,

who were not idly to dispute at their ease, but were to act

according to the result of their debates, and often pay for

their mistakes with their heads or fortunes, found those

scholastic forms were of little use to discover truth or fallacy,

whilst both the one and the other might be shown, and
better shown without them, to those who would not refuse

to see what was visibly shown them.

Secondly, Another reason that makes me doubt whether

syllogism be the only proper instrument of reason in the

cfiscovcry of truth, is, that of whatever use, mode, and figure,

is pretended to be in the laying open of fallacy, (which has

been above considered,) those scholastic forms of discourse

arc not less liable to fallacies than the plainer ways of argu-

mentation; and for this I appeal to common observation,

which has always found these artificial methods of reasoning

more adapted to catch and entangle the mind, than to

instruct and inform the understanding. And hence it is

that men, even when they are baffled and silenced in this

scholastic way, are seldom or never convinced, and so brought

over to the conquering side : they perhaps acknowledge

their adversary to be the more skilful disputant, but rest

nevertheless persuaded of the truth on their side, and go

away worsted as they are, with the same opinion they

brought with them, which they could not do if this way of

argumentation carried light and conviction with it, and

made men see where the truth lay
;
and therefore syllogism

has been thought more proper for the attaining victoiy in

dispute, than for the discovery or confirmation of truth in

fair inquiries. And if it bo certain, that fallacies can be

couched in syllogism, as it cannot be denied; it must be

something else, and not syllogism, that must discover them.

I have had experience how ready some men are, when all
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the use which they have been wont to ascribe to anything is

not allowed, to cry out, that I am for laying it wholly aside.

But to prevent such unjust and groundless imputations, I
tell them, that I am not for taking away any helps to the

understanding in the attainment of knowledge. And if men
skilled in and used to syllogisms, find them assisting to their

reason in the discovery of tnith, I think they ought to

make use of them. All that I aim at, is, that they should

not ascribe more to these forms than belongs to them, and
think that men have no use, or not so full an use of their

reasoning faculties without them. Some eyes want spectacles

to see things clearly and distinctly; but let not those that

use them therefore say nobody can see clearly without

them : those who do so will be thought in favour of art,

(which, perhaps, they are beholden to,) a little too much to

depress and discredit nature. Ileason, by its own penetra-

tion, where it is strong and exercised, usually sees quicker

and clearer without syllogism. If use of those spectacles has-

,so dimmed its sight, that it cannot without them see conse-

quences or inconsequences in argumentation, I am not so

unreasonable as to bo against the using them. Every one
knows what best fits his own sight

;
but let him not thence

conclude all in the dark, who use not just the same helps

that lie finds a need of.’'^

5. Helps little in Demonstration^ less in Frobahility ,—But
however it be in knowledge, I think I may truly say, it is of.

far less, or no use at all in probabilities. For the assent

there being to be determined by tlie prcpondcrancy, after

due weighing of all the proofs, with all circumstances on both
sides, nothing is so unfit to assist the mind in that as syllo-

gism
;
which, running away with one assumed probability,

or one topical argument, pursues that till it has led the

mind quite out of sight of the thing under consideration;

and, forcing it upon some remote difficulty, holds it fast

there, entangled, perhaps, as it were, manacled, in the chain
of syllogisms, without allowing it the liberty, much less

affording it the helps, requisite to show on which side, all

things considered, ls the greater probability.

* On the subject of syllogism, see the smaller “Logic” of Christian
Wolf, c. VI. p 74, where it is peihaps ticatcd of more satisfactorily than
by any other modern writer.—

E

d.
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6. Serves not to increase our Knowledge^ hut fence with it,

—

IBut let it help us (as perhaps may be said) in convincing

men of their errors and mistakes, (and yet I would fain see

the man that was forced out of his opinion by dint of syllo-

gism,) yet still it fails our reason in that part, which, if not
its highest perfection, is yet certainly its hardest task, and
that which we most need its help in : and that is the finding

out of proofs, and making new discoveries. The rules of

syllogism serve not to furnish the mind with those inter-

mediate ideas that may show the connexion of remote ones.

This way of reasoning discovers no new proofs, but is the
art of marshalling and ranging the old ones we have already.

The forty-seventh proposition of the first book of Euclid is

very true
;
but the discovery of it, I think, not owing to any

rules of common logic. A man knows fii^st, and then he is-

ablc to prove syllogistically
; so that syllogism comes after

knowledge, and then a man has little or no need of it.

But it is chiefly by the finding out those ideas that show
the connexion of distant ones, that our stock of knowledge
is increased, and that useful arts and sciences are advanced.
Syllogism, at best, is but the art of fencing with the little

knowledge we have, without making any addition to it
;
and

if a man should employ his reason all this way, he will not
do much otherwise than he who, having got some iron out
of the bowels of the earth, should have it beaten up all into

swords, and put it into his servants’ hands to fence with
and bang one another. Had the King of Spain employed
the hands of his people, and his Spanish iron so, he had
brought to light but little of that treasure that lay so long hid
in the entrails of America. And I am apt to think, that he
who shall employ all the force of his reason only in brandish-
ing of syllogisms, will discover veiy little of that mass of

knowledge which lies yet concealed in the secret recesses of'

nature, and which, I am apt to think, native rustic reason
(as it formerly has done) is likelier to open a way to, and
add to the common stock of mankind, rather than any
scholastic proceeding by the strict rule of mode and figure.

7. Other Helps sh^ld be sought,—I doubt not, nevertheless,

but there are ways to be found to assist our reason in this

most useftil part; and this the judicious Hooker encou-
rages me to say, who in his Eccl. Pol. 1. i. § 6, speaks thus-:
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If there might be added the right helps of true art and
learning, (which helps, I must plainly confess, this age of the

world, carrying the name of a learned age, doth neither

much know nor generally regard,) there would undoubtedly

be almost as much difference in maturity of judgmeiit be-

tween men therewith inured, and that which men now are,

as between men that are now, and innocents.” * I do not

pretend to have found or discovered here any of those right

helps of art, this great man of deep thought mentions; but
this is plain, that syllogism, and the logic now in use, which
were as well known in his days, can be none of those he

means. It is sufficient for me, if by a discourse, perhaps

something out of the way, I am sure, as to me, wholly

new and unborrowed, I shall have given occasion to others

to cast about for new discoveries, and to seek in their own
thoughts for those light helps of art, which will scarce be

found, I fear, by those who servilely confine themselves to

the rules and dictates of others. For beaten tracks lead this

sort of cattle, (as an observing Eoman calls them,) whose
thoughts reach only to imitation, “ non quo eundum est, sed

quo itur.” But I can be bold to say, that tliis age is adorned

with some men of that strength of judgment and largeness

of comprehension, that, if they would employ their thoughts

on this subject, could open new and undiscovered ways to

the advancement of knowledge.

8. We reason about Particulars.—Having here had an
occasion to speak of syllogism in general, and the use of it in

reasoning, and the improvement of our knowledge, it is fit,

before I leave this subject, to take notice of one manifest mis-

take in the rules of syllogism, viz., that no syllogistical reason-

ing can be right and conclusive, but what has at least one

general proposition in it. As if we could not reason, and have

knowledge about particulars; whereas, in truth, the matter

rightly considered, the immediate object of all our reasoning

and knowledge, is nothing but particulars. Every man’s rea-

soning and knowledge is only about the ideas existing in his

own mind, which are truly, everyone of them, particular exist-

* Plato has a similar idea in speaking of Isocrates — “ wore ov^kv clv

ykroiTo ^avfiaoTov TTpoiovarjQ r//c rjXiKiaQ kl Trtpi aurovQ rt rov^
AoyovQ, o\q vvv kmxiipel, irXkov rj Tratdiov duvsyKOL tujv ‘rrutTrore

axl/ajx^moVf Xoywv, «rt n ei aun^ pr^ dTToxpbcruL ravTa, lirl Bk
Ttf avTov iiyoi oppi) Oiioripa.” (Ph®dru3, t. 1. p. 105 seq. Bekk

)
—Ed
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ences
;
and our knowledge and reason about other things, is

only as they correspond with those of our particular ideas. So
that the perception of the agreement or disagreement of our
particular ideas, is the whole and utmost of all our know-
ledge. "Universality is but accidental to it, and consists only
in this, that the particular ideas about which it is, are such
as more than one particular thing can correspond with and
be represented by. But the perception of the agreement or
disagreement of any two ideas, and consequently our know-
ledge, is equally clear and certain, whether either, or both, or
neither of those ideas, be capable of representing more real
beings than one or no. One thing more I crave leave to
offer about syllogism, before I leave it, viz., may one not
upon just ground inquire whether the form syllogism now
has, IS that which lu reason it ought to have? For the
medius terminus being to join the extremes, i. e., the inter-

mediate idea by its intervention, to show the agreement or
diagreement of the two in question, would not the position
of the medius terminus be more natural, and show the agree-
ment or disagreement of the extremes clearer and better, if
it were placed in the middle between them? Which might
be easily done by transposing the propositions, and making
the medius terminus the predicate of the fii-st, and the sub-
ject of the second. As thus:

“ Omnis homo est animal. Omne animal est vivens. Er^o,
omnis homo est vivens.

“Omne corpus est extensum et solidum. Nullum ex-
tensum et solidum est pura extensio. Ergo, corpus non est
pura extensio.”

I need not trouble my reader with instances in syllogisms
whose conclusions are particular. The same reason holds for
the same form in them, as well as in the general.

9. First, Reasonfails usfor Want ofIdeas.—Reason, though
it penetrates into the depths of the sea and earth, elevates
our thoughts as high as the stars, and leads us through the
vast spaces and large rooms of this mighty fabric, yet it

comes far short of the real extent of even corporeal being;
and there are many instances wherein it fails us : as.

First, It perfectly fails us, where our ideas fail.—It neither,
does nor can extend itself further than they do; and there-
fore, wherever we have no ideas, our reasoning stops, and we
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are at an end of our reckoning; and if at any time we
reason about words which do not stand for any ideas, it is

only about those sounds, and nothing else.

10. Secondly^ Because of obscure and imperfect Ideas,

II. Our reason is often puzzled and at a loss, because of the

ob.=^curity, confusion, or imperfection of the ideas it is em-
ployed about; and there we are involved in difficulties and
contradictious. Thus, 'not having any perfect idea of tho

least extension of matter, nor of infinity, we are at a loss

about the divisibility of matter; but having perfect, clear,

and distinct ideas of number, our reason meets with none of

those inextricable difficulties in numbers, nor finds itself in-

volved in any contradictions about them. Thus, we having

but imperfect ideas of tho operations of our minds, and of

the beginning of motion, or thought, how the mind pro-

duces cither of them in us, and much imperfecter yet of

the operation of God, run into great difficulties about free

ci’eated agents, which reason cannot well extricate itself

out of.

11. Thirdly^ For Want of Intermediate Ideas,—III. Our
reason is often at a stand, because it perceives not those

ideas, which could serve to show the ceiiain or probable

agreement or disagreement of any other two ideas; and in

this some men’s faculties far outgo othei's. Till algebra,

that great instrument and instance of human sagacity, was
discovered, men with amazement looked on several of the

demonstrations of ancient mathematicians, and could scarce

forbear to think the finding several of those proofs to be
something more than human.

12. Fourthly, Because of lorong Principles.—IV. The
mind, by proceeding upon false principles, is often engaged

in absurdities and difficulties, brought into straits and con-

tradictions, without knowing how to free itself
;
and in that

case it is in vain to implore the help of reason, unless it bo
to discover the falsehood and reject the influence of those

wrong pnnciples. Reason is so far from clearing the dif-

ficulties which the building upon false foundations brings a
man into, that if he will pursue it, it entangles him the more,
and engages him deeper in perplexities.

#13. Fifthly, Because of doubtful Terms.—^V. As obscure
and iraperfbet ideas often involve our reason, so, upon the
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Bame ground, do dubious words and uncertain signs often in

discourses and arguings, when not warily attended to, puzzle
men’s reason, and bring them to a nonplus. But these two
latter pe our fault, and not the fault of reason. But yet
the consequences of them are nevertheless obvious; and the
perplexities or errors they fill men’s minds with are eveiy-

where observable.

14. Our highest Degrees of Knowledge is intmtive, without

Keasoning.—Some of the ideas that are in the mind, are so

there, that they can be by themselves immediately compared
one with another

;
and in these the mind is able to perceive

that they agree or disagree as clearly as that it has them.
Thus the mind perceives, that an arch of a circle is less than
the whole circle, as clearly as it does the idea of a circle;

and this, therefore, as has been said, I call intuitive know-
ledge

;
which is certain, beyond all doubt, and needs no

probation, nor can have any, this being the highest of all

human certainty. In this consists the evidence of all those

maxims which nobody has any doubt about, but every man
(does not, as is said, only assent to, but) knows to be true,

as soon as ever they are proposed to his understanding. In
the discovery of and assent to these truths, there is no use
of the discursive faculty, no need of reasoning, but they are

known by a superior and higher degree of evidence. And
such, if I may guess at things unknown, I am apt to think
that angels have now, and the spirits of just men made
perfect shall have in a future state, of thousands of things

which now either wholly escape our apprehensions, or which
our short-sighted reason having got some faint glimpse of,

we, in the dark, grope after.

15. The next is Demonstration hy Reasoning.—But though
we have, here and there, a little of this clear light, some
sparks of bright knowledge, yet the greatest part of our ideas

are such, that we cannot discern their agreement or disagree-

ment by an immediate comparing them. And in all these

we have need of reasoning, and must, by discourse and in-

ference, make our discoveries. Kow of these there are two
sorts, which I shall take the liberty to mention here again.

Eirst, Those whose agreement or disagreement, though it

cannot be seen by an immediate putting them together, yift

may be examined by the intervention of other ideas which
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can be compared with them. In this case, when the agree-

ment or disagreement of the intermediate idea, on both sides

with tliose which we would compare, is plainly discerned,

theie it amounts to a demonstration, whereby knowledge is

produced
;
which, though it be certain, yet it is not so easy,

nor altogether so clear as intuitive knowledge Because m
that there is barely one simple intuition, wherein there is no
room for any the least mistake or doubt

;
the truth is seen

all perfectly at once. In demonstration, it is true, there is

intuition too, but not altogether at once
;
for there must be

a remembrance of the intuition of the agreement of the

medium, or intermediate idea, with that we compared it witb
before, when we compare it with the other

;
and where there

be many mediums, there the danger of the mistake is the

greater. For each agreement or disagreement of the ideas

must be observed and seen in each step of the whole train,

and retained in the memory, just as it is; and the mind
must be sure that no part of what is necessary to make up
the demonstration is omitted or overlooked. This makes
some demonstrations long and perplexed, and too hard for

those who have not strength 6f parts distinctly to perceive,

and exactly carry so many particulars orderly in their heads.

And even those who are able to master such intricate specu-

lations, are fain sometimes to go over them again, and there

is need of more than one review before they can arrive at

certainty. But yet where tho mind clearly retains the in-

tuition it had of the agreement of any idea with another,

and that with a third, and that with a fourth, (kc., there the

agreement of the firat and the fourth is a demonstration^

and produces certain knowledge, which may be called rational

knowledge, as the other is intuitive.

16. To supply the Ncui'rowness of this, we have Nothing hut

Judgment upon probable Reasoning.— Secondly, There are

other ideas, whose agreement or disagreement can no other-

wise be judged of, but by the intervention of others which^

have not a certain agreement with the extremes, but an
usual or likely one: and in these it is that tho judgment is

properly exercised, which is the acquiescing of the mind,
that any ideas do agree, by comparing them with such pro-

bable mediums. This, though it never amounts to know-
ledge, no, not to that which is the lowest degree of it

;
yet
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sometimes the intermediate ideas tio the extremes so firmly

together, and the probability is so clear and strong, that

assent as necessarily foUows it, as knowledge does demon-
stration. The gi'eat excellency and use of the judgment is

to observe right, and take a true estimate of the force and
weight of each probability; and then casting them up all

right together, choose that side which has the overbalance.

17. Intuition^ Demonstration^ JudgiTumt—Intuitive know-
ledge is the perception of the certain agreement or disagree-

ment of two ideas immediately compared together.

Rational knowledge is the perception of the certain agree-

ment or disagreement of any two ideas, by the intervention

of one or more other ideas.

Judgment is the thinking or taking two ideas to agree or

disagree, by the intervention of one or more ideas, whose
certain agreement or disagreement with them it does not

perceive, but hath observed to be frequent and usual.

18. Conseqmnces of Words, and Consequences of Ideas,

—

Though the deducing one proposition from another, or making
Inferences in words, be a great part of reason, and that which
it is usually employed about

;
yet the principal act of ratioci-

nation is the finding the agreement or disagreement of two
ideas one with another, by the intervention of a third. As
a man, by a yard, finds two houses to be of the same length,

winch could not be brought togetherto measure their equality

by jiixta-position. Words have their consequences, as the
signs of such ideas

;
and things agree or disagree, as really

they are
;
but we observe it only by our ideas.

19. Four Sorts ofArguments.—Before we quit this subject,

it may be worth our while a little to reflect on four sorts of

arguments, that men, in their reasonings with others, do ordi-

narily make use of to prevail on their assent; or at least so

to awe them as to silence their opposition.

1. Ad rerecundiam.—First, The first is to allege the

opinions of men, whose parts, leaniing, eminency, power, or

some other cause has gained a name, and settled their reputa-

tion in the common esteem with some kind of authority.

When men are established in any kind of dignity, it is

thought a breach of modesty for others to derogate any way
from it, and question the authority of men w'ho are in pos-

session of it. This is apt to bo censured, as carrying with it
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too much pride, when a man does not readily yield to the

determination of approved authors, which is wont to be

received with respect and submission by others; and it is

looked upon as insolence for a man to set up and adhere to

his own opinion against the current stream of antiquity
; or

to put it in the balance against that of some learned doctor,

or otherwise approved writer. Whoever backs his tenets

with such authorities, thinks he ought thereby to cany tho

cause, and is ready to style it impudence in any one who
shall stand out against them. This I think may be called

argumentum ad verecundiam.

20. II. Ad IgnoTcmtiCim,—Secondly, Another way that

men ordinarily use to drive others, and force them to submit
their judgments, and receive the opinion in debate, is to

require the advei*sary to admit what they allege as a jiroof,

or to assign a better. And this I call argumentum ad ig-

norantiam.

21. III. Ad luminem.—Thirdly, A third way is to press

a man with consequences drawn from his own principles or

concessions. This is already known under the name of ar-

gumentum ad hominem.
22. lY, Fourthly, Adjudicium,—The fourth is the using

of proofs drawn from any of the foundations of knowledge
or probability. This I call argumentum ad judicium. This
alone, of all the four, brings true instruction with it, and
advances us in our way to knowledge. I'd', 1. It argues

not another man’s opinion to be right, because I, out of
respect, or any other consideration but tliat of conviction,

will not contradict him. 2. It proves not another man to

be in the right way, nor that I ought to take the same with*

him, because I know not a better. 3. Nor does it follow

that another man is in the right way, because lie has shown
me that I am in the wrong. I may be modest, and thcrc'

fore not oppose another man’s persuasion : 1 may be ignorant,

and not be able to produce a better; I may be in an error,

and another may show me that I am so. This may dispose

me, perhaps, for the reception of tnith, but helps me not to
it, that must come from proofs and aigumcnts, and light
arising from the nature of things themselves, and not from
my shame^facedness, ignorance, or error.

23. Above, con^ary, and (according to Feaaon.—By what
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lias been before said of reason, we may be able to make
some guess at the distinction of things, into those that are

according to, above, and contrary to reason. 1. According
to reason are such propositions whose truth we can discover

by examining and tracing those ideas we have from sen-

sation and reflection; and by natural deduction find to be
true or probable. 2. Above reason are such propositions

whose truth or probability we cannot by reason derive from
those principles. 3. Contraiy to reason are such proposi-

tions as are inconsistent with or irreconcilable to our clear

and distinct ideas. Thus the existence of one God is accord-

ing to reason; the existence of more than one God, con-
trary to reason; the resurrection of the dead, above reason.

Further, as above, reason may be taken in a double sense,

viz., either as signifying above probability, or above certainty;

so in that large sense also, contrary to reason, is, I suppose,

sometimes taken.

24. Reason and Faith not opposite.—There is another use
of the word reason, wherein it is opposed to faith

;
which,

though it be in itself a very improper way of speaking, yet
common use has so authorized it, that it would be folly either

to oppose or hope to remedy it; only I think it may not be
amiss to take notice, that, however faith be opposed to reason,

faith is nothing but a firm assent of the mind; which, if it

be regulated, as is our duty, cannot be afforded to anything
but upon good reason, and so cannot be opposite to it. He
that believes without having any reason for believing, may
be in love with his own fancies, but neither seeks truth as

he ought, nor pays the obedience due to his Maker,, who
would have him use those discerning faculties he has given
him, to keep him out of mistake and error. He that does
not this to the best of his power, however he sometimes
lights on truth, is in the right but by chance; and I know
not whether the luckiness of the accident will excuse the
irregulai’ity of his proceeding. This at least is certain, that
he must be accountable for whatever mistakes he runs into;

whereas he that makes use of the light and faculties God has
given him, and seeks sincerely to discover truth by those helps

and abilities he has, may have this satisfaction in doing his

duty as a rational creature, that, though he should miss
truth, he will not miss the reward of it; for he governs his
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assent right, and places it as he should, who, in any case or

matter whatsoever, believes or disbelieves according as reason

directs him. He that doth otherwise, transgresses againsfc

Ins own light, and misuses those faculties which were given

him to no other end, but to search and follow the clearer

evidence and greater probability. But since reason and faith

are by some men opposed, we will so consider them in the

following chapter.

CHAPTER XVIII.

OP FAITH AND REASON, AND THEIR DISTINCT PROVINCES.
•

1 . Necessa/ry to know tludr BoundoAnes.—It has been above

shown, 1. That we are of necessity ignorant, and want
knowledge of all sorts, where we want ideas. 2. That we
are ignorant, and want rational knowledge, where we want
proofs. 3. That we want certain knowledge and certainty,

as far as we want clear and determined specific ideas. 4.

That we want probability to direct our assent in matters

where we have neither knowledge of our own nor testimony

of other men to bottom our reason upon.

From these things thus premised, I think we may come
to lay down the measures and boundaries between faith and
reason; the want whereof may possibly have been the cause,

if not of great disorders, yet at least of great disputes, and
perhaps mistakes in the world. For till it be resolved how-

far we are to be guided by reason, and how far by faith, we
shall in vain dispute, and endeavour to convince one another

in matters of religion.

2. Faith and Reason, what, as contradistinguished,—I find

every sect, as far as reason will help them, make use of it

gladly ; and where it fails them, they cry out, It is matter

of faith, and above reason. And I do not see haw they can
argue with any one, or ever convince a gainsayer who makea
use of the same plea, without setting down strict boundaries

between faith and reason, which ought to be the first point

established in all questions, where faith has an
3
rthing to do.

Reason, therefore, here, as contradistinguished to faith, I
take to he the discovery of the certainty or probability oC
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such propositions or truths, which the nund arrives at by
deduction made from such ideas, which it has got by the

use of its natural faculties; viz., by sensation or reflection.

Faith, on the other side, is the assent to any proposition

not thus made out by the deductions of reason, but upon
the credit of the proposer, as coining from God, in some ex*

traordinary way of communication. This way of discovering

truths to men, we call revelation.

3. No mw simple Idea can he conveyed hy traditional Reve-

lation.—First, Then I say, that no man inspired by God can

by any revelation communicate to others any new simple

ideas, which they had not before from sensation or reflection.

For whatsoever impressions he himself may have from the

immediate hand of God, this revelation, if it be of n^ simple

ideas, cannot be conveyed to another, either by words or any
other signs; because woi*ds, by their immediate operation

on us, cause no other ideas but of their natural sounds; and
it is by the custom of using them for signs, that they excite

and revive in our minds latent ideas; but yet only such

ideas as were there before. For words seen or heard, recal

to our thoughts those ideas only, which to us they have been
wont to be signs of, but cannot introduce any perfectly new,
and formerly unknown simple ideas. The same holds in all

other signs, which cannot signify to us things of which wo
have before never had any idea at all.

Thus, whatever things were discovered to St. Paul, when
he was rapt up into the third heaven, whatever new ideas

his mind there received, all the description he can make to

others of that place, is only this, that there are such thin^,
as eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor hath it entered

into the heart of man to conceive.” And supposing God
should discover to any one, supernaturally, a species of crea-

tui-es inhabiting, for example, Jupiter or ^tum, (for that it

is possible there may be such, nobody can deny,) which had
six senses, and imprint on his mind the ideas conveyed to

theirs by that sixth sense
;
he could no more, by words,

produce in the minds of other men those ideas imprinted by
that sixth sense, than one of us could convey the idea of any
colom* by the sounds of words into a man, who, having the
other four senses perfect, had always totally wanted the fifth,

of seeing. For our simple ideas, then, which are the foun-
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dation and sole matter of all our notions and knowledge, we
must depend wholly on our reason, I mean our natural

facidties
;
and can by no means receive them, or any of them,

from traditional revelation
;
I say, traditional revelation, in

distinction to original revelation. By the one, I mean that

first impression which is made immediately by God on the

mind of any man, to which we cannot set any bounds
, and

by the other, those impressions delivered over to qtliers in

words, and the ordinary ways of conveying our conceptions

one to another.

4. Traditional Eevdation may make us know Propositions

hnowable also hy Reason, hut not with the same Certainty tiuit

Reason doth—Secondly, I say that the same truths may be

discovered and conveyed down from revelation, which are

discoverable to us by reason, and by those ideas we naturelly

may have. So God might by revelation discover the truth

of any proposition in Euclid
;
as well as men, by the natural

use of their faculties, come to make the discovery themselves.

In all things of this kind there is little need or use of reve-

lation, God having furmshed us with natural and surer means
to arrive at the knowledge of them. For whatsoever truth
we come to the clear discovery of, from the knowledge and
contemplation of our own ideas, will always bo certainer to

us than those which are conveyed to us by ti-aditioiial revela-

tion. For the knowledge wo have that this revelation came
at first from God, can never be so sure as the knowledge we
have from the clear and distinct perception of the agreement
or disagreement of our own ideas

;
v. g ,

if it were revealed

some ages since, that the three angles of a tiiangle wei e equal

to two right ones, I might assent to the truth of that pro[>o-

sition, upon the credit of the tradition, that it was revealed
;

but that would never amount to so groat a certainty as the

knowledge of it, upon the comparing and measuring iny own
ideas of two right angles, and the three angles of a triangle.

The like holds in matter of fact knowable by our senses
,

V. g.y.the history of the deluge is conveyed to us by wntings
which had then- original from revelation . and yet nobody, I

think, will say he has as certain and clear a knowledge of
the flood as Noah, that saw it

,
or that he himself would

have had, had he then been alive and seen it. For he has
no greater an assurance than that of his senses, that it is writ
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in the book supposed Avrit by Moses inspired
;
but he has not

80 great an assurance that Moses wrote that book as if he
had seen Moses write it. So that the assurance of its being

a revelation is less still than the assurance of liis senses.

5. jRevelation cannot be admitted against the clear Evidence

of Reason ,—In propositions, then, whose certainty is built

upon the clear perception of the agreement or disagreement
of our ideas, attained either by immediate intuition, as in

self-evident propositions or by evident deductions of reason
in demonstrations, we need not the assistance of revelation,

as necessary to gain our assent, and introduce them into our
minds. Because the natural ways of knowledge could settle

them there, or had done it already, which is the greatest

assurance we can possibly have of anything, unless where
God immediately reveals it to us

;
and there too our assur-

ance can be no greater than our knowledge is, that it is a
revelation from God. But yet nothing, I think, can, under
that title, shake or overrule plain knowledge, or rationally

prevail with any man to admit it for true, in a dircqt con-

tradiction to the clear evidence of his own understanding.

For since no evidence of our faculties, by which we receive

such revelations, can exceed, if equal, the cei’tainty of our
intuitive knowledge, we can never receive for a truth any-
thing that IS directly contj*ary to our clear and distinct know-
ledge

;
V. g., the ideas of one body and one place do so clearly

agree, and the mind has so evident a perception of their

agreement, that we can never assent to a proposition that

affirms the same body to be in two distant places at once,

however it should pretend to the authority of a divine reve-

lation : since the evidence, first, that we deceive not our-

selves, in ascribing it to God
;
secondly, that we understand

it right
;
can never be so great as the evidence of our own

intuitive knowledge, whereby we discern it impossible for

the same body to be in two places at once. And therefore

no proposition can be received for divine revelation, or obtain

the assent due to all such, if it be contradictory to our clear

intuitive knowledge. Because this would be to subvert the

principles and foundations of all knowledge, evidence, and
assent wliatsocver : and there would be left no difference

between truth and falsehood, no measures of credible and
incredible in the world, if doubtful propositions shall take
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})lace before self-evident, and wbat we certainly know give

way to what we may possibly be mistaken in. In proposi-

tions, therefore, contrary to the clear perception of the agree-

ment or disagreement of any of our ideas, it will be in vain

to urge them as matters of faith : they cannot move our
assent under that or any other title whatsoever

;
for faith

can never convince ns of anything that contradicts our know-
ledge. Because, though faith be founded on the testimony

of God (who cannot lie) revealing any jiroposition to us; yet
we cannot have an assurance of the truth of its being a
divine revelation greater than our own knowledge : since the
whole strength of the cei*tainty depends upon oui* knowledge
that God revealed it, which, in this case, where tlie proposi-

tion supposed revealed conti*adicts our knowledge or reason,

will always have this objection hanging to it, viz., that we
cannot tell how to conceive that to come from God, the

bountiful Author of our being, which, if received for true,

must overturn all the principles and foundations of know-
ledge he has given us; render all our faculties useless; wholly
destroy the most excellent part of his workmanship, our
understandings, and put a man m a condition wherein he
will have less light, less conduct than the beast that perisheth.

For if the mind of man can never have a clearer (and jier-

haps not so clear) evidence of anything to be a divine reve-

lation, as it has of the principles of its own reason, it can
never have a ground to ([uit the clear evidence of its reason,

to give a place to a proposition, whose revelation has not a
gi’eater evidence than those principles have.

6. Traditional Revelation much less.—Thus far a man haa
use of reason, and ought to hearken to it, even in immediate

and original revelation, where it is supposed to be made to

himself : but to all those who pretend not to immediate reve-

lation, but are required to pay obedience, and to receive the

truths revealed to others, which, by the tradition of writings,

or word of mouth, are conveyed down to them, reason has a
great deal more to do, and is that only Avhich can induce us
to receive them. For matter of l.iith being only divine reve-

lation, and nothing else, faith, as we use the woid, (called

commonly divine faith,) has to do with no propositions, but
those which are supposed to be divinely revealed. So that I
do not see how those who make revelation alone the sola

x2
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object of faith can say, that it is a matter of faith, and not

of reason, to believe that such or such a proposition, to bo

found in such or such a book, is of divine inspiration, unless

it be revealed that that proposition, or all in that book, was
communicated by divine inspiration. Without such a reve-

lation, the believing or not believing that proposition or book

to be of divine authority, can never be matter of faith, but

matter of reason; and such as I must come to an assent to

only by the use of my reason, which can never require or

enable me to believe that which is contrary to itself : it being

impossible for reason ever to procure any assent to that which

to itself appears unreasonable.

In all things, therefore, where we have clear evidence from

our ideas, and those principles of knowledge I have above

mentioned, reason is the projier judge
;
and revelation, though

it may, in consenting with it, confirm its dictates, yet cannot

in such cases invalidate its decrees : nor can we bo obliged,

where we have the clear and evident sentence of reason to

quit it for the contrary opinion, under a pretence that it is

matter of faith, which can have no authority against the plain

and clear dictates of reason.

7. Things above Reason.—But, Thirdly, There being many
things wherein we have very imperfect notions, or none at

all
;
and other things, of whose past, present, or future exist-

ence, by the natural use of our faculties, we can have no
knowledge at all

;
these, as being beyond the discovery of

our natural faculties, and above reason, are, when levealed,

the proper matter of faith. Thus, that pait of the angels

rebelled against God, and thereby lost their fiist happy state;

and that the dead shall rise, and live again : these and the

like, being beyond the discoveiy of reason, are purely matters

of faith, with which reason has directly nothing to do.

8. Or not contrary to Reason^ if revealed, are Matter of
Faith.—But since God, in giving us the hght of reason, has

not thereby tied up his own hands from affording us, when
he thinks fit, the light of revelation in any of those matters

wherein our natural faculties are able to give a probable

determination
;

revelation, where God has been pleased to

give it, must carry it against the probable conjectures of

reason. Because the mind not being certain of the truth of

that it does not evidently know, but only yielding to the
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probability that appears Id it, is bound to give up its assent

to such a testimony; which, it is satisfied, comes from one
who cannot err, and will not deceive. But yet it still be*

longs to reason to judge of the truth of its being a revelation^

and of the signification of the words wherein it is delivered.

Indeed, if anj^hing shall be thought revelation which is con-

trary to the plain principles of reason, and the evident

knowledge the mind has of its own clear and distinct ideas;

there reason must be hearkened to, as to a matter within its

province: since a man can never have so certain a know-
ledge, that a proposition which contradicts the clear prin-

ciples and evidence of his own knowledge was dmnely
revealed, or that he understands the words rightly wherein
it is delivered, as he has that the contrary is true : and so ia

bound to consider and judge of it as a matter of reason, and
not swallow it, without examination, as a matter of faith.

9. Revelation in Matters where Reason cannot judge, or hut

^yrobahly, miglit to he hewrkened to,—First, Whatever proposi-

tion is revealed, of whose truth our mind, by its natural

faculties and notions, cannot judge
;
that is purely matter of

faith, and above reason.

Secondly, All propositions whereof the mind, by the use

of its natural faculties, can come to determine and judge,

from naturally acquired ideas, are matter of reason, with this

difference still, that, in those concerning which it has but an
uncertain evidence, and so is persuaded of their truth only
upon probable grounds, which still admit a jiossibility of the
contrary to be true, without doing violence to the certain

evidence of its own knowledge, and overturning the prin-

ciples of all reason
;

in such probable propositions, I say,

an evident revelation ought to determine our assent, even
against probability. For where the principles of reason

have not evidenced a proposition to be certainly true or
false, there clear revelation, as another principle of truth and
ground of assent, may determine; and so it may be matter
of faith, and be also above reason. Because reason, in that
particular matter, being able to reach no higher than pro-
bability, faith gave the determination where reason came
short

, and revelation discovered on which side the tiiith lay.

1 0. In Matters where Reason can afford cei'tain Knowledge^
that is to he hearkened to .—Thus far the dominion of faith
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reaches, and that without any violence or hindrance to reason,

which is not injured or disturbed, but assisted and improved
by new discoveries of truth, coming from the eternal fountain

of all knowledge. Whatever God hath revealed is certainly

true: no doubt can be made of it. This is the proper object

of faith
;
but whether it be a divine revelation or no, reason

must judge, which can never permit the mind to reject a
greater evidence to embrace what is less evident, nor allow

it to entertain probability in opposition to knowledge and
certainty. There can be no evidence that any traditional

revelation is of divine original, in the words we receive it,

and in the sense we understand it, so clear and so certain as

that of the principles ol‘ reason : and therefore nothing that

is contrary to, and inconsistent with, the clear and self-evident

dictates of reason, has a right to be urged or assented to as

a matter of faith, wherein reason hath nothing to do. What-
soever is divine revelation, ought to overrule all our opinions,

prejudices, and interest, and hath a right to be received with

full assent. Such a submission as tliis, of our reason to

&<ith, takes not away the landmarks of knowledge: this

shakes not the foundations of reason, but leaves us that use

of our faculties for which they were given us.

11. If tlie Boundaries he not set hetioccn Faith and Beaso^iy

oio Fnthusiasm or Extravagancy in Religion can he contra-

dicted.—If the provinces of faith and reason are not kept
distinct by these boundaries, there will, in matters of religion,

be no room for reason at all
;
and those extravagant opinions

and ceremonies that are to be found in the several rehgions

of the world will not deserve to bo blamed. For to this

crying uji of faith in opposition to reason, wo may, I think,

in good measure ascribe those absurdities that fill almost all

the religions which possess and divide mankind. For men
having been principled with an opinion, that they must not

consult reason in the things of religion, however apparently

coutradictoiy to common sense and the very principles of all

their knowledge, hjive let loose their fancies and natural

superstition
;
and have been by them led into so strange

opinions and extravagant practices in religion, that a con-

siderate man cannot but stand amazed at their follies, and
judge them so far from being acceptable to the great and
wise God, that he cannot avoid thinking them ridiculous and
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offciLsivo to a sober good man. So that, in effect, religion,

which should most distinguish us from beasts, and ought

most peculiarly to elevate us, as rational creatures, above

brutes, is that wherein men often appear most irrational and
moro senseless than beasts themselves. Credo, quia im-

possibile est,” I believe, because it is impossible, might in a
good man pass for a sally of zeal

;
but would prove a very ill

rule for men to choose their opinions or religion by.

CHAPTEH XIX.

OF ENTHUSIASM.

1. Love of Truth necessary.—He that would seriously set

upon the search of tiuth,* ought in the first place to prepare

Ins mind witli a love of it. Eov ho that loves it not, will

not take much pains to get it, nor b§ much concerned when
he misses it. There is nobody m the commonwealth of
learning who does not profess himself a lover of truth ; and
there is not a rational creature that would not take it amiss

to be thouglit otherwise of. And yet, for all this, one may
truly say, that there are very few lovers of truth, for truth’s

sake, even amongst those who persuade tliemselves that they

aie so. How a man may know whether he be so in earnest,

* In Milton's Areopagitica there occurs a passage on the love and
beauty of truth so fervid, nervous, and worthy of admiration, that I
am tempted to introduce it as a note upon this pass.igc, which yet, I
confess, stands in little need of illustration. “Truth indeed came oncei

into the woikl with her Divine Mastei, and was a perfect shape most
glorious to look on but when he ascended, and his apostles after him
were laid asleep, then str.iight arose a wicked race of deceivers, who,
as that story goes of the Egyptian Typhon with Ins conspirators, how
tlicy dealt with the god Osiiis, took the viigin Truth, hewed her lovely

form into a thousand pieces, and scattered them to the four winds,
Erom that time ever since, the sad fi tends of Truth, such as durst
appear, imitating the careful seaich that Isis made for tiie mangled body
of Osins, went up and down, gathenng up Imib by limb still as they
could hnd them. We have not yet found them all—lords and commons
—nor ever shall do, till hei Master’s second coming

,
he shall bring to-

gether every joint and member, and shall mould them into an immortal
feature of loveliness and perfection. Suffer not these licensmg pro-
hibitions to stand at every place of opportunity, forbidding and disturb-
ing them that continue seeking—that contmue to do our obsequies to
the tom body of our martyred samt.” (§ 61 .)—Ed.
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is worth inyiiry : and I think there is one unerring mark of

it, viz,, the nob entertaining any proposition with greater

assurance .than the proofs it is built upon will warrant.

Whoever goes beyond this measure of assent, it is plain re-

ceives not the truth in the love of it; loves not truth for

truth’s sake, but for some other bye-end.* For the evidence

that any proposition is true (except such as are self-e^^dent)

lying only in the proofs a man has of it, whatsoever degrees

of assent he affords it beyond the degrees of that evidence,

it is })lain that all the surplusage of assurance is owing to

some other affection, and not to the love of truth : it being

as impossible that the love of truth should carry my assent

above the evidence there is to mo that it is true, as that the

love of truth should make me assent to any proposition for

the sake of that evidence, which it has not that it is true

;

which IS in effect to love it as a truth, because it is possible

or probable that it maj^ot be true. In any tnith that gets

not possession of our minds by the irresistible light of self-

evidehce, or by the force of demonstration, the arguments that

gain it assent are the vouchers and gage of its probability to

us
;
and we can receive it for no other than such as they

deliver it to our understandings. Whatsoever credit or

authority we give to any proposition more than it receives

from the principles and proofs it supports itself upon, is

owing to our inclinations that w^ay, and is so far a derogation

from the love of truth as such : which, as it can receive no
evidence from our passions or interests, so it should receive

no tincture from them.

2. A Forwardness to dictate^from wlwnce—The assuming

an authority of dictating to others, and a forwardness to

prescribe to their opinions, is a constant concomitant of this

bias and corruption of our judgments. For how almost can

it be otherwise, but that he should be reatly to impose on
another’s belief, who has already imposed on his own'^ Who
can reasonably expect arguments and conviction from him in

dealing with others, whose understanding is not accustomed

* Tn the same spirit Milton remarks, that, “A man may be a heretic

in the truth
,
and if he believe things only because his pastor says so, or

the assembly so determines, without knowing otliei reason, though his

belief be true, yet the very truth he holds becomes his heresy.” (Areopag.

§ 54 )
-Ed.
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to them in his dealing with himself ? Who does violence ta

his own faculties, tyiMnnizes over his own mind, and usurps

the prerogative that belongs to tinith alone, which is to com-

mand assent by only its own authority, i. e., by and in pro-

portion to that evidence which it carries with it.

3. Force of Enthusiasin.—Upon this occasion I shall take

the liberty to consider a third ground of assent, which with

some men has the same authority, and is as confidently relied

on as either faith or reason
;
I mean enthjusiasm : which, lay-

ing by reason, would set up i*evelation without it. Whereby
in effect it takes away both reason and revelation, and sub-

stitutes in the room of it the ungrounded fancies of a man s

own brain, and assumes them for a foundation both of opinion

and conduct.

4. Reason and Revdaticni.—Reason is natural revelation,

whereby the eternal Father of light and fountain of all know*-

ledge, communicates to mankind that portion of truth which
he has laid within the reach of their natural faculties : reve-

lation is natural reason enlarged by a new set of disfoveries

communicated by God immediately, which reason vouches
the truth of, by the testimony and proofs it gives that they
come from God. So that he that takes away reason to make
way for revelation, puts out the light of both

; and does

muchwhat the same as if he would persuade a man to put
out his eyes, the better to receive the remote light of an in-

visible star by a telescope.

5. Rise of Enthnsiasin .— Immediate revelation being a
much easier way for men to establish their opinions and re-

gulate their conduct, than the tedious and not always success
fill labour of strict reasoning, it is no wonder that some have
been very apt to pretend to revelation, and to persuade them-
selves that they are under the peculiar guidance of heaven
in their actions and opinions, especially in those of them
which they cannot account for by the ordinary methods of
knowledge and principles of reason. Hence we see, that, in

all ages, men in whom melancholy has mixed with devotion,

or whose conceit of themselves has raised them into an
opinion of a greater familiarity with God, and a nearer ad-
mittance to his favour than is afforded to others, have often
flattered themselves with a persuasion of an immediate inter-

course with the Deity, and frequent communications from
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the Divine Spirit. God, I own, cannot be denied to be able
to enlighten the understanding by a ray darted into the
mind immediately from the fountain of light : this they
understand he has promised to do, and who then has so good
a title to expect it as those who are his peculiar people,
chosen by him, and depending on him ]

6. Enthiisimm .—Their mmds being thus prepared, what-
ever groundless opinion comes to settle itself strongly upon
their fancies, is an illumination from the Spirit of God, and
presently of divine authority: and whatsoever odd action
they find in themselves a strong inclination to do, that im-
pulse is concluded to be a call or direction from heaven, and
must be obeyed

;
it is a commission from above, and they

cannot err in executing it.

7. This I take to be properly enthusiasm,* which, though
founded neither on reason nor divine revelation, but rising

from the conceits of a warmed or overweening brain, works
yet, where it once gets footing, more powerfully on the per-
suasions and actions of men than cither of those two, or both
together: men being most forwardly obedient to the im-
pulses they receive from themselves

;
and the whole man is

sure to act more vigorously wheie the whole man is earned
by a natural motion. For stiong conceit, like a new prin-

* This chapter did not apjieai iii tlie first edition, but was i)Unne(I
aftei-wards, and the idea cotnmunicated by letter to the author’s friend,

Ml Molyneux
;
who at fii’st thought it unnecessary, yet, upon lecon-

sideration, recommended it to be mtioduccd, but in a veiy difFeient
shape.

^

“I must fieely confess,” he wiites, “that if my notion of
enthusiasm agiees with youis, there is no necessity of adding anything
concerning it, more than by tlie by, and in a single section in chap 18,
lib IV I conceive* it to be no other than a religious sort of madness,
and comprises not m it any mode of thinking, or opeiation of the mind
diffeicnt fiom wdiat you have tieated of in your essay. T is true, in-

deed, the absurdities men embrace on account of religion are most asto-
nishing

,
and if, in a chapter of Enthusiusm, you endeavour to give an

account of them, it would be veiy acceptable. So that, (on second
thought,) I do very well appiove of what you propose theiein, being
veiy desirous of having your sentiments on any subject ” (Works, III.

533) To which Locke replies, “Wliat I shall add concerning entliu-
siasm, I guess, will very much agree with your thoughts, smee yours
jump so right with mine. About the place where it is to come in, I
Jiave designed it foi chap. 18, lib. iv. as a false principle of reasoning
often made use of. But, to give an historical account of the various
ravings men have embraced for religion, would, I fear, be beside my
purpose, and be enough to make a huge volume.” (p. 535.)
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ciple, caiTies all easily with it, when got above common sense
and freed from all rcstmint of reason and check of reflection,,

it is heightened into a divine authority, in concurrence with
our own temper and inclination.

8. Enthusiasm mistaken for Seeing and Feeling.—Thouf'*h
the odd opinions and extravagant actions enthusiasm lias run
men into were enough to warn them against this wrong
principle, so apt to misguide them both in them belief and
conduct, yet the love of something extraordinary, the ease
and glory it is to be inspired, and bo above the common and
natural ways of knowledge, so flatten many men’s laziness,

ignorance, and vanity, that, when once they are got into
this way of immediate revelation, of illumination without
search, and of certainty without proof and without exami-
nation, it is a hard matter to get tlicm out of it. Ileason
is lost upon them, they are above it : they see the light in-
fused into their uiidei'staiidmgs, and cannot bo mistaken;
it IS clear and visible there, like the light of bright sunshine ;
sliows itself, and needs no other proof but its own ovidenco

:

they feel the hand of God moving them within, and the im-
pulses of the Spirit, and cannot be mistaken in what they
feel. Thus they support themselves, and are sure reason
hath nothmg to do with what they see and feel in them-
selves: what they have a sensible experience of admits no
doubt, needs no probation. Would he not bo ridiculous,
who should reqiure to have it proved to limi that the light
shines, and that he secs it'? It is its own pi oof, and can
ha\c no other When the Spirit brings light into our minds,
it dispels darkness. We see it as we do that of the sun at •

noon, and need not the twilight of reason to show it us. This
light from heaven is strong, clear, and pure, carries its own
demonstration with it : and we may as naturally take a glow-
worm to assist us to discover the sun, as to examine the
celestial ray by our dim candle, reason.

9. Enthusiasm how to he discovered—This is tlie way of
talking of these men. they are sure, because they are sure:
and their persuasions are right, because they are strong in.

them. For, when what they .say is stiipped of the metaphor
ot seeing and feeling, this is all it amounts to : and yet these
similies so impose on them, that they serve them for cer-
tainty in themselves, and demonstration to others.
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10. But to examine a little soberly this internal light,

and this feeling on which they build so much. These men
have, they say, clear light, and they see

;
they have awakened

sense, and they feel : this cannot, they are sure, be disputed

them. For when a man says he sees or feels, nobody can

deny him that he does so. But here let me ask :—this see-

ing, is it the perception of the truth of the proposition, or

of this, that it is a revelation from Grod?—this feeling, is it a
perception of an inclination or fancy to do something, or of

the Spirit of God moving that inclination? These are two
very different perceptions, and must be carefully distinguished,

if we would not impose upon ourselves. I may perceive the

truth of a proposition, and yet not perceive that it is an
immediate revelation from God. I may perceive the truth

of a proposition in Euclid, without its being or my perceiv-

ing it to be a revelation : nay, I may perceive I came not

by this knowledge in a natuml way, and so may conclude

it revealed, without perceiving that it is a revelation of

God
;
because there be spirits which, without being divinely

commissioned, may excite those ideas in me, and lay them
in such order before my mind, that I may perceive their

connexion. So that the knowledge of any proposition com-

ing into my mind, I know not how, is not a perception that

it IS from God. * Much less is a strong persuasion that it is

true, a perception that it is from God, or so much as true.

But however it be called light and seeing, I suppose it is at

most but belief and assurance: and the proposition taken

for a revelation, is not such as they know to be true, but

take to be true. For where a proposition is known to be

true, revelation is needless: and it is hard to conceive how
there can be a revelation to any one of what he knows al-

ready. If therefore it be a proposition which they are per-

suaded, but do not know, to be true, whatever they may call

it, it is not seeing, but believing. For these are two ways
whereby truth comes into the mind, wholly distinct, so that

one is not the other. What I see, I know to be so, by the

evidence of the thing itself : what I believe, I take to be so

upon the testimony of another : but this testimony I must
know to be given, or else what gi'ound have I of believing?

I must see that it is God that reveals this to me, or else I

see nothing. The question then here is, how do I Imow that
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God is the revealer of this to me, that this imjiression is

made upon my mind by his Holy Spirit, and that therefore

I ought to obey it? If I know not this, how great soever

the assurance is that I am possessed with, it is groundless;

whatever light I pretend to, it is but enthusiasm. For
whether the proposition supposed to be revealed, bo in itself

evidently true, or visibly probable, or by the natuial ways
of knowledge uncertain, the proposition that must bo well

grounded and manifested to be true, is this, that God is the

revealer of it, and that what I take to be a revelation is

certainly put into my mind by him, and is not an illusion

dropped m by some other spirit or raised by my own fancy.

For, if I mistake not, these men receive it for true, be^iause

they presume God revealed it. Does it not, then, stand

them upon to examine on what grounds they presume it to

be a revelation from God? or else all their confidence is

mere presumption : and this light they are so dazzled with
is nothing but an ignis fatuus, that leads them constantly

round in this circle,* it is a revelation, because they firmly

believe it, and they believe it, because it is a revelation.

11. Enthusiasm fails of Ev^idence, that the Proposition is

from God.—In all that is of divine revelation, there is need
of no other proof but that it is an inspiration from God; for

he can neither deceive nor be deceived. ' But how shall it

be known that any proposition m our minds is a truth in-

fused by God
,
a truth that is revealed to us by him, which

he declares to us, and therefore we ought to believe? Here
it IS that enthusiasm fails of the evidence it pretends to.

For men thus possessed, boast of a light whcieby they say*

they ore enlightened, and brought into the knowledge of this

or that truth. But if they know it to be a truth, they must
know it to be so, cither by its own self-evidence to natural
reason, or by the rational proofs that make it out to be so.

If they see and know it to be a truth, cither of these two
ways, they in vain suppose it to be a revelation. For they
know it to be true the same way that any other man
naturally may know that it is so, without the help of reve-
lation. For thus, all the trutlis, of what kind soever, that
men uninspired arc enlightened with, came into their minds,

* An ignia fatuus that bewitches,
And leads them into pools and ditches. —Ill dibras,—Ed.
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and are established there. If they say they know it to be true,

because it is a revelation from God, the reason is good; but
then it will be demanded how they know it to be a revela-

tion from God. If they say, by the light it brings with it

which shines bright in their minds, and they cannot resist

;

I beseech them to consider whether this be any more than
what we have taken notice of already, viz., that it is a reve-
lation, because they strongly believe it to be true. For all

the light they speak of is but a strong, though ungrounded
persuasion of their own minds, that it is a truth. For
rational gi’ounds from proofs that it is a tnith, they must
acknowledge to have none, for then it is not received as a
revel{^tion, but upon the ordinary grounds that other truths
are received : and if they believe it to be true because it is a
revelation, and have no other reason for its being a revela-

tion, but because they are fully persuaded without any other
reason that it^is true

;
they believe it to be a revelation only

because they strongly believe it to be a revelation; which
is a very unsafe ground to proceed on, either in\our tenets
or actions. And what readier way can there be to run our-
selves into the most extravagant errors and miscarriages,

than thus to set up fancy for our supreme and sole guide,
and to believe any proposition to be true, any action to be
right, only because we believe it to be so? The strength of
our persuasions is no evidence at all of them own rectitude

:

orooked things may be as stiff and inflexible as straight

:

and men may be as positive and peremptory in error as in
truth. How come else the untractable zealots in different

and opposite parties? For if the light, which every one
thinks he has in his mind, which in this case is nothing but
the strength of his o^vn persuasion, be an evidence that it is

from God, contraiy opinions have the same title to inspira-

tions ;
and God will bo not only the Father of lights, but of

opposite and contradictory lights, leading men contrary
ways, and contradictory propositions will be divine truths,

if an ungrounded strength of assurance be an evidence that
any proposition is a divine revelation.

1 2. Firmness of Persuasion no Proof that any Proposition
is from God,—This cannot be othemise, whilst firmness of
pei’suasion is made the cause of believing, and confidence of
being in the right is made an argument of truth. St. Paul
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liiraself believed he did well, and that he had a call to it

wnen he persecuted the Christians,whom he confidently thought
in the wrong; but yet it was he, and not they, who were mis-

taken. Grood men are men still, liable to mistakes
;
and are

sometimes warmly engaged in errors, which they take for

divine truths, shining in their minds with the clearest light.

13. Light in the Mind^ vdiat.—Light, true light, in the
mind is, or can be nothing else but the evidence of the truth
of any proposition

;
and if it be not a self-evident projK)sition,

all the light it has or can have is from the clcarne^^s and
validity of those proofs upon which it is received. To talk

of any other light in the understanding, is to put ourselves

in the dark, or in the power of the Prince of Darkness, and
by our own consent to give ourselves up to delusion to
believe a lie. For if strength of persusasion be the light

which must guide us, I ask how shall any one cbstmguish
between the delusions of Satan, and the inspirations of the
Holy Ghost? He can transform himself into an angel of
light. And they who arc led by this son of the morning,
are as fully satisfied of the illumination, i e., are as strongly

persuaded that they at’e enlightend by the Spirit of God as

any one who is so: they acquiesce and icjoice in it, are actu-

ated by it, and nobody can be more suie, nor more in the
right (if their own strong belief may be judge) than they.

14. Revelation must he judged of by Reason.—He, there-

fore, that will not give himself up to all the extravagances of
delusion and error, must bring this guide of his light within
to the trial. God, when he makes the prophet, does not
unmake the man. He leaves all his faculties in the natural

‘

state, to enable him to judge of Ins inspirations, whetlier

they be of divine original or no. When he illuminates the

mind with supernatural light, he does not extinguish tliat

which is natui-al. If he would have us assent to the truth

of any proposition, he either evidences that truth by the

usual methods of natural reason, or else makes it known to

be a truth which he would have us assent to by his authoiity,

and convinces us that it is from him, by some marks which
reason cannot bo mistaken in. Reason must be our last

judge and guide in everythiug. I do not mean that we
must consult reason, and examine whether a proposition

revealed from God can be made out by natural principles^
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and if it cannot, that then we may reject it
; but consult it

we milst, and by it examine whether it be a revelation
from God or no. And if reason finds it to be revealed from
God, reason then declares for it as much as for any other
truth, and makes it one of her dictates. Every conceit that
thoroughly warms our fancies mhst pass for an inspiration^
if there be nothing but the strength of our pei-suasions,

whereby to judge of our persuasions : if reason must not
examine their truth by something extrinsical to the per-
suasions themselves, inspirations and delusions, truth and
falsehood, will have the same measure, and will not be possible
to be distinguished.

15. Belmf no Proof of Revelation .—If this internal light,

or any proposition which under that title we take for in-

spired, be conformable to the principles of reason, or to the
word of God, which is attested revelation, reason warrants
it, and we may safely receive it for true, and be guided by it

in our belief and actions: if it receive no testimony nor evi-

dence from cither of these rules, we cannot take it for a
revelation, or so much as for true, till we have some other
mark that it is a revelation, besides our believing that it is

so. Thus we see the holy men of old, who had revelations
from God, had something else besides that internal light of
assurance in their own minds, to testify to them that it was
from God. They were not left to their own persuasions
alone, that those persuasions were from God, but had outward
signs to convince them of the author of those revelaiiions. And
when they were to convince others, theyhad a power given them
to justify the truth of their commission from heaven, and by
visible signs to assert the divine authority of a message they
were sent with. Moses saw the bush burn without being
consumed, and heard a voice out of it. This was something
besides finding an impulse upon his mind to go to Pharnoh,
that he might bring his brethren out of Egypt : and yet he
thought not this enough to authorize him to go with that
messtige, till God, by another miracle of his rod turned into
a s(Tpent, had assured him of a power to testify his mission,
by the same miracle repeated before them, whom he was sent
to. Gideon was sent by an angel to deliver Israel from the
Midianites, and yet he desired a sign to convince him that
this commission was from God. These, and several the bke
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instances to be found among the prophets of old, are enough

to show that they thought not an inward seeing or persua-

sion of theii' own minds, without any other proof, a sufficient

evidence that it was from God
;
though the Scriptui-e does not

e\erywhere mention their demanding or having such proofs.

IG. In what I have said I am far from denying, that God
can or doth sometimes enlighten men s minds in the appre-

hending of ceiHiain truths, or excite them to good actions by
the immediate influence and assistance of the Holy Spiiit,

without any extraordinary signs accompanying it. But in

such cases too we have reason and Scripture,'Unerring rules

to know whether it be from God or no. Where the truth

embmeed is consonant to the revelation in the written word
of God, or the action conformable to the dictates of right

reason or holy writ, we may be assured that we run no risk

in entertaining it as such
;
because, though perhaps it be not

an immediate revelation from God, cxtraordinaiily operating

on our minds, yet we are sure it is warranted by that revela-

tion which he has given us of truth. But it is not the

strength of our private persuasion within ourselves, that can

warrant it to be a light or motion from heaven; nothing

can do that but the written Word of God without us, or

that standard of reason which is common to us with all men.
Where reason or Scripture is express for any opinion or

action, we may receive it as of divine authority
; but it is

not the strength of our own persuasions which can by itself

give it that stamp. The bent of our own mmds may favour

it as much as we please; that may show it to be a fondling

of our own, but will by no means prove it to bo an offsprmg
*

of heaven, and of divine original.

CHAPTER XX.

OF WRONG ASSENT, OR ERROR.

1. Carnes of Error,

—

Knowledge being to be had only of

visible and certain truth, error is not a fault of our know-
ledge, but a mistake of our judgment, giving assent to that

which is not tnie.

But if assent be grounded on likelihood, if the proper

object and motive of our assent be probability, and that

VOIi. II. Y
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probability consists in what is laid down in the foregoing
chapters, it will be demanded how men come to give their

assents contrary to probability. For there is nothing more
common than contrariety of opinions; nothing more obvious
than that one man wholly disbelieves what another only
doubts of, and a third stedfistly believes and firmly adheres
to. The reasons whereof, though they may be very various,

yet, I suppose may all be reduced to these four:

I. Want of proofs.

IT. Want of ability to use them.
III. Want of will to use them.
IV. Wrong measures of probability.

2. I. JFani of Proofs,—First, By want of proofs, I do not
mean only the want of those proofs which are nowhere ex-
tant, and so are nowhere to be had

;
but the want even of

those proofs which are in being, or might be iirocured. And
thus men want proofs, who have not the convenience or
opportunity to make experiments and observations them-
selves tending to the proof of any proposition

;
nor likewise

the convenience to inquire into and collect the testimonies of
others : and in this state are the greatest part of mankind,
who are given up to labour, and enslaved to the necessity of
their mean condition, whose lives are worn out only in the
provisions for living. These men’s opportunities of know-
ledge and inquiry are commonly as narrow as their fortunes;

and their imderstandings are but little instructed, when all

their whole time and pains is laid out to still the croaking of
their own bellies, or the cries of their children. It is not to

be expected that a man who' drudges on all his life in a labo-

rious ti'ade, should be more knowing in the variety of things

done in the world than a packhorse, who is driven constantly

forwards and backwards in a narrow lane and dirty road,

only to market, should be skilled in the geography of the
country. Nor is it at all more possible, that he Who wants
leisure, books, and languages, and the opportunity of con-

versing with variety of men, should be m a condition to

collect those testimonies and observations which are in being,

and are necessary to make out many, nay, most of the pro-

positions that, in the societies of men, are judged of the
greatest moment; or to find out grounds of assurance so

great as the belief of the points he would build on them ia
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thought necessary. So that a great part of mankind are, by
the natural and unalterable state of things in this world, and
the constitution of human affairs, unavoidably given over to
invincible ignorance of those proofs on which others build,

and which are necessary to establish those opinions
; the

greatest part of mei^ having much to do to get the nieans of
living, are not in a condition to look after those of learned

and laborious inquiries.

3. Ohj, WJiat shall become of those who want them ? an-
swered.—What shall we say, then? Are the greatest part of
mankind, by the necessity of their condition, subjected to
unavoidable ignorance in those things which are of greatest

importance to them? (for of these it is obvious to inquire.)

Have the bulk of mankind no other guide but accident and
blind chance to conduct them to their hapiijness or misery?
Arc the current opinions and licensed guides of every countiy,
sufficient evidence and security to every man to venture his

great concernments on* nay, his everlasting happiness or
misery? Or can those be the certain and infallible oracles

and standards of truth, which teach one thing in Christen-
dom and another in Turkey? Or shall a poor countryman
be eternally happy for having the chance to bo bom in Italy;
or a day-labourer be unavoidably lost because he had the ill-

luck to be bom in England?* How ready some men may
* Thus that charitable Dominican, Navarrete, by wholesale danina

the Chinese foi not being born in Spain “ They dress him (the dead
man) in his best clothes, which they keep carefully while they are living,

against they are dead
, the devil takes them very nchly and warmly .

clad ” (1 II. c viii § 7 ) But the good father is jierfectly impartial,
for not the Chinese only, but all Mahometans, Lutherans, and Cal-
vinists go the same broad way to destruction “Here wo might discuss
a point of great moment, which is, whether those sectanes we have
mentioned were saved, or whether we may doubt of their salvation'? In
the second tome, which is the proper place, what was said to this point
in China, shall be declared, I never made any difficulty to main tarn they
were damned, as I affirm of Mahomet, Calvin, Luther, and others of the
same leaven. I know those of the contrary opinion all hang by on©
another, and say the same of those wc have mentioned as tliey do of
Po and others But I follow the opinion of S Peter Marimenus
Martyr, mentioned in the Martyrology, on the twenty- first of February.
He lying sick at Damascus, some Mahometans came in to visit him.
The saint told them that those who did not profess the law of God went
to hell as Mahomet had done. The infidels killed him for these words,
and he was a glorious martyr Why might not he be so, who should say
the same of Fo and others?” (L. II. c xii.

8

,)—Ed.

Y 2
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be to say some of tliese things, I will not here examine; hut
this I am sure, that men must allow one or other of these

to be true, (let them choose which they please,) or else grant

that God has furnished men with faculties sufficient to direct

them in the way they should take, if they will but seriously

employ them that way, when their ordinary vocations allow

them the leisure. No man is so wholly taken up with the

attendance on the means of living, as to have no spare time at

at all to think of his soul, and inform himself in matters of

religion. Were men as intent upon this, as they are on things

of lower concernment, there are none so enslaved to the

necessities of life, who might not find many vacancies that

might be husbanded to this advantage of their knowledge.

4. People hindered from Inquiry.—Besides those whose
improvements and informations are straitened by the narrow-

ness of their foitunes, there are others whose largeness of

fortune would plentifully enough supply books and other

requisites for clearing of doubts and discovering of truth;

but they are cooped in close, by the laws of their countries,

and the strict guards of those whoso interest it is to keep
them ignorant, lest, knowing more, they should believe the

less in them. These are as far, nay further, from the liberty

and opportunities of a fair inquiry, than these poor and
wretched labourers wo before spoke of

;
and however they

may seem high and great, are confined to narrowness of

thought, and enslaved in that which should be the freest part

of man : their understandings. This is generally the case of

all those who live in places where care is taken to propagate
truth without knowledge

; whore men are forced, at a ven-

ture, to be of the religion of the country
;
and must there-

fore swallow down opinions, as silly people do empiric’s pills,

without knowing what they are made of, or how they will

work, and having nothing to do but believe that they will do
the cure

;
but in this are much more miserable than they, in

that they are not at liberty to refuse swallowing what per-

haps they had rather let alone; or to choose the physician, to

whose conduct they would trust themselves.

5. II. JFant of ShiU to use th&in.—Secondly, Those who
want skill to use those evidences they have of probabilities

;

who cannot carry a train of consequences in their heads
;
nor

weigh exactly the prepondemney of contrary proofs and tes-
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timonies, making every circumstance its due allowance ;
may

be easily misled to assent to positions that are not probable.

There are some men of one, some but of two syllogisms, and
no more; and others that can but advance one step further.

These cannot always discern that side on which the strongest

proofs lie, cannot constantly follow that which in itself is the

more probable opinion. Now that there is such a difference

between men, in respect of their understandings, I think ibo-

body, who has had any conversation with his neighbours, will

question: though he never was at Westminster-Hall or the

Exchange on the one hand, or at Alms-houses or Bedlam on
the other. Which great difference in men s intellectuals,

whether it rises from any defect in the organs of the body,

particularly adapted to thinking; or in the dulness or un-

tractablcness of those faculties for want of use; or, as some
think, in the natural differences of men’s souls themselves;

or some, or all of these together
;

it matters not here to exa-

mine: only this is evident, that there is a (b’fferenco of de-

grees in men’s understandings, apprehensions, and reasonings,

to so great a latitude, that one may, without doing injury tG

mankind, affirm, that there is a greater distance between

some men and others in this respect, than between some men
and some beasts. But how this comes about is a speculation,

though of great consequence, yet not necessaiy to our present

purpose.

6. III. TFa?2^ of Will to iise them.—Thirdly, There are an-

other sort of people that want proofs, not because they are

out of their reach, but because they will not use them
;
who,

though they have riches and leisure enough, and want neither

parts nor other helps, are yet never the better for them..

Their hot pursuit of pleasure, or constant drudgery in busi-

ness, engages some men’s thoughts elsewhere: laziness and
oscitaiicy in general, or a particular aversion for books, study,

and meditation, keep others from any serious thoughts at all

;

and some out of fear that an impartial inquiry would not

favour those opinions which best suit their prejudices, lives,

and designs, content themselves, without examination, to

take upon trust what they find convenient and in fashion.

Thus, most men, even of those that might do otherwise, pass

their lives without an acquaintance with, much less a rational

assent to, probabilities they arc concerned to know, though.
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they lie so much -vvithin their view, that, to be convmced of

them, they need but turn their eyes that way. We know
some men will not read a letter which is supposed to bring ill

news
;
and many men forbear to cast up their accounts, or so

much as think upon their estates, who have reason to fear

their affairs are in no very good posture. How men, wliose

plentiful fortimes allow them leisure to improve their iindei-

standings, can satisfy themselves with a lazy ignorance, I

cannot tell ; but methinks they have a low opinion of their

souls, who lay out all their incomes in provisions for the

body, and employ none of it to procure the means and helps

of knowledge, who take great care to appear always in a

neat and splendid outside, and would think themselves mise-

rable in coarse clothes, or a patclied coat, and yet contentedly

suffer their minds to aiipear abroad in a piebald livery of

coarse patches and borrowed shreds, such as it has pleased

chance or their country tailor (I mean the common opinion

of those they have conversed with) to clothe them in. I will

not here mention how unreasonable this is for men that ever

think of a future state and their concernment in it, which
no rational man can avoid to do sometimes : nor shall I take

notice what a shame and confusion it is to the greatest con-

temneis of knowledge, to be found ignorant in things they

arc concerned to know. But this at least is worth the con-

.sideration of those who call themselves gentlemen, that, how-
ever they may think credit, respect, power, and authority

the concomitants of their birth and fortune, yet they will

find all these still earned away from them by men of lower

condition, who surpass them in knowledge. They who ai’o

bhnd will always be led by those that see, or else fall into

the ditch: and he is certainly the most subjected, the most
enslaved, who is so in his understanding. In the foiegoing

instances some of the causes have been shown of wrong
assent, and how it comes to pass, that probable doctrines are

not always received with an assent proportionable to the

reasons which are to be had for their probability, but

hitheilo we have considered only such ])iobabilitics whoso
proofs do exist, but do not ajuiear to him who embraces
the error.

7. IV Wrong Measures ofProbability; vjliereof—Fourthly,

There remains yet the last sort, who, even where the real pro-
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babilities appear, and are plainly laid before them, do not

admit of the conviction, nor yield unto manifest reasons, but

do either inax^iv
,
suspend their assent, or give it to the less

])robable opinion. And to this danger are those exposed

who have taken up wrong measures of probability
;
which are,

1.

Propositions that are not in themselves certain and
e'vuhait, but doubtful and false, taken up for principles.

II. Received hypothesis.

III. Predommant passions or inclinations

lY. Authoiity.

8. I. Doubtful Propositions taken far Pri'nciples.— First,

The first and firmest ground of probability is the conformity

anything has to our own knowledge, especially that part of

cmr knowledge whicli we have embraced, and continue to

look on as prmciples. These have so gieat an influence ujion

our opinions, that it is usually by them we judge of truth, and
measure probability to that degree, that what is incon-

sistent with our prmciples, is so far from jiassing for pro-

bable mtli us, that it will not be allowed possible. The
reverence borne to these piincipl(‘S is so gi’cat, and their autho-

rity so paiamount to all other, that the testimony, not only

of other men, but the evidence of our own senses are often

rejected, when they otfer to vouch anything contniry to these

established rules, ilow much the doctrine of innate juinci-

ples, and that principles are not to be pioved or questioned,

has contributed to this, I will not h(ue examine This I
readily grant, that one truth cannot contradict another ; but
withal I take leave also to say, that eveiy one ought very

carefully to beware what he admits for a principle, to ex-

amine it strictly, and see whether ho ceitaiuly knows it to bo^

true of itself by its own evidence, or whether ho does only

with assurance believe it to be so upon the authority of

others. For he hath a strong bias put into his understanding,

which will unavoidably mi.sguide his assent, who hath im-
bibed wrong principles, and has blindly given himself up to
tlie authority of any opinion in itself not evidently true.

9. Tliere is nothing more ordinary than children’s re-

ceiving into their minds propositions (esixicially about matters
of religion) from their parents, nurses, or those about them;
which being insinuated into their unwaiy as well as un-
biassed imderstandings, and fastened by degrees, are at last
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(equally whether true or false) riveted there by long custom

and education, beyond all possibility of being pulled out

again. For men, when they are grown up, reflecting upon
their opinions, and finding those of this sort to be as ancient

in their minds as their very memories, not having observed

their early insinuation, nor by what means they got them,

they are apt to reverence them as sacred things, and not to

sufier them to be profaned, touched, or questioned : they look

on them as the Urim and Tliummim set up in their minds

immediately by God himself, to be the great and unerring

decidei’s of truth and falsehood, and the judges to which they

are to appeal in all manner of controversies.

10. This opinion of his principles (let them be what they

will) being once established in any one’s mind, it is easy to

be imagined what reception any proposition shall find—how
clearly soever proved—that shall invalidate their authority,

or at all thwart with these internal oracles; whereas the

grossest absurdities and improbabilities, being but agreeable

to such principles, go down glibly, and are easily digested.

The great obstinacy that is to be found in men firmly be-

lieving quite contrary opinions, though many times equally

absurd, in the various leligions of mankind, are as evident a

proof as they are an unavoidable consequence of this way of

reasoning from received traditional principles. So that men
will disbelieve their own eyes, renounce the evidence of their

senses, and give their own experience the lie, rather than

admit of anything disagreeing with these sacred tenets. Take
an intelligent Romanist that, from the first dawning of any

notions in his understanding, hath had this principle con-

stantly inculcated, viz., that he must believe as the church (i. e.,

those of his communion) believes, or that the pope is in-

fallible; and this he never so much as heard questioned, till

at forty or fifty years old he met with one of other prin-

ciples : how is he prepared easily to swallow, not only against

all probability, but even the clear evidence of his senses, the

doctrine of transubstantiation ? This principle has such an

influence on his mind, that he will believe that to be flesh

which he sees to be bread And what way will you take to

convince a man of any improbable opinion he holds, who,

with some philosophers, hath laid down this as a foundation

of reasoning, that he must believe his reason (for so men im-
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properly call arguments drawn from their principles) against
his senses? Let an enthusiast be principled that he or his

teacher is inspired, and acted ''' by an immediate communi-
cation of the Divine Spirit, and you in vain bring the
evidence of clear reasons against his doctrine. Whoever,
therefore, have imbibed wrong principles, are not, in things
inconsistent with these principles, to be moved by the most
apparent and convincing probabilities, till they are so candid
and ingenuous to themselves, as to be pei'suaded to examine
even those very princij^les, which many never suffer them-
selves to do.

11. II. Received Hypothesis.—Secondly, Next to these are
men whose undei'standings are cast into a mould, and
fashioned just to the size of a received hypothesis. The
diffeience between these and the former, is, that they will
admit of matter of fact, and agree with dissenters in that;
but differ only in assigning of reasons and explaining the
manner of opemtion. These arc not at that open defiance
with their senses, with the former ; they can endure to hearken
to their information a little more patiently; but will by no
means admit of their reports in the explanation of things;
nor be prevailed on by probabilities, which would convince
them that things are not brought about just after the same
manner that they have decreed within themselves that they
are. Would it not bo an insuffemble thing for a learned
professor, and that which his scarlet would blush at, to have
his authority of forty years standing, wrought out of hard
rock, Greek and Latin, with no small expense of time and
candle, and confirmed by geneml tradition and a reverend
beard, in an instant overturned by an upstart novelist? Caii
any one expect that he should be made to confess, that
what he taught his scholars thirty years ago was all error and
mistake; and that he sold them hard words and ignorance at
a very dear rate.t What probabilities, I say, are sufficient

* That ia, actuated —Ed.

A
reader who La acquainted wdth that very philoaophical woik, the

Adventures of Gil Bias, of Santillane, will doubtless recollect a ]>ractical
illustration of the reluctance which men usually feel to give up any opi-
nions which they have once acknowledged to be their own, even though
their adhenng to them should cost the lives and happiness of half their
neighbours But in case any one should have forgotten it, and not have
the volume at hand, he may not be displeased to find it here. “

* Sir^
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to prevail in such a case? And whoever, by the most cogent
arguments, will be prevailed with to disrobe himself at onc^
of all his old opinions, and pretences to knowledge and
learning, which with hard study he hath all his time been
labouring for; and turn himself out stark naked, in quest
afresh of new notions? All the arguments that can be used
will be as little able to prevail, as the wind did with the tra-
veller to part with his cloak, which he held only the faster."^

(said T, one evening to Di Sangrado,) I take heaven to witness that I
follow your method with the utmost exactness yet, every one of my
patients leave me m the lurch It looks as if they took a pleasure m
dying, merely to bnng our prcictice into discredit This very day I met
two of them going to then long home *

* Why, truly, child,' answered
he, ‘I have reason to make pietty much the same observation * I have
not often the satisfaction of curing those who fall into my hands

;
and if

I was not so sure as I am of the pimciples on which I proceed, I should
think my pnnciples were pernicious in almost all the cases that come
under my care.’ * If you will t.ike my advice, sir, ’ said I, ‘ we will change
oui method, and give chemical preparations to our patients, through
curiosity * the worst that can happen will only be, that they produce the
same effect that follows our bleedings and warm water ’

‘ I would wil-

lingly make the experiment,' ho replied, ‘provided it could have no bad
'Consequence

;
but I have published a book, m which I have extolled the

use of frequent bleeding and aqueous draughts and wouldst thou have
me go and deny my own work ^

’
‘ Oh • you are certainly in the rndit,’

said I, ‘ you must not give your enemies such a triumph over you
,
they

would say you are at last disabused
,
and therefoie mm your reputation

;

pensh lather the nobility, clergy, and people’ and let us continue m our
old patli. After all, our brothei doctors, notwithstanding their aversion
for bleeding, perform as few miracles as we do ; and I believe their dmgs
are no better than our specifics We went to work, therefore, afresh
and pioceeded m such a manner, that, in less than six weeks, we made
more widows and 01 phans than the seige of Troy.” (t ii. c 5 .) Ed,

* This will doubtless bung to the reader’s mmd that exquisite fable of
La Fontaine’s, in which, while relating “ une conte d’une vielle femme,’*
he presents us with two chamimg pictures of external nature, full of as
true poetry as is to be found m any language.

“ Notre souffleur k gage
Se gorge de vapeurs, s’enfle comme un balon,

Fait un vacarme de demon
Siffle, souffle, tempete, et bnse en son passage.

Mamt toit qui n’en peut mais, peur fait mairit bateau
Le tout au sujet d’un manteau.

Le cavalier eut soin d’emp^clier que forage,

Ne se pht ongoufflei dedans.

Cela le presei-va Le vent perdit son temps

;

Plus il se tourmentois, plus il tenois fenne,

II cut beau fane agir le collet et les phs.
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To this of wrong hypothesis may be reduced the errors that

may bo occasioned by a true hypothesis, or right principles,

but not rightly understood. There is nothing more familiar

than this. The instances of men contending for different

opinions, which they all derive from the infallible truth of

the Scripture, are an undeniable proof of it. All that call

themselves Christians, allow the text that says, fieravoeiTe,

to cany in it the obligation to a very weighty duty. But
yet how very erroneous will one of their practices be, who,
understtindmg nothing but the French, take this rule with
one translation to be, Repcntez-vous,” repent ; or with the

other, “ Faitiez penitence,” do penance.

12. III. Frecloininant Passions.—Thirdly, Probabilities

which cross men’s appetites and pievailing passions, run the

same fate. Let ever so much probability hang on one side

of a covetous man’s reasoning, and money on the other
;

it is

easy to foresee which will outweigh. Earthly minds, like

mud walls, resist the strongest batteries : and though, per-

haps, sometimes the force of a clear argument may make
some impression, yet they nevertheless stand firm, and keep out

the enemy, truth, that would captivate or disturb them. Tell

a man passionately in love, that he is jilted
;
bring a score of

witnesses of the falsehood of his mistress, it is ten to one but
three kind words of hers sliall invalidate all their testimonies.,

“ Quod volumus, facile credimus what suits our wishes, is

forwardly believed
;

is, I sujipose, what every one hath more
than once experimented: and though men cannot always
openly gainsay or resiat the force of manifest probabilities

that make against them, yet yield they not to the argument.

Not but that it is the nature of the understanding constantly

to close with the more probable side, but yet a man hath a
power to suspend and restrain its inquiries, and not permit

a full and satisfactory examination, as far as the matter in

question is capable, and will bear it to be made. Until that

Sitot qu’il fut an bout du teniie

Qu’k U gageure on avoit mis,

Le soleil dissipe la nue,

Recrde et puis penetre enfm Ic cavalier,

Sous son balandra.s fait qu’il sue

Le contraint de s’en depouiller

Encore n’usa-t il pas de toute s.i puissance,

Pius fait douceur que violence ” (L. vi. fab. 3.)—Ed.
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be done, there will be always these two ways left of evading
the most apparent probabilities.

1 3. The Means of evading Prohahilities

:

I. Supposed
Fallacy,—First, That the arguments being (as for the most
jpart they are) brought in words, there may be a fallacy latent

in them : and the consequences being, perhaps, many in train,

they may be some of them incoherent. There are very few
discourses so short, clear, and consistent, to which most men
may not, with satisfaction enough to themselves, raise this

doubt; and from whoso conviction they may not, without
reproach of dismgenuity or unreasonableness, set theniselves

free with the old reply, ‘^Non pei*suadebis, etiamsi persua-

seris though I cannot answer, I will not yield.

14. II. Supposed Arguments for the contrary,—Secondly,
Manifest probabilities may be evaded, and the assent with-

held upon this suggestion, that I know not yet all that may
be said on the contrary side. And therefore, though I be
beaten, it is not necessary I should yield, not knowing what
forces there are in reserve behind. This is a refuge against

conviction so open and so wide, that it is hard to determine
when a man is quite out of the verge of it.

15. ^Yhat Prohahilities determine the Assent,—But yet
there is some end of it

;
and a man having carefully inquired

into all the grounds of jirobability and unlikeliness, done his

utmost to inform himself in all particulars fairly, and cast

up the sum total on both sides
;
may, in most cases, come to

acknowledge, upon the whole matter, on which side the pro-

bability rests : wherein some proofs in matter of reason, being
supjDositions upon universal experience, are so cogent and
clear, and some testimonies in matter of fact so universal,

that he cannot refuse his assent. So that 1 think we may
conclude, that, in propositions, where though the proofs in

view are of most moment, yet there are sufficient grounds
to suspect that there is either fallacy in words, or certain

proofs as consideiable to be produced on the contrary side;

there assent, susj)ensc, or dissent, are often voluntary ac-

tions : but where the proofs are such as make it highly pro-

bable, and there is not .sufficient ground to suspect that there

is (uther fallacy of words (which sober and serious consider-

ation may discover) nor equally valid proofs yet undiscovered,

latent on the other side, (which also the nature of the thing
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may, in some cases, make plain to a considerate man;) there,

I think, a man who has weighed them can scarce refuse his

assent to the side on which the greater probability appears.

Whether it be probable that a promiscuous jumble of print-

ing letters should often fall into a method and order, which

should stamp on paper a coherent discourse,'' or that a
blind fortuitous concoui'se of atoms, not guided by an un-

derstanding agent, should frequently constitute the bodies of

any s|)ccies of animals
;
in these and the like cases, I think,

nobody that considei-s them can be one jot at a stand which
side to take, nor at all waver m his assent. Lastly, when
there can be no supposition (the thing in its own nature

indifferent, and wholly depending upon the testimony of

witnesses) that there is as fair testimony against, as for the

matter of fact attested
;
which by inquiry is to be learned,

V. g., whether there was one thousand seven hundred years

ago such a man at Rome as Julius Ca3sar- in all such cases,

I say, I think it is not in any rational man’s power to icfuse

his assent; but that it necessarily follows, and closes with
such probabilities. In other less clear cases, I think it is

in man’s power to suspend his assent, an^l perhaps content

himself with the proofs he has, if they l.ivour the opinion

that suits with his inclination or inteicst, and so stoj) from

* When Locke wrote the above sentence he had probably in his mind
a very eloquent and curious p.assage in Ciccro, where he makes use of

much the same illustration in treating of the same subject “ Hie ego
non mirer esse queniquam, qui sibi persuadcat, corpora (piajdam sohda,

attjue individua, vi et giavitate fern, mundiimque effici oniatissimum et

pulcherrimum ex eonim corporum concursione fortinta ^ Hoc qiii existi-

mat fien potuisse, non mtelligo, cur non idem piitet, si innumeiabiics

uniua et viginti formae litteranim vel aureie, vel qiiales libet, aliqub con-

jiciantur, posse ex his in terrain excussLS annales Ennn, ut deinceps legi

possint, effici quod nescio an ne in uno quidem versu possit tantum
valere foituna. Isti autem quemadmodum asseverant ex corpuaculis

non colore, non qualitate aliqu.i quam TrowTTjra Gneci vocant, non seiisii

praeditis sed concurrentibus temerh atque casu, munduni esse pei'feetum'?

vel innumerabiles potiua in omni puncto tempona alioa naaci, alios in-

teriie? Qu6d si mundum efficere potest concursua atomorum, cur por-

ticuni, cur teraplum, cur domum, cur urbem non poteat? quae sunt
minus operoaa et multo quidem faciliora ” (De Nat. Deo. ii 37.) It
has been thought, as the Abbd d’Olivet observes on this passage, that it

must liave led to the discovery of the art of pnnting
,
and certainly iL

they were altogether ignorant of the invention, they had at least ap-
proached the very blink of it —Ed.
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further search. But that a man should afford his assent to

that side on which the less probability appears to him, seems to

me utterly impracticable, and as impossible as it is to believe

the same thing probable and improbable at the same time.

16. Where it is in our Power to suspend it.—As knowledge

is no more arbitrary than perception; so, I think, assent

is no more in our power than knowledge. When the

agreement of any two ideas appears to our minds, whether

immediately or by the assistance of reason, I can no more
refuse to perceive, no more avoid knowing it, than I can

avoid seeing those objects which 1 turn my eyes to, and look

on in daylight; and what upon full examination I find the

most probable, I cannot deny my assent to. But though

we cannot hinder our knowledge, where the agreement is

once perceived, nor our assent, where the probability mani-

festly appears upon due consideration of all the measures of

it
;
yet we can hinder both knowledge and assent, by stop-

ping our inquiry, and not employing our faculties in the

search of any truth. If it were not so, ignorance, error, or

infidelity, could not in any case be a fault. Thus, in some
cases we can prevent or suspend our assent

;
but can a man

versed in modei’n or ancient history doubt whether there

is such a place as Home, or whether there was ^uch a man
as Julius Ca?sar 1 Indeed, there are millions of truths that

a man is not, or may not think himself concerned to know;
as whether our king Bichard the Third was crooked or no

;

or whether Boger Bacon was a mathematician or a magician.

In these and such like cases, where the assent one way or

other is of no importance to the interest of any one; no
action, no concernment of his following or depending there-

on
;
there it is not strange that the mind should give itself

up to the common opinion, or render itself to the first comer.

These and the like opinions are of so little weight and mo-
ment, that, like motes in the sun, their tendencies are very

rarely taken notice of. They are there, as it were, by chance,

and the mind lets them float at liberty. But wheie the

mind judges that the projiosition has concernment in it:

where the assent or not assenting is thought to draw con-

sequences of moment after it, and good and evil to depend
on choosing or refusing the right side

; and the mind sets

itself seriously to inquire and examine the probability
;
there
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I think it is not in our choice to take which side we please,

if manifest odds appear on either. The greater probability,

I think, in that case will determine the assent; and a man
can no more avoid assenting, or taking it to be true, where

he pei'ceives the greater probability, than he can avoid know-
ing it to be true, where he perceives the agreement or dis-

agreement of any two ideas.

If this bo so, the foundation of error will lie in wrong
measures of probability; as the foundation of vice in wrong
measures of good.

17. IV. Authority—Fourthly, The fourth and last wrong
measure of probability I shall take notice of, and which keeps

in ignorance or error more people than all the other together,

is that which I have mentioned in the foregoing chapter; I

mean the giving up our assent to the common received ojii-

nions, either of our friends or party, neighbourhood or country.

How many men have no other ground for their tenets, than
the supposed honesty, or learning, or number of those of the
same profession? As if honest or bookish men could not
err, or truth were to be established by the vote of the mul-
titude; yet this with most men serves the turn. The tenet

has had the attestation of reverend antupiity
;

it comes to

me with the passport of former ages, and therefore I am
secure m the reception I give it

;
other men have been and

are of the same opinion, (for that is all is said,) and therefore

it is reasonable for me to embrace it. A man may more
justifiably throw up cross and pile for his opinions, than take
them up by such measures. All men are liable to error,

and most men are in many points, by passion or interest,

under temptation to it. If we could hut sec the secret mo-
tives that influenced the men of name and learning in the
world, and the leaders of jmrties, we should not always find

that it was the embracing of truth for its own sake, that
made them espouse the doctrines they owned and maintained.
This at least is certain, there is not an opinion so absurd,
winch a man may not receive upon this ground; there is no
error to be named, which has not had its professors: and
a man shall never want crooked jiaths to walk in, if he thinks
that he is in the right way, wherever he has the footsteps
of others to follow.

18. Mm not in so many Errors as imagined.—But, not-
withstanding the gi-eat noise is made in the world about
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errors and opinions, I must do mankind that right, as to say

there are not so many men in errors and wrong opinions as

is commonly supposed. Not that I think they embrace the

truth
;
but indeed, because concerning those doctrines they

keep such a stir about, they have no thought, no opinion at

all. For if any ono should a little catechise the greatest

part of the partizans of most of the sects in the world, he

would not find, concerning those matters they are so zealous

for, that they have any opinions of their own
;
much less

would he have reason to think that they took them upon
the examination of arguments and appearance of probability.

They are resolved to stick to a party that education or

interest has engaged them in
;
and there, like the common

soldiers of an army, show their courage and warmth as their

leaders direct, without ever examining or so much as knowing

the cause they contend for. If a man’s life shows that he

has no serious regard for religion; for what reason should

we think that he beats his head about the opinions of his

church, and troubles himself to examine the grounds of this

or that doctrine 1 It is enough for him to obey his leaders,

to have his hand and his tongue ready for the support of

the common cause, and thereby approve himself to those

who can give him credit, preferment, or protection in that

society.* Thus men become professors of, and combatants

for, those opinions they were never convinced of nor prose-

lytes to; no, nor ever had so much as floating in their heads;

and though one cannot say there are fewer irdprobable or

erroneous opinions in the world than there are, yet it is cer-

tain there are fewer that actually assent to them and mistake

them for truth than is imagined.

CHAPTER XXI.
OF THE DIVISION OP THE SCIENCES.

1. Three Sorts.—All that can fall within the compass of

human undei'standing, being cither. First, the nature of things,

* Milton has drawn a lively and admirable picture of a character of

this kind, in which he is, if possible, still more sarcastic than Locke.
“ A wealthy man,” he says, “ addicted to his pleasure and to his pro-

fits, finds religion to be a traffic, so entangled, and of so many piddhng
accounts, that of all mystenes he cannot skill to keep a stock going upon
that trade What should he do^ Fain he would have the name to be

religious, fain he would bear up with his neighbour in that. What does

he, therefore, but resolves to give over toiJmg, and to find himself out
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as they arc in themselves, their relations, and their manner
of o[)eiation; oi, Secondly, that which man himself ought to

do, as a rational and voluntaiy agent, for the attainment of
any end, especially happiness; oi, Thiidly, the ways and
means whereby the knowledge of both the one and the oilier

of tliese IS attained and communicated: I think science may
be divided properly into these three sorts.

2 I. Fhysica.—First, The knowledge of tilings, as they
are in their own proper beings, their constitution, projierties,

and operations
;
whereby I mean not only matter and body,

but spirits also, which have their proper natures, constitu-
tions, and operations, as well as bodies. This, in a little

mure enlarged sense of the word, I call ^vaiKt), or natural
philosophy. The end of this is bare speculative truth; and
whatsoever can afford the mind of man any such, falls under
this branch, whether it be God hmisidf, angels, .spirits, bodies,
or any of their affections, as number, and ligure, &c.

3. II. PiacticOj—Secondly, U^HtKriK)), the skill of right ap-
plymg our own powei's and actions, for the attainment of
things good and useful. The most considerable under this
head is ethics, which is the seeking out those i ules and measures
of human actions, which lead to hai)pmess, and the means to
practise them. The end of this is not baie speculation and tho
knowledge of truth, but right, and a conduct suitable to it.

4. HI. ’ShiftctwTtKi'i — 'J’hirdly, Tho third biaiich may bo
called y:i]fituoTiKT), or the doctrine of signs

,
the most usual

whereof being words, it is aptly enough termed also AoytK^/,

logic
;
the business whereof is to consider the nature of signs,

soint; factor, to whose care and credit he may commit tho whole manag-
mg of las icligious affairs, some <livine of note and estimation that must
he To him he adhcies, resigns the whole waiehousc of his religion,

with all the locks and keys into his custoily, and indeed makes the very
person of that man his leligion, esteems his associating with him a suth-
cient evidence and commendatory of his own piety .So that a man may
s.iy his religion is now no more within hinifaelf, hut ls become a dividual
movable, .iiid goes and comes neai him, according as tliat good man
freiiuenis the house. He entertains him, gives him gifts, feasts him,
lodges him, his religion comes home at night, j^rays, is liberally supped,
and sumptuously laid to sleep, rises, is saluted, and after the mahnsey,
or some well-spiced beverage, and bettei brcakf.usted than he wliose
morning a})petite would have gladly fed on green hgs between Bethany
and Jerusalem

, his religion walks abro.ad .it eight, and leaves his kind
entertainer in the shop, trading all day without his religion." (Areo-
pag § 55 )—Ed.

VOL. II. Z
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the mind makes use of for the understanding of things, or

conveying its knowledge to others. For since the things the

mind contemplates are none of them, besides itself, present

to the understanding, it is necessary that something else, as

a sign or representation of the thing it considers, should be

present to it
;
and these are ideas. And because the scene

of ideas that makes one man’s thoughts cannot be laid open

to the immediate view of another, nor laid up anywhere but

in the memory, a no very sure repository; therefore to com-

municate our thoughts to one another, as well as record

them for our own use, signs of our ideas are also necessary.

Those which men have found most convenient, and therefore

generally make use of, are articulate sounds. The consider-

ation, then, of ideas and words, as the great instruments of

knowledge, makes no despicable part of their contemplation

who would take a view of human knowledge in the whole

extent of it. And perhaps if they were distinctly weighed, and
duly considered, they would afford us another sort of logic and

critic,* than what we have been hitherto acquainted with.

5. T/m is tlie first Division of tlie Objects of Knowledge.

—

This seems to me the first and most general, as well as

natural division of the objects of our understanding. For a

man can employ his thoughts about nothing, but cither the

contemplation of things themselves for the discovery of truth
;

or about the things in his own power, which are his own
actions, for the attainment of his own ends, or the signs

the mind makes use of both in the one and the other, and
the right ordering of them for its clearer information. All

which three, viz., things, as they are in themselves knowable
;

actions as they depend on us, in order to happiness; and
the right use of signs in order to knowledge, being toto coclo

different, they seemed to me to be the three great provinces

of the intellectual world, wholly separate and distinct one
from another.

Cnticism.—

E

d,

ZKD OP ESSAY ON HUMAN UNDERSTANBINO.



APPENDIX.

CONTROYEliSY WITH THE BISHOP OF WORCESTEB.

[It was onginally my intention to repnnt the whole of those Letters of
Locke which were addressed to the Bishop of Woicester, on the subject
of the Essay on the Human Understanding But upon a more diligent
exammation of tliose compositions, I found tliere was much m them
wluch could scarcely be denominated philosophical, containing matter
merely of temporary interest, or tuining upon points appertaining solely

to the disputants themselves There are, nevertheless, scvei-al p.issages
ill those letters, which, because they tin ow some light on topics discussed
in the Essay on the Human Understanchng, have usually been subjoined
as notes to that work. It has been judged more advisable in the piesent
edition, to introduce them by way of Ajipendix

,
first, that they might

not interfere with the New Notes, and secondly, because they will pio-
bably be read with more advantage where they now stand.

I would not, by what has been said above, be understood to detract
from the merit of the Letters to the Bishop of Worcester, which may m
themselves be legarded as models of controversial writing, but the veiy
iiatuie of the dispute often led Locke over the giound which he had pre-
viously trodden in his Essay, and compelled him to repeat diffusely and
humedly, what he had there stated m a briefer and more masterly
mannci In itself, moreover, his stylo of coiTcspondence is too volu-
mmous

,
not, perhaps, thiough any avereion of his for brevity, but

because of his earnest anxiety not to betray the cause of tintli from the
apprehension of growing tedious. But the taste of the present age is

intolerant, at least m what relates to truth and jihilosophy We read
no page of a book with so much pleasure as the last, because too fie-

quently we read to boast of it as an achievement rather than to profit by •

it as an exercise. For this reason, most persons will probably be content
with those portions of Locke s correspondence with the Bisliop of Wor-
cester which are here given. They will perceive with how great dex-
tenty he defends himself from the assaults of liis adversary, and how
triumphantly he establishes the important truths laid down with modest
dogmatism in his great system of philosophy Should any one, from
these specimens, desire to read more, he may congratulate himself upon his
own taste and judgment, which will at least incite him to a careful perusal
of the minor treatises bequeathed us by the gieat philosopher.

—

Ed.]

No. I —Vol. I. p 134, par. 8.

This modest apology of our author could not procure him the free
use of the word idea but great offence has been taken at it, and
it has been censured as of dangerous consequence . to which you may

z2
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see what be answers. ^‘The world,”* saith the Bishop of Worcester,
'‘hath been strangely amused with of late, and we have been
told that strange things might be done by the help of ideas, and yet
these ideas, at last, come to be only common notions of things, which
we must make use of in our reasoning. You (i. c, the author of the

Essay concerning Human Understanding) say in that chapter about
the existence of God, you thought it most pioper to express yourself in

the most usual and familiai way, by common woids and expressions I

would you had done so quite thiough your book, for then you had never
given that occasion to the enemies of our faith, to take up your new way
of ideas, as an effectual battery (as they imagined) against tlie raysteiies

of the Clinstian faith But you might have enjoyed the satisfaction of
your idtas long enough befoie I had taken notice of them, unless I had
found thtm em])loycd about doing mischief.”

To wh.ch our author replies i*
“ It is plain that that winch your lord-

ship appreliends in my book may be of dangerous consequence to the article

which youi loi dship has endeavoured to defend, is my introducing new
terms and that which your lordship instances in, is that of tdeas.

And the icason that your lordship gives in every of these places why your
lordship has such an apprehension of ideas, that they may be of dan-
gerous consequence to that article of faith v hich your lordship has en-

deavouicd to defend, is, because they have been applied to such purposes.

And I might (your lordsnip says) have enjoyed the satisfaction of my
ideas long enough, before you had taken notice of them, unless your
loidslup had found them emjdoyed in doing mischief Which, at last,

as I humbly conceive, amounts to thus much, and no moi e, viz
,
that

your lordship feais ideas, i c
,
the term ideas, may some tune or other

prove of veiy dangeious coribequcnce to what your loi dship has endear
vouied to defend, because they have been made use of in arguing against

it Foi I am sine youi lordship docs not mean, that you apprehend the
things signiHcd by ideas, may be of dangerous consequence to tlie article

of faith your lordship endeavours to defend, because they have been
made use of against it for (besides that your loidslup mentions terms)
that would be to expect that those who oppose tliat aiticle should oppose
it without any thoughts

,
foi the things signified by ideas, are nothing

but the immediate objects of our nnnds m thinking so that unless any
one can oppose the article your lordsliip defends, without thinking on
something, he must use tlie thing signified by ideas

,

for he that thinks,

must have some immediate object of his mind in thinking ^ e
,
must

have ideas

“But whether it ho the name or the thing
,
ideas in sound, or ideas

in signification ,
that your loidslup appiehcnds may be of dangerous

oonscquencc to that article of faith which your lordship endeavours to

defend
,

it seems to me, I will not say a new way of reasoning, (for that

belongs to me,) but were it not youi lordship’s, 1 should think it a very
cxtraordmaiy v/ay of reasoning to vuite against a book wherein your
lordship acknowledges they are not used to bad pui poses nor employed
to do mischief, only because you find that ideas are, by those who

* Answer to Mr Locke’s First Letter.

+ In his Second Letter to the Bishop of Worcester.
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oppose youi lordship, employtd to do mischief, and to apprehend they
may be of dangerous consequence to the article your lordship has engaged
in the defence of For whether as terms, or ideas as the imme-
diate objects of the mind, signified by those terms, may be, in yoiir“

lordship’s appiehension, of dangerous consequence to that article
;
1 do

not bee how your lordshui’s ^vrltlng against the notions oi ideas, as stated
in my book, will at all hinder your opposers from employing them in
doing mischief, as before

‘
‘ Ilowever, be that as it will, so it is, that your lordship apprehends

these new terms, these ideas, with which the world h.ith of Lite been so
strangely amused, (though at last they come to be only common notions
of things, as your lordship owns,) may be of dangerous consequence to
that article

“ My loid, if any, m answer to your lordship’s sermons, and in other
pamphlets, wherein your lordship complains they Iiave talked so much
of ideas, have been troublesome to your lordship witli that term

,
it is

not strange that your lordship should be tired with that sound
,
but how

natural soever it be to our weak constitutions, to bo olfended with any
sound wherewith an importunate dm hata been made ibout our ears

;

yet, my lord, I know your lordship has a better o])im()n ot tho articles of
our faith, than to think <vny of them can be overturned, or so much aa
shaken, with a breath formed into any sound or teim whatsoever

“ Names are the arbitrary marks of conception
,
and so they be suffi-

ciently appropriated to tliem m their use, 1 know no othei dilfcrence
any of them have in p<iiticiilar but as tliey arc of easy or difiicult pro-
nunciation, and of a more oi less plc.isant sound

,
and what jiarticular

antipathies there may be in men, to some of them upon that account,
it is not easy to ho foreseen This I am suie, no tenn wh.itsoevor, lu
itself, bears, one more than anothei

,
any ojipositioii to tho truth of any

kind
, they are only iirojxisitions that tlo or can opjiose tho truth of any

article or doctrine anil tlius no tcim ls piivilegcd from being set in
opposition to truth

“ There is no word to be found, which may not bo brought into a
proposition, wild cm tlie most s.icrcd and most evident truths may bo
opposed but that is not a fault m the tciin, Init him that uses it.

And tliercfore I cannot easily perauade myielf (wliate\er your lordship
hath said in the he it of your conceiTi) that you li lv(‘ liestowed so much
pains upon my book liccaiise tlic word idea is so much used tliere For
though upon my saying, in my chapter about tlic existence of God,
* that I scarce use tlic word idea in that ch.iptei,’ your lonlsliip wishes
that I had done so quite through niy book Yet I must rather look
upon that as a compliment to me, wherein your lordship wished that my
book Inid been all through suited to vulgar leaders, not used to that and
the like tenns, than that your lordship Inis sucli an apprehension of tho
Vtord idea

,

or that there is any such hann m the use of it, inste.ul of tho
word notion, (with which your lordship seems to take it to agree in sig-
nification,) that your lordship would think it worth your while to 8[)end
any part of your valuable time and thoughts about my book, for having
the word idea so often in it, for this would be to make your lordship
to v,Tite only against an impropnety of speech I own to your loidship,
it 13 a great condescension m your lordship to have done it, if that word
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have such a share in what yom lordship has wiit aj^ainst my book, as^

some expressions would persuade one, and I would, foi the satisfaction

of your lordship, change the tenn of idea for a better, if your lordship,

or any one, could help me to it For, that notion will not so well stand
for every mimediate object of the mind m thinking, as idea does, I have
(as I guess) somewhere given a reason in my book, by showing that the

term notion is more peculiarly appropriated to a certain soit of those

objects, which I call mixed modes; and I think it would not sound
altogether so well to say, the notion of red, and the notion of a hoi-se

,
aa

the idea of red, and the idea of a horse. But if any one thinks it will,

I contend not for I have no fondness for, no antipathy to, any par-

ticular articulate sounds nor do I think there is any spell or fascina-

tion in any of them
But be the word idea proper or improper, T do not see how it is

the better oi the worse, because all men have m^e use of it, or because
it has been made use of to bad purposes

, for if that be a reason to con-

demn or lay it by, we must lay by the terms scripture, reason, percep-

tion, distinct, clear, dic. Nay, the name of God himself will not escape

;

for I do not think any of these, or any other teim, can be produced,

which hath not been made use of by such men, and to such purposes.

And theieforc, if the Unitarians, m their late pamphlets, have talked

very much 9f, and strangely amused the world with ideas, I cannot
believe your lordship will think that word one jot the woi’se, or the

more dangerous, because they use it
,
any more than, for tho use of

them, you will think reason or senpture terms ill or dangerous. And
therefore, what your lordship says in the bottom of this 93rd page, that
* I might have enjoyed tho satisfaction of my ideas long enough before

your lordship had taken notice of them, unless you bail found them
jmployed m doing mischief,’ will, T presume, when your loidship has
considered again of this matter, prevail with your lordship to let me
enjoy still the satisfaction I take in my ideas, ? e

,
as much satisfaction

as I can take in so small a matter, as is the using of a proper term,

notwithstanding it should bo employed by otlicis m doing mischief

For, my lord, if I should leave it wholly out of my book, and sub-

stitute the word notion everywhere in the looni of it, and eveiybody
else should do so too (tho|[|fh youi lordship does not, I suppose, suspect

that I have the vanity to think they would follow my example) my
book would, it seems, be the more to your lordship’s liking

,
but I do

not see how this would one jot abate tho mischief your lordship com-
plains of For the Unitarians might as much employ notions, as they
do now ideas, to do mischief, unless they are such fools to think they

can conjure with this notable word idea, and that tho force of what
they say, lies in the sound, and not m the signification of their terms.

“ Tins I am sure of, that the truths of the Chiistian religion can be
no moie battered by one word than another, nor can they be beaten

down or endangered by any sound whatsoever. And I am apt to flatter

myself, that youi lordship is satisfied that there is ho harm in the word
ideas, because you say you should not have taken notice of my ideasy

if the enemies of our faitli ha<^i not taken up my new way of ideas, as

an effectual battery against the mysteiiea of the Christian faith In
Tvhich place, by new way of ideas, nothing, I think, can be construed to
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be meant, but my expressing myself by that of ideas, and not by other

more common words, and of ancicnter standing m the English Ian-

guage ”

As to the objection of the aiithoi’s way by ideas being a new way, ho
thus answei*s “ My new nay hy ideas, or my way hy ideas, which often

occuis m your loidship’s letter, is, I confess, a very large and doubtful

expicssion, and may, in the full latitude, comprehend my whole Essay;
because, ti eating in it of the undei standing, which is nothing but the

faculty of tlimkmg, I could not well tieat ot that faculty of the mind
winch consists in thinking, without considering the immediate objects of

the mind in thinking, which I call ideas, and thoicfoie, in treating

of the understanding, I guess it will not bo tliought str.inge, that the

gieatest part of my book lias been taken up in considcnng what these

objects of the mind in thinking are, whence they come, what use the
mmd makes of them, in its several ways of thinking, and what are the

outwaid marks whereby it sigiiihes them to othem, oi recoids them for

its own use. And thes, m short, is my way by ideas, that which your
lordship calls my Tiew way hy ideas, which, my loid, if it be new, it

is but a new history of an old thing For I think it will not be doubted
that men always performed the actions of thinking, icafeuning^, believing,

and knowing, just after the same manner tliat they do now, though
whether the same account h.is heretofoie been given of the way how
they perfoimed these actions, or wherein they cousistotl, I do not know.
Were I as well read as your lordship, I should have been safe from that

gentle repiimand of your lordship’s, for thinking my way of ideas new,
for want of looking into other men’s thoughts, which appear in their

books
Your lordship’s words, as an acknowledgment of your instructions

in the case, and as a warning to others, who will be so bold adventurers

as to spin anything barely out of their own thoughts, I shall set down
at large

,
and they run tliua ‘ Whether you took this way of ideas from

the modern philosopher, mentioned by you, is not at all material
,
but I

intended no reflection upon you in it, (for that you mean by my com-
mending you as a scholar of so great a master,) I never meant to take
from you the honour of your own inventions

,
and I do believe you,

when you say that you wrote from your own thoughts, and the ideoi

you had there. But many things may seem new to one that converses

only with his own thoughts, which really are not so, as he may find,

when he looks mto the thoughts of other men, which appear in their

books And therefore, although I have a just esteem for the invention

of such, who can spm volumes barely out of their own thought^; yet
I am apt to think they would oblige the world more, if, after they have
thought so much themselves, they would examine what thoughts others
have had before them concerning the same things

,
that so those may

not be thought their own inventions, which are common to themselves
and othere. If a man should try all the magnetical experiments him-
self, and publish them as his own thoughts, he might take himself to b©
the inventor of them. But he that exaimnes and compares them with
what Gilbert and others have done before him, will not dimmish the
praise of his diligence, but may wish he had compared his thoughts with
other men’s

; by which the world would receive greater^ advantage^
though he lost the honour of bemg an original,

’
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“ To alleviate my fault herein, I agree with your lordship, that many
things may seem new to one that converses only with Iils own thoughts,

which really are not so but I must crave leave to suggest to your lord-

ship, that if, in spinning of them out of his own thoughts, they seem new
to him, he is certainly the inventor of them

,
and they may as justly bo

thought his own invention as any one’s
,
and he is as cei-tainly the in-

ventor of them, as any one who thought on them before him the dis-

tinction of invention, or not invention, lying not m thinking first, or

not first, but in the borrowing, or not borrowing, our thoughts from
another

;
and he to whom, spinning them out of his own thoughts, they

seem new, could not certainly borrow them from another So he truly

invented printing iii Europe, who, without any communication with the
Chinese, spun it out of his own thoughts, though it was never so tiue,

that the Chinese had the use of pimting, nay, of pnnting in the veiy
same way, among them, many ages before him So that he that spina

anything out of his own thoughts, that seems new to lum, cannot cease

to think it IS his own invention, should he examine ever so far, what
thoughts others have had before him concerning the same things, and
should find, by examining, that they had the same thoughts too.

“ But what great obligation this would be to the world, or weighty cause
of turning over and looking into books, I confess I do not see. The great

end to me, in conversing with my own or other men’s thoughts, m mat-
ters of speculation, is to find truth, without being much concernect

whether my own spinning of it out of mine, or then spinning of it out of
their own thoughts, helps me to it. And how little I affect the honour
of an origmal, maybe seen in that place of my book, wheie, if anywhere,
that itch of vain-gloiy was likeliest to have shown itself, had I been so
overrun with it as to need a cure. It is where I speak of certainty, in

these following woids, tikeii notice of by your loidship m another place

:

‘ I think I have shown wdicrein it is that ceiiainty, real certainty, con-

sists, which, whatever it was to others, was, I confess, to me, hei etofore,

one of those desiderata which I found great want of
’

“ Here, my lord, however new this seemed to me, and the more so
because possibly I had in vain hunted for it m the books of others

,
yet

I spoke of it as new only to myself, leaving others m the undisturbed
possession of what, either by invention or reading, was theirs before

;

without assuming to myself any other honour but that of my own
ignorance, until that time, if others before had shown wherein certainty

lay And yet, my lord, if I had upon this occasion been forward to

assume to myself the honour of an onginal, I think I had been pretty

safe m it
;
since I should have had your lordship for my guarantee and

vindicator on that point, who are pleased to call it new, and, as such,

to wnte against it.

And truly, my lord, in this resnect my book has had very unlucky
stars, since it hath had the misfortune to displease your lordship, with
many thmgs in it, for their novelty

,
as neio way of reasoning , Tiew

hypothesis about reason, new sort of certainty, new terms; new way of
i^as, new method of certainty^ And yet, m other places, your
lordship seems to think it wort% m me of your lordship’s reflection, for

saying, but what others have said before
,
as where I say, ‘ In the

different make of men’s tempers, and application of their thoughts,

some ai^guments prevail more on one and some on another, for the con-
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firmation of the same truth,* your lordship asks, ‘What is this diflferent

from what all men of understanding have said*' Again, I take it, your
lordship meant not these words for a commendation of my book, where
you say. But if no more be meant by ‘ The simple ideas that come in

by sensation or reflection, and their being the foundation of our know-
ledge, ’ but that our notions of things come in either fiom our senses or
the exerctie of our minds as there is nothing extraordinary in the
discovery, so your lordship is far enough from ojiposmg that whe. em you
think all mankind are agreed.

‘
‘ And again ‘ But what need all this great noise about ideas and

cert.iinty, tiue and leal certainty by ideas, if, aftei all, it comes only
to this, that oui ideas only represent to us such things, fioni whence we
bring arguments to prove the truth of things

‘ ‘
‘ But the world hath been strangely amused with ideas of late and

we have been told, that strange thuigs might be done by the help of
ideas

,

yet these ideas, at Last, coilae to be only common notions of
things, which we must make use of m our reasonuig ’ And to the like
purpose m othei places

“ Whether, thcicfore, at last, your lordship will lesolve that it is new
or no

,
or moio faulty by its being new, must be left to your lordship.

This I find by it, that my book cannot avoid being condemned on the
one side or the other

,
nor do I see a possibility to helji it. If there be

readei-a that like only new thoughts, or, on the other side, others that
can beai nothing but what can be justihcd by received authoiities in
punt, X must desire them to make themselves amends in that part which
they like, for the displeasure they receive in the other, but if any should
be so exact as to find fault with both, truly 1 know not what to say to
them The case is a plain case the book is all over naught

,
and there

is not a sentence in it that is not, cither from its antiquity oi novelty,
to be condemned

,
and so there is a short end of it From your lord-

ship, indeed, in particular, I can hope for something bettei
,
for your

lordship thinks the general design of it so good, that that, I flatter my-
self, would pievail on your lordship to preserve it from the fire.

“ But as to the way your lordship thinks I should have taken to pre-
vent the having it thought my invention, when it was common to mo
with others, it unluckily so fell out, in the subject of my Essay of
Human Understanding, that I could not look into the thoughts of other
men to inform myself For my design being, as well as I could, to
copy nature, and to give an account of the opciations of the mind iii

thinking, I could look into nobody’s understanding but my own, to see
how it wrought

,
nor have a prospect into other imm’s minds, to view

their thoughts there, and observe what steps and motions they took,
and by what gradations they proceeded m then acquainting themselves
With tiutli, and their advance in knowledge, what we find of their
thoughts m books, ls but the result of this, and not the progress and
w^oikmg of their minds, in coming to the opinions or conclusions they
set down and published.

“ All, therefore, that I can say of my book is, that it is a copy of
my own mind, m its several ways of operation. And all that I can say
for tlie publishing of it is, that I think the mtellectual faculties are
made, and opei ate alike m most men, and that some that I showed it
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to before I published it, liked it so \^"ell, that I was confirmed in that

opinion. And, therefore, if it should happen that it should not be so,

but that some men should have ways of thinking, reasoning, or arriving

at certiunty, different from others, and above those that I find my mind
to use and acquiesce in, I do not see of what use my book can be to

them. I can only make it my humble request, in my own name, and m
the name of those that are of my size, who find their minds work,
reason, and know in the same low way that mine does, that those men
of a more happy genius would show us the way of their nobler flights

;

and particularly would discover to us their shorter or surer way to

certainty, than by ideas, and the obseivmg their agreement or dis-

agreement.”

Your lordship adils * * But now, it seems, nothing is mtelligible but
what suits with the new way of ideas' My lord, the new way of ideas,

and the old way of speaking intelligibly,* was always, and ever will be
the same, and, if I may take the libeity to declare my sense of it,

herem it consists 1. That a man use no words but such as he makes the

sign of certain deteimined objects of his mind in thinking, which he can
make known to another. 2. Next, That he use the same word steadily

for the sign of the same immediate object of his mind in thinking. 3.

That ho join those words together in propositions, according to the gram-
matical rules of that language he speaks in 4. That he unite those

sentences into a coherent discourse Thus, and thus only, I humbly
conceive, any one may preserve himself fiomthe confines and suspicion

of jargon, whether he pleases to call those immediate objects of his mmd,
which his words do or should stand for, ideas or no.”

No. II —^Vol. I. p 87, par. 8.

On this reasoning of the author against innate ideas, great blame
hath been laid, because it seems to invalidate an argument commonly
used to prove the being of a God, viz

,
universal consent To which our

authoi aiisweis f “ I think that the universal consent of mankind as to

the being of a God, amounts to thus much, that the vastly greater

majority of mankind have, in all ages of tho world, actually believed in

a God
,
that the majority of the remaining part have not actually dis-

believed it
,

and, consequently, those who have actually opposed the

belief of a God, have truly been very few. So that comparing those

that have actually disbelieved, with those who have actually believed in a
God, their numbei is so inconsidei able, that in respect of this incom-

parably greater majority of those who have owned the belief of a God, it

may be said to be the universal consent of mankind
“ Tins IS all the univemal consent which truth or matter of fact will

allow, and, theiefore, all that can be made use of to prove a God. But
if any one would extend it further, and speak deceitfully for God

,
if

this universality should be urged in a strict sense, not for much the

majority, but for a general consent of every one, even to a man, in all

ages and countries, this would make it either no argument, or a perfectly

useless and unnecessary one. For if any one deny a God, such an

* Mr. Locke's Third Letter to the Bishop of Worcester. + Ibid.
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universality of consent is destroyed and if nobody does deny a God,

what need of arguments to convince Atheists ?

I would crave leave to ask your lordship, were there ever in tho

world any Atheists or not^ If tliere were not, what need is there of

raising a question about the being of a God, when nobody questions it?

Wliat need of provisional arguments against a fault fiom which mankind
are so wholly free

,
and which, by an universal consent, they may be

presumed to be secure from^ If you say (as I doubt not but you will)

that there have been Atheists in the world, then your lordship’s universal

consent reduces itself to only a great majority , and then make that

majonty as great as you will, what I have said in the place quoted by
your lordship leaves it in its full force and I have not said one word
that does in the least invalidate this argument for a God The argu-

ment I was upon there was to show, that the idea of God was not

innate ; and to my purpose it was sufficient, if there were but a less

number found in the world who had no idea of God, than your lordship

will allow there have been of professed Atheists, for whatsoever is

innate must be universal in the stnetest sense. One exception is a
sufficient proof against it So that all that I said, and which was quite

to anothei purpose, did not at all tend, nor can be made use of, to in-

validate tho argument for a Deity, grounded on such an universal con-

sent,'^ as your lordship, and all that build on it, must own which is only

a very disproportioned majonty: such an universal consent, my argu-

ment there neither affinns nor rei^uires to be less than you will bo pleased

to allow it Your lordship, therefore, might without any prejudice to

those declarations of goodwill and favour you have for tho author of tho

Essay of Human Understanding, have spared the mentioning his quoting

authors that are in print, for matters of fact to quite another puipose,
* as going about to invalidate the argument for a Deity from the universal

consent of mankind,’ since he leaves that universal consent as entire and
as large as you yourself do, or can own or suppose it But here I have
no leason to be sorry that your loidship has given mo this occasion for

the vindication of this passage of my book
,

if there should be any one
besides your lordshiji, who should so far mistake it as to think it m the

least mv.ilidates the argument for a God, from tho universal consent of
mankind

“But because you question the credibility of those authors I have
quoted, which you say were very ill chosen, I will crave leave to say,

that he whom I relied on for his testimony concerning tho Hottentots of

Soldama, was no less a man than an ambassador from tho King of

England to the great Mogul, of whose relation M Thevenot, no lU judge

in the ease, had so great an esteem, that he was at tho pains to translate

it into Blench, and publish it in his (which is counted no injudicious)

Collection 6f Travels But to intcicede witli your lordship for a little

more favourable allowance of credit to Sir Thomas Roe’s relation • Coore,

an inhabitant of the country, who could speak English, assured Mr.
Teriy, * that they of Soldama had no God But if he, too, have the ill

luck to find no credit with you, I hope you will be a httle more favour-

able to a divine of the Church of England now livmg, and admit of hia

* Terry’s Voyage, p. 17, 23.
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testimony in confinnation qf Sir Tliomas Roe’s This worthy gentleman,
in the relation of his voyage to Surat, punted but two years since,

speaking of the same people, has these words * * They are sunk eveij

below idolatry, are destitute of both priest and temple, and. saving a
little show of rejoicing which is made at the full and new moon, have
lost all kind of religious devotion. Natuie has so nchly provided for

then convenience m this life, that they have drowned aU sense of the
God of it, and aie grown quite careless of the next.’

‘
‘ But to provide against the clearest evidence of Atheism in these

people, you say, ‘That the account given of them makes them not fit to
be a standard for the sense of mankind ’ This, I think, may pass for
nothing, till somebody be found that makes them to be a standaid for

the sense of mankind All the use I made of them was to show that
there were men in the world that had no innate idea’ of God But to
keep something like an argument going, (foi what will not that do^)
you go near to deny those Caffres to be men. What else do these words
signify? ‘A people so strangely bereft of common sense, that they can
hardly be reckoned among mankind, as appears by the best acrounts of
the Gaffres of Soldama,’ &c. I hope if any of them were called Peter,
Jaincs, or John, it would be past scruple that they wei e men however,
Courwee, Wcwena, and Cowsheda, and those otheis who had names,
that hrd no places in your nomenclatui e, would hardly pass muster with
your lordship

“My lord, I should not mention this, but that what you youiself say
here, may be a motive to you to consider, that what you have laid such
stress on conccimng the general nature of man, as a leal being, and the
subject of piopertiea, amounts to nothing foi the distinguishing of
species, since you yourself own, that there may be individuals, wheiein
there is a common natuic with a paiticular subsistence propei to each of
them

,
whereby you are so little able to know of which of the ranks or

sorts they are, into which you say God has ordered beings, and vliich he
hath distinguished by essential pioperties, that you aie m doubt whether
they ought to be reckoned among mankind or not

”

No III.—YoL I. p 224, par. 2.

Against this, that the materials of all our knowledge are suggested
and furnished to the mind only by sensation and reflection, the Bishop
of Worcester makes use of the idea of substance in these words “If
the idea of substance be grounded upon plain and evident reason, then
we must allow an idea of substance, which comes not in by sensation or
reflection

,
and so we may be certain of somethmg which we have not by

these ideas.”

To which our author answers f “These words of your lordship contain
nothing, as I see, in them, against me

,
for 1 never said that th (3 general

idea of substance comes in by sensation and reflection, or tliat it is a
simple idea of sensation or reflection, though it be ultimately founded in
them; for it is a complex idea, made up of the geneial idea of some-

* Mr Ovington, p 489.

t In his First Lettei to the Bishop of Worcester.
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thing, or being, with the relation of a support to accidents. For general

ideas come not mto the mind by sensation or reflection
,
but are the

creatures or inventions of the understanding, as I thmk I have shown
;

*

and also how the mind makes them from ideas w Inch it has got by sen-

sation and reflection
,
and as to the ideas of relation, how the mind forms

them, and how they are derived from, and ultimately tennmate in, ideas

of sensation and reflection, I have likewise shown.
“ But that I may not be mistaken in what I mean, when I speak of

ideas of sensation and reflection, as tlie materials of ail our knowledge

;

give me leave, my lord, to set down hcie a place or two, out of my
book, to explain myself

;
as I thus speak of ideas of sensation and

reflection
“ ‘That these, when we have taken a full survey of them, and their

several modes, and the compositions made out of them, we shall hnd to
contain our whole stock of ideas, and we have nothing in oui minds
which did not come m one of these two ways.’ f Tina thought, in another
place, I express thus

“ ‘These are the most considerable of these simple ideas which the
mind has, and out of which is made all its other knowledge

,
all which

it receives by the two fore-mentioned ways of sensation and reflection ’ X
And,
“ ‘Tlius I have in a short draught given a view of our original ideas,

from whence all the rest are denved, and of which they are made up §
‘

‘ This, and the like, said m other place.s, is what I have thought con-
cerning ideas of sensiitioii and reflection, as the foundation and matci lals

of all our ideas, and consequently of all our knowledge 1 have set

down these particular out of my book, that the roailer, having a full

view of my opinion herein, may the better see what in it is liable to your
lordship’s reprehension For that your lordship is not veiy well satished

with it, appears not only by the words under consideiation, but by these
also ‘ But we are still told, that our undertandmg can have no otlici

ideas, but either from sensation or i eflection.
’

“Your lordship’s aigument m the passage wo are upon, stands thus .

‘If the general idea of substance be grounded upon plain and evident
reason, then we must allow an idea of substance, which comes not in by
sensation or reflection ’ This is a consequence which, with submission,

'

I thmk will not hold, because it la founded upon a supposition winch I
thmk will not hold, viz.

,

‘ That reason and ide.is are inconsistent ’ for

if that supposition be not true, then the geneial ide.i of substance may
be grounded on plam and evident reason

,
and yet it will not follow

from thence, that it is not ultimately giounded on and derived from
ideas which come m by sensation or reflection, and so cannot bo said to
come in by sensation or reflection.’

“ To explain myself, and clear my meaning in this matter all the ideas of
all the sensible qualities of a cheiiy come mto my mind by sensation the
ideas of perceiving, thinking, reasoning, knowing, &c

,
come into my mind

by reflection. The ideas of these qualities and actions, or powers, are per-
ceived by the mmd, to be by themselves inconsistent with existence

, or,

* B 3. c. 3. B. 2. j^r. 25, and c 28. par 18.

t B. 2. 0. 1. par. 6. J B. 2. c. 7. par. 10. § B. 2. c. 21. par. 73.
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^ your lordship well expresses it, ‘ we find that we can have no true

conception of any modes or accidents, hut we must conceive a sub-

stratum, or subject, wherem they are, i e ,
that they cannot exist or

subsist of themselves.’ Hence the mind perceives their necessaiy con-

nexion with inherence, or being supported, which being a lelative idea>

superadded to the red colour m a cherry, or to thinking in a man, the

mind frames the correlative idea of a suppoit. For I never denied, that

the mind could frame to itself ideas of relation, but have shown the

quite contrary in my chapters about relation But because a relation

cannot be founded in nothing, or be the relation of nothing, and the

thing here related as the supporter, or a support, is not represented to

the mind by any clear and distinct idea, therefore, the obscure and
indistinct vague idea of thing, or something, is all that is left to be the

positive idea, which has the relation of a support, or substratum, to

modes or accidents
;
and that general indetermined idea of somethmg is,

by the abstraction of the mind, derived also from the simple ideas of
sensation and reflection

,
and thus the mind, from the positive simple

ideas got by sensation and reflection, comes to the general relative

idea of substance, which, without these positive simple ideas it^ would
never have.

“This your lordship (without giving by detail all the particular steps

of the mind in this business) has well expressed in this more familiar

way. ‘We find we can have no tnie conception of any modes or acci-

dents, but we must conceive a substratum, or subject, wherein they are

;

since it IS a repugnancy to oui conception of things, that modes or
accidents should subsist by themselves

’

“Hence your lordship calls it the rational idea of substance And
say, ‘ I grant, that by sensation and reflection we come to know the
powers and properties of things

,
but our reason is satisfied that there

must be something beyond these, because it is impossible that they
should subsist by themselves,’ so that if this be what your lordship
means by rational ideas of substances, I see nothing there is in it against
what I have said, that it is founded on simple ideas of sensation or
reflection, and that it is a very obscure idea.

“ Your lordship’s conclusion from your foregoing words, is, ‘And so
we may be certain of some things which we have not by those ideas

;

’

which 18 a proposition, whose precise meaning your lordship will forgive
me, if I profess, as it stands there, I do not underetand. For it is un-
certam to me, whether your lordship means, we may certainly know the
existence of somethmg which we have not by those ideas

,
or certainly

know the distinct properties of something which we have not by those
ideas

,
or certainly know the truth of some propositions, which we have

not by those ideas
,
for to be certain of something, may signify either of

these but in which soever of these it be meant, I do not see how T am
<Joncemed in it.

No. IV —Vol. I. p. 423, par. 1.

This section, which was intended only to show how the individuals of
<li8tinct species of substances came to be looked upon as simple ideas,
^nd so to have simple names, viz., from the supposed substratum or
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flubBtance, which was looked upon as the thing itself in which inhered^

and from which resulted that complication of ideas, by which it was
represented to us, hath been mistaken for an account of the idea of sub-

stance in general
,
and as such, hath been represented in these words

:

But how comes the general idea of substance to be framed in our minds *

Is this by abstracting and enlarging simple ideas ^ No ‘But it is by
a complication of many simple ideas together because, not imagining

how these simple ideas can subsist by themselves, we accustom our-

selves to suppose some substratum, wheiein they do subsist, and from
whence they do result, which, therefore, we call substance.' ‘And is

this all, indeed, that is to be said for the being of substance, that we
accustom ourselves to suppose a substiatum? Is that cusUun grounded
upon true reason, or not ^ If not, then accidents or modes must subsist

of themselves ,
and these simple ideas need no tortoise to support them

;

for figures and coloui-s, &c ,
would do well enough of themselves, but for

some fancies men have accustomed themselves to
’

To which objection of the Bishop of Worcester, our authoi answers

thus * “Herein youi loidship seems to charge me with two faults:

one, that I make the general idea of substance to be flamed, not by
abstiaeting and enlaigmg simplo ide.is, but by a comj>lication of many
simple ide.'is together ,

the other, as if I had said, the being of substance

had no other foundation but the fancies of men
“As to the first of these, I beg leave to lemind your lordship, that I

say in more places tlian one, and particularly Book 3, Chap 3, pai.6,

and Book 1, Chap 11, par 9, where, expro/em, I treat of abstraction

and general ideas, that they aie all made by abstr.aeting, and, therefore,

could not be understood to mean, that that of substance was made any
other way

,
however my pen might have slipped, or the negligence of

expression, where I might have sometliing else than the general idea of

substance in view, might make me seem to say so

“That I was not speaking of the general idea of substance, in the

passage your lordship quotes, is m.anifest from the title of that chapter,

which IS, ‘ Of the complex ideas of substances,’ and the first panigraph

of it, which your lordship cites for those words you have set down
‘

‘ In which words I do not observe any that deny the general idea of

substance to be made by abstraction, nor any that say it is made by a
complication of many simple ideas together But speaking in tliat

place of the ideas of distinct substances, such as mrui, horse, gold,

&c
,
I say they are made up of certain combinations of simple ideas,

which combinations are looked upon, each of them, as one simple idea,

though they are many ,
and we call it by one name of substance, though

made up of modes, from the custom of supposing a substratum, wherem
that combination does subsist So that m this paragraph I only give an
account of the idea of distinct substances, such as oak, elephant, iron,

&c
,
how, though they are made up of distmct complications of modes,

yet they are looked on as one idea, called by one name, as makmg distmct

sorts of substances.

“But that my notion of substance m general is quite different from
these, and has no such combmation of simple ideas m it, is evident fro

* In his First Letter to the Bishop of Worcester.
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the immediate following words, where I say,* *The idea of pure sub-

stance m general, is only a supposition of we know not what suppoit of

such qualities as are capable of pioducing simple ideas in us.' And
these too I plainly distinguish all along, particularly where I say, ^what-

evei, therefore, be the secret and abstract natuie of substance in

general, all the ideas wo h.ivo of particular distinct substances are

nothing but several combinations of simple ideas, co- existing in such,

though unknown cause of then union, as makes the whole subsist of
itself

’

*‘The other thing laid to my charge is, as if I took the being of sub-

stance to be doubtful, or rendered it so by the imperfect and ill-grounded

idea I have given of it. To which I beg leave to say, that I ground not

the being, but the idea of substance, on our accustoming ourselves to sup
pose some subtratum for it is of the idea alone I speak there, and not of

the being of substance And having everywhere affirmed, and built

upon it, that a man is a substance, I cannot be supposed to question or

doubt of the being of substance, till I can question or doubt of my own
being. Further, 1 say,t ^Sensation convinces us that there are solid,

extended substances
,
and reflection, that there arc thinking ones ’ So

that, I think, the being of substance is not shaken by what I have said

;

and if the idea of it should be, yet (the being of things depending not on
our ideas) the being of substance would not be at all shaken by my
saying, wo had but an oliscure imperfect idea of it, and that that idea

came fiom our accustoming ourselves to suppose some substratum, or

indeed, if I should say, we had no idea of substance at all For a great

many things may be, and .ire granted to have a being, and he in nature,

of which wo have no ideas Foi example it cannot be doubted but
theie are distinct species of separate sjiints, of whicli yet we have no
distinct ideas at all

,
it cannot be questioned but spints have ways of

coinimimcMtmg their thoughts, and yet we have no idea of it at all

“The being then of subsUnce being safe and secure, notwithstanding

anything I have said, let us see whether the idea of it be not so too.

Yom loidship asks, with concern, ‘And is this all, indeed, that is to bo
said, for the being (if your lordship please, let it be the idea) of sub-

stance, that we accustom ourselves to suppose a substratum Is that

custom grounded upon true reason or not

'

I have said that it is grounded
upon this,^ ‘Tliat we cannot conceive how simple ideas of sensible qua-

lities ‘’liould subsist alone, and, therefore, we suppose them to exist m,

and to be supported by, some common subject, whicli support we denote

by tbc same substance.’ Which, I think, is a tnie reason, because it is

the same your lordship grounds the supposition of a substratum on, m
this vciy page even on the repugnancy to our conceptions, that modes
and accidents should subsist by themselves So tliat I have the good
luck to agree here witli your lordship and consequently conclude I have
your appiobation m this, that the substratum to modes or accidents,

which IS our idea of substance in general, is founded in this, ‘ that we
cannot conceive how inodes or accidents can subsist by themselves.

’ ”

B. 2. c. 23. par. 2. f Ibid. par. 29. J Ibid. par. 4.
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No V —Vol I page 424, par 2.

From this paragraph, there bath been raised an objection by the

Bishop of Worcester, as if our authors doctniie here, conceining ideas,

had almost discarded substance out of the woild his woids in tins

second paragraph being brought to jnove, that he is one of tlie gentle-

men of tins new way of reasoning, that have almost discaided sobstince

out of the reasonable pait of the woild To which our author replies
*

“This, my lord, is an accusation which your lordship will paidon me, if

I do not readdy know what to plead to, because I do not iindeisttind

what IS almost to discard subsLiiice out of the reasonable part of the

world. If your lordship means by it, that I deny or doubt, that there

is in the world any such thing as substance, tliat your loidship wdl
acquit me of, when yoiii lordship looks again into the 23id chapter of the

second book, which you have cited inoio tlian once, whcie you will

find these words, par. 4 ‘When we talk oi think of any ])aiticiil.u sort

of corporeal substances, as horse, stone, Ac
,
thoiigli the idc.i we have

of either of them be but the complication oi collection of those sevei.il

simple ideas of sensible qualities which \\c used to l.iid united in tho
thing called horse, or stone, yet, because we cannot conceive how they
should subsist alone, nor one in another, wo 8up])oHo them existing

in and suppoited by some common subjc« t, which support wo denoto by
the name substance, thougii it be ccitaiu, we have no clear and distinct

idea of that thing we supjiose a sujipoit’ And again, pai. .0 ‘The
same happens concerning tho operations of tho mind, viz , thinking,
reasoning, fcanng, &c

,
winch wo considciing not to subsist of tliom-

selves, nor appiehending how they can belong to body, or be ]>roduced
by il, we are a[)t to tbink these the actions of some othei substance,
which we call spiiit, whciebyyet it is evident, tliat having no other
idea or notion of mattci, but something wli'Toiii those many sensible
qualities which affect our senses do subsist, by supposing a substance,
whciein thinking, knowing, doubting, and a powci of moving, Ac

,
do

subsist, we have .is clear .i notion of tlie natun^ oi sulistance of spirit,

as w'c have of body, tho t>hc being suj)|^K>sid to be (witliout knowing
what it is) the substratum to tJiose simple ideas wo h.ivc fioni without
and the others supposed (with a like ignorapcc of wliat it is) to 1)0 tho
substratum to those ojieratioiis, which wo expeiiiiicnt in ourselves within.’

And again, p.ar (1 ‘Whatever, thereto] e, be the secret natuie of sub-
stance in general, all the ideas w^c have of paiticular distinct substances,
are nothing but several combinations of siuq)lo ide.as co-cxisting in such,
though unknown, cause of then union, ,cs makes tlie whole subsist of
itself’ And I further say, in the same paragrapli, ‘that we suppose
these combinations to rest m, and to be adherent to, that unknown
common subject, yvhich inheies not in anything else.’ And, par 3
‘That oui complex ideas of subst.inccs, besides all those simjde ideas
they are m.ade up of, have always the toufuhed idea of something to
which they belong, and in which they sub-.ist, and, therefore, when we
speak of any sort of substance, we say it is a thing having such and

2 AVOL. IL
In his First Letter to that Bishop.
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such qualities
;
a body is a thing that is extended, figured, and capable

of motion
,
a spirit, a thing capable of thinking, &c. These and the like

fashions of speaking, intimate that the substance is supposed always

something besides the extension, figure, solidity, motion, thmking, or

othei observable idea, though we know not what it is
’

“ ^Our idea of body,’ I say,* ‘is an extended solid substance, and
our idea of soul, is of a substance that thinks ’ So that as long as there

is any such thing as body or spirit m the world, I have done nothing

towards the discarding substance out of the leasonable part of the world.

Nay, as long as there is any simple idea or sensible quality left, accoid-

ing to my way of arguing, substance cannot be discarded
,
because all

simple ideas, all sensible qualities, carry with them a supposition of a

substratum to exist in, and of a substance wherein they inheie and of

this, that whole cliapter is so full, that I challenge any one who reads

it, to think I have almost, or one jot, discarded substance out of the

reasonable part of the world And of this, man, horse, sun, water,

iron, diamond, &c
,
which I have mentioned of distinct sorts of sub-

stances, will be my witnesses, as long as any such thing remains in being;

of which I 8a)*,t ‘That the ideas of substances are such combinations of

simple ideas, as are taken to represent distinct particular things sub-

sisting by themselves, in which tlie supposed or confused idea of sub-

stance IS always tlie first and chief
’

“ It by almost discarding substance out of the reasonable part of the

world, your lordship means, that I have destroyed and almost discarded

the true idea we have of it, by calling it ‘ a substiatum,^ a supposition

of we know not what support of such qualities as are capable of pro-

ducing simple ideas in us, an obscure and relative idea § that without
knowing what it is, it is that which supports accidents; so that o^ sub-

stance w^e have no idea of what it is, but only a confused and obscure one,

of wdiat it does ’ I must confess, this and the like I have said of oiii idea

of substance , and should be very glad to be convinced by your lordship,

or anybofly else, that I have spoken too meanly of it He that would
show me a more clear and distinct idea of substance, would do me a
kindness I should thank him for But this is the best I can hitherto

find, either in my own thoughts, or in the books of logicians
,
for their

account or idea of it is, that it is ens, or res per se suhsistens, et suhstans

acctdentihus

,

which in effect is no more, but that substance is a being or

thing, 01
,
m short, something, they know not what, or of which they have

no clearer idea, than that it is something which sup^xirts accidents, or other

simple ideas or modes, and is not supported itself, as a mode, or an acci-

dent So that I do not see but Burgersdicius, Sanderson, and the whole
tribe of logicians, must be reckoned with ‘ the gentlemen of this new
way of reasoning, who have almost discarded subsUnce out of the reason-

able part of the world.
’

“But supposing, my lord, that I, or these gentlemen, logicians of

note in the schools, should own that we have a very imperfect, obscure,

inadequate idea of substance, would it not be a little too hard to charge

us with discarding substance out of the worlds For what almost dis-

* B 2. c 23 par 22 f B 2 c 12. par. 6.

+ B. 2 c. 23. pars. 1, 2, 3. § B. 2. c. 13. par. 19.
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-caiding, and reasonable pai-t of the woild, signify, T must confess I
do not cleaily comprehend, but let, almost, And, reasonable part, signify
here what they will, for I dare say your lortlship meant something by them ;
would not your lordship think you weie a little too hardly dealt with,
if, for acknowledging yourself to have a very imperfect and inadequate
idea of Ood, or of several other things, winch in this very treatise you
confess our understandings come short in, and cannot compreheiiJ, you
should be accused to be one of these gentlemen that have almost dis-
carded Cod, or those other mysterious things, whereof you contend we
have veiy imperfect and inadequate ideas out of the leasonable world?
For I suppose your lordship means by almost discarding out of the
ireasonable world, something that is blamable, for it seems not to be
inserted for a commendation, and yet I think he deserves no blame,
wlioowns the having imperfect, inadequate, obscure ideas, where he has
no bettei however, if it be inferred from thence, that either lie almost
excludes those things out of being, or out of rational discourse, if that
be meant by the reasonable world

,
for the first of these will not hold,

because the being of things m the world dejiends not on our ide.us: tho
latter, indeed, is true in some degree, but is no fault, for it is certain,
that ivliciG we have imjierfect, made<piate, confuseil, obscure ide.is, wo
cannot discourse and re.ison about those things so well, fully, and clearly,
as if we had perfect, adequate, clear, and distinct uloas

Other objections are made against tho following ]»art3 of this para-
graph, by that reveiend prelate, viz, “The n petition of the stoiy of
the Indian philosojiher, and the talking like children about substance
to which our authoi replies —

“ Your lordship, I must oa\ti, with great reison, takes notice, that
I paralleled, more than once, our idea of substaiu e with tlio Indian phi-
losopher’s Ilo-knew* not- what, which siqiported the tortoise, &c

“This repetition, is, I confess a fault m e\.ict writing, but I havo
acknowledged and excused it m tliese woids, m iny ]»rcf.ice ‘ J am not
Ignorant how little I lierein consult my own leputation, when I know-
ingly let my Essay go with a fault so apt to disgust tho most judi-
cious, who are always tho nicest readers.’ And there furihei arid, ‘ That
I did not publisli my Essay for such great masteis of knowledge as your
loidship but htted it to men of my own size, to whom repetitions might
bo sometimes useful ’ It would not, therefore, have heeii Ix side your
lordship’s generosity, (who were not intended to be provoked by the
repetition,) to have passed by such a fault .us this, m one who pretends
not beyond the lower rank of writers But I see your lordship would
have me exact, and without any faults and I ^vish I couM be so, tho
bettci to deserve your lordship’s ap])robation

“ My saying, ‘ Tliat when we bilk of substance, wc talk like children

;

who, being asked a question about something winch they know not,
re.ulily give this satisfactory answer, That it is something,’ your lord-
ship seems mightily to lay to heart in these words that follow ‘ If
this be the truth of the case, we must still talk like children, and I know
not how it can be remedied For if we cannot come at a rational idea
of substance, we can have no principle of certainty to go upon in thia
debate

’

“ If your lordship has any better and distincter idea of substance than.

2 a2
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mine is, which I have given an account of, your lordship is not at all

concerned in what I have there said But those whose idea of sub-

stance, whether a rational or not rational idea, is like mine, something,

they know not what, must in that, with mo, talk like children, when
they speak of something, they know not what. For a philosophei that

says, that which supports accidents is something he knows not what, and
a countryman that says, the foundation of the great church at Haarlem
is supported by something, he knows not what

,
and a child that stands

in the dark, upon hLs mother s muff, and says he stands upon something,

he knows not what
,
m this respect talk all three alike But if the

countryman knows that the foundation of the chuich at Haarlem is

supported by a rock, as the houses about Bristol are; or by gravel,

as the houses about London are
,
or by wooden piles, as the houses m

Amsterdam are
,

it is plain, that, then having a clear and distinct idea

of the thing that supports the church, he does not talk of this matter
as a child

;
nor will he of the support of accidents, when he has a clearer

and moie distinct idea of it, than that it is barely something. But as long

as we tlunk like children, in cases where our ideas are no cleaier nor

distincter than tlieirs, X agiee with your lordship, that I know not how
it can be remedied, but that we must talk like them."'

Further, the bishop asks, “Wlicther there be no difference between
the bale being of a thing, and its subsistence by itself To which our
author answers “Yes* But what will that do to prove, that, upon
my principles, we can come to no certainty of reason, that there is any
such thing as substance'^ You seem by this question to conclude, that

the idea of a thing tliat subsists by itself, is a clear and distinct idea of

substance, but I beg leave to ask, Is the idea of the manner of sub-

sistence of a thing, the idea of tlie tiling itself^ If it be not, we may
have .1 clear and distinct idea of the manner, and yet have none but a
very obscuie and confused one of the thing Foi example I tell your
loulship, that I know a thing that cannot subsist without a support, and
I know another thing that does subsist without a support, and say no
more of them

,
can you, by having the clear and distinct ideas of having

a Ruppoi-t, and not liaving a support, say, that you have a clear and
distinct idea of the thing, that I know which haft, and of the thing that

I know which has not a support^ If your lordship can, I beseech you
to give me the clear and distinct ideas of these, which I only call by the

general name, things, that have or have not supports for such there

are, and such I shall give your lordship clear and distinct ideas of, when
you shall please to call upon me for them

,
though I tlunk your lordship

will scarcely find them by the geneial and confused idea of things, nor
in the clearer and moie distinct idea of having or not having a support.

“ To show a blind man that he has no cleai and distinct idea of

scarlet, I tell him, that his notion of it, that it is a thing or being, does
not prove that he has any clear or distinct idea of it

,
but barely that he

takes it to bo something, he knows not what. He replies, That he
knows more than that, v he knows that it subsists, or inheres in

another thing
,
and is there no difference, says he, in your lordship’s

words, between the bare being of a thing, and its subsistence m an-

]Mr. Locke's Third Letter.
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other? Yes, say I to him, a great deal
,
they are very different ideas.

But for all tliat, you have no cleai and distinct idea of scailet, nor such
a one cOs I have, who see and know it, and have another kind of idea of
it, besides that of inheience,

“Your loidship has the idea of subsisting by itself, and therefore,
you conclude, you have a clear and distinct idea of the thing that sub-
sists by Itself, which, methmks, is all one, as if your countryman
should say, he hath an idea of a cedar of Lebanon, tliat it is a tree of
a nature to need no pi op to lean on for its sup])ort, therefore, he hath
a clear and distinct idea of a cedar of Lebanon

,
which clcai and dis-

tinct i-lea, when ho comes to examine, is nothing hut a gencial one of
a tree, witli which his indeteimined idea of a ccdai is confounded .lust
so is the idea of substance, which, howevei, called clear and distinct, is
confounded with the general indetermmed ide.i of Bomethiiig But huji-
poso that the manner of subsisting by itself, gives us a cleai and distinct
idea of substance, how docs that piovc, that upon my pimciidcs, we can
come to no certainty of icason, that thcie is any such thing as substance
in the woihL Whicli is the pio[)ositioii to be jirovod.

No VI.—Vol I p 482, j>ar 2D

“Give me leave, my lord,” says Mr Locke, in his Answer to the
Bishop of Woicestei, “to say, that the reason of believing any aiticle
of the Gliristian faith (such as youi loialshi]) is hiae spiaiking ol) to me,
and upon my giounds, is its being a pait of di\ine levelation upon
this giound I believed it, before 1 either wiote that chapter on identity
and divei-sity, and befoio T evei thought of those piopositions winch
your loidship quote's out (»f tliat chapter

,
and upon the same giound I

believe it still, and not fiom my idev of identity 'J’his saying of your
loidship' s, therefore, being a projiositioii neitlier self evident, noi .illowcd
by me to be tiaie, rern.uns to be [uoved »So that youi foundation lading,
all your large siipeistiuctuie built thereon conu'S to nothing

“But, my lord, before wo go any further, 1 ciave leave humbly to
represent to your loidship, that I thought you undertook to make out,
tliat my notion of ideas w\as inconsistent with the ai tides of the Chiistian
faith But that which your lordship instatlcos in licre, js not, tliat I
yet know, an article of tho Chiistian faith The resurrection of the
dead, I acknowledge to be an article of the ChriKtian faith

,
hut that

the resuriection of the same body, in your loidsliijfs sense of the samo
body, is an article of the ChiLstian faith, ih what, I confess, J do not
yet know.

“ In the New Testament (wherein I think are contained all the articles
of the Chiistian faith) I find our Saviour and the apostles, to pi each tho
resuriection of the dead, and the resunectioii from the dead, in many
places but I do not remember any pl.ice where the resurrection of the
same body is so much as mentioned Nay, winch h very leinarkable m
the case, I do not remember in any place of the New Testiment (where
the general resurrection of the last day is spoken of) any such expression
as the resurrection of the body, much less of the same body

“ I say the general resurrection at the last day, because where the
resuiTcctioii of some pai-ticular persons, presently upon oui Saviour'®
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resurrection, is mentioned, the words are,* *The graves were opened,

and many bodies of samts, which slept, arose, and came out of the

graves, after his resuirection, and went into the Holy City, and appeared

to many * ’ of which peculiar way of speaking of this resurrection, the

passage itself gives a reason in these words, appeared to many, i c
,

those who slept appeared, so as to be known to be risen But this could

not be known, unless they brought \\ ith them the evidence that they

were those who had been dead , whereof thci e were these two proofs,

their graves were opened, and their bodies not only gone out of them,

but appeared to be the same to those who liad known them formeily

alive, and knew them to be dead and buried For if they had been

those who had been dead so long, that all who knew them once alive,

were now gone, those to whom they appeared might have known them
to be men, but could not have known they were risen fioiii the dead,

because they never knew they had been dead. All that by their appear-

ing they could have known was, that they were so many living strangeis,

of whose resurrection they knew nothing. It was necessaiy, theiefore,

that they should come in such bodies as might, in make and size, &c ,

appear to be the same they had before, that they might be known to

those of their acquaintance whom they appeared to And it is piobable

they were such as weie newly dead, whoso bodies w'cro not yet dissolved

and dissipated, and, therefore, it is particularly said hcie (ditfeiently

from what is said of the general lesuirection) that their boebes aiose
;

because they were the same that were then lying in then graves, the

moment beiore they arose.

“ But your lordship endeavours to piove it must be the same body
;

and let us grant that your lordship, nay, and otheis too, tliink you have
proved it must be the same body, will you tlicicforo say, that he holds

what IS inconsistent with an article of faith who, having never seen this

your lordship’s intei pretation of the Scripture, noi youi reasons for the

same body, m your sense of same body, oi, if he has seen them, yet

not understanding them, or not peiceiving the foice of them, believes

what the Senpture proposes to him, viz
,
‘That at the last day, the dead

shall be raised,’ without determining whethei it shall be with the very

same bodies or not?

“I know your lordship pretends not to erect your particulai inter-

pretations of Senpture into articles of faith. And if you do not, he that

believes the dead shall be raised, believes that article of faith that the

Scripture proposes
,
and cannot be accused of holding anything incon-

sistent with it, if it should happen, that what he holds is inconsistent with

another proposition, viz
,

‘ Iliat the dead shall be raised with the same
bodies, ’ in your lordship’s sense, which I do not find proposed m Holy
Writ .IS an article of faith

But your lordship argues, It must be the same body
;
which, as

you explain same body,+ is not the same individual particles of mattei

which were united at the point of death
,

noi the same particles of

matter that the sinner had at the time of the commission of his sms
but that it must be the same material substance which was vitally

imited to the soul here ,
z. e

,
as I understand it, the same individual

^
* Matt. xxvu. 52, 53. t Second Answer.
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particles of matter which were some time or other, duiiiig his life here,

vitally uiiited to his soul

“ Youi hist argument to prove that it must be the same body, in this

^ense of the same body, is taken from these words of oui Saviour,* ‘All

that aic in the graves shall he.ir his voice, and shall come foith t from
whence your loidship argues, that these words, ‘All tint aie in their

graves,’ i elate to no other substance than what was united to tl-^o soul

in life, because, ‘a different substance cannot be said to bo in tho

graves and to come out of them * Which woids of youi lordship's, if

they ])rovo anything, prove that the soul too is lodged m the gra\e, and
raisecl out of it at tho la^t day For youi loidshij) says, ‘ Can a

different substance bo said to be in the gra\es, and come out of them?’
so that, according to this interpretation of these words of oin Saviour,

‘no other substincc being laiscd but wdiat hears Ins voi(*e, anti no
othci substance hearing his voice butwliat, being called, conies out of

the grave
,
and no other substance coming out of the grave, but wLat

was in the giave,’ any one must conclude, that the soul, unless it bo in

the giavc, will make no part of the person that is raised, unless as your
lordship aigucs against me,lj: you can make it out, that a subsUnco
which never was in tho grave, may come out of it, or that the soul is no
substance

“But, setting aside the substance of tho soul, another thing that will

make any one doubt whether tins your nitci pictition of oin Savioui’s

words be ncccssaiy to be received as their tiue sense, is, that it will not

be VC17 easily leconciled to your saying,
11
you do not mean by the same

body, the same individual jiai tides which were united at the point of

death And yet by this mteipietation of oui Saviour’s w'oids, you can
mean no othcF pai tides but such as weic umteil at the ])on)t of death

;

because you mean no other substaiu'c but what (oim s out of the grave;

and no substance, no paifidcs come out, you say, but wdiat weie 111 the

grave, and I think your loidslnp will not say that the particles that

were separate fiom the body by pcrsjuratiun before the point of death,

weie laid up in the grave

“But your loidslnp, I find, has an answer to this, v]/,§ That, by
compaimg tins with other places, you hiid that the words (of our Saviour

above quoted) are to be understo<xi of the substance of the body to winch
the soul was united, and not to (I suppose your lonKlnp wrote, of) those

individual pai-tides, i. e
,

those individual particles that are in the grave

at the resurrection For so they must be read, to make your lordship’s

sense entire and to the purpose of your answer here, and then, me-
thinLs, this last sense of our Saviour’s words, given by your lordship,

wholly overturns the sense which we have given of them above, where,

from those words, you press the belief of the resurrection of the same
body, by this strong argument, that a substance could not, upon hearing

the voice of Christ, come out of the grave, winch was never in the grave.

Theie (as far as I can understand your words) your lordship argues,

that our Saviour’s words are to be understood of the particles in tho

grave, unless, as your loixlship says, one can make it out, that a 8uj|-

stance which never was m the grave may come out of it. And here,

* John, V. 28,
29 . t Second Answer. X Ihid. || Ibid. § Ibid.
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your lordship expressly says, ‘ Tliat our Saviour’s words are to be un-
derstood of the substance of that body, to which the soul was (at any
time^ united, and not to those individual particles that aie in the grave.’

Which, put together, seems to me to say, That our Saviour’s words are

to be understood of those y>articltH only which are in the grave, and not
of those pai*ticles only which aie m the giave, but of others also, which
have at any tune been vitally united to the soul, but never were in the
grave

“ The next text your loidship brings to make the resurrection of the

same body in youi sense, an article of faith, are these woids of St.

Paul *
‘ Foi vi e must all appeal before the judgment- seat of Christ,

that every one may receive the things done in his body, according to

that he hath done, whether it be good or bad ’ To which your loidship

subjoins this (piestion f ‘ C.in these words be undci stood of any other

matenal subbtance, but that body m which these things weie done
Answer A man may bU‘'pend his deteimining the meaning of thc-apoatle

to be, that a smnci shall sulfei for his sins, m the very same body
wherein he committed tiiem

,
because St. Paul does not say he shall

have the very same body when he sii{fei*s, that he had when ho sinned.

The apostle says, indeed, done m his body Tne body he had, and did

things in .it five or lifteen, was, no doubt, his body, as much as that

which he did things in at fifty was his body, though his body weie not
the veiy same body at those different ages

,
and so will the body which

he shall have aftci the resin icction be his body, tlioiigh it be not the

very same with that which he had at five, or fifteen, oi fifty He that

at throescoio is brolcen on the wheel for a murdei he committed at

twenty, is juimshcd for wliat he did m his body though the body ho has,

i c
,
Ins body at tbiecscoie, be not the same, / e

,
made up of the same

.individual particles of matter tliat that body was which he had forty

ycais bcfoie Wlien y«nii loidship has resolved with yourself, what
that same immutable he is winch, at the last judgment, shall receive the
things done m his body, your lordship will e<isiiy see, that the body he
had wlien an embryo m the womb, when a child playing in petticoats,

when a man mairying a wife, and when bed-nd dying of a consumption,
and at last, which he shall have after his i esun ection, are each of them
his body, though neither of them be the same body the one with the
other

“But further, to your lordship’s question, ‘ Can these words be un-
derstood of any other material substance, but that body in which these

things wei e done ? ’ I answer, These words of St Paul may be under-

stood of another matenal substance than that body in which these things

were done, because your lordship teaches me, and gives me a strong
reason so to understand tliem Your lordship says,^ ‘ That you do not
say the same particles of matter which the sinner had at the very time
of the commission of bis sms, shall be laised at the last day ’ And your
lordship gives this reason for it,§ ‘For then a long sinner must have
a vast body, considering the continued spending of particles by per-

sj^ration.’ Now, my lord, if the apostle's words, as your lordship would
argue, cannot be understood of any other matenal substance but that

• 2 Cor. V. 10. + Second Answer. + Ibid. § Ibid.
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body in which these things were done and no body, upon the removal
or change of some of the particles that at any time make it up, is the
same material substance, or the same body, it will, I think, thence

follow that either the sinner must have all the same individual pai tides

vitally uniteil to his soul when ho is raised, that ho had vitally united

to his soul when he sinned
;
or else St. Paul’s words here cannot be

understood to mean the same body in which the things weie done For
if there were other particles of mattei in the body, wherein the things

were done, than in that which is raised, that which is raised cannot be
the same body m which they weio done, unless that alone, which has
just all the same individual pai*tides, wdien any action is done, being
the same body wherein it was done, that also, which has not the same
individual particles wherein that action was done, can be the same body
wherein it was done

,
which is, in effect, to inako the same body some-

times to be the same, and sometimes not the same.
“ Your lordship thinks it suffices to make the same body to have not

all, but no other particles of mattei, but such as were sonio liiiie or other

vitally united to the soul before
,
but such a body made uj) of p.irt of

the particles some tune or other vitally united to the souJ, is no nioix)

the same body, wheicin the actions were done in tlie distant iiaits of the

long sinner's life, than that is the same body in which a qiiaitcr, or half,

or three quarters of the same jiarticlcs, that made it up, are wanting.

For example A sinner has acted heie in his body a luindred years
,
he

is raised at the last day, but with what body '< nio same, says your
lordship, that he acted in ,

because St Paul says, ho must i eceive the

things done m his body What, therefore, must his body at the resur-

rection consist of ^ Must it consist of all tlie ii.irticles of matter that

have ever been vitally united to liis soul ' ]<’or they, in succession, have

all of them made up his body, wheicin ho did these things ‘No,’ says

your lordship,
*

‘ that would make his body too vast
,

it suffices to make
the same body in which the things were done, that it consists of some of

the particles and no other, but such *a.s were, home tune dunng his life,

vitally united to his soul ’ lint, acconhng to tins account, his liody at

the resurrection being, as your lordship seems to limit it, near the same
size it was in some part of his life

,
it will be no more the same body in

which the things were done m the distant paits of his life, than that ift

the same body in which half, or three quarters, oi more, of tlie indivnlual

matter that then made it up, is nbw wanting Kor examjde, h t his

body at fifty years old, consist of a milium of parts ,
five liundrod thou-

sand at least of those parts will be different fiom those winch made up
his body at ten years, and at a bundled. So that to take tin* numeneal

particles that made up his body at fifty, or any other season of his life,

or to gather them promtscuously out of those winch at different times

liave successively been vitally united to his soul, they will no more

make the same body, winch was his, wherein some of his actions were

done, than that is the same body, whicli lias but half tlie same

particles and yet all your lordship’s argument here for the same
bbdy 18, because St. Paul says, it must be his body m whicli these thingfl

were done
; which it could not be if any other substance were joined to

* Second Answer.
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it, Ley if any other particles of matter made up the body, which were
not vitally united to the soul when the action was done.

“Again, your lordship, says * ‘That you do not say the same indi-

vidual particles [shall make up the body at the resurrection] which were
united at the pomt of death, for there must be a great alteration in them
in a lingering disease, as if a fat man falls into a consumption.^ Because^

it IS likely, your lordship thinks, these particles of a decrepit, wasted,

withered body, would be too few, or unfit to make such a plump, strong,

vigorous, well-sized body, as it has pleased your lordship to propoi-tion

out m your thoughts to men, at the resurrection
,
and, therefore, some

small portion of the particles foimeily united vitally to that man’s soul,

shall be reassumed to make up his body to the bulk your lordship judges
convenient

,
but the greatest part of them shall be left out, to avoid the

making his body more vast than your lordship thinks will he fit, as-

appears by these, your lordship’s words immediately following, viz +
^That you do not say the same particles the sinner had at the very time
of the commission of his sms

,
for then a long sinner must have a vast

body ’

“But then, pray, my loid, what must an embryo do, who, dying
within a few hours after hia body was vitally united to hia soul, has no
particles of matter which weie formeily \itally united to it, to make up
his body pf that size and proportion, whicli your lordship seems to lequir©

in bodies at the resuiTection? Or, must we believe he shall remain
content with that small pittance of matter, and that yet imperfect body
to etemity, because it is an article of faith to believe the resurrection

of the very same body, i c
,
nuule up of only such pai tides as have been

vitally united to the soul? For if it be so, as your lordship says,J ‘That
life is the lesult of the union of soul and body,’ it will follow, that the
body of an embryo, dying in the womb, may be very little, not the
thousandth part of any oidinaiy man. For since, fiom the first concep-

tion and beginning of formation it has life, and ‘hfe is the result of the
union of the soul with the body ,

’ an embryo that shall die either by the
untmiely death of the mother, or by any other accident, presently after

it has life, must, according to your lordship’ s doctime, remam a man,
not an inch long, to eternity , because there are not particles of matter
formerly united to his soul, to make him laiger, and no other can be
made use of to that purpose though what greater congruity the soul

hath witli any particles of mattei which were once vitally united to it,

but are now so no longer, than it hath with particles of matter whicli

it was never united to, would bo hard to deteimine, if that should be

demanded
“By these, and not a few other the like consequences, one may see

what service they do to religion and the Chnstian doctrine, who raise

questions, and make articles of faith, about the resurrection of the same
body, where the Scripture says nothing of the same body

;
or, if it does,

it is with no small reprimand § to tliose who make such an inquiry, ‘ But
some man will say, How are the dead raised up"* and with what body
do they come^ lliou fool, that which thou sowest, is not quickened,

except it die. And that which thou sowesi^ thou sowest not that body

• Second Answer. t Ibid. J Ibid. § 1 Cor. xv. 35, &c.
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that BhaU be, but bare gram
;

it may chance of wheat, or some other
^am. But God giveth it a body, ae it hath pleased him ’ Words, I
should think, sufficient to deter us from determinmg anything for or
i^ainst the same b^y's being raised at the last day It suffices, that
all the dead shall be rais^ and everyone appear and answer for the
things done in this life, and receive according to the things he hath done
in his body, whether good or bad. He that believes this, anJ has said
nothing inconsistent herewith, I presume may, and must be acnuitted
from being gudty of anything inconsistent with the article of the resur-
rection of the dead.

“ But your lordship, to prove the resurrection of the same body
to be an article of faith, further asks,* ‘How could it be said if any
other substance be joined to the soul at the resurrection, as its body
thatthey were the things done in or by the body!’ Answer Just as itmay be said of a man at a hundred years old, that hath then another
substence joined to his soul, than he had at twenty, that the muider or
drunkenness he was guilty of at twenty, wore things done in the bodyhow by tlie body,’ comes in here I do not see

^

/‘Your lordship adds, ‘and St Paul’s dispute about the manner oi
raising the body, might soon have ended, if there weie no necessity ot
the same body. Answer When I understand what argument theio
in these words to prove the resurrection of the same body, without the-
mixture of one new atom of matter, I shall know what to say to it In
the meantime, this I underatand, that St Paul would have put aa short
an end to all disputes about this matter, if he had said, that there was a
necessity of the same body, or that it should be tlie same body.

“ Tlie next text of Scripture you bung for the same body ig f « If
there be no resurrection of the dead, then is not Chnst laised

'

’Prom
which your lordship argues,^ ‘It seems, then, other bodies are to be
raised as his was ’ I grant other dead, as certainly raised as Chnst
was

, for else his resurrection would bo of no use to mankind Put I
do not see how it follows, that they shall be raised with the same body
as Chnst was raised with the same body as your lordship infers, in the^
words annexed ‘And can there be any doubt, whether his 'body was
the same material substance which was united to liis soul before’ I
answer, None at all

,
nor that it had just the same distinguishing linea-

ments and marks, yea, and the same wounds, that it had at the tune oi
his death If, theiefore, your lordship will argue from other bodies beincr
raised as his was, That they must keep propoition with his m sameness •

then we must believe that every man shall be raised with the same linea-’
ments and other notes of distinction he had at the time of his death,
even with his wounds yet open, if ho had any, because our Saviour was
80 raised, which seems to me scarcely reconcilable with what your
lor^hip says,§ of a fat man fallmg into a consumption and dying

“ But whether it will consist or not with your lordship’s meaning in
that place, this to me seems a consequence that will need to be better
proved, VIZ, That our bodies must be raised the same, just as our
^vmur’s was because St. Paul says, ‘ if there be no resurrection of
the dead, then is not Chnst risen.’ For it may be a good consequence,.

* Second Answer, f 2 Cor. xv. 16. t -Second Answer. § Ibid.
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Christ IS risen, and therefore there shall be a resuirection of the dead

:

and yet tliis may not be a good consequence, Chiist was raised with the
same body he had at his death, therefore, all men shall be raised with
the same bodies they had at their death, contraiy to what your lordship

says concerning a fat man dying of a consumption. But the case I
think far diffeient betwixt our Saviour and those to be laised at the
last day.
“1 His body saw not con-uption, and, therefore, to give him an-

other body, new moulded, mixed with other particles, which weie not
contained in it, as it lay in the grave, whole and entne as it was laid

there, had been to destroy his body to frame him a new one, without
any need. But why, with the icmaining particles of a man’s body, long
since dissolved and moulded into dust, and atoms, (whereof possibly, a
great part may have undergone variety of changes, and entered into

other concretions, even m the bodies of other men,) other new paidicles

of matter mixed with them, may not serve to make his body again, as

well as the mixtuie of new and diffeient particles of matter with the

old, did m the compass of his life make his body, I think no reason can
be given

‘
‘ This may seiwe to show, why, though the materials of our Saviour’s

body were not changed at his resurrection
,
yet it does not follow, but

that the body of a man dead and rotten in his grave, or burnt, may, at

the last day have several new particles in it, and that without any in-

convenience * since whatever matter ,i8 vitally united to his soul, is his

body, as much as is that which was united with it when he was born, or

in any other part of his life

“ 2. In the next place, the size, shape, figure, and lineaments of our
Saviour’s body, oven to his wounds, into which doubting Thomas 23ut

his* fingers, and his hand, were to be kept m the laised body of our
Savioui, the same they wcie at his death, to bo a conviction to his

disciples, to whom he showed himself, and who weie to be witnesses of
his resun cction, that then Master, the very same man, was crucified,

dead, and buiied, and raised again
,
and, therefore, ho was handled by

them, and eat befoic them, after he was risen, to give them m all jjomts

full satisfaction that it was leally he, the same and not another, not a
spectre, oi apparition of him, though I do not think your loidshiji will

thence argue, that, because othere are to be raised as he was, therefore,

it is necessary to believe, that because he eat after his resun ection,

otheis, at the last day, shall eat and drink after they are raised fiom the

dead ,
which seems to me as good an argument, as, because his undis-

solved body was raised out of the grave, just as it there lay entire, with-

out the mixture of any new particles, therefore, the corrupted and
consumed bodies of the dead at the resurrection, shall be new framed

only out of those scatteied particles which were once vitally united to

their souls, without the least mixture of any one single atom of new
matter But at the last day when all men are raised, theie will bo no
need to be assuied of any one particular man’s resurrection It is enough
that every one shall appear before the judgment-seat of Christ, to receive

according to what he had done in his former life ; but in what sort of

body he shall appear, or of what particles made up, the Sci ipture having
said nothing, but that it shall be a spiritual body raised in incorruption^

it IS rot for me to determine.
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'‘Your lordship asks,* ‘Weie they (who saw our Saviour after his
resurrection) witnesses only of some material substance then united to
his soul?’ In answer, I beg your lordship to considci, whether you sup-
pose oui Saviour was to be tnown to be the same man (to the witnesses
that were to see him, and testify his resurrection! by his soul, that could
neither be seen or known to be the same or by his body, that could
be seen, and by the discernible structure and marks of it, be known to
be the same? When your lordship has resolved that, all that you say
in that page will answer itself. But because one man cannot know
another to be the same, but by the outwaid visible lineaments, and sen-
sible maiks he has been wont to be known and distinguished by, will
your lordship, therefore, argue that the Great Judge, at the last day,
who gives to each man whom he raises Ins new body, shall not be able
to know who is who, unless he gives to every one of them a body, just
of the same figure, size, and features, and made uj) of the very same
individual particles he had in his former life? Whether such a way of
arguing for the resurrection of the same body, to be an article of faith,

contiibutes much to the strengthening- the cie<bbibty of the .irticlo of
the resurrection of the dead, I shall leave to the jiidgim'nt of others.

“ Further, for the proving the resuriection of the same body, to bo
an aiticlc of faith, your lordship 6ays,+ ‘ But the apostle insists upon
the resurrection of Christ, not meiely .ts an argument of the possibility

of ours, but of the certainty of it,J because he rose as the lust- fruits

;

Christ the first-fruits, afterwards they that aio Chiist’s at his coining
’

Answci. No doubt the lesuiTection of Clinst is a proof of the certainty

of our resuriection But is it theiefore a jtrool ot tlio rcsuirection of

the same body consisting of the same indivi<lual ])ai tides, which con-

curred to the making up of our liody hert, without the mixture of any
other particle of niattei ? I confess I see no such constijuence

“ But your lordship goes on § ‘ St B.uil Wiis aware of tlio objcctionH

in men’s minds about the resuiicction oi the same body, and it is of

great consequence as to tins article, to show upon what groumls he pio-

ceeds ‘But some men will say, how are the dead raised up, and with
what body do they come?’ First, he shows, that the seminal parts of
plants arc wonderfully improved by theordinaiy piovid* nccof Goi^, in the
manner of their vegetation ’ Answer J do not jieilectly understaml,

what it is ‘for the seminal parts of plants to be Wf)ndert idly im pi oved
by the ordinary providence of God, in the m inner oi their vegetation,’

or else, perhaps, I should better see how this here tends to the proof of

the rcsuiTCction of the same body in youi lonlsliip's sense

“It continues, 11 ‘They sow bare gr.ain of wheat, or of some other

grain, but God giveth it a body, as it liatli ]»lc<used him, and to every

seed his own body. Here,’ .says your lordship, ‘is an nlentity of tho

mateiial substance supposed ’ It inaj be so. ikit to mo a diversity of

the material substance, i e., of the component partiiles, is here supposed,

or in direct words said. For the woids of >St Paul taken altfjgetber

run thus ‘ That which thou sowest, thou sowest not tliat body that
shall be, but bare grain ’ and so on, as your lordship has set down m
the remainder of them. From which words of bt. Paul, tho natural

• Second Answer. t Ibid t 1 Cor xv. 20. 23.

§ Second Answer. II Ibid. 11 V . 37.
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argument seems to me to stincl thus If the body that is put in the
earth in sowing, ls not that body which shall be, then the body that is

put m the giave, is not that, i e
,
the same body that shall be

‘‘But your lordship proves it to be thS same body, by these three

Greek words of the text, to Utov oiofia, which your lordship interpiets

thus * ‘that proper body which belongs to it’ Answei Indeed by
those Greek words, to iSiov whether our translators have rightly

rendered them ‘his own body,’ oi your lordship more rightly, ‘that

proper hotly which belongs to it,’ I formerly understood no more but
this, that m the production of wheat, and other gram from seed, God con-

tinued every species distinct
,
so that from grams of wheat sown, root,

stalk, blade, eai
,
grains of wheat were produced, and not those of barley,

Hnd so of the lest, which I took to be the meaning of, to every seed hia

own body. ‘No,’ says your lordship, ‘these words piove, that to every

plant of wheat, and to every gram of wheat produced in it, is given
the proper body that belongs to it, which is the same body with the

gram that was sown.’ Answer This I confess, I do not undei-staiid

;

liecause I do not understand how one individual gram can be the same
with twenty, fifty, or a hundred individual grains

,
for such sometimes is

the in Cl ease.

“But your lordship proves it. ‘For,’ says your lordship, + ‘every

seed having that body in little, which is afteiwaids so much enlarged
;

and in giam, the seed is corrupted before its germination, but it hath
its proper organ ical parts, which make it the same body with that which
it grows up to For, although grain be not divided into lobes, as other

seeds are, yet it hath been found, by the most accurate observations,

that upon separating the membranes, these seminal parts are discerned

in them, which afterwards grow up to that body which we call com.*
In wluch words ibeg leave to observe, that your loidship supposes that

a body may be enlarged by the addition of a hundred or a thousand times

as much m bulk as its own matter, and yet continue the same body

;

which I confess I cannot undei stand.

“But, m the next place, if that could be so, and that the plant in its

full growth at harvest, increased by a thousand or million of times as

much aew matter added to it, as it had when it lay a little concealed in

the gram that was sown, was the veiy same body
,
yet I do not think

that your lordship will say that every minute, insensible, anti incon-

ceivably small gram of the hundicd grains, contameil in that little

organized seminal plant, is every one of them the very same with that

grain which contains that whole little seminal plant, and all those in-

-visible grains m it For, then, it will follow, that one gram is the same
with a hundred, and a hundred thsUnct giams the same with one

;

which I shall be able to assent to, when I can conceive, that all the

wheat in the world is but one gram.
‘

‘ For I beseech you, my lord, consider what it is St. Paul here speaks

of it 18 plain ho speaks of that which is sown and dies, i e
,
the grain

that the husbandman takes out of his bam to sow in his field, and of

this grain St. Paul says, ‘that it is not that body that shall be.’ These
two, viz., ‘that which is sown, and that body that shall be,’ arc all tha

* Second Answer. t Ibid.
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bodies that St. Paul hero speaks of, to represent the agreement or dif-

feience of men’s bodies after the resurrection, with those they had before

tliey died. Now, I crave leave to ask your lordship, which of these two
is that little invisible seminal ^lant which your lordship hero speaks of?

Does your lordship mean by it the gram that is sown ? But that is not

what St Paul speaks of, he could not mean this enibrj'onated little

plant, for he could not denote it by these words, ‘that wind’ thou

sowest,’ for that, he says, must die but this little emhryon.ited plant,

contained in the seed that is sown, dies not or docs your lordship

mean by it, ‘the body that shall be'*’ But neither by these woixis,

‘the body that shall be,’ can St Paul be supposed to denote this insen-

sible little embryonated plant, for that is already in being, contained in

the seed that is sown, and therefore, could not bo spoken of nndci tlio

name of ‘ the body that shall be * And, therefore, I confess 1 cannot seo

of what use it is to your loiilship to introduce hero this thud body,

which St Paul mentions not, and to make that the same, or not the

-same, with any other, when those which St Paul speaks of are, as I

humbly conceive, these two visible sensible bodies, tlio gram sowm, and

the corn grown up to car with neithoi of which this insensible embryo-

nated plant can be the same body, unless an iiisensiblo body can be the

same body with a sensible body, and a little body can be the saino body

with one ten thousand, or a hundred thousand times as big as itself.

So that yet, I confess, I see not the icsurrection of the same body

proved, fiom these words of St Paul, to bo an article of filth.

“ Your lordship goes on * ‘St Paul indeed saith, ‘ That we sow not

that body that shall he,’ but ho speaks not of the identity, but tbo

perfection of it Here my underatanding fails me again for I cannot

understand St Paul to say, That the same identical sensible gr.im of

wheat, which was sown at seed-time, is the very same with every gram of

wheat in the ear at harvest, that sprang from it yet, so I must under-

stand it, to make it prove that the same sensible body that is laid m tho

giuve, shall be the very same with that which shall be raised at tho

resurrection. For I do not know of any seminal body in little, con-

tained in the dead c.arcass of any man or woman, winch, .is your lordship

says, in seeds, having its proper oigamcal parts, shall afterwards bo

enlarged, and at the resurrection grow up into the same man. For I

never thought of any seed or seminal parts, either of plant or animal,

‘so wonderfully improved by the providence of God,’ whereby the same

]^ant or animal should beget itself, nor ever heard that it was by

JDivine Providence designed to pioduce the same individual, but for the

producing of future and distmct individuals, for the continuation of the

same species.

“ Your lordship’s next words are,t ‘And although there be such a

<iifference from the gram itself, when it comes up to be perfect corn, with

root, stalk, blade, and ear, that it may be said to outward appearance

not to be the same body
,
yet with regard to the seminal and organical

parts, it IS as much the same, as a man giown up is the same with the

embryo in the womb.' Answer It does not appear, by auythmg I

can find in the text, that St. Paul here compared the body produced.

* Second Answer. t Ibid.
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with the seminal and organical parts contained in the grain it sprang

from, but with the whole sensible grain that was sown. Microscopes

had not then discovered the littlo embryo plant in the seed : and sup-

posing it should have been revealed to St. Paul, (though in the Scnp-

ture we find little revelation of natural philosophy,
)

yet an argument

taken from a thing perfectly unknown to the Corinthians, whom he

wrote to, could be of no manner of use to them nor serve at all

either to instruct or convince them. But grantmg that those St Paul

wrote to, knew it as well as Mr. Lewenhoek
;
yet your lordship thereby

proves not the raising of the same body, your lordship says ‘It is as

much the same’ (I crave leave to add body) ‘ as a man grown up is the

same’ (same what, I beseech your lordship"?) ‘with the embryo in the

womb.’ For that the liody of the embryo m the womb, and body of

the man grown up, is the same body, I think no one will say
;
unless

he can persuade himself, that a body that is not the liundredth part of

another, is the same with that other, whicli I think no one will do

till, having renounced this dangerous way by ideas of thinking and

reasoning, he has learned to say, that a part and the whole are the

same
“ Your lordship goes on * ‘And although many arguments may be

used to prove that a man is not the same, because life, which depends

upon the course of the blood and the manner of respiration and nutrition,

is so different in both states yet that man would bo thought ridiculous,

that should seriously affirm, that it was not the same man,’ And your

lordship says, ‘ I grant, that the variation of great particles of matter

in plants, alters not the identity and that the organization of tlie parts

in one coherent body, partaking of one common life, makes the identity

of a plant.’ Answer My lord, I think the question is not about the

same man, but the same body For, though I do say,t (somewhat

differently from what your lordship sets down as my words here,) ‘That

that which has such an organization, as is fit to receive and distnbute

noui ishment, so as to continue and frame the wood, bark, and leaves,

&c., of a plant in which consists the vegetable life, continues to be the

same plant, as long as it partakes of the same life, though that life be

communicated to new particles of matter, vitally united to the hving

plant ’ yet, I do not remember that I anywhere say, ‘ That a plant,

which was once no larger than an oaten straw, and afterwards grows

to be above a fathom about, is the same body, though it be still the

same plant.'

“ The well-known tree in Epping Forest, called the King's Oak,

which, from not weighmg an ounce at first, grew to have many tons of

timber in it, was all along the same oak, the very same plant, but no-

body, I think, will say that it was the same body, when it weighed a

ton, as It was when it weighed but an ounce
,
unless he has a mind to

signalize himself by 8a3
nng, That that is the same body which has a

thousand particles of different matter in it,* for one particle that is the

same
,
which is no better than to say, That a thousand different particlea

are but one and the same particle, and one and the same particle is a

thousand different particles
,
a thousand times a greater absurdity, than

t Essay, B. 2. c. 27. par. 4.Second Answer.
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to say half is the whole, or the whole is the same with the half, which
will be improved ten thousand times yet further, if a man shall sav, (as

your lonlship seems to me to argue hcie,) that that gieat oak is the

very same body with the acorn it sprang from, because there was m.
that acorn an oak in little, which was afterwaids (.us your lordship ex-

presses it) so much enlarged as to m.ake that mighty tree. For thus

embryo, if I may so c.all it, or oak m little, being not the huirlreilth,

or perhaps, the thousandth part of the .acorn, and the acorn being not
the thousandth p.art of the grown oak, it will bo very extiaordin.iry to

prove the .acorn and the grown o.ak to be the same body, by a way
wherein it cannot be pretended, that above %no p.article of a jiuridn*d

thousand, or a million, is the same in the one body that it w.ss in the

othei. From which way of reasoning it will follow, that a nurse and
her sucking child have the same body

,
.and be p.ost doubt, th.at a mother

and her inf.int h.ive the same body But this is a way of certainty,

found out U) establish the articles of faith, and to overturn the new
method of certainty that youi lordship says I have started, which is

apt to leave men’s munis more doubtful than befoie

And now I dosiie your lordshin to consider of wh.it use it is to you,

in the present case, to (juote out of my Essay these words ‘ That par-

taking of one common life, m.ike3 the identity of a pl.int
,

’ since the
question is not about the identity of .a pl.int, but about the identity of a
Iwdy It being a very ditferent thing to bo the same plant, .iiid to bo
the same body For that winch m.ikos the .s.ime pl.int does not mako
the 8.ame body

,
the one being the p.artaking in the same continued vege-

table life , the other, the consisting of the same numerical particles of

matter. And, therefore, your lordship’s inference from rny words above
quoted, in these which you subjoin,* seems to mo a very strange one,

VIZ
,

‘So that in things capable of any sort of life, the identity is con-

sistent with a continued succession of p.uts .and so the wheat grown
up 18 the s.arae body with the grain th.it was sown ’ Foi I believe, if

my words, from which yjm infer, ‘ .and so tiie wheat grown up is the
same body with the grain th.it was sown,’ wcic put into a syllogism,

this would hardly be brought to be the com lusion

“ But your lordship goes on with consequence upon consequence,
though I liave not ejes acute enough evcrywheie to see the connexion,

till you bring it to the resurrection of the same bmly The connexion
of your lordship’s words t is .os followeth ‘And thus the alteration of

the paida of the body at the resurrection, is consistent with its identity,

if its organization and life be the same ,
and this is a real identity of

the body, which depends not u{>on ronsciousncss From whence it

follows, that to make the same body, no more is required, but restoring
life to the organized parts of it.’ If the question were about raising the
same plant, I do not say but there might be some appearance for making
such an inference from my words as this, ‘ Whence it follows, that to
make the s.ame plant, no more is required but to restore life to the
organized parts of it.’ But this deduction, wlierein from those words
of mine, that speak only of the identity of a plant, your lordship
infers, there is no more required to make the same body, than to

* Second Answer, f Ibid.
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intake the same plant, being too subtle foi me, I leave to my reader to

find out
“ Your lordship goes on and says,"* ^That I grant likewise, that the

identity of the same man consists in a participation of the same con-

tinued life, by constantly fleeting particles of mattei in succession,

vitally united to the same organized body ’ Answer I speak in these

words of the identity of the same man, and your lordship thence roundly

concludes, ‘so that theie is no difficulty of the sameness of the body.'

But yoiii lordship knows, that I do not take these two sounds, man and
body, to stand foi the saq^ thing

,
nor the identity of the man to bo the

same with the identity oTOie body.
“ But let us rca<l out your lordship’s words f ^ So that there is

no difficulty as to tlie sameness of the body, if life were continued and
if, by Divine Power, life be restoied to that material substance, which
was befoie uniti'd by a leiinion of the soul to it, there is no reason to

deny tlie identity of the body, not from the consciousness of the soul,

but from that life which is the lesiilt of the union of the soul and body '

“ If I undemtand youi lordship light, you, in these woids, fioni the

passages above quoted out of my l^ok, ai guc, that from those words of

mine it will follow, ‘That it is oi may be the same body that is raised

at the icsuncction ’ If so, my lord, youi lordship has then proved,

That my book is not inconsistent witJi, but conformable to, this article

of the rcsuirection of the same body, which your lordship contends for,

and will have to be an article of faith for though I do by no means
deny th it the oamo bodies shall be r.uscd at the last day, yet 1 see

nothing your lordship has s.iid to prove it to be an article of faith
“ But youi loidahip goes on with youi proofs, and says,:}. ‘But St.

Paul still supposes, th it it must be that material substance to which the

soul v.us bctoiG united ‘Poi,’ saith he, ‘ it is sown in coiniption, it is

laised in incoriuption it is sown in dishonour, it is raised in glory it is

sown in weakness, it is laised m pover it is sown a natural body, it

IS laised a spiiitual body Can such a raaVuial substance, which wag
nevei united to tho body, be said to be sown in corruption, and weak-
ness, and dishonoui cither, therefore, he must speak of the same body,

or Ids nieamng cannot be comprehended ’ I answer, ‘ C in such a ma-
terial substance, winch was nevei laid m the grave, be said to be sown'^*

Ac. Poi youi lordship says, § ‘You do not say the same individual

particles, which weie united at the point of death, shall be laised .it the
List day,’ and no othei pai tides aic laid m the grave, but such as are
united at the point of death, eithei, therofoie, your lordship must speak
of another body, dilfercnt fiom that which Wris sown, which shall be
raised, or else your meaning, I think, cannot be comprehended

“But whatever be your incamug, your loidshiji proves it to be St.

Paul’s meaning, that the same body shall be riised, which was sown, in

these following words II
‘ Foi what does all this relate to a conscious prin-

ciple?’ Answci The Sciiptuic being expiess, Tllat tlie same person
should be raised and appeal before the judgment seat of Chruit, that

eveiy one may receive aecoidmg to what he hail done in bus body, it

was veiy well suited to common apprehensions, (winch refined not about

Second Answ'er t Ibid. t Ibid. § Ibid II Ibid.
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'‘paiticleq that had been vitally united to the soul,’j to speak of the body,
whicli each one was to have after the resurrection, as lie \’\ould be apt to

speak of it himself For it being his body both befoie and after the
rcauiTcction, every one ordinarily speaks of his body as the same, though
in a stiict and philosophical sense, as your lordship sjieaks, it he not the
very same Thus it is no impropriety of ajieech to saj, Tins h.^ly of
mine, which was formerly strong and jdiimp, is now ueak and w.isted,

thiiugli, in biicli a sense as you are speaking here, it he not the s.inie

body K(‘velation declares nothing anywhere concerning the same hotly,

in ^ our loidship’s sense of the same body, which appears not to liavo

Ixicii thought of The apostle directly proposes nothing for or .igainst

the same body, as necessaiy to he believed, that which lie la j^lain and
direct in, IS, his opposing .ind condemning such t in ions tpiestioiis .ibont

the body, winch could seivo only to peiplex, not to ctnifnm, ^Icitwaa
mateiial and necessary for them to ht'lievo, \iz , a d ly of jiidgmt'nt and
retiibution to men ni .i future state

,
and, tiierefoie, it is no wondc'r

that, mentioning then l)o<hes, ho should use* a ^^ay of spc. iking, snitofl

to vnlg.ir notions, fiom which it \M)uld lx* haul posilively to comlndo
anything foi the determining of tins <pic‘stion (I'spt o illy ag-inist ex. pres-

hions in the same discouise tli it plainly inclmi* to the other side) in a
inattri winch, is it a]>pcai4, the apostle thought not nei (‘ss.ny to dc-

tonnino
,

.uid the S[)iiit of (lod thouglit not ht to gratify any one’s

cuiiosity in

“But your lordship says,* *Tho apostle Rjicaks j>l iinly of that body
which was onei* (piickcned, and aftcnxaiils falls to eonnjition, and is to

])e restored x\itli more noble ipiahtics ’ I wisli your lordship had ipioted

llie words of »St l\aul, wherein he speaks pi iinly oi th.it numciicd body
that was once (pnckciied, tliey would ])icsuitly dei ide tins (|nostiori.

But yoni lonNhg) pioves it by these following wools of St. Paul ‘For
tins corruption must put on iiu orruption, .ind tins mort.al must put on
immoi tality to wdiuh your lordshi}) a<lds, tli.it ‘}ou do not sec how ho
coiihl more expressly athrm the identity of tins (oiruptihlo body, with
that ai.er the losurrection ’ How c\pn*.ssly it is afiirined by tlic apostle,

shall he consideicd by and by In tlie me.intimo, it is p.ist doubt that

yout loidship best knows wdiat you do or do not s(*(* Jhit this I would
be hold to s.ay, that if St. Paul Ii.id aiy win re ni tins cliapti'i (where

thiie arc so many occ.csions for it, if it hid lx in nccissny to h.ave been
bell ‘ved, ) but s nd in exjircss woids, that the .s.inx3 Ixxlies should 1x3

raisi d, cxery one else, xvho thinks of it, will see he h.'wl more i xjiressly

afhiniLd tlio identity c^f the bodies which men now' have, with those they
shvdl h ive after the resurrection

“The remainder of your lordship’s period is t ‘And that without
any respect to the ])nnciple of self consciousness ’ Answer These
words, I doubt not, liaxe some meaning, but I must own T know not
wh'it

, cither towards the proof of the resurrection of the same body, or
to show that anything I have said concerning self consciousneBs is incon-
sistent

,
for I do not remember th.it I have anywhere said that the

identity of body consisted in self- consciousness
“ From your preceding woids, >oiir lordship concludes thus ^ ‘And

* Second Answer. + Ibid. + Ibid.

2 B 2
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80 if the Scripture be the sole foundation of our faith, this is an article

of it.* My lord, to make tlie conclusion unquestionable, I humbly con-

ceive the words must run thus And so if the Scnpture, and your lord-

ship’s interpretation of it, bo the sole foundation of oui faith, the re-

suiTection of the same body is an aiticle of it. For, with submission,

your lordship has neither produced expiess words of Scripture for it, nor
so proved that to be the meaning of any of those words of Scripture

which you have produced for it, that a man who reads and sincerely

endeavours to understand the Scripture, cannot but find himself obliged

to believe as expressly, that the same bodies of the dead, in youi lord-

ship’s sense, sliall be raised, as that the dead shall bo raised And I
crave leave to give your lordship this one reason for it He who reads

with attention this discourse of St Paul,* where he discourses of the

resurrection, will see that he plainly distinguishes between the dead that

shall be raised, and the bodies of the dead. For it I’s veKpoi, wavrEg,

oi^ are the nominative cases to+ iyeipovrai, ^^iooTronjOrjcTopraL, fysp-

OrjfTovTaij all along, and not aupara, bodies
,
which one may with re.ison

think would somewhere or other have been expressed, if all this had
been said to propose it as an aiticle of faith, that the very same bodies

should be raised. The same manner of speaking the Spirit of God
observes all through the New Testament, wheie it is said, J laise the
dead, quicken or make alive the de«id, the lesurrcction of the dead.
Nay, these very words of our Saviour, II urged by your lordship, for the

resurrection of the same body, run thus JlavTEg oi ip roig ppTjpeioig

aKoixTovTai ttjq (pitjvrjg dvrov. Kal iKTropEvcxovTaiy oi rd dyaOd TroujrravTEg

ttg dvdcrracriv ol di rd <l>av\a Trpd^avrEg eIq dvdarcKnv KpicrEiog.

Would not a well-meaning searcher of the Senptures be apt to think,
that if the thing here intended by our Saviour were to teach and pro-
pose it as an article of faith, necessary to be believed by every one,

that the very same bodias of the dead should be raised, would not, I
say, any one be apt to think, that if our Saviour meant so, the words
should rather have been, irdvra rd atjpara ii tp roTg pptjpsLoig, i e ,

all the bodies that are in the graves, rather than all who are m the
graves, which must denote persons, and not piecisely bodies?

Another evidence that St. Paul makes a distinction between the
dead, and the bodies of the dead, so that the dead cannot be taken in

this, 1 Cor. XV
,
to stand precisely foi the bodies of the dead, are these

words of the apostle § ^But some man will say, how are the dead
raised? and with what bodies do they come?* Which words, dead and
they, if supposed to stand precisely for the bodies of the dead, the
question will run thus How are the dead bodies raised? and with what
bodies do the dead bodies oome ? Which seems to have no very agreeable
sense.

“This therefore being so, that the Spirit of God keeps so expressly

to this phiase or form of speaking, in the New Testament, ‘of raising,

quickening, rising, resurrection, &c., of the dead,’ where the resurrection

of the last day is spoken of
, and that the body is not mentioned, but

* 1 Cor. XV. + Ver. 15. 22 23 29. 32. 35. 52.

X Matt. xxii. 31. Maikxii. 2G. John v. 21. Acts xvi. 7» Rom. iv, 17.

2 Cor. i. 9. 1 Thess. iv. 14. 16. || John v. 28. 29. § Ver. 35.
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in answer to this question, ‘With what bodies shall those dead, who
are raised, come?’ so that by the dead cannot precisely bo meant the
dead bodies

,
I do not see but a good Christian, who reads the Scripture

with an intention to believe all that is there revealed to liim, concerning
the resurrection, may acquit himself of his duty therein, witliout enter-

ing into the inquiry, whether the dead shall have the very same bodica
or not^ which sort of inipiiry, the apostle, by the appellation he bt^tows
here on him that makes it, seems not much to encourage. Nor, if ho
fihall tlunk himself bound to detennine concerning the identity of the
bodies of the dead, raised at the last day, will lie, by the remainder of
St Paul’s answer, find the determination of the ajxistlo to be much in
favour of the very same body, unless the being told, that the body sown
is not that body that shall be

,
that the body raised is as difieicnt fi-om

that which was laid down, as the flesh of man is fiom the flesh of beasts,

fishes, and buds, or as the sun, moon, and stars, aie different one from
another, or as different as a corruptible, weak, natural, moi-tal body, k
from an incorruptible, powerful, spintual, immortal body, and, lastly,

as different as a body that is flesh and blood, is from a body that is not
flesli and blood ’ *For flesh and blood cannot,' says St. Paul, in tliis

vciy place,* ‘inlient the kingdom of God ’ unless, 1 say, all this, which
is contained in St Paul’s woids, can be supposed to be the way to deliver

this as an article of faith, which is reiiuired to be believed by every one,

VIZ
,
That the dead should be raised with the very same bodies that they

had before in tins life, winch article proposed m tliesc or tbo like jilain

and express words, could have left no room f)i doubt in tho meanest
capacities, nor for contest m the most pcrvei'se minds.

!ifour lordship adds in the next woids,+ ‘And so it hatli been always

understood by the Christian ehiirch,’ viz., That the resurrection of tho

same body, in your lonlship’s senRC of the Hanio body, is an article of

faith Answer What the Clinstian church has always undci-stood, i«

beyond my knowledge But for those who, coming short of your lonl-

ship’s great learning, cannot gather their articles oi f.iitli fiom the under-

standing of all the wliole Chrestian church, ever since the preaching of

the Gospel, (wlio make the far greater part (»f Clinstians, i think I may
say nine hundred and ninety and nmo of a thousand,) but are forced to

have recoui-se to the Scripture, to find them there, I do not see that

they will easily find there this projiosed as an article of faith, that thero

shall bo a resurrection of the same body
,
but that there shall be a resur-

rection of the dead, without explicitly deb nmnmg, That they shall bo

raised with bodies made up wholly of the same particles which wero
once vitally united to their souls, in their fonner life, without the mixtiiro

of any one other particle of matter, which is that which your lordship

means by the same body
“ But supposing your lordship to have ilcmonstrated this to bo an

article of faith, though I crave leave to own that I do not see that all

that your lordship has said here, makes it so much as probable What
is all this to me^ ‘ Yes,’ says your lordship in the following words, Ij;

‘ my idea of personal identity is inconsistent with it, for it makes the
same body which was here ilnited to the soul, not to be necessary to tho

t Ibid,John V. 50. t Second Answer,
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dofti me of the resurrection. But any matenal substance united to the

same pnnciple of consciousness, makes the same body
“ Tina 18 an argument of youi lordship’s, winch I am obhged to an-

swer to But IS it not fit I should first understand it, before I answer
it^ Now, here, I do not well know, what it is to make a thing not to

be necessary to the doctrine of the resurrection But to help myself
out the best I can, with a guess, I will conjecture (which, in disputing

with learned men, is not vei’y safe) your loidship’s meaning is, That
‘my idea of peisonal identity makes it not necessary, that foi the raising

the same person, the body should be the same.’
“ Your lordship’s next word is, ‘but,’ to which I am ready to reply,

but what what does my idea of personal identity do for something of
that kind, the adveisative particle ‘but’ should, m the ordinary con-

struction of om* language, introduce to make the proposition clear and
intelligible but here is no such thing ‘But,’ is one of your loi dship’a

privileged particles, which I must not meddle with
,
for feai youi loid-

ship complain of me again, ‘ <is so scveie a critic, that foi the least am-
biguity in any particle, fill up pages in my answer, to make my book
look consideiable for the bulk of it ’ But since tins proiiosition here,

‘my idea of personal identity, makes the same body wdiich w.is here

united to the soul, not necessary to the doctrine of the resunection
,
but

any material substance being united to the same }>rinciple of conscious-

ness, makes the same body,’ is brought to prove my idea of pei&onal

identity inconsistent with the article of the resuiTect ion
,
I must make it

out m some diiect sense or other, that I may see whethei it be both tnn»

and conclusive I, therefore, ventuie to read it thus ‘ my idea of
peisonal identity makes the same body which was heio united to the
soul, not to be nccess.iry at the resuirectioii, but allows, that any ma-
teiial substanco being united to the same pnnciple of consciousness,

makes the same bo(*y /viy/o, my idea of ])ersonal identity, is incon-
sistent with the article of the lesunection of the same body.

“ If this be youi loidshi])’s sense in this passage, as I here have
guessed it to be, or else I know not what it is, I answei,

“ 1 That my idea of peisonal identity does not allow tliat any ma-
teiiiil substance, being united to the same principle of consciousness,
makes the same body. I say no such thing m my book, nor anything
from whence it may be infeiied, and your lordship would have dono
me a favour to have set <lowii the words where I say so, or those from
winch you infer so, and showed how it follows from anythmg I have
said.

“‘2. Grantmg, that it weie a consequence from my idea of personal
identity, that ‘ any material substance bemg united to tlie same prm-
ciple of consciousness, makes the same body,’ tins would not prove
that my idea of pei'sonal identity was inconsistent with this proposition,
‘ that the same body shall be laised,’ but, on the contrary, affirms it:

smee, if I affinn, as I do, that the same persons shall be raised, and it

be a consequence of my idea of personal identity, that ‘any matenal
substance being united to the same principle of consciousness, makes the
same body

,
’ it follows, that if the same person be raised, the same body

must be raised and so I have herein not only said nothing inconsistent

with the resurrection of the same body, but have said more for it than
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your loidslup For tlieie can be nolhmi; plainer, than that in the Sciip-
ture It IS revealed, that the same persona bhall be raised, and appear be^
foie tlie iudi;ment-seat of Chiist, to answer foi what they have done
in tluMi l;odies If, therefore, whatever niattei be joined to the samo
priiKipli' of consciousness makes the same body, it is demonstration,
that if the same persons are laised, they have the same bodies

“ How then your lordship makes this an incoiihisteiicy with the re-
surrection IS beyond my conception ‘Yes,’ says yoiii louKlnj),* ‘it la

inconsistent with it, foi it makes the same body, which was heie united
to tlie soul, not to be necessary

’

“ d I answer, therefore. Thirdly, That this is tho first time I ever
learned, that ‘ not necessary,’ w\as the same with ‘ incoiisistcnt.’ Isay
that a body made up of tho s.ime nuniciical parts ot matter, is not
necessaiy to the making of the same person

,
from whence it will indeed

follow, that to the lesuiiection of the same pel son, the same nnmeiical
particles of matter are not ie((uired AVlut does your lordship infer
from hence? to wit, this therefoie, he who thinks that tin' samo
particles of niattei are not nccessaiy to the making of the same pewm,
cannot believe that the same poisons shall be laised with bodies made
of the very same iiarticles of mattiT, if (lod should leveal that it shall bo
so, VI/

, that the same persons shall be laned with tin* same bodies they
had before ^Vhlch is all one a.s to say, that lie who thought the blow-
ing of lams’ boms was not necessary in ils( If to tin* falling down of tho
walls of Jeiieho, could not believi* th.d they should fall upon the blow-
ing of rams horns, when God had dedaud it diouhl be so.

“ Your lordship says, ‘my idea of pcisoiial idintity is ineonsisteiit

With the article of the rcsuiiection tho ic isoii ym ground it on is this

because it makes not the same body neci'ssaiy to the making tho samo
])crson Let ns gi.int >oui loidship’s consc (pa nee to be good, what will
follow from it? No less than this, that your loidshi})'H notion (for I dare
not say youi lordship has any so (jangeroiis things as ideas) of j^ersonal
identity, is inconsistent with the article of the n surn ctioii ’flic demon-
stration of it IS thus

,
your lordship HayH,t ‘ It is not ncci'ssary that tho

body to be raised at tho 1 ust day, should consist of the same jiarticles of
matter which W'ere united at the point of dc ith

,
for there must be

a great alteration in them in a bngciing dis( use, as if a fat man falls

mto a consumptidn you do not say the smie jiaiticles which tho
sinner had at the very time of commission of his hiiih for then a long
sinner must have a vast body, considering the continual Hpcnding of
particles by perspiration.’ And again, here your lordship Hays,:!: ‘you
allow the notion of personal identity to belong to the same man under
several changes of matter’ From wIik li words it is evident, that your
lordship supposes a person in this w^orld may bo continued and preserved
the same in a body not consisting of the same individual jiarticles of
matter, and hence it demonstratively follows, that let your lordship’g
notion of personal identity be what it will, it makes the same body not
to be necessary to the same person, and, therefore, it is by your lord-
ship’s rule, inconsistent with the article of the resurrection 'When your
lordship shall thmk fit to clear your own notion of personal identity from

Second Answei. t Ibid : Ibid.
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this inconsistency with the article of the resurrection, I do not doubt but

my idea of personal identity wifl be thereby cleaied too. Till then, all

inconsistency with that article, which your lordship has heie charged on
mine, will unavoidably fall upon your lordship’s too.

“But for the clearing of both, give me leave to say, my lord, that

whatsoever is not necessary, does not, thereby, become inconsistent. It

is not necessary to the same person, that his body should always consist

of the same numerical particles
,

this is demonstration, because the

particles of the bodies of the same persons, in this life, change every

moment, and your lordship cannot deny it
,
and yet this makes it not

inconsistent with God’s preserving, if he thinks to the same persons,

bodies consisting of tlie same numeiical particles always, from the re-

sun ectioii to eternity And so, likewise, though I say anything that

supposes it not necessary, that the same numenCal particles, which were
vitally united to the soul in this life, should be leunited to it at the resur-

rection, and constitute the body it shall then have
,
yet it is not incon-

sistent with this, that God may, if he pleases, give to everyone a body
consisting only of such particles as were before vitally united to las soul.

And til us, I think, I have cleared my book from all that inconsistency

winch your loidship charges on it> and would persuade the woild it has,

with the article of’ the lesurrcction of the dead
“ Only before I leave it, I will set down the remainder of what yow

lordslnp says upon this head, that thougli I sec not the coherence nor
tendency of it, nor the force of any argument in it against mo

,
yet that

nothing may bo omitted that youi lordship has thought fit to entertam

your leadei with, on this new jioint, nor any one have reason to suspect,

that I have passed by any word of your lordship’s (on this now tint in-

troduced subject) wherein be might find your lordship had proved what
you had promised in ^our title-page Your remaining words aie these *

‘ The dispute is not liow far personal identity in itself may consist m the
very same inatenal buhbtanee, for^we allow the notion of penonal
identity to belong to the same man undei several changes of matter;

but whether it doth not depend upon a vital union between the soul and
body, and the life winch is conseejuent upon it

,
and therefore in tha

resurrection, the samo mateiial substance must be reunited, or else it

cannot bo called a rcsuncction, but a renovation, i e., it may he a new-

life, but not a raising the body from the dead ’ I coftfess I do not see

how what is here ushered m by tlie words, ‘and therefore,' is a conse-

quence from the prcccilmg woids
,
hut as to the piopnety of the name,

I think it will not bo much questioned, that if the same man nse who
waa dead, it may very properly be called the icsuiTection of the dead;

which IS the language of the ISciipture

“ I must not part with this aitnde of the rcsuncction, without return-

ing my thanks to your loidship foi making met take notice of a fault

in my Essay When I wrote that book, I took it for granted, as I
doubt not but many others have done, that the »Scnpture luid mentioned,

in express terms, *the lesurrectioii of the body ’ But upon the occasion,

your lordship has given me in your last letter, to look a httle more
narrowly into what revelation has declared concerning the resurrection,

* Second Answ’cr. t Ibid.
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And finding no such express words in the Scripture, as that * the body
shall nse, or be raised, or the resurrection of the body

,

’ I shall, in the
next edition of it, change these words of my book, * * The dead bodies of
men shall nse, ' into these of the Scripture, ‘ the dead shall nse ' Not
that I question that the dead shall be raised with bodies

,
but in matters

of revelation I think it not only safest, but our duty, as far as any one
delivers it for revelation, to keep close to the words of the Scripture^
unless he will assume to himself the autbonty of one inspired, or make
liimself wiser than the Holy Spint himself. If I had spoken of the re-
surrection in precisely Scripture tenns, I liad avoided giving your lord-
ship the occasion of makingf here such a verbal reflection on my words;
‘^Vliat' not if there be an idea of identity as to tJie body?’ ”

No. VII —Vol n. page 14, par. 11.

'‘T^is, as I understand,” replies Mr Locke to the Bishop of Wor-
cester’s objection, “is to prove that the abstract general essence of any
sort of things, or things of the same denomination, v g., of man or mari-
gold, hath a real being out of the understanding, which, I confess, I
am not able to conceive. Your lordshij/s proof liere brought out of my
Essay, concerning the sun, I humbly conceive will not reach it; because
what is said there, does not at all concern the real, but nominal essence,M 18 evident from hence, that the idea I sjieak of there is a complex
idea, but we have no complex idea of the internal constitution, or real
essence of the sun Besides, I say expressly, TIir\t our distinguishing
substances into species by names, is not at all founded on their
essences So that the sun being one of these substances, I cannot, in
the place quoted by your lordship, be supposed to mean by essence of
the sun, the real essence of the sun, unless I Jia/1 so expressed it. But
all this argument will be at an end, when your lordship shall have ex-
plained what you mean by these words, *

true sun.’ In my sense of
them, anjrthing will lie a true sun, to which the name sun may be truly
And properly applied, and to tliat substance or tiling the name sun may
be truly and properly applied, which has united m it that combination
of sensible qualities, by which anything else that is called sun, is distm-
gmshed from other substances, i,e

,
by the nominal essence, and thua

our sun is denominated and distinguished from a fixed star, not by a
real essence that we do not know, (for if we did, it is possible wo should
find the real essence or constitution of one of the fixed stars to be the
same with that of our sun,) but by a complex idea of sensible qualities
co-existing, which, wherever they are found, make a true sun And
thus I crave leave to answer your lordsliip’s question ‘Foi what is it
makes the second sun to be a true sun, but having the same real essence
jnth the first? If it were but a nonuual essence, then the second would
have nothing but the name.’

*‘I humbly conceive, if it had the nominal essence, it would have
wimething besides the name, viz

,
That nominal essence which is suf-

fiaent to denominate it truly a sun, or to make it to be a true sun,
toough we know nothing of that real essence whereon that nominal one
depends. Your lordship will then aigue, that that real essence is in the

* Essay, B. 4, c. 18, par. 7. t Second Answer.
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second sun, and makes the second sun I grant it when the second sun
comes to exist, so as to be perceived by us to have all the ideas contained

in our complex idea, i.e
,
m our nominal essence of the sun. For should li

be true, (as is now believed by astronomers,) that the leal essence of the

sun weio in any of the fixed stars, yet such a star could not foi that be

by us called a sun, whilst it answei*s not our complex idea^ or nominal
essence of a sun But how far that will prove, that the essences of

things, as they are knowable by us, have a reality in them distinct from
that of abstract ideas in the mind, which are merely creatures of the

mind, I do not see, and wo shall fuithcr inquire, in consideiing your
lordship’s following words ‘ Tlierefore,’ say you, ‘there must be a real

essence in every mdividual of the same kind.’ Yes, and I beg leave of

your loidship to say, of a different kind too. For that alone is it which
makes it to be what it is

“That every individual substance has a real, intenial, individual con-

stitution, ?. c, a real essence, that makes it to be what it is, I readily

grant Upon this, your lordship says, ‘Peter, James, and John, are

all tiue and real men,’ Answer, Without doubt, supposing them to be
men, they are true and real men, i. e., supposing the name of that species

belongs to them. And so three bobaquea are all ti ue and real bobaques,

supposing the name of that species of animals belongs to them.
“ For I beseech your lordship to consider, whether in your way of argu*

naming them Peter, James, and John, names familiar to us as ap-

propriated to individuals of the species man, your lordship does not first

aupposo them men, and then very safely ask, whethei they be not all true

and real meni But if I should ask your lordship whether Weweena^
Chuckery, and Cousheda, wcie true and real men or not? youi lordship

.would not be able to tell me, till I have pointed out to your loulship

the individuals called by those names, your lordshqi, by examining whe-
ther they had in them those sensible qualities which your loidsliip has
<3onibined into that complex idea to which you give the specihc name
man, determined them all, or some of them, to be the species which you
call man, and so to be true and real man

,
which, when your lordship

has deteimined, it is plain you did it by tliat which is only the nominal
essence, as not knowing the real one But your lordship further asks,
‘ ^Vhat 18 it makes Peter, James, and John, leal men'f Is it the at-

tributing the general name to them? No, certainly; but that the true
iind real essence of a man is in every one of them.’

“ If when your lordship asks, ‘What makes them men?’ your lord-

ship used the word making m the proper sense for the eflficient cause,

and m that sense it were true, that the essence of a man, i e
, the spe-

cific essence of that species made a man
,

it would undoubtedly follow,

that this specific essence had a leality beyond that of being only a gene-
ral abstract idea in the mind. But when it is said, that it is the ti ue and
real essence of a man in every one of them, that makes Peter, James, and
John, true and real men, the true and real meanmg of these words is no
more, but that the essence of tliat species, t. e

,
the properties answenng

the complex abstract idea to which the specific name is given, being
found in them, that makes them be properly and truly called men, or
is the reason why they are called men Your lordship adds, ‘ And wu
must be as certam of this, as we are that they are men,’
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“ How, I beseech your lordship, are we certain that they are men,
but only by our senses finding those properties m them which answer
the abstract complex idea which is in our minds, of the sj>ecihc idea to
which wo have annexed the specific name man? This I take to be the
true meaning of what your lordship says in the next words, viz

,

‘ Tlioy
take their denomination of being men fiom that common n.iture or
essence winch is in them,’ and I am apt to think these W'ords wid not
hold tiTie in any other sense

“ Youi lordship’s fourth inference begins thus 'Tliat tlie general
idea is not made from the simple ideas by the mcio act of the mind ab-
stracting from circumstances, but from reason and consideration of the
nature of things.’

“ I thought, my lord, tliat reason and consideration had been acta
of tlie mind, meie acts of the inmd, when anything w.ls done by them.
Your lordsliip gives a reason foi it, viz ,

‘ For wlieii W'e see soveial in-

dividuals that have the same powers and pioiunlies, we thence infer,

that there must be something common to all, winch makes them of
one kind.’

“ I grant the inference to lie true, but must beg leave to deny that
this proves that the general idea tlic name is annexed to, is not made' by
the mind I have said, and it agiets with what your lordship here says,*
ITi.it ‘ the mind m making its complex ideas <>f sul^stances, only followB
nature, and jmts no ideas togetlier, wlncli are not hU])posc<l to have a
union in iiatuie Nobody joins the voice of a sheep with the shajio ef
a horse, nor the colour of lead with tlie wciglit and fixedness of gold
to be the complex ideas of any real 8ul>Htancts, unless lie has a mind
to fill his he.ul with chimeras, and Ins (liHcoui^e-H with uniiitelligibltt

words. Men observing certain qualitiei, alwa}s jonud .uid existing to-

gethei, therein copied nature, and of ideas so uinh d, made their complex
ones of substance, &c ’ Which is very little diHereiit from what your
lordship here ‘ that it is from our obscrv ition of individuals, tliat

we conic to infer, ‘ that there is something conniioii to them all ’ Jiuk

I do not sec liow it will thence follow, that tlu* gem ral or spceilic id(,a is

not maxle by the mere act of the mind. ‘ No,’ sa)s youi lonlshiji, ‘ thero
18 something common to them all, which in.akts them of one kind, and
if the diffeience of kinds be real, that which makes them all of one kind,

must not be a nominal, but re.il essence.’

“This maybe some objection to the name of nominal essence
, but

is, as I humbly conceive, none to the thing designed by it. Thrre is aa
internal constitution of things, on which their pi oporties depend. Thin
your lordship and I are agreed of, and this we call the lea! es8 (3nce.

There are also certam complex ideas, or combinations of these properties

in men’s minds to which they commonly annex specihc names, or uainca
of sorts or kinds of things. This, I believe, >our lonlship does not deny.
These complex ideas, for want of a better Tiaine, I liave i ailed nominal
essences, how properly, I will not dispute But if any one will help
me to .a better name for them, I am ready to receive it till then, I
must, to expiess myself^ use this. Now, my lonl, body, life, and the
power of reasoning, being not the real essence of a man, as I believe

B. 3, c. 6, par. 28, 29.
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your lordship will agree, will your lordship say, that they are not enough
to make the thing wherein they are found, of the kind called man, and
not of the kmd called baboon, because the difference of these kinds h
real* If this be not real enough to make the thing of one kind, and not

of another, I do not sec how animal rationale can be enough really to

distinguish a man from a horse for that is but the nominal, not real

essence of that kind, designed by the name man. And yet I suppose

everyone thinks it real enough to make a leal difference between that and
other kinds. And if nothing will seive the turn, to make things of one

kind, and not of another, (which, as I have shown, signifies no more but

ranking of them under different specific names,) but their real unknown
constitutions, which are the real essences we aie speaking of, I fear it

would be a long whde before we should have really different kinds of

substances, or distinct names for them, unless we could distinguish them
by these differences, of which we have no distinct conceptions. For I
think it would not be readily answered me, if I should demand, wherem
hea the real difference in the internal constitution of a stagfiom that of

a buck, which are each of them very well known to be of one kind, and
not of the other

;
and nobody questions but that the kinds whereof each

of them IS, are really different.

“ Your lordship further says, 'And this difference doth not depend

upon the complex ideas of substances, whereby men arbitranly join modes
together m their minds I confess, my lord, I know not what to say to

this, because I do not know what these complex ideas of substances are,

whereby men arbitranly join modes together in their minds. But I am
apt to think there is a mistake in the matter, by the words that fillow,

which are these * For let them mistake in their complication of ideas,

cither in leaving out or putting in what doth not belong to them
,
and

let their ideas bo what they please, the real essence of a man, and a
horse, and a tree, are just what they were.’

“ The mistake I spoke of, I humbly suppose, is this, that things are

here taken to be distinguished by their real essences
;
when, by the very

way of speaking of them, it is clear that they are already distinguished

by their nominal essences, and aie so taken to be For what, I beseech

your lordship, does your lordship mean, when you say, ‘ The real essence

of a man, and a horse, and a tree,’ but that there are such kinds already

set out by the signification of these names, ‘man, horse, tree*’ And
what, I beseech yoiu lordship, is the signification of each of these spe-

cific names, but tlio complex idea it stands for? And that complex idea

is the nominal essence, and nothing else. So that taking man, as your
lordship does here, to stand for a kmd or sort of individuals, all which
agree in that common complex idea, which that specific name stands for,

it is certain that the real essence of all the individuals comprehended
under the specific name man, in your use of it, would be just the same;
let others leave out or put into their complex idea of man what they
please

,
because the real essence on which that unaltered complex idea,

i. c., those properties depend, must necessarily be concluded to be the

same
“For I take it for granted, that in using the name man, in this places

your lordship uses it for that complex idea which is in your lordship’s

mind of that species. So that your lordship, by putting it for, or sub-
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rititutin^j it m the place of, that complex idea where you say the reni t»a-

sence of it i3 just as it was, or the very same as it w.is, does suppose the

idea it stands for to bo steadily the same For if I change the signi-

fication of the word man, whereby it may not ooinpreheiid just the same
individuals which in youi lordship’s sense it does, hut shut out some of
those that to your lordship are men in youi sigmhcation of the word man,
or take in others, to which your lordship docs not allow the name man

;

I do not think you will say, that the real essence of man in both theeo
senses is the same. And yet youi loidship seems to say so, when you
say, ‘ Let men mistake in the complication of their ideas, either in leav-

ing out or putting in what doth not belong to them
,

’ and let their ideas

be what they please, the real essence of the individuals comprehendeil
under the names annexed to these ide.is will be the same, for so I
humi^ conceive, it must be put to make out what your lordship aims
at. For as your lordship puts it by the n ime of man, or any other spe-
cific name, your lordship seems to me to suppose, that that name stands
for, and not for, the same idea, at the same time
“For example, my lord, let your lordship’s idea to which you annex

the sign man, be a rational animal* let anotlier man’s idea bo a rational

animal of such a shape, let a third man’s idea bo of an animal of such a
size and shape, leaving out rationality, let a fourth’s bo an animal with a
bixly of such a size and Hha])e, and an immaterial sulwtance, with a power
of reasoning, let a fifth leave out of his idea, an immaterial substance it

is plain every one of these will call Ins a man, as well as your lorilship;

and yet it is as plain that man, as standing for all these distinct complex
ideas, cannot be supposed to have the same internal constitution, t c.,

the same real essence The truth is, every <listinct abstract idea with a
name to it, makes a real distinct kind, whatever the real essence (which
we know not of any of them) be

^‘And therefore I grant it true what your lonlship says in the next
words ‘And let the nominal essences difi’er never so much, the real
common essence or nature of the several kinds are not at all altered by
them ,’ i e., that our thoughts or ideas cannot alter the real constitutions
that are in thmgs that exist, there is nothing more certain But yet it

is true, that the change of ideas to which we annex tliern, ran and does
alter the signification of their names, and thereby alter the kinds, which
by these names we rank and sort them into Your lordship further
adds, ‘And these real essences arc unchangeable; ? e

,
the internal con-

stitutions are unchangeable Of wh.at, I beseech your lordship, are the
internal constitutions unchangeable ^ Not of anything that exists, but
of God alone

,
for they may be changed all as easily by that hand that

made them, as the internal frame of a watch What then is it that is

unchangeable^ the internal constitution or real essence of a species;
which, in plain English, is no more but this, whilst the same sfiocific

name, v.g
,
of man, horse, or tree, w annexed to, or made the sign of

^e same abstract complex idea under which 1 rank several individuals
;

it is unpossible but the real constitution on which that unaltered complex
idea or nommal essence depends, must be the same, i c

,
in other words,

where we find all the same properties, we have reason to conclude there
is the same real internal constitution from which those properties flow.
^“But your lordship proves the real essences to be unchangeable,
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because Grod makes them, in these following words • ^ For, however
there may happen some variety in individuals by particular accidents,

yet the essences of men, and horses, and trees, remain always the

same
,
because they do not depend on the ideas of men, but on the will

of the Creator, who hath made seveial sorts of beings
’

“It IS true, the real constitutions or essences of particular things

existing do not depend on the ideas of men, but on the will of the

Creatoi
,
but tlieir being ranked into sorts, under such and such names,

docs depend, and wholly depend on the ideas of men.”

No. Vin.—Vol. II p. 129, par. 2.

The placing of certainty, as Mi Locke does, in the perception of the
ngieement or disagreement of our ideas, the Bishop of Worcester suspects

may be ot dangeious consequence to that article of faith which he has
endeavouied to defend to which Mi. Locke answei-s * “Since your
lordship hatJi not, as I remember, shown, or gone about to show, how
this proposition, viz

,
that certainty consists in the perception of the

agreement or disagreement of two ideas, is opposite or inconsistent w ith

that article of faith which your lordship has endeavouied to defend it is

plain, it IS but youi lordship’s fear that it may be of dangeious con-

sequence to it, which, as I humbly conceive, is no proof that it is any way
inconsistent with that aiticle.

“ Nobody, I think, can blame your lordship, or any one else, for being
concerned for any article of the Ohiistian faith, but if that concern (as

it may, and as we know it lias done) makes any one apprehend danger,
where no danger is, are we, therefore, to give up and condemn any
proposition, because any ono, though of the lirst r.ink and magnitude,
feais it may be of dangerous consequence to any tiaitli of religion, with-
out sliowing that it is so If such fears be the measures whereby to

judge of truth and falsehood, the affirming that there aie antipodes would
be still a beiesy, and the doctime of the motion of the earth must be
rejected as overthrowing the truth of the Scripture, for of that dangerous
consequence it has been ap])rehended to be, by many learned and pious
divines, out of their great concern for religion. And yet, notwithstand-
ing those great apprehensions of what dangerous consequence it might
be, it is now universally leceiveil by learned men as an undoubted truth;
and wiitten for by some, whose belief of the Scripture is not at all ques-

tioned
,
and particularly, very lately, by a divme of the Church of

England, with great strength of reason, in his wonderfully ingenious
New Theory of the Earth.

“The reason your lordship gives of your fears, that it may be of suck
dangerous consequence to that article of faith, which your lordship en-
deavours to defend, though it occur in more places than one, is only
this VIZ., that it IS mado use of by ill men to do mischief, t e., to
oppose that article of faith, which your lordship hath endeavoured to
defend But, my lord, if it be a reason to lay by anything as bad,
because it is, oi may be used to an ill purpose, I know not what will be
innocent enough to be kept. Arms, which were made for our defence,

* In his Second Letter to the Bishop of Worcester.
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are sometimes made use of to do mischief, and yet they are not thought
of dangerous consequence for all that Nobody la>8 by his sword and
pistols, or thinks them of such dangerous consequenc e as to bo neglected,
or thrown away, because robbers, and the worst of men, sometimes
make use of them to take away honest men’s lives or goods And the
reason is, because they weie designed, and will serve to preserve them.
And who knows but this may bo the piesent case^ If jour lordship
thinks that placing of certainty in the perception of the agiLcinentor
disagreement of ideas, be to be rejected as false, because you ajipreliend

it may be of dangerous consequence to that aiticle of faith on the other
Bide, perhaj)s others, with me, may think it a defence against (‘rn)i, and
so (as being of good use) to be leceived .ind adhered to.

“ I would not, my lord, bo hereby thought to set up my own, or any
one’s judgment against your loidsliip’s But I have said tins only to
show, whilst the argument lies tor oi against the truth of any pro|x>-

Bition, barely in an im.iginatioii that it may bo of consequence to the
supporting oi overthrowung of anyiemoto truth, it will he impossible,

that way, to determine ot the tiutli oi falsehooil of that juoposition.

1^'ui imagination will be set up ag.iinst imagination, and the stronger

probably will be against your loid,shi[), the strongest iinaginations being
usually m the w'eakest lie.ids. The only w.iy, m this case, to put
it past doubt, is to sliow the inconsistency ot the two propositions

;

and then it will be seen tliat one overthrows tlio other, the true tlio

false one
“ Your lordshij) says, indeed, this is a new method of certainty I

will not say so myself, foi fear of dt*seiving a second reproof from your
lordship, for being too foiward to assume to myself the honoui of ]>eiDg

an original But tins, I think, gives me oc( I'-ion, and will excuse mo
from being thought imjiertinent, if 1 ask yoiii lordsliip whether there bo
any other, or older method of certainty ^ and what it is^ For if llioro

be no other, nor older than this, cithc^r this was always the method of
certainty, and so mine is no new one, oi else the world is obliged to mo
for this new one, after having lioen .so lung in the want of so necessary a
thing as a method of certainty If there be an older, I am sure your
loidship cannot but know it your condemning mine as new, as well aa

your thorough insight into antiquity, cannot but satisfy everybody that

you do. And therefore, to set the wt>iI< 1 j ight in a thing of that great

concernment, and to overthrow mine, and th( icIiy jirevent the dangerous

consequence there is in my having unioasomibly staited it, will not, I

humbly conceive, misbecome your lordship’s care of that article you liavo*

endeavourtxl to defend, nor the goodwill you )>« ar to truth in general.

Por I will be answerable for myself that I snail
,
and I think I may bo

for all others, that they all will give off the fflaoing of certainty in the

perception of the agreement or disagreement of ideas, if your lordship

will be pleased to show, that it lies in anything else

“ But truly, not to asenbe to mystlf an invention of what has been as

old as knowledge is m the woild, I must own I am not guilty of what
your lordship is pleased to call stalling new methods of certainty. Know-
ledge, ever since theie has been .my in the world, lias consisted in one
particular action m the mind, and bo, I conceive, will continue to do to

the end of it. And to start new raethcKls of knowledge or certainty, (for
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they are to me the same thing,) i e., to find out and propose new
methods of attaining knowledge, either with more ease and quickness,

or in thmgs yet unknown, is what I think nobody could blame, but
this IS not that which your lordship here means by new methods of cer-

tainty. Your lordship, I think, means by it, the placing of certamty

in somethmg, wherem either it does not consist, or else wherein it was
not placed before now

,
if this be to be called a new method of cer-

tainty. As to the latter of these, I shall know whether I am guilty or

not, when your lordship will do me the favour to tell me wherein it was
placed before

;
which your lordship knows I professed myself ignorant

of when I wrote my book
;
and so I am still. But if starting new

methods of certamty be the placing of certamty in something wherein

it does not consist, whether I have done that or not, I must appeal to

the experience of mankind.

lliere are seveial actions of men’s minds, that they are conscious to

themselves of performmg, as wiUmg, believing, knowmg, &c., which

they have so particular a sense of, that they can distmguish them one

from another; or else they could not say when they willed, when they

believed, and when they kiiew anything. But though these actions were

different enough from one another, not to be confounded by those who
spoke of them, yet nobody that I have met with had in their writings

particularly set down wherem the act of knowmg precisely consisted

“ To this reflection upon the actions of my own mind, the subject of

.my Essay concerning Human Understanding naturally led me
,
wherein

if I have done anything new, it has been to desci ibe to others, more
particularly than had been done before, what it is their minds do when
they perform that action which they call knowmg

, and if, upon ex-

amination, they observe I have given a true account of that action of

their minds in all the parts of it, 1 suppose it will be in vain to dispute

against what they find and feel in themselves
,
and if I have not told

them nglit, and exactly what they find and feel m themselves, when
their minds perform the act of knowing, what I have said will be all

in vam, men will not be persuaded against their senses. Knowledge
is an mtemal perception of their minds

,
and if, when they reflect on

it, they find that it is not what I have said it is, my groundless conceit

will not be hearkened to, but be exploded by everybody, and die of

itself, and nobody need to be at any pains to diive it out of the world.

So impossible is it to find out or start new methods of certainty, or to

have them received, if any one places it in anything but m that wherein

•it really consists, much less can any one be in danger to be misled into

error by any such new, and to every one, visibly senseless project. Can
it be supposed that any one could start a new method of seemg and

rmade men thereby that they do not see what they do see? Is it to

feared that any one can cast such a mist over their eyes, that they

should not know when they see, and so be led out of their way by it?

“ Knowledge, I find in myself, and I conceive in others, consists in

the perception of the agreement or disagreement of the immediate objects

of the mmd m thinking, which I call ideas
,
but whether it does so in

others or not, must be deteimmed by their own experience, reflecting

upon the action of their mmds in knowing ;
for that I cannot alter, nor,

I think, they themselves. But whether they will call those immediate
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objects of their minds in thinking, ideas or not, is pcifectly in thtii own
choice. If they dislike that name, they may call them notions oi con-

ceptions, or how they please
,

it matters not, it they use tJiem so as to

avoid obscurity and confusion If they are constantly used in tlie same
and a known sense, cveiy one lias the Illicit) to i)lease liimsclt in Ins

tenns
,
there lies ncitlicr truth, nor error, noi science in that, tliough

those that take thpm for things, and not loi what the) are, baie .irbi-

trary signs of our ideas, make a great deal ado often about tlusu , as if

some gicat niattei lay m the use oi tins oi tint sound All that J know
or can imagine of diileienco alxmt them is, that those woids are aKsays

best whose signihcations aie best known in the sense they are used, and
so aie k.ist apt to breed confusion

“ ]\[y loid, your loidship li itli been pleased to iirid fiult with my use

of the new term ideas, without telling me a latter name lor tlie imme-

diate objects of the mind m thinking Vour lordship also Ii.is been

jdeased to find fault with my definition of knowledge, without doing mo
the favoui to give me a bettei For it is only about my definition of

knowdedge, that all this stir conceining ccstainty is made fui, w-itli me,

to know and to be certain is tlie same thing wli.it 1 know, that I am
certain of, and what 1 .im cei tain of, th.it I know \Mi.it le.Klies to

knowledge, I think ni,ay be calleil ri'rt.unty , .ind what eomes short of

ccrt.unty, I think c.innot bo callul knowledge, .is youi lordslnj) could

not but obscivo in tlie 18tli p.ar. of ch.ip iv of my fourth Book, which

you liave ([uoted

“ My definition of knowledge stands thus ‘Knowledge seems to mo
to be nothing but the peiceptioii of the eoimcxion and agreement oi

disagreement and repugnancy of .in) ol our ah .i^
’ This dclinition your

lordship dislikes, .and .ippreiieiids it m ly be ot dingeious eonsecpicnce as

to tb.at article of Chnsti.an faith wliieli )oui lordship hath endeavoured

to defend For tins theic is a v< rv c.isy n medy
,

it is but for your

lordship to set aside this dehiiition of kiiowh'dgi by giving us a better,

and this dangei is ovei But youi IouIhIup elKioses r.itlier to li.ive a

controveisy with iny book foi lltiving it in it, .md to ])ut mo uj)on tlie

defence of it, for which I must lekiiowlcdge inyhcli obliged to your

lordsliip for affording me so much of )<Mir time, and foi allowing

me the lionour of conversing so much witli one so f.ir above me in

all respects.

“ Youi lordship says, it may be of dangerous consequence to that

article of Christian faith whieli you have endeavoured to defend. Iliough

the laws of disputing allow baro denial as a sufficient answer to sayings,

Without any offer of a proof, yet, my lord, to show how willing I am

to give your lordship all satisfaction, in what )ou ajiprehcnd may be of

daiigei ous consequence in my book, as to that article, I shall not stand,

stdl sullenly, and put your lordship u]>on the difficulty of showing

wherein that danger lies
;
but shall, on the other side, endeavour to show

your lordship that that definition of mine, whether true or false, right

or wrong, can be of no dangerous consequence to that article of faith.

The reason which I shall offer for it is this, because it can be of no con-

sequence to It at all

That which your lordship is afraid it may be dangerous to, is an

article of faith; that which your lordship labours and is concerned Xor^

VOL. II. 2 C
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is the certainty of faith. Now, my lord, I Iiumbly conceive the cer-

tainty of faith, if your lordship thinks ht U) call it so, has nothing to do
with the certainty of knowledge. And to U\\k of the cerUiiity of faith,

seems all one to me as to talk of the knowledge of believing, a way of
speaking not easy to me to understand.

“ Place knowledge in what you w’lll, start what new methods of ccr-

tainty you please, that are apt to leave men’s minds more doubtful than
before

,
place certainty on such grounds jus woll leave little or no know-

ledge in tlio world, (for those arc the arguments your lordship uses
against my definition of knowledge,) this shakes not at all, nor in the
least concerns the assurance of f.uth

,
that is quite distinct from it,

neithoi stands nor falls with knowledge
“Faith stands b^ itself, and ujMUi grounds of its own, nor can bo

removed from them, and pkiced on those of knowledge. ITicir grounds
are so fir from king the same, or having anything common, that when
it IS brought to cerUiinty, faith is destroyed, it is knowledge then, and
faith no long(‘r

“With what assurance soever of believing I assent to any article of
faith, HO that I stedfastly venture my all ujM)n it, it is still but believing.

Piing It to certainty, and it ceases to be faith ‘ I believe that Jesus
Christ was crucified, dead, and4niried, rose again the third day fiom tlic

deaii, and ascended into heaven ’ let now such methcKls of knowledge
or certainty bo started, as leave men’s minds more doubtful than before

,

let the grounds of knowfinlgo be resolved into what any one ple.iscs, it

touches not my faith ,
the foundation of that sUnds as sure as before,

and eannot be at all Hhaken by it, and one ma) .is well say, that any-
thing tint wcnkins the Might, or casts a mist before the e}^, ( ndarigers
the heiring as that anything which alU-rs the lutiiro of knowledge
(if that could bo doiiot Hluuild^be of dangerous consequence to an article
of filth

hetluT, then, I am or am not mistaken, in the placing certainty
in the ptioM of the agreement or ^Lsagreement of ideas

, whether
this areount of knowlcslge bo true or false, enlarges or straitens the
bounds of it mon* than it should, faith still stuids upon jts own basis,

which IS not at all altered hy it . and every article of that has just the same
unmoved toundation, and the very same credibility that it had before
Bo that, my lonl, whatovtr I h.avo aaul .about certainty, and how much
Boevor I may k> out in it, if I .am iiustakoii, jour lordship lias no reason
to am>relu nd any danger to anv article of faith from thence, every one
of them stands ui>on the hanie kittom it did before, out of the reach of
what belongs to knowltslge an<l lertainty And thus much of my way
of certainty by ideas, which I ho|H* will satisfy your lordship how far it

ia from king dangerous to any article of the Christian faith whatsoever.’*

No. IX -^VoL II p. 144, par 6

Against that assertion of Mr. Locke, lh.at “ poesibly we shall never b©
able to know whether any more material being thinks or not’’ Ac,, the
Bishop of Worcester argues thus “If this be true, then, for all tha<

We can know by our ideas of matter and thinking, matter may hare 9
power of thinking

;
and if this hold, then it is unpoonble to prove
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Bpmtual substATioe in un fn^m the i<lca of thinking'
,
for how can we bo

asaurtxl b\ our uiea«, that (bnl hath not gi%en such a jwwer of thinking

to iirittor BO dix|Kweii :is our bo«Iic*H .-vix'? EHjx'ciiilly Hinco it ih wvkI,*

*T]iat, in roHjMxt *»f our notinna, it w not much more rtunotc from oiir

c<mipr« hcnsion to concei\ e Umt (bx! can, if he nlc4Vie<i, HU]>cruUI to our

idia of mattci a faculty of thinking', than tliat lie Hhoiild HUp^'radd t<^ it

linotlnT 8ub«tancc, with a f.icult^ of thinkiiij^ ' ^\ lioover aaserta thw,

can never prove a Rjuntiial substance in us fnun a faculty <»f thinking:,

becauHe he cannot know from tlio idea of nrittcr and ihiiikmi^’, that

matter so disfwiHcsl c mnot think, .iiwl he cannot lx* eerlaiii, that trod

li.ith not franusl the m itter of our bodu s mi as to be t apabli* of it

"IV) which Mr Lotke .iiiswtrH tlius + “Here >our h'rdhhip argucii,

that u]*on my pnnciphsi, it cannt>t be juommI ihittherewii Kjiiiitual

subhtance in us To whnh, j^ne me witli suluniwhuon, to say,

that 1 think it may be proM^I from my principles, and I tlimk 1 liavo

doiK it, ami the prottf iii ni\ b»»ok at inds thus Firsts A\ e exjM*nment

in ourH<‘befl tliinkMiL(. 'I’heMh.iof this u tion, (tr imwle (if tlnnkiiiiu:, la

iiK onsiht< nt with tin id« a of k< If Kiibsmti n<*e, ind tlien f<»r<* has a iiis'ca-

Hnr\ (<inmxion with a HUp|M>rt or subj^xtof inln*si<'n tin* id< i of that

Hup|H*rt IS wh«t we c dl Kul»Htama
, and ho from thinkuig exp( i iimoitinl

111 us, w< line a ]»r<K»f <.f a tliinking hubwtiiice in us, which m my seiiso w
a spint. Against tins >our l<»nlship will argue, that, by what I havo
wild "f the |K»H«i1iiltl> that (mm! ma\, if he pl< uii*s, winwruld to mattiT a
fu’ult) of ihtnking. it » an m\«r U* ])n»\ « d that then* ik a spinliml sulv-

fltam e in us, Ihh iuse, u|*<)n lliat KU)tiK*Hition. it is jsijwible it may boa
material Hulistam< that tliinks in uh I grmt it, but add, iliat tho

general ld< a of KulmtuKe lM*mg tbo name « \ » n where, the modllication

of thinking, or the power of thinking, joim d to it, iinik* s it a spirit,

without consitlenng what other moelirications it li is, as whether it has tho
m<Miification uf hnlelitv or not Aa, on the other side, Hubiitanrc* that

bas the modificalion of solidity, is matter, win tier it haa the imHlifiea'

tion of thinking or not And theref<ire, if >«Mir lordship means by a
Hpintual, an immaU nal substance, I grmt I have not pirivc'*!, ni»r u|K)n

in^ pnnciplofl tan it lie jirond, (>iMir iord-hip nn aiiing, ns 1 think ^ou
do, <b monstralively provp<l, ) that there m an nniiMt-inil sul>«tanee in us
tliat thinks Tliough I [•n^suriie, fn»m what i said .alKtut this sup
position of a system <tf matt* r, thinking 'whuh lie re demonstratoii

that (mm! is immaterial) will prove it in the liigtn'st d^gre iirobable, that

tlie thinking sulistanco in us is immaU n d r»ut \oiir loniship tliinks

not pn»bability enough, and hy charging tin want of <!* inonstralion ujsui

my pniK iple, that tho thinking thing in us is unrrntcnal, jour lorrlship

«cems to conclude it ‘Icinonatrablc from pruieiph s of philosophy. Tliat

demonstration I should with joy rer« ive from >our lordship or any one.

For tln»ugh all the great ends of morility and r« ligion are well f>nough
secured witln»ut it, as I liave sh<^iwn 8 jit it would Is a great a^ivancu
cf our knowle<Ige in nature anrl ^hdosoj.hv

“To what 1 have said in mj Ini^-k, to show that all tho great cmli of

* Essay on Ifuinan T'nhr«tand ng, I> 4 , c p G

+ In his First Letter Ui the Dwhop of M orccsler.
* B 4, c 10, par. 16. § Ibi<i c, 8, par 6.

2 c 2
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religion and morality are secured barely by the immortality of the soul,

without a necessary supposition tiiat the soul is inimateiial, I cravx' leave

to add, that iniiaortal ity may, and shall be, annexed to that which in

its own nature is neither iniinaterial nor immortal, as the ajiostle e\-

pressly declares in these words ^
‘ P'or this conuiitihle must put on

incoiruption, and this moital must put on immoiUlity
’

“ lYihapa my using the woid spirit for a thinking substance, without
excluding materiality out of it, will bo tluuiglit too great a libei ty, and
Hueli .IS deseives censure, bex^ause I leave imin itenality out of the ide.a

I m.ike it a sign of. I re.idily own, tliat words should be sparingly

ventuied on m a sense wholly new, and notliing but absolute necessity

can excuse tbo Ixildncss of using any term in a sense whereof v\ecaii

])ioduce no example Ihit m the present c.usc I tliink I hive great au-

thorities to ]UHtily me The soul h .agietd, on all hands, to I)*' that m
iia which thinks. And ho that will look into the lir'-t book of Cict ro’s

Tiisculaii (Questions, and int(j the sixth book of Virgil’s AOncid, will Jind

that tlie-.o tw«) gre.it men, who, of all tlie liomans, best understood phi-

loso})hy, thought, or .it le.ist did not den>, the soul to be .i subtile m.at-

ter, winch iiiiglit come under the name of am a, or vjnis^ or aflttr, .ind

this soul they both of them called spirit an in the notion of winch, it is

pi im, they mcludeil only thought .ind .active motion, without the total

exclusion of matter. W liethcr tiny thought light in this I do nut s.ay

—

that is not tlio (jiiCHtioii
,

luit whether the) s|M)ke piopeily, when they
called ail active, thinking, subtile subsUiice, out of wlmli they cxclii<lcd

only gloss ami palpvblo mattei, spinfas, ‘Spirit' 1 think th it nobody
will denv, that if any among tlie Ibuiiins c.m be .allowt'd to speik pro-
pt'rly, Tally and \ ngil .no the two who mi) most securtly be depended
on lor it, .ind one ot them, spe.ikmg of the j.»>u 1, s.a)'^, Dam sjJintu^

Jios H[pt iiitu\ .and the other I ita contnufur an pair it Hjaritiu here
It IS pi im by mrpui lie im uw ps generally everv where) oidy gross rnat-

U'l tlutma) be b It .tnd liandkd, as .ip|)eirH bv iIksc woids cor, aut
uat Ciiihivm <'>t arnttas cute, qinpui'n tst rorpi/s’, intcnbi^

rum nliqao corpoi' si ih ">> t nt J^nti liissipt'tj'f aj si ipai.\ citinjnt-

tar Tu''C (^ua'st. 1 I e. H JIi le C’lceio r orpzM to .md
ctnnna, i e, aunt, or lueitli And the found ition of that Ins distinc-

tion of the soul, fiom thitwhuh lie calls cm pas, or bixly, lie gives a
little lower in llieso wonis TaiPa rJ(l^ tnnii^ns at fmjiat aciein Ibid,

c tiJ Nor w.cs it tlie luatls II worKl .done tha*^ h ul this notion of spirit

,

tlie most enlightened of .all the .imitiit people id (icnl, S«d«‘mon hiinsrlf^

sjK'aks after the same manner t *Thit which bv^falleth the sons «ff nun,
iK'falleth beasts even one thm^ btfdleth thf'in as the one dicth m*
duth the otlier, )ca, the) hive .ill one spirit.’ So I tran-l.ate the 11c

bu w wonl nil here, for so I had it iraittlated the ver) next verse but
one

:J:

‘ \\ lio knoweth the spun wf man that goith upward, .and \he
spiuL of the iKJ.ist tli.at goclh ilowuw.ard t»> the earths’ In which j>la/«^

it IS plain that Solomon uj'plu's the wopl •'^*^'1 our translators of him
the wonl spirit, to a subsUiue out of which maten.ality was not wholly
excludetl, unless the siunt of .a U .at th.at gi^eth <iowmw.arda to tlie ea.-ih

he mimatenal. Nor did the wa) < f speaking m our Saviour’s time var)'

• 1 Cor x>. 63. t Tod ul 19. t IbkL 21.
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from this. St Luko U^lls us,* ‘Tint ^\llen our Saviour, after his raanf"

rectum, sUkhI in the midst of them, they \\ere affrij^hted, and supposed

Unt the) hod fioen iri'n'/m,' the Greek wonl whieli always answers spirit

111 Liij^liKli aiul so the tniiiBlators of the Ihble render it here they sup-

1 tint the) ha<l seen a Rjurit Ihit our Saviour nays to them, * Bi-
hold III) hands .ind my feet, that it is I nivself

,
handle me. and hch*, for

a spirit hath not Htsh .and bon«*s, jm you see me ln\»‘ ’ Whrdi words
of <iur Ni\u»ur ]iut the same distinction between bmlv and spiiit, tliat

CuMTo did in tin jtlaee .tlK)\e Lite<l, M/-, Tint (he one was a ji^'Toss eoin-

pi'.o^ that eouhl lie bit ind IniulbHl, and the other Mueh .n Vergil dc^

Htrilas the ghost or soul of \nehnes

‘ Ter eointUR ibi collo dire br.ulii i cireuin

Ti r fnistr i » oMi]»r« in i in iihh i iliigit ini.igo,

P.ir h vibuB %» litis, \oluen(pie siniilhni.i soniiio ’

I*

“ I Would not be thoiiLtlit h<T( by to Ha>, that sjuiit never tlors signify

a jiur-

I

n iniiintmd sub^lune In that sense tlu' Siiipture, I tako

it, Hp( iks, wleii it si)s (I’ed is a spnit . iitd in that noise 1 havo
used It, .U'd iM tint sois4* I have pro\<d from mv pnnoph's that

111 * re IS t fj-intual sul-s*.iiiee, and .ini r< rt »in tint fin re m a sjuntiial

iniiiuitoid Kub^taiu e whnh iv, 1 huinblN nuifove. a <iin‘et answ'er

to Ne'ir Innhliijis (pu •'M oi in tin* 1 m of tins aigninent. vir,,

‘How \\e ('OMi to lie ((lin'i I’lit tin H* ii« ppinlual substaneci, sup-

pising till*
I
nnoph to 1 m tiue, tint tin* snapb' nh ,as by MUiHiition

and ndi'ition an the f-'de iiiitt<r and foundation of all our reiv

Honing'' But this bituh rs not, but th*t if God, that infinite, omtlU
pot« nt, and p< rb < lly iminat'i n d Sjiuit, slnmhi ph tse to guc to a i\ysteTn

of vir}' Kubtile matter, nmie niul iiuition, it nughl with projinety of

Rpi < th be ( ilh d Rpirit, though iiiibn.ibty w< k* not < x< ludcsl out of lin

roii.ph X uie V Your lonbhip pniei'eils 'ItiJiod. indM*<l, < be where,
ill it it N r< ptignai't to the idea of serisi 1 ' hh ma*o r, lliat it shonld put
into iU« If s< iiHi

,

p< TM ptnm, ind know’edge I'.ut this doth rml reach

the pres( nt ea-^r
,
whuli H not what matter < m do of lUrif, but what

niatt^ r pit p ir» d by an ojnnjjMttent bind ran d<' And w hat c( it duty

<an vve have that he liatli rj<it done it t e < an hive none from tlio

ide uH, f .r thofte are giv^ n up m this eaiie, md or (junntly vN’e < an have

n* (<rtiiiit\. ujxm tin se jinnr’pl<s^ win tin r w*- have iny Mpiritual

Fill 'i T)f . within ua or not
'

“ \ I lo- hmlslnp m tins paragraph pMVi «, fh»t fniin what I say, wif

can h.n^ no certainty whether we have an) sj nteal suh tain* in iw or

lUit If b) ‘‘p.ntual ‘uibst.-nef, yoiii l-rrdship ne ms an immairTial sub*

Fta’n < m in. .-..s )ou i-jicaak, 1 grant what \o>jr hedi^hip )*a,s is tnie, ihAt

It < am ' t ejMin th<^e jtnnciplw* he <h nion'-tiat< d Ihit I inust crave

leavf to sa), .at the name ttme, that u)«']i I’e-^e pniKiples it ran be
jvro\fHl, to the highest degree of prohabildv If by spintual snlmtanoe,

jour lorfLsbip means a thinking Hiilwtami, I niurt dmiveut from your
lordshijv, and fwy. that we can have a rrrtamtN, upon my principles, ihjit

there is a spiritual ffubstanre m uff In short, iny lord, u|>on my
principle#, Le

^
from the idea t*f ihinkirg, wo can havo a certainty that

* Bduay, B i, c. 10, pw*. 5Chap. XI iv. 37. f /Eneid bb \i
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there ifl a thinking substance in us
,
from hence we have a certainty that

there la an eternal thinking substance This thinking substance, which

has been from eternity, I have proved to be immaterial This eternal,

immatenah thinking substance, has put into us a thinkmg substance,

which, whether it be a matenal or immatenal substance, cannot be in-

fallibly demonstrated from our ideas
,
though from them it may be j»roved

that it 18 to the highest degree probable that it is immatenal*”
Again, the Bishop of Worcester undertakes to prove, from Mr. Locke’s

pnnoiples, that wo may be certain, “That the first eteinal thinking

Being, 01 omniiKitcnt Spirit, cannot, if ho would, give to certain systems

of created sensible matter, put together as ho sees fit, some degiecs of

sense, jierception, and thought
”

To which Mr. Locke has made tho following answer in his Third
Letter *

“Your first aigniment I take to be this that according to mo, tho

knowledge wo have being by our ideas, and our ideas of matter in general

being a solid substance, and our idea of body a solid extended hgiired

substance, if I admit matter to bo capable of thinking, I confimiul tlio

idea of matter with tho idea of a spint to which I answer, No, no
inoie than I confound the idea of matter with tlic idea of .a horse, \vlic‘n

I say that matter iii general la a solid extcn«led substance, ami that a
horse iH a material animal, or an extended solid substance, \MLh sense

and spontaneous motion

“Thoide.iof matter is an extended solnl substance, whero \ it there

is such a substance., there is matter, and the essence of matter, whatever
other ipialitics, n(>t contained in that essence, it shall please (xod to

superadd to It Kor example Cos! creates an extcnde<l solid subsUrico,

without the HiUH'i adding anj thing cNe to it, and so we may consider it

at nst to soim pirts of it ho super.'olds motion, but it has still tho
essence of matter , other parts of it ho frames into plants, with all tho
excellences of m geUtion, life, and beauty, which is tube found in a
rose 01 pu*ich tree, iVc , above tho essence of matter in general, but it is

fltill but matter to ctlier parts he adds sense and s[>ontantous motion, an<l
tliose other prop<‘ities that are to bo fouml in an elephant Hitherto it

is not doubteil luit the power of (lod m'i\ go, and that the projicrtics of
a rose, a poach, or an < lephant, superailde<l to matter, change not tho
pro|>erties of nntter Imt matter is in these things matter still. But if'

one \enturo to gi» ou*> step further, ami say, G»Ki may give to matter
th<)ught, reason, and \olili(»n, as w ell as seusc and spontaneous motion,
tliere art' men really presently to limit the power of tho omnijKitent
Creator, and tell us he cannot do it, bcc.ause it destroys the es,st nee, or
changes the essential pit^perties of matter To make goml which asser-

tion, they have no more to but that thought and reason are not in-

cludtA m tho osseiRO of matter 1 grant it, but whatever cxccllencj,
not containeil in its csseuct', )>o superadded to matter, it does not de-
stroy the essence of matter, if it loaves it an extended solid substance;
wherever that is, there is tlio i>>ence of matter, and if ev*er)*thing of
greater iH rfection, supt raihltsl to such a BubsLance, destipys the cawcnco
of matter, what wall l^ccome of ilie essence of matter in a plant or an
amimal, whose pix^pertiea far exceed those of a mere extended solid
nubstadee

!
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“ But it ifl further urgoil, that we cannot conceive how matter can

think. I grant it but to argue from thcnco, that Goth therefore, can-

not give to matter a faculty of thinking, is to say, God’s oinnii>otency ia

limited to a narrow compaaa, because mans understanding is so, and
brings down God’s infiuito power to the size of our eajvacitios. If God
can give no jKiwer to any parts of matter, but what men can account for

from tlic essence of matter in general
,

if all such qualities and pro-

jHTties must destroy the essence, or change the essential proj)crtit« of

matter, which are to our conceptions above it, and we canmtt conceive

to l>e the natural con8e<|uence of tliat essence, it is plain that tbo

essence of matter is destroyed, and its essentuil properties changcsl, in

most «»f the sensible parts of this our system. For it is visible, that ail

the pUmts Imve revolutions about eert,'iin remote centres, which 1 would

have any one cxj)lain, or make conceivable by the bare essence, or na-

tund jKJwcrs depending on tlio tshonce of matter in general, without

Bonn thing .uldtsl Uv that essence, which wo cannot conceive, for tho

moving of matter m a cnwtkid line, or the attnution of matter by

matter, is all that can l)o said in the case, iitluTof whuh it is ahov6

our n ich to derive fnun the r*«Hcnce of matter or Issly in general;

tliougii one of tlKse two inuht urnvoidibly be allowi'tl bo HU|>enuld«d

in this instiiice bi tl»o esstncoof matb r m geiienil llie oniniiKitcnt

Criator .vlvisid not with us m the im'iking of the world, and his waya
arc not the b s,s 11< nt iKsnuse they are past our linding ouU

‘ In tlie next )*l ice, the vc table part of the < realioi) is not doubted

to be wholly mab ri d
,

ainl y< t lie that will l<«)k mb* it will o)>servo cx-

ccllencis and ojs rations in this pail of matbr, which be will not find

conUiin'd in the <asenfof in lib r in g'ler.il, nor Ik* able to conceive

how liny I an l*e priidiuul by it And will In* then fore say, that tho

essence of matter is dvHtr'*}cd in ihiuii, b<*cau « tiny liavc pro[>ertms and

ojH’i-alions n‘*t (onUine<l m the <*H<ntial piop*rtHs of mailer as matter,

nor < xj-li(able ly tlie < 'vscnce of m.»tb r in g« in r d >

“ Let us .vlvance one step furtlur, ami wi shall in tho animal world

meet with 3et gn vb r |K'rfca.tK>ns and pr"|Hrli' ^ no wavs ixplicablo by

Uio essi nco of matter in gciiend If the oiunijK.l* nt <
'rcabir had not

u^K-Taildeal b) the (artli, which prcHluccsl tin* irnlnaid anwnaJH, qualiti«

far suqiiMing llnwo *»f the dull <Ica< 1 earth «>ul 'd wlinli they were niad^

life, sense, and sp^jiitancsjus motion, nobhr quditios than were Wore
m It, It hod stiU rcmaincii rude, senseless luiUer, ami if b> tho indi-

viduals of each species ho had not iuf>cnd<l«<l a ]*<twer of projtagaiiun,

the species had pcnshc<l witli those mdividuab ,
l)ut ly theno csHenoei

or ftnipcrtif'S of each species, supc:raddf?<l b> Uic inatb^r which they were

made of, tho essence or projicrtics of matter in (.ornial were not de*

stroked or change*], any more than anything th.*t was in the individual

before, was destroyed or changed by the pow<rof generation, super-

added to them by the 6rit bcnediclion of tho Almighty

“In all such cases, the supcnnduccmcnt of ^caier p^ectbni and
nobler qualities destroys nothing of the essence* or |>crfoctions that were

there before
,
unless there can be showc^l a manifest rc|iugnancy be-

tween them ; but all the proof offered for that, is only that we cannot

conceive how nutter, without such superadde*! i»crfectioni, can product

such cflecu; which is, in truth, no more than to say, maUer Lu geneti!.
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or every part of matter, aa matter, has them not
, but it is no reason to

prove that God, if he pleases, cannot superwfd them to some parts of

matter, unless it can be proved U) be a contradiction, that God should

give to some parts of matter cjualitics and jieifections which matter in

general has not, though wo cannot conceive how matter is invested

with them, or how it operates by virtue of those new’ endowments
,
nor

is it to bewondeied that we cannot, whilst wo limit all its ojierations

to those qualities it had before, and would explain them by the known
properties of matter in general, without any such supennduced jicr-

fectioiis For if this bo a right nile of reasoning, to deny a thing to

Ik?, b(H?ause we cannot conceive the manner how’ it comes to lie
, I

shall desire them who use it, to stick to this rule, and s#? w’h it work
it will make both m divinity as w'ell as philosophy, and whether they

can advance anything more in favour of scepticism
“ For keep within the jircsent subject of the power of thinking

and self motion, best<jwed by omnipotent Power in some parts of matter*

the objection to this is, T cannot conceive how matter should think.

What IS the eoiiseriuence^ erqo, God cannot give it a j)f)wcr to think

Let this stand for a good rc*a‘*on, and then procecfl in oilier casts by
the same. You cannot (oncene how matter can attract matter at any
distance, much less at tlie distance of 1 , 000,000 of miles, r;yo, God
cannot give it sueli a power, you einnot conceivo howmatttr should

foci, 01 move itself, oi aflect an immaterul heing, or bo moved by it;

cn/o, (^ode^nll^t give it such pow<*rs, which is, m cfftHt, to deny gravity,

and the levolutioii of the jtl.anets about the sun, to mako bniti s mens
machines, without sense or ‘jpt)ntancoiH motion

,
aiul to allow man

noithcT 81 use nor voluntir)* m<»t on

,
“ la't us appl) tins rule oro degrof* furtlicr. You cannot conreivo

how ,aii evtondtsl solid mb'.! iin .• should tliink
,

tlierefore (bid cannot
make it think can \ou eoncMve liow \our own soul, or an} Nnl>stance,

thinks^ You fnd uhU ed th it voii do think .and so do 1
,
but I want to

.be told liow the lu tion of thinking jirrfnrinrd
,

this, I confess, ig

'l^yond my < OIK ejitii'Ti, and I would be glad an) one who conc' ivcs it

would expliin it to me God, i t iid, his given mo this faculty, and
since T cannot hut he toiuuu 1 of his power m this instance, which
tht>iigli [ every inoim nt e\p« runent m nuself, 3^1 I cannot conceive tho

manner of, what would it he less than .an insolent aKsurdit3', to deny
hiH jniwer m other like < ises, onl} for this rea,son, because I cannot
conceivo the nianiiei Imw’

“To explain thus nutter a little furthe’* Oixl h.aa created a substanco;

let it ho, for cjcainple, a s.dul •'\tendtal substance Is Gofl bound to

give it, besidtH iHung, a jh>wit of ictioiG That, 1 think, nolxidy will say
bo thorefore lu.a^* leave it in a state of inactivity, and it will I>j? n 'ver-

tholesa a sulistance, for ac'lion is not neecssarv to the l>oing of anv siih-

stance that bnHi docs cia'ate, vbvii has likewise createil and mule to

exiit« ih aino, an immatenal sulvstonce, which will not lose its U ing of

a •ubftauce, though God shouUI Ijcstow on it nothing more but this hare

being, without giving it any activity at all Hen? are now two distinct

gtibstancos, the one matenaL the other immaterial, both in a state of

perfect inactivity Now I ask what power (kid can give to one of the#«

lUbaiancot tswppoeing them to retain the same distinct natures that they
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hvl 3v* Buhatanceg m their state of in.ictivity) which he cannot give to
the other ^ In that state it i8 plain neither of them thinks; for thinking
being an action, it cannot be donie<l Uiat (^<kI can put an end to any
action of any crealetl substance, without annihiLiting of the sulwitanoe

when*of it is an action
;
and if it be so, he fcan also create or give exis^

ente to such a substance, without giving that substance any action at
all By the same reason it is plain that iit'itlicr of them can inoye itself;

now 1 wouhl ask why Omnipotcncy cannot give to either of these atib-

sUnct's, which are cfpially in a state of fKTfect inactivity, the aama
|x>\vf r that it can give to tlie other? Let it Ik> ft>r example, that of spun-
tanooiw or self niotion, i^lnch is a power that it is Hiipp<iKc'd tlod can
gi\o to an uiiaolid substance, but denied that he cm give to a solid

subst mce
“If it ho aakod why they limit the oiiinifiotcnry of (hxl m n*feronoo

to the one rather than the other of th« mo HubsUncos ' all that can
Ik* Slid to It IH, that they cannot coiiceivi^ how the solni substanoa
nhoul<l ever lie able to move itself And as liltlo, say 1, an* they
able to cx)ncei\e, liow' a orcatofl unstdid huIimI imi* Klionld move itself

But tli(’re nn) In* H<unelhmg in an iiiiinalen.d (uibstame that you
do not know f grant it, ami in a nnUnil one too, for example^
griMtalion of mnttrr tow'anls matUr, and u\ the K.-veral projKiriiona
obsirxabb, movitiibly Mho^^H that lh< re h m mall< r that wo
do n<'l underst ind, unb'si we nn con<<i\i' k< If motion in niatter

;

or an in<'Xphc,abl<i ami iiifKinr • i\ ible atlrartinn inpiitler, at immenso^
alnKMt inoompn’hensiblc distuim s , it inuot, llenfon*, )k> ronffssml llutt

thin* IS something in solid as will as nn-oirl mb^^Unf oh that W’c do not
iimKrsUnd Ihit thii we know, tint lie v nnv • w li of tliriii have their
distiiut IxMMgH, w'ltlKuit an> vtnitv ku|h i td'b .1 to ih' ii), iinlcNs you wdll
deny ifiat (bsl can take from any b< mg its poM r of ;u*ting, winch it im

jindriblo will be tliought t<K» prcHuniptmui^ f.i »iis om* to (!<. anti 1 say
it IS as hanl to ronciixr srlf motitui m a cn nt.d iiiuinWial, ns in a ma*
tonal iK-ing, consider it how you will and lie i< Ton- tins is no reason
to deny ( )inni|Kitenrv U» Is* able to gi\f« .v piwt r of h< If motion U» »
maU nal sulffltanco, if he pb’a^*'***. iswOI ls m inniHt»'nal, sinee n« itllcr

of thfin can lia\e it fnirn tin in«< hes, nor < aii w* < "in • t\o how it can Ims

in f'uh^r of them ' *

llio samo w vwibto in the otht r (tp^Tition < f ‘hiTikmg ]>f.th th<sif* suh-
gUmts may Ihj mado and exmt wiihoul ileni lit i * ithf-r of th< m h:ts or
can ha\o the p<iwcr of tlnnking from it>*<'ir, <.o>l m i> gne it l/> ntln r of
tlieni, ac/'ording to the pb asur*^ of his oTiiTup'l* nt y , and ir» wlmlj
ever of them it is, it is #Kpi.ally boy., ini tor < q<v tty t» ron^MVo how
cith**r of these sijUtancisi thinks But for t)i *t r. tfi d< ny that (khI^
who had jiower <nongh t/» give th* m Luh a Ik ujg out of nothing, i an
by tin* same omnijir»t< nry m\o thfrn what otlmr j>ow«*ni an<! jk rf'

he pb ages, hat no letter mundation thrm U* d* ny hn jower of creation
I^ecausp we cannot conceive how it is |KTfoan*Ml und tliiTc, at last,

way <if reasoning must U*nrmate
“ That Omnipolency oArmot make a i.ulwtam:'* i*i Is? solid and not

•olid at ibe sam^ time, I think, with d i^* re\o-ref>re, wo may say
, !>ut

that a solid substance may not have <p-.autiefc, perf»^u>ns, and ixiwen^
which have no natural or visibly necessary cvinnexion with solidity and
ciUn«jun, u too much for us (who art but of yesterday, and know no-
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thing) to l>e p>oaitive in. If God cannot join things together by con-
nexions inconceivable to us, we must deny even the consistency and
being of matter itself

;
since every particle of it having some bulk, hAj

its parts connected by ways inoonceivable to us. So that all the diffi-

culties that are raised against the thinking of matter, from our ignorance,
or narrow conceptions, stand not at ail in the way of the power of God, it
he pleases to ordain it so

; nor prove anything against his having actually
endued some parcels of matter, so disposed as he thinks fit, with a faculty of
thinking, till it can be shown that it contains a contradiction to suppose it.

“ Though to me sensation be comprehended under thinking m general,
yet in the foregoing discourse I have spoken of sense m brutes, as
distinct from thinking ,

because your lordship, as I remember, spieaks of
sense in brutes. But here I take liberty to observe, that if your lordship
allows brutes to have sensation, it will follow, either that God can and
doth give to some parcels of matter a power of perception and thinking,
or that all animals have immateiial, and consequently, accordmg to your
lordship, immortal souls, as well as men, and to say that fleas and mites,
&c., have immortal souls as well as men, will possibly bo looked on as
going a great way to servo an hyjiothcsis.

“I have been pretty large in making this matter plain, that they who
are so forward to liestow liard censures or names on the opinions of
those who differ from them, may consider whether sometimes they are
not more due to their own, and that they may bo persuaded a little to

temper that heat, which, supposing the truth in tlieir current opinions,

gives them (as they think) a right to lay wliat imputations they ple.iso

cm those who would fairly examine the grounds they stand upon For
talking with a 8upi>OHition and inHinuations, that truth and knowledge,
nay, and tcligiou too, stand and fall with their systems, is at best but
an imjierious way of liegging the <iucstioii, and assuming to themselves,
un<ler the pretence of zeal for the cause of Goil, a title to infallibility.

It IS very becoming that men’s zo.al for truth should go as far as their
proofs, but not go lor proofs themselves Ho that attacks received opi-

nions with anj'thing but fair arguments, may, I o^^n, bo justly suspected
not to mean well, nor to bo led by the loo of truth

, but the same may
bo said of him too, who so tlefends them. An error is not the better
for being common, nor truth tlio v^orse for having lain neglected, and
if it wei-e put to the vote anywhere in the workl, I doubt, as things are
manages 1, whether truth would ha\e tho majority, at least whilst the au-
thority of men, and not the exaininatioii of things, must be its measure.
Tho imputation of scepticism, and those broad insinuations to render
what I h.ave written susj^tod, so frcxiuent, as if that were the great
business of all this pains you ha\o been at about me, has made mo say
thus much, my lord, rather as my sense of the wray to establish truth
in its full force and beauty, than Ui.at I think the world will need tc have
anything said to it, to make it dustinguish between your lordship's and
my design in wmtiiig, which, therefore, I securely leave to the judgment
of tho reader, and return to tho argument in hand.

* * \Vliat I have alrave said. 1 Lake to be a full answer to all that your
lordship would mfer from my idea of matter, of liberty, of identity, and
from tho power of absinctuig. You ask," ‘ How can my idea of Lberty

First .^Vnswer.
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agree with the idea that bodies can operate only by motion and im-

pulse? ' Answer. By the omnipotency of Goti, who can make alJ things

agree, that mvolve not a contradiction. It is true, I say,* That bodies

operate by impulse, and noUung else. And no T thought when I wrote
It, and can yet conceive no ouier wav of their ojjeration. But I am
since convinced by the judicious Mr ton’s incomparable book, that

it IS too bold a presu^tion to lunit Go<r8 jsiwcr in this jvnnt by my
narrow conceptions. The gravitation of inatttT towards nmttcr, bjr

waj-a inconceivable to mo, is not only .t demonstration that Cbnl can, if

ho pleases, put into bodies powers and wa>s of o}>emtion, ab«)vo what
can l>o derived from our idea of bo<ly, or can bo ox}»lainc<l by wlut wo
know of matter, but also an un(|ueHtional>lo, and ovi^rywhero visiblo

instince that he has done so. And, therefore, in the next wlition (»f my
lsx»k I will take care to have tiiat piissago rectifitHl

“ As to self consciousness, your lonlwhip asks.t ‘What is tliere liko

S( If conscMousncsH in matter?' Nothing at all in matter, as matter.

But that (its! cannot bestow on some parxels of niatU^r a |>ow'fr of think-

ing, and with it self consciousness, will ne\cr bo pn»V(wl by luking,^

Hnw IS it {swMibh* to apprehcinl that niero Inxly shouM |s'rcei\o tJiat it

flotli fRjiccivo? Idle w'eaknoss of our .apprt honsion, 1 gnuiL in Uio case:

I confess as inurh as you please, tliat we cannot eiUKcivc how a *>11^1.

no, lOT li(*w an uns^did, cre^aUnl subsUiit <• thinks
, but this weak tUMS of

<nir ap]tr« hensions rcachtsi not the {ower c*f <mmI, whoso weaknoss in

stririgf r tJian anything in men.
“ \ <nir argument f^un al>stra*'ti«>n, we have m tins question Ij ‘If it

may be in the [siwcr of matUT to think, how ejiines it to l>o so iiniHis*

sible for such organiriNl IkkIics as the brutes have, to enlarge tlieir lUCM
bj alntraction^ Ans Tins seems bi Huj»|KM»e that 1 place thinking

within the natural |Kiwer of math r If that Imj >(ejr iin%'ming, liiy loitl,

I never say nor supjwisc that all matter hes nalur.illv in it a faculty of
thinking, but tho dirx*ct contrar). Jiut if you iiiean that cerlain iMireehi

of matter, orilered by the Ibviiie Pcfwer, is sterns fit to him. may Im>

m-oilo capable of receiving from his <unni|K»t4 n< y the faculty of thinking;

thab indot*il, I say and that l>cing gnuil^-^l. tin answer to ^’our quostion

is e.oav , since, if OrnnijtoUmry can givo thought to any solnl sulmtanco,

it H not hard to conc<jivo that (bsl may giv tint faculty in a higher or

lower flfgrce, as it plcascw him, wlio km»ws wint disj«*iiition f>f tho sub-

ject IS Huite<l to such a particular way or di jne <.f thinking
“ .\nother argument to prove that (hsi c mnot endue any f»arcel of

matter with tho faculty of thinking, w Uk< u from tlio«e words of

mine. 5 where I show by what connexion of kIias we may cv*rno U> know
tliat Go<l IS an immaterial sulistance liny an* th«H' ‘The idea of

an eternal actual knowing being, with the idea of immateriality, by tho

intervention of the idea of matter, and of its actual division, ijjvisi-

bdity, and want of perception, Ac. From whence your lordship Uiua
argues ^ ‘ Here the want of pcrcef»tK»n is owmsl Uj Is? esseuUai to

matter, that God is therefore ooncludcsl to Is- immaterial/ Ans Per-

ception and knowledge in that one Ktcmal l^ing, where it has ita

* B. 2, c 6, par. 11. t First Answer, t Ibid. 11 IbUL

I Fimt Letter.
^

Ibid.
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source, it is visible must bo essentially inseparable from it, therefore the

actual want of perception in so great a part of the particular parcels of

matter, is a demonstration, that the first Being, from bom perception

and knowledge are inseparable, is not matter how far this makes the

want of perception an essential property of matter, I will not dispute

;

it suffices that it shows that perception is not an essential property of

mattei, and therefore matter cannot be that eternal onginal being to

which perception and knowledge are essential Matter, I say, na-

turally is without |>erception says your lordship, ‘ want of per-

ception is an essential pro|)erty of matter, and God does not change the

essential properties of things, their nature remaining ' From whence
you infer, that God cannot bestow on any parcel of matter (the nature

of matter remaining) a faculty of thinking Jf the lailcs of logic, since

my days, tie not cliangetl, I may safely deny this conserjuence. For an
argument that runs thus, God does not, rr/70, ho cannot, I was taught

when I first came to tho university, would not hold For I never said

God did, but,* ‘That I see no contracliction in it, tint he should, if

ho pleased, give to some systems of senseless matter a faculty of think-

ing ,’ and I know nobody before Descartes that ever pretended to show
that there w.'is any contradiction m it So that at worst, my not being

able to see in matter any such incapacity ,as makes it impossible for

Omnipotency to bestow on it a faculty of thinking, makes rne opjiosito

only to tho Uartesians For as far as I have seen or heard, the Fathers

of the Christian church never preU'inled to demonstrate that mattfr w'as

incapable to receive a power of sensation, perception, ami thinking,

from tho hand of the omnipotent Crcatoi Let uh, theiefore, if }ou

{

dease, suppose tho fonn of your .argumentation right, and that your
ordship means, ‘God cannot ’ and then if 3 our argument be good, it

proves, ‘'riml (iod eonld not give to Ikalaam’s ass a })Ower to s]>oak b>

ins master, as he did, for tin* want of ration il discourse lieing intiir.al

to that species,’ it is but for veur lonHhip to call it an essential pro-

jicrt}, and then (Iod cannot change the csstntial projiertie^ of things,

then nature leniammg when by it h provetl, ‘That (Lxl cannot, with
all his ornni|>otencv, give to jui a jvowor to speak, as I»al.aain’s did.’

“ \’^oii s.av', L 111} h'rd, 3 on ‘do not set liounds to (hnl’s onini]Kttf ncy.

Foi he may, if he pli.aso, change a bodv into an immaterial substance,'

7 e, take away fmm a substance the soliditv w Inch it had before, and
which made it matter, and tin n give it a facult3' of thinking which it

hiul not before, ami which makes it ,a spirit, tho same substance reiunin-

ing For if the substance nni iins not, bml} is not changed into an
ininiatcnal substance But tlie solid substance, and all Iielonging to

ib is aiimlMlatiHl, .ami an iiiiniatonal substance created, which is not a
change of om* thing into .another, but tho destrovnng of one and making
another th novo In this change, therefore, of a bmly or material sub-

Btance, into an imniatonal, let us oKserve these distinct considcnitions.
“ First, 3 oil ‘G<h1 mav if ho please, take away from a solid sub-

Btance, flolidit3\ which is that which nnakes a maten.al substance orlxvdy;

am) may make it an immatenal sul^tance, » r., a substance without
solidity. But this pnv’ation of one quality gives it not another, the bar«

B I, c. 3,
pAr. 6. + rirst Answer.
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taking' away a lower or leas nol>li' quality, iloca not give it a higher of
noblur

,
tliat must be tlic gift of God. For tlio bare privation of one^

and a meaner qualit)
,
c.innot be the |K^Mtion of a higher and better;

unless .'iiy one will say that cogitation, or tlio jK»wer of Unnking, results
fnmi tile nature of «ul>htanoo itself, whicli if it do, then, wherever there
w ‘^iib^tano^ there must be cogitation, or a jKiwer of thinking. Hor«^
tb( n, u|M)n your lonlnhip’s own jmncijiles, w an imin.itenul aubstanoo
witliout the f.iculty of thinking

‘ Jn the lu \t place, you will not deny Hunt (bxl may give b) this sub-
atanee, thus de])iiMHl ol solidity, a faculty of thinking, for you suptioso
it made I apable of that by btnng ina<lo immaterial

,
wliercby you .nllowr

that the same numerical hiibstniieo may be Kometnnes wlumy inoogita*
tue, or without a jKJwer of thinking, .tml at other tunes peru*ctly cogi-
tate e. or endued witli a |>owtr of thinking.

“ Further, \ou will not deny but (hsl enn give it solidity, and make
it matoi lal again her J eonlcudc it will imt bo detiuHl tluiGiH] cjui
make it again what it w.is before Now I crave leave to ask )oiir lord-
Klup, why (uhI, h i\ mg given to this BubMUame the faridty of thinking,
aftir M>Ii(hty was tikt n fnjtii it, cumot layitore to it H.ilnhty again, with-
out Liking .iwav the fu ulty of thinking^ \S hen you have resolvinl this^

niv lonl, viiii will have pnivtsl it imiswhjbh* for(lo<l*s oinnijKiUnco to
gi\(' to I Kolid MiliiiUnce a faculty of thinking, but till then, not having
jiroved It iiiipos ible, and }et d(n>mg tliat towt can do it, is to deny
that In' (an do what is m its« If |KMeble, wliuh, as I humbly conceive,
IS Vim!»1v to net Ixmnds tothnlM ommjxib m^, though yoU say here,*
voii (h) not set Injunds to (IikI h omm|*ot4 ney

’

“ If I should imitate your lordships wa\ <tf writing, 1 slmuld not runit
to bung m Kpicurus here, ,and tak« iiotin (hit this was Ins way, I)nm
\rrf*n jjif/nrif', rc UAlrrc

,

and lien wld, tlwi 1 am certun )ou (hi not
think he promoted the great ends of n hgion umI morality l‘'or it is

with Sikh (.aiidid and kind inHimi-tioim .is 1 Imw< that }ou bring in IhiIIi

lloblH st and SjtinoHaiJ; into ymr discours** le re aJKiut (mmI's la iiig able
if he pi • Asi, to give to some piucils of mitPr, ord( ml as he thinks fit,

a f.aiulty of thinking, ik’ithir of tliose .aulhors having as app(Mm by
any pa^-agt-s voii bring (»ui of lh(iii, s.aid anv thing to this question

,
nor

having, .IS it sicms, any other b.j'<inet»s h< f. Put by lli*ir names, skil;

fully give that clnractcr to my li(Kik witli whicii you would laxommcnd
it to the Woll I

“
1

j
Tab'iid not bi in(juirL* wlut nie.uuire of z^al, n(;r for what, guidtw

your 1' nNhip » jK-n in 8ui,h a way of writing, .is journ his .all along liecn

with me, only 1 cannot but consider, wli.it nputatn»n it would givo to
the wntings of the fathera of the thurdi, if tleyshoultl think truth
rwpjirol, or religion allowwl them to irmtab sudi jatt-i nm I'ut Ood
be thankcsl, lliere lie thfine amongst tlkin who d(» not admire suth ways
of managing the c.ausc of truth or religion, tik) Uing scruiiblc, that if

every one who believes, or can nreUnd he liath Imtn on hU side, is

thereby authorued, without prix.i, to insinuate whatever may serve to
prejudice men's minds agamst the other ikbg thfrrc will Ikj gteat
ravage made on charity and practice', w ithout any gun to truth or know*

* Fint Answer. t Ibid. 1 Ibid.
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ledge
;
and that the liberties frequently taken by disputants to do so^

may ^ve been the cause that the world in all ages has received so much
hann, and so little advantage, from controversies in religion.

These are the arguments which your lordship has brought to confute

one saying in roy b<^k, by other passages m it
;
which, therefore, being

all but argumenta ad kominem, ii they did prove what they do not, are

of no other use than to gain a victory over me
,
a thing, methinks, so

much beneath your lordship, that it does not deserve one of your pages.

The question is, whether God can, if he please, bestow on any parcel of

matter, ordered as he thinks ht, a faculty of perception and thinking.

You say,* you ‘look upon a mistake herein to be of dangerous con-

sequence as to the great ends of religion and morality.’ If this be so,

my lord, I think one may well wonder why your lordship has brought

no arguments to establish the truth itself, which you look on to be of

such dangerous consequence to be mistaken in
;
but have spent so many

pages only in a personal matter, in endeavouring to show that I had
inconsistencies in my book

;
which if any such thing ha<l been shown,

the question would be still as far from being decided, and the danger of

mist^ing about it ns Little prevented, as if nothing of all this had been

said if therefore, your lordship’s care of the great ends of rehgion

and morality have made you think it necessary to clear this question, the

world has reason to conclude there is little to be said against that pro-

position which is to be found in my book, concerning the possibility that

some parcels of matter might be so ordered by Omnipotence, as to bo
endued with a faculty of thinking, if God so pleased

,
since your lord-

ship’s concern for the promoting the great ends of religion and morality

has not enabled you to produce one argument against a proposition that

you think of so dangerous consequence to them
Ami hero I cra\o leave to observe, that though in your title page

you promise to prove that my notion of ideas is inconsistent with itsJf,

(which if it were, it could hardly be proved to be inconsistent with any-

thing else,) and with the articles of the Christian faith
;
yet your attempts

all luong have been to prove me, in some passages of my book, incon-

sisteni with myself, without having shown any proposition in my book
inconsistent with any article of tho Christum faith.

I think your lonlship has, indeed, made use of one argument of

your own : but it is such an one, that I confess I do not see how it is apt

much to promote religion, especially the Christian relimon, founded on
revelation. I shall set down your lordship’s words that they may be

considered; you say.t ‘that you are of opinion that the great en^ of

religion and morality are bcjst secured by the proofs of the immortality

of the soul, from its nature, and properties; and which you thmk prove

it immatenal,' Your lonUhip does not question whether God can give

immortality to a materi.al substance but you say it takes off very much
from the evidence of immortality, if it depend wholly upon God’s giving

that which of its own nature it is not capable of| Ac. So likewise you
w.t 'If a man cannot be certain but that matter may think, (as I

affinn,) then what becomes of the soul’s immateriality (and consequently

Immortality) from its operations!’ But for all this, say I, his aaittrance

First Answer. tIbkL t Second Answer.
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of faith remains on its own basis. Now, you appeal to any man of Mnae^

whether the finding the uncertainty of his own pnnciples which he went
upon, in point of reason, doth not weaken the credibility of these fun-

damental articles, when they are considered purely as matters of faith?

For before, there was a natural credibility in tliem on account of rea-

son
,

but by gomg on wrong grounds of certainty, ail that is lost

;

and instead of bemg certain, he is more doubtful than ever And if the

evidence of faith fall so much short of that of reason, it must needs have

less effect upon men's imnds when the subserviency of reason is taken

awa^, as it must be, when tho munds of certainty by reason are

vanished. Is it at all probable, that ho who finds his reason ilooeivo

him in such fundamental points, shall have his faith stand firm and im-

movable on tho account of revelation? For in matters of revelation,

tliere must he some antecedent principles supposed, beforo wo can believe

anything on tho account of it

'

“ More to the same purpose wo have some pages further, where, from
some of my wonls, your lordship says,® ‘ You cjuinot but olworve, that

vro have no certainty upon my grounds, that self consciousness depends
u}K>n an individual iminatenal substance, and, ootiso({uently, Uiat a ma-
tennl Bul>stanco may, acconling to my principles, have self-consciousness

in it
,
at least, that I am not certain of tho contrary.' Whereupon your

lonlship bifls mo consider, whether this does not a little affect tiio whole
ariidc of tho resurn.'Ctiou? What docs all this U*n<l to, but to make the

world l>clievo Uiat I have lesserie<l tho cn^libihty of tho immortality of

tho soul, and Uie resurrection, by saying, *Uiat though K lie most highly

proKable that the soul is imniatcnal, yet u|Km my prinaples it cannot
Ix) domonstratod

,
Ixscauso it is not imixsisiblo U> God's umni(>otenc]r,

if he pleases to licstow upon some parcels of inAtter, dmposod as ho sees

fit, a faculty of thmking ?

“This, your accusation of my lessening Uio rrtxlihility of those ar-

ticles of faith, is foundixl on this that the article of the immortality of
the soul abates of its credibility, if it be allow«vl, that its immatenalitj

(which IS tho supnosod proof from reason an<l philosophy of its inunor-

Ulit)) cannot be demonstrated from natural reason which argument
of your lordships bottoms, as I humbly conceive, on this, that divine

revelation abates of its credibility m aU those articles it proposes, nro-

portionably as human reason faiU to support the tostimony of (kkL
And all that your lordship in those passages has said, when eiamuied,

will, I suppose, be found to import tous much vis.
,
Does God propose

anything to mankind to be believed f It is very fit and credible to be
believed, if reason can demonstrato it to be true. But if human reason

comes short in the case, and cannot make it out, its credibility u thereby

lessened
;
which is, in effect, to say, that the veracity of is not n

firm and sure foundation of faith to rdy u)xm, witl^t the ooncurrent

testimony of reason, t. with rererenoe be it spoken, Ood is not to be
believed on his own word, unless what he reveals be in itself credlbli^

and might be believed without him.
** If this he a way to promote religion, the Christian religion, in aQ

Bs aitkiei^ I am not sorry that it k not a way to be found in any of

• Second Answer.
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writings; for 1 imagino anything like (his ^ould (and I should think

deserve to) h^vo other titles than bare scepticism bestowed upon it, and
would have raised no small outcry against any one who is not to be
supposed to be in the right m all that he says, and so may securely say

what he pleases. Such as I, the profanum vidgus^ who take too

much upon us, if we would examine, have nothing to do but to hearken
and believe, though what he said should subvert the very foundations of

the Chi istian faith.

What I have aliove observed, is so visibly contained in your lord-

ship s argument, that when I met with it in your answer to my first

letter, it seemed so strange for a mati of 3*our lordship’s charactei, and
in a dispute in defence of the doctruie of the Trinity, that I could

hardly persuade myself but it was a slip of your pen
;
but when I found

it in your second letter * made use of agam, and senously enlarged as

an argument of weight to Ix) insisted uponj I was convinced that it was
a principle that you heartily embraced, how little favouiiiblo soever it

was to the articles of tl^e Clmstian rehgion, and particularly thoso

which you undertook to defend.
*

“ I desire my reader to peruse the passages as they stand in your
letters themselves, and see whether what you say m them does not

amount to this, that a revelation from God is more or less credible,

according as it has a strongei or weaker confirmation from human
reason. For,

** 1 Your lordship saysjf 'You do not question whether God can
give immortality to a matenal substance , but you say it takes off very
much from the evidence of immortality, if it depends wholly upon God’s
giving that, which of its own nature it is not capable of.'

“ To which I leply, anyone not being able to demonstrate the soul
to bo iminaterml, takes oft not very much, nor at all, from the evidence
of its immortality, if God has revealed that it sliall be immortal

,
be-

cause tlie veracity of God is a (lemonstration of the trutli of what he
has levoalod and the ^vant of another demonstration of a proposition,

that IS demonstratively true, takes not off from the evidenco of it. For
where there is a clear demonstration, there is as much evidence as any
truth can have, tliat is not self evident. Gtxi has revealed that the
souls of men shall live for ever. * But,’ saj^s your lordship, ‘ from this

evidence it takes off very much, if it depends wholly upon God’s giving

that which of its ow n nature it is not capable of, ’
» <r

,
the revelation

and testimony of God loses much of its evidence, if thes depends wholly

upon the go^ pleasure of God, and cannot be demonstratively made
out by natural reason, tliat the soul is immaterial, and consequently, in

its own nature, immortal For that is all that here is or can be meant
by these words, ' which qf its own nature it is not capable of,* to make
them to the nurjKvse. For the whole of your lordship's discourse here
is to prove, the soul cannot be material, because, then, the evidence

of its being immortal would be very much lessened. Which is to say,

Ibat it is not as credible divme rovolation, that a material sub-

•tance should be immortal, .os an immaterial
,

or, which is all one, that

God it not equally to be behoved when he declare^ that x material tub-

* Second Answer. t Fint Answer.
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tenoe shidl be immorUl* m ^ hen he declare^ that an hnnateria] ihall

be so, beoauae the immorulity of a material sabstoiice cannot be dejn(&(-

•irate<i from natural reason
“ Let UB try this rule of your lortL* t little further* God bath

pevealtnl that th® bodie« men shall have .i ^ the leaurrcotion, as well as

their souls, shall live to eternity Does }our lordshij) believe the eternal

life of tlio one of these more than of the other, bt'C'aiise you think you
can prove it of bne of them by natuia) iv'isoii, and of tlie other not? or

can any one who ailmits of divine revelation in the c-we. doubt o^ one of

them iimro than the other’ or think thin pixuM»ailion les.-* cre<lible, tliai

the iKsiies of men after the i eHUirection sh.'Ul live for ever
,
than this,

that the souls of men, sh:Ul, after the reaurits.'tion, live for ever ’ For
that ho must do, if he thinks either of them is ii^s ertslible than the

otluT If this l>ft so, reason is to l>o coiiMuitiNl how far (lod is to Is' Isv

lievisl, and the credit of di'inc testimonv must receive t(s foiee fi-om the

evidence of reason, which is evidently to Uko awa\ tlie (ixHlibility of
divmc revelation in all suiiem vtuml truths wherein the evuhnee of rea*

son fills And how iniieh such a pnneipie is tins b txU to the suptsirt

of the diK'tnrie of the 'IVmity, or the promoting the Chnstem reln^ion,

I shall IcMve it to your lonlsliij* to ton^ider

“ I am not so well njul in lloldns or Spinosa, ns to Im' abh* to say

what were their opinions in tins mattei. Ihit, |w»ss)hly, iheje he thoso

who will think \our h'niship's authonl> of inon* use to them in c'iso

than those justly decnisl nainett
,
and Is' gla<l to f»nd yonr lonlship a

patron of the or.uUs of reason, so little to the lui vantage of ilje ciraehai

of divine ratvelution. llns, at least. I think, iiny Im» BuhjmlmMl to the

Words at the bottom of the next p*ge, 1'lmt iIium* who have geme alsjut

to lessen the creilihilit) of the artu hsi of faith, wineli evidently they do
who say they an? less credible, Iks ,ause they e.innot l*o rnaile out deiiiuii-

stnvtively by natural reason, have not Imhi thoti^dit to se< nrc’ siveial of

the articles of the Chnstian faith, es|K>cial|y th'<-«* of the Trinity, incar

nation, and resiimxlion of the Unly. whn h an- tho>if u|s»n the account
of whuli I am bnmglit by your lordship iiiUi this disjnite

“ I shall not tniuhic the readier with your lonhhip s er»d<*.avours in the

following words, to prove, 'That if the soul Is* not an irntn lU^ria) sub
staiier*. It ( an be nothing butUfe,’ your very first womU v isiMy confulmg*

all that you allege io that puqs»c. They are.t ' If the soul l>e a mat-O'

nal sulsitancc, it is rvally nothing but life,’ whieh is U» say, that if the

gold lie really a substance, it is not really a suUtsiue, hut really nothing

else but an affection of a Bubstance, for the lif*\ whether of a male*

nal or immaterial Bubstance, u not the substance itiKdf, hut an affectirm

of It

“2 You say,t ‘Although we think the sejiarate stabj rrf the soul

after death, u sufliciently revealed in the HcTij*turc, jret it creates a
great difficulty in understanding it, if the m ul Is; nf»thing but life, or a
material substance, which roust be diseolve*] when life is cn<led For if

the soul be a material substance, it must be made up, as othen are, of
the cohesion of solid and separate parts, how minute and invisible soevn*

they be. And wbat is it which should keep them together, wbcti life Is

;ibkL
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gone ? So that it is no easy matter to give an account^ how the soul should

be capable of iminoriahty, unless it be an immaterial substance
^
and

then we know the solution and texture of bodies cannot reach the soul,

being of a different nature/
‘‘ Let it 1)6 as bard a matter as it will to give an account what it is

that should keep the parts of a material soul together, after it is separated

from the body, yet it will be always as easy to give an account of it, as

to give an account what it is that shall keep together a matenal and im-

material substance And yet the difficulty that there is to give an
account of that, I hope does not, with your lordship, weaken the credi-

bility of the inseparable union of soul and body to eternity and I per-

suade myself that tlio men of sense, to whom your lordship appeals in

the case, do not find their belief of this fundamental point much weak-
ened by that difficulty. I thought heretofore, (and by your lordship’s

pemiiKsion, would think so still,) that the union of the parts of matter,

one with another, is as much in the hands of God, as the union of a
material and immaterial substance

,
>nd that it does not take off very

much, or at all, fiom the evidence of immortality, which depends on
that union, that it is no easy matter to give an account what it is that

should keep them together though its depending wholly upon the gift

and good jileasuio of God, where the manner creates great difficulty in

the understanding, and our reason cannot discover in the nature of

things how it is, be that which your lordship so jx)8itively says, lessens

the credibility of the fundamental articles of the resurrection and im-

mortality.

“Hut, my lord, to remove this objection a little, and to show of how
small force it is even witli yourself, give me leave to presume, that >our
lordship as firmly believes the immortality of the body after the resur-

rection, os liny other article of faith if so, then it being no easy matter
to give an account, what it is that sh ill keep together the parts of a
maU-nal soul, to one that Mieves it h matenal, can no more weaken
the credibility of its immortality, than the like difficulty weakens the
credibility of the immortality of the hotly For when your lordship

shall find it an easy matter to give an .account what it is, besides the
gootl pleasure of Goil, whu h shall keep together the parts of our matenal
bodies'to eternity, or even soul and In^y

,
I doubt not but any one, who

shall think the soul material, will also find it as easy to give an account
what it is that shall keep thc^o parts of matter also together to eternity

“Were it not that the wanntli of controversy is apt to make men go

far forget, as to Lake up those principles themselves (^»hcn they will

serve their turn) which they ha\e highly condemned m others, I should
wonder to find your KmNhip to argue, that because it is a difficulty to

understand what shall keep together the mmute parts of a material soul,

when life is gone, and because it is not an easy matter to give an
account how the soul shall be capable of unmortality, unless it be an
immaterial substance ' therefore it is not so credible, as if it were easy to

S
’ve an account by natural reason, how it could be. For to this it U,
at all this your discourse tends, as is evident by what is already set

down
, and will be more fully made out by what your lordship says in

other places, though there needs no such proof^ since it would all bo
nothing against me in any other sense
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** I thought your lordship had in othor places ajwcrtod, and insisted on
this truth, that no part of divine revelation waa the loss to be believed,

because the thing itself created great difficulty in the understanding, and
the manner of it was hard to be e^laincd

,
and it wjka no easy matte to

mvo an account how it was. Tina, as I take ity your lordship con-

demned in others, as a very unreasonable pnnciple, and such as would
Nubvert all the articles of the Chnatian religion, that were mere matters
of faith, as I think it will and ia it poaailde, that you should make use
uf It here yourself, against the article of life and immortality, that^ Christ

hath brought to light through the gOMf>el, and neither was nor oould bo
made out by naiut^ reason without revelttion ? But you will say, you
R{>eAk only of the soul

;
and your words are, ‘ Tliat it w no easy matte

to give an account how the soul should be capable of i inmortality, unless

it Im an immaterial substance ’ I grant it, but crave leave say, tliat

tliero u not any one of thoHC difficulties, that are oi can raitHMl about
the manner how a material soul can be immortal, i^lnch do not as well

reach the immortality of the Ixxly.

‘‘Rut if it were not so, I am sure this principle of your lordship's

would reach other articles of faiUi, when*in our natural reason hnds it

not so easy to give an account how tliosc mysteries ore* and which,

tliorefore, according bi > our pnnciples, must 1 cv*h crtsllblo Uian oilier

arlu’les, that create h ss diffioiiliy to the undcmUinding For your
lonlHhip Kav^S* ‘That )ou anjical to any man of sensts whether U) a man
who thought by liw pnncipiea, he c<mld fnnn natural grounds demon'
slrate the iminortality of the soul, the finding the uncertainty of those

principles he went upon in |smit <if reason,' ur., the finding he couhi not

certainly iirovo it by naturid rcoiion. doth not weaken the rrodilnhly of

that fundamental article, when it is ronsi<!cre<l purely as a matter of
faith ^ Which, in cffoct, I humbly omceive, amounts U* this, that a ]>ro-

position divinely revealed that cannot he prf>vr'<l hy natural rt'ason, is

less credible than one that can which seems to me to come very little

short of this, with duo reverence Ih> it s|H)ki n, that fJod is loss U* l»o

Ijcheve^i when he affinns a proposition that cannot he nrovfsd by natural

rca*w)n, than when ho pijoposes what can Ix' proved by it. Tno iliroct

^'<»ntrary to which is my opinion, though you endeavour to make it go<xl

by tliese following words T ' If the evulence of faith fall so much siiort •

of that of reason, it must needs have less effect u|x>n men's minds, whim
the Buliscrviency of reason ts taken away, as it must be, when iho

gnuinds of certainty by rcas^in arc vanished Is it at all probable, that

he who finds his reason deceive hun m such fundamental points, should

have his faith stand firm and immovable on the account of revelation T

'

Than which I think there arc hardly phuner words to bo founil out to

declare, that the credibility of God's testimony depends on the natural

e\idence of probability of the things we receive from revelation
,
and

rises and falls with it
,
and that the truths of Gtsl, or the articles of mere

faith, lose so much of their credibility ss they want pn»f from reason
;

which, if true, revelation may come to have no crerlibiliiy at alt For
if, in this present case, the credibility of this proposiikm, * the souls of
men shall live for ever,' revealed m the Senpture, be lessened hj oon-

Seoond Anrsrer. t IbkL
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feising it cannot be demonstratively proved from reaaon, though it be

jwserted to be most highly probable
,
must not, by the same rule, its

credibility dwindle away to nothing, if natural reason should not be able

to make it out to be so much as probable, or should place the probability

from natural principles on the other side ? For if mere want of demon-
stration lessens the credibility of any proposition divinely revealed, must
not want of probability, or contrary probability from natural reason,

quite take away its credibility? Here at last il must end, if in any one
case the veracity of God, and the credibility of the truths we receive

from him by revelation, be subjected to the verdicts of human reason,

and be allowed to receive any accession or diminution from other proofs,

or want of other proofs of its certamty or probability

“If this be your lordships way to promote religion, or defend its

articles, I know not what argument the greatest enemies of it could use

more effectually for the subversion of those you have undertaken to

defend
;
this being to resolve all revelation perfectly and purely into

natural reason, to bound its credibility by that, and leave no room for

faith in other things, than what can be accounted for by natural reason

without revelation.
“ Your lordship * insists much upon it, as if I had contradicted what

I have said in my Essay, t by saying, ‘that upon my pnnciples it can-

not bo demonstratively proved, that it is an immatei^ substance in us

that thinks, however probable it be ' Ho that will be at the pains to

read that chapter of mine, and consider it, will find that my business

there was to snow, that it was no hai-der to conceive an imraatenal than
a material substance , and that from the ideas of thought, and a power of
moving of matter, which we experienced in ourselves, (ideas originally

not belonging to matter as matter,) there was no more difficulty to con-
clude there was an immaterial substance in us, than that we had ma-
tenal parts These ideas of thinking and j>ower of moving of matter,
T, in anotlier jd.ace, 8hov4ed, did demonstratively lead us to the certam
knowletlgn of the existence of an immaterial thinking being, in whom
wo have the idea of spirit in the stnetest sense

, in which sense I also

applied it to the soul, in the 23rd chapter of my Essay
,
the easily con-

ceivable possibility, nay, grt\it probability, that the thinking substance
in 118 is immaterial, gmng me sufficient ground for it In which sense
I shall thihk I may s.afely attnbute it to the thinking substance in us, till

your lordship shall have better proveti from my words, that it is impoe-
sible it should bo iinmatenal For I only say, that it is possible, i e.,

involves no contradiction, that God, the omnipotent immatenal Spint,
should, if he please, give to some parcels of matter, disposed as be thinks

fit a power of thinking and moving, which parcels of matter so endued
with a power of thinking ani motion, might properly be called spints,

in contradistmetion to unthinking matter in all which, J presume, there
is no manner of contradiction

“ I justified my use of the word spirit in that sense, from the autho-
riUca of Cicero and Virgil, applying the Latin wonl spint at^ from whence
spirit is derived, to the soul, aa a thinking thing, without excluding ma-
teriality out of it To which your lordship repUos,^ ‘ that Cicef<^ m hb

*
First Answer. t B. 2. c 28 Z Fint AnsUrir,
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TuscuUn Questions, supposes tho soul not to be a finer sort of bodj^

but of a different nature from the body—tliat he calls the body,

prison of the soul—and says, that a wise man's business is to draw off

nts Koul fnim hu body.' And then your lordship concludes, as is usua)^

with a question ‘ Is it possible not to think so great a man looked on
the soul but as a modification of the body, which must be at an end with
life?' Answer^ No, it is impossible that a man of so good sense ai

Tully, when he uses the word corpus, or body, for the gross and vAible

parts of a man, which he acknowl^gcs to be mortal, should look on the '

soul to be a modification of that l>ody, in a discourse wherein he wu
endeavouring to persuade another that it was immortal. It is to be
acknowledged, that truly great men, such as he was, are not wont so

manife«tly to contradict themselves He had therefore no thought con-

cerning the modihcaiion of the bo<ly of a in tho case ho was not
such a tnfier as U) examine whether tho modihcaiion of tho body of a
man was immortal, when that liody itself was mortal. And therefore,

that which ho reports as Dictrarchaa's opinion, he dismisses in tlio be-

ginning without any more ado, c 11 But Cicero's was a direct, plain,

ami sensible inquiry, Mt
^
What tho soul was? to see whether from

thence he could discover its immortalitv But in all that discourse in

his first book of Tusculan questions, where he lays out so much of hit

reading aiid reason, there is not one syllable showing the least thought
that the soul was an iiiimaional substance, but many tilings directly to

the contrary.

Indeed, (1) ho shuts out tlie body, taken in tho sense ho uses*
corjfus all along, for the sensible organical parts of a man

,
and is posi-

tive that It IS not the soul and l>ody m this sense, token for the human
body, he calls the prison of tho soul

,
and says, a wise man, instancing

in S*Knitcs .and Cato, is glad of a fair opportunity to get out of it. But
he nowhere says any such thing of matter ho calls not matter in general
the prison of the soul, nor talks a word of being separate from it

** 2 He concludes that the soul is not, like other things here below,

nuMle up of a oomposition of tho elements, c. 27
3 lie excludes the two gross elements, earth and water, from being

the soul, c 26.
“ So far he ts clear and positive, but beyond this he is uncertain,

beyond this he could not get For in some places ho speaks doubtfully,

whf^cr tho soul be not air or fire, Ammusit ammus, \gnitvt, ne$e£o,

c 25, And Uierefore he agrees with Paneetius, that if it bo at all elemen-
tary, It IS, as he calls it, tn/ammeUa aaima, inflamed air, and for this ho
gives several reasons, c. 18, 19. And though he thinks it to l)o of a
peculiar nature of lU own, yet he is so far from thinking it immaterial,

that he says, c. 19, that the admittmg it to bo of an aerial or ignoouo
nature wiU not be inconsistent with anything he had sai<L

**That which he seems most to incline to, is, that the soul was not at
all elementary, but was of the same substance with the heavens; whioh
AnsloUe, to distinguish (rom tho four elemenU, and the changeaMn
hoAim hpe beiow, which he supposed made up of them, called quimttk

Una thb was Tully a opinion, is plaiii, frem these wordi;

• CL 19, 22, 30, 31, Ac.
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Ergo animm (quij ul ego dicOy divinus) esty ut Euripides audet dicere

Deus; et qaidem si Deus aut amnia aut ignis esty idem est animus honums.
Nam ut ilia natura caeleitis et terrd vacat et humore, sic utriusque karum
rerum Kvmanm animus est expers. Sin autem est quinta qucedam na-
tura ab Aristotele inducta, pnmum kcec et deoruniy est et animorum
Hanc nos sententiam secutiy his ipsts verbis in consolations hcec expressimusy

c. 26 And then he goes on, c. 27, to repeat thoRe his own words, which
your lordship has quoted out of him, wherein he had affirmed, in his

treatise Ve ConsolaiionCy the soul not to have its onginal from the earth,

or to be mixed or made of anything earthly
,
but had said, Singularis est

igitur qucedam natura et vis animiy sejuncta ab his usilatis notisquc

naturis, whereby, ho tells us, he meant nothing but Ansbitle’s quinta

essentia, which being unraixed, being that of whicli the gods and souls

consisted, he calls it diviimm coelestCy and concludes it eternal
,

it being

as he speaks, sejuncta ab omni mortali concretione From which it is

clear, that in all his inquiry about the substance of the soul, his thoughts
went not beyond the four elements, or Anstotle’s quinta cssentiUy to

look for it In all which, there is nothing of immateriality, but quite the

contrary.
“ He was willing to behevo (as good and wise men have always been)

that the soul was immortal
,
but for that it is plain he never thought of

its iinmatenality, but as the eastern people do, who believe the soul to

bo minioital, but have novcrthcluss no thought, no conception of its

immateriality. It is remarkable what a very considerable and judicious

author says m this case * ‘No opinion,’ says he, ‘has been so univer-

sally received os that of the immortality of the soul
,
but its immateiiahty

is a tiuth, the knowletlgo whereof has not spread so far And indeeil it

18 oxtreiiu'ly diihcult to let into the mind of a Siamite the idea of a pure
spirit 'rhis the missionaries, who have been longest amongst them, are
positive in All the Pagans of the East do truly believe that there
remains Bomethiiig of a man after Iih death, which subsists independently
and seimrately from his bo<ly But they ^vo extension and figure to

that which remains, and attnbute to it the same members, all the
same substances, both solid and liquid, which our bodies are composed
of. ‘Phey only suppose tliat the souls are of a matter subtile enough to

escape being seen or handled Such were the shades and the manes of

the Greeks and the Rom.ana And it is by these figures of the souls,

answerable to those of the hoihea, that Virgil supposed .^neas knew*

Palinurus, Dido, and Anchiaes in the other world.'
“ This gentleman was not a man that travelleii into thoseparts for his

pleasure, and to have the opportunity to tell strange stones collected

by ohaooe, when be retumeil
,

but one chosen on purpose (and ho
seems well chosen for the jiurpose) to inquire into the singulanties of
$iani And he has so well acquitted himself of the commission which^ Epistle Dedicatory tells us be had, to inform himself exactly of

wWt was most remarkable tliere, that had we but such an account of

otW countries of the East as he has ^ven us of this kingdom, which
hs was an envoy to, we should be much better acquainted thim wm are
irith the manners^ notions, and religions of that pari of thwWlpI in-

t

* Loubi^re du Boyaume de 9am, 1 L o. 19, 1 4.
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habited by civilized nations^ who want neither good senie nor acutenesi

of rcaaoiif though not cast into the mould of the logic and philosophy of

our schools

“ But to return to Cicero ‘ it is plain that, in hn inquiries about the

Bouh hiH thoughts went not at all Iwyond matter. This the expression!

that drop from him in several places of this book evidently show. For

example, ‘That tlie souls of excellent men and women ascended into

heaien, of others, that they remained here on earth,' c. 1*2 ‘That

tlio Koul IS hot, and warms the body
,
that on lU leaving the bo^y, it

penetrates and divides, and breaks through our tliick, cloudy, moist

air
,
that it 8Lo|is in the region of fire, and ascends no further, tho

equality <»f i^armth and weight making that its proper place, whore it

IS nounsiied and sustained with the liamo things wherewith the stars ore

nounslifd and suatainod, and that by the convenience of its nLMghbou^

hoo4l it sliall tluTO luivc a clciircr \icw knd fuller knowle<lgo of tho

heavenly bodies,' c. 19. ‘That tho soul also, from this height, shall

have a pleasant and fairer prosj>ect of Uic globe of the CArtli, the

sitioii of whoso jiarts will then ho before it in one view,' c. 20. ‘That

it iH hard to determine what ctinfonnation, size, and place tho soul has

in Uie body that it is too subtile to be seen ,
that it is m tho human

body, as in a houso or a vcmkI, or a receptacle,' c. *22. All which aro

expressions tliat sulhcicntly evidence that ho who used tlicm had not in

his mind separated inatenahty from tho idea of the soul.

“ It may fKjrhaj^ be rephe<l, that a great part of this which wo tind

in c. 19, is said upmthe principles of those who wouhl have the soul

to be amma tJijiamtMUa, mflauiwl air. 1 grant it. But it is also to bo

observetl, tliat in this 19th and tlio two following chapters, ho docs not

only not deny, but oven admits, that so material a thmg os inflamed air

may think.

“ The truth of the caae, in short, is this Cicero was willing to l)0-

lieve the soul immortal
;
but when ho sought in tho nature of the soul

itself something to establish this his l>eiiff into a cortainty of it, ho

found himself at a lots. Ho confessed ho knew not what the soul w;ui

;

but the not knowing what it was, bo argues, c 22, was no reason to

conclude it was not And tbcrcurwn ho proewds to the repetition of

what he had said m his 6th b«Mk, oc Ilepub.^ concerning tho soul. The *

argument which, borrowed from Plato, be there makes use of, if it liave

any force in it, not only proves the soul to he imuiorial, but more than,

1 think, your lordship wiil allow to be true ,
for it pn^ves it to b«

eternal, and without begiamog, as well as without end . Napu nota

etric estf ti aUma at, sayi be.
‘

‘ Indeed, from the faculties of the soul, ho c/mcludcs right, ' that it

is of divme originsl' But as to the tubsUnce of the soul, ho at the end

of this disooune coimeming its faculties, c 25, ss well as at tho bo*

ginning of it, c. 22, is not ashataed to own his ignorance of what it it:

dwma su oatMia, tQnitve, nacio, tec vu vwUt ul uiot, faienneiciri

good fMsetam. ii uUa alia de re (iscura a^rmare ^durs^ JitiMM me iffnii tU ammut, eum jurarem cm dtrinam, c. 2.1. that

rif|tafiisiUhity he could attain to about the soul was, that bt wtf oon-

was something divine in it, t e
,
inere were faculties in tho

oul that could not rmlt from the nature of matter, bdt must havo
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their ori^nal from' a diyine power; but yet tJioae qualities, divine aa

they were, he acj^nowledged might be pUced in breath or fire, which 1

think your lordship will not deny to be material substances. So that all

those diving qualitW which he so much and so justly extols in the soul,

led him not, as appears, so much as to any the least thought of imma-

teriality. This is demonstration that he built them not upon an ex-

clusion of materiality out of the soul
;
for he avowedly professes he does

not know but breath or fire might be this thinking thing in u^ and in

all his considerations about the substance of the soul itself^ hi s^ck in

air or fire, or Aristotle’s quinta essentia; for beyon^ Aose it is 'evident

^e went not
“ But with all his proofs out of Plato, to whose authority he defers

so much, with all the arguments his vast reading and great narts could

furnish him with for the immortahtv of the soul, he was so little satli-

fled, so far from being certain, so far from any thought that he had or

could prove it, that he over and over again professes his ignorance and

doubt of it In the beginning, he enumerates the several opinions of

the philosophers, which he had well studied, about it. And then, full of

uncertainty, says,Hamm sententiamm quce vera sit, Dens altguis vident

;

qaa verisimtlUma magna qucestio, c 11. And towards the latter end,

having gone them all over again, and one after another examined them,

he professes himself still at a loss, not knowing on which to pitch, nor

what to determine. Mentis odes, says he, sei^am intuens, nomur^

quam hebescit, 6b eamque causam contemplandi diltgerUtam mxttmns^

Itaque dubitans, ctrctmtpedans, hcesitans, multa adversa revertenSf

tanquam in rate in mart mmenso, nostra vehitur oratio, c. 80. And to

conclude this argument, when the person he introduces as discoursmg

with him tells him ho is resolved to keep firm to the bebef of immor-

tality, TuUy answers, c. 32, Laudo id quidm, et si nxhxl animis oportet

considere mcvemur emm strpe aUquo aciUe conduso, labamus, muta-

musqwe sententtam clanoribus etiam xn rebxis, in his est enim aliqm

obscuritas,

“ So immovable is that truth delivered by the Spirit of Truth, that

though the light of naturo gave some obecure glunmcring, some unce^

tain hopes of a future state
;
yet human reason could attidn to no clear-

ness, no certainty about it, but that it was JESUS CHRIST alone who

had brought hie and immortality to light, through the gospel* Though

we are now told, that to own the inabihty of natural reason to bring

ipmortftlity to light, of, which passesi for the same, to own principles

upon which the immateriahty of the soul (and, aa it is uiged, cons^uently,

its immortality) cannot be demonstratively proved, does leMen the belief

of this article of revelatmo, which JESUS CHRIST alone has brought

to light, and wUo^ oonsequentlv, the soi^ture assurea ua is eetabliahed

and made certain only by revelation. Tnia would not perhaps have

teemed strange from tboM who are justly complained o( for slighting

the revelation of the goapel, and theimore woula not he much regardetit

if th» ahould contradict so f4ain a text of icripture, in favour of their

aU-ranoienl leason. But what use thj promote of scepticism and in-

fidelity» in an age so much suspected by jour lordships may

2 Thn. i. 10.
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what comes from ooe of your great authority and learnuig, may deewTi
your consideratioiu

** And thus, my lord« I hope*! have satisfied you concerning ,0icero*9

opinion about the soul, in his first book of Tusculan Queetic^ni
;
whioh^

though I easily believe, as your lordship says, you are no stranger to,

yet I humbly conceive you have not shown (and upon a careful perusal

of that treatise again, I think 1 may boldly say you cannot show) one
word in it that expresses anting like a notion m Tully of the soul's im-

mateiiality, or ita being an immaterial substance.
'

** From what you bring out of Virgil, your lordship ooncludes,* * that

he, no more than Cicero, does me any kindness in this matter, being

,

both asserters of the aoul's immortality. My lord, were not the question

of the soul's immateriality, acconling to custom, changed hero into that

of its immortality, which 1 am no leas an assorier of than either of them,
Cicero and Virgil do me all the kindness I dosirtxl of them in this mat-
ter, and that was to show tliat they attributed the word tpintui to tba
soul of man, without any thought of its immateriality, and this the
verses }ou youmolf bring out of Virgil,

t

* Et cum frigula mors anima? seduxerit artiis,

Omnibus umbra locts adero, <labui, improbe, posnaa,'

conhrm, as well as those I quote<l out of hU sixth Ibnik
;
and for this

M. de U I>)ubl!ro shall bo my witness, in the wor»U alM>vc set down out of
him

,
where he show's that there be those amongst the hcaUions of our

dajs, as well as Virgil and oUiem amongst the ancient Greeks and Ito-

mans, who thought the souls or ghosts of men dfparte^l dW not dio with
the Ixxly, without thinking Uicni to Ixj |H*rfoctly immaterial

, the Latter

being much more mcomnreheiiBihlo to th< m than the former And
what Virgil’s notion of the smil is, and that ojrj/tn, when put m con-

tnuliHtinciion to the s^ml, signifies nothing but iho |p*oss tenement of
6csh and bones, is evident from this verso of his ^ijncid, 6, wbtro be
calls the souls Which yet were visible,

‘Tenues sine corp>re vit».'

“Your lonlship’s answer concerning what is sa4d, Eccles xiu, tnma
wholly uj'on Solomon's taking the soid to Ihj immortal, which was not •

what I (jueflUon
, all that I ouoted that place for, was Uj show that spirit

in Emihsii might properly do applied tfi the soul, without any notion

of its imrnatenolity, as HI'S was by Solomon, which, whether he thought
the souls of men to be immaterial, does little appear in that passage
where he speaks of the souls of qpen and Im-osIs together, os he does.

But further, what I contended for is evident fn m that place, in that tbo
word spint it there applied by our translators to the souls of beastly

which your lordship, I think, does not rank amongst the immaterialt

and consequently unmortal spirits, though they have sense and spoo*

taneous motion.
** But you say, § ‘ if the soul be not of itself a free, tli.nking substenoi^

joa d0 not see what foundation there is in nature for a day or jodgHiklit*

Though the heathen world did not of old, nor do to tna day,

*Ftrtt Anawar. t .£neid. 4.m X Fmi Answer. | Ibid.
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see a foundation in nature for a day of judgment
;
yet in revelation, !f

that will satisfy your lordship, every one may see a foundation for a day
of judgment, because God has positively declared it ; though God has

not by that revelation taught us what the substance of the soul is ; nor has

anywhere said, that the soul of itself is a free agent. Whatsoever any
created substance is, it is not of itself, but is by the good pleasure of its

Creator : whatever degrees of perfect’on it has, it has from the bountiful

hand of its Maker. For it is true in a natural, as well as a spiritual

sense, what St. ^Paul says,* ‘ Not that we are sufficient of ourselves to

think anything as of oureelves, but our sufficiency is of God.’
“ But your lordship, as I guess by your following words, would argue,

that a material substance cannot be a free agent
,
whereby I suppose

you only mean, that you cannot see or conceive how a solid substance

should begin, stop, or change its own motion. To which give me leave

to answer, that when you can make it conceivable how any created,

finite, dependent substance can move itself, or alter or stop it8> own
motion, which it must to be a free agent, I sup|)ose you will find it

no harder for God to bestow this power on a solid than an unsolid

c^eato^l substance. Tully, in the place above quoted, f could not con-

ceive this power to be in anything but what was from eternity Curti

pateat igitur (Eternum id e$se quod aelpsum inoreat est qui kanc
naturam animts esse inbutam n^'get ? But though you cannot see how
any created substance, solid or not solid, can be a free agent, (pardon
me, my lord, if I put iti both, till youi lordship ple.isc to explain it of
cither, and show the manner how either of them can of itself move
itself or anything elso,! yet I do not think you wdl so deny men to

bo free agents, from tho difficulty there is to see how they are free

agents, as to doubt whethei there bo foumlation enough for a day of
judgment.

“ It is not for me to judge how f ir jour lordship’s speculations reach

;

blit finding in myself nothing to be truer than what the wise Solomon
tells me, t * As thou knowest not what is tho way of the spint, nor
how the bonee do grow in the womb of her that is with child

,
even so

thou kiiowcst not the works of God, who maketh all things I grate-

fully receive and rejoice in the light of revelation, which sets me at rest

in many things, tho manner hereof my poor reason can by no means
make out to mo. Omnuxitency, I know, can do anything that contains
in it no contradiction ,

so that I readily believe whatever GckI has de-

clared, though my reason find difficulties in it, wluch it cannot master.

As in the present case, God having revealed that there shall be a d.ay of
judgment, I think that foundation enough to conclude men arc free

enough to bo made anaweraUe for their actions, and to receive acconling
to what they have done

;
though how man is a free agent, surpasses my

explication or comprehension
“In answer U> the place I brought out of Luke,§ your lordship

aaks, li
‘ Whether from these words of our Sa> lour it follows that a spirit

is only an ap|>earance^ I answer. No; nor do I know who drew such
AH inierenoe from them : but it follows, that in apparitions tbeijp is

• 2 Cor. Ill 5. t Tus Qmpst. 1 i. c. 23. ^ Ecclcs. xi. 5.

§ Luke xxiv 30. 11 First Answer
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•omething that appears, and that that which appears {s not wholly im*

material
,
and yet this was properly called wvfv/ia, and was often looked

by ibosc who called it rvtvfia m Greek, and now call it spirit in

fiogluth, to bo the ghost or soul of ono departed, winch, I huraDly con-

ceive, justifies my use of the word spirit, for a thinking, voluntary agent^

whether matenid or imniateriaL

Your lordship says,* *that I grant, that it cannot upon these prin-

ciples be demonstrated, that the spiritual substance m us is immatbnal
;

'

from vihenco you conclude, ‘that then my grounds of certainty from

ideas are plainly given up.’ This being a way of arguing th.at you often

make uko of, I haro often had occasion to consider it, and cannot after

all see tlio force of this argument I acknowledge that this or that pro-

position cannot upon my pnnciplea bo demonstrated
;
ergo, I grant this

propisition bi be false, inat oertamty consists in the perception of the

agreement or disagreement of ideas. For that is ray ground of certainty,

and till that be given up, my grounds of certainty are not given up.”





AN EXAMINATION

OF

P. MALEBRANCHE'S OPINION
OF

SEEING ALL THINGS IN GOD.

t

iT would hero bo altogether out of place to attempt an outline of hlaU-
^ranthe’a whole philoaoplny, iince only a very imall portion of it ia

attacked m the following treatMo by Locke. Bonidea, the merit of Male-
brancho lies not, I thinks m the tnveniion of a ayatom, but in the critiolam

of auch other ayatoma aa atill preaenrad aomo credit in hta time. Tenne-
mann (Manual of Uio Hiatory of Philoaopby, ( 341,) ^voi an account of
the <loctnnea of this wnter. Buhle (Hiatoiredo la I^iloeophio Modome,
t ni. p 3<J7—426) aupplioi a tolerably correct and intelligible abridg-

ment of bis general viewa. BuU atat^ m any other language than mi
it iH to be feared that hiM methiKl of reaituiiing will appear unaatii-

factor)*, since the whole vitality of the Itocberclio dc la V<$ntd la, in my
hiimblo opinion, to bo found in tlio nch, polmho<l^ and flexible atyie in

which It 18 wmttcn. Here it la not to lie denied he {KMaomeii conaiderable

aupenonty over Locke
,
but however ably ho may wntc, and however

subtly ho may rcaaon, it aoon become# evident, ujiun a diligent f»cruaah

that hia mind waa too much cloude<l by inyHtKum to permit of hU aeeing

hia way clearly through the labyrinth of mctaphysica He falla |>oi^

petually into contradictiona
;
often ap|)eara to cmifound tlio aoul witli iti

material organ, the brain, now verge# towards the loftiest idealism;

now a^lopta the tone and language of a Pantheist
,
and in the favourite^

and perhaf)# tlie only new, part of hia system, vix
,
Uiat which U^achoi

that we behold all Uunga in God, ho grows my mystical, so c^mfusod, ao

irreconcilable with common aense and cx|>cnencts, that wo at length dia-

muH the whole specuUtwm aa a mere dream. In this light it is quite clear

Locke considered it He waa no doubt rottrained by the widely-cxtmdad
reputation of Malebraocbe, aa well aa by hu own natural politeness, from
apeakiDg of it ao plainly aa now bocomea our duty ;

but y<!t he managoa to

ihow, in the coume of hia arguments, that the wf»rthy fatner of the Oratoir
IS very frequently at variance with oommon scnac. Undeterred Iw this

exposure, by anUcipaiion, of hia principles, Bishop Berkeley very ihortlv

afterwards spun hia famous system on Malrbrancbe'a distaff, for it {•

almost capable of demonstration, that the Bishop of Cloyno'a idaaham
waa hatchixl in the ebbten of the Oratory 1 am far from desiring to
undervalue the contributions which any pbilosopber has made towards
the more complete onderstaiiding of the origin and nature of our ideti^

of the powers of our mind, our relations to the First Cause of ideas, of
tmmiiotiM, and of knowledge ;

but it most be owned that the fnmk and
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earnest student of philosophy frequently finds himself called upon to

exercise all his patience and forbearance, m making his way through the

writings of Msdebranche. E^eq the refutation of his errors by Looke
may be said to furnish a proof of this fact, since the utter groundless-

ness of his suppositions now appears so self-evident, as to stand in need
of no refutation. But the case was very different in Locke’s time, and
perhaps would be lo still, had not the public mind been lon^ ago weaned
from pursuits porefy speoulatiT^ in order to apply itself with undivided

earnestness to the sciences which are the more immediate ministers of

the progress and happiness to mankind.

—

Ed.]

1 . The acute and ingenious author of the Recherche de la

V6rit6,* among a great many very fine thoughts, judicious

reasonings, and uncommon reflections, has in that treatise

started the notion of Seeing all Things in Grod, as the best

way to explain the nature and manner of the ideas in oiy:

understanding. The desire I had to have my unaffected ig-

norance removed, has made it necessary for me to see whether
this hypothesis, when examined, and the parts of it put

together, can be thought to cure oui‘ ignorance, or is intelli-

gible and satisfactory to one who would not deceive himself,

take words for things, and think he knows what he knows
not.

2. This I observe at the entrance, that P. Malebranche
•having enumerated, and in the following chapters showed the

difficulties of the other ways, whereby he thinks human un-

derstanding may bo attempted to be explained, and how
insufficient they are to give a satisfactory account of the ideas

we have, erects this of Seeing all Things in Grod upon their

ruin, as the true, becaiis<i it is impossible to find a better;

which argument, so far from being only argumentum ad igno-

rantiam, loses all its force as soon as we consider the weak-
ness of our minds and the narrowness of our capacities, and
have but humility enough to allow, that there may be many
things which we cannot fully comprehend, and that Gk)d is

not bound in all he does to subject his ways of operation to

the scrutiny of our thoughts, and confine himself to do no-
* The edition of the Recherche de U Y^rit^ which Locke used, was

that in quarto, printed at Pans, m 1678 ;
and when he had occasion to

oompare it wil^ any other, he seems always to have made use of the
mail octavo, print^ at the same place, and in the taine year. By
chance it happens that this second edition is the one we hare now befora
Oi^ and to which we shall refer in the notes.

—

Ed.
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thing but what we must compi-ehend. And it will veiy little

help to cure my ignorance, that this is tlio best of four or

five hypotheses proposed, which are all defective; if this too

has in it what is inconsistent with itself, or unintelligible

to me.

3. The P. Malebi-anche’s Recherche de la Tt5rit6, 1. 3, p. 2,

c. 1, tells us, that, whatever the mind perceives, niusti be

actually present and intiinatcly united to it,*** That the

things that the mind perceives are its own inflations, imagi-

nations, or notions; which being in the Bool^ the modifica-

tions of it need no ideas to represent them. But all things

exterior to the soul we cannot perceive bat by the interven-

tion of ideas, supposing that the things themselves cannot bo

intimately united to the soul. But because spintual things

may possibly be unitc<l to the soul, therefore he thinks it

probable that they can discover theinselvi*8 immediately with-

out idei3,t thoup;h of this ho doubts, Ix'cause he believes not

there is any substance purely intelligible, but that o( Clod;

and that though sjunts can jxwsibly uniU' thems<dves to our

minds, yet, at present, we cannot ontindy know them. But
ho 8|K*aks here principally of material things, which he says

certmnly cannot unite thcin.s<*l\<‘s t4> onr souls in such a

manner as is necc^ssary that it shouhl isTooive them
;

becaiiBo,

being extended, the soul not being so, there is no proportion

between them.

4 This is the sum of his doctrine containo<l in the first

chapter of the second |>art of the thinl lM>ok, as far os I can

comprehend it. Wherein, T confess, there are many expres-

sions which, carrying with them, to my mind, no clear ideas,

* TTie words of Mjdcbranchc are— “II faiit Incn remarquer qu'a*iti

one fesprit appcrcoivo quclc|iie chose, il cst alrtWilumcot necesmure quo

nd^ de ccUe chose lui soit sctuellcment pr6icnt«." (Kechercho do U
V^rit4, 1. III. p. u. c. I.)

f On this part of his system MaJebranche evidently entertained no
very clear or distinct ideas. “ De sorte,” says he, “ qu'il ne scmble ftas

aboolument neoeosaire d’adroettre des id^cs i>our representer h faino den

chooee spcrituelles parcequl se peut fairequ'on les voye tor dies m^mesi,

qooiquo d*ane manihre fort imparfaite ''
(t. p. 346.) In the notes on

tbo ¥mtkj on the Human UDderstanding, the reader will have ubsonred

that B«L>p Berkeley, who may be regarded as the Malebranche of

Great Britain, entertained as ne^y as possible the same opinion, with
respect to the knowledge we can ^ve of spinta. (See Book 11. c* ud.
p. 210.)—Ed
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are like to remove but littie of my ignorance by their sounds

:

T.g., What it is to be intimately united to the souL” What
it is for two souls or spirits to be intimately united

;
for inti-

mate union being an idea taken from bodies when the parts

of one get withm the sur&ce of the other,* and toi\ch their

inward parts; what is the idea of intimate union I must
have between two beings that have neither of thpm any ex-

tension or surface] And if it be not so explained as to give

me a clear idea jof that union, it will make me imderstand

very little more of the nature of the ideas in my mind, when
it is said I see them in God, who, being intimately united to

the 8oulj exhibits them to it
;
than when it is only said they

are, by the appointhient of Grod, produced in the mind by
certain motions of our bodies, to which our minds are united

:

which, however im|>crfect a way of explaining this matter,

will still bo as good as any other that does not by clear ideas

remove my ignorance of the manner of my ^rception.

5. But he says that certainly material things cannot unite

themselves to our souls.” Our bodies are united to our souls,

yes; but, says he, ^‘not after a manner which is necessary

that the soul may jx?rceive them.”* Explain this manner of

union, and show whei*em the difterence consists between the

union necessary and not necessary to perception, and then I

shall confess this difficulty removed.

The reason that ho gives why material things cannot be

imitod to our souls after a manner that is necessary to the

soul’s perceiving them, is this, viz
,
“ That mateiial things

being extended, and the soul not, there is no proportion be-

tween them.” This, if it shows anything, shows only that a

soul and a body cannot be united, because one has surface to

be united by, and the other none. But it shows not why a

+ To rc.oRoning like of Malebranche, no other answer Mrhap3
could properly be mAde, but that which is here giveu by Locke. Having
promised to explain, in a future chapter, the manner in which we obtain

a knowledge of spinta, Malobraiche goes on to remark of matenai sub-

stances, that they cannot he united to our souls in the way necessary

to enable us to perceive them
,
and he subjoms his reason, inch as it

is, for this opinion. “Je parle,” says he, *' pnncipalleraent ici des

choses luaterieUes lesquellee certainement ne peuvent s^unir k n6tre ame
de la mani^io qu'il est necessaire a6n quelle les appercoive, parce

€|ii' etant ^tendue et fame ne I’etant pas il n’y % point de proportion

entre-elles.” (t. i. p. 340 )•—Ed.
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soul united to a body, as ours is, sannot, by that body^ kava^

the idea of a triangle excited in it, as well as by being unitedr

to C^kI (between whom and the soul there is as little propoiv
tion, as between any creature immaterial or material, and the
soul) see in Qod the idea of a triangle that is in him, tinoe

we cannot conceive a triangle, whether seen in matter or iis

Qod, to be without extension. ’

6. He says, ** There is no substance purely intelligible

but that of Ood.”* Here again I must eonfess myself in
the dark, having no notion at all of the nU>stanc$ of Ood;,
nor being able to conceive how his is more intelligible than
any other substance,

7. One thing more there is, which, I confess, stumblea
mo in the very foundation of this hypothesis, which stands
thus : We cannot perccioe anything but what is irUitncUdy
uniUd to the amd. The reason why some things, (viz., ma*
toruil,) cannot bo intimately united to the soul, is, because
there is no proportion l>etween the soul and them." If this
be a good reason, it follows that the greater the proportion
there is between the soul and any other being, the better
and more intimately they can be united. Now, then, I ask,
whether there be a greater proportion between God, an in*
finite Being, and the soul, or between finite created spirit

and the soul] And yet the author says, that ^ he believes
that there is no substance purely intelligible, but that of
God,” and that " wc cannot entirely know created spirits

* Tha DMuge in which Mmlebnmoha tUiet thui opinion ii the follow-— *' il n'j a quo Dieu quo Von connouM} par lui mSmo; oar enoore
qu il y ait, d’autm Stres SpiritueU quo lui, et qui •ombUni 6irs intri-
'ligible par lour nature, fl n j a nr^tentemeni quo lui aeuL, qui penetee
Tooprit et so deoouvra a^uL Noua no Yoyom quo Dieu d*uiis vuo im*
mediate dirocte. Peut ^tre mSme qu u n'y a qua lui, oui puiass
eclairar reeprii par m propre tubttatice. Entm dans ceite vie oe n oat
qun par Tunion quo noua avona avec lui, que noui aominea capable de
oonnottre oo quo nous oonnoiaaona " (t,i p 374 ) Tim error of thia phi-
loaopher amteari to have origtnated in the ptoua daatrt to exalt the
greatness of Ood, by dwelling on the weakoeas and bsigiiihcaooe of
man . bn^ like many other writeri equally weH moaning, be full into
what, wfiltm with other inientloDa, would hare been mere hnpiijty.

fiooe it ia Qod who created the human undcfeteoding, who hm
beatuaed on m all our fiuniltiea, who, in abort, baa made ns what we
•r^it cannot be oonsisteot with true piety to depreciate oor own istih
teOeci^ or to eeek to degrade and yflily the powera with which we oai#
been gifted by Omnipotence.—Sa

VOL. XL 3b
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at present.” Make this out upon your principles of intimate

union and proportion, and then they will be of some use to the

clearing of your hypothesis, otherwise intimate union and

proportion are only sounds serving to amuse, not instruct us.

8. In the close of this chapter he enumerates the several

ways whereby he thinks we come by ideas, and compares

them severally with his own way; which, how much more

intelligible it is than either of those, the following chapters

will show; to which I shall proceed, when I have observed

that it seems a bold determination, when he says, that it

must be one of these ways, and we can see objects no other.*

Which assertion must be built on this good opinion of our

capacities that God cannot make the creatures operate but

in ways conceivable to us. That we cannot discourse and

reason about them further than w^ conceive, is a great truth

;

and it would be well if we would not, but would ingenuously

own the shortness of our sight where we do not see. To
say there can be no other, because we conceive no other,

does not, I confess, much instruct. And if I should say,

that it is possible God has made our souls so, and so united

them to our bodies that, upon certain motions made in our

bodies by external objects, the soul should have such or

such perceptions or ideas, though in a way inconceivable to

us
;
this perhaps would appear as true and as instructive a

proposition as what is so positively laid down.

9. Though the Peripatetic Doctrine of the Species + does

* It was, no doubt, very far from being the intention of Malebrancbe

to set up ha own understanding as the measure of the Infinite; but yet,

without appeanng to have any such design, he oontrivee to make it felt

that God can furnish us with ideas by no other means, and in no other •

ways, than such as be ventures to enumerate. ** Nous assurons done

qu’il est absolument neoeesaire, que les id^ que nous avons des corps,

et de tous les autres objets que nous n'appercevons point par eux-mdmes,

viennent de oes m^mes corps, ou de ces objets
; on bien que ndtre ame,

ait la puissance de produtre oes id^ . ou que Dieu les ait produites aveo

elle en la oreant, ou qu’il les produire toutes les fois qu’on pense k quelque

objet* ou que Tame ait en elle mdme toutes les pmectlons qu’elle voit

dans ces corps ; ou enfin qu'elle soit unie aveo un dire tout parfait, et

qui renferme g^n^ralsment toutes les peifeotioiis des ^tres (L.

ni. Pt II. c, 1. f. 1. p. 846.)-Ed.

t The passage in which Malebraoohe ridkmles the doctrine of spectet

visiUe^ maintained by the Penpatetios, is wHty enough
;
but when the

reader has considered it carefully, I very much question whether he will

allow it to be a comet representation of the ancieiit system, or in any
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not at all satisfy me, yet I think it were not hard to show;
that it is as easy to account for the difficulties he charges

on it, as for those his own' hypothesis is laden with. But
it being not my business to defend what I do not understand,

nor to prefer the learned gibberish of the schools to what
•

WSJ oondushre agaiiut it **On snnire done qu'U n'j s auouna j
•raibUnce, qae Im objeta envoyent dot imagot, ou dea eapbooa qui leur

reaemblant; de quoi void queiquea raiaona. La premioro ae tire da
runpen^trabibU dea oorpa. Toua lea objeta, oomme lo aoUel, lea etoilea

et toua oeux qui aont procho de noa yeux, napeuvent paa onvoyer dea
eap^cea qui aoient d'autre nature qu>ux ‘ o'eat pourquoi lea phil^phea
diaent ordinairemeot que oea eapbM aont gjoaderea et mateHeliea, k la

difference dea eapboea expreaaea qui aont apuHtualia^. Cea aapbcea Im-

preaaea dea objeta aont done de |M*ttta oorpa ellea ne peavent done pat
ae nenetrrr ni toua tea eapacea qui aont denuii U lerre juaqu'au cict laa-

3
uela cn doivent dtro toua retupha. D‘ou il eat facile do conclure qu*ellea

evroient ae froiaaer, et ae bnwr, lea onea ailant d‘un cAUt et lea autrea

de Tautre, ai Ton voyoit lea objeU par lour moyen. " (L. 111. Pt 11. a ^
b i p. 348.) Hobb^ alao, (Human Nature, chap, it | 4,) makea him*
aclf merry with the Peripatetic viaihle apeciea

,
out when ho comoa in

hia turn to explain the act of aight. he propoaoa an hy|>otlioala very Utile

more intelligiblo ** 1 have ahown/* aayv no, '* that no motbn la fpme-
rated but by a btKly contiipjoua and moved from whence it ia manifeat,

that the immediate cauae of aenao cr perception oiiniiala in ibia—that the

firet organ of aenae la touched and pnsaawl For when the uttemioat

part of the organ la proaaed, it no aooner yielda, but the fwirt next within

It la preeaed alao
,
and in thia manner the premure or motion la firopa-

gatod through all the |«arta of the organ, to the innennoat. And thus

alao the preaaure of the uttermoat part pn>ce<Kla from tho preaaure of

some more remote body, and ao continually, UU we come to that ftt>m

which, aa fmm ita fountain, we derive the phantaam or idea that ia made
in ua by our aenae. And thia, whatsoever it be, ia that we commonly
call the object. Sense, therefore, ia aomo internal motion in the sentient,

generated by aomo internal motion of tho parts of the object, and pro-

pagato<l through all the medium to the innermost part of the organ. By
which words 1 have almost defined what sense la.'* (Kbmonia of Phl-

loaophy, PL IV. c. xxv. f 2.) Descartes, with great go^ acnae, re-

garded the manner by which images are conveyer! to the mind as wholly

inexplicable. Antomo Le Grand, however, the boat expositor of hia phf-

losophy, has a pasaa^ which may bo worth introdudng bore. ^*Kullik

eat neceesitaa tales xmoffxnm ad viaionoa, aut alius aensua exidkandiMi

adimittendi, cum vidoaznua tnii^ poaae in anirou nostria affectionea, et

oommotlones producera, qus Am objectis, quo significant, simiUtudiost

non habent ut cum verba ore pronuniiata, aut papjrro maadata atrageo

hominuui, orbrum everaionea, mans proceUaa repnaaenUat ; aut amoris
odiive effectfia exettani; qiua tamen rtprevenialicneSf aeu ongitatiooes

nullam prorans auniUtudinem habent, cam Uba reboa, quae a^ificant*
Detnde explioari not potest, quomodb tales imagines ab obieetta afllaer%

|«wiL” (IiwtiL PhUoaoph. PL VIIL art x. p. 43L>—Ed.
2iS
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is yet unintelligible to me in P. M., I shall only take notice

of so much of his objections, as concerns what I guess to be

the truth. Though I do not think any material species,

carrying the resemblance of things by a continual flux from

the body we perceive, bring the perception of them to our

senses
;
yet I think the perception we have of bodies at a

distance from ours may accounted for, as far as we are

capable of understanding it, by the motion of particles of

matter coming from them and striking on our organs.* In

feeling and tasting there is immediate contact. Sound is

not unintelligibly explained by a vibrating motion commu-
nicated to the medium, and the efSuviums of odorous bodies

will, without any great difficulties, account for smells. And
therefore P. M. makes his objections only against visible

species, as the most difficult to •be explained by material

causes, as indeed they are. But he that shall allow extreme

smallness in the {articles of light, and exceeding swiftness

in their motion
j
and the great porosity that must be granted

in bodies, if we compare gold, which wants them not, with

air, the medium wherein the rays of light come to our eyes,

and that of a million of rays that rebound from any visible

area of any body, perhaps the thousandth or ten thousandth

part coming to the eye, are enough to move the retina suffi-

ciently to cause a sensation in the mind, will not find any
great difficulty in the objections which are orought from the

impenetrability of matter; and these rays ruffling and break-

ing one another in the medium which is full of them. As
to what is said, that from one point we can see a great num-
ber of objects, that is no objection against the species, or

visible appearances of bodies, being brought into the eye by
the rays of light

;
for the bottom of the eye or retina, which,

in regard of these rays, is the place of vision, is far from
being a point Nor is it true, that, though the eye be in

any one place, yet that the sight is performed in one point;

i e., that the rays that bring those visible species do all meet
in a point

;
for they cause their distinct sensations, by strik-

ing on distinct paiia of the retina, as is plain in optics
;
and

*
'niis notion »ppe«n to me m completelj unfounded, to say the lout

of it, M that of the Peripatetics
;
for if particles of matter may thus

travel fit>m the dog^itar to us, why may not the image or visible species

of the star! X am apt to think Uiat the boetih^ waged against visible

apeoMs was founded on a misundertUnding.—£o.
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the figure they paint there must be of some considerable

bigness, since it takes up ou the retina an area whose diama*
ter is at least thirty seconds of a circle, whereof the circum-

ference is in the retina, and the centre somewhere in the
crystalline, as a little skill in optics will manifest to any ^ne
that considers, that few eyes can perceive an object less than
thirty 'minutes of a circle, whereof the eye is the oentra.

And he that will but n^fiect on that seeming odd experiment^

of seeing only the two o^itwaixi ones of thiYMi hits of paper
stuck up against a wall, at about half a foot, or a foot one
fi-oin another, without seeing the middle one at oil, whilst

his eye remains fixe<l in the same posture, must cynifoss tliat

vision is not made in a point, when it is plain, that looking

with one eye, then' is always one part between the extremes

of tlie area that we see, which is not seen at the same time

that we jKirceivcthc < xtremers of it; though the lookuigwith

two eyes, or the quick turning of the axis of the eye to tho

jiart wc would distinctly view, when wo look but with one^

doc*s not let us take notice of it.

10 Wiat I have here said, I think sufficient to mako
intelligible how by matenal rays of light, visiblo species may
bo brought into tho eye, notwithstanding any of r. M.’s ob-

jections against so much of maternal rausc‘s as my hypothesis

is conccmtHl in. But when by this ineanH an image is made
on tho retina, how wo see it, I conceive no more than when
I am told wo boo it in God How we Hc^e it is, I confetti,

what I iindenitand not in the one or in tho other; only it

appears to mo more difficult to concx’ive a distinct visible

image in tho uniform, unvariablo essence of God, tba( in

variously modifiable matter, but the manner how 1 see cither,

still csca])cs my comprehension. ImproRsions made on the

retina by rays of light, I think I understand
;
and motions

from thenoo continued to the brain may Iw conceived, and
that these produce ideas in our minds, 1 am penmadod, but

in a manner to me incomprehensible. This I can resolve

only into the good pleasure of God, whose ways are past

fining out And, I think, I know it as well when I atn

told these are ideas that the motion of the animal spirits^

by a law established by God, produces in me, as when 1 am
told they are ideas I see in God. The ideas it is certain I
have, and God both ways is the original cause of my har-
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ing them; but the manner how I come by them, how it is

that I perceive, I confess I understand not;* though it be

plain motion has to do in the producing of them : and motion,

so modified, is appointed to be the cause of our having of

them
;
as appears by the curious and artificial structure of

the eye, accommodated to all the rules of refi:action and di-

optrics, that so visible objects might bo exactly and regularly

painted on the bottom of the eye.

11. The change of bigness in the ideas of visible objects,

by distance and optic-gl^es, which is the next argument

he uses against visible species, is a good argument against

them, as supposed by the Peripatetics, but when considered^

would persuade one that we see the figures and magnitudes

of things rather in the bottom of our eyes than in God
;
the

idea we have of them and their grandeur being still pro-

portioned to the bigness of the area, on the bottom .of our

eyes, that is affected by the rays which paint the image

there, and we may be said to see the picture in the retina,

as, when it is pricked, we are truly said to feel the pain in

our finger.

12. In the next place, where ho says, that when we look

on a cube wo see all its sides equal.” This, I think, is a
* mistake

;
and I have in another place shown how the idea

wo have from a regular solid, is not tho true idea of that

solid, but such an one as by custom (as the name of it does)

servos to excite our judgment to form such an one.

13. What ho says of seeing an object several millions of

leagues, tho very same instant that it is uncovered, I think

may be shown to bo a mistake in matter of fact. For by

observations made on tho satellites of Jupiter, it is discovered

that light is successively propagated, and is about ten minutes

coming from tho sun to us-f

14. By what I have said, I think it may be understood

how we may conceive, that from remote objects material

causes may reach our senses, and therein produce several

* The same oaatioD, forbeanuice, aad good eeoee, which constitute

the chATaoteristics of the Essay on the Human Understanding aro visible

here, where, in tho particular instance before him, Locke accurately

marks the limits between the knowable and unknowable.—En.

t Recent eiperimen^ 1 believe, have rendered it extremely proba-

ble tW light makee ita pamage from the sun to the earth in seven mi-

nutea and a half.—Ed*
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motions that may be the causes of ideas in us
; notwithstand-

ing what P. M. has said in this second chapter against ma-
terial species. I confess his arguments are good against

those species as usually understood by the Peripatetios.

But, since my principles have been said to be conformable to

the Aristotelian philosophy, I have endeavoured to rembve
the didiciilties it is chaiged with, as far as my opinion is

concerned in them.

15. His third chapter is to confute the opinion of those

who think our minds have a power to produce the ideas of

things on which they would think, and that they are excited

to produce thorn by the impressions which objects make
on the body.*" One who thinks ideas are nothing but |>er-

oeptions of the mind annexed to certain motions of the

body by the will of God, who hath ordered such ])orcep-

tions always to accon]|>any such motions, though we know
not how they are produced, docs in effect conceive those

ideas or pcccptions to bo only passions of the mind, when
produced in it, whetlier we will or no, by external ob-

jects. But he conceives them to bo a mixture of action

and passion when the mind attends to theun or revives them
in the memory. Whether the soul has such a jmwer as this

we shall perhaps have occasion to consider hereafter; and
this power our author does not deny, sinoe in this very

chapter ho says, “ When we conceive a wjuare by pure un-

derstanding, we can yet imagine it ;
i. c

,
jHiroeive it m our-

selves by tracing an imago of it on the brain.” Here, then,

he allows the soul power to trace images on the brain, and
perceive them. This, to me, is matter of new perplexity in

this hypothesis ; for if the soul be so united to the brain as

to trace images on it, and perceive them, I do not see how
this consists with what he says a Utile before in the first

chapter, viz.,
** That certainly material things cannot be

united to our souls after a manner necessary to its perceiv*

ing them.”

16. That which is said about objects cxcitii^ ideas in ua
by motion

;
and our reviving the ideas we have once got in

our memories, does not, I confess, fuUy explain the manner
how it is done. In this I fhmkly avow my ignorance, and
should be glad to find in him anything Uiat would clw it

to me; but in his explications 1 find ihem difficaltiea ududi
I cannot get over.
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17. The mind cannot produce ideas, says he, because they

are real spiritual beings,”* i. e., substances; for so is the

conclusion of that paragraph, where he mentions it as an

absurdity to think they are “ annihilated when they are not

present to the mind.” And the whole force of this argument

would persuade one to understand him so; though I do not

remember that he anywhere speaks it out, or in direct terms

calls them substances.

18. I shall here only take notice how inconceivable it is

to me, that a spiritual, i. e., an unextended, substance should

represent to the mind an extended figure, v. g., a triangle

of unequal sides, or two triangles of different magnitudes.

Next, supposing I could conceive an unextended substance

to represent a figure, or be the idea of a figure, the difficulty

still remains to conceive how it is my soul sees it. Let this

substantial being be over so sure, and the picture never so

clear
;
yet how we see it is to me inconceivable. Intimate

union, were it as intelligible of two unextended substances,

as of two bodies, would not yet reach perception, which is

something beyond union. But yet a little lower he agrees,

that an idea “ is not a substance,” but yet affirms it is “ a

spiritual thing.” This spiritual thing, therefore, must either

be a spiritual substance, or a mode of a spiritual substance,

or a relation
;

for besides those I have no conception of any
thing. And if any shall tell me it is a mode, it must be a

mode of the substance of God
;
which, besides that it will be

strange to mention any modes in the simple essence of Gkid;

whosoever shall propoise any such modes as a way to explain

,the nature of our ideas, proposes to me something incon-

ceivable, as a means to conceive what I do not yet know;
and so, bating a new phrase, teaches me nothing, but leaves

mo as much in the dark as one can be where he conceives

nothing. So that supposing ideas real spiritual things never

so much, if they are neither substances nor modes, let them
be what they will, I am no more instructed in their nature

than when I am told they are perceptions, such as 1 find

them. And I appeal to my reader, whether that hypothesis

be to be prefen^ for its easiness to be andersto<^ which

* On the nature of ideas, see Plato, on the Parmenides, and Diogenes
Laertias, Ui. 1. 12 ;

x. 1* 20. AnstoUe appears to have thought that

the whole doctrine of ideiu arose from the miaeonployment of poetical

metaphori. (Metaphjs. xii. 5.)—Ed *
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ifl explained hj real beings, that are neither snbatanoea nor
modes.

19. In the fourth chapter he proves, that we do not set

objects by ideas that are created with us; because the ideas

we have even of one veiy simple hgure, v.g., a triangle, are

not infinite, though there may be infinite trianglea What
ihis proves I will not here examine; but the reason he givea

being built on his hypotheses, I cannot get over, and th^
that “ it is not for want of ideas, or that ignite is not present

to us, but it is only for want of capacity and extension of ottP

souls, because the extension of our spirits is very narrow and
limited.” To have a limited extension, is to have some exr

tension, which agrees but ill with what is before said of our

souls, that they “have no cxtt»nsion.” By what he aaya

here and in other places, one would think he were to be

understood as if the soul, being but a small extension, could

not at once receive all the ideas conceivable in infinite sps^
because but a little part of that infinite sjiace can be applied

to the soul at once. To conceive thus of the sours intimate

union with an infinite being, and by that iiuicm receiving of

ideas, leads one as naturally into as gross thought*, as a

country maid would have of an infinite buttor-print, in which

was engraven figures of all sorts and sizes, the several parta

whereof being, as there was occasion, applied to her lump c€

butter, left on it the figure or idea there was present need

of. But whether any one would thus explain our ideas I

will not say, only I know not well how to understand what

he says here, with what ho says before of union m a better

sense.

20. He further says, that had wo a magazine of all ideas

that are necessary for seeing things, they would be of no use,

ainoe the mind could not know which to choose, and set

before itself to see the sun. What he here means by the

sun is hard to conceive
;
and, according to his h3rpotheeis of

Seeing all Things in God, how can he know that there is any

such real being in the world as the sun 1 Did he ever see

the snnt No; bat on occasion of the presence of the sun to

bis eyes, he has seen the idea of the sun in Gbd, which God
has exhibited to him; but the sun, because it cannot be

united to his soul, be cannot see. How then does he know
that there is a sun which he never sawt And sinoe Ckid
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does all things by the most compendious ways, what need is

there that Ood should make a sun that we might see its idea

in him when he pleased to exhibit it, when this might as

well be done without any real sun at all.*

21. He further sajrs, that God does not actually produce

in us as many new ideas aa we every moment perceive

different things. Whether he has prov^ this or no, I will

not examine.

22. But he says, that we have at all times actually in

ourselves the ideas of all things.’* Then we have always

actually in ourselves the ideas of all triangles, which was but

now denied, ‘‘ but we have them confusedly.” If we see

them in God, and they are not in him confusedly, I do not

understand how we see them in God confusedly.

23. In the fifth chapter he tells us, ^^all things are in

God, even the most corporeal and earthly, but after a manner
altogether spiritual, and which we cannot comprehend.”

Here, therefore, he and I are alike ignorant of these good
words

;

** material things arc in God after a spiritual manner,”

signify nothing to either of us
;
and “ spiritual manner”

signifies no more but this, that material things are in God
immaterially. This and the like are ways of speaking which

vanity has found out to cover, not remove, our ignorance.

But “ material things are in God,” because “ their ideas are

in God, and those ideas which God had of them before the

world was created, are not at all different from himselfi”

This seems to me to come very near saying, not only that

there is variety in God, since we see variety in what ** is not

different fiom himself^” but that material things are God, or

* This doctrine Berkeley maintained in good eamett; u also did

honest Arthur Collier, vrho^ whether he had met with the woiks of
Berkeley or not, had completely imbibed his spirit of {diilosophising.

The following is the numner in which he blots the sun and moon out of

the external universe, and reduces them to creatures of the imagination.

**Let a man," says he, ** whilst he looks upon any object, as suppose
the moon, press or distort one of his eyes with hia fiziger. This done^ ho
will perceive or see two moons, at some distance from each other; one^

aa it were, proceeding or sliding off from the other. Now both these

moons are equally external, or seen by us as eitemal ; and yet one at lean
of these is not external, there being bat one moon sappos^ to be in tha
heavens, or without us. Therefore an obje^ is $em by os as external,

which is not indeed external, which Is again the thing to be shown.**

{CUtos Unirersalii^ p. 17.)
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a part of him;* which, though I do not think to bo what
our author designs; yet thus I fear ho must bo forced to
talk, wlio thinlu he knows God a understanding so much
better than his own, that he will make use of the divine
intellect to explain the human.

24. In ^ho sixth chapter he comes more particularly to
explain his own doctrine, where first he says, **tho ideas of
all beings are in God.** Let it bo so, God lias the idea of a
triangle, of a horse, of a river, just as wo have; for hitherto
this signifies no more, for wo see them as they are in him

;

and so the ideas that are in him, are the ideas wo perceive

;

Thus far I then understand God liath the same ideas wo
have. This tells us, indeed, that there are ideas, which was
agreed before, and I think nobody denies, but tells me not
yet what they are.

25. Having said that they are in God, the next thing he
tells us IS, that we ^ can see them in God.’* His proof, that
** our souls can see them in God,” is, because God is moat
straitly united to our souls by his prosenoo, insomuch, that
one may say, God is the phu^ of spints, as spaces are the
places of b^ics ;” in which there is not, I confess, one word
that I can undei'staud.t For, first, lu what sense can ho

* Locke I ctumiy here inducee him to put mi intarpreUtion on Mala-
bntnche’f theory, which, upon oxuninatiim, roAy perhaps bo found to bo
•omewhat too lenient Whatever be ruMY Have intended, he taught
Pantheism piously, no doubt, but not the losf certainly.

t This talking about the pl^ of spirits in nothing Mt a fragment of
the anctcoi jargon of the tcbools , and probably means nothing myre
than that all existence being upheld by God, must neceasanly be sur-
rounded by the power of God, or be oomprcbondefl within bis sphara.
Put then It will inevitably follow that God is as much the place of Dodias
MM of spinta, since both equally derive their existenoe from bhn. The
original pasaagea, which the reader may desire to compare with Locke's
translaUoa, are as follows —**n faut a9avoir quo Dieu eat treaetroite-

ment mie k noa amea par sa presence, enaorte qu'on pent dire qu'il sat Is

lieu dca eapnta, de mSma qus les eapacea eont le lieu oea oorpa." (L. III.
pt 2, chap, vil t L p S^.) In the next place where Uus doctrine is

sseerted, Malebraoc^ adds, that God is Ou inUlligihU world: ** Demsu-
lona done dane os eentimsot, oue Dieu eei ie monde inteOigiblei, ou la
lieu dea eapnta, de mSms qua te monde maUriel eat la lieu cIm corps,

(p. 372 ) Here, as the readUr will perceive, there ia a prodigious oon-
fvmnm of ideas. Firat, God le the mtelligibls worid

; which If timm anything, that Clod is alone intelligible, or thid everything which
is intelligible feme a part of God ; which, when thorooghly aifle^ Is the
reel doefains of Halebranche, sod can by no degree of in^u^ be dii*
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say that spaces are the places of bodies,” when he makes

body and space, or extension, to be the same thing] So
that I do no more understand what he means, when he says

spaces are the places of bodies,” than if he had said, bodies

are the places of bodies. But when this simile is applied to

God and spirits, it makes this saying, that “ God the place

of spirits,” either to be merely metaphorical, and so signifies

litei^ly nothing; or else, being literal, makes us conceive

that spirits move up and down, and have their distances and

intervals in God, as bodies have in space. When I am told

in which of these senses he is to be understood, I shall be

able to see how far it helps us to imderstand the nature of

ideas. But is not Gbd as straitly united to bodies as to

spirits? For he is also present, even where they are, but

yet they see not these ideas in him. He therefore adds,

“ that the soul can see in God the works of God, supposing

God would discover to it what there is in him to represent

them,” viz., the ideas that are in him. Union, therefore, is

not the cause of this seeing ; for the soul may be united to

God, and yet not see the ideas are in him, till he discover

them to it; so that after all I am but where I was. I

have ideas, that I know
;
but I would know what they are,

and to that I am yet only told, that I see them in 6W. I

ask, how I see Utem in Ood^ And it is answered, by my
intimate union with God, for he is everywhere present. I

answer, if that were enough, bodies are al^ intimately united

with God, for he is everywhere present; besides, if that

were enough, I should see all the ideas that are in God.

No, but only those that ho pleases to discover. Tell me
wherein this discovery lies, besides barely making me see

them, and you explain the manner of my having ideas;

otherwise, all that has been said amounts to no more but

this, that I have those ideas that it pleases God I should

have, but by ways that I know not
;
and of this mind I was

before, and am not got one jot further.

tin^isbod from Pantheism. Aran, the material world is the place of

bo£ce but it is these bodies that oonstitute the material world
; and if

we must make use of the scholaetio jargon, at all, we ought to say that

siuiee is the place of the material woiid, otherwise we affiim that a thing

is its own place, which it requirse aU the politeness of Locke to deno-

minate anything but nonsense.
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26. In the next paragraph ho calls them beings, repre-

sentative beings." But whether theso beings are subetauoes,

moth^ or relations, I am not told; and so by being told

they are spiritual beings, I know no more but that they are

something, I know not what, and tliat I knew before. ’

27. To explain this matter a little further, ho adds:

must be observed, tliat it cannot bo concluded that souls see

the t’ssenco of Qod in that they see all things in Chxl
;
be-

cause what they see is very imjKjrfect, and God is very f>er-

feet. They see matter divisible, figured, <kc., and in God
tliere is nothing divisiblo and figured: for God is all bein^
because ho is infinite and comprehends all things

;
but ho m

not any being in jiarticular. Whereas what we see is but

some one or more beings in particular
;
and we do not at all

comprehend tliat perfect simplicity of God which contains

all l^ings^ Moreover, one may say, tliat we do nc»t so much
see the ideas of things as the things thems(d\es, which tho

ideas represent For when, for example, one sees a square^

OIK* Ra)s not that one sees the idea of a square which ii

uiiitc<l to the soul, but only tho M|uan* tluit is without" I

do not pretend not to be shortrsighUvl
;
but if 1 am not

duller than ordinary, this )>aragraph shows tliat P.M. him-

self is at a stand in this matter, and comprehends not what
it is wee in God, or how. In the fouKh chapter he says, in

express words, that **
it is ni*cessary that at all times we

shotild have actually in ourst^lves the of oil things.’’^

And in this very copter, a little lower, he says, that “all

beings are present to our minds," and that have “ grneral

ideas antecedent to particular." And in tlie eighth chapter,

that we are never without the “genenil idia of l>eing," and
yet here he says, “tliat which we N*e is but one or more
beings in particular." And ailer having taken a great deal

* Th» ftnuige hypoibevu u thu* by Mil«br»wchc II oii

necesuire qu‘en tout terns nous ayous actufllemctit dans nous m^mes
las de toutei cbosea ptnsqu'en tout terns nous pourons penser h
touts* cboses oe que nous n* [xmmons si nous n* Ic* ap|icroevtoti*

d^ oonfut^ent, c^est k-diru st un notobre mfini d'id4^ n'^toit

present k notre esprit** (L III. pt 2, chap iv. 1 1 pu 067 ) To Uiis

sotMn be agnin slludas b chap, vi p. 306, where be says . 11 est coa-
•tsat si toot le iDonde U S9*a per ap^neoca qoe tors que nous voulons
psnesr k qMlqoe oboee en psrticobcr, nous sorisagsons d'aboonl tons
ki 6tre, et nous nous appbquons enaoite k b eonsidffiUoa ds Tot^
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of pains to prove, that "we cannot possibly see things them-

selves, but only ideas,” here he tells us " we do not so much
see the ideas of things as the things themselves.” In this

uncertainty of the author what it is we see, I am to be ex-

cused if my eyes see not more clearly in his hypothesis than

he himself does.

28. He further tells us in this sixth chapter, that " we
see all beings, because Grod wills that that which is in him
that represents them should be discovered to us.” This tells

us only, that there are ideas of things in (Jod, and that we
see them when he pleases to discover them

;
but what does

this show ug more of the nature of those ideas, or of the

discovery of them, wherein that consists, than he that says,

without pretending to know what they are, or how they are

made, that ideas are in our minds when God pleases to pro-

duce them there, by such motions as he has appointed to do

it? The next argument for our "Seeing all things in God,”

is in these words :
" But the strongest of all the reasons is the

manner in which the mind perceives all thiugs. It is

evident, and all the world knows it by exjierience, that

when we would think of anytliing in particular, we at first

cast our view upon all beings, and afterwards we apply our-

selves to the consideration of the object which we desire to

think on,” This argument has no other efiect on me, but to

make me doubt the more of the truth of this doctrine.

Firat, Because this, which he calls the strongest reason ofaUy
is built upon matter of fact, which I connot find to be so in

myself. I do not observe, that when I would think of a
triangle I first think of all beings; whether these words all

beings bo to be taken hero in their proper sense, or very im-

properly for being in general. Nor do I think my country

neighbours do so, when they first wake in the morning, who,

I imagine, do not find it impossible to think of a lame horse

que nous souhaitoni de voir.” It would not be omj to exceed the cool

budihood of thii assertion, though the object of Molebranche in making
it is perfectly intelligible ,

for since he maintains that the fubetonce of
God 18 intimately united with our souls

; and since the idooi, or orcbe*

^pei of all things, post, present, and to come, ore unquestionably in
it follow! 08 a neceaary consequence of bit theory, that, os the

mind of God ii open to our contem|^tion, like on infinite mirror, we
must be able to perceive, however dimly and obecundy, whatever
images, to to speak, ore pointed there.
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they have, or their blighted com, till they have rua over in
their minds ail beingt that are, and then pitch on Dapple;
or el8e begin to think of being in general, which ia heimg
abstracted from all its inferior speoiea, before they come to
think of the fly in their sheep, or the tares in their conn
For I am apt to think that the greatest part of mankind
very seldom, if ever at all, think of being in general, i>.,

abstracted flom all its inferior species and individuaU. But
taking it to be so, that a carrier when he would think of a
remedy for his galled horse, or a foothoy for an excuse fop

some fault he has committed, begins with casting his eyo
upon all things;* how does this make out th<^ c<mc)usiout

Therefore we can desire to see all objects, whence it follows,

that all beings are present to our minds." Wluch prt*senoe

signifies that wo see them, or else it signifies nothing at alL

They are all actually always seen by us
;

whicli, how true,

let every one judge.

29. The words whoitiin ho pursues this argument stand
thus: ^^Now it is indubitaldo that wo cannot tlesim to see

any particular object without seeing it already, althcnigh

confusedly, and in general. So tliat Injing able Uj desire to

see all beings, sometimes one, sometimes another, it is oertain

that all beings are present to our spirits
; and it seems all

beings could not bo present to our spirits but Imkauso Clod

is present to them, Le., he that contains all things in the
simpbeity of his being.” I must leave it to otbom to judge
how far it is blamable in mo, but s^> it is, that 1 cannot
make to myself the links of this chain to hang together

;

and methinks if a man would have studied olmcurity, he
could not have writ more unintelligible than this. “ We can
desire to see all beings, sometimes one, sometimes another;
therefore wo do already see all things, liecause we cannot
desire to see any particular object, but what we see already
confusedly and in generaL” The discourse here is about
ideas, which he says are real things, and we see in God. In
taking this along with me, to make it prove anything to his

purpoac, the argument must, as it seems to me, stand thus

:

We can desire to have all ideas, sometimes one, sometunes

* Thu humorous way of illaitjaito|; the philosophy of Malebrancba
though H may not bo thought a suffiosot reratataou, helps neverthskas
to show Hs absurdilj.
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Mother; therefore we have already all ideas, because we
cannot desire to have any particular idea, but what we have

already confusedly and in general. What can be meant here

by having any particular idea confusedly and in general^ I

confess 1 cannot coDceive, unless it be a capacity in us to

have them; and in that sense the whole argument amounts
to no more but this : We have all ideas, because we are

capable of having all ideas, and so proves not at all that

we actually have them, by being united to Grod, who can-

tains them all in tlie simplicity of his being. That anything

else is, or can be meant by it, I do not see ; for that which
we desire t^ see, being nothing but what we see already, (for

if it can be anything else, the argument falls, and proves

nothing,) and that which we desire to see being, as we are

told here, something particular, sometimes one thing, some-

times another; that which we do see must be particular too;

but how to see a particular thing in general, is past my com-
prehension. I cannot conceive how a blind man has the

particular idea of scarlet confusedly or in general, when he
bas it not at all

;
and yet that ho might desire to have it 1

cannot doubt, no more than 1 doubt that 1 can desire to per-

ceive, or to have the ideas of those things that Qod has
prepared for those that love him, though they bo such as eye

hath not seen, nor ear hath heard, nor hath it entered into the

heart of man to conceive, such as I have yet no idea of.

He who desires to know what ci'eatures are in Jupiter, or

what God hath prepared for them that love him, hath, it is

true, a supposition that there is something in Jupiter, or in

the place of the blessed
,
but if that be to have the par-

ticular ideas of things there, enough to say that we see them
already, nobody cau be ignorant of anything. He that hath
seen one thing hath seen all things; fur he has got the

general idea of something. But this is not, I confess,

BufiSoicut to convince mo, that hereby we see all things in

the simplicity of Goifs biing, which comprehends all tiings.

For if the ideas I see are all, as our author tells us, r^
beings in him, it is plam they must be so many real distmct
beings in him; and if we see them in him, we must see

them as they are, distinct particular things, and so shall not

see them confusedly and in general And what is it to see

any idea (to which I do not give a name) confusedly, ia what
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I do not wrfl understand. What I see, I see^ and the idea

I see is distinct firom all others that aro not the same with

it : besides, I see them as they are in God, and as he shows

them me. Are they in God confusedly—or does he show

them to mo confViaedlyl

30. Secondly, This seeing of tUl Udngs, liecauso we can da*

sire Co em all things^ he makes a proot that they are preeeni

to our minds; and if they he present^ iliey can im \oay§ be

present but by the presence of God^ ic/io contaim ihcin in all

the simplicity of his being. Tins n^jisoning seems to be

ibuiuled on this, that the reason of seeing all things is their

bcMiig present to our minds, because Uoil, in whom they are,

is present. This, though the foundation ho seems to build

on. is liable to a very natural objection, which is, that then

we should actually always see all things, lun^ause in G<»d, who
is present, they aro all actually present to the mind. This

he has endeavoured to obviate, by saying ao wsi all the ideas

in God which ho is plejisetl to dutcover to us, which indeed is

an answer to this ubj<*ction
;
but such an one as overtuma

his whole hypoth^'wis, and remlcrs it usehsis and os unintelli-

gible as any of tho«<* he has for lliat rtMistin laid aside. Ue
pretends Ui explain to us how we eom<» to |H;rooive anything,

and tliat is, by haMUg the nleas of them present in our

minds; for the soul cannot fH?rcei\6 things at a distant?, or

rciin>U* from it; and thoH<^ ideas an? j*n^*ijt to the mind only

beejiuse G<si, in whom they are, is pn v nt to the mind. This

so far hangs together, and is of a pietv, but when afb’r this

I am told, that their pres4'nc«' is not enough to make them
hi* wen, bntGfKl imi^t do something further to diwovcr them

to me, I am as much in the dark lis I was at first; and all

this talk of their pn^sence in my mind explains nothing of

the w.iy wherein I ]K'n*eivc them, nor <*>er will, till ho abo
makis ino understand what <hMl dts s more than make them
present to my mind, when he diw»vers them U) ine. For I

think nobtxly denies, 1 am sure I alhnn, that the ideas wo
have, arc in our miiuls by the will and jsiwer of (JfKl, though

in a, way that we conceive not, nor are able to ootnprehend.

G<m 1, wiya our author, is stndly iinit<*d to the soul, and so

the idt^ of things too. But yet that presence or union of

theirs is not enough to make them seen, but God must show
or exhibit them; and what does God do more than maka

TOL. 11. 2 r
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them present to the mind when he shows ihemi Of that

there is nothing said to help me over this difficulty, but that

when God shows them, we see them; which, in short, seems
to me to say only thus much, that when we have these ideas

we have them, and we owe the having of them to our Maker,
which is to say no more than I do with my ignorance. We
have the ideas of figures and colours by the operation of

exterior objects on our senses, when the sun shows them us;

but how the sun shows them us, or how the light of the suu
produces them in us; what, and how the alteration is made
in oui* souls, I know not, nor does it appear, by anything our

author says, that he knows any more what God does when
he shows them us, or what it is that is done upon our minds,
since the presence of them to our minds, he confesses, does

it not.

31. Thirdly, One thing more is incomprehensible to me in

this matter, and that is how the simplicity of Gods being

should contain in it a variety of real beings, so that the soul

can discern them in him distinctly one fVom another; it

being said in the fifth chapter, that the ideas in God a/re not

different from God himself This seems to me to express a
simplicity made up of variety, a thing 1 cannot understand.

God I Ijelievo to bo a simple being, that by his wisdom knows
all things, and by his power can do all things; but how he
does it I think myself less able to comprehend, than to con-

tain the ocean in my hand, or grasp the universe with my
span. Ideas are real beings^ you say

;
if so, it is evident they

must be distinct real beings; for there is nothing more cer-

tain than that there are distinct ideas; and they are in God,
in whom we see them. There they are, then, actually dis-

tinct, or else wo could not see them distinct in him. Now
these distinct real beings that are in Goil, are they either

parts or modifications of the Deity, or comprehended in him
i\a things in a place? For besides these three, I think wo
can scaivo think of another way wherein we can conceive

them to be in him, so that we can see them. For to sav

they ore in him einxnenttry is to say they aix; not in bun
actually and i-eally to be seen

;
but only it they are in him

tmine)\ter^ and we see them only in him, we cun be said to

see them only eminenter too. ^ that though it cannot be
denied that God sees and knows all things, yet when we say
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we 8ce all things in him, it ia bnt a metaphorical cxpreanon
to cover our ignorance, in a #ay that pretends to explain our
knowledge; seeing things ih God signifying no moro than
that we |)erccive them we know not how.

33L He further adds, that ho docs not Indiove that one
can well give an account of tho manner whenun the mind
knows many abstract and general tniths, but by thp pro-

sonce of him who can enlighten tho mind after a thoxisaiul

diflerent fashions." It is not to denied that 0 <hI can
enlighten our minds after a thousand different fiishions; and
it cannot also l>e denied that those thousand different fashions

may l>o such as wo compix»h*‘nd not ono of them. Tho ques-

tion is, whether this talk of seeing all things in God docs

make ns clmrly, or at all, compndiend one of them
;

if it

did HO to me I should gratefully acknowledge that then I
was Ignorant of nine hundre<l and ninety-nine of the thou-

sand, whereas I must yet confers myself ignorant of them alb

33. Tho iK'Xt jwinigraph, if it pro\e anything, seems to

me to prove that th(* idea wo have <»f Gt^l is Go<l himtudf, it

Wing something, as he says, uncrrat^l 'flie ideas iliat men
liave of God an* so very different, that it wouhl be very hard

to say it w'as G04 I himwlf. Nor d<M‘s it a\ail to say they

would all have tho same, if they wonM apj»ly their minds to

the contemplation of him, for this Ik mg brought hero to

prove that Go<l is pn^wmt 111 all men’s minds, and that thero-

Ibro they sec him, it must also, in my apjirehension, provo

that he being immutably tho Rjune, and tln’y seeing him,

must hchhIs see him all alike.

34. Ill tho next w'clion wo are toM that we have ** notf

only tho idea of infinite, but l>efore that of finite." This
being a thing of experience ever}' one must examine himself;

and it Wing my niLsfortune to fiiul it otherwise in myself^

this argument, of course, is like to have the loss effect oa
me, who therefore cannot so easily admit the inferemeo, viz.,

^^Thui the mind j>erccives not one thing, hut in the idea it

has of infinite." And T cannot hut believe many a child can
tell twenty, have tho idea of a square trencher, or a round
plate, and have tho distinct clear nleas of two and three,

long before he has any idea of at all.

3J. Tho last argument which ho tell:* us is a demonstration,

that w'e tee all things in God, is this ; God has made all

2 f 2
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things for himself; but if Grod made a spirit or mind, and

gave it the sun for its idea, or the immediate object of its

knowledge, Gk)d would have made that spirit or mmd for the

sun, and not for himself.” The natural inference from this

argument seems to me to be this : therefore God has given

himself for the idea, or immediate object of the knowledge

of all human minds. But experience too manifestly con-

tradicting this, out* author hath made another conclusion,

and says thus : It is necessary, then, that the light which

he gives the mind, should make us know something that is

in him v. g., because all things that come from God can-

not bo but for God.” Therefore a covetous man sees in God
the money, and a Persian the sun that he worships

;
and thus

God is the immediate object of the mind, both of the one and

the other. I confess this demonstration is lost on me, and I

cannot see the force of it. All things, it is true, are matle

for God, i e., for his glory; and he will be glorified even by

those rational beings who would not apply their faculties to

the knowledge of him.

36, But the next paragraph explains this : Gt)d could

not then make a soul for to know liis works, were it not that

that soul sees God after a fashion in seeing his woiks,” just

ajler such a fcishion that if lie never saw more of him he

would never know anything of a God, nor hel]e^o there was
any such being. A child, as soon as he is bom, sees a can-

dle, or before he can speak, the ball he plays with
;
these he

sees in God, whom ho lias yet no notion of. Whetlici this be

enough to make us say that the mind is made for Gotl, and
this bo the proof of it, otlicr people must judge fur them-
selves. T miust own, that if this were the knowledge of God,

which intelligent beings were maile for, I do not see but they

mighJJbo made for the knowledge of God without knowing
anytmhg of him, and tho^c that deny him were made for

the knowledge of him. Therefore I am not convinced of the

truth of what follows, that “ we do not see any one thing

but by the natural knowledge 'N^hich we have of God.”

Which seems to mo a quite contrary way of arguing to what
tlie apostle uses, when- he says, that “ the invisible things of

God are seen by the visible things that lie has made.” For it

seems to mo a quite contrary ^\ny of arguing, to say, we see

the Creator in or by the creatures, and we see the citratures
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in tho Creator. Tlie apostle l>egins our knowledge in the
<areaturee, which leatU us to the knowleda^e of if we will

make use of our roasou : our author l>egiuH our knowledge ia
Crod, and by that leads us to the crwitures.

37. But to confirm his argument ho says: “All the parti-

cular ideas wo have of tho creatures are but limitations of
the idea of the Cn'iit^ir.** As lor example, I have thd idea

of tho solidity of matU»r, and of the tnouon of bml), what
is tho idea of (bid that either of these limits^ And when I
think of tho numl>er ten, I do not S4‘e how that any way
coiKHTns or limits the i^h^a of (JckI.

3H. The disiinetion he makes a little lo\^er ls*tween

vienl rind does not at all clear to me, but cloud bis i|oo-

trina His w«w\ls ar*': “ It must Ik? observcsl tliat 1 do nut
say that we have the henltnuMit of mateiial tilings in God,
but tliat it is from God tb.it .uts in us; for God knows sen-

sible things, Init feeds th<*m not When we jH*r(Tivo any
h('nsible thing, then* is in our }M‘rcep<ion K<*ntimcut and pure

idea.” If by whitli is the wunl be uh<*s hi Friuich,

he means the act of sensation, or the (»jK^rHtion of the soul

in perceiving; and by pure the immediaU^ obj«s*t of
that |K*rc4‘ption, which is the definition (;f nhsis be givN^a tui

here in the fii*st chapter, there is Koine foundation lor it,

taking ide^iH for real beings or Kubstanees. But taken thus,

I caiin4»t how it can Ik* avoidtsl, but that we must Imj said

to smell a rose in (bd, as well as U> ws? a nise in God
,
and

the scent of the nine that ^e him*ll, as well as the colour and
figure of the ros4i that ve see, muHt l>e in Go<i, which KC4*mii

not t4> l>c his sense hero, and di>e» not ^^ell agree with what *

he says conccniing the nhias we w*e in (iod, uhich I tlioll

<Y»nsidcr in its due place If by eentirnrnt here ho moans
something that is neither the act of jMTception nor the idea

jM3n‘eived, I confess I know not what it is, nor have any con-

ccption at all of it. When wc 84*0 ami smell a violet, wo
pei-ceive the figure, colour, and scent of that flower. Hero I

cannot hut ask whether all these thn-c arc pure idetjtt, or aU
seulimenltf If they are all uieof*, then,a^wnhng to his doc-

trine, they ore all in God ;
and then it wnlt follow that, as I

see the figure of the violet in God, so also I sec the colour of
it, and smell tho scent of it in God, which way of speaking

he does not allow, nor can I blame him. Fur it snows il
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little too plainly the absurdity of that doctrine, if he should

flay we smell a violet, taste wormwood, or feel cold in Grod,

and yet I can find no i-eason why the action of one of our

flenses is applied only to God, when we use them all as well

as our eyes in receiving ideas. If the figure, colour, and

flmell are all of them sentiTnentSf then they are none of them
in God, and so this whole business of seeing in God is out of

doors. If (as, by what he says in his Eclaircisseinmts^ it

appears to mo to be his meaning) the figure of the violet be

to be taken for an idea, but its colour and sinell for sentiimnts^

I confess it puzzles me to know by what rule it is that in a

violet the purple colour, whereof wHilst I write this I seem

to have as clear an idea in my mind as of its figure, is not as

much an idea as the figure of it; especially, Unco he tells mo
in the first chapter here, which is concerning the nature of

ideas, that by this word idea he understands hero nothing

else but what is the immediate or nearest object ot the mind
when it perceives anything.

39. The sentiment,’* says he, in the next words, “ is a

modification of our soul.” This word inodijication hero, that

comes in for explication, seems to me to signify nothing
more than the word to bo explained by it; v. g., I see the

purple colour of a violet; this, says he, is a sentiment • I de-

fliiM to know wliat sentlmerit is; that, siiys he, is a modified-

lion of tJie sold, I take ^ho word, and desire to see what I

can conceive by it coiicei niig my soul; and here, I confess, I

can conceive nothing moi:?,but that I have the idea of purple

in my mind, which I had nrt before, without being able to

apprehend anything the inird does or suffers in this, besides

barely having the idea rT purple; and so the good word
modijicatioii signifies nothing to me more than I knew before;

V. g., that 1 have now the idea of purple in it, which I had
not some minutes since. So that though they say sensations

are modifications of the mind; yet, having no manner of-

idea what that modification of thfe mind is, distinct from
that ver}' sensation, v. g, the sensation of a rod colour or a
bitter taste, it is pLuii this explication amounts to no more
than that a sensation is a sensation, and the s^'nsation of ixjd

or bitter is the sensation of red or bitter; for if I have no
other idea when I say it is a mi>dificatiou of the mind than
when 1 say it is the sensation of red or hiUer^ it is plain sen-
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fiatiou and modification stand both for tho same idea, and so

arc but two names of ono and tho samo thing. But to exa-

mine their doctrine of modification a little further. Different

sentiments are ditferent modifications of the mind. The mind
or boul that ]>crceiveM is one immaterial indivisible substance.

Now I SCO tho white and black on this pajHir, I hear one
singing in tho next room, I fool the warmth of tho firo I sit

by, and I tosto an ap])lo I am eating, and all this at the same
time. Now I ask, take iruxlijication for what you please, can

the same unextended indivisible substance liave different,

nay, inconsistent and opjioHite (os these of white and black

must l>e) modifications at the same time? Or must we sup-

pose distinct parts in an indivisible substance, ono for black,

another for white, and ruiother for red ide4is, and so of tho

rest of those infinitt^ sensjitioiw which we liave in sorts and
degrees, all which we can distinctly |)erot‘ive, and so aits

distinct ideas, wime whereof are op|M>site, os heat and cold,

which yet a man may feel at the same time ? I was ignorant

before how sensation was performed in us; this they call an

exiilanation of it. Must 1 say now I understand it Inittoi ?

If this be to cure one’s ignorance, it is a very slight disease,

and the charm of two or three insignificant words will at any

tune remove it, probalnmejft. But let it signify what it will,

when I recollect tho figure of ono of the leaves of a violet,

is not that a new mcKlification of iny soul, as well os when I

think of Its puqile colour? Dfx-s my mind do or suffer no-

thing anew when I see that figure in (Jml?

4U. Tho idt^a of tliat figure, you ^Jiy, is in (hsl. it bo

so; but it may Ikj there and 1 not we it; that is allowc<l‘;

when I come to see it, which I did not Ixfun^, is theie no
new modification, as you call it, of my mind? If there be,

then, seeing of figure in Ocsl, as well as having the idea of

purple, is a mx/i/icaiioa of the mind, and this distinction

signifies notliing. If seeing that ligun; in God now, which a

minute or two since I did not see at all, l>e no new modifica-

tion or alteration in my nund, no different option or passiou

from what was before, there is no difference made, in my
apprehension, between seeing and not seeing. The ideas of

figures, our author says, are in God, and are real beings in

Ood
;
and God being united to the mind, these are also

nmU^ to it. This all seems to me to have something very
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obscure and unconceivable in it, when I come to examine
particulars

;
but let it be granted to be as clear as any one

would suppose it, yet it reaches not the main difficulty, which

is in seeing. How, after all, do I see? The ideas are in

God, they are real things, they are intimately united to my
mind, because God is so, but yet I do not see them. How
at last, after all this preparation, which hitherto is ineffectual,

do I come to see them ? And to that I am told, “ when God
is pleased to discover them to me.** This in good earnest

seems to me to be nothing but going a great way about to

come to the same place ; and this learned circuit, thus set

out, brings me at last no further than this : that I see, or

perceive, or have ideas, when it pleases God I should, but in

a way I cannot comprehend
;
and this I thought without all

this ado

41. This ho tells us in the next words, ^‘it is

Ghxl causes in us, and he can cause it in us although he has

it not, because he sees m the idea that ho has of our soul that

it IS capable of them.** This I take to be said to show the

difference between aeiitwients and ideas in us; v figures

and n7unber8 are ideas, ami they are m God. Colmirs and
smells^ (fee., are smtimenls in us, and not ideas m God. First,

As to ourselves, I ask, wliy, when I recollect in my memory a
violet, the purple colour as well as figui*e is not an idea in

me? The making, then, the picture of any visible thing m
my mind, as of a landscape I have seen, composed of figure

and colour, the colour is not an idea, but the figure is an
idea, and the colour a sentiment. Every one, I allow, may
use his words as he pleases

; but if it be to instruct others,

he must, when he uses two words where others use but one,

show some ground of the distinction. And I do not hnd
but the colour of the marigold I now think of is as much the

immediate object of my mind as its figure; and so, according

to his definition, is an idea. Next, as to God, I ask whether

before the creation of the world the idea of the w^hole

marigold, colour as well as figure, was not in God ? “ God,’*

says he, “can cause those sentiments in us, because he
sees, in the idea that he has of our soul, that it is capable

of them.” God, before he created any soul, knew all that

he would make it capable of. He resolved to make it

capable of having the perception of the colour as well
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as figure of a marigold; he had then the idea of thrt

colour that he resolved to make it oajiable of, or else he

made it capable (with reverence let it bo H|M)kot]) of he

knew not what : and if he knew what it should be

capable of^ he liad the idea of what ho knew
;

for before the

creation there was nothing but God, and the ideas |ie had*

It is true the colour of that flower is not actually in God,

no more la its figure actually in God
;
but wo tliat can

consider no other understanding, but in analogy to our own,

cannot conceive otherwise but as the ideas of tlie figure,

colour, and situation of the leaves of a mangold w in our

minds, when we think of tliat flower in the night when we
Sf'o it not, so it was in the thoughts of Gtsl Udore he mode

that flower. Ajul thus we coiiau\e him to have the idea of

the smell of a violet, of the taste of sugar, the »)und of a
lute or trumj»et, and of the pain and pltmsure that accom-

panies any ol these or other wnsations whieh he designed

we should feel, though he never felt any of thorn, as we have

the ideas of dhe taste of a cherry in winter, or of tba

pam of a bum when it is over This is what I think

we conceive of the ideas in God, winch wo must allow

to ha\e distinctly represemted to him all that was Ut be

in time^ and consct(ucntly the colours, cslouni, and other

ideas they were to produce in us. 1 cannot 1h) ho bold

as to prtdend to say what thorn; ideas are in God, or to

det<3rmine tliat they are r«d beings
,

but this 1 think I

may say, that the idea of the colour of a marigold or the

motion of a stone are as much real Is’ings in God as the id^

of the figure or number of its jeaves.

42. The reader must not blame me fr>r making use here

all along of the word aoi/imcn/, which is c»ur author’s own,

and I undemtood it so little, that I knew not how to trana-

late it into any other. He concludes, “that he bclicvoa

there is no appearance of truth in any othcT ways of explain-

ing these things, and that this of afH*mg all things in (ilod U
more than probable.” I have condderwl, with as much in-

diflTcrency and attention as jiofwblp, and I must own it

ap|ioar8 to me as little or less intelligible than any of the

rest; and the summary of his doctrine, which he here oub-

joins, is to me wholly incomprehensible. His words arc:

“ Thus our souls depend on God all manner of ways ; for m»
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it is he which makes them feel pleasure and pain, and aU

other, sensations, by the natural union which he has made
between them and our bodies, which is nothing else but his

decree and general will; so it is he, who, by the natural

union which he has made betwixt the will of man and the

representation of ideas, which the immensity of the Divine

Being contains, makes them know all that they know
;
and

this natural union is also nothing but his general will.”

This phrase, of the union of our wills to the ideas contained

in God’s immensity, seems to me a very strange one, and
what light it gives to his doctrine I truly cannot find. It

seemed so unintelligible to me, that I guessed it an error in

the print of the edition I used, which was the quarto printed

at Paris, 78, and therefore consulted the octavo, printed also

at Pans, and found it vrUl in both of them. Hero again the

immensity of tlie Divine Being being mentioned as that which

contains in it the ideas to which our xmUs are united
;
which

ideas being only those of quantity, as I shall show hereafter,

seems to me to carry with it a very, gross notion of this

matter, as wc have above remarked. But that which I take

notice of principally heie, is, that this union of our vnlls to

the ideas contained in God’s immensity, does not at all ex-

plain our seeing of them. This union of our loUls to tho

ideas, or, as m other places, of our souls to God, is, says he,

nothing but the will of God. And after this union, our
seeing them is only when God discovers them

;
i. e., our

having them in our minds is nothing hut the will of God, all

which IS brought about in a way we comprehend not. And
what, then, does this explain ^ore than when one says ou?

souls are united to our bodies by the will of God, and by tho

motion of some parts of our bodies'?—v. g ,
the nerves or

animal spirits have ideas or perceptions produced i/i them,

and this is the will of God. Why is not this as intelligible

and as clear as tho other? Hero is tho will of God giving

union and perception in both cases; but how that perception

ia made, in both ways seems to me equally imcomprchensible.

Ill one, God discovers ide^is in himself to the soul united to

him when he pleases ;
and in the other he discovers ideas to

tho 30ul, or produces perception in the soul united to the

body by motion, acconling to la>^^ established by the good
pleasure of his will

;
but how it is done in the one or tho
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other I confesa my incapacity to comprehemL So that I
agree {)erf6ctly with him in hia conclusion, that ** there is

nothing but God that can enlighten us
;
hut a clear compre-

hension of the mauiier how he docs it I doubt 1 shall not
faart% until I know a great deal more of him and inyiMslf

than in this state of darkness and iguorance our souls are
ca^mble of.

43. In the next chapter (VII.) he tells us,
** there are

four ways of knowing;* the first is to know things by them-
selves^” and thus, ho says, “ we know Gisi alone;'* and tho
rciisou ho gives of it is this, iK^caubO ** at prcMiiit ho alouo
penetiates the mind, and discovers himself t/» it.**

Fir^t, I would know what it is to jHjnetrute a thing that
is unexteiultsL These are w^ays of s[Hviking, which tidcoa

from Isnly, w’hen they are applnMl to spirit, signily nothing,

nor sliow us anything hut our ignonuire. To (ohI's |>eue-

truting our spirits, ho joins his hiuutij ; as if one
w’cre tlio cause of ^ tho other, and explaimxl it. but I not
c<jmeiviiig anything of the |K‘iietratioii uC au um^xtoudod
thing, it IS lost upon me. But next Go^i |>euelratus our
Houl-i, and thenjfore we sec hiui /o/ a direct and vnitvodiaUi

vieWy as be says in the following wonU The* ideas fit all

things which are m Gisl, he elhMwInp* tells us, an* not at

nil dilFerent from God himself; and it G^mI's |>enetniting our

minds be tho causfi of our dii'ect and nnnie<liate six/uig Go<ly

w«* have a direct and imnuxliate of all that wu 01*0
; for

we stsi nothing but Go<i and i(h‘.is, and it is im|>ossible for

us to know that there is anything tlrs.* in the universe; for

since we see, and can see Qotlnng but (hsl ainl ideas, how
can we know there is anything eU* which we neither <lo

nor can see 1 But if there lai anytliing to be understood by
this penetration of our souls, and we have a direct view of

Gotl by this pendrationy why have we not also a iUrecl wnd

• On this subject Malebnujcho sUtes hu views briefly and distinctly.

** A .n d abreger ct d‘6cUircir Ic senUment nuo jc vinns d touchsnt

U tuanilrc, doot I'csprit apper^oit Ujus l« rtiffdrcns objeU do ss connois-

Banco, il ost nfScessaire quo je distingue cn lui quatro matn^ttsi de oon>

noltrc IjM pTcmibu est da oonnottro les cIumcb ^lar elkwindmaa La
seenDde da len connoltre par leurs idlest, c'estk-dire, c»mma je rentens

ici, par quelque choso qui toit diflvrcnt d'clias. La troisi^me da las

coonoltra par cansaence, on par ^twnent mt^cur. La quatritaa da
lea coDDottre par conjecture. (T. L p. 373 )—Ed
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immediate view of other separate spirits besides God? To
this he says, that there is none but God alone who at present

penetrates our spirits. This he says, but I do not see for

what reason, but because it suits with his hypothesis : but

he proves it not, nor goes about to do it, luiless the direct

and immediate view^ he says, we have of God, be to be taken

as a proof of it. But what is that direct and immediate vi£W

we have of God that we have not of a cherubim?* The
ideas of being, power, knowledge, goodness, duration, make
up the complex idea we have of one and of the other

;
but

only that in the one we join the idea of infinite to each

simple idea, that makes our complex one, but to the other,

that of finite. But how have we a more direct or isnmediate

view of the idea of power, knowledge, or duration, when we
consider them in Glod than when we consider them in an
angel? The view of these ideas seems to be the same. In-

deed wo have a clearer proof of the existence of God than of

a cheiubim
; but the idea of either, when we have it in our

minds, seems to mo to be there by an equally direct and im-

mediate view. And it is about the ideas which are in our
minds that I think our author’s inquiry here is, and not

about the real existence of those things whereof we have
ideas, which ai*o two very remote things.

44. “ Perhaps it is^ God idone,” says our author, “ who
can enlighten our minds by his substanca*’ When I know
what the substance of God is, and what it is to be enligJUened

by that substancej I shall know what I also shall think of

it
; but at present I confess myself in the dark as to this

mutter; nor do these good words of substance and enlighteTV-

ing^ in the way they are here used, help me one jot out
of it.

45. Ho goes on— One cannot conceive,” says he, “ that

anything created can repressnt what is infinite.” And I
cannot conceive that there is any positive comprehensive idea

in any finite mind that does represent it fully and clearly as

it is. I do not find that the mmd of man h^ infinity, posi-

tively and fully represented to it, or comprehended by it

;

wliich must be, if his argument were true, that therefore

God enlightens our minds by his proper substance; because

no created thing is big enough to represent what is infinite;

t It should havo been cherub ; dierubim in the plunL—£o.
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and therefore what makes ua conceive hia infinity, is the
presence of his o¥rn infinite substance in our minds; which
to me manifestly supposes that we comprehend iu our minds
Gml’a infinite substance, which is present to our minds; for
if this be not the force of his argument, where ho sayS|
" Nothing created can represent what is infinite; the Being
that is without bounds, the Bebig immonsi', the Being uni-
versal, cannot bo perceived by an idea, i, o., by a jmrticular
being, by a being different from the univerHJil infinite l^diig
itself" It seems to me that this arginiKiit is fomultul on
a Hupjioeition of our comprehending the infinite subst-arice of
God in our minds, or else I see not any lbrw‘ in it, os 1 Imvo
alreaxly sakL I shall take notice of one or t\M> tilings in it

that confound me. and that is, that In* calls (hkI hentf/i^ uni-
vertnU Beinrj

;

which mint either Mgnify that Ikmig whieh
contaiiiB, and is nnule up as one ioinpr(d)<MiHt\e aggrt'gate of
all (he rest, m which sense the universe may Iw* called /As

umv^rml lieing

,

or else it must nn^ii Ixang m g<aienil. which
is nothing but the idm of Hrimj nbslrneUsl from all interior

diviHions of that geneml notion, ami fiMin all )>articular ex-
isU'iice, But 111 neither of thf*s<» hciih<*m can 1 <'oneeive God
Uj Uie univers<U siine 1 cannot think the creatures

eithei to bo a part ora s|M‘en*sof him N«*xt h*' nvUs thi* idem
that an» in God,ywr(icf//ar Jinnyn I grant >%haU*ver(*xiKts is

]>atiiuilar; it cannot Ik» oUutnmm', but that which is par-

ticular in exist<>nce may fa* univerKil in repreisaiiaticni, which
I take to l>o all the U!ii\erHal Iwnurs we kn»>w, or can con-

ceive to be. But let W7iftv»rs6i/ and jxtrtvcular fteintjn Ik» what
they will, I do not iwvj how our authnr can say that (nxl

is an universal lieing, and tho idiMs ae in him pariveuUwr

brnrujs

,

since he iu another place t4 IIh ns, that the uleos wo
see in God are not at all diffi'nuit from <0x1. ^ But," sayi

he, as to }>articular Ixungs, it is not hanl to conceive that

they can be represented by the infinite Being which contains

them, and contains them after a very' spiritual manner, and
consequently very intelligible.” It seems as im^K^ible to

me, that an infinite simple Being, in whom there is no variety,

nor shadow of variety, should repn^nt a finite thing, as that
a finite thing should represent an infinite; nor do I see how
its ** contahung all things in it after a very spiritual manner
makes it so very intelligible;'* since 1 undeniUnd not what
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it is to contain a material thing spirUnwlly, nor the manner
how Qod contains anything in himself, but either as an ag-

gregate contains all tUn^ which it is made up of; and so in-

deed that part of him may be seen which comes within the

reach of our view. But this way of containing all things

can by no means belong to Gk»d
;
and to make things thus

visible in him is to make the material world a part of him,

or else as having a power to produce all things
;
and in this

way, it is true, God contains all things in himself, but in a
way not proper to make the Being of God a representative

of those things to us
;
for then his Being, being the repre-

sentative of the effects of that power, it must represent to us

all that he is capable of producing, which I do not find in

myself that it does.

46. Secondly. “ The second way of knowing things,” he
tolls us, is by ideas, that is, by something that is different

from tliem and thus we know things when they are not

intelligible by themselves, either because they are corporeal,

or because they cannot penetrate the mind, or discover them-

selves to it and this is the way ‘‘ we know corporeal

things.” This reasoning I do not understand: Fii'st, Be-

cause 1 do not understand why a line or a triangle is not as

intelligible as anything that can be named; for wo must still

carry along with us that the discourse here is about our jier-

ception, or what wo have any idea or conception of m our

own minds. Secondly, Because I do not understand what is

meant by the j)eneiraiing a spint; and till I can comprehend

these, upon which this reasoning is built, this reasoning can-

not work on me. But from these reasons ho concludes,

thus it is in God, and by their ideas that we see bodies and

their properties; and it is for this I'eason that the knowledge

wo have of them is most perfect.” Whether others will

think that what wo see of bodies is seen in God, by seeing

the ideas of them that are in God, must be left to them.

AVhy I cannot think so I have shown; but the inference he

makes here from it I think few will assent to, that we know
hodies and their properties most perfectly.* For who is

• On tho imperfection of our kno^^ ledge of bodies it is unnecessaiy

to dwells the fresh discoveries 'which are continually made by natural

philosophers being, m some «ort» a demonstration of it Malebranohe's

notions, however, were not built upon experience, but fashioned to suit
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there that cui mj keknopwathe propertM either of bocfy ia
general, or of anj one particiilar hodj perfeciljt One po-»
pertj of body in general ia to hare parte oohering and united
together, for wherever there ia b^y there ia cobcieion of
paite; but who is there that perfectly understands that oohe-

eionf And as for particular bodies, who can say that he
perfectly understands gold, or a loadstone, and all iU |>ro-

pertiesl But to cxpl^n himself, ho aaya, that the idea
we have of extension suffices to xnake us know all the pro*

perties whereof extension is caj>able, and tluit wo cannot
desire to have an idea more distinct, and more fnatful of
extension, of figures, and of motions, than that which Ood
has given us of them.” This scorns to me a strange proof

that we see bodUs aud (Jieir properties in God^ and Icnov^ ihenk

perfectly^ becaufu^ (hxl has given us distinct and fniitful

ideas of extension, figure, and motion: for this liad

been the same, wliether Go<l ha<l given these ideas, by
showing them in himself or hy any other way; and hia

saying, that Chnl hns yifoen ns as distinct and fruitful ideas of
them os we can desire^ seems as if our author himself had
some other thoughts of them. If he Uiought wo see tliemin

Gofl, he must think wo see them as they am in iheinstdvos,

and there would Ihj no room for saying, (Sod had given them
us as distinct as we could dcsin^ the mlhng th<‘iu fruiifnl

shows this yet more; for one that thinks ho sees the ideas of

figures in God, and can see no idea of a figure hut in God,
with what thought can he call any one of themyeernu/fl, which
is said only of such things as produwi oChorlit which expres-

the rest of his theory. Ho msinUuns tbst it U our ideas of bodusi, ajhI

not bodies themselves, that sre the prop<T objects of this brsneh of our
knowledge "On connoit les chosos par Icum id<^ lofw}0*elles »e sont

point inteUigibles par elles-m^mes, soit jieroe quVlLes semt coqiorrUes.
*

soit psree qu elles oe pendent pdn<5trcr I’espnl or so dfoourrir a luL**

(t i. p 373 ) NcYcrthelcus, though wo come to the knowledge of liodLea

not immeduitely, but through the medium of ideas, and owe the kn<}W*

ledge of our own rotnds to consciousness and direct study, he iup{K»ses tui

to understand the nature of bodies much boitrr than that of our own
minds. "On peut concluns,^' says ho, "qu’i’ncore quo nous connoisaomt

plus distinciement fcxistence de n6tre amo que I'eabtence de n6irc corps,

#t de oeux qui nous environnent cepcndxmi nous n'avons pas uno ooa-

Doissance si parfaite de U nature de fame quo de la nature des corps ; et
oeU peat semr k accorder les differens sentiinens de ceux ^ui dbeni
qo^ n’y a rieo qu’on oonnoisse mieux quo fame, et de oeux qui aetareoi

qu'il ny a rien qu ils connoitsenl rooms.’* (p. 376 .)—KDl
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«ion of his seems to proceed only from this thought in bim^

that when I have once got the idea of extension, I can frame

the ideas of what figures^and of what bigness I please. And in

this I agree with 1^, as appears in what I have said, L ii. c. 1 .

But then this can by no means proceed from a supposition

that I see these figures only in God; for there they do not

produce one Another, but are there, as it were, in their first

pattern to be seen, just such and so many as God is pleased

to show them to us. But it will be said, our desire to see

them is the occasional cause of God’s showing them us, and
so we see whatever figure we desire. Let it be so, this does

not make any idea fecondsy for here is no production of one
out of another; but as to the occasional cause, can any one
say that is sol I, or our author, desire to see an angle next
in greatness to a right angle; did, upon this, God ever show
him or me such an angle? That God knows, or has in him-
self the idea of such an angle, I think will not be denied;

but that he ever showed it to any man, how much soever he
desired it, I think may be doubted. But after all, how comes
it by this means that we have a perfect knowledge of bodice

€md their propertiesy when several men in the world have not
the same idea of body, and this very author and I differ in

it? He thinks bare extension to be body, and I think ex-

tension alone makes not body, but extension and solidity;*

thus either ho or I, one of us, has a wrong and imperfect

knowledge of bodies and their properties. For if bodies be
extension alone, and nothing else, I cannot conceive how they

can move and hit one against another, or what can make dis-

tinct surfaces in an uniform simple extension. A solid ex-

tended thing I can conceive movable; but then, if I have a
clear view of bodies and their properties in God, I must see

the idea of solidity in God, which yet I think, by what our
author has said m his Eclaircissements, he does not alkiw

that wo do. He says further :
“ That, whereas the ideas of

things that are in God contain all their properties, he that

sees their ideas may see successively all their properties.”

This seems to me not to concern our ideas more, whether wo
see them in God, or have them otherwise. Any idea that we
have, whencesoever w^e have it, contains in it all the proper-

* See Antoine Le Grand, Instit. Phiioeoph. lY. iiL p. 150 ; Hobbee,
Slementa of Philoeopby, Pt II. chap. viiL

—
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ties it has, whifh ar^ nothing but the relations it has to other

ideas, whiob are alwayir*the same. What he says concerning

the properiieSf that we may successivehj know them^ is equally

true, whether we see them in Grod or have them by any other

moans. They that apply them as they ought to the consi-

deration of their ideas, may successively come to the know-
ledge of some of their properties

;
but that tliey may know

all tkeir properties is more than I think the reason proves,

which he subjoins in these words: “ For when ojio sees the
things as they are in God, one sees them always in a most
perfect manner.” Wo pee, for example, in God, the idea of
a triangle or a circle

;
does it hence follow that we can know

all the properties of either of them ? Ho odds, that the man-
ner of seeing them “ would bo infinitely perfect, if tho mind
which sees them in God was infinite.” I confess myself here
not well to comprehend his distinction between seeing after

a manner \(res-parfait\ most perfect and infinMp perfect. He
adds: ‘^That which is wanting to the knowledge tliat we
have of extension, figures, and motion is not a defect of the
idea which represents it, but of our mind which considers it.*’

If by ideas bo meant hero the real objects of our knowledge,
I easily agree that the want of knowledge in us is a defect

in our minds, and not in the things to bo known. But if by
ideas l>o here meant tho jiei'ception or representation of
things in tho mind, that I cannot but observe in myself to
be very imj>erfect and defective, as when I desire to jierceive

what is tho substance of body or spirit tho idea thereof fails

me. To conclude, I see not what tluire is in this paragraph
that makes anything for the doctrine of “ seeing all things

in God.”

47. “ The third way of knowing is by consciousness,* or

interior sentiments; and thus,” he says, we know our souh^

and it is for this reason that the knowledge wo have of them
is imperfect; we know nothing of our souls but what we feel

within ourselves.” This confession of our author brings me
back, do what I can, to that original of all our ideas which
my thoughts led me to when I writ my book, viz., sensation

and reflection
;
and therefore I am forced to ask any one who

* According to Condilbc, all knowledge ia based on conaciousness.

(Essai sur rOrigine du Connoissancea bnmaines, § 2, chap. L p. 26.)—

-
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is of our author’s principles, whether God had not the idea of

mine, or of a human soul, before he created it? Next, whe-
ther that idea of a human soul be not as much a reed being

in Qod as the idea of a triangle? If so, why does not my
soul, being intimately united to God, as well see the idea of

my soul which is in him, as the idea of a triangle which is

in him? And what reason can there be given why God
shows the idea of a triangle to us, and not the idea of our

souls, but this, that God has given us external sensation to

perceive the one and none to perceive the other, but only

internal sensation to perceive the operation of the latter?

He that pleases may read what our author says in the re-

mainder of this and the two or three next paragraphs, and
see whether it carries him beyond where my ignorance

Btopjied
;

I must own that me it does not.

48. ‘‘ This,” [i. e., the ignorance we are in of our own souls,]

says he, may serve to prove that the ideas that represent

anything to us that is without us, are not modifications of

our souls; for if the soul saw all things by considering its

own proper modifications, it should know more clearly its

own essence, or its own nature, than that of bodies, and all

the sensations or modifications whereof it is capable, than
the figures or modifications of which bodies are capable. In
the meantime it knows not that it is capable of any such

‘ sensation by sight as it has of itself, but only by experience;

instead that it knows that extension is capable of an infinite

number of figures by the idea that it has of extension.

There are, moreover, cei*tain sensations, as colours and sounds,

which the greatest part of men cannot discover whether they

are modifications of the soul
;
and there are figures which all

men do not discover by the idea of extension to be modifi-

cations of bodies.” This paragraph is, as he tells us, to prove,
** that the ideas that represent to us something without us

are not modifications of the soul;” but instead of that, it

seems to prove that figure h the modification of space^ and
not of our souls. For if this argument had tended to prove
“ that the ideas that represent anything without us were not

modifications of the soul,” he should not have put the mind’s

not knowing what modifications itself was capable of, and
knowing what figures spiice \vas capable of^ m opposition one

to another; but the antithesis must have lain in this, that
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the mind knew it was capable of the perception of figure or
motion without any modification of itself but was not capa-

ble of the perception of sound or colour without a modifica-

tion of itself. For the question here is not whether space be
capable of figure, and the soul not ; but whether the soul be
cajiable of perceiving, or having the idea of figure, without
a modification of itself, and not capable of having the idea

of colour without a modification of itself, I think bow of
the figure, colour, and hardness of a diamond that I saw
some time since : in this case, I desire to be informed how
my mind knows that the thinking on, or the idea of the

fi^re, is not a modification of the mind; but the thinking
on, or having an idea of the colour or hardness is a modifi-

cation of the mind. It is certain there is some alteration in

my mind when I think of a figure which I did not think of
before, as well as when I tliiuk of a colour that I did not
think of before. But one I am told is seeing it in God, and
the other a modification of my mind. But supposing one is

seeing in God, is there no altemtion in my mind between
seeing and not seeing] And is that to be c^led a modifioa-

tion or nol For when he says seeing a colour, and hearing

a sound, is a modification of the mind, what docs it signify

but an alteration of the mind from not perceiving to }>er-

ceiving that sound or colour? And so when the mind sees

a triangle, which it did not see before, wliat is this but an
alteration of the mind from not seeing to seeing, whether
that figure be seen in God or no? And why is not this

alteration of the mind to be called a modification, os well aa

the other? Or, indeed, what service docs that word do us in

the one case or the other, when it is only a new sound brought/

in without any new conception at all? For my mind, when
it sees a colour or figure is altered, I know, from the not

ha\ung such or such a peixxiption to the having it
;
but when,

to explain this, I am told that either of these perceptions is

a mo<iification of the mind, what do I conceive more, than
that from not having such a perception ray mind is come to

have such a perception? which is what I as well knew be-

fore the word modiJiccUion was imwlo use of, which by its uso
has made me conceive nothing more than what I conceived
before.

49. One thing 1 cannot but take notice of here by the by,
2 a 2
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that ho says, that “ the soul knows that extension is capable

of an infinite number of figures by the idea it has of exten-

sion,” which is true. And afterwards he says, that “ there

are no figures which all men do not discover, by the idea

they have of extension, to be modifications of body.” One
would wonder why he did not say riwdijicatimis of exten-

sion, rather than, as he does, the 'inodijicationa of bodyyi\iQY
being diacoDered by the idea of extension, but the truth would
not bear such an expression. For it is certain that in pure

space or extension, wliich is not terminated, there is truly no
distinction of figures, but in distinct bodies that are termi-

nated there are distinct figures, because simple space or

extension, being in itself uniform, inseparable, immovable,

has 111 it no such modification or distinction of figures. But
it is capable, as he says, but of what? Of bodies of all sorts

of figuies and magnitudes, without which there is no dis-

tinction of figures ill space. Bodies that are solid, separable,

terminated, and movable, have all sorts of figures, and they

are bodies alone that have them ; and so figures ai’e properly

modifications of bodies, for pure space is not anywhere ter-

minated, nor can bo, whether there be or be not body in it,

it IS unifonnly continued on. This that ho plainly said here,

to me plainly shows that body and extension are two things,

though mucli of our author’s doctrme be bmlt upon their

'being one and the same.

50 . The next paragraph is to show us the difference be-

tween ideas and sentiments in this . that sentiments are

not tied to words; so that he that never had seen a colour or

felt heat could never be made to have those sensations by all

the definitions one could give lum of them.” This is true of

what he calls aentiinents, and as true also of what he calls

ideas. Show me one who has not got by experience, i. e., by

seeing or feeling the idea of s]iace or motion, and I will as

soon by words make one who never felt what heat is, liave a

conception of heat, as he that has not by his senses perceived

what space or motion is, can by words be made to conceive

either of them. The reason Avliy we are apt to think these

ideas belonging to extension got another way than other

ideas, is because our bodies Toeing extended, we cannot avoid

the distinction of parts in oui’selves; and all that is for the

^pport of our lives being by motion applied to us, it is im-
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possible to find any one who has not by experience got those

ideas; and so by the use of language learned what words
stand for them, which by custom came to excite them in hi^

mind, as the names of heat and pleasure do excite, in the
mind of those who have by experience got them, the ideas

they are by use annexed to. Not that words or definitions

can teach or bring into the mind one more than another of
those I call simple ideas

;
but can by use excite them in

those, who having got them by experience, know certain

sounds to bo by use annexed to them as the signs of them.

51. Fourthly. “ The fourth way of knowing,’’ ho tells us,

“is by conjecture, and thus only wo know the souls of other
men and pure intelligences:” i. o., wo know them not at all;

but we probably think there are such beings really oxisting^

in rerum natura."^ But this looks to me beside our author’s

business here, which seems to be to examine what ideas we
have, and how wo came by them. So that the thing hero
considered should, in my opinion, bo, not whether there were
any souls of men or pure intelligences anywhere existing,

but what ideas we have of them, and how wo came by them.
For when ho says, we know not angels, either hi theniaelveSp

or by their iileas, or by conscioustiess^ wliat in that place docR
a/ngk signify? What idea in him docs it stand for? Or is

it the sign of no idea at all, and so a bare sound without
signification? Ho that reads this boventh chapter of liia

with attention, will find that wo have simple ideas as far as
our experience roaches, and no further. And beyond that
we know nothing at all, no, not even what those ideas are
that arc in us, but only that they arc perceptions in the mind,
but how made wo cannot comprehend.

52. In his Eclaircissements on the Nature of Ideas, p. 535,
*

* “ De toua lea objeta de nOtre connowsance, il no nous reate plus
quo les amc3 de3 autres horames, ct quo les puros intclligcucos

;
et il est

manifeate quo nous no les connoissons quo par conjecture nous no les

oonnoissons presontement ni en elles-rndnies ni par leurs id^es, ct comme
elles sont dilf^rentos do nous, il n’est pas possible quo nous les connoit-
sons par conscience. Nous conjecturons quo lea ames des autres homines
sont comme la ndtre Co quo nous sentons on nous-mdmes, nous pr^
tendons qu’ils le sentent, et m^me lorsque ccs sentimens n’ont point da
rapport au corps, nous sdmmes assures que nous ne nous trompons
pomt parce que nous voyons en Dieu certaines id^es et certames loix
immuable, salon lesquelles nous 89avons avec certitude, quo Dieu agit
^galement dans tous les esprits.” (p. 378 aeq.)

—
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of the 4to edition, he says, that " he is certain that the ideaa

of things are unchangeable.” This I cannot comprehend,

for how can I know that the picture of anything is like that

thing, when I never see that which it represents? For if

these words do not mean that ideas are true unchangeable

representations of things, I know not to what purpose they

are. And if that be not their meaning, then they can only

signify, that the idea I have once had will be unchangeably

the same as long as it recui-s the same in my memory
;
but

when another different from that comes into my mind, it

will not be that. Thus the idea of a horse, and the idea of
a centaur, will, as often as they recur in my mind, be un-

changeably the same
;
which is no more than this, the same

idea will be always the same idea; but whether the one or

the other be the true representation of anything that exists,

that, upon his principles, neither our author nor anybody
else can know.

53. What he says here of universal reason, which en-

lightens every one, whereof all men partake, seems to me
nothing else but the power men have to consider the ideas

they have one with another, and by thus comparing them,

find out the relations that are between them; and therefore

if an intelligent being at one end of the world, and another

at the other end of the world, will consider twice two and
four together, ho cannot but find them to bo equal, i. e., to

Ibe the same number. These relations, it is true, are infinite,

and God, who knows all things, and their relations as they
are, knows them all, and so his knowledge is infinite. But
men are able to discover more or less of these relations, only

as they apply them minds to consider any sort of ideas, and
to find out intermediate ones, which can show the relation

of those ideas, which cannot be immediately compared by
juxta-positiou. But then what he means by that infinite

reason which men consult, I confess myself not well to un-

derstands For if he means that they consider a part of

those relations of things which are infinite, that is true; but
then, this is a very improper way of speaking, and I cannot

think that a man of his parts would use it to mean nothing

else by it. If he means, as he says, p. 536, that this infinite

and universal reason, whereof men partake, and which they

consult, is the reason of God himself, I can by no meanN
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assent to it. First, Because I think we cannot say God
reasons at all

; for he has at once a view of all things. But
reason is very far from such an intuition

;
it is a laborious

and gradual progress in the knowledge of things, by com-
paring one idea with a second, and a second with a third,

and that with a fourth, ic., to find the relation between the

first and the last of these in this train, and in search for such

intermediate ideas as may show us the relation we desire to

know, which sometimes we find, and sometimes not. This

way, thei'efore, of finding truth, so painful, uncertain, and
limited, is proper only to men or finite understandings, but

can by no means bo supposed in God; it is, therefore, in

God, understandmg or knowledge. But then, to say, that

we ])artako in the knowledge of God, or consult his under-

standing, is what I cannot receive for true. God has given

me an understanding of my own; and I should think it

presumption in me to suppose I apprehended anything by
God’s undei-standing, saw with his eyes, or shared of his

knowledge. I think it more possible for mo to see with

other men’s eyes, and understand with another man’s under-

standing, than with God’s ;
there being some proportion be-

tween mine and another man’s understanding, but none
between mine and God’s. But if this “infinite reason which
we consult,” bo at last nothing but thoEo infinite unchange-

able relations which are in things, some of wliich wo make
a shift to discover, this indeed is true, but seems to me to

make little to our author s purpose, of seeing all things in

God
;
and that “ if we see not all tilings by tlie natural union

of our minds with the universal and infinite reason, wo should

not liave the liberty to think on all things,” as he expresses

it, p. 538. To explain himself further conceniiiig this uni-

ver'>al reason^ or as he there calls it by another name, order^

p. 539, he sam that “ Cknl contains in himself the perfec-

tions of all toe creatures that he has created, or can create,

after an intelligible manner.” Intellujdjle to himself, that is

true
,
but intelligible to men, at least to mo, that^ do not

find, unless “ by containing in himself the perfections of all

the creatures,” be meant, that there is no perfection in any
creature hut there is a greater in God, or that there is in

God greater perfection than all the jierfection in the creatures

taken together. And therefore, though it be true what fol-
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lows in the next words, that it is by these intelligible per-

fections that God knows the essence of everything,” yet it

will not follow from hence, or from anything else that he

has said, that those perfections i/n God which contain in them
the perfections of all the creatures, are the immediate objects of
the mind of man, or tliat they are so the objects of the mind
of man that he can in them see the essences of the creatures,

h'or I ask in which of the perfections of 6^ does a man
see the essence of a horse or an ass, of a serpent or a dove,

of hemlock or parsley? T, for my part, I confess, see not

the essence of any of these things in any of the perfections

of God which I have any notion of. For indeed J see not

the distinct essence either of these ^ things at all, or know
wherein it consists. And therefoi-e I cannot comprehend
the force of the inference, which follows in these words:
^ Then the intelligible ideas or perfections that are in God,

which represent to us what is out of (}od, are absolutely

necessary and unchangeable.” That the j>erfections that are

in God are necessary and unchangeable, I readily grant
;
but

that the ideas that exeyinteUigible to God, or are in tlie un-

derstanding of God, (for so we must si>eak of him whilst we
conceive of him after the manner ‘ol mfen,) can be seen by
us; or that the perfections that are in God represent to us

the essences of things that are out of God, that I cannot

conceive. The essence of matter, as much as I can see of

*it, is extension, solidity, divisibility, and mobility; but in

which of the perfections of Goil do I sec this essence? To
another man, as to our author, perhaps, the essence of body
is quite another thing

;
and when he has told us what to

him is the essence of body, it will be then to be considered

in which of the perfections of God he sees it. For example,

let it be pure extension alone, the idea then that God had
in himself of the essence of body before body was created,

was the idea of pure extension
;
when Qod then created

body he created extension, and then space, which existed

not befdte, began to exist. This, I confess, I cannot con-

ceive; but we see in the perfections of God the necessary

and unchangeable essences of things. He sees one essence

of body in Gk>d, and I another
; which is that necessary and

unchangeable essence of body which is contained in the per-

fections of Gk>d, his or mine? Or, indeed, how do or can we
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know there is any sueh. thing existing as body at all? For
we see nothing but the ideas that are in God; but body
itself, we neither do nor can possibly see at all; and how-

then can we know, that there is any such thing existing as

body, since we can by no means see or perceive it by our
senses, which is all the way we can have of knowing any
corporeal thing to exist? But it is said, God shows us the

idera in himself, on occasion of the presence of those bodies

to* our senses. This is oroiw dictum, and begs the thihg in

question; and therefore I desire to have it proved to me
that they are present. I see the sun, or a horse; no, s^ys

our author, that is impossible
; they cannot be seen, because

being bodies they cannot be united to my mind, and be
present to it. But the sun being risen, and the horse brought
within convenient distance, and so l)eing present to my eyes,

God shows me their ideas in himself; and I say God shows
me these ideas when ho pletiscs, without the presence of any
such bodies to my eyes. For when 1 think I see a star at such
a distance from me, which truly I do not see, but the idea

of it which God shows me, I would have it proved to mo
that thete is such a star existing a million of million of miles

from me when I \hink I see it, more than when I dream of
sucli a star. For until it be proved that there is a candle

in the room by which I write this, *tbe supposition of my
seeing inGod the pyramidical idea of its flame upon occasion

of the candle’s being there, is begging what is in question*

And to prove to me that God exhibits to me that idea upon
occasion of the presence of the candle, it must first bo proved
to me that there is a candle there, which upon these princi-

ples can never bo done.

Further, We scathe necessary and iinchangeahle essences of*

things in the perfections of God. Water, a rose, and a lion,

have their distinct essences one from another, and all other

things
;
what I desire to know are these distinct essences, I

confess I neither see them in nor out of God, and in which of
the perfections of God do we see each of them?

Page 504, I find these words; “ It is evident that the per-

fections that are in God, which represent created or possible

beings, are not at all equal : that those, for example, that
represent bodies, are not so noble as those, for example, that

represent spirits; and amongst those themselves, whicli
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represent nothing but body, or nothing but spirits, there are

more perfect one than another to infinity. This is conceiv-

able clearly, and without pain, though one finds some diffi-

culty to reconcile the simplicity of the Divine Being with

this variety, of intelligible ideas which he contains in his

wisdom." This difficulty is to me insurmountable, and I

conclude it always shall be so till I can find a way to make
simplicity and variety the same. And this difficulty must
always cumber this doctrine, which supposes that the perfec-

tions of God are the representatives to us of whatever we
perceive of the creatures

;
for then those perfections must

be many, and diverse, and distinct one from another, as those

ideas are that represent the different creatures to us. And
thw seems to me to make God formally to contain in him all

the distinct ideas of all the creatures, and that so that they

might be seen one after another : which seems to me, after

all the talk of abstraction, to be but a little less gross con-

ception than of the sketches of all the pictures that ever a

painter draws, kept by him in his closet, which are there all

to be seen one after another, as he pleases to show them.

But whilst these abstract thoughts produce nothing better

than this, I the easier content myself with my ignorance,

which roundly thinks thus . God is a simple Being, omnis-

cient, that knows all things possible
;
and omnipotent, that

can do or make all things possible. But how he knows, or

how ho mokes, I do not conceive : his wa3rs of knowing, as

well as his ways of creating, are to me incomprehensible;

and if they were not so, I should not think him to be God,

or to bo perfecter in knowledge than I am. To which our

author s thoughts seem, in the close of what is above cited,

somewhat to incline, when he says, “ The variety of intelli-

gible ideas which God contains in his wisdom whereby he

seems to place this variety of ideas in the mind or thoughts

of God, as we may so say, whereby it is hartl to conceive

how we can see them, and not in the being of God, where

they ore to be seen as so many distinct things in it.
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UPON

SOME OF MR. NORRIS'S BOOKS,
WHEBSIN EE ASSERTS

P. MALEBRANCHE’S OPINION, OF OUR SEEING ALL
THINGS IN GOD.

[Ab this little treatise is merely a continuation of the preceding, it

unnecessary to give a separate account of it. Of Norris it may be ob-

served, that about the year 1704 he published a second attack on Locke's
philosophy, which I have never met with. The fact, however, is men-
tioneil by Tennemann, (Manual of the History of Philosophy, §d37f)
though the work is now probably of rare occurrence.—Ea]

There are some who think they have given an account of

the nature of ideas, by telling us ‘‘ we see them in God,”* os

if we understood what ideas m the understanding of God
are, better than when they arc in our own understandings;

or their nature were better known when it is said that “ the

immediate object of our understandings’^ are ‘‘the divine

ideas, the omniform essence of G<^d, jiartially represented or

exhibited.” t So that thi.s now has made the matter clear,,

there can be no difficulty left, when wo ai^e told tliat our

ideas arc the divine ideas^ and the divine idme the (miniform

essence of God, For what the divine ideas are we know as

plainly as wo know what one, two, and three is ; and it is

a satisfactory expbeation of what our ideas are to tell us,

they are no other than the divine ideas; and the divine

essejice is more familiar and level to our knowledge than

anything we think of. Besides, there can bo no difficulty in

understanding how the divine ideas are Gods essence.

• See Cursory ReflecUona upon a Book called “An Emy concerning

Human Understanding,” written by John Norris, M.A
,
rector of New-

ton St Loe, in Somersetshire, and late Fellow of All- Souls’ College, in.

a Letter to a Friend
:
printed at the end of his Christian Blessednesi,

or Discourses upon the Beatitudes of our Lord and Saviour Jesiu Christy

page 30. London. 1690. 8vo.
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2. I am complained of for not having “ given an account
of,” or defined the nature of our ideas.” * By “ giving an
account of the nature of ideas,” is not meant that I should
make known to men their ideas; for I think nobody can
imagine that any articulate sounds of mine, or anybody else,

can make known to another what his ideas, that is, what his

perceptions, are, better than what he himself knows and
perceives them to be; which is enough for affirmations or

negations about them. By tho “ nature of ideas,” therefore,

is meant here their causes and manner of production in the
mind, i. e., in what alteration of the mind this perception

consists; and as to that, I answer, no man can tell; for

which I not only appeal to experience, which were enough,
but shall add this reason, viz., because no man can give any
account of any alteration made in any simple substai;ice

whatsoever : all the alteration we can conceive being only of
the alteration of compounded substances, and that only by a
transposition of parts. Our ideas, say these men, are the
divine ideaSy or the omniform essence of Godyf which the mind
sometimes sees and sometimes not. Now I ask these men,
what alteration is made in the mind upon seeing ? for there

lies the difficulty which occasions the inquiry.

For what difference a man finds in himself when he sees a
moi-igold and sees not a marigold has no difficulty, and needs
Hot be inquired after; he has the idea now, which he had not
before. The difficulty is, what alteration is made in his

mind
;
what changes that has in itself when it sees what it

did not see before, either tho “ divine idea” in the under-
standing of God, or, as the ignorant think, the marigold in
the garden. Either supposition, as to tliis matter, is dl one

;

for they are both things extrinsical to the mind, till it has
that perception

;
and when it has it, I desire them to explain

to mo what tho alteration in the mind is, besides saying, as
we vulgar do, it is having a perception which it had not the
moment before; which is only the difference between per-
ceiving and not perceiving

; a difference in matter of fact

agreed on all hands
;
which wherein it consists is, for aught

I see, unknown to one side as well as the other : only the one

* So6 Cursory Keflections, &c.
, p 3.

t See “ Man in Search of Himself,’* by Cuthbert, CommenL
p. 190, 183.
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Lave the ingenuity to confess their ignorance, and the other

pretend to be knowing.

3. P. Malebranche says, " God does all things by the sim-

plest and shortest ways,” i. e., as it is interpreted in Mr,
Norris’s Reason and Religion, Grod never does anything in

vain.”* This will easily be grafted them; but how will

they reconcile to this principle of theirs, on which their

whole system is built, the curious structure of the eye and
ear, not to mention the other parts of the body 1 For if the

perception of colours and sounds depended on nothing but

the presence of the object affording an occcmorud cause to

God Almighty to exhibit to the mind the ideas of figures,

colours, and sounds, all that nice and curious structure of

those organs is wholly in vain
;
since the sun by day, and the

stars by night, and the visible objects that surround us, and
the beating of a drum, the talk of people, aud the change

made in the air by thunder, are as much present to a blmd
and deaf man, as to those who have their eyes and earn in

the greatest perfection. He that understands optics ever so

little, must needs admire the wonderful make of the eye, not

only for the variety and neatness of the parts, but as suited

to the nature of refraction, so as to paint the imago of the

object in the retina; which these men must confess to be all

lost labour, if it contributes nothing at all, in the ordinary

way of causes and effects, to the producmg that idea in tho

mind. But that only tho presence of the object gave occasion

to God to show to the mind that idea in himself, which cer-

tainly IS as present to one that has a gutta serena, as to tho

quickest-sighted man Uving. But wo do not know how by
any natural operation thb can produce an idea in the mind

:

and therefore (a good conclusion
!)

God, tho author of nature,

cannot this way produce it. As if it were impossible for the

Almighty to produce anything but by ways wo must con-

ceive, and are able to comprehend, when he that is best

satisfied of his omniscient understanding, and knows so well

how God perceives and man thinks, cannot explain tho cohe-

Roason and Relimon
;
or the Grounda and Measures of Devotion,

considered from the Nature of Grod and the Nature of Man. In several

Contemplations. With Exercises of Devotwn applied to every Contem-
plation. By John Norris, M.A ,

and Fellow of All-Souls’ College, in

Oxford, Part IL Contemplation II. § 17, p. 195. London, 1B8C, 8vo*
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sion of parts ia the lowest degree of created beings, unor-

ganized bodies.

4. The “perception of universals,” also proves that all

beings are present to our minds; and tliat can only be by
the presence of God, because all created things are indivi-

duals.* Are not all things that exist individuaUl^ If so,

then say not all created, but all existing things are indivi-

duals; and if so, then the having any general idea proves

not that we have all objects present to our minds; but this

is for want of considering wherein universality consists

;

which is only in representation abstracting from particulars.

An idea of a circle of an inch diameter will represent, where

or whensoever existing, all the circles of an inch diameter

;

and that by abstracting from time and place. And it will

also represent all circles of any bigness, by abstracting also

from that particular bigness, and by retaining only the rela-

tion of equi-distance of the circumference from the centre, in

all the parts of it.

5. We have a “distinct id^ of God,”{ whereby we clearly

enough distinguish him from the creatures; but I fear it

would be presumption for us to say we have a clear idea of

him, os ho is in hiraself.

6. The argument, that “ we have the idea of infinite, be-

fore the idea of finite,” because “ we conceive infinite being

.barely by conceiving being, without considering whether it

IjKi finite or infinite,”ir I shall leave to be considered, whether
it is not a mistake of priority of natiu’e for priority of con-

ception.

7. “ God made aU things for himself
|1

therefore we “see

all things in him.” This is called demonstration. As if ciU

iJiiiigs were not as well made f(yr Ood, and mankind had not

as much reason to magnify him, if their perception of things

were any other way than such an one of seeing them in him;
as shows not God more than the other, and wherein not one

• Reason and Religion, &c. Part II
,
Contemp. II. § 19, p. 191.

t Seo, on the subject of Univei-sals, Hobbes’ Universal Nature, chap.

V. § 0 ,
where ho does but reproduce, in reality, the notions of the Pen-

patetics, since -tVnstotle maintains precisely the same doctrines. See
Rarthi^leray Saint- Hilaire;,' Be la Logique d’Anstotle. t i. pp. 283, 292,
^02.

+ Reason and Religion, Part II., Contemp. IL, § 20, p. 198.

H Ibid. § 21, p. 198. U Ibid. § 22, p. 199.
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of a million takes more notice of him than those who think
they perceive things where they are, by their senses.

8. If God should create a mind, and give it the sun, sup-
pose, for its idea, or immediate object of knowledge, God
would then make that mind for the sun, and not for him-
8el£”* This supposes, that those that^aee things in God, see

at the same time God also, and thereby show that their minds
are made for God, having him for “ the immediate object of
their knowledge.” But for this I must ap}>eal to common
experience, whether every one, as often as he secs anything
else, sees and perceives God in the case

;
or whether it be not

true of men, who see other things every moment, that God is

not in afll their thoughts? "Yet,” says he, “ when the mind sees

his works, it sees him in some manner.” f This some manner
is no manner at all to the puq)O80 of being made only /or

Gody for his idea, or for his immediate object of knowledge.
A man bred up in the obscurity of a dungeon, J where by a
dim and almost no light he gcrccivcs the objects about him,

'

it is tnie he owes this ide^ to the light of the sun; but
having never heard nor thought of the sun, can one say tlmt

the idea of the sun is " bis immediate object of knowledge,”
or that therefore " his mind was made for the sun?” This is

the case of a great i)art of mankind
;
and how many can wo

imagine of those who have got some notion of a God, cither

from tradition or reason, have an idea of him present in their

minds as often as they think of anything else?

0. But if our being " made for Go<l,” necessarily demon-
strates that we should "see all things in him,” this at last

will demonstrate that wo are not half made for him; since it

is confessed by our author that we see no other ideas in God •

but those of number, extension, and essences, which arc not
half the ideas that take up men’s minds.

10.
" The simple essences of things are nothing else but

the divine essence itself con8idei*ed with his connotation, as

variously representative or exliibitivc of things, and os va-

riously imitable or participable by them
; § and this he tells us

are ideas.
||

The meaning, I take it, of all this put into plain

* Ibid. + Ibjd. § 23 n 200.

Z Plato haa a similar thought in the beginning of the seventh book
his Bepublic, Opera, t. vl p. 327.

S Reason and Religion, rart T. Contemp. V. } 19, p. 82.

H Ibid. §20.
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intelligible words, is this : God has always a power to pro-

duce anything that involves not a contradiction. He also

knows what we can do. But what is all this to ideas in him^
as real beings visible by us? God knew from eternity he
could produce a pebble, a mushroom, and a man. Were
these, which are distinct ideas, part of his simple essence]

It seems then, we know very well the essence of God, and use
the word simple^ which comprehends all sorts of variety in a
very proper way. But God knew he could produce such

creatures; therefore where shall we place those ideas he saw
of them, but in his own essence ? There these ideas existed

eminent^; and so they are the essence of God. There the
things themselves existed too, eminently and therefore all

the creatures as they really exist are the esseTice of God. For
if finite real beings of one kind, as ideas are said to be, are

the essence of the infinite God; other finite beings, as the

creatures, may be also the essence of God. But after this

rate we must talk when we will allow ourselves to bo igno-

rant of nothing, but will kno# even the knowledge of God
and the way of his understanding!

11. The ^‘essences of things, or ideas existing in God.”*
There are many of them that exist in God

:

and so the sim-

ple essence of God has actually existing in it as great a variety

of ideas as there are of creatures; all of them real beings,

and distinct one from another. If it be said, this means
God can and knows he can produce them, what doth this say

more than every one says? If it doth say more, and shows
us not this infinite number of real distinct beings in God, so

as to be his very essence, what is this better than what those

say who make God to be nothing but the universe ;t thougji

* Ibid. { 21, p. 83.

t It has been already observed, that the philosophy of Malebranche,
whicli Norris appears to have adopted, lies open to the suspicion of Pan-
theism. Among the numerous passages in the Recherche de la V^nt^
which might be adduced in support of this view, is the following —
** lUaiit bien remarquei qii’on ne peutpas conclure que les espnts voyent
I’essence de Dieu, de ce qu’ils voyent toutes choses en Dieu, de ce qu’ils

voyent toutes choses en Dieu de cette mamfere. Parce que ce qu’ils

voyent est ties-imparfait, et que Dieu est tres-parfait. Us voyent de la

matieie divisible, hgur^e, &c
,
et il n’y a nen en Dieu qui soit divisible,

ou figurd, car Dieu est tout etre, parce qu’il est infini et qu'd comprend
tout

;
mais il n’est aucun dtre en particuher. Cependant ce que noua

voyons n’est qu’un ou plusieurs dtres en particuher, et nous ne compre-
aona point cette simphcitd parfaite do Dieu qui renferme tous les dtres.”
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it be covered under unintelligible expressions of amplioUy

and vari^y at the same time, in the essence of Godf Bub
those who would not be thought ignorant of anything, to

attain it, make Ood like themselves
;
or else they could not

talk as they do, of “ the mind of God,” and the ideas in the

mind of God, e3^bitive of all the whole possibility of being.”*

12. “ It is in the divine nature that these universal natures,

which are the proper object of science, are to be found ; and
consequently it is in God that we know all the truth^,which

we kDOW.”t Doth any universal nalure^ therefore, exist]

Or can anything that exists anywhere, or anyhow, be any
other than singular] I think it cannot be denied that God
having a power to produce ideas in us, can give that power
to another; or, to express it otherwise, make any idea the

effect of any operation on our bodies. This has no contra-

diction in it, and therefore is possible. But you will say,

you conceive not the way how this is done. If you stand to

that rule, that it cannot bo done because you conceive not

the manner how it is brought to i^ass, you must deny that

God can do this, because you cannot conceive the manner
how he produces any idea in us. If visible objects are seen

only by God*s exhibiting their ideas to our minds, on occasion

of the presence of those objects, what hinders the Almighty
from* exhibiting their ideas to a blind man, to whom, being

set before his face, and as near his eyes, and in as good a
light as to one not blind, they are, according to this supposi-

tion, as much the occasional cause to one as to the other?

But yet under this equality of occasional causes, one has the

idea, and the other not, and this constantly
;
which would

give one reason to suspect something more than a presential

occoLsional cause in the object.

13. Further, if light striking upon the eyes be but the

occasional cause of seeing, God, in making the eyes of so

(t i p. 365.) The system of Pantheism has always been in great favour

with a certain class of philosopers, from the earliest dawn of specula-

tion. Thus we find the ancient Egyptians had anticipated the funda-

mental doctrine of Spinoza, so that, alter carefully reviewing their tneo-

logy, Jablonski exclaims Would you not unagine that Spinoza had
borrowed his system from the Egyptians ?

**
(Pantheon iEgyptiorum,

t. i p. 36.)

• Reason and Religion, Part L Contcmp. V. } 80, p. 92, 98.

f IbkL Part II. Contemp. II. } 30, p, 20^.

YOU iL 3 a
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curious a structure, operates not by the simplest ways; for

God could have produced visible ideas upon the occasion of

light striking upon the eyelids or forehead.

14. Outward objects are not, when present, always occch

sional causes. He that has long continued in a room per-

fumed with sweet odours, ceases to smell, though the room
be filled with those flowers

;
though as often as after a little

absence he returns again, he smells them afresh. He that

comes out of bright sunshine into a room where the curtains

are drawn, at first secs nothing in the room; though those

who have been there some time see him and everything

plainly. It is hard to account for either of these pheno-

mena, by God’s producing these ideas upon the account of

occasional causes. But by the production of ideas in the

mind, by the operation of the object on the organs of sense,

this difference is easy to be explain^ed.

15. Whether the ideas of light and colours come in by the

eyes or no, it is all one as if they did; for those who have

no eyes never have them. And whether or no God has

appointed that a certain modified motion of the fibres, or

spirits in the optic nerve, should excite, or produce, or cause

them in us, call it what you please, it is all one as if it did;

since where there is no such motion there is no such percep-

tion or idea. For I hope they will not deny God the privi-

lege to give such a power to motion if he pleases. Yes, say

they, they be the occasional

y

but not the efficient cause; for

that they cannot be, because that is in effect to say, he has
given this motion in the optic nerve a power to operate on
himself, but cannot give it a power to operate on the mind of

man : it may by this apjwintment operate on himself, the

impassable infinite Spirit, and put him in mind when he is

to operate on the mind of man, and exhibit to it the idea

which 13 in himself of any colour. The infinite eternal God
is certainly the cause of all things, the fountain of all being

and power. But because all being was from him, can there

be ^nothing but God himself 1 or because all power was
originally in him, can there bo nothing of it communicated
to his creatures? This is to set very narrow bounds to the
power of God, and, by pretending to extend it, takes it away.
For which (I beseech you, as we can comprehend) is the per-

fectest power, to make a machine—a watch, for example—
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tliat, when the watchmaker has withdmwn hia hands, shall

go and strike by the fit contrivance of the parts; or else re*

quires that whenever the hand, by pointing to the hour,

minds him of it, ho should strike twelve upon the bell? Na
machine of God’s making can go of itself. WJiy? because
the cix'atiu*cs have no power; cjin neither move themselves^

nor anything else. How then comes about all that wo seel

Do they do nothing? Ves, they are the ocamonal causes t4

God, why he should produce certain thoughts and inotion.s in
them. The creatures cannot produce any idea, any thought
in man. How then comes he to perceive or think? God,
upou the occaswn of some motion in the optic nerve, exhibits

the colour of a marigold or a rose to his mind. How came
that motion in his optic nerve? On occasion of the motion
of some particles of light striking on tlie retiini, God jiro-

diKing it, and so on. And so, whate\er a man thinks, God
produc»^ the thought; let it be iiilidehty, murmuring, or
blasphemy. The mind doth nothing, his mind is only the
minor that receives the ideas that God exlnbits to it, and
just as God exhibits them * the man is altogether passive in
the whole business of thinking.*

* Tlii ‘1 dootnne, fioarcf*ly at all inotlifioil, h w l)ecn preached in our
own day under the name of Soeialinm Mah*!)riiich(‘’H cKpoHition of it

Ls moHt explicit, eloquent, and perRu*iHive “.Te K<;ai hion quo I'amo CHt

ca[»al)lo de pciiHer, rnai8 jo syai .lUBsi quo r»Hcn«luo est c^apald© <la

hguies, 1 aino cst cajiahlo de volont<5, conunc l.a in.ati?‘rc do moiivernent,

Mais do mCoiie qii’il est faux quo h* inatn'‘ie. quoifpio <'apal>lc de Hjfiira

ct de inouvenient, ait en elle m^ino une foirr, uno faculty

,

uno nature,
j>ar laqiielle rile so puisse mouvoir, ou no donnoi tanl<H uno figure
iTnide, et Lant^t uno quarrde quoupio r.nne Hoit naturellemon t et
OHsoiticlleinent capable de connoiHsaiice et de \oionte, il (3Ht faux qii'ella

ait de« fnrnlt^s par lesquelles cllc puiRse pnxlinre on elle hcs id^en, on
*

son niouvemcnt vers le bien II y a bien de la tldf/rcnco entr© 4tro
mobile ct se mnu\oir la matiere <Ie h i n.iture est mobile et capable de
figures elle no f>cut infiino HubHi/>tcr s.ann figure Maw cllo ne bo meufe
pas

,
elle nc se figure pas

,
elle n\a point de facnlt<5 pour cela. L’e«prit

<le sa nature cst capable de mouvement ct d id*^'js
;
j'en conviens. Mais

il nc so meiit pas. d ne s’dclaire pas e’est tlieu <pii fait tout dandles
e*8pntfl aussi bien quo dans les coiqw Piuton dire quo J>ieu fait las

chan Icemens qui .arnveiit dans la matierc, ct fpi’d nc fait pan ceux qui
:»mvcnt d.uis I’cspnt ? Est-cc rcinlre h Dicu co qui lui appartient, qua
d'aljandonner h sa di8])osition les demicrs des etres ' N'e«t-il pas dgalo*
nicnt Ic mattre de toutes choses * X’ost-il pas la createur, le coDfienr»-
teur, le seui veritable motcur des espnla aussi bien que des oorptf
Cert&men'cut il fait tout, substances, accidens, Otres, mani^ret. Oar

2h2
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16. A man cannot move his arm or his tongue; he has no
power; only upon occasion^ the man willmg it, God moves
it. Then man millsj he doth something; or else God, upon
the occasion of something which he himself did before, pro-

enfin il connolt tout
,
mais il ne connolt qiie ce qu’il fait. On lui 6te

done aa connaissance, ai on borne aon action " (Eclaircissement sur lo

troisieine livre, t in. p. 124.) Thia doctnne Mr. Robert Owen, m his

Book of the New Moral World, also teaches, with the characteristic

omission of certain temis. “ The feelings and convictions expencncod
by man are not produced or regulated by hia will, but are the necessary
effects of the action of circumstances upon his physical and mental
nature. Hitlierto the world has been governed under the supposition
that the feelings and convictions have been produced by the choice of
the individual, and that they are under the control of what is called

frce-milL The languages of all nations are filled with the terms, that
you must love or hate, believe oi disbelieve certain qualities and creeds,

or if you disobey, you will be punished here and hereafter
,
and for so

loving, hating, believing, or disbolievmg, men are now praised and
rewarded, as though thei e wei e gi eat meiit iq so doing. Yet, from an in-

vestigation of the facta connected with this subject, it appears that the
feelings and convictions are instincts of human nature,—instincts which
every one is compelled to possess or receive,—and for which no man can
have raent oi dement, or deserve reward or punishment '' (chap. in. p. 7.)

The doctnne of Hobbes, from whom the philosophei-s of Mr Owen’s
school appear to have boiTowed so much, does not quite square with the
modem hypothesis on the subject of human laws Hobbes piaintains,

indeed, that man acts under the impulse of dire necessity
, but argues,

pleasantly enough, that he may, notwithstanding, bo very justly punished
foi what ho dt>c8 ; first, because all law.s are just, and second, because
his example may deter others, though they also bo of course obnoxious
to the force of necessity Let us, however, hear his own exposition,
which places the absurdity of his reasoning in a more stnking light than
almost any other language could do. “The necessity,” he says, “ of an
action, doth not make the laws wliich prohibit it unjust To let pass,
that not the necessity, but the will, to break the law, maketh the action
ui^ust; because the law regardeth the will, and no other precedent
causes of action. And to let pass, that no law can possibly be unjust

;

inMmuch as every man maketh (by his consent) the law ho is bound to
keep

,
and which consequently must be just, unless a man can be un-

just to himself. I say, what necessary cause soever precede an action,

yet if the action be forbidden, he that doth it willingly may be justly
punished. For instance, suppose the law, on pain of death, prohibit
atoakng

,
and that there be a m.ui who by tlie strength of temptation is

necessitated to steal, and is thereupon put to death
;
does not thLs

punishment deter others from theft f Is it not a cause that others
teal not? Doth it not frame and make their wills to justice? To
make the law is, therefore, to m.iko a cause of justice, and to necessitate
justice : and consequently, ’tis no injustice to make such a law' ” (Of
liiberty and Necessity, English Works, vol. iv. p. 25-2, Molesworth’s
edition.)—Eix
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duced this will and this action in him. This is the hypo-

thesis that clears doubts, and brings us at last to the religion

of Hobbes and Spinoza
;
by resolving all, even the thoughts

and will of men, into an irresistibl# fatal necessity. For
whether the original of it be from the continued motion of
eternal all-doing matter, or from an omnipotent immaterial

Being, which having begun matter and motion, continues it

by the direction of occasionSy which he liiniholf has also made:
as to religion and morality, it is just the same tiling But we
must know how everything is brought to pass, and tluis we
have it resolved without leaving any diihculty to |>erplex us.

But perhaps it would better become us to acknowledge our
ignorance, than to talk such things boldly of the Holy One
of Israel, and condemn others for not daring to be iu« unman-
nerly as ourselves,

17. Ideas may be real beings, though not substances; os

motion is a ical being, though not a substance; and it seema

probable that, in us, ideas depend on, and are some way or

other the effect of motion
;
since they are so fleeting, it being,

as I have elsewhere observed, so hard and almost impos.sible

to keep in our minds the same unvaried idea long together,

unless when the object that produces it is present to tho

senses; from which the same motion that first produced it,

being continued, the idea itself may continue,

18. To excuse, therefore, tho ignoi.ince I have owned of.

what our ideas are, any fuither th.ui as they aio perce]>tion»

wo oxpeiinicnt in oui-sclves; and th<‘ <lull, unidiilosophieal

way I have taken of examining their production, only so far

as exjKincnco and observation le^i<l me, wherein my dim bight

went not beyond sensation and rejl^ction.

19.

' Truth* lies only in propohitions Tho foundation of
this truth is tho relation that is between our ideas. Tho
knowledge of truth is that perception of the relation hetweca

our ideas to be as it is expressed.

20. Tbc immutability of essences lies in tho samo sounds,

supposed to stand for the same ideas. These things considered,

would have saved this learned discourse. •

21. Whatever exists, whether in God or out of God, U
$ingular.i

22. If no propositions should be made, there would be no

* See Reason and Religion, &c. Part II. Contemp. II.
} 29, p. 204*

+ Ibid , 30, p. 206.
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truth nor feJsehood; though the same relations still between
the same ideas, is a foundation of the immutability of truth*

in the same propositions, whenever made.

23, What wonder is it that the same ideat should always

l)e the same ideal For if the word triamgle be supposed to

have the same signification always, that is all this amounts to.

24. I “desire to knowj what things they are that God
has prepared for them that love him?” Therefore I have
some knowledge of them already, though they be such as

eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered into the

heart of man to conceive.”

2o. If I “ have all things actually present to my mind,”

why do I not know all things distinctly?

26. He that considers
||
the force of such ways of speaking

as these :
“ I desire it—pray give it me—She was afraid of

the snake, and ran away trembling*”—will easily conceive

how the meaning of the words- desire and fear, and so all

those which stand for intellectual notions, may be taught by
words of sensible significations.

27. This, howevA otherwise in experience, should bo so

on this hypothesis : v. g., the uniformity of the ideas that

different men have when they use such words as these,

glory, worship, religion, are clear proofs that “ God exhibited

to their minds that part of the ideal world as is signified by
that sign.”

28. Strange ! that truth, being in any question but one,

the more we discover of it the more uniform our judgments

should be about it!^

29. This argues that the ground of it is the always immu-
table relations of the same ideas. Several ideas that we
have ohce got acquainted with, we can revive, and so’ they

are present to us when we please; but the knowledge of

their relations, so as to know what we may affirm or deny of

them, is not always present to our minds; but we often miss

truth, even after study. But in many, and possibly not the

fewest, we have neither the ideas nor the truth constantly, or

fio much as at all present to our minds.

And I think, I may, without any disparagement to the

author, doubt whether he ever had, or with all his applica*

* See Reason and Religion, &o. Part II. Contemp. II. { 32, p. 207.

t Ibid. \ 38 p. 208, 209. X Ibid.
{ 84, p. 210.
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tion ever would have, the ideas or truths present to tho mind|
that Mr. Newton had in writing his book.

30. This section* supposes we are better acquainted with
God^a understanding than our own. But this pretty argu-

ment would perhaps look as smilingly thus; We are like God
in our undei-standings

;
ho sees what he sees by ideas in his

own mind : therefore we see what we see by ideas that are in

our own minds.

31. These textst do not prove that we shall “hereafter

see all things in God.” There will bo objects in sL future

state, and we shall have boilies and senses.

32. Is he, whilst we see through tho veil of our mortal flesh

hero, intimately present to our minds?
33. To think of anything,J is to contemplate that precise

idea. Tho idea of being in general^ is tho idea of being ab-

stracted from whatever may limit or deterinino it to any
infeiior sjiecies; so that he*that thinks always of being in
genemly thinks never of duf particular species of being;
unless he can think of it with and witjjout precision at the
Banie tunc. But if he means that ho thinks of being in
general^ whenever he thinks of this or that particular being,

or soi-t of being; then it is certain ho may always think
of being in genend, till he can find out a way of thinking ou
nothing.

34. Being in generedy is heing^j ahstracteil from wisdom,
goodness, power, and any pai-ticular sort of duration; and I
have as true an idea of being, when these arc excluded out
of it, JUS when extension, place, solidity, and mobility are
excluded out of my idea. And therefore, if being in general,

and God, bo the saincy I have a tine idea of God yhen I
exclude out of it power, goodneas, wis<lom, and eternity.

35. As if there was no differeiiccIT between “man’s liein'g

his own light,” and “not seeing things in God,” Man may
be enlightened by God, though it be not by “seeing all

things m God.”

The finishing of these hasty thoughts must be deferred to

another season.

Oates, 1693. JOHN LOCKE.
* See Reason and Religion, Ac. Part IT Contemp. II. 5 37, 215.
t Ibid. } 38, p. 216, 217. X Ibid,

j 30, p. 217, 218.

I Ibid, i 40, p. 219. H Ibid. { 43, p. 223b



ELEMENTS OP

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

[I AM not acquainted with a better compendium of natural philosophy than
this. The science, no doubt, has received veiy great improvements since

the time of Locke, but his exposition of it is still sufficiently exact for

all practical purposes The explanations of terms are bnef, correct, and
intelligible

;
and the accounts of the grander phenomena of the universe,

though designed only as incentives to inquiry, are such as to open up
very magnificent prospects before the mind As it would bo prepos-

terous to render that long by annotation which the author expressly niade

short and simple, that it might bo the more easily comprehended and
the substance of it lodged firmly m the meraoiy, I shall trouble the

reader with very few notes —Ed.
J

CHAPTER I.

of MATTER AND MOTION.

Matter is an extended solid substance; which being com-
prehended under distinct surfaces, makes so many particular

distinct bodies.

Motion is so well known by the sight and touch, that to

use words to give a clearer idea of it would be in vain.

Matter, or body, is indifferent to motion or rest.

There is as much.foicc required to put a body, which is in

motion, at rest
;

as there is to set a body, which is at rest,

into motion.

No parcel of matter cail give itself either motion or rest,

and therefore a body at rest will remain so eternally, ex-

cept some exteraal cause puts it in motion
;
and a body in

motion will move eternally, unless some external cause

stops it.

A body in motion will always move on in a straight line,

unless it be turned out of it by some external cause, because

a body can no more alter the determination of its motion
than it can begin, alter, or stop, its motion itself.

The swiftness of motion is measured by distance of place

and length of time wherein it is performed. For instance,

if A and B, bodies of equal or different bigness, move each
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of tlieni an inch in the Bonie time, their motions are equally

swill, but if A moves two inches in the time whilst B
is moving one inch, the motion of A is twice as swifl as that

of B.

The quantity of motion is measured by the swiftness of

the motion,* and the quantity of the matter moved, taken

together. For instance, if A, a body equal to B, moves as

swift as B, then it hath an equal quantity of motion. If

A hath twice as mucli matter as B, and moves eqiially as

swift, it liath double the quantity of motion, and so in

proportion.

It api>eai*s, as far as human observation roadies, to be a
settled law of nature, that all bodies have a tendency, attiuc-

tion, or giavitation towards one another.

The Sivme foico, applied to two difierent bodies, produces

always the same quantity of motion in each of them. For
instance, let a boat which wdth its lading is one ton, be tied

at a distance to another vessel, which with its lading is

twenty-six tons, if tlic rope that ties theUk together be pulled,

cither in the less or bigger of these \es.sels, the less of tho

two, m their approach one to anothei, will move twenty-six

feet, while the other moves but one foot.

Wherefore tho quantity of matter m the earth being

twcnty-'^ix times more than in the moon, the motion in tho

Tiioon towards the eiirth, by the common loree of attiaction,

by wliieh they are impelled towauls one another, will bo

twenty six times as fast a.s in the tsuth
;
that is, the moon

will move twenty-SIX miles towaids tlie earth, for every luilo

the earth moves towards the moon.

Hence it is, that, m this natunil tendency of bodies to-

wards one another, that in the lesser is eonsideied as gravita-

tion, and that iii the bigger as atti action,t because the inotioh.

* Whether this be conHwtent with the rcceive<J tht‘i)ry of motion U
more th.m I can B.iy, but it ajH)carH to me Uj 1k3 a falhw y ,

for inotion

having' leferenco to the space traverseil, .ami the time in which tho tninsit

w pt'rformed, there w as much motion in an ounce ball which travenves

five humlreil yards in a given number of seconds as in a i>oiind ball

v^hich traverses the same distance in the same time, though the motive

po\\ei winch set the mattei in motion must l>e evidently greater than

that which imparted motion to the former Locke, therefore, appear*

here to confound motion with tho motive |)OWcr, that w, if I apprehend

his meaning exactly.—

E

d
t Besides the works of Sir Isaac Newton and the more modem phi^
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of the lesser body (by reason of its much greater swiftness)

is alone taken notice of.

This attraction is the strongest the nearer the attracting

bodies are to each other
;
and, in different distances of the same

bodies, is reciprocally in the duplicate proportion of those

distances. For instance, if two bodies, at a given distance,

attract each other with a certain force, at half the distance

they will attract each other with four times that force; at

one third of the distance, with nine times that force; and

80 on.

Two bodies at a distance will put one another into motion

by the force of attiuction; which is inexplicable by us, though

made evident to us by experience, and so to be taken as a

principle in natural philosophy.

Supposing then the earth the sole body in the universe,

and at rest; if Grod should create the moon, at the same dis-

tance that it is now from the earth, the earth and the moon
would presently begin to move one towards another in a

straight lino by this motion of attraction or gravitation.

If a body, that by the attraction of another would move
in a straight lino towards it, receives a new motion any ways
oblicpio to the first, it will no longer move in a straight line,

according to either of those directions, but in a cuiwe that

will partake of both. And this curve will differ, according

to tlie nature and quantity of the forces that concurred to

produce it; as, for instance, in many cases it will be such

a curve as ends where it began, or recurs into itself : that

is, makes up a circle, or an ellipsis * or oval very little differ-

ing from a circle.

losophers, to which the reader will refer on this subject^ it may bo worth

while to examine the previous speculation of Hobbes, in which the same
theoiy is developed, though with less method and completeness (Ele-

ments of Philosophy, Part IV, c xxx. § 2. See also Lord Bacon, Sylva

Sylvanim, 703-4.)-“Ed.
* Kepler seems to have been the first who observed that the planets

may move in ellipses; but it was reserved for Sir Isaac Newton to

demonstrate the truth of this observation. The reader will find this de-

monstration in Lord King’s Life of Locke, vol. i. p. 389, etseq
,
“where,”

in the opinion of his Lordship, “the lemmas wbioh are prefixed are

expressed in a more explanatory form than those of toe Prinoipia usually

are.”—£a
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CHAPTER IL

OP THB UNIVERSE

To any one, who looks about him in the world, there are
obvious several distinct masses of matter, separate from one
another

;
some whereof have discernible motions. These are

the sun, the fixed stars, the comets and the planets, amongst
which this earth, which we inhabit, is one. All these are
visible to our naked eyes, '

Besides these, telescopes have discovered several fixed stars,

invisible to the naked eye; and several other bodies moving
about some of the planets

; all which were invisible and un-
known, before the use of perspective glasses wore found.

The vast distances between these great bodies are called

intermundane spaces; in which though there may bo some
fluid matter, yet it is so thin and subtile, and there is so little

of that in respect of the great masses that move in those
spaces, that it is as much as nothing.

These masses of matter are either luminous, or opaque or
dark.

Luminous bodies, are such as give light of themselves;
and such arc the sun and the fixed stars.

Dark or opaque bodies are such as emit no light of them-
selves, though they are capable of reflecting of it, when it is

cast upon them from other bodies; and such are the planets.

There are some opaque bodies, as for instance the comets,
which, besides the light that they may have from the sun,
seem to shine with a light that is nothing else but an
accension, which they receive from the sun, in their near
appmaches to it, in their respective revolutions.

The fixed stars are called fixed, because they always keep
the same distance one from another.

The sun, at the salne distance from us that the fixed stars
are, would have the appearance of one of the fixed stars.

CHAPTER IIL

OP OUR SOLAR SYSTEM.

Our solar system consists of the sun, and the planets
comets moving about it.
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Tho planets are bodies, which appear to us like st^rs
;
not

that they are luminous bodies, that is, have light in them-

selves
;
but they shine by reflecting the light of the sun.

They are called planets from a Greek word, which signifies

wandering; because they change their places, and do not

always keep the same distance with one another, nor with

the fixed stars, as the fixed stars do.

The planets are either primary, or secondary.

There are six primary planets,* viz., Mercury, Venus, the

Earth, Mars, J upiter, and Saturn.

All these move round the sun, which is, as it were, the

centre of their motions.

The secondary planets move round about other planets.

Besides the moon, which moves about the eai*th, four moons

move about Jupiter, and five about Saturn,t which are called

their satellites.

The middle distances of the primary planets from the sun

are as follows :

—

Mercury
Venus Is distant

32.000.

000'

59.000.

000
The Earth from the 81,000,000

Mars sun’s cen- 123,000,000

Jupiter tre, about 424,000,000

Saturn 777,000,000

Statute miles,

each 5280
English and
4943 French
feet.

The orbits of tho planets, and their respective distances

from tho sun and from one another, together with the orbit

of a comet, may be seen in the figure of the solar system

hereunto annexed, f
The periodical times of each planets revolution about tho

sun are as follows:

—

* Tho number now discovered amounts id twenty- three. Of these,

twelve have been discovered since the year 1845, eleven of them ro-

tating between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, the remaining one is

the ^anet Neptune, exterior to all the rest, and whose discovery is one
of the greatest intellectual triumphs of the present age.—

E

d.

+ Saturn has been found by modern astronomers to possess eight

moons, besides his luminous belts
;
and Uranus certainly has four

moons, if not more.—Ed.

t The engraving alluded to, being now commonly found in all ele-

mentary treatises on the subject, has been omitted.—&>.
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Mercury
Venus
The Earth

Mara
Jupiter

Saturn

Revolves

about the
^ Sun, in

the space

of

f 0

0

0

1

11

29

D.

88
225
365
322
319
138

H. M.

0 0
0 0
5 49

0 0
0 0

0 0

Tho planets move round about the sun fi*oin west to east

in the zodiac, or, to speak plainer, ai^e always found u^non<^t

some of the stars of those constellations, winch make the

twelve signs of tho zodiac.

Tho motion of tho planets about the sun is not perfectly

circular, but mther cllijitical.

Tho reason of their motions in curve lines is the nttmetion

of tho sun, or their gravitations towards tlio sun, (call it

which you please,) and an oblique or sidelong impulse or

motion.

These two motions or tendencies, the one always endca-

vouiing to carry them in a straight line from the circle they
move in, and the other endeavouring to diaw them in a
straight line to tho sun, makes that cuivo lino they re-

volve in.

The motion of tho comets about the sun is in a very long

slendei oval; whereof one of tho focuse s is the centre of the

sun, and thaother very much beyoml the sphere of Saturn.

Tho moon moves about the caith, lui the eaith doth about
tho sun; so that it hath the ceuti*e of its motion in tho

earth
;
as tho earth hath the ccntic of its i evolution in the

sun, about which it moves.

The moon makes its synodical motion about the earth, in

twenty-nine days, twelve hours, and about forty-four rninutea.

It IS full moon, when, the earth being lietween tho sun and
tho moon, we see all the enlightencil pait of the rfioon

,
now*

moon, when, tho moon being between us and the sun, its

enlightened ]>art is turned from us, and half moon, when
the moon being in the quadratures, as the astronomers call

it, we see but half the enlightened j»ai*t.

An eclipse of the moon is, wln*n the earth, being between
tho sun and the moon, hindei-s the light of the sun from
falling upon, and being reflecte<l by the moon. If the light

of the sun is kept off from the whole body of the moon^
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it is a total eclipse; if from a part only, it is a partial

one.

An eclipse of the sun is, when the moon, being between

the sun and the earth, hinders the light of the sun from
coming to us. If the moon hides from us the whole body
of the sun, it is a total eclipse

;
if not, a p^irtial one.

Our solar system is distant from the fixed stars

20,000,000,000 semi-diameters of the earth; or, as Mr.
Huygens expresses this distance, in his Cosmotheoros :

* the
' fixed stars are so remote from the^ earth, that, if a cannon-

bullet should come from one of the fixed stars with as swift

a motion as it hath when it is shot out of the mouth of a
cannon, it would be 700,000 years in coming to the earth.

This vast distance so much abates the attraction of those

remote bodies, that its operation upon those of our system is

not at all sensible, nor would draw away or hinder the return

of any of our solar comets; though some of them should go
so iar from the sun, as not to make the revolution about it

in less than 1000 years.

It is more suitable to the wisdom, power, and greatness of

Ood, to think that the fixed stare are all of them suns, with

systems of inhabitable planets moving about them, to whose
inhabitants he displays the marks of his goodness, as well as

to us
;
rather than to imagine that those very remote bodies,

fio little useful to us, were made only for our sa^e.

CHAPTER IV.

OF THE EARTH, CONSIDERED AS A PLANET.

The earth, by its revolution about the sun in three hun-
dred and sixty-five days, five houre, forty-nine minutes,

makes that space of time we call a year.

The line, which the centre of the earth describes in its

annual revolution about the sun, is called ecliptic.

The annual motion of the earth about the sun, is in the

order of the signs of the zodiac; that is, speaking vulgarly,

from west to east.

Besides this annual revolution of the earth about the sun

* Christiani Hugenii KOSMOeEQPOS, sive do Terria CceleaubuB

earumque ornatu conjectune, Ac., p. m. 137.
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in the ecliptic, the earth turns round upon its own axis in.

iwenty-four hours.

llie turning of the earth upon its own axis every twen^-
four hours, whilst it moves round the sun in a year, we may
conceive by the running of a bowl on a bowling-green

; in

which not only the centre of the bowl hath a progressive

motion on the green
;
but the bowl in its going forward fi:x>m

one part of the green to another, turns round about ita

own axis.

The turning of the earth upon its own axis, makes the
difference of day and night; it being day in those parts of
the earth which are turned towards the sun, and night in

those parts which are in the shade, or turned from the sun.

The annual revolution of the earth in the ecliptic is the

cause of the different seasons, and of the several lengths of

days and nights, in every part of the world, in the course of

the year.

The reason of it is the earth*^ round its own axis in

the ecliptic, but at the same time keeping everywhere its

axis equally inclined to the plane of the ecliptic, and parallel

to itself. For the plane of. the ecliptic inclining to the plane

of the equator twenty-three degrees and a half, makes that

the earth, moving round in the ecliptic, liath sometimes one
of its poles, and sometimes the other, nearer the sun.

If the diameter of the sun be to the diameter of the earth

as forty-eight to one, as by some it is accounted, then the

disk of the sun, speaking numero rotundo^ is al)ove 2000
times bigger than the disk of the earth

;
and the globe of the

sun above 100,000 times bigger tlian the globe of the earth.

The distance of the earth s orbit from the sun is above

20,000 semi-diameters of the earth.

If a cannon bullet should come from the sun with the same
velocity it hath when it is shot out of the mouth of a cannon^

it would bo twenty-five years in coming to tlie earth.

CHAPTER V.

OP THE AIR AND ATMOSPHERE.

Wx have already considered tlio earth as a planet, or on#
of the great masses of matter moving about the sun

; we ahall
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now consider it as it is made up of its severd parts, abstract*

odlj from its diurnal and annu^ motions.

The exterior part of this our habitable world is the air or

atmosphere
;
a fight, thin fluid, or springy body, that encom-

piisses the solid earth on all sides.

The height of the atmosphere, above the surface of the solid

earth, is not certainly known; but that it doth reach but to

a very small part of the distance betwixt the earth and the
moon, may be concluded from the refraction of the rays

coming from the sun, moon, and other luminous bodies.

Though considering that the air we are in, being near 1000
times lighter than water, and that the higher it is, the less it

is compressed by tlie superior incumbent air, and so con-

sequently being a springy body the thinner it is; and con-

sidering also that a pillar of air of any diameter is equal in

weight to a pillar of quicksilver of the same diameter of

between twenty-nine and thirty inches height; we may infer

that the top of the atmosphere is not very near the surface of
the solid earth.

It may bo concluded, that the utmost extent of the atmo-
sphere roaches upwards from the suiface of the solid earth
that wo walk on, to a good distance above us

;
fii-st, if we

consider that a column of air of any given diameter is equi-
ponderant to a column of quickrilver of between twenty-nine
and thirty inches height. Now, quicksilver being near four-

teen times heavier than water, if air was as heavy as water,
the atmosphere would be about foui-teen times higher than
the column of quicksilver, i. c., about thirty-five feet.

Secondly, if wo consider that air is 1000 times light<*r than
water, then a pillar of air equal in weight to a pillar of
quicksilver of thirty inches high will be 35,000 feet

;
whereby

wo come to know tliat the air or atmosphere is 35,000 feet,

i. 0., near seven miles high.

Thuxlly, if wo consider that the air is a springy body, and
that that vphich is nearest the earth is compressed by the
weight of all the atmosphere that is above it, and rests per-
pendicularly upon it, we shall find tliat the air here, near the
surface of the earth, is much denser and thicker thxiu it is m
the \ipper parts. For example, if upon a fleece of wool you
lay another, the under one will be a little compressed by the
Weight of that which lies upou it; aud so both of them by a
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third, and so on; so that if 10,000 were piled ope upon an-

other, the under one would, by the weight of all the rest, be
very much compressed, aud all the parts of it be brought
abun<iautly closer together than when tlicre was no other
u|>on it, and the next to iltut a little less compix^saeil, the
third a little less than the se^coud, and so on till it came to
the tipjKjrinost, which would bo in its full ex|>ansion, and not
conipivssiii at all. Juirt so it is m the air, the Jiigheryou go
in It, the loss it is conijirchseil, and eonhc‘quently Uie less

dciiw) it IS, and so the upfxir |)art l>eing excetnlingly thinner
than tlio lower part, which wo hivatho in, (which is tliut that
is lO(K) tunes ligliUr than Mater,) the top of the atmosphere
IS j)ml)al>ly much liiglier tlian iho clist^Lnci* abo\o assigned.

Tiwit the iur in‘ar the hurf.icc of tho laith will mightily
exptnd it^< If, Mheii th(! pnc^suiv ol the ineumlKMit atinosph<*ro

IS taken oil, iniy be aoundantlv i*e<*n lu tlio ex|R'nmenis
mad* ]»> Mr Jlo> le in Ins pUi'Uin.itn engine. In Ins “ l^Ji^sico-

ineolmnienl imentH,” cnimniiiiig tin* air, he dixliuvs'^ it

prohalde tliat tile atmospljeii* may l>e f>c\enil hundrcil iiulos

lilgh, mIiicIi is Utsy to b<* adiiiitteil, when we coiisidc 1 wliat
hi‘ jaoMs in another |»art of the snne IreitiM*, vix., that tlio

an In n* als»ut the sin lac<* of the <arth, Mhen tho pressin'e la

tJiken fmin it, will dilate it‘M*lf about one huiidri'd and tiftv-

two limes.

The atiju»sphero is the scene *»f the nnt<s>ni, and then iii

i-s M»llecte<l the inatt-er ot lain, hail, snoM', ihniider, and
lightning; and a great many other things observable in

the an.

CITAITKR VI

or MhniXlfLS IN

Ursinns the s|»ririgv |wirticles of pun* air, the atinonphem
is made up of Ke\eral spams or nnnute |>firtic)<-s of «<‘A«nil

shirts, rising from the earth and t]ie wat^^rs, and /loating m
the air, Avliich is a fluid b<Ml\, and tliongh mudi liner and
thinner, may be coiisidensl in n*Hpc< t of its fluidity to bo

* New Eipf nractiU Ph>«<» mtR'h^nical, U>uching Uw Kpnng of tho
Air, imd lU effecto, (m»<ie f»ir the riio^t |^«irt in a nerw VrieumaUcai
Engine, I written by the Honourable Expentnent xxavL
p. 155 Oxfunl, 1662. 4ta.

2 I
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like water, and bo capable, like other liquors, of having hete-

rogeneous particles floating in it.

The most remarkable of them are: first, the particles of

water raised into the atmosphere, chiefly by the heat of the

sun, out of the sea and other waters, and the surface of the

earth, from whence it falls in dew,* rain, hail, and snow.

Out of the vapours rising from moisture, the clouds are

principally made.

Clouds do not consist wholly of watery parts; for, besides

the aqueous vapours that are raised into the air, there are

also sulphureous and saline particles that arc raised up, and

in the clouds mixed with the aqueous particles, the effects

whereof are sometimes very sensible
;
os particularly in light-

ning and thunder, when the sulphureous and nitrous par-

ticles firing, break out with that violence of light and noise,

which is observable in thunder, and very much resembles

gunpowder.

That thei’o are nitrous particles t raised into the air is

evident from the nourishment which rain gives to vegetables

more than any other water, and also by the collection of

nitre or saltpetre in heaps of earth, out of which it has been

extracted, if they bo ox])osed to the air, so as to be kept from

rain, not to mention other eflbits, wheiXMii the nitious spirit

ill the nir allows itself.

Clouds arc the greatest and most consideinble of all tho

meteui*a, as furnishing matter and plenty to the earth. They

consist of very small diops of water, and arc elevated a good

distance above tho surface of the earth
;
for a cloud is no-

thing but a mist flying high in the air, as a mist is nothing

but a cloud here below.

How vapours are mised into the air in invisible steams

by tho heat of tho sun out of the sea and moist parts of the

earth, is easily understood, aiul there is a visible instance of

it in ordinary distillations. But how these steams are col-

lecteil into drops, which bring back tho water again, is not

80 easy to determine*

• See Dr. WelVa Treatise on tho Production and Nature of Dew.—Ed.

t Tho presence of nitre in tho atmnephere w nowhere perhaps so pal-

pable as in Egypt, where it occasions the sudden chilliness of the nights,

and may be the cause of that corrosiveness of the air which had already

been remarked in tho time of Herodotus. (Book li. § 12 )—Ed.
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To those that will carefully observe, prhaps it will .appear

probable that it is by that which the chemists call predpi*

tatiou, to which it answers in all its parts.

The air may be looked on as a clear and pellucid menstruum,
in which the insensible particles of dissolve<l nmtter float up
and down, without being disceme<l or troubling the pelluci-

dity of the air; when on a sudden, as if it were by a precipi-

tation, they gather into the very small hut visible misty drops

that make clouds.

This may lie ol>ser\*od sometimes n\ a very clear sky, when,
there not H[n>earing any cloud or anything opaque m tho
whole horizon, one may see on a sudclen clomls gather, and
all the hemi*<phero o\ercast; which cannot la' from the rising

of new a<pu'ou8 vaj>our8 at that time, but fmm the procipi-

tatioii of the nioihture, that iii invisible psiticlos floatcal in

the air, into very small, hut very visible drojm, which by IL

like cause Iwing unitod into gn^ter <lrops, they bcoomo too

heavy to Ikj sustaine<l in the air, and mi fall <lown in ram.

Hail* wMUiis to Ik' the drops of mm froziui in their falling.

Snow is the small |»articles of wat<*r fnuen before they
unite into drojis.

The regular figures, which branch out ni flakes of snow,

seem to show that then* am wuin* partich^ of salt mixed
with the water, which rnak<iH them unite in <s*rtain anghvi.

The rainlKiw is n'ckoned one f»f the most lemorkablo
meteors, though nally it he no niot4*or at all, liut the re-

flection of the sunlieanis from the smallest dro[>s of a cloud

or mist, which are place<l in a ('ertain angle nwle by tho

concurrence of two lines, one drawn from the sun, and the

other from the eye, to tluw? httle <Iro|»s in the cloud, which
rpfli*ct the sunbeams; so that two jH*<iple, Ifioking yjion &
rain>>ow at the same time, do not see exadly the same rain-

bow.

CHAPTER VII.

OF 8PRIN0S, Rl VEILS, AM> THE SKA.

Part of the wat^T that falls down from the clouds runt
away upon the surface of the c*arth into channels, which oon-

• On tb« phyficst cjmumjs of oongrislion Hobbcf* RlemeaU of
Natural Phllmphy, Part IV c axvtii. J V.—Kd.

3i2
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Tey it . to the sea
;
and part of it is imbibed in the spongy

shell of the earth, from whence, sinking lower by degrees, it

falls down into subterranean channels, and so underground

passes into the sea; or else, meeting with beds of rock or

clay, it is hindered from sinking lower, and so breaks out m
springs,* which are most commonly in the sides or at the

bottom of hilly ground.

Springs make little rivulets; those united make brooks;

and those coming togetlier make rivers, which empty them-

selves into the sea.

The sea is a gi-eat collection of waters in the deep valleys

of the earth. If the earth were all plain, and had not those

deep hollows, the earth would be all covered with water;

because the water, being lighter than the earth, would bo

above the earth, ns the air is abdvo the water.

The most ixmiarkable thing in the sea is that motion of

the water called tides.t It is a rising and falling of the

water of the sea. The cause of this is the attraction of the

moon, whereby the i>art of the water in the great ocean

which is nearest the moon, being most strongly attracted, is

raiseil liighcr than the rest, and the pait opposite to it on

the contiiir}-' side, being least attiacted, is aUo higher than

the H'st. And those two o|>])()site rises of the surface of the

water in the gi’eat ocean, following the motion of the moon
ifroni east to west, and striking against the large coasts of the

continents that lie in it'^ "Jiy, fiom thence rebounds back

again, and so raako floods and ebbs in nariow «eas, and

rivers remote from the great ocean, lleivin we also see tlie

reason of the tiTne,s of the tides, and why they constantly

follow the course of the moon.

• Oif iho origin of springs anti n^o^s sco Ifobbcs’ Elcmcnta of Philo-

noph}, Part IV. c. xxviii y IH Connectoil with thw subject, however,

there arc Roveral difficulties which had not apparently presented them-

«elvcH to the mind of the grtat jdiilosopher of Malmesbury. See in

tSpallanr^'kiii H 'rravcls m tlie Kingtlom of the Two Sicdu's, vol iv p.

13d. and in M Doloinitirs \ t)\.-vgo aux I‘'h‘<de Lipin, p IJO, tlic

act'ount of a perennial spring m the Kolian IhIukIs the exHtenre of

which cAii scarcely bo explained according to the pniiciplea hud down
by Hobbes and Locke.—

L

d.

*f On the subject of tides see the somcw'hat rare treatine of Iwiac Vos-

ftius concerning the motion of the Se.aa and the \\ inds, c vin p 90 ;

and t^omparo with Ins thooir the notions of Hobbe?. (Elemcnta of Phi-

io«ophy, Part IV. c, rxvi } 10 )—Ed.
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CHAPTER VIII.

OF SETS'ERAL SORTS OF EARTH, STONRS, llETALS, MINKRAII^
AND OTHER FOSSILS.

This solid globe wo live ujion is calKnl tlie csrth, though
it contiuns in it a gi*ejit variety of Ixxlios, several whereof
are not projx}rly eartli

; which wonl, tjikoii in a more limited

seuM?, signihes such parts of this globe as are ca.{V)ble, being
cxjkjmhI to the air, to give rooting and nourishment to jilants^

HO that they may 8tiin<l and gmw in it. With such earth as

thi'^, th<‘ gn^test juiH of the surface of tins glolx» is covered;
and it as it wert', the storehouse from whmiceoll the living

crcatiin‘H of our world Imve originnlly their provisious, fur

from thence all t)i«» plants liave their Hnst<miiiice, and soino

lew annuals, and from these all the other animals.

Of (‘iirth, taken iii this M‘nm‘, then^ an* s<*venil sorts, v. g.^

eomin'*n mould, or garden caiih, da^ <if S4*v<*ral kinds, sandy
soils

fk*sid<^H thes#*, there is nuMlieinal earth, as that which i«

calhsl t*rra loinnia, Indus anneiia, and di\ers others.

After the several earths, we may coiisuh r the jarts of iho
.surface of this globe, which an* barren

,
and such, for tho

most part, are sjiiid, gr3i>el, chalk, and nsks, winch [imduco
nothing, when^ they liave no earth rnixisl among them.
Barren sands are of ilivers kimls, and <on^*ls^ of siweraJ little

nregular stnni’s without any earth, ami of such them are

great deH<‘rts to Ik; si>eri in sc vend jxirts of the world.

tlic’Ho, wdiich are nnx^t mmarkable on the surfiw»

of the eartli, then* are found, deejs-r in tins globe, many
other IkkIk*'*, winch, In’caime we duw'^oer by digging int<* the
bowels of tho earth, am callinl by one c^iininon name, fossils;

*

under which arc compn*hendcd rmtals, minerals, or half

metals, strmes of divers kinds, and sundry Ixxlies that have
the texture ladween earth and stone.

To begin with those fossils' which nmie nearest the earth:

under this hea^l we may reckon the several shirts of orhre,

clialk, that which they call blackd<;a/l, and other Wlies of
this kind, which are hartlcr than earth, but have not tha

consistency and hardnesi of perfect stone.

Next to these may be coDsidere<l stem-s of all sorts^
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-whereof there is almost an infinite variety. Some of the

most remarkable, either for beauty or use, are these : marble

of all kinds, porphyry, granite, freestone, (kc., flints, agates,

cornelians, pebbles, under which kind come the precious

stones, which are but pebbles of an excessive hardness, and
when they are cut and polished they have an extraordinary

lustre. The most noted and esteemed are diamonds, rubies,

amethysts, emeralds, topazes, opals.

Besides these, we must not omit those which, though of

not so much b^uty, yet are of greater use, viz., loadstones,

whetstones of all kinds, limestones, calamine, or lapis cala-

minaris, and abundance of others.

Besides these, there are found in the earth several soi-ts of

Balts, as eating or common salt, vitriol, sal gemma, and others.

The minerals, or semi-metals that are dug out of the

bowels of the eaiih, are antimony, cinnabar, zink, <kc., to

which may bo added biimstone.

But the bodies of most use that are sought for out of the

depths of the caHh aie the metals; which are distinguished

from other bodies by their weight, fusibility, and malleable-

ness; of which there are several sorts: gold, silver, cojiper,

tin, lead, and, the most valuable of tliem all, iron; to which
one may join that anomalous body, f|Uicksilver, or mer-

cury.

Ho that desnos to be more particularly informed concern-

ing the qualities and pioperties of these subterraneous bodies,

may consult natural histoiians and chemists.

What lies decjicr towards the centre of the earth we know
not, hut a veiy little Vicneath the sui-face of this globe, and
whatever wo ietch from undeigix)und is only what is loilged

in tlio shell of the earth

All stones, metals, and minerals, are real vegetables; that

is, gmw organically from pioix'r seed>, as well as plants.

CHAPTER IX.

OF VEGFTUILKS, OR PLANTS.

Next to tho earth its^df, we may consulor those th.at are

mamtaiiied on its surfaev, which, though they are f.istened

to it, yet ai*e very distinct fi-om it; and those arc the whole
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tribe of vegetables, or plants. These may be divided into

three sorts : herbs, shrubs, and trees.

Herbs are those plants whoso sbvlks are soil, and have
nothing woody in them: as grass, sowthistle, and hemlock.

Shrubs and trees have all woixl in them
;
but with this dif-

ference, tliat slirubs grovr not to the heiglit of trees, and
usually spiead into branches near the surfacH) of tho earth;

whereas trees generally shoot up m one groat stein or body,

and then, at a good distaiu^o from the earth, spread into

branches, thus gooseberries and ciirnuits are shrufjs, oaks
and cherries are trees.

In |)l:inti, the most considerable j«irts are these; tho root,

tho stalk, tho leaves, tho iluwer, and the There arc

very fow of them that have not all th(^s<^ jarts, though somo
fow thcio are that Invo no stalk, others that Imve no Imvesi,

and others that liavo no flowers, but without Si’itl or root I
think there are noiH*.

in vogetabk^ there aie two things ehielly to l>o considen.‘d:

their iiouriKliinent and projMigatiori.

Their nuuri>hint‘nt is thus, tin* small and t4‘inler fibn^i of

tho roots, being Kpna<l under ground, iiiiImIm*, from the moist

earth, juiee lit lor their nourishnn nt, tins is coiiveve<l by the

stalk u|) into tho branclies and lea\es, tliioiigh little, and, in

some plants, iin|Kre(‘jitible tuls's, ainl rrf>ni thence, by tho

baik, returns again to the ns»t
,
so tliatlln^n* is in vegetablns,

as Hell .‘IS in auiiiiul.s, a circulation of tho vital liquor, lly

w'hnt impulse it is moved is Hoinevihat hard to discover. It

scimis to i>e fn'iii the diirereiice **f day and night, and other

chang<s in the h<.*^it ot' the air
,

for thi- heat dilating and tho

cold wiiiiueting thosi* little tuls^s, siipjs»sing there l>o valvca

in tlnmi, it is ciisy lx; eoiiteivi d how the f ireulatioii in

perfornuxl in plants, where it is not nspiired to Ixj so rapid

and <|uick as in animals.

Naturi' has providisl for tho pisjpngation of tho sjiecics of

plants several wavs. The first and gem ml is by whvI. Jk?-

fudes this, some phints arc raiscMl from any part of tho root

set in tho ground, others by new nx^ts that arc; projaigatod

from the old ones, as in tuli|>«, others by offsets, and itt

others, the branches set in the gnnind will take rout and
grow, and last of all, grafting and inoculation, in certain

sorts, are knovm ways of pro|)agation. All Iheae wayi of
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increasing plants make one good part of the skill of garden-
ing

;
and from the books of gardeners may be best learned.

CHAPTER X.

OP ANIMALS.

There is another sort of creatures belonging to this our

earth, rather as inhabitants than parts of it. They differ in

this from plants, that they are not fixed to any one place,

but have a freedom of motion up and down; and besides,

have sense to guide them m their motions

Man and brute divide all the animals of this our globe.

Brutes may be considered as either aerial, terrestrial,

aquatic, or amphibioiLs. I call those aerial which liave wings,

wherewith they can support thcln^elves in the air. Terres-

trial are those whoso only place of rest is upon the earth.

Aquatic, are those whoso constant abode is upon the water.

Those are called amphibious, which live freely in the air

upon the earth, and yet are observed to live long m the water,

as if they were natural inhabitants of that element, though

it be worth the examination to know, whether any of those

creatures that live at their ease, and by choice, a good while

or at any time upon the earth, can live a long time together

perfectly under wator.^

Aerial animals may bo subdivided into birds and flics.

Fishes, which are tlic chief part of aquatic animals, may
bo divided into shell-flshes, scily Ashes, and those that have

neither apparent scales nor shells.

And the tciTcstrial animals may be divided into quadru-

peds or beasts, reptiles, winch have many feet, and serpents,

which have no feet at all.

Insects, which in their several changes belong to several

of the before-mentioned divisions, may bo considered toge-

ther as one great tribe of animals. They aixj called in.sects,

from a separation in the middle of their bodies, whereby they

are, as it were, cut into two jmrts, which are joined together

by a small hgature
;
as we see in wasps, common flies, and

the like.

Besides all these there are some animals that are not per-

fectly of these kinds, but placed, as it were, in the middle
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betwixt two of them, hy something of both; as bAti^ whiob
have something of beasts and birds in them.

Some reptiles of the earth, and some of aqusftioa, want
out‘ or more of the senses, which are in perfeoter animals

;

as worms, 0}'8ter8
,
cookies, <fea

Animals are nourished by food, taken in at the mouth,
digested m the stomach, and thence by fit vessels distributed

over the whole body, as is described in books of anatomy.

The greatest part of animals have five senses : viz
, seeing,

hearing, smelling, tasting, and feeling. These, and Che way
of nourishment of animals, we shall more |>articularly con-

sider, because they are ct^ramon to man with beasts.

The way of nourishment of aniiuiJs, particularly of man,
is by food taken in at the mouth, which Wing chowetl there,

is broken and mixed with the saliva, and thereby prejiarod

for an easier and l>ett(T digestion in the st4nnach.

When the stomoeh has jK*rform('<l its ofiic^i upon the focnl,

it jirotrudes it into the guts, by wlnwie peristaltio motion it

is gently con\eye4 along through tlio guts, and, as it i>asso9,

the ehyh‘, whicli is the nutritue jwirt, is lauiamtcHl from tho
excrement itious by the lacteal veins: and from thence con-

veywi into the bl(K^l, with which it ciroulaUwi till itself bo
€011000(4*11 into bloixl, Tho blofnl, being by the vena ca\il

brought into the right ventricle of tin* heart,* by the con
traction of that muscle, ix ilrnen through tho art4*ria pul-

nionarw inU) the lungs, where the constantly iii/tjurcsl air

mixing with it enlivens it, and from theme being conveyed
by tho vena pulmonaris into the left \entricIo of the heart,

tho contraction of tho heart forces it 4»ut, ami, by th*' arte-

ries, distnbuics it into all jmrts <pf the b<Kly, friim whence it

rctunis by the veimi into tho right \entricle of the heart, to

take the same cootho again. This is calhsl the circulation of
the blood, by which lilb and himt arc (xuiinmnicated to evoiy
part of the body.

In the circulation of tho blood, a gfiod part of it goes up
into the head

; and by the brains are separate<J from it, or
made out of it, the animal spirits; which, by the nerved^

impart sense and motion to all [rtirts of the bo<ly.

The instruments of motion arc tho muscles
; the fibres

* VkL Blttm«iibfu:fa*i CniD|mrmtiT« Aaatcmiy, c. xiL On Um Heart
and Blood-TeMels in Mammalu, Btrda, &c. Pbywiology, | 7, p. 6L—Bd.
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whereof, contracting, themselves, move the several parts of
the body.

This contraction of the muscles is, in some of them, by

the direction of the mind, and in some of them without it

;

which is the difference between voluntary and involuntary

motions in the body.

CHAPTER XL
OF THE FIVE SENSES.

Of Seeing.

The organ of seeing is the eye ;* consisting of variety of

parts wonderfully contrived for the admitting and refi-acting

the rays of light, so that those that come from the same point

of the object, and fall upon different parts of the pupil, are

brought to meet again at the bottom of the eye, whereby the

whole object is painted on the retina that is spread there.

That which immediately affects the sight and produces in

118 that sensation which wo call seeing, is light.

Light t maybe considered cither, first, as it radiates from
luminous bodies directly to our eyes, and thus we sec lumi-

nous bodies themselves, as the sun, or a fiamc, <tc
;

or,

secondly, as it is rollcctcd from other bcnlies; and thus we
see a man or a picture by the mys of light reflected from
them to our eyes.

Bodies, in respect of light, may be divided into three sorts

:

fint, those that emit rays of hglit, as the sun and fixed stars;

secondly, those that tiiinsmit the rays of light, as the air

;

thirdly, those that reflect the lays of light, as iron, earth,

The first are called luminous, the second pellucid, and tha
third opaque.

Tho rays of light themselves are not seen; hut by them
the bodies from which they originally come, as the sun or a
fixed star

;
or tho boilies from which they are reflected, as a

horse or a tulip. When the moon shines, we do not see tho

rays which come from tho sun to the moon, but by them we
SCO tho moon, fixim whence they are reflected.

Bluineribacli’s Phpiulog)', § 17, p. 246. Comparaiiro Anatomy,
c \\i p ‘2S7 —Ed.
+ Ilobbca’ Elements of Naiurai Philosophy, Part IV c. xxvu. § % teq.—Ed.
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If tho eye bo placed iu the medium through which the

rays pass to it, tho medium is not siH»n at all
;
for instance,

wo do not see the air through which the rays come to our

eyes. But if a jwUucid body, through which the light comes,

bo at a distance from our eye, wo s<.^ that bmiy, as well as

the bodies from whence the rays come that pass through
theiu to come to our eyes. For instanct*, wo do not only seo

bodies through a pair of 8|)cH*taclos, but we w’o tlie glass it-

self. Tho reason wherei>f is, that jadlucid IkhIios being

bodies, tho surfaces of which reflc^ct soino niys of light from
their solid parts, these .surfaces, plaeed at a <'oii\enieiit dis-

tance from the eye, may be seen by those rell«*eted niys
;

as,

at the same time, other bodies Ix'yoiitl those iHilliicul ones

may bo seen by the tranHinitt-ed m^s.

Ojwiquo bodies ans of two soils, .sjHH'ubir or not sjKHMilar.

Sjiccular bodies, or iiiirroi*H, aie such opuepu' IhhIios whose
surfaces aro jsilished, \shi*nd>y lhi*y, rellecting tho rays iu

the hiiiiio order as they <’oine hom other IkkIk^s, show us their

iiimgos.

The ra)H that are ron<*ttcd from op upu* ImmIics al\\ays bring

with them to the e)e the i<b'a of colour, iiiid this evdour ia

nothing else.*, iii the bcKiuvs, but a disjH»Hitioii to reflec t to the

eye more e»»piousU cuie vut of ni\s tliaii auotluT. For j%ir-

tieul.ir i*ays are unginally endc>\\«*d with pii lietilsu colours:

some are red, othei's blue, otluTs y llow’.and otliers grecuj, ^c
K\ery' niy ot light, as it <‘omi’S lr«»ni tlie sun, whuiik a bun-

dle of all these .H*seral sc»rts <»1 i »\s, and as some* of tlieiu

aro inoro* n fnmgible than utb<*i*^, tint is, an* more tniiuclout

of their rours<^ in pa>^smg from one* medium to aiiotluT, it

follows that afUT such lelractnui (ley will be* sf jiaratc'd, and

their distinct colour obscr\e<l. (if the s<* tin* most n'fningible

are Mulct, and the least, rosl
,
and tin* inte rmediate ones, in

oroler, are indigo, blue, grocii, m IIow, and orange. I’his

hcjKiration is >ery cnlertaiiimg, and will obs(*rved with

pleasure in holding a prism m the Ix anis of tin? sun.

As all these* ra>H differ in refi.ingibihty, so they do in re-

flexibility, that ia, in the projKity of ls?mg more cnssily

rcfli*cte<l from certain Ixxlies than from otheis, and henco

arwe, as hath been i-aid, all the colours of iKxlies; which are,

in a manner, intinite, as an infinite ijumlK*r of comjKMitiona

jmd proportions of the original colours may Im? imagined.
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The whiteness of the sun’s light is compounded of all the

original colours, mixed in due proportion.

Whiteness in bodies is but a disposition to reflect all

colours of light nearly in the proportion they are mixed in

the original rays; as, on the contrary, blackness is only a
disposition to absorb or stifle, without reflection, most of the

rays of every sort that fall on the bodies.

Light is successively propagated with an almost incon-

ceivable swiftness; for it comes fix>m the sun to this our

earth in about seven or eight minutes of time, which distance

is about 80,000,000 Engbsh miles.

Besides colour, wo are supposed to see figure : but, in

truth, tliat which we perceive when wo see figure, as per-

ceivable by sight, is nothing but the termination of colour.

Of Hearing.

Next to seeing, hearing* is tho most extensive of our

senses. Tho ear is the organ of hearing, whoso curious

structure is to bo Icanied from anatomy.

That which is conveyed into the brain by the ear is called

sound
;
though, in truth, till it come to reach and affect the

|)erc('ptive part, it Im) nothing but motion.

Tho motion which j)roduccs in us the |)erception of sound

is a vibration of tho air, caused hy an e.xcceding short but

(piick tremulous motion of tho hotly from which it is propa-

gattnl
,
and thcrafore wo consider and denominate them as

bodies sounding.

That sounA is tho effect of such a short, brisk, vibrating

motion of bodi^,, from which it is propagated, may bo known
from what is observ'od and felt in tho strings of instruments,

and tho trembling of liclls, a.s long as wo perceive any sound
come from them, for as soon ns that vibration is stopped, or

ceases in them, tho jx^rceptiou ceases alsa

The projmgation of sound i.s very quick, but not approach-

ing that of light. Sounds move about 1140 English feet in

a second of time; and in seven or eight minutes of tune,

they move about one himdreil English miles.

* On tho organ of hearing oeo Blumenbach'fl Comparative Anatomy,
€. XX. p. 278. Phywology, § 16, 240. To avoid constant reference

to the aamo works, tho reader is here requested to consult them on tlm

crgiLs and operationf of the senses genenJly.

—

Ed.
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Of SnvtlHng,

Smelling is another sense that seems to bo wrought on by
IkkIios at a dwtanco

;
though that which immediately affects

the organ, and produces in us the sensation of any smell, are

effluvia, or invisible [»:irtieleK, that, coining from Inidies at a
dibt<iiice, immediately atfeet the olfactory nerves.

Smelling boibes seem |>er|>ctually to send forth effluvia, or
steams, without sensibly wasting at all. Thus a grain of
mu le will send forth odoriferous jMiriicles for scon‘s of yeans

together without its being sj>ent; wh(‘n‘hy one would con-

clude that these particles aiv very small
,
and yet it is plain

that they are nnn'h gios^uT than the rays of light, which
lm\«‘ a fm* [ntssjigi* thniugh glass

,
and gros.ser also than tho

iiiagiirlic effluvia, whuh p:Ls.s freely through all lHMlii*s. when
thOM' that pioiliK’c smell will iK»t pass through the thin

memlinuuMs of a bladder, and many (»f them Hcanx> onlinary

white

die n* IS a gn it Naiuty of smells, llnaigh we have but a
few nuiins fnr them, stinking, sour, rank, and musty
are almost all the denoininations weha\e f(»r odours; though

the Miiell of a Moh t and of musk, Isith talltsl K>^eet, rii*e iw

dLstiiict as any two smells v,hatsc«'\er.

Of Taste

Taste is the next siuim* to Ik; considensl. Tin* organ oi

ta>t>' IS the tongue and palate

lio^lh's that emit light, Hounds, an<l smells are wen, heani,

lUid smelt at a distanee, but b<Kli<*s are not {fwU*<\ but by
imnndiate a))plicattoii Ut the organ, for till r>ur meat touen

our tongues or jsdates ^\e taste it not, how iH‘ar wxiver it l)o*

It may Ik* obwne^l of tasb^s, that though there l>e a great

variety of them, yet, as in miuIU, they have mily Home* few
general names, os s^^evt, bitter, nnir, har>^h, rank, and wimo
few others.

Of Touch,

The fifth and last of our senHcs is touch
;
a sense spread

over the whole body, though it be most cniincntly pLwid in
the ends of the fingcni.

By this sense the tangible qualities of bodies are (tie-
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cerncd
;
as hard, soft, smooth, rough, dry, wet, clammy, and

the like.
^

But the most considerable of the qualities that are per
ceived by this sense are heat and cold.

The due temperament of those two opposite qualities is

the gi*eat instrument of nature, that she makes use of in
must, if not all, her productions.

Heat is a veiy brisk agitation of the insensible parts of
the object, which produces in us that sensation from whence
wo denominate the object hot

;
so what in our sensation is

heat, in the object is nothing but motion. This appears by
the way whereby heat is produced

;
for wo see that the rub-

bing of a brass nail upon a board will make it very hot

;

and the axle-trees of carts and coaches are often hot, and
sometimes to a degree that it sets them on fire, by the rub-
bing of the nave of the wheel upon it.

On the other side, the utmost degree of cold is the cessa-

tion of that motion of the insensible particles, which to our
touch is heat.

BckHcs are denominated hot and cold in proportion to the
present temperament of that part of our body to which they
are applied; bo that feels hot to one which seems cold to an-
other, nay, the same body, felt by the two hands of the
same man, may at the same time appear hot to the one and
cold to the otlier, because the motion of the insensible parti-

chis of it may bo more brisk than that of the particles of tho
other.

Besides the objects before mentioned, which are peculiar
to each of our seiibcs, as light and colour of the sight, sound
of hearing, odours of smelling, savours of tasting, and tan-

gible qualities of tho touch, thei’c are two others that are
common to all the senses, and those are pleasuio and pain,

which they may receive by and with their peculiar objects.

Thus, too much light offends the eye; some sounds delight

and others grate tho car; heat in a certain degree is very
pleasant, which may be augmented to the greatest torment;
and 80 the rest.

Those fi \6 senses are common to beasts with men; nay, in

some of them, some brutes exceed mankind. But men aro
endowed with other faculties, which far excel anything that
is to bo found m the other animals in this our globe.
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Memory, also, bmtes may be supposed to have, as well as

meu.

CHAPTER XII.

OP THE UNDERSTANDING OF MAN.

The understanding of man does ho surpass tliat of brutes,

that some are of opinion brutes aix) mere machines, without
any manner of pcrccj)tion at all. But letting this opinion
alone, as ill-grounded, wo will prooee<l to the cousiderution

of human understanding, and the distinct o}K5rations thereof!

The lowest degree of it consists in jx'ix'eptiou, which wo
have before in part taken notice of, in our discourse of tho
sense's; concerning which it may l>o convenient fuither to
observe, thjit, to conc^'ivo a light notion of |)ercepUon, we
must consider the distinct objeciH of it, which are simple
ideas; v. g, such os are thos<^ siginhed by tlioso wortis,

sciirlet, blue, sweet, bitter, heat, cold, ike
,
from tlio other

objects of our HcriHi's, to which we may lidd tlio internal

ojK*rations of our own minds as the obj< <’ts of our ow'u ro-

flectiou, such as arc thinking, willing, Sir

Out of these simple ideas ani nnule, by putting them to-

gether, several coni[KJund<Ml <jr c<»mj>Iix id<*uH; os those
signified by tho words jK*bble, marigold, horw*.

The next thing the understanding doth in its progress to
knowledge, is tr> abstract its idcjts, by which abstraction
they are made giuierab

A general ideA is an id(» in the mind, considerccl there aa
separated from time and place, and so cajmble to repnisent
any particular being that is conformable to it. Knowledge,
which is the highest degree of the hjx*calati\o faculties, con-
sists in tho jKjrception of tho tmth of aOInnative or nega-
tive pnipositions.

This perception is cither immediate or mwliatc. Imme-
diate perception of tho agreement or disagreement of two
ideas is when, by comparing them together in our minds,
we sec, or, as it were, behold, their agreement oi disa^oo-
ment This, therefore, is called intuitive knowledge. Thus
we see that red is not green

, that the whole is bigger than a
part; that two and two are equal to four.
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The truth of these and the like propositions we know by

a bare simple intuition of the ideas themselves, without any

more ado
; and such propositions are called self-evident.

The mediate perception of tho agreement or disagreement

of two ideas is when, by the intervention of one or more

other ideas, their agreement or disagreement is shown. This

is called demonstration, or rational knowledge. For instance,

the inequality of the l)readth of two windows, or two rivcr^,,

or any two bodies that'cannot bo put together, may be

known by the iritervention of the same measure applied to

them both; and so it is in our general ideas, whose agi'eement

or disagreement may be often shown by the intervention of

some other ideas, so as to produce demonstrative know-

ledge, where the ideas in question cannot be brought to-

gether and immediately compared, so as to produce intuitive

knowledge.

The understanding doth not know only certain truth, but

also judges of probability, which consists in the likely agree-

ment or disagreement of ideas.

The assenting to any 2)roposition as probable is called

opinion, or belief.

We have hitherto considered the great and visible parts

of the univei'se, and those gi’cat masses of matter, the stars,

plaiu'ts, and jmrticularly this our earth, together with the

inaniinato parts and aiiiniato inhabitants of it, it maybe
now fit to consider Avhat these sensible bodies are made of,

and that is of incoucoivably small bodies or atoms,* out of

whose various combi nations bigger moleculie are made, and

so, by a greater and greater comj)Osition, bigger bodies; and

out of these the whole matoiial world is constituted.

By the figure, bulk, texture, and motion of these small

and insensible corpuscles, all the phenomena of bodies may
1)0 explained.

• On tlie subject of Atoni«i,
, the reader m-iy bo amuflc<l by a little

treat HO, cnlitlc<t Mnn in Qin^t of Himself p. 185, m Metaphysical

Tracts, by English Pl'iiJo^^hcra of the Eighteenth Century, collected

And edited by Dr Parr.—JwDt
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<X>5CEBNINa

READING AND STUDY,
FOR A GENTLEMAN.

[Although thw bncf trrvct cannot, Rlrictly Iw dcnominaUd
pbJosopliical, it containH several ustTul and exciHent oUicrvations, winch

render it ^^ortlly to l>o proservesL In t)iooi)eiiinj( remarks Lnke touchen

ali^'htly ii|>on a topic whirh the rc-ukr will innl more fully dincuMt'^i in

the Tiritiso concennm; tho Conduct of tho CndcrsUndm^
;

hut it ii

useful, and at all event# entertain ll1 ^^ to ctuupare Uic diiTcrent expros-

tions imule use of by the philof^oplx r in delivenm; at ditfcront times

tho same thoughts. Tho course ef n ading nxMmimcndwl tmy at f.rwt

sight apjKar somewhat loo hiiitte^l, tliough very few men of tlio world,

perhaj*H, v'ould care to go through itcimipN trly. Ki>mo few of tlio ImmiLs

enumerated arc now no longer in ust% thur nl.ice Ixung supplied by mom
moiltni tompilalmns

,
but tJie work^ on wliirli lA'tke hiiiisclf Hct any

particular vaIuo aro os tlcwcrving of btmly luiw as they were llieti
,

I

mean thos- which treat of <Wjuem«*, ethl^^ and Even tho

lM>»ks of Voyages and Travels which he cnn’<jdfre<| of sufTicient value

U) Ixi riKnliomtl, continue for Uie inoht port to Iwi )M>pu)ar, as faros

Itop'ilanl) I in Iw add to belong to nii} smh
j

Tho }KiliUcal

trc'-.t.'-C'S wh cli Locko dt’sircd t<» behold m I’i' 1. umU of gentlemr n aro

4'very n 'o of them §uch 'n niiH to nu” ( t? • name ri, kiinetioii, moro

parlKul»rlv Sir llalph S^/lle i'« UightH ««r tlie Kingdom, whieh, with Al-

gomim Svdn'*) s I)viK‘ourfi^‘‘, Ifamngton w ) >»htu.il works, and Milton’s

Tenmc oi Kings, and Defence ol tlie Diopluof England, may be said

to eontaui an almost coinjlctc dovciopmeit of the snenco. Tlio few

foreign works wh‘ch ought pcrhajis b) l>e oiidtd, nr? AniitoUo's Politics,

Macthiavclli’s Pnucc and Discoursca on Livy, and Monlcs»iuleu’s Esprit

del Loix.—

E

d
]

Reading is for the improvement of the understanding. Tho
improvement of the understanding is for two ends- first, for

our own increase of knowledge; fiecon<iIy, to enable tw to

deliver and make out that knowledge to others.

Tho latter of these, if it be not tho chief end of itudjr in a
gentleman, yet it is at least equal to the other, atucc the

YOL. IE 2 K
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greatest part of his business and usefulness in the world ia

by the influence of what he says or wntes to others.

The extent of our knowledge cannot exceed the extent

of our ideas; therefore, he who would be universally know-

ing, must acquaint himself with the objects of all sciences.

But this is not necessary to a gentleman, whose proper

calling is the service of his country, and so is most properly

concerned in moral and political knowledge; and thus

the studies which more immediately belong to his calling

are those which treat of virtues and vices, of civil society,

and the arts of government, and 'will take m also law and

history.

It is enough for a gentleman to be furnished with the ideas

belonging to his calling, which he will find in the books that

treat of the mattera above mentioned.

Bufc the next step towards the improvement of his under-

standing, must be, to observe the connexion of these ideas

in the projinsitions which those books hold forth and pretend

to teach as tniths; which, till a man can judge whether they

be truths or no, his undci’standing is but little improved;

and ho doth but think and talk after the books that ho hath

read, without having any knowleilgo thereby. And thus

men of much reading are gixiatly learned but may be little

knowing.

Tlio third and last step, tliercfore, in improving the un-

derstanding, IS to find out uj)on what foundation any jiro-

])osition advanced bottoms, and to observe the connexion of

the int^muediate ideas by which it is joined to that founda-

tion ujxni which it is erected, or that principle from which

it is derived. This, in short-, is right reasoning, and by this

way alone tnie know ledge is to be got by reading and study-

ing.

When a man, by use, hath got this faculty of obsorvung

and judging of the reasoning and cohenuice of what he rt^ads,

and liow it proves wdiat it pri'tends to teach; he is then,

and not till then, in the right way of improving his under-

standing and enlarging his knowledge by reading.

But that, as I have said, being not all that a gentleman

should aim at in reading, he should further take care to im-

prove himself in the art also of speaking, that so he may be
able to make the best use of what he knows.
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The art of Fjw.iking well coii>i>ts diiofly in t^o things^

\\z,y perspicuity and right leuMuiing.

Perspicuity consists in the using of proj>or terras for tho

ideas or thoughts which he would have t^) ])i>s fnim his own
mind into that of another man. It is iImn that gives them
an easy entrance

,
and it is with delight that men hearken

U> those whom they easily undersUnd
,

wlieivas what i*

uhscurcly said, dying na it is sjKiken, is lusunlly not only lost^

Imt creates a pivjudice m the hcMirer, as if he that,8jM>ko

knew not what In* said, or was afraid io Inne it understoiKj.

Tlie way to obtain this is to ivad such lMK>ks as an* allowed

to ho writ with tin* gi'^aitest tlearnoKs and pn»piiety, in tho

language that a man usiw. An author excellent in tjiiji

faculty, as well as s<'\enil otliors, is I)r Tillotson, late Arch-
hjsliop of CanU Hnirv, in all that is puhhslnsl of Ins. 1 liavo

chosen mther Uj pro|>ose this p:ith*rn for the attjiininent of

the art of sj>e:iking clearly, than !hos<* who gi\e rules rdKiiit

it,*«inc‘o we are inon* apt to leain In example than hy din*c*

tioii. Put if any one liath a mind to (onsnlt the nnutors in

the art «»f s|K‘4iking and wiitmg, la* may llnd in Tnlly “ Do
Oratore,” and another treatiN? of his, < ailed Omtor, and in

Quintilian’s Institntnms, and Poilean’s “Tiait/* du Sub-

lime,”* instructioufl conceining this and tho otlnn* paHa of

s[»e;4kjng well.

Ikrsides |>crsj acuity, (hero mint Is* riglit r«‘aHining;

without which j»crspicuit) M*ncs but to ex|s««* the sjs'aker.

And for the attjiining of this I should jnojxw^e the eonstant

reading of ( 'hillingw'orth, wlm by his example will Uw;U
both jM*rspieiuty and the way of right n*:o«>mng, Is’tter than
any Iwxik that I know, and therefore will des<*iwe to la* read

on that account over and over again; not to say anything of

Ins arguinont.

Ik^sidcs these WkiIca in English, Tnlly, Teremx*, Virgil,

Livy, ancl (>a»sar'H Comnieiiliirn*s may l>e to form one a

mind to a relish of a right way of ;»j shaking and writing.

Tho lx>oks I have hitherto mentioned have l>oen in order
only to wnting and speaking well; not but that they will

deserve to be read on other accounts.

The study of morality I have above mentioned as that

• Thi» w a tninslatimi from T/ongioof.

3x3
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that becomes a gentleman
;
not barely as a man, but in order

to his business as a gentleman. Of this there are books
enough writ both by ancient and modern philosophers; but
the morality of the gospel doth so exceed them all, that, to

give a mail a full knowledge of true moi-ality, I shall send
him to no other book but the Now Testament. But if ho
hath a mind to see how fai* the heathen world carried that

scienc-e, and whereon they bottomed their ethics, he will bo
delightfully and profitably eutertamed in Tully’s Treat’ses

Do Officiis.’*

Politics contains two parts, vciy different the one from
the other; the one containing the origmal of societies, and
the rise and extent of political power; the other the art of

goverumg men in society.

The first of theso hath been so bandied amongst us, for

these sixty yeai-s backward, that one can hardly miss books
of this kind. Those which I think are most talked of in

English aro the first book of Mr. Hooker’s “ Ecclesiastif.rl

Polity,” and Mr. Algernon Sydney’s “ Discourses concerning

Oovcnmicnt.” The latter of these 1 never read Let me here

add, “ Two Treatises of Govcminent,” printed in 1090,^ and
a treatise of Civil Polity,” printed this year.f To these one
may add, Puffeudorf “ Do Officio lloniinis et Civis,” and
Do Jure Natui-ali ct Gentium,” which la^t is tho best

book of that kind.

As to tho other part of politics which concerns the art of

government, that, I think, is best to be learned by experience

and history, especially that of a man’s own country. And
therefore I think an English gentleman should bo well versed

in tlio history of England, taking his rise as far back as there

aro any records of it; joining with it the la\vs that wen*
made in the several ages, as he goes along in his history;

that he may observe from thcnco the several turns of state,

and how they have bi*cu jiroduccd. In ^Ir. Tyrrel’s His-

tory of England, he will find all along those scveml authors

which have treated of our affairs, and which ho may have
Tocourso to, concerning any point wdich cither hia curiosity

or judgment shall lead him to inquire into.

• These two treAtisee are wntten by Mr. Locko himself.—

E

d.

f “ Civil Polity. A Treatise concerning ihu Nature of Govemment,'*
JLo. London, 1703* in 8vo* Wntten by Peter Paxton, M.D.—Ed.
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With the libtory, ho nuy also do well to road the andeot
la>»ycrN such as Bracton, “ Flota,” Henninghiiu, “Mirror of
Justice,” my Lonl Coke's “ St'Cimd lustitutcs,” and tlio

“jr^lus, Umendi Parliamentum and othcra of that kiud
which ho may find quoted in the late controversies Iwtweea
Mr. Petit, Mr. Tyrrel, Mr. Atwooil Ac., with Dr. Bra<ly;

as also, I suppose, in Sadliers IVcatiso of ‘^Rights of Uui
Kingdom, and Customs of our AiitvstoiN,” v^hm^of tho first

edition is tho best; wlierein he will find tlio mieiont con-
stitution of tho govenimeiit of Kngland.

There are two volumes of “SUte Tracts” printed Kinco tho
rc\olution, in which* tliero are many things ivlating to tha
go » eminent of England
As for general hi>-tor\\ Sir Walter Ilnleigli un<l Dr. Howell

are iKHiks to Ik5 had. Ho >»ho hath a mind to launch further

into that ^xran, may consist Wlnuir .s “ i^li'tluKluM I>ogendi Hi»-
toriiUM,” of the Ixst edition

;
u Inch will direct him to the aiithoin

he IS to iv^d and the inothcsl whennu he is to n‘ud them.
To the ia*:uling of history, ehnmology and g<‘<>gJ*«phy are

absolutely iiecvsHary.

In ge<»gn\phy, wc have two general ones in Vhigli di, Hcyliu
ami which is the best of them I know not, having not
Ixaui mueh eonvers.int in eit|^er of thein. But tlio last I

ahouM think to U* of most use, iKaans * of the new disoovenca

tiiat are made every’ day tending to (he |x*rfiHti<m of that

sMcnce, thongli I Ik'Ih vc that the eonntri<« which Heyliti

mentions are Iwittor treatM of by him, bating what new dia-

tsjvenes since Ijis time have Rdde<l.

T1k‘s^' two Uioks eontaiu gf*ogra|diy in general
;
but whethisr

an English gentleman would think it worth Ida time to

l»estow inueli pains u|Km that; thou:;h without it ho cannot

well umlerntind a(iar.ettc, it is certain ho cannot well be

without Cimdcu 8 Britannia,” whmh U much enlarged in

the lost English edition. A good <xd lection of majii m aJiO

necex^ry.

To geography, books of traveU may be added. In that

kind, the collcctionfl made by onr countrymen llucklujrt

and Purchas arc very goorl, Thcro w aim a veiy gora
collection made by Thevenot, in folio, in French; and by
Kamoxio, in Italian; whether translated into EngUah or no
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I know not. There are also several good books of travels

of Englishmen published, as Sandys, Kowe, Brown, Gage,

and Dampier.

There are also several voyages in French, which are very

good, as Pyrard,* Bergeron,t Sagard,J Bernier,§ <kc
,
whether

all of them are translated into English, I know not.

There is at present a very good ‘‘Collection of Voyages

and Travels,’* never before in English, and such as are out of

print, now printing by Mr. Churchill.
||

There are besides these a vast number of other travels; a

sort of books that have a veiy good mixture of delight and

usefulness. To set them all down, woulS take up too much
time and room. Those I have mentioned aie enou<fh to

begin with.

As to chronology, I think IIclviciis the best for com-

mon use
,
which is not a book

^

to be read, but to lie

by, and bo consulted upon occasion. He that hath a mind
to look fuither into chronology, may get Tallent’s “ TabU-s,”

and Straiicliius’s “Bieviariiuu T(?mpouiin,” and may to

those add Scaliger’s “ Do Emeiidatione Tcmiiorum,” and
Petavius, if he hath a mind to engage deeper in that

study.

Those who an- accounted t*> ha\e wiit best jiarticul.ir parts

of our English hi^toiy, an* Bacon, of llemy VU., and Her-
bert, of Hmiry VIII. Daniel also, is commended, and
Burnet’s “ llistoiy of the lb‘loimation.”

Manana’s ‘‘Histoiy ot Spain,” and Thuanus’s “History of

his Own Time,” and Pliilij) de Coniines are of great and
deserved reputation.

There ai*o also seveml French and Englidi rncnioii’s and
colloctiuus, such as Hi llochefouctiult, MeUil, Busliwuith,

* “Vo)ago <lo Fi.invois Pyrani .lo Layal ContcJiant ba

aux Iralrs (^nentnles, Muluques, Brosii ' Pans, ICia, i)\o
,

thml edition

t “ Kelation dcs Vojagea en Tart:inc, Ac. Le tout rci^uciUi par
Piorro Bvrgeron ” Pans, 16IU, Svo.

^ “ Lo grand Vo}agedc3 Huron<, en VAmenque, Ac ParF.
Gab S{\g'\rd Thcodat," Pari*, 1632, 8vo.

§ “Memoirea de I’Empire du Grand Mogol, Ac, par FnuiTOia
Bernier.” Pans, 1670 and 1671. 3 voU, 12Tno

11 A collection of voyagea and travels published m 1704, in 6 vok. folia
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Ac., which give a great light to those who have a mind to

look into what hath past in Euro|)e this last agi\

To tit a goutleiuan for the conduct of hiinscdf, whether as

a private man or as interested in the government of his

country, notliiiig can be moi'e necessary tlum tlie knowledge
of men, which, though it be to be hiul chiefly from exjxi-

ricnce, and, next to that, from a judiauus reading of liistory;

yet thert‘ ai*e books that of |mr|K>sc treat of human nature,

which help to give an insight into it. Such are thoM* treating

of tlie juLssions, and liow they an» moved, v\hcm*f Arist<jtle,

in his second book .of Klutoiie, hath adinirahly diseoiii*ht‘d,

and that in a little eom{)a.ss. I think this rhclt)i ic is tians-

lated into Knglir*h, if not, it may be liad in (ireek and Ijitin

togcthir.

La Bniyere’s “ ChameterM ' au* also an adniiniblo pitve of

painting, 1 think it is alvj tr*tnslatc<l out of Fidah into

Ljigli^h.

Satiijcal wiitin;,^, als<», sm h as Juvenal ainl IN i*sins, and,

above all, Iloni<«*, though the^ paint tlie dt *orniitii*s of men,

yet they therein' t4*aoh us to know thun.

There IS another iisc' of nading, v\hnh is for diversion and
delight SikIi uix* jKK'tieal writings, i njM cially chainatie, if

they be fixs* from profamnn^vH, obh«<inty, and vvliat corrupts

good manners, ioi such jnUh shouM not Im* haiidhsl.

Of all the books of fiction, J know none that tupials “Ccr-

vantiV History f)f Don Onixoio'’ in iisi julnexM, phaHantry,

and a constant deconim And, indies], jjo wulings can l>o

pleasant which have not nature at the bottom, and are not

dniw n after hei cu[>y.

There is another sort of book‘4, which I liwl almost forgot,

with which a gentleinaifs study ought Uf In* well furnished,

VIZ, rlirtionani!« of all kinds. For the Latin tfmgue, Littlc^-

tou, Cooj»er, Calepin, and Kols ri Stephens’s “ Tht^aunm

Lingua" I^tina*,’’ and A^ossii “ Ftymologicum l.ingna* Ijatimi'.”

Skinner’s “ Lexicon Etymologicuin,” is an extellent one of

that kind for the English tongue, Cowel’s InU-rj^retcr” is

useful for the law U'rmii. H|*clinari’s ‘‘(flossaiy” i« a very

Oficful and learmsl boolc And 8<’lden's ‘‘Titles of H(»nour*^

a gentleman should nut be without. Ikiudraud hath a very

good “Geographical Dictionary.” And there are several
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historical ones which are of use; as Lloyd’s, Hoffman’s,

Moreri’s; and Uayle’s incomparable dictionary is something

of the same kind. Ho that hath occasion to look into boolm

written in Latin since the decay of the Roman empii’o and
the purity of the Latin tongue, cannot be well without Du
Cange’s “Glossarium Medite et Infimse Latinitatis.”

Among the books above set down I mentioned Vossius’s

“ Etymologicum Linguae Latinae;” all his works are lately

printed in Holland, in six tomas. Tliey are fit books for a
gentleman’s library, containing very learned discourses con-

cerning all the sciences.

END OF VOLUEE O.
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ABBOT of St Miulhi^ it 57, <. 26

AbtinLciioD, L 274, t. 9

Piila a perfect clifUttce betwixt

men and brutoe, 275, «. 10

WhAt. 275. i. 9

Abstract tdeaa, why made, I 522,

a. 6. 7, 8

Terms cannot be affirmed one

of another, iL 77, ». 1

A)«tract and c^jncretc tenns, ii. 77
Abstruae ideas, whence derived,

I. 282
Abute of words, ii 94 ,

causee of,

95 ,
and dispute have

much contnbute^l to it, 97 J

remiHlies, 113

Accident, i 423, s. 2

Action, but tuo sorti of, thinking

ami motion, u 362, s. 4 ;
421,

• 11

Actions, Uie best evidence of men's

pnnciplea, L 161, s. 7

Unpleasant may l»e made plea*

sant, and how, 406, s. 69

Cannot )>e the same in diflercnt

places, 459, a 2

Considered as modes, or is mo-
nU, 494, 15

Adec]uafo ideas, u 510, a 1, 2

We have not, of any species of

substances, li. 162, s. 26

Affirmations are only Inconcrete,

ii 77, s. 1

Aged, murder of the, among cer-

tain nations, i W3
Agreement Snd disagreement of

our ideas fourfold, u. 129, s.3-7

Alteration, i. 454, s 2

Analogy, usefid in natural phOo-

ophy, u. 279, s. 12

AngeU, on the nature of, L 360;
li 48, 163

Anger, i 356. 357, s. 12*14

Animals, identity of, i 462
Antipatliy and sympathy, wbeooe,

1 535, B 7

Archetypes, li. 1 75

Arguments of four sorts;

1. Ad verecundiani, ii 300, §, 19
2. Ad ignoraiitiaiu.ii, 301, $,90
3 Ad honiirieio, ib

,
s. 21

4. Ad judicium, ib., s. 22. Hik
alone right, ib.

Arii)im6tic, systems of, nearly all

founded on the decttSul pro-
gression, i 328

The uso of ciphcm in arilhmetk^
11. 15.^, s. 19

Aril' cn) tltings .ire most of ihsni
colltH.'live nh'as, t 448, a. 3

Why wo aro Jess liable to con-

lijsion about artiticial things;

tlisn about natural, ii 67, s. 40
IfaAi diatinot species, 67, a. 41

Aaaeni, a mark of self ovidenos;

I 145. s 18

Not of innate, 145, a. 18-20;
197,8. 19

Assent to maxima, i. 139, a. 10
Upon hoanng.and undonitandlng

the Unn«, 144, 145, s. 17, iS
Assent to pn>l>Ab»lity, u^2C9, s.3

OugJit lo )h' pf-rtpciriioned to iho
prtkofs, 271, a. 1

AasoriaUon of ideas, i. 531, a.

Ae.

Tins association how made, 534^
S.6

III ^ffpcts of it, as to anti|*athici%

535. 536, a. 7. 3; 538, a. 15
And this in w'cta of phihisoplijr

and rvligum, 539, a. 18

Its ill influfnce ns to intellectasl

haliita, 539, s 17

Assurance, n 275, a 6
Atheism in the w'orld, i. 184, s. 8
AUun, what, i. 469, a. 3
Autftonty , relying on others' opi-

nions, one great caua# of er-

ror, il 335, a 1

7

Ajuoms. See Maxims.

Bat, questioR whether a bird or
DO, iill6
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Bata, observations on, L 260
Baxter, his idea that the happiness

ofa future would mainly consist
in enlarged knowledge, ii 147

Beings, but two sorts, ii. 285, s. 9

The eternal being must be cogi-

tative, 236, 8. 10
Belief, what, ii. 269, s. 3

To believe without reason, is

against our duty, 302, s. 24
Best in our opinion, not a rule of

God’s actions, 1 . 190, s. 12

Berkeley, his denial of the existence

of the visible world, an ex-

tension of an idea of Locke,
1. 247

Blind in.in, if made to see, would
not know which a globe, which
a cube, by his sight, though
ho knew tliom by his touch,

u 25(5, s. 8

Blood, how it appears in a micro-

Bcope, i. 130, 8. 11

Bodies and sjiiiits, i. 291, no
science of, ii. 162, 163

Botly« We have no more pnniary
ideas of body than of spirit,

1. 135, H, 16

Hie ]»rvuary ideas of bo<lv^

436, s, 17

The exteiiMion or cohesion of bo-

d}, as bird to 5je uiulei-st^MKi,

.IS the thinking ol sjnnt, 137--

410, s. 23 7

l^Ioviiig ol body by body, as h.ird

to bo conceived as by spirit^

441,8. 28

OiH'ratos only by impulse, 215,

8 ll

What, 288, 8.11

Tlio luthor's notion of the ‘l>ody,*

2 Cor. V. 10, 11 360, and of
' hiH own body,’ 1 Cor. xv. 35,

&.C

,

.100. Tho meamng of
‘ the same l^nly,’ 360. WTic-

tlie# tho word body be a sim-

ple or complex term, 361.

Tins only a controversy about
tho 80080 of a word, 376.

Briniha, or the Supremo Intelli-

gence, temploe to, i. 190

Brutes have no universal ideaa,

I. 275, 8.10, 11

Abstract not, 275, s. 10
But, its several signidcations, u. 76,

8. 5

Cannibalism, instances of, among
vanous nations, L 162

Capacity, u 284, s. 3
Capacities, to know theii extent,^

useful, 1 . 130, a, 4

To cure scepticism and idleness,

132, 8. 6

Are suited to our present state,

131, 8.5
Cassow.ary, the, dcMiibed, ii. 64
Castellan, Piene, his devotion to

study, 1 . 385
Cause, 1 . 4.11, 8. 1

And effect, 454, s. 1

Certainty depends on intuition,

II. 13 1, 8. 1

Wherein it consists, 181, s. 18
Of truth, 181, s, 1

To be li.-ul 111 very few general
propoKitions, concerning sub-

HtlMCCN, 270, 8 6

When' to be li.id, 201, s. 16
Verb.d, 186, s 8

Real, 186, a. 8

Sensible knowledge, tho utmost
certainty w e hav c of existc nee,

24 J, 8.2
The author’s notion of it not

dangerouH, (fee., 382
How It differs from .a-ssunince,

275, 8. 6

Changelings, whether men or no,

11. 176, 17f, 8. 13, 14

Changes in animals and plants

removed from their n.ative

climes, 11 . 196
Chddren, sj'stematic exposure of,

among some nations, L 162,

167
Have ideas in the womb, but

not innate ones, 254
Chillingworth, his style commend-

ed, ii. 499
Civil law, the measure of crime

and mnocenco. i. 487
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Clearness alone hinders confusion

of ideas, i. 272, s. 3

Clear and obscure ideas, i. 499, s. 2
CogitAtive and inco^tative beings,

II. 23G
Colours, modes of, i. 345, s. 4

Comments upon law, why inhmte,

n 84, B. 9

ComjKinng ulewis, 1273, s. 4
Herein men excel brutes, 275, a3

Compkx nleas how made, i. 273,

g.6, 279, a. 1

In thc*se the mind is more than
passu e, 280, s. 2

Ideas re<lucihlo to mo<les, sub-

stances, and relations, 280, s 3
Comjxiumhng ideas, i. 273, a 6

In this Ls a great diflerenco be-

twcim men and brutes, 273, s. 7

(JoiiipuUion, 1 308, H. 13
Oonert te t( nns, 11 77

ConfdciKc, 11 275, s. 7

ConfuM<^i id< ts, 1. 499, s. 4

ConfuHK.n of ideas, wherein it con-

sist I 500, s 5 7

(\'iuHf*s fif confusion in ideas,

fioo, ool, M. 7*9, 503, K, 12

Of i<l< IS, grountlcsl on a reference

to names, 'Jo.i, 8. I0-]

2

Its n mc<ly, 50 ,3
,

s, 12

Coiislh nee is our oiMi upuilon of

our <OMi actions, i 101, s. 8

Coiis< loiisntss iii.akeN tlic Hame |ier-

son, 1 107, s. 10 , 473, * 16

I*n>bably annexcHl to the same
individual, immaterial sub-

stance, 47*^, s. 25
XeK^sM-v till liking, 211,s.l0,

11,219,8.19
Wh-it, 219, n 19

Cont< rnplation, 1.2G2, B. 1

Creation, i 454, s. 2

Not to be denies!, l>ccauso wc
cannot conceive the manner
how, 342, s. 19

Hanus, anecdote of, i. 163
^

Defining of terms woulil cut off a
great part of disputes, u. 101,
n 15

Definition, why the genus is used
in definitions, lu 13, s. 10

Demonstration, ii. 186, b. 3
Not so clear as intuitive know-

leilge, 136, b 4-6, 137, s. 7
Intuitive knowleilgo necessary

111 each step of a demonatnv*
tion, 137, s 7

Not limitc<l to qu.antitv, 138^
8. 9

Why that has been snp|x>sed,

138, 8 10

Not to lie exjH^etcil in all coses,

249, H 10

Wh.it, 4Sd, s 15

Deinonstr itive knowlinlge, n. 1.35

Dcscarti 4, Ins classification of ideas,

I 134

Desire, i 353, s 6
Ih a sUb* of uneasinoas, 377,

s 31. 32
Is mov«il only by ha{»|>incss,

.3>3. H 41

How far, 3>4, » 43
How to b«* r ommI, 3S9, s. 46
MihUil l»y urong judgment, 399,

s <)0

! Despair, i. .‘{'id, h. 1

1

' Diction,! ru'H, liow to be nia<]e, n.

126, 8 25

I

Discerning i 270, s 1^

I

Tli«' foiind’if ion of some gem ral

j

tinixiins, 270, m I

1 DiiKouiso c .xnnot la' lietwieii two

I

im 1 ), Vs lio liav e diff* ri iit n inn*«

for til*’ soil*’ nh X, or tliHcrent

i«b' IS for tin- s^me name, i. 233,
s 5

Discov . lu M, (vUulof imn's, how
' limited, I 2''0

j

I>)s< mlasi5<‘«l Mou’«, notion of, i 214

j
Dis]Mih)iioii, 1 420, 8. lo

j

] lisputatloii. lx*g)e,

1
Dmpulmg lie* art <6 dinjejiing

pK'jiKiu t,iJ bi knowlwJge, u

514,8 6 9

Destroys the Use of language,

523. s 10

Disputes, VK hence, s. 28
Dispjte«, multipln ity of them,

owing bj the abuse of words,
iL 107. i. 22

Are most about the significattion

of aordfl, 116, t. 7
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Distance, !. 284, s. 3
Distinct ideas, i. 499, s. 4
Divine law the measure of sin and

duty, i. 486
Divisibility of matter incomprehen-

sible, i. 443, 8. 31

Dreaming, i 215, s. 13
Seldom in some men, L 215,

8. 14
Dreams for the most part irra-

tional, L 217, 8. 16
In dreams no ideas but of sensa-

tion or reflection, 218, a. 17
Duelling, condemnation of, i. 494
Duration, i. 300, h 1, 2

Whence wc get the idea of dura-

tion, 300, R 3-5

Not from motion, 307, 8. 16

Its measure, 307, s. 17, 18

Any regular periodical appear-

ance, 308, 8 19, 20
None of its measures known to

bo exact, 310, s 21

Wo only guess them equal by the

train ol our ideas, 310,8 21

Minutes, days, years, &c., notne-
ccRsarj-to duration, 312, h 23

Change of tho measures of dura-

tion, change not tho notion of

it, 312, 8. 23
The measures of duration, os tho

revolutions of tho sun, may
be applied to duration before

the sun existed, 313—315, s.

24, 25, 28
Duration without beginning, L

313, 8 26
How we measure duration, 314,

t. 27-9.

Recapitulation, concerning our

ideas of duration, time, and
eternity, 816, s 31

Duration and expansion compared,

I 317, 8. 1

ITiey mutually embrace each

other. 321, s. 12
Considered as a line, 324, 8-11
Duration not conceivable by us

without succession, 824, s. 12

Education, partly the cause of un-

reasonableness, L 538, s* 3

Effect, i. 454 s. 1,

Enormities practised without re-

morse, instances of, L 162
Enthusiasm, il 311, s. 1

Deeenbed, 314, s. 6
Its rise, 313, s. 5
Ground of persuasion must bo

examined, and how, 316, s. 10
Firmness of it, no sufficient

proof, 318, 8 12, 13
Fails of the evidence it pretends

to, 317. 8 11
Envy, L 357, s 13, 14
Error, what, ii. 321, s 1

Causes of error, 321, s 1

1. Want of proofs, 322, s. 2
2. Want of skill to use thcniy

324, 8. 5
3. Want of will to use tliem,

325, 8. 6

4. Wrong measures of probabi,-

hty. 326, 8. 7

Fewer men assent to errors, than
IS supposetl, 335, s. 18

Essence, real and nominal, n- 17, 8.15

Supposition of unintelligible, real

essences of species, of no use,

18, s. 17
Real and nominal essences, in

simple ideas .and modes always
the same, in substance always
different, 19, s. 18

Eraences, how ingenerable and
incorruptible, 20, s. 19

Speci'ic essences of mixed modes
are ofmen’s making, and how,
SO. 8 3

Though arbitrary, yet not at

raiidom, 83, s. 7

Of mixed modes, why called no-

tions, 37, B. 12
What, 41, 8. 2

Relate only to species, 42, s 4
Real essences, what, 44, s 6
We know them not, 46, a 9
Our specific essences of substan-

ces, nothing but collections of
sensible ideas, 52, s. 21

Nominal are made by the mind,
56, 8- 26

But not altogether arbitrarily,

58, -23
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Emence—
NominAl essences of sabstances,

bow made, 58, i. 28, 29

Arc very vaiiotiM, 60, s. 30, 31

Of Bjxjcies, are the abstract ideas,

tlie names stand for, 49, a. 12 ;

52, 8. 19

Are of man's making^, 49, 12

But founded in tlie agreement of

things, 50, 8. 13

Re il essences determine not our

B|>ecieif, 51. s« 18

Every distinct, abstract idea, ^ith

a name, is a distinct cshciico

of a distinct species, 51, s. 14

Real essences of substances, not

to Ik) known, 198, s. 12

Essential, what, 41,8. 2, 43, s 5

Nothing essential to individuals,

42, s 4

But to species, 44, 6

Essi'ntial ditference, what, 43,

s. 5

KtrTtul \eriiies, n 251. s 14

Eternal WimIohi, pixxif of an, lu

2;s
Kteniil>, in our diHjiutcs and rca-

about why wc aio

apt to blunder, i s 15

Whence wo get lU idea, 311,

H 27

E\il whit, i 3S4
, s 42

Kxutence, an idea of sensation

and ixflfction. i 239, s. 7

Our own existence we know in-

tuitively, ii 210, s 2

And < .'iniiot doulit of it, 230, s 2

Of crcatablo things, know able

only by our sensc.^ 243, n 1

Past existence known only by
memory, 250, a. 11

Expansion, boumllos, u 318, s, 2

Should be applied to space in

general, 297, s. 27
Experience often helps us, where

wo think not that it doc#, i.

255,8. 8
Extasy, i. 351. s. 1

Extension wo have no distinct

ideas of Tcry great, or very

litUe, i. 505, s. 16

Extension

—

Of body, inoomprebotuibl^ 4d7>

a 23, &o.

Denominations from place and
extension are many of them
rclati\OB, 1. 457, s 5

And boily not the sanio tilings

289, 8. II

Its do nitiou in siginncatiou,290,

8. 15

Of boily and of sj>ace how distin-

guished, 232, H. 5 ;
2J^, s. 27

Faculties discoveries dcjKimlent

on t)io diircient apfibcation

of, nien’w, i 200
Faculties of discovory suitcil to

oi»r nLiU*, 1 430

Faeuluis of the mind first cxcT-

iisod, i 277, H 14

Are but iMiwirs, 370, m 17

OjMi.ite not, 370, s 18, 20

F.iuy money, Imirowinl knowlcHlge

liki hid to. I 2U3

F.iitli, wli it, 11. 2 Hi, 8 14

Not oj>|M»>»»t< to rc.ison. 302, H CJ

As t(»nli a duUnguiNhcd n i-

s<ui, what, 30.1, 8 2

C.iionit c uivincc us of iinytlnn/

conittiry* to uui icasuij, 3U >

» 5, 0. H

il.iUcr of failli IS only dmm
n itl.ilioii, ,J09, M. 9

ThiiigH above II anon arc toil',

pr^'jx I mill* IS of failli,

H 7 .
'-O'*, 8 9

Filth Ainl not owJKil

by ..11 men, i 15<i

ra.itli and knowlidgc, tin .r djf

fi n lu
» ,

2<»9, « .4

Fa ill and <*).ini(»ii, .as distinguiHhwi

frooi know I'-dgc, what, u 2o",

209, s 2, 3 li. 291

Falla/ > of tikmg word* for t)iin;'i

,

Fab«l.<*(Mj, wliat it i«, 11. 1"7, » 9
F.mcy, 11 180, 8 8

Fantastical ideas, l 508, 1.

Fear, i. 350, s 10

Fitichcs, 11 220
Figurative spor^ h, an abuse of

Language, iu 112, i. 34
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Figure, i. 285, s. 5, 6

Fjnite, and infinite, modes of quan-

tity, L 330, 8. 1

All positive ideas of quantity

finite, 335, 8. 8

Fire, nation8 ignorant of the use

of, i. 30
Forms, substantial, distinguish not

species, ii. 47, s, 10

Free, liow far a man is so, L 372,

8. 21

A m^n not free to will, or not

to will, 373, 8. 22-24

Freedom belongs only to agents,

I. 371, 8. 19

Wherein it consists, 375, s. 27

Free will, an improiicr term, i.

390
Liberty belongs not to the wiU,

338, s 14

Wherein consists that which is

callefl free will, 373, s. 24 ;

389, R. 47

r»cnonv and species, abstract ideas

are the ossencos of, n. 15 ,

made in order to naming, 06

Genor.il .issent the great argu-

ment for innate idc.is, i. 135 ,

insufficient, 135

Lh-as, how m.ade, i 274, s. 9

Knowkslgo, what, ii. 169, s 31

,
l*rop<isitions cannot Ihj known to

bo true, without knowing the

essence of the species, 1 89, s. 4

Wonls, how made, 7, s 6*8

llelong only to signs, 14, s. 11

llcnend and universal are creatures

of the understanding, ii. 14
Oonervition, i 454, s. 2

llentlemen should not be ignorant,

II. 32.1, 8. 0

Oenus IS but a partial conception

of what is in the species, ii. 62,

8 32
41enus andsjKx?ies, what, li 13,8 10

An? but Latin names for sorts.
‘ 35. s. 9 [63, 8 33
Adjuslcil to the end of speech.

Arc luvlo m <ir«lor to general
names, 60, s 39

God immovable, because infinite^

i. 437, 8. 21

Fills immensity as well as eter-

nity, 318, 8 3

His duration not like that of the
creatures, 324, s. 12

An idea of God, not innate, 183,

8 . 8

The existence of a God evident,

and obvious to reason, 187,
8. 9

The notion of a God once got, is

the likehest to spread and be
continued, 187, 8 9, 10

Idea of God late and imperfect,

192, 8.13
Contrary, 193—196, s 15, 16
Inconsistent, 193, s 15

The best notions of God, got by
thought and application, 193,

8 15

Notions of God- frequently not
worthy of him, 195, s 16

Tlie being of a God ccHain, 8. 16,

195
,

proved, ii 229, s. 1

As evident, .is that the three
angles of a triangle are eipial

to two right ones, i 200, s 22
Yea, as that two oppomto angles

are equal, 196, s. 16
More certain than .any other

existence without us, ii. 231,
8 . 6

The idea of GcmI not the only
proof of his existence, 231,
8. 7

The being of a Gotl the found.a-

tion of morality and divinity,

231, 8 7

How we make our idea of God,
i. 444, 445, s 33, 34

Gold 18 fixed
; the vanous signifi-

cations of this proposition,

ii 73, 8. 50
Water strained through it,i 231,

f 4
Good and evil, what, L 351, a. 2 ;

384, 8. 42

The greater good determines rot
the will, 379, s. 35; 380,
8. 33; 330, s. 44
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Good and evil

—

Why, 386, B 44 ; 389. i. 46 ;

398—405, 8.59, 60, 64, 65-68
TNvofoId, 400, 8 61
Works on tho will only by de-

sire, 389, 8 40
Desire of good, how to be r&ised,

389, g. 46, 47
fJoveniinent of our passions the

right improvement of liberty,

i. 393

Habit, i. 419. 8. 10
Habitu.il actions pass often with-

out our notice, i. 258, s. 10
Hair, how it appears in a micro-

scope, I 430, 8 11

HappincHs, Mh.it, i 3S4, 8.42
What h'i[>pine88 men pursue,

I. 384, 8. 43

How wo come to rest in narrow
happincft*, 399, h 59, 60

Hanl nrss, Mh.at, i 231, h 4

Hatretl, i 3.53, h .5, 3.57, h 14

Huit ami cold, how ih<* KenH,itton

of them both h ]tr<KliKc<l, by
the fl.inio water, at tho name
time, 1.219, 8 21

Herbert, I»nlf inn.ato principles

of, cx.amirnNl, i 170

Hwt<»r)', what histoiy’ of most au
thonty, n 27^, h 11

Hobl>es'H ilehnition of consrionre^

I 161, his argumi nt for tho

existence of .a Doiu, il 233
Hope^ I 355, h. 9

Humo, lii8 cnticisin on IiO<’kc’8

the‘»ry of tlio ongui <tf ideas,

I 8, 146

Hypotheses, their Uiic, n. 261, 8.13

Are to l>e built on matter of

fact, 211, 8. 10

Ice and water whether distinct

pcciea, II- 50, r. 13

Idea, wh.at, i 255, 8
Idcaa, Iheir original in children,

1.179, 8 2, 192, 8.13
None innate, 196, s 17

Hecauao not remembered. 197,

a. 20

Ideas

—

Are wnat tne nuoa ^ employed
about in thinking, 205, 0. 1

AU from sensation or refleotion.

205, s. 2, Ac.
How this 18 to be und^atood.

207
Their w'ay of getting, obeervable

in children, L 208, . 6
Why some have more, tome

fewer, ideas, 209, a. 7
Of ix‘flix*tion got late, and In

some very negligt-ntly, 210,1.8
Their l>cginnirig and iiicreaae in

children, 221—223, s 21 24
Their original in seiiKation and

rt'fleotion, 222, s 24
Of one sense, 226. a. 1

Want names, 227, s 2

Of moni than ono sense, 233
Of re6(>ctn>n, 234, a 1

Of H» iiH.ilion and n.^Ut'ction, 234.
R 1

Ah in the mind, and in things,

must lx* distinguishiai, 239, h 7

Not ilwti)H roHeiubhinci^H, 246,

H 1.5, Ac
\V hii h .are first, ifl not niJitcn.il

to km.w, 255, a 7

Of s« ijKation ofun altered b^ tho
jti<!gmeiit, 25.5, a 8

1*1 in» i|>ally those of sight, 2.57,

K 9

Of r« fh < lion, 277, a 14

Siinj'le id< 08 men agri*i‘ in, 298.
s. 28

AloNjrig m a ngular tram m our
niiii^ls, 3U1, s 9

Sm h RH have rU*gre<‘a, w.ant

nann-s, 346, a. 6

Why s'niio have n.imni, and
others not, 316, a 7

OngifiAl, 41 4, a. 73

Allcom[«lex i<lra8 rca^dvable into

simple, 419, s 9

What simple ideas ha\e l.s'en

most mrslifietl, 42^'*, n 10

Our complex idea of (jo*}, and
other apinti, common in o\cry
thing, but infinity, 446. a, 3d

Clear and obscure, 499, a. 2
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Ideu^
,

Diatinct and oonfnaed, 499, s. 4
' HajJrheclMM'inonepa^andob-

loiw in aooiW, £04, a 13

Bea^imd fantaalioali ^8, a. 1

Simtold an all vaal, 608, 9. 2
And a^uate, 611* a. 2
What idm of ndxed inodes are

fautaatkMl, 609, a 4

Whut ideas of aobstancea are

fantastical, 610* a^ 6
Adequate and inadl^ate, 610,8.

1

said to be in things, 61 1 ,
s. 2

Modes are all adequate ideas,

612, 8. 3

UnlesB 08 referred to names,

613, 514, 8. 4, 6
Of Bubstauces inadequate, 618,

a. 11

1. As rrflfrred to real skBcn-

CCS, 514, 8. 6 , 610, 8. 7

2. As referred to a colloction

of simple ule.w, 510, 8. 8

Simple ulcjw aie perfect tsrwjra,

619, 8. 12

Of subatancca are perfect terwa,
619, 8 13

Of tnndea arc perfect archetypes,

620, H. 14

Tiitu ur false, 620, a 1, Aa
When false, 629, 530, s 21-5

bare appoarantosin the miml,

neither true not false, 521, s 8
’ As referred to other iiion’e ideas,

or to loal oxLstunce, or to real

essences, may bo true or false,

621, 8. 4, 5

Ro.won of 8ueh reference, 622,

623, 8. 6 8

Mimplo ulcaa referred to other

men's ideas, least apt to be

falae, 623, a. 9

Complex ones, in this respect

more apt to bo false, espe-

cially those of mixed modes,

623, I 10

Simple ideas referred to exist-

ence, are all true, 626, s. 14

;

626, s. 16

Though they should be different

in difierent men, 626, •« 16

Ideas

—

Complex ideas of modes are all

true, 627, s. 17

Of substances when false, 629,

8. 21 , &0.

When right or wrong, 630, s. 28

That we are incapable of, ii. 160,

s. 23

That we cannot attain, because

of their remoteness, il 160,

8. 24

Because of their minuteness,161,

8. 25

Simple have a real conformity

to things, 171, a. 4

And all others, but of sub-

stances, 171, a. 6

Simple cannot be got by defini-

tion of words, 25, s. 1

1

But orjly by experience, 28, a 14

Of mix^ modes, why most com-

pounded, 28, B IS

Speer,c, of mixed modes, how at

first made instance lu kin*

neah and nioupb, 69, s. 44

Of substances instance in za-

hab, 71, 8. 46, 72, 8 47

Simple idc.is and mcKlcs have all

abstract, as w>;U os concrete,

names, 78, s 2

Of substances, have scarce any
abstract names, 78

Different in different men, 86
,

H. 13

Our ideas alinoet all rclati\c,

i. 301,8 3

Particulars are first in the mind,

11. 83, 8. 9

General aro imperfect, 83, s 9

How {lositivo ideas may be from

pnvative causes, i. 241, 8, 4

The use of this tenn not dan-

gerous, 1 . 242, 8. 1, Ac. It IS

fitter than tho word notion,

i 242, f. 6 Other words as

liable to be abuaed os this,

L 242, 8. 6. Yet it is con-

demned, both as new and not

new, 243, a 1. The same with

notion, seusc, melming, Ac.,

il 129, s. 1
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Identical propoeitions teach no*

thing, LL 219, s 2

Identity, not an innate idea, L
180-182, H, 3-5

Of a plant, wherein it oonaiets,

461, «. 4

Of aniniaU, 462, a. 5

Of a man, 462, a 6 . 463, a 8

Unity of aubatance tloea not al-

wa)a make the same identity,

463, a. 7

Pergonal identity, 466, a 9

Uepeuda on the game conitcioua-

neas, 467, a. 10
Continued existence makes iden-

tity. 481, a. 29
Ami divennty, in ideas, the first

perception of the mind, u. 129,

R. 4

IdiotH and madmen, i. 276, a 12,

13

Idolatry, origin of, t. 177
Inci'j^oUtno b<'ings, ii. 230

Ignorant e, our ignorance inhnitely

excciHls our knowledge, u.158,

a 23
CauHfs of Ignorance, I/IO, g 28

1. For want of ideas, I.V3, s. 23

2. For want of a dutcoverabio

connexion between the ideas

wo hate, 164, a 28

3. For want of tracing the ideas

we ha>e, 167, a 30

Illation, what, ii. 282, a. 2

ImmriiNiU, i. 284, s. 4

Httw this idea w got, 331, s. 3

louDorHlilictii of whole natitnia, 1.

162, S.9
, 165, n. 11

Immortality, not annexed to any
shape, II 17H, a 15

Impenetrability, i. 179, s. 1

ImptHiitioii of opmiona unreason-

able, II. 273, a. 4

ImpouthiU (at idem rsw n woa «iaf,

not the first thing known, u

15). a, 25

ImpoffRibility, not an innate idea,

1. 180, a. 3
Impression on the mind, what, l

136. 1.5 :

Inadequate ideas, L 498, a 1
'

Inoompatibilitj, how fiur knowabl^
ii 151, a. 15

/ncfiriditatioiuj prtWptaiM, is ex-

istence, 1 460, s. 3

Infallible judge of oontroyeraiei^

L 190. s 12

Inference, wlmt, ii. 266, 267, §. 3-4'

Infinite, why the idea of ii\/inite

not applicable to other idsM
as well na thoso of quantity^

aiiico tliey can be aa often re-

peated, I. 333, a. 6

The idea of infinity of spaoe
or nutnber, and of apace or

numiier infinite, must be dis*

tinfpiishod, 334, a 7 *

Our idea of infinity very ob- ,

acure, 335, a. 8

Number fumishos na witli the
cloaroat ideas of infinite, 336,

a 9

The idea of infinite, a growing
idea, 337, 12

Our idea of infinite, (lartly posi-

tive, partly comparative, piully

negative, 3311, s. 15

Why leniie men Uiink Uiey have
an id< a of iiifinitedunition, but
n<»tof infinite space, 342, a. 20

Why iiisputcN about infinity are
usually perjilexrti, 343, a 21

Our id<*'i of infinity has its ori-

ginal 111 sensation and rofloc*

Uon, 344, s 22

We have no |iositivo hlca of infi-

nite, 338, s 13, 14, 340, R. 16
Infinity, why more commonly al-

I<»w’r'<l t»» duration than to ox-

pansion, i 319, s 4

Uow applied to Cod by us, 330,
s 1

Ilow wo gel this idea, 331, s.

2, 3

The mr’nilyof num)>er, duration,

and tipaw, different ways oon-

Siden-l, 325. 326, s 10, 11

Innate tmths must lie the flnii

known, I 152, a 26

Print ipl‘-s t'l m» purpose, If tneti

cpn le* Ignorant or doubtful of
them, 167, a 13

2l
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Innate

—

Prmciplea of my Lord Herbert
examined, 170, g. 15, Ac.

Moral rules to no purpose, if ef-

faceable, or alterable, 178, s. 20
Propositions must be distin-

guished from other by their

clearness and usefulness, 203.
8.24

Hie doctrine of innate principles
of ill consequence, 203, s. 24

Instant, what, I 306, s. 10
And continual ohimffe, 306. s.

18-16

Intuitive knowledge, ii. 134, s. 1
Our highest certainty, 298, a 14

Invention, wherein it oonsists. L
267, 8.8

Iron, of what advantage to man-
kind, iL 260, a U

Joy, i. 864, s. 7
Judgment . wrong judgments, in

reference to gWl and evil,

i. 398, a. 68
Eight judgment, ii. 273, s. 4
One cause of wroncr ludirment.

272, 8. 3

Wherein it consists, 266-267
Judgment, day of, speculations on

the, i. 477
Justice, Locke’s narrow and im-

perfect view of, ii. 164

Kinneah and niouph, ii 70
Knowledge has a great connexion

with words, u. 109, s. 25
Tbo author’s definition of it ex-

plained and defended, ‘note.

How it differs from faith, 268,
s. 2, 3 , %oU

What, 129, a 2
How much our knowledge de-

pends on our senses, 124, a 23
Actual, 131, s. 8
Habitual, 181, a 8
Habitual, twofold, 132, a 9
Intuitive, 134, a 1

Intuitive, the clearest, 134, a 1
Intuitive, irresistible, 184, a 1

Danonstrativ^ 186, a 2

Knowledge

—

Of general truths, is all either
intuitive or demonstratives
140, 8. 14

Of particular existences, is sen-
sitive, 140, a 14

Clear ideas do notalways produce
clear knowledge, 142, s. 16

What kind of knowledge we have
of nature, 322, s. 2

Its beginning and progress, L
277, a 15-17; 142, a 16, 16

Given us, in the faculties to at-
tain it, 190, a 12

Men’s knowledge accoi^g to
the employment of their facul-
ties, 200, a 22

To be got only by the application
of our own thought to the con-
templation of thmgs, 202, a 28

Extent of human knowledge, 1 84
Our knowledge goes not beyond

our ideas, 134, a 1

Nor beyond the perception of
their agreement or diiagToe-
ment, 135, s 2

Beaches not to all our ideas. 136
a3 '

Much less to the reality of things.

Yet very improvable if right
ways are taken, 187, a 6

Of CO- existence very narrow
148, 149, a 9-11

And therefore, ofsubstanoesverr
narrow, 160, a 14

Of other relations indeterminik
ble, 163, a 18

Of exwtence, 168, s 21
Certain and universal, where to

bo had, 166, a 29
111 use of worii, a great hinder-

ance of knowledge, 108, s. 30
General, where to be got, 169.
a 81

o

Lies only in our thoughts, 198.
a 13

Ett^ty of our knowledge, 169

Of msthematical troths, bow
real, 172, a 6
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Knowledge

—

Of mor&lity, read, 172, t. 7
Of subsUnoes, how fu* real,

175, 8, 12
What maket our knowtadge real,

170, «. 3

Considering thingi, and not

namoR, the way to knowledge,

176, i 13
Of substance, wherein it con-

amts, 175, s 11

What required to any tolerable

knowledge of subst^ces, 199,

s 14

St‘lf evident, 201, s 2
Of Kientity luid diversity, as

large as our ideas, 143, s 8,

202, a 4

Wherein it consists, 202
Of CO- existence, very scanty,

204, s 5
Of relations of modes, not so

scanty, a 6, 204
Of real existence, none, 205, s 7

Begins in particulars, 205, s 9

Intuitive of our own exi^nce,
229, s. 3

Demonstrativo ofaGod, 223, s 1

Improvement of knowledge,

252—263
Not improved by maxims, 252,

n 1

^Vh} so thought, 253, s. 2

Knowledge improved only by
perfecring and companug
ideas, 256, s 6, 262, a 14

And finding tbdr relations, 256,

a7
By intcrme<liatc ideas, 262, a 14

In gul>stances, how to be im-

proved, 257, s. 9

Partly necessary, partly volun-

tary, 263, 264, s 1, 2

Why some, and little, 264, a 2

How increased, J/5, s. 6

Language, why it changes, il 94,

1

Wherein it consists, 1, a 1-3

Its use, 33, s. 7

Its imperfections, 79, a 1

Language-
Double UM, 79, a 1

The use of language destmycsl
by the subtdcy of disputhig,

98, 6 ; 98. s 8
Ends of language, 108, a 23
Its imperfections not easy to bo

cured, 114, a 2; 114. a 4 6

I
The cure of Uiem neoesa\ry to

pbUoaophy, 114, a 3

To uae no woid without a dear
and distinct idea annexed to iC,

is one remedy of the iroi^rfi^o-

tions of language, 117, s. S. 9
Propriety in the use of words,

another remeily, 1 1 8, s 11

Law of nature generally allowed,

I 160, a 6
Ihere is, though not innate^

167, s 13

Its enforcement, 485, a 6

Learning- Uio ill state of learning

m theae latter ages, U 79, Ac.
Of the schoola, lies chiefly In ibo

tiJ)Use of attrds, 83, Ac*

Such learning of ill conaequeticcv

84, B 10

Liberty, what, i. 365, a 8 12;
369, a 15

Belongs not to the will, 368, all
To Im3 c|(Ttennine<i by the result

of our own deliberation. Is no
restraint of liberty, 390—392,
s 4H 50

Founded in a |»ower of tuspeml*

mg our jswiirular dostrtis,

389, s 47 ,
392, s 51, 52

Light, Its alwurd dofltiillans, ii 24,
s 10

In U»e mind, what, 819, s. 13
Excess of, destructive to Uie or-

gans of vision, I 237 ,
Kir I.

Newton’s experiments, 237
Logu* has intrnducr^I obscurity into

languages;, ii. 97, a 6, 7

And hindered knowledge, 97» a7
I/ove, 1 352, s 4

Lucian s burlesque history of Py-
tliagoras, l 182

Madness, I 276, • 13 OppodUo^
2l2
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Madness

—

to reiison deserves that name^

534, R 4

Magisterial, the most knowing are

least magisterial, ii. 273^8 4

Making, i. 454, s 2

Malcbranche, examination of his

opinion of seeing all things in

God, ii. 413, 459

Maloti-u, the abbot, notice of, ii 57

Man not the product of blind

chance, ii* 231, s. 6

The essence of man is placed in

his shape, 179, s 16

We know not his real essence,

41, 8 3; 53, 8, 22, 57, a 27

Tho))oundarics of the human spe-

cies not determined, 57, s. 27

What makes the same individual

man, i. 476, 8.21, 481, s 29

Tlie same man may be different

liersons, 475, s. 19

Mathematics, their methods, ii

256, 8. 7. Improvement, 262,

s 15

Matter, incomprehensible, both in

its cohesion ami divisibility, i

437, 8 23, 442,443, 8. 30, 31

What, 11 87, s 15

Whether it may think, is not to

bo known, 143, s 6

Cannot produce motion, or any

thing else, 236, s 10

And motion cannot produce

tliought, 236, a 10

Not etonial, 241, 8 18

Maxims, ib 214—217, s 12-15

Not alone self evident, 202, s. 3

Are not the truths first known,

20.5, 8. 9

Not the foundation of our know-
ledge, 206, 8. 10

I

Wherein tlioir evidence consists, i

206, s. 10 I

Their use, 208—215, s 11, 12
{

Why the most general self ovi-
j

dent propositions alone

for maxims, 20S, s. 11

Are commonly proofs, only where
ihore IS no uoed of proofs,

Nia, s. 15

Maxims

—

Of little use, with clear terms.

218, 8. 19

Of dangerous use, with doubtful

terms, 214, s 12, 219, s 20
When first known, l 138, &c ,

8 9-13, 141, 8.14, 143, 8 16

How they gam assent, 143, s

21, 22
Made from particular observa-

tions, 143, 8. 21, 22
Not m the understanding before

they are actually known, 148,

8 22
Neither their terras nor idcAb

innate, 149, 8 423
Least known to children and il-

hterate people, 152, s 27
Memory, i. 262, s. 2

Attention, pleasure, and pain,

settled ideas m the memory,
263, 8. 3

And repetition, 264, s. 4, 266,

8 . 6

Difference of, 264, s 4, 5

In remembrance, tlio mind some-

times active, sometimes pas

Bive, 266, 8 7

Its necessity, 264, s 5 , 267, s S

Defects, 267, s 8, 9

In bniUw, 269, s 10

Men must know and think for

themselves, i 202
Metaphysics, and school dn inlty,

hll«^ with unmstructivo pro

positions, 11 225, s 9

Motln^d used in mathematics, il

256, s 7

Mind, the quickness of its actions,

1 258, 8 10

Ste|>8 by which it attains several

truths, ). 142
O|)erationfl of the, one source of

ideas, 207
Minutes, hours, days, not neces-

sary to duration, i. 312, s 23
Miracles, il 281, s. 13
Misery, what, L 384, s 42
Misiiaiumg disturbs not the cer-

tainty of our knowledge, iL 174
Modt^, mixed, L 415, s. 1
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Modes

—

Made by the mind, 415, s. 2
Sometimei got by tho expUoation

of their nsmee, 415, a 8
Whence* jts unity, 417, a 4

Occasion ofmixed modes, 4 17, s 5
Their ideas, how got, 419, g 9

Simple and complex, 281, g 5

Simple modes, 282, s 1

Of motion, 345, s. 2
Mole, jxipular error regarding the,

II 159
Monsterg, u. 17, 179 •

Moral good and evil, what, li. 485,

g 5

Three rule* whereby men judge
of moral rectitude, 485, • 7

IVingx, how founded on simple

idea* «if gensation and reflec-

tion, 493. 494, s 14, 15

Moral ruk* not self evident, t 158,

fl 4

Vanetf of opinions concerning
moml rules, 159, k 5, (}

If innate, cannot ^ntli public

ftlloHanoo Ixj iraiiHgrtxiHod,

160, 167, n II, 13

Moral Inith, ii 187

Morality, capablcofdemonstration,

II 299, s 16, 153, g. 18, 257,

g 8

Thr pmjKT Htudy of mankind,

259, H 1

1

Of action*, in their omformity
to a rule, i. 494, f 15

Mistake* in monl notion*, owing
name*, 495, a. 15

Oiacourvc* in morality, if not

clear, the fault of the speaker,

n 121, g 17

Ilmdcrances of demoiislrative

treating of morality 1 Want 1

of mark*, 2 Complexednea*,
]

155,* 19. 3 Interegt,157,g.20

Change of nomci m morality,
|

change* not the nature of

thmg*,*187, s. 9 I

And nic*ch.aniani, hanl to l>e nv <

connled, l 170, b 14

Secured amidat men'* wrong
judgment*, 407, 70

Motion, alow or very awift, why not
perooivad, l 304, 305, a* 7-11

V»»luntary, inextdumble, u. 242,
a 19

Ita alwurd definitioii*, 23, a.

Murvti, hia account of a perwon
with an cxtraordinwymomoTT*
L 255

j

Mutual chanty and forboanuioo

J

inculcated, u 273

I

Naming of ideas, i 274, 3
f Name*, moral, csiahlislitNl law,

not to lx* vantxi frami, ii 174,
* 10

l)f sulwtanre*. standing for roal

cxHi-nce*, are not cajMible to
convey certainty to the uii<litr-

htantling, 184, a. 5
For nominal ctinem os will make

some, though not many, C4?r-

tam prv^fsHjtitions, 185, a 5
M hymen aubwtitute iiamea for

real <*s84*n(Xts, >^Iih'Ii they know
mit, 104, s 19

Tho fidse f»uj»|NMntK>ns, in *urh
an us^‘ of names, lOtj, *. 21

A partunlar name to mrery |»ar-

IK iilar thing im(ssMibie, 9, * 2
And liseh'**. 9, B 3

lV>|*er names, when* uimnI, 5, 10,
H 4

hjMHiOr names are anix<»<! t-o lha
moinn'ij essence, 1 8, n 10

Of simple idi'-is and sul*#tanoni^

n fer to things. 21, s 2
Whit name* stand for Iwth rwd

nominal essenr4», 22, *. 3

Of simple idea* n<<t caftablu of
nil ions, 22, a 4

W'hy, 23, s 7

Of least d^mbtful sigm5caUofi,

28, * 15

Haiie few accent* tn /inrnprrth

dieawirn/o/f, 29, s 15

Of er>mplex idea*, imiy Ixf dy-

hned. 25, a 12

Of mucfl rm»d«* stand for arlfi

Iran »d«aa, 30, a. 2, 3 , 59, s 44
Tie together the jiarl* of their

ccHfiplcx tdea*, liO, a, 10
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NMMf—
Stand always for the real essence,

38, 8. 14
Why got, usually, before the

ideas are known, 38, s. 15

Ofrelations comprehended under

those ofmixed modes, 39, s. 16

Oeneral names of substances

stand for sorts, 40, s. 1

Necessary to species, 66, s. 39
Proper names belong only to

substances, 68, s. 42
Of modes in their first appbea-

tion, 69, 8. 44, 45

Of substances in their first appli-

cation, 71, B. 46, 47

Specific names stand for different

things in different men, 72, s. 48

Are put in the place of the thing

supposed to nave the real es-

sence of the species, 73, s. 49

Of mixed modes, doubtful often,

81, a. 6

Because they want standards in

nature, 81, s. 7

Of substances, doubtful, 85—87,

s. 11, 14

In their philosophical use, hard

to have settl^ significations,

87, B. 15

Instance, liquor, 88, s. 16
,
gold,

89,8 17

Of simple ideas, why least doubt-

ful, 90, 8 18

Least compounded ideas have

the least dubious names, 91,

s 19
Natural philosophy, not capable of

science, li 162, s. 26 , 258, s. 10

Yet very useful, 260, s 12

How to bo improved, 1.363, s. 12

What has hmdered its improve-

ment, 1 353, 8. 12
Kavarrete, uncharitable judgment

of, ii, 323
Necessity, i 368, s. 13
Negative tenns, li. 2, s. 4

Names signify the aleence of

pbaitive ideas, i. 242, s 5

Nervous fluid, hypothesis of the,

i. 241 ;
ii. 89

Newton's, Sir Isaac, dangerous ex-

periment on his eyes, i. 237
Norris, his assertion of Male-

branche’s opinion, remarks on,

ii. 459
Nothing; that nothing cannot pro-

duce any thing, is demonstra-
tion, ii. 230, 8. 3

Notions, 1 . 415, s. 2
Number, i. 325
Modes of, the most distinct

ideas, 416, s. 3

Demonstrations in numbers, the
most determinate, 417, 8 4

The general measure, 330, s 8
Affoi^ the clearest idea of mfi-

nity, 336, s 9
Numeration, what, 327, §. 6

Names necessary to it, 327, s

5, 6
And order, 329, & 7

Why not early m children, and
in some never, 329, t. 7

Obscurity, unavoidable in ancient

authors, ii. 84, s. 10
The cause of it in our ideas, i

499, s 3

Obstinate, they are most, who have
least examined, u. 272, s 3

Opal, description of the, ii. 161
Opinion, what, ii. 269, s 3
How opinions grow up to prin-

ciples, i. 175, s. 22-26

Of others, a wrong ground of

assent,!!. 270, 8.6, 335,8. 17
Organs

; our organs suited io our
state, i. 430, s 12, 18

Ostracism, the Grecian, explained,

i. 418

Pain, present, works presently,

i. ^2, B. 64
Its use, 236, s. 4

Paley, his false definition of virtue,

i. 159
Parrot mentioned by* Sir W. T

,

i. 464, a 8

Holds a rational discourse, 465

Fancies join parts, or whole sen-

tences, ii. 74, s. 1
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Fkrticlefl

—

In them lies the beauty of well

speaking, u 74, s. 2
How their me is to be known,

76, s. 6

Hiey exproas some liction or pos-

ture of the luind, 75, s. 4 , i 263
Pucal, hu griAt memory, l 26, s 9
Pawioii, 1 421, a. 11

PamoiiH, how they lead m into

error, ii 279, t, 11

Turn on pleasure and pain, i.

352, a. 3
Are addom single, 382, a, 39

Perception threefold, i. 363, a 5

In i^ercepUcn, the mind for the

moat p.irt passive, 253, a 1

la an iinprcHaiou luade on tho

lumd, 253, a 3, 4

In the womb, 254, s. 5 1

Hiirereuce between it, and innato

ideas, 254. a 6

Puts the dirtereno* In'tween the

aiuinal and vtg»*tablc king

duiii.253, s 11

Tho Hoend licgnx’S of it, show

the ^^ladoru and goodueas of

the Maker, 259, s 12

BelongH to all aniniaK
12 14

The first inlet of knowletlgc, 261,

s. 15

Person, what, i 466, s 9

A forensic tenii, 479, s 20

The same consciousness alono

makes the same i>crK»n, 469,

13. 477, a 23

The same soul witlioul the same
consciousness, makes md. tho

same person, 47*h a 14, Ac
Reward and punudinieiit follow

personal identity, 474, s 18

Fhantastiud -ideas, i 508, s 1

Philosophical law, the measure of

virtue and vice, i 487

Pictures, use of, lo giving clear

ideas of ohje<As, ii. 127

Place, 1 . 286, s 7, 8

Use of pb^, 287, s 9

Nothing but a relative position,

288, s. 10

Place

—

SometioMs taken for the eneoe
body filla. 288, •- 10

Twofold, 320, s. 8, 7

PloMure and pain, i. 351, a.1
; S57.

s, 15, 16
Join themselves to moet of our

ideas, 235, s 2

}

Pleasure, why joined to seveiml ao>

I tions, 1 . 235, s. 3

I Positive ideas from privativeoaMM^
i. 240, 242

Power, how wo come by its id«i^

i. 359, s. 1

Active and |>asiuT«, 360, •. 2
No passive |>owcr in Qtxl, no ac-

tive in matter. both activeand
passive in spiKts, 360, t. 2

Our idea of SA^tive power cleartti

from reflection, 362, s. 4

Powers operate not on powen^
370, s. 18

Make a groat |iari of the ideas of
sulMUvnrtw, 427, s. 7

Why, 428, s 8

An idea of sensation ami refleo*

ii<»n, 239, s. 8

Practical pnnciples not innate, L
154, • 1

I
Not umversally asacniod to, 166^

s. 2

Are for operation, 156, « 3
Not agrewl, 169, s. 14

Different, 174, s. 21
Prtnnptum tsdinc/wo/ioafs, L. 460
Pnuciplos, not to Ihj receivod with-

out stnri rx.imination, iL 254,
4 . 327, a H

The ill 0(mse(|ucno*M of wrong
|>rincif>les, 327, s. 9, 10

None innate, i 134, s.1
None universally assented to,

135, s 2 4

Howoniinanly goi,175, i 22,Ac*

I

Aretolieexaminwb 177, • 26, 27
N(»t inoatc, if tlu; ideas they are

1 niarlo up of, are n<A innate,

179, s 1

. Pnvalive terms, ii 2, s. 4

Probability, wliM, n. 267, s. 1, 8
The grounds of, 269, s. 4
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Probability

—

In matter of fact, 270, a. 6

How we are to judge in probabi-

lities, 269, B. 5
Difficulties in probabilities, 277,

B« 9

(Grounds of probability in specu-

lation, 279, 8. 12
Wrong measures of probability,

320, 8. 7
How evaded by prejudiced

minds, 332, s. 13, 14

Proofs, ii. 186, a 3

Properties of specific essences, not

known, ii. 52, a 19

Of things very numerous, i 518,

8. 10 ; 529, B. 24
PropositionR, identical, teach no-

thing, li 244, 8. 2

Genencal, teach nothing, 222,

8. 4; 227,8.13
Wherein a part of the definition

la predicated of the subject,

teach nothing, 223, 8 5, 6 »

But the Bignffication of the word,

224, s 7

Ctincoming substanceB, generally

either trifling or uncertain,

22.5, 8. 9

Mei ely verbal, how to be known,

227, a. 12

Abstract terma, preihcatefl one

of another, pnvhice merely

\erb.d propositions, 227, 8 12
* Or part of a complex idea, pro-

dicateti of the whole, 222, s 4

,

227, 8 13
More pnijwflitions, merely ver-

b d, thani8 8ii8pocte<l,227, 8. 13

‘Uni\ers.al projxwitions concern

not existence, 228, s 1

What profHwtions concern ex-

istence, 228
Certain prt'>|>ositions, concerning

existence, .are particular ,
con-

cerning abstract ideas, may be

general, 238, « 13

Mental. 18.3, a 3, 184, s 5

Verbal, 183, s 3, 184, s 5

Mental, hard to be treated, 183,

s. 3, 4

Punishment, what, i. 485, s. 5
And reward, follow conscious-

ness, 474, s. 18 , 26, 8. 489
An unconscious dninkard, why

punished, 476, s 22
Pythagoras, his doctrine of the

transmigration of souls, L 180

;

Lucian’s burlesque, 182

Qualities* secondary qualities, their

connexion, or inconsistence^

unknown, ii, 149, s 11

Of substances, scarce knowable,
but by experience, 150—153
8. 14, 16,

Of spiritual substances less than
ofcorporeal, 153, s 17

Secondary, have no conceivable

connexion with the primary,

that produce them, 149, 150^
8 12, 13; 164, 8 28

Of Bubfltanccfl, depend on remote
causes, 175, s. 11

Not to bo known by descriptions,

124, 8. 21

Secondary, how far capable of
demofiKtr.ation, 139, 8 11-13

What, 1. 241, 8. 13
How 8.aid to be m thing«i,508,R.2

Secondary, would be other, if we
coulddmcover the minute parts

of bodies, 429, b 11

Primary, 243, 8. 9

How they ])roduro ideas in us,

24.5, 8. 11, 12
Secondary qualities, 243, s 13-15
Pnmary qualities resemble our

ideas, secondary not, 246, s.

;

ifl

Three sorts of qualities m bodies^

250, B 23, 1 e
,
pnmary, se-

condary, imme<hatelyporceiv-

I

able, and secondary, medi-

I

atoly, percivable, 2.'>2, a 26

J

Second.ary are bare powers, 250,
8 23-25 ,

Secondary have no discernible

connexion with the first, 251,
s 25

Quotatums, how little to be relied

on, u 278, 8. 11
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Ratding and itudj, thoughta ooa-

oorning, UF 497
B«alid«aa, i. 520, f. 1, 2
Beali^of knowtodn ii, 169; de-

monstration, 170
Beason, its yarious significations,

li. 282, s. 1

What, 282, . 2
Reason is natural revelation,

313, a 4
It must judge of revelation, 332,

a 14, 15
It must be onr last guide in every

thing, 332, s, 14, 15

Four parts of reason, 283, s. 3
Whore reason fails us, 298, a 9
Necessary m all but intuition,

298, s 16

As contra* distinguished to faith,

wh.it, 303, a 2
Hol|m us not U) the knowledge of

innate truths, i 136, s. 5*8

General nleas, general terms, and
reason, usually grow together,

142, 8 15

Reasoning, ii. 282
;

its four parts,

283 ,
syllogism not the great f

iiiRtnnncnt of, 284 ,
causos of

,

Its failure, 296
j

Recollection, i. 343, s 1
j

Reflection, u 207, s. 4

Helateil, i. 449, s. 1 I

R^^lation, I. 449, s 1

Proportional, 482, s. 1

Natural, 482, a 2

Instituted, 483, s. 3

Moral, 483, s 4

Numerous, 496, s 17

Terminate in simple ideas, 496,

S.18

Our clear ideas of relation, 497,

b.19

Names of relations doubtful, 497,

s. 19

Without correlative terms, not

socommonly observed, 449, a. 2

Ihlferent from the Uunga related,

449, s. 4

Changes without any change in

the subject, 451, s* 5

Always between two, 451, s. 6

R^ation

—

All Uiings capable of relalfaiift

461, ..7
The idea of the ralaiion, oltiii

clearer than of the thing! ra*.
lated, 452, s. 8

AU terminate in simple ideas of
sensation and reflection, 453.

B. 9

Relative, L 449, s 1

Same relative terms taken ftwes*
lemal denominations, 449, s.2

J8ome for absolute, 450, #, 3
How t4) bo known, 453, s, 10
Many words, Uiuugh eaeming

ab^dute, are relativee, 451

»

a 3 5

Religion, all men have time to in«

quire int«*, n. 323, s. 8
But ill many places are hindered

fnini iiiquiniig, 324, n 4

Remeiulranoe, of great moment in
common life, i. 267, • 8

What, 197, a. 20 , 266, a 7
Awjmiitwl a sixth neniie, by

J1 oldies, 263
Reputation, of great force in com*

mon life*, 11 492, • 12
Ib'Hli'init, J 368, s. 13

lieMurrcction, the authors notion
of it, II 357

Not ncctNwanly understood of
the same boify, Ac., 367. Tbo
meaning rtf “ hts body," 2 (Jor.

% 10, 3.57

Tlio same IxkIv of Christ arose,

and why, 3.5/ . How the eorip-

turc sp<>aks alxiut it, 876
Retention, i 262
IteveUtioD, an unquestionable

gntund of assent, II 282, s. 14

lielM’f, nri nnHifrjf it, 320, a, 15
Trviitionai rt^vcUlion cannot

eoitvey any new siuifde ideas,

304, s. 3

Not Ro sure as our reason or
fumsos, 305, s. 4

In things of reason, no need of
revelation, 306, a. 5

Cannot over* rule our dearknow-
ledge, 306, i* 5 , 309, St 10
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Bevelfttion

—

Hiut over-nde probabilitiefl of

reason^ 808, b. 8, 9

Bevenfn, instanoe of, i. 381

^

Bewara, what, i. 485, s. 5
BoFftnlB and poniBhmeDtB, future,

L 407, 477
Bhetorio, an art of deceiving, ii.

112, 8. 84

Bag^ty, iL 186, b. 8
Hobl^’ aooonnt of„ iL 137

SaintB, pretended,among theTurks,

their execrable livea, i. 164
Iiooke*8 inferenoe disputed, 165

Same, whether Bubstanoe, mode,
or concrete, L 481, b. 28

Sand, white to the eye, pelluoid in

a mioroBCOTO, i. 480, •. 11

Scarlet, a blind man’s definition

of, ii. 26
Sceptical, no one bo sceptical as to

dou^ hifl own existence, iL

230, 8. 2
Schools, wherein faulty, ii. 97, s.

6, &c.
Science, divided into aoonBidera-

tion of nature, of operation,

and of Bigns, ii. 387
No Bcience of natural bodies,

8.20, 162
Scripture

;
interpretationa of sorip'

tore not to m imposed, ii. 93,

B. 28
Self, what makes it, i. 475, s. 20

;

477, B. 23-5

Self-love, L 533, s. 2
Partly cauM of unreasonableness

in us, i. 533, s. 2
Self-evident propositions, where to

be bad, iL 201, Ac.
Neither needed nor admitted

proof, 218, a 19
Sensation, i. 206, a 3

Distinguishable from other per-

oeptions, 11 140, a 14
Explained, i. 249, a 21
What, 347, a. 1

Senses* why wo cannot conceive

other qualities, than the ob-

jects of our senses, L 125, s. 3

Senses

—

Learn to clisoer# by exercise, iL

124, 8. 21

Much quicker would not be use-

ful to us, I 430, a 12
Our organs of sense suited to our

state, 430, a 12, 18,

Sensible knowledge is as certain as

we need, iL 248, s. 8
Goes not beyond the present act,

249, a 9
Shame, L 358, s. 17
Siamese, unjustly accused of im-

piety, i. 186 , their belief, 194
Sick and aged, minrder of, among

certain nations, i. 163
Simple ideas, L 224, s. 1

Not made by the mind,L 224, s 2
Power of the mind over them,

282, 8. 1

The matenals of all our know-
ledge, 239, a 10

All positive, 289, a 10
Very different from their causes,

241, 8. 2, 3

Sin, with different men, stands for

different actions, L 172, s. 19
Sleepwalking, i. 350
Smell, nature of the sense of, l 227
Solidity, 1. 228, B. 1

Inseparable from body, L 228,
a 1

^ it body fills space, 230, a 2
This idea got by touch, 228, a 1

How distinguished from s^iace,

230, a 3
How from hardness, 231, a 4

Something from eternity, demon-
strate li 233, a 8

Sorrow, i. 354, s 8

Sorts, the common names of sub-

stances stand for, u. 40 , the
essence of each sort is the ab-

stract idea, 41

Soul thinks not always, L 210, s.

9, Ac,

Not in sound sleep,212, a 11,

Its immatenahty, know not,

il 143, a 6
Beligion, not concerned in the

soul's immateriality, 145, a 6
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Soul

—

Our-i^orwi<!e about it, i. 4S0,

11.27

The immortulil^ of it, not proTod

by rewon, it 145, ttteq

It U brought to light by reteU-

tion, iL 145

Sound, iU mode#, i 345, 3

Space, lU idea got by sight and

touch, u 288, 1. 2

lU modification, 2o4, a 4

Not body, 289, 1 . 11, 12

Its parts inseparmble, 289, a 13

Iniino\able, 290, • 14

Whether body,or spirit,291, aid

Whether substance, or accident,

291 8 17

Inhnite, 294, s. 21 ; 332, s 4

Ideas of space and body dis-

tinct, 290, a 24, 25

Considered as a solid, 324, all

Hard to conceive any real being

void of space, 824, s. 11

Species
,
v^hy changing one simple

idea of the complex <»ne, is

thought to change the s|>^

encs HI modes but not in sub-

stances, lu 104, a 19

Of animals and vegeUblcs, dts

tinguisbed by figure, 59, s 29

Of oUicr things, by colour, 59,

8 29 .

Ma<l6 by the undomUnding, for

communication, 85, s. 9

No sjtocies of mueil nutdos is ith

out a name, SO, s. 1

1

or sulwtanoes, are dt-termimHl

by thu noiiiin-d c*«i(*nco,45 50,

Ac, a 7,8, 11,18

Not by sulsdanlial forma 47,s 10

Nor by the real essenen, 50, a

1 3 55 s 25

Of spinU how dislinguuihe<l,

47, a 11

More «i>ecics of creatures alcove

than below us, 49. a 12

Ofcreatures very gradual. 49,s.l 2

W hat is necessary to the making

of speaes, by real essences,

51, s 14, Ac
^

Of animals and plants, not dis-

Specie*—
tinguUhed by propagawoo,

54, I 23

Of animals and vaffetablea, da-

tuiguisbad pnnapally by tbn

shape and l»guro
, sf other

things, by the colour, 59, s, 29

Ofman, likewtss in part, 55, a.20

oi St. ]Instance, Abbot

57, s. 20

. Martin*

Is but a partial ooooepthm of

52. s. 82
. t.

It is the complex hlea which too

name stands for, that make*

the sj^ea, 64, s 35

Man niiikos Uie species, or sorts*

65, s. 85-87 •
^ ,

The foundauon of Ii Is in the si-

militude found in things* 65,

s 85 87

Every ilistinct abstract Idea, a

different s|*ecies, 66, s 38

Speech, lU rmi, u 1, * 1» 3

Proper speech, 8, s. 8

lutelli^ble, 8, » H

Spirits, the existence of, m»i know-

able, II 259, s 1

2

How It Is provwi, 250, s. 12

OpentUon of sjiirits on IxhIics,

not (vmocivsblc, 164, s 2S

Wbal knowlwlgit they havu of

1xm1i<-s, 121, s 28

Separste, b'»w ihelr knoalwlgo

may rxcx’eil f»urs, i 26H, s 9

Wo hs\e M clear a noti»*n *if the

Bul»i<UMH-'e of spirit, as of body,

425, s 5

A ix»nlccture roncemitig way

(»f knowle«lge wherein spiriU

excel us, 482, s 13

Our hleas of s|»iril, 484, s. 14

As clear ss that <*f body, 484,

I

s 14. 487, s 22
^ Pnraary idoss liclonging to spU

1 nts, 486, s. 18

Move, 486, s 19

Ideas of s^snt and body, oom-

pered, 437, s 22 , 442, f. 30

Existence of, ss easy to beadmitr

tell as that of bodiei^ 440, ».28



Spirita

—

We have no idea how spirits

communicate their thoughts^

446, 8. 86
How far we are ignorant of the

bfting, species, and properties

of spirits, ii. 163, s. 27
The word spirit, does not ne-

cessarily denote immateriality,

388
The scripture speaks of material

spirits, 888
Strasburg, the great clock at, ii. 42
Study, stories of extraordinary pas-

sion for, 1. 885
Stupidity, i 267, s 8
Substance, i. 422, s. 1

No^dea of it, 196, s. 18
Not very knowable, 196, s. 18
Our certainty, concerning sub-

stances, reaches but a little

way, ii. 175, s. 11, 12, 218,

h.15

The confused idea of substance

in general, makes always a
pari of the essence of the spe-

cies of substances, 52, s 21

lu substances, we must rectify

the signification of their

names, by the things, more
than by definitions, 1 25, s 24

Their ideas single, or collective,

1. 281, 8 6

Wo have no distinct idea of sub-

stance, 291, 8. 18, 19
• We have no idea of jiure sub-

stance, 423, s 2

Our ideas of the sorts of sub-

stances, 424, 425, B. 3, 4 , 426,

8 . 6

Observable, in our ideas of sub-

stances, 446, 8. 37

Oolloeti\o ideas of substances,

447, Ac
Tliey art? siuglo ideas, 448, s 2

Thret>i sorts of siib«tanee8,459,».2

Tlio ideas of substam'es, have a
double reference, 514, s 6

Tlie pro|)ertie« of substances,

numerous, and not all to be

known, 518, s. 9, 10

Substance

—

The perfectest ideas of sub-

stances, 427, 8. 7

Three sorts of ideas make our
complex one of substances,

428, B 9

Idea of it obscure, ii. 144
Not discarded by the Essay,

351
The author’s account of it clear

as that of noted logicians,

351
We talk like children about it,

856
The author makes not the being

of it depend on the fancies of

men, 352
The author’s principles consist

with the certamty of its exist-

ence, 352
Subtilty, what, ii 98, s. 8

Succession, an idea got chiefiy from

the train of our ideas, i. 239,

8 9 ; 803, 8. 6
Which tram is the measure of it,

306, 8. 12
Summum bonum, wherein it con-

sists, 1 . 395, s. 55
Sun, the name of a species, though

but one, ii. 40, s 1

Syllogism, no help to reasoning,

II 284, 8. 4

The use of syllogism, 284, s. 4

Inconveniences ofsyllogism, 284,

8 4

Of no use in probabilities,293,8.

5

Helps not to new discoveries,

294, B 6

Or the improvement of our
knowledge, 294, a 7

IVhether in syllogism, the mid-

dle terms may not be bettor

placed, 295, s 8

May be about particulars, 295,

s 8

Taste and smells, their modes, i,

346, s. 5

Taylor, Jeremy, on diversity of
opinion, 11 273

Tears juid wcrpiiig, i 354
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Testimony, liow it lessens its force,

u 277, s. 10

Thinking, i. 347

Modes of thinking, i. 347, s. 1 ,

348, 8. 2

Men's ordinary way of thinking,

11 269,8 4

An of>eraUon of the soul, i 211,

8 10

Without memory useleM, 216,

B 15

Thoughts concerning reading and

study, u. 497

Time, what, i 307, 8 17, 18

Nut the measure of motion, 312,

B 22

And place, dwtinguisIiaUe jxir

tions of infinite duration and

oxiiansion, 32U, t. 5, 6

Twofold, 320, H 6, 7

Denominations from time are
^

relatives, 455, s 3

Tolcratuui, necessary iii our iUle

of knowledge, ii 273, b 4

Tradition, the older the Uws ere

dihlo, II 277,8 10

Transmigration of souls, doctniio

of, 1 180

Travellers, early, their accounts of

nations of athewts U» ho re

ceived with doul»t, i 1^4

Trifling propositions, ii 219

DiscourscB, 11.225—227, s 9, lo,

11

True and false idww, i. 520

Truth, what, u. 1 83, s 2 ,
1 85, s. C

Of thought, 183, 8. 3, 187, B 9

Of wonls, 183, s. 3

Verbal and real, 186, b 8, 9

Moral, 187, all
Metaphysical, 521, b. 2

General, Bcldoni ap|»reheiMlod,

but til words, ii. 188, s 2

In what it coniLstB, 190, b. 5

Love of it necessary, 311, B 1

How we may know wo love it,

311,8. 1

Vacuum poatible, i. 294, • 22

MoUon provei a vacuum, 295,

a. 23

Vacuum

—

We have an idea of it, 230, t. 8

;

232. 8. 5

Vanety m roen'a punuita, iO*

counted for, i 240, a 10

Vegetable*, identity of, i. 4^
Velleity, what, i. 353

Vice lies in wn^ng meaaurw of

good, u. 334, 8, 16

V irtue, w hat, in reality, 1 . 1 72, a. 1

8

What in Its oommon appUcation,

165, a 10, 11

Is preferable, under a bafejpoael-

bility of a future slate, 406,8. 70

How taken. 171.8.17, 18

Vohtion, what, i 363, •. 5 , 369,

B. 15, 375, s 28

Bolter know n by reflection than

wonls, 376, • 30

Voluntary, what, i. 363, . 5

;

367, ill. 375, B. 27

rmlerstandmg, what, i. 363, b. 5,6

Like a daik ns>in, 278, a 17

Whtn right)) used, 131, a. 5

Tlirott ioru of Inception in,

363, f, 5

Wholly {MiMove 111 the reoopUou

of Himpb* ideas, 223, a. 25

Uneasiness alone detmnine* Uio

will to a new action, i. 376,

s 29. 31, 33, Ac
Why It deimuinwi the will, 379,

s 36, 37

Cauw^s of It, 397, s .57, Ac.

Unit), an ulea, liolh of sriMaiiott

and rcflcTcUoii, i 239, a 7

SuggtwUsl by e\ cry thing, 325,8.

1

Universal wnuient, argument of,

( sarnined, i. 135

Uiuw r«alit), IS only in signi, il. 14

Lniversals, how made, i. 274, 8. 9

Wf'^ ping .Vc Tean,

What IS, is, 18 not univemlly

senVori to, 1. 136, 8 4

Where and when, i. 321, 8. 8

Whole, bigger than iU parU, iti

use, il. 208, 8 11

Aim! rAlt not innate idiM, h 182|

I 8. 6
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Will, what, i. 363, s. 5, 6 ; 369,

s. 16 ; 376, i. 28
What detorraincs the will, 37,

B, 29
Often confounded with desire,

37, 8, 30
Ih conversant only about our
own actions, 37, s. 30

Terminates in them, 383, 8. 40
Is determined by the greatest,

present, removable uneasi-

nesB, 383, b. 40
Wit and judgment, wherein dif-

ferent, i. 270, s. 2
Wolf, his theory of innate ideas,

i. 140
Worcester, Locke’s controversy

with ^e bishop of^ li. 339
Words, an ill use of, one great

hinderance of knowledge, in

107, 8. 80
Abuse of words, i. 94, b. 1

SScots introduce words without
Rigmfication, 94, s. 2

The schools have coined multi-

tudes of insignifioant words,

94, 8. 2
And rendered others obscure,

97, B. 6

Often ivsod without signi^cation,

95,8. 3
And why, 96, s. 6

Inconstancy in their use, an
abuse of words, 96, s. 5

Obscunty, an abuse of words,

97, 8. 6

Taking them for things, an abuse
of wonls, 101, a 14, 15

Who most liable to this abuse of
wonls, ^101, B. 14, 15

This abuse of words is a cause
of obstinacy in error, 103,
B. 16

M^vking thorn stand for real ee-

senoea we know hot, is an
abuse of words, 103, s. 17, 18

The suppoeition of their certain

evident Biginhcation, an abuse
of words, 107, 8 22

Use of words is, 1. To comrau-
mcate ideas , 2. With quick-

Words

—

ness
;

8. To convey know-
ledge, 108, s. 28, 24

How they in all these, 109,

B. 26, ctseq.

How in substances, 110, 111, s.

32
How in modes and relations, 110,

111, 8.33

Misuse of words, a great cause
of error, 114, s. 4

Of obstinacy, 115, s. 5
And of wrangling, 116, s. 6
Signify one thin^ in inquiries,

and another in disputes, 1 1 6, s.7

The meaning of words is made
known, in simple ideas, by
showing, 120, s. 14

In mixed modes, by defining,

120, B. 16

^
In Bul^tanoes, by showing and

deMning too, 123, s. 19, 124,
8 . 21

,
22,

The ill consequence of learning

words first, and their meaning
afterwards, 126, s. 24

No shame to a«k men the mean-
ing of their words where they
are doubtful, 126, s. 25

Are to be used constantly in the
same sense, 128, s. 26

Or else to be explained, where
the context determines it not,

128, 8. 27
How made general, ii. 1, a 8
Signifying insensible things, de-
rive from names of sensible

ideas, 2, s. 6
Have no natural signification,

4, 8. 1

But by imposition, 8, s. 8
Stand immediately for Uie ideas

of the speaker, 4, s. 1-3

Yet with a double i^erence •

—

1. To the ideas in the heMur's
mrod, 6, s. 4

2 To the reality ofthin^ 7. s. 5

I

Apt, by custom, to ez<nke ideas,

I 7, s. 6
> Often used without aignificatioiu

1
7. a 7



IXDIX. fiir

W’onk- Wonk-
Moit g«n«rm], 9, 1 . 1 What words most doaUlbl* Mid
Why some words ofone Ungusfe why, 80, t. 6

, cannot be translated mlo thoae What unintelligible, 80, a. 5

of another, 34, a 8 Fitted to the use of oommon
Why I have been so large on 81, s. 7

words, 89, a 10 Not translatable, 84, a 8

New wmds, or in new significa- Worship noi aninnate idea, L 188»

tions, are cautiously to be s 7

usod, 73, s. 51 Wrangle, about words, il 337»

Civil use of wor^ 75, a 3 a 18

Philosophical use of words, 75,a3 WriUngs, andeot, why hardly to

Theeo very difierent, 87, a 15 be precisely underitood, U. 9S»

Miss their end when they excite a S3

not, m the heaiw, the aame

idea as in the mind of the Zahah,
d. 71

opcakcr, 80, a 4

M. g. Hkkorty. Prtotw. 73, rsimiw Street, CK|U
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7 » 6<1 per vol

Naral and Military Heroes of Great
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Pictorial Handbook of Modem Geo-
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7s. id.
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Livy. A ne\^ and Literal Translation.

By Dr. Srnxiv and others. In 4 toIs.

Vd 1. Contaliui Books i>-8.

VoL a. Books 9—28.
VoL 3. Books 27-36.
VoL 4. Books 37 to the end ; and Index.

Laean'f PhanalU. Translated, with
Note^ by H, T, Rilrt.

Inoretiiu. Literally Translated, with
Notes, by the Rev. J, S. WxTsoir, M A.
And the Metrical Version by J. M. Good

MartiaTB Epigranui, complete. Lite-

rally Tron^ted. Each accompanied bv
one or more Verse Translaiions selected

from the Works of English Poets, and

other sources. With a coplons Index
Double volume (660 pages). 7l. 6d.

Ovid’i Works, complete. Litei-ally

Translated 3 vols.

VoL 1. Fasti, Tristia, Epistles, Ac.

Vol 2. Metamorphoses.
VoL a Heroidea, Art of Love, Ac.

Fiadar, Literally Translated, by Daw-
son W. Tubmer, and the Metrical Version

by ABBAHxif Moobb.

Plato’s Works. Translated by the

Rev. 11 Cart and others. In 6 vols.
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Iliffido, Gotidas, Protagoras, Pbaedrus.

Thesetetus, Euthyphron, Lysis.

VoL 2. The Republic, TImiBiu, ACritlas.

Vol 3. Meno, Euthydemus, The So-

phist, Statesman. Cratylus, Parme-

nides, and the Banquet.

Vol. 4. Phllebus, Cnarmldes, Laches,

The Two Aldblaclpe, and Ten other

Dialogues.

Vol 6. The Laws.
Vol 6 The Doublfhl Works. With

General Index.

Planttil’s Comedies. Literally Trans-

Ute(L with Notes, by H. T. Rilkt, D A.
In 2 volt.

Pliny’s Natural History. Translated,

with Obplous Not<>s, by the late Joim
*nosrocit, M.P , t at S
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and 11. T. Rii-h\,

BA. In 6 vola.

ProporUns, Petronins, and Johannes
Secundua. Literally Translaled, and ac-

companied by Poetical Versions, from

various souroea.

Qointilian'f Institutes of Oratory.
Literally Translated, with Notes, Ac., by
J 8 Watson, M A. In 2 vols.

Ballast, Floras, and Velleini Pator-
culua With Coplons Notes, Biographical

Notices, and Index, by J S. Watson.

Sophocles, The Oxford Ti-anslation

revised

Standard Library Atlas of Classical
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I With ft complete Index faccentuated),
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!
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i

Strabo’s Geography. Translated,

with Copious Note'<, by W. Faloonfr,
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M A., and H. C. Hamilton, Esq. With

;

Index, giving the Ancient and Modern
f Names. In 3 vols

I Suetonios* Lives of the Twelvo
' Cansars, and other Works. Phombon’'

Translation, revised, with Notes, by 1
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Notes In 2 vols

Vol 1 'fhe Annals
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F K.0A, Ac.
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